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The Gold That Grows—By Lida M. Keck
People does a lot o' talkin'

'Bout the city's boolevards,
'Bout the streets as smooth as floorin',

An' them houses with no yards;

An' I s'pose they're good-'nough people-
Wouldn't wish 'em any harm

—

But I can't quite think o' livin'

Anywheres but on a farm.

Course I know you'll be a-sayin'

That I'd make more money there.

An' that farm-folks ain't got nothin'
When the town-folks has to spare;

But that field o' wheat out yander
(Biggest crop I ever see!)

Ain't so bad, eh? An' I reckon
That's the kind o' coin fer me.

Talk o' gold! I'd ruther see it

Growin' there in that big field

Than to drudge up in the city

Fer the gold my work 'u'd yield.

An' that view there, 'crost the medders
To the shinin' little crick,

With the trees a-makin' shadders
Where the cows comes down to drink,

/

Sort o' preaches to a feller,

Sayin', "Don't you go away."
Some folks moves to town, an' likes it.

But I guess I'd ruther stay.

Then them black-eyed-Susans growin'
By the road there—see 'em, sir?—

Makes me think o' poor ol' mother

—

Used to gether 'em fer her

'Fore she left—but, pshaw! these specks, sir,

Blurs when drivin' thro' the dust.

Hold the lines a minnit? Thank you.
Ain't afeerd o' nags, I trust.

CLOVER In corn
F. H., Princeton, 111., writes: "I have read your

article, 'A Clover Account,' in the Farm and Fireside
of May 1st, and would like to know how you sow
plover-seed in the corn-field. I sow clover with oats
every spring, and turn it under in the fall."

In my article I referred to crimson clover, which of
course my correspondent understands is very different
from red clover, such as he sows in his oats. South of
New York crimson clover is sown in late summer or
early fall, generally in July or August, while in New
York and some of the N^w England states it is some-
times grown from spring sowing. With me, however,
its special value lies in the fact that it practically re-

mains green all winter, growing late in the fall and
maturing early enough in the spring, so that after hav-
ing served for a cover crop through the winter, I

can use it for soiling or hay, or turn its matured growth
under in time to follow with some ot^er crop. It thus
does me a vast good as a fertility conservative, a fer-

tility producer, a valuable food for my animals, and
crowds out no other crop.

I sow from ten to fifteen pounds to the acre in the
growing corn in July or August at the last cultivation
of the corn; or if the weather is exceedingly dry at
this last working I defer sowing, waiting for rain,
providing it comes before the corn is too big for the
horse to pass through it without breaking it too much.
This cultivation is given for the sake of the clover-
seed, but may incidentally do good to the corn also.
If the clover is not sown until this later cultivation,
the harrow is expanded to reach from one row to an-

other, and but one passage is made between the two
rows, the harrow-teeth being set to run about two
inches deep.

The seed may be sown with any seeder that throws
the seed upward, and five spaces are covered at one
passage across the field—that is, the one in which I

walk and two on each side of me. If plenty of rain
follows the sowing, a good stand of clover may be
secured by sowing the seed after the harrowing; but
as even the weather-men often fail in telling what the
weather will be, I take no chances, and always have
the harrow follow the sower. In dry weather this is

important, for if the seed is not covered to a depth of
unfailing moisture it may, and often does, sprout and
perish.

At this writing (May 26th) my crimson clover has
reached full bloom, many heads beginning to ripen.
It has been blooming for two weeks. I have never
harvested seed. I always buy good Delaware-grown
seed for each year's sowing from that season's har-
vest. The price of seed fluctuates. I have bought it

as low as two dollars and forty cents a bushel, and
have paid as high as five dollars, and always consider
it a most profitable investment.

Our friend's practice of sowing clover in his oats
in the spring and plowing it down in the fall seems to
be a waste 'of what might be of more value the follow-
ing year as a feed than it is so young as a fertilizer,

but the plan is so much in advance of the common one
of stubble-land being plowed and left to the elements
until sown to wheat that it must be commended.

W. F. McSparran.

CRIIMSON CLOVER AND COW-PEAS

The developments of the present season will have
a tendency to increase to a great extent the grow-
ing popularity of these two hay and forage crops in the

state of Delaware. The hay crops of red clover and
timothy seem more and more uncertain every year.

This spring a dry spell of nearly two months has
ruined the late hay crop, and in many case^ killed out-

right the spring seeding of clover and timothy. In

spite of this, the crop of crimson-clover hay was sim-

ply magnificent, and the weather was ideal for curing

it in best condition. Our best feeders now prefer well-

cured crimson-clover hay to any other for cattle and
working-horses. It was cut this season May 8th to

i2th—just as it reached full bloom. My own crop
from six acres was nearly sixteen tons of beautiful hay,

perfectly free from weeds and well cured. This was
grown on land which produced over one hundred dol-

lars' worth of tomatoes to the acre in 1902, and the

crimson-clover seed was sown among the tomatoes at

the last working—about July 20th. The hay crop is

now removed, in time to grow a good crop of field-

corn on the same ground.
The three great points in favor of crimson clover

are: First, the certainty and quick growth of the

crop; second, the superior quality of the product, ex-

ceeding even red clover in nutritive qualities; third,

low cost of seed and little labor required. The crop
of crimson-clover hay is now (June 6th) ready to cut,

and will soon be in market.
Cow-peas are another wonderful hay, forage and

[concluded on PAGE 20]
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Mr. Greiner Says:

PEACH-TREE BoRER.—A reader in Kansas tells me
how much he thinks of his few trees in a limited

home-yard, and what pains he takes with them.
Among others he has some peach-trees that

are just old enough to bear. A little way above the
ground he found a lot of sticky, gumlike stufif exuding
from the tree." He followed the hole in the tree-body
with his knife, and finally discovered two whitish
worms. Undoubtedly they were the larvje of the peach-
tree borer, which is often very destructive to young
peach-trees. Usually the point of attack is just at the

surface of the ground, where the bark is soft, but
sometimes the insect gets into a crotch of the tree.

The occupant of a modest suburban home who loves
his few trees and vines has the advantage over the
large grower in that he can keep in close touch with
every tree, bush, vine or plant on the place, see where
injury is threatened, and apply the proper remedies or
means of protection. The large commercial grower
often suffers a great deal of loss before he is even
aware that anything is wrong. Probing for the peach-
tree borer with a sharp penknife and a piece of wire is

one of the safest means of protecting the tree, and
is usually eflfective if attended to promptly—that is, be-
fore the borers have done serious harm.

Catalogue Descriptions.—Our seedsmen deserve
credit for the usually fair way in which thej' describe
the different varieties in their catalogues. We know
and expect that their purpose is to sell seeds and
plants, and that in a general way they follow ordinary
business methods, just as a grocer or druggist would.
Any man who possesses an average dose of common
sense expects them to speak more freely of the good
points in an article they wish to sell than of its faults.

In this direction all merchants are liable to go a little

too far, and some of our seedsmen and nurserymen
habitually, and almost all of them occasionally, do that.

Strict business ethics and honor should not allow them
to recommend to any customer a purchase which they
know will not give satisfaction. Our Kansas City in-

quirer tells of the Loganberry, with which he has
fussed for the past three years, with the result that the

canes die down every winter and new ones sprout up
in spring to meet the same fate the winter following.

I have had this novelty in ray garden. For a few
years the canes were annually winter-killed, and finally

even the roots gave out. The following is a catalogue
description: "The Loganberry—A hybrid between
the raspberry and blackberry. The fruit is as large as

the largest blackberry, and is produced in immense
clusters. The color is a clear, dark red. It partakes
of the flavor of both the blackberry and the raspberry
—mild, pleasant, vinous flavor, delicious and peculiar to

this berry alone. Seeds, small, soft and few. Berries
are very firm, and carry well. Strong grower; enor-
mous bearer. Fruit ripens early, just after strawber-
ries." Possibly the fruit is so good that it will pay us

to take extra pains with it in giving winter protection,

but the least we can expect of those who sell plants at

wenty cents each is to tell us right at the start that

this fruit is not a hardy one and that it is not suited to

the wants of the ordinary cultivator in a cold climate.

Praying for Rain.—A large portion of this state

and other sectisns of the country are at the present

time parched up under a most severe and extraordi-

nary drought. From various places it was reported

that the ministers of the gospel were holding special

services to pray for rain. In one or two such in-

stances such prayers were apparently answered, and
the rain came in torrents, causing floods and great
destruction, so that it would have been in order to

hold services praying for' the cessation of rainfall. I

do not imagine that the prayers of the faithful had
anything to do with the rain or its stoppage. The
good Lord no doubt knows what he wants without the

dictation or interference of insignificant humankind,
who do not always know what they want or what is

good for them. When the natural conditions are right

tor rain, the Great Ruler will let it rain; wiien they are

right for dry weather, dry weather it will be. The best
help always is self help. Some of my neighbors have
this year discovered that a hydrant in the strawberry-
patch promptly and freely used is worth immensely
more for the purpose of saving a big yield of straw-
berries in a drj' time than a whole lot of the most
fervent prayers for rain. An ounce of thorough culti-

vation does vastly more good in the same direction
than effortless reliance on the help and protection of

the Divinity. The heavenly injunction is to work and
pray, the former being the chief and most essential
part of the combination. This may not be orthodox,
but it is good, straight common sense and business.

A Friend Among Birds.—Some evenings ^while
standing on or passing over the bridge which spans
Cayuga Creek on my premises I see numbers of night-
hawks, or mosquito-hawks, sweeping swiftly through
the cool evening air, sometimes so low as to come
near the water's surface, then again high in the air. It

is an interesting bird, this night-hawk, and yet one
whose life-habits are not well understood by average
country dwellers. Many people fear it as a hawk, and
imagine that it is an enemy to chickens, pigeons or
smaller birds, i In reality the night-hawk is a most
harmless fellow. It does not molest the farmers' or
gardeners' crops in any way, as it has all it can attend
to in filling its crop with insects. As an insect-eater
it has no equal, surpassing even the voracious toad. In
fact, this bird seems to fly with its immense mouth
wide open, ready to gulp down any insect that it may
encounter on the wing. When food is plentiful, the
night-hawk fills its great stomach almost to bursting.
Flying-ants and grasshoppers seem to be a favorite ar-
ticle of its diet, although potato-beetles, striped and
spotted squash-beetles and a large number of other
injurious insects have been found in the birds' stom-
achs. A Washington authority has this to say about this
bird: "From these glimpses of the night-hawk's food-
habits it must be evident that it is one of our most
useful birds. Not only does it do a great amount of
positive good by the destruction of enormous numbers
of insects, but it is to be commended for its negative
qualities, in that it not only does not destroy any of
the farmers' crops, but does not even visit them or
use them for nesting-sites. It never touches grain or
fruit; it never troubles the garden, and in the orchard
it only occasionally perches upon the branch of an
apple-tree. It does not even ask a blade of grass with
which to build its nest, for it makes no nest. It does
not injure the grass by laying its eggs thereon, for its

eggs are laid upon bare earth or on a rock. It does
not molest poultry nor the nests of other birds. When
we consider that this bird renders such a signal ser-

vice to man, and asks nothing and will take nothing in

return, it would seem as if we owe it to the night-hawk
to afford it every possible protection."

Mr, Grundy Says:

Workers, Good and Bad.—It is surprising how
many people can come just short of almost
perfect work. It is equally surprising how
many very poor workmen and workwomen

there are. One hires a fairly intelligent-appearing
young man or w-oman to do farm or house work, and
rather flatters himself that he is in luck, but in a few
hours he is astonished to learn that they do the com-
monest work in a way that any really intelligent person
should be ashamed of, and that they have the capacity
to look after only one thing at a time.

For instance, I engaged a girl to assist my wife with
the housework, and she appeared to be a hustler. She
was here and there and yonder in a wink, but that was
all. In preparing a meal she would cook one thing at

a time, letting the others wait until that was done. In
preparing common vegetables for the table it was
amusing to see her. She would pull up a handful of
radishes, select those of fair size, and throw the rest

aside; she did other things the same way. When they
came to the table they looked like they had been pre-
pared for a cow. In sweeping she would make the
broom fly. and would have as much dust up near the
ceiling as there was on the floor. We retired her as
gently as possible, with our regrets, etc., etc., and
secured another who had an eight-day-clock move-
ment, but a knack of making each motion "count for

something. She took one sttp where the other girl

took about six, but really accomplished about twenty
times as much.

The first girl was born and raised on a farm; but a

mortgage swallowed the farm, and the children hired
to neighbors. I have had probably a dozen young
people work for me who came from mortgage-wrecked
and poor tenant families, and not one of the lot could
do a good job of work of any sort without being re-

peatedly shown how and constantly watched. I have
had two boys work for me who were the sons of good
farmers, and both of them were first-class workmen.
We had a girl for a short time who came from a family
of wide-awake, intelligent people, and while she was a
little giddy about beaus, like most young girls, she
truly was a jewel in the house. She had lots of good,
plain common sense, knew how to go about her work,
and ho^V to finish it.

Nine times out of ten the best workmen and work-
women come from families that have succeeueu finan-

cially, the poorest from families that are poor and stay

poor, which plainly indicates that home-training is one,
of the greatest factors of success in life. People who
themselves are a dismal failure generally turn out
children who are of the same class. The only way to
make good workmen and workwomen of such children
is to train them in a training-school. If they are raised
to be slipshod, like their parents, they go into the low-
est rank of laborers, if they do not become tramps.
When I was a hired man on the farm I worked with
men who were as careful of their employer's property
as one could be. Then I have worked with others
who dropped things just as soon as they were done
using them, and left them t'o go to ruin. I do not
recall a single instance where one of this latter class
ever accumulated any property for himself, while I do
know several of the others who are now well to do in
life. The man who has a large family of children need
have no fear of their future if he will train them to
thoroughly do whatever work they undertake, to take
good care of their tools, and to save the pennies. Such
children are bound to climb up in the world, and if the
parents live to see them well along toward middle
life they will be more than glad that they took the time
and pains to start them right and to keep them right
when they were little fellows.

Thorough Work and New Methods.—It pays to

do things thoroughly while one is about it. Many a
time when rushed -with work I have been tempted to

give things "a lick and a promise" and let them go.

But if one will look over his own experience he will

find that it is the thorough work that pays, whether it

is planting a crop or setting a hen. From the largest

to the smallest matter, thoroughness pays. Another
thing: Almost every man can make more or less of

an inventor of himself. I never do a job of work
without asking myself if there is not a better way of

doing it—a way by which I can save labor or time.

Quite a number of times I have found far better

methods of doing common things than I had been used

to. The test of value o^ a new invention or method is

its saving of time or labor. An invention that adds to

one's work or care is of no value, in fact. An inven-

tion that is difficult to manage or uncertain in its

work is of little value. Many times a new method
seems like it must be perfect, but a little practical test

proves that it is sadly lacking. I am not so young and
active as I once was, and I am using my brain more to

save muscle and time, especially the former. I made
a little discovery last fall that I counted excellent, and
I told it to a little group of neighbors while chatting

one day, and one of them said that he had used that

method a great many times.

"Why didn't you tell us about it?" I asked.

"Oh, anybody can find such things out for himself,"

said he.

I afterward learned he knew nothing about it.

There are thousands of such "smart Alecks." It \yas

this: When one' is grinding scythes and other like

tools, a little sand applied to the wet grindstone every

few minutes will make it sharpen the tool much
quicker. That is a very simple matter, and probably

there are lots of people who know it, but there are lots

who do not. If I had known it twenty years ago it

would have been the means of saving me many an

hour's hard, tiresome work, and I never would have

worked with a dull tool.

I give a sketch of my grindstone-frame. I* have

always had to do my own turning and grinding, and I

used to stand on one foot and pump away with the

other until I ached in every joint. Finally I set my
brain going on the matter, and evolved the frame

shown herewith. Since it was finished I have sat

down and rested while grinding. The sketch shows
plainly how it is built. It is all wood except the rod

connecting the treadle and crank, which is No. 9 wire.

The frame is fifty inches long, thirty inches high and
nine inches wide. The seat is shown in the sketch.

The splasher, A, is a strip of board fastened close to

the stone, to prevent water being thrown on the oper-

ator's legs. The treadle, T, is a strip one by two
inches square, and is attached to the leg of the frame

with a half-inch bolt. The connecting-rod is bent

around the treadle loosely, so it can be moved forward

or backward to suit the operator. A piece of lath, with

bits of wood under each end, nailed to the leg forms

a slot for the treadle to move up and down in. C is

the water-can at the back of the grindstone. There

are what are called bicycle-mounted grindstones on

the market, but when one has a stone he dislikes to

throw it away to get one that is easier to work. Such

a stone mounted in a frame as here described will

prove as satisfactory as a bicycle-mounted one. Put a

little sand on the wet stone every minute or two, letting

only enough water drip on it to keep it damp, and you

can put an edge on any tool in a very short time.

In order to make a smooth edge, finish without sand

and with a good flow of water. ^
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H
FARM THEORY AND PRACTICE

ow Many Acres?—
The relative merits of
small and large farms
receive much discus-

sion. The man who grows
asparagus or celery on a few
acres, getting cash receipts

greater than those of the

owner of a large farm, may be very sure that no man
needs fifty acres of land in a farm; but every one

.should be able to see that the most desirable size of a

farm depends upon the man, the character of the soil'

and the nature of the products adapted to the farm. /

Ten acres may be enough, and on the other hand a

thousand may not be too many. It is a waste of time

to discuss any fixed number of acres as the correct

number for a profitable farm. It is my observation,

however, that many farms are too large to be handled

well with the cash capital and the labor available to

the owner. There is lack of thoroughness on Amer-
ican farms, due in part to the inability of the owner
to give sufficient labor and fertility to each field. De-
pendence upon a favorable season to overcome neglect

in preparation of land, in tillage or in seed is very

common. When a soil is thin, and both seed and culti-

vation are only moderate in quality, farming becomes a

lottery, with a chance
to come out ahead
one year in ten, more
or less. With proper
care a rich soil will

make comparatively
few failures. As farms
increase in size, the
percentage of neg-
lected acres shows a

tendency to increase.

All Over the Farm

be somewhat less need of water, anyway. Bear-

ing in mind, then, that water is the biggest factor,

there would be fewer failures in midsummer seedings

if the tillage of the preceding crop or the preparation

of the seed-bed were better, and if the seed were put

into the earth in the best manner. If the seeding is in

corn, tillage should have conserved all the moisture
possible. At the last working of the corn half of the

seed should be cultivated into the ground two or three

inches deep, and the other half should be sown after

the cultivator. If the ground is broken for a summer
seeding to clover, the work should be done just as

soon as possible after the preceding crop has been re-

moved. Then the roller and harrow should be used
over and over again. The desire is to make the
ground so fine and firm that the next rain will make
it thoroughly wet, and settle it so that air will cease to

penetrate it freely. Then seed as soon after the rain

Value of Land.—
An acre of land in a

farm one hundred
miles from a city may
be worth three or
four hundred dollars

for agricultural pur-
poses only. If it gives
a net profit in pota-
toes or some other
such crop of fifty dol-

lars two years out
of three, and grows
clover the third year.

It is worth the sum
named, basing values
upon income. Such an
acre of land or such
-a field probably was
rich to begin with,

and its physical con-
dition has been given
close attention. It has drainage, it has decayed veg-
etation in it to hold moisture, and it gets as nearly per-
fect tillage as can be given. In the same farm other
fields may not have any value, if value is based upon
net income for a term of ten years. It is an interest-
ing mental exercise to place valuations upon each field

according to the actual net profit obtained, and the
results are apt to be surprising.

The Best Field.—In a majority of cases there is

a "best field" in the farm—the most dependable one
for the production of the crop that brings the greatest
income. Its soil is naturally good, and its care has
been good. Best of all, it has been able to care for
itself. The trouble with much land is that it has
sunken to the point where it is not sure to help itself

when it gets a chance. Clover, heavy sods, catch crops
to make humus—all these are not sure. The land is

given a chance so far as time and seed go, and fail

to improve it. Not so with the fertile field. It is up
to the point where it is pretty sure, and so it helps
itself to stay above that point.

A FOURTEEN-FOOT HEADER AT WORK

as the ground will bear up a team and while the
ground beneath is yet too wet to stir. Sow half the
seed, harrow it in two or three inches deep, then sow
the other half, and cover with a light smoothing-
harrow. A roller, or even a plank-float, tends to make
the land crust.

Much land can be seeded successfully to clover in

the summer, but it is a waste of money to sow the
seed where no effort has been made to have a supply
of moisture to start the young plants. David.

Helpless Land.—The biggest consideration in

American farming to-day is that of putting and keep-
ing land in such condition that it can produce humus
for itself when given a chance. The soil falls below
that point through too much cropping, lack of drain-
age, poor tillage or some other kind of mismanage-
ment, and then the store of humus steadily declines,

seedings to clover and grass are whole or partial fail-

ures, and matters grow worse year after year. The
soil that is in good physical condition produces humus
for itself. whenever it has opportunity, and it is the old
law that 'unto him that hath shall be given. Usually
it is only a matter of physical condition. It is only a
comparatively small area of naturally good soil that
will not supply itself with the needed organic matter
to furnish fertility when it already has a supply of such
rotted material to make it retentive of moisture while
admitting the air needed for chemical changes in its

store of plant-food. The fertile field can grow heavy
sods for itself, and thus help itself.

Midsummer Seedings.—It is not difficult to get
successful seedings of crimson or medium-red clover
in July or August on land that is in prime physical con-
dition. Available plant-food and a supply of moisture
are the factors. Those who have had experience with
only such soils commend such summer seeding to
others who have soils deficient in moisture because
deficient in humUs, and failure results. As good clover

• as I have ever harvested was sown in August, but the
field was fertile to begin with. A thinner soil may
make a fine catch if the season supplies moisture in a
nearly perfect way. Usually it does not. The land
that most needs help is not capable of being improved
by methods that make a rich soil yet richer.

Lack of Moisture.—Ordinarily the failure of the
clovers in corn, or after the removal of crops in June
or July, is due to lack of moisture. In most soils
there is not absolute lack of fertility so much as lack
of moisture at some time during the rooting of the
plant. If there were more fertility there usually would
be more humus to retain mci<:ture, and there would

BRINGING UP AN ABANDONED FARM

Mr. Frank S. Esty, Rhode Island, says, "I have
taken an abandoned farm, and want to get it in shape
to produce paying crops of hay as quickly and cheaply
as possible. What would you suggest, and where
would be the best place to get the necessary fertilizer?

How would it do to apply potash without the other
ingredients? Some of the farmers here buy Canada
hardwood ashes, and apply them to grass-land. They
cost nine or ten dollars a ton delivered,"

Mr. Esty states that his neighbors buy Canada
ashes for nine or ten dollars a ton. It is to be pre-
sumed that they buy them for the potash they may
contain. This is an uncertain quantity, and no one
can tell the value of any lot of ashes without a chem-
ical analysis. They seldom have over five per cent of
potash, and may have less. Of course there is a
large percentage of lime in the ashes, but one would
hardly pay ten dollars a ton for lime when he can get
it for one third that price. There is also a small per-
centage of phosphoric acid in the ashes, which in the
presence of the lime is reverted or insoluble, and you
can get soluble phosphoric acid for the same price.

So it would seem that the value of the ashes on the
farm is governed by the amount of potash they con-
tain. If there is five per cent of potash in the sample,
it means that there is one hundred pounds of potash
in the ton. The. commercial value of one hundred
pounds of potash is about four dollars and fifty cents;
hence, in the ashes at ten dollars a ton you are paying
ten cents a pound for potash that is worth four and
one half cents, and can be bought for that in potash-
salts near the port of entry. The actual agricultural
value of a ton of ashes will depend on the nature of the
soil to whi(jh it is applied. The commercial value is not
far from six dollars and fifty cents a ton, based on the
commercial value of the contents, including lime.
Bought solely for potash, you are paying more than
double their value when paying ten dollars a ton.

Mr. Esty gives the result of an experiment made
with French turnips on a sandy loam soil. He used
an acre divided into three plots of equal size. On
plot No. I no fertilizer was applied; on plot No. 2 he
applied six hundred pounds of acid phosphate, one
hundred and twenty pounds of muriate of potash and
one hundred and eighty pounds of nitrate of soda to
the acre, and on plot No. 3 he applied six hundred
pounds of acid phosphate and one hundred and eighty
pounds of nitrate of soda to the acre. The test plot with-
out the fertilizer made two hundred and fifty pounds
to the acre, showing that the land was very poor; the
second plot, on which the complete fertilizer was ap-
plied, made nine thousand three hundred and fifty-three

pounds to the acre, and the third plot, where only phos-

phoric acid and nitrogen were
applied, made six thousand
six hundred and seventy-two
pounds to the acre. I have
no means for estimating the
value of the crop, but it is

evident that if no fertilizer

had been used on the land
the crop would have been

a dead failure. The result shows that Mr. Esty's land
is badly in need of all the different kinds of plant-food.

Now as to the questions asked.
You can buy the materials, and make a fertilizer

suited to your soil and crops, for less money than
you can buy a ready-mixed article of the same grade.

Your experiment shows what you should buy, for

where you applied the complete fertilizer you had an
increase of nine thousand one hundred and three

pounds of turnips to the acre, and where you used the

incomplete fertilizer you had an increase of nearly

three thousand pounds less than where the complete
fertilizer was used. All the experiments at the New
England stations have shown that New England soils

in general are very deficient in potash, and the leaving

out of the one hundred and twenty pounds of potash,

worth say three dollars, cost you at the rate of but
little less than three thousand pounds in the crop.

Mr. Esty says that

he wants to plant corn
on the plot where
there was no fertilizer

used, and beans on the

other two, and wants
advice as to the fer-

tilization. The result

shows very plainly

that the plot that was
not fertilized will not
in its present condi-
tion grow corn worth
gathering, and I would
suggest the same fer-

tilization that was so
successful with the
turnips. It is gener-
ally assumed that the
turnip crop uses up
all that is given it, and
it is a very hard crop
on the land. You want
to plant beans there.

Beans being a legu-

minous crop are sup-
posed to be able to

obtain their nitrogen
from the air, and most
of them except Lima
beans will do so.

Lima beans make no
nodules on the roots,

and gather no nitro-

gen from the air, hence they need heavy nitrogenous

fertilization. On the bean crop I would advise the par-

tial fertilizer of phosphoric acid and potash, as used in

the experiment, and to leave out the nitrate of soda.

You ask if it will do to use potash alone on the

land. No, it will not give the same results. I have
always found that to get the best results with potash
it is essential that it be used in association with a due
percentage of phosphoric acid. Potash has mainly to

do with the formation of starch in the plant, and from
starch the plant makes its structure by various trans-

formations. The phosphoric acid is mainly concerned
with the transport of material for growth and in the

ripening of the crop. Both are essential, and your soil

is deficient in all forms of plant-food. But for the fact

that the beans can get nitrogen from the air it would
be necessary to give them a complete fertilizer, and in

fact at the start a little will not be thrown away even
on the beans. To bring up an abandoned farm you
need to adopt a regular system of cropping, and bring
in crops like peas and beans, that will help the soil

and furnish food for stock, so that you can obtain ma-
nure at home to help out the fertilizers. The results

obtained with grjiss by Mr. Clark, of Connecticut, show
that a thorough preparation of the soil and lavish use

of fertilizers pay remarkably well in the production of

grass crops.—W. F. Massey, Editor of Practical Farmer.

Announceiyient of

Immigration Contest
As stated in our last issue, June 15th, the

$5,000.00 Immigration Contest closed June
25th, and the fiscal year ends June 30th.

The names of the prize-winners will be made
known at the earliest possible moment, depend-

ing of course on the extent of time necessary

for the government to make its report. The
ports at which immigrants may enter are

Baltimore; Galveston, Texas; Key West,
Miami and Tampa, Fla.; Boston and New
Bedford, Mass.; New London, Conn.; New-
port News, Va.; New Orleans; Philadelphia;

New York; Portland, Maine; Portland, Oreg.;

Port Townsend, Wash.; Providence, R. I.;

San Francisco; Honolulu, Sandwich Islands;

San Juan, P. R., and through Canadian ports.

From this you ,can see that it will take the

government some time to get the informa-

tion from distant points and compile it in the

form of a report in proper condition to send

out. We believe that it will take the whole
month of July to accomplish this work, and
you should not expect us to be able to give the

results of this coptest much before the August
1st or 15th issues of the Farm and FiHTiSiDE,
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Gardening
By T. GREINER

WHAT Better Crop could you select to plant on
a freshly cleaned up fence-row than potatoes?

I have never found anything to beat them for

subduing a neglected strip of land where

weeds and briers have had full sway for years.

An Aster-enemy.—In the Middle and Southern

states there are large black beetles that come in swarms
during August, and in a comparatively short time

often completely eat the petals out of asters, gladioli,

dahlias, etc. What remedy can be used for them?
Has any reader used slug-shot or any other poison

for them with any degree of success?

The Cabbage-maggot continues to be very destruc-

tive this year. By leaving plants in cold-frame, grow-

ing them to large size, with plenty of elbow-room, I

succeed in getting the stem so large and tough that the

danger of destruction by maggots is greatly minimized.

And yet with this enemy it will not do to trust too

much to chance. Tobacco-dust used freely on and
about the plants proves one of the most effective fly

and maggot repellers that we have.

Skirret is one of those odd garden vegetables

which are sometimes inquired about, but which seem
to have very little practical or commercial value. I

had a few plants of it in my garden last year. When
the patch was plowed recently J, gathered up a few
clusters of the rather slim roots and tried them raw.

They have a very fine flavor, strongly reminding one
of carrots, but more delicate and pleasing to_ the

palate. Unfortunately there is not enough of it to

satisfy the taste of a hungry person. I will try to find

a mess, and try them cooked like carrots.

Poisons for the PotAto-beetle.—A reader asks

whether it is safe to use Paris green on potato-vines.

Of course it is safe, provided it is put on properly.

If used in water, as a spray, and strong enough to do
the work promptly (as I like to have it), Paris green
is liable to do some injury to the foliage. Lime
should always be used in combination with Paris

green; and so long as we use thelime, why not better

add the copper sulphate, and spray with Bordeaux
mixture and Paris green? It makes thorough work
of protecting the vines against insects, and against

disease, too. In place of the Paris green, however,
I prefer paragrene, or green arsenoid, which remains
much longer in suspension.

The Egg-plant, as I have often stated, is not only
profitable and highly satisfactory, but also easily

grown when you once have secured good plants and
know how to take care of them. I have no assurance
of success without spraying, but I have to spray a

good many things in the garden, anyway—potatoes,

grapes, melon and cucumber vines, etc.—and every
time I have any spraying to do the egg-plants get a

dose with the rest, which is only a few minutes' work.
Thus my egg-plants receive usually more attention in

the way of spraying than any other crop in the gar-

den, and the plants are not liable to suffer much in-

jury either from beetles, bugs or blights.

The Striped Bug.—Mr. Woodworth, the Perfec-

tion plant-protector man, tells the following story

about the striped beetle: "I find the striped cucum-
ber-beetle goes in colonies, the same as the ladybug.

They first seek the wheat-fields. When the wheat
begins to head out, they leave for pastures new. They
send out scouts, the same as honey-bees. When they
find a patch of melons, they make a peculiar grating

sound with their wings. These scouts go back to the
colony and report. If there is not much dew, they
move after night or in early morning, and stop on one
side of the patch and go to work. I spent fifty dollars

for lime and all sorts of preparations to protect my
vines before I got to using protectors. Now I can go
to sleep at night, knowing my work will not all be in

vain." I give this without comment.

Early Onions.—I have a few chance onions groAv-

ing in a strawberry-patch. They are white, and at this

writing (early in June) are already far advanced to-

ward maturity, being two inches in diameter. They
appear to be of the White Portugal type. I do not
know how the seed or plants got there, or when they
were started. It shows, however, that it is possible to

grow very early onions in open fields by starting

plants in the fall and wintering them over in open
ground. This problem is worth further investigation,

and whoever will solve it successfully will have the
means of making early-onion growing very profitable.

I still believe that the Prizetaker. large and sweet as it

is. is as hardy as any of .our ordinary onion varieties.

Still the White Portugal type of onions may give us
earlier onions in open ground.

PLANT-PROTECfORS.—I have nothing to say against

plant-protectors. They are a good thing, and I use

them to some extent myself. It is an old plan. The
common form of such protectors is a square frame

(from eight to twelve inches) covered with wire screen

or muslin, or even a pane of glass. By their use I

can often stfcceed in getting my squash-plants through

the period of danger unharmed, when without them
almost every plant would be destroyed by the yellow-

striped beetles. The man of the patented Perfection

plant-protector, alias "Gold Mine," tells me that this

year he has set out tomato-plants, cabbage, planted

corn, potatoes, melons, cucumbers, etc., the first week
in April. The soil was banked up around the protec-

tors from the outside, to prevent Cold air coming
through underneath the protector. There were sev-

eral frosty nights, the ground freezing quite hard out-

side, yet the plants came through in good shape, and
now he expects to have ripe melons the last week in

June, while his tomatoes, cucumbers, etc., are well ad-

vanced, notwithstanding the lateness of the season.

Egg-plants for the Border.—I was wondering
this year what to put in some of my flower mounds
and borders, also where to put the egg-plants for

which I had neglected to make provision in my richest

garden-spot. I finally concluded to use the egg-
plants for the mounds and borders as an ornamental
object, and at the same tifne utilize those rich spots
of ground for a very practical purpose. I can hardly
imagine anything more ornamental and more striking

that a group of well-grown egg-plants—bushes of

thrifty tropical growth and loaded down with those
mammoth purple fruits—three or four of them of

edible size at a time on each bush. In short, the egg-
plant is the one thing above all others in the garden
to combine the ornamental with the useful. In a year
like this, however, when the plants are very scarce,

and in some places unobtainable, I take especial pains
with them, and good care thaf they are not exposed
to dangers. I plant them in large wooden plant-boxes
(four and one half inches in cube), and keep them
growing in the greenhouse or in a frame, well-pro-
tected until they are of quite large size and not so
easily injured by potato-beetles, which are especially

fond of the egg-plant, and often come upon the plants
in great numbers, doing them considerable damage
even before the poison on them can take effect. Then
along in June, when the soil is warm, and the weather
warm and just right for the tropical, heat-loving egg-
plants, they are taken out to their summer quarters,

carefully planted, and sprayed at once. If the potato-
beetle troubles the plants, I may use a little dusting
of tobacco-dust, and this will drive them oft'.-^ From
all this my friends will understand why I think so much
of the egg-plant, and why I feel that I must have them,
no matter at what cost of care or watchfulness.

Fruit-Growing
By S. B. GREEN

SAN Jose Scale.—Z. W. A., South Carver, Mass.
The twigs inclosed with your letter are infested
with scale-insect, which is unquestionably what
is known as San Jose scale. This is perhaps

the most dreaded of all insects that infest trees in this

-\ country. The remedy has been referred to so often in

these columns that it will be unnecessary to repeat it.

Negro-bug on Strawberries.—^J. C. H., Sparta,
Wis. The bug which you inclosed is known as the
flea-like negro-bug (Corimekcna). They may be found
on plants of all kinds, sometimes in considerable num-
bers. They suck the juice, but noticeable injury is

rarely inflicted by them. Their most disagreeable
habit is laying eggs on some of our small fruit, like the
blackberry and raspberry, and if these are crushed in

eating, a very disagreeable, bedbuggy taste is noticed.

Planting Black Locust and Hardy Catalpa in
Old Forests.—H. E. S., Camas Valley, Oreg. The
black locust and the hardy catalpa are both light-de-
manding.trees, and will not do well under the shade of
other trees, and I doubt if you will be successful in

getting a stand of them by sowing the seed ^mong
standing timber. The seed grows easily, and would
undoubtedly start, but the trees would die out. In the
case of standing timber where there is considerable
light among the trees your suggestion might work out.

Plums for High Altitudes.—W. T. R., Saratoga,
Wyo. I think that some of the native Americana
plums would probably grow in your section. Some of
them do very well in Assiniboia, where the season is

very short and the cold very intense. The hardiest of

the named kinds with which I am acquainted are
Cheney and Aitkin. If you wish to enlarge the list,

and include some that require a somewhat longer sea-

son, but are hardy in Minnesota and generally more
desirable than those mentioned, I would suggest that
you try De Soto and Forest Garden.

Dissolving Bones.—One of our readers (F. B.,

Natrona, Pa.) has a lot of bones which he desires to
dissolve if there is a practical way of doing it. It is

an easy proposition if he has a lot of unleached wood-
ashes, but even then it will take time. Stratify the
bones and ashes in a barrel, and add water enough
from time to time to keep the whole mass moist. In
the course of six months or a year the bones will be
softened and can be broken up fine with a mallet. The
fertilizer-men's way is to dissolve the bones with sul-

phuric acid, but this is hardly safe for the average
farmer to undertake. If the bones are old, and there
is not much nitrogen left in them, they represent
simply insohible phosphate of lime, and the best way to
break therrf up and get the plant-food in them in a
form to become available for plant-nutrition by nat-
ural chemical action in the soil is to burn them in a
'"roast of rubbish," and apply the resulting ashes.

Fruit-trees Failing.—M. B. W., Fort Worth,
Texas. I cannot understand why such fruit-trees as

cherries, mulberries, plums and peaches so often fail

with you, and think there must be some peculiar local

condition. Is this a common complaint of fruit-

growers in your immediate vicinity, or is it a special

complaint of your own place? And may it not be due
to podV soil-condition, as well as to improper varieties

or lack of pollination? I should have to know more
completely about the circumstances surrounding your
orchard to answer you intelligently.

Rose-worm.—L. C, Alma. Mich. If you will send
me a specimen of the worm that is injuring your roses,

I think I can identify it. From your description I

have an idea it is one of the foliage-eating worms, and
that it will be readily destroyed by white hellebore

and water sprayed on the foliage, using it at the rate

of about one ounce of hellebore to a little water, or
mixed with a little flour. If you fail to get good re-
sults from the use of this material, I would suggest
that you try strong tobacco-water, made by steeping
the stems in water until about the color of strong tea.

Scale on Orange.—J. R. E., Baxter, Kan. The
leaf from your orange-tree shows that it is infested
with a common greenhouse scale, and the best treat-
ment is probably to use whale-oil soap and water.
In applying it, use a tooth-brush for scrubbing the
branches and under sides of the leaves. This will

loosen the scales, and permit the soap-suds to do its

work in killing them. After this operation, wash thor-
oughly in clean water. It may require several treat-

ments to clear the leaves entirely, but after you have
once got ahead of the scale I think you will be able to
keep it free by treating it once or twice a year.

Cinders Around Fruit-trees.—F. S., Old Fields,

W. Va. Cinders from a blacksmith-shop might be
useful around fruit-trees or bushes to keep down weeds
and to prevent the soil from packing, but of course
they are not nice things to work into the land, and on
that account I hardly think I should want to use them.
I do not think they would be especially helpful in

keeping insects away from the roots. Cinders from a
blacksmith-shop are ofttimes a fairly good fertilizer if

they are not too coarse, since they generally contain
more or less of the sweeping's of the shop, which are
very rich in nitrogen. The cinders will not injure the
growth of the trees, and they might possibly be some-
what helpful in keeping borers away from peach-trees.

Borers in Apple-trees.—H. E. M., West Warren,
Pa. The best remedy in the case of borers in apple-

trees is to look the trees over in the summer and dig
out the borers. In addition to this it would be a good
plan for you to protect your trees during June and
July with a wash of soft soap, thinning with lime white-
wash to the consistency of paint. This will have ^ome
effect in keeping the mature insect from laying its eggs
on the trees. Where trees are badly infested, I think

a very satisfactory remedy is the bisulphid-qf-carbon
treatment, which coftsists in using this liquid in an
oil-dropper. After cleaning out the holes where the
borers are found, inject the liquid from the oil-can

into the holes, and then stop up the holes with a little

putty. The vapor of the carbon bisulphid is sure death
to the insects confined with it.

Plant-lice.—^J. J. S., Becker, Minn. The leaves
of your box-elder tree seem to be badly infested with
plant-lice, and^ I think this is the sole trouble. I do
not think the flies which you sent in the bottle had
anything to do with the injury to the box-elder. If the
foliage of this tree was sprayed with strong tobacco-
water it would remove a good many of the lice; but
this is a very considerable task, and I doubt if you will

want to undertake it. It is probable that these insects,

while very numerous this year, will not be so trouble-
some again for many years. I do not think they will

kill the trees. I think I have never seen foliage as

badly infested with lice at this season of the year as

the specimens which you inclosed. If the trees were
small, then spraying with tobacco-water would be
quite practicable. I occasionally use tobacco-smoke
on small trees by covering them with a tent and mak-
ing a smudge of tobacco-stems under them. If you
decide to make an experiment with tobacco-water, you
should make it about the color of strong tea. The
best thing from which to make it is tobacco-stems.

Borer in Elder—Lice on Roses.—W. M. B., Min-
neapolis, Minn. The borer that works in the stems of

elder is very numerous in some seasons, but seldom
does serious injury. The best remedy is to cut and
burn the affected portions, or cut out and destroy the
borers, as soon as the canes appear to be infested.

You probably do not notice that there is anything the
matter with the canes until they begin to wilt, when it

is too late to save them. However, the Golden elder

of which you speak is greatly improved by severe
pruning, and I sometimes think that the best way of

treating it is to cut it off at the top of the ground
each season, when the new growth is of a brighter

color than that on the older wood. ^The rose-lice of

which you complain are best killed by dipping the
ends of the branches into tobacco-water, or by
spraying this water on the plants. To be eflectual it

should be done consecutively for several days, but the

tobacco-water should be made up fresh each time. I

think the best way to make it is to pour scalding water
on tobacco-stems, and use it at about th^ color of

strong tea. The slugs will also be destroyed by this

treatment, but for them a somewhat better remedy is

to spray with water containing a small amount of

white-hellebore powder, say at the rate of a heaping
teaspoonful to a gallon of water.

Resurrection - plant— Plant - lice.—^V. B. C,
Sleepy Eye, Minn. There are several so-called resur-

rection-plants, but the one that you have is probably
the common form, called. Rose of Jericho. This so-

called plant, which is similar to others of the same
name, is not a plant at all, simply the dried seed-cluster

which when dry closes together, but when wet opens

out and appears green. When rolled together the

seed-cluster breaks off the old plant, and is easily

rolled along by the wind on the surface of the ground.

When it reaches a moist situation, it opens up, and the

seed starts into growth. It is a misnomer to call

it a resurrection-plant, for it is really simply a seed-

cluster. Your disappointment in this matter is noth-

ing uncommon, as I have frequently met others who
thought as you do, that it could be started into a new
plant. There are other resurrection-plants, some of

which will really grow when put in a moist place.

Such are desert plants, that dry up in dry seasons.

The green lice which trouble apple-trees will generally

be found collected together at the ends of the new
growth. The best remedy for them is strong tobacco-

water, made by soaking tobacco-stefns in hot water.

If the leaves are not too much curled, so as to protect

the lice, this material may be sprayed on the tree with

good results. If the leaves are much curled, a better

way is to dip the branches in a basin of liquid.
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CORN IN SUMMER

IT
MAY be a rep-

etition to call

attention to the

feeding of corn
after the warm sea-

son opens, but the

less corn and more
meat from now on, the larger will be the

number of eggs. Corn is fattening and
heating, and while it promotes animal
heat in winter, at a time when warmth is

required, yet it is the most unsuitable

of all foods when cold weather passes
away, as it is a carbonaceous food and
deficient in mineral matter, though a
small allowance daily may do no harm.

MARKETING DUCKLINGS

Young ducks should be marketed when
they weigh about three pounds, and they
may be sold either aliVe or dressed, the •

best prices being obtained for the dressed
carcasses. The proper time for selling

young ducks is in the summer, and they
should be plump and fat, but they must be
hatched early or they cannot attain that
weight before prices begin to decline.

ANIMAL-MEAL

The ordinary ground meat, also known
as "animal-meal," contains meat from
which all fat has been pressed under
superheated steam. It also contains a

large proportion of bone. Considering
the price at which it can be purchased, it

is a cheap and excellent food. No food
is better than ground meat for geese and
ducks, and it may be advantageously
used for chickens. It is not equal to
fresh-cut bone, but where meat and bone
cannot be conveniently purchased from a

butcher, ground meat may be substituted.

EXCELLENCE OF VARIETIES

The inquiry is frequently made in re-

gard to the superiority of certain vari-

eties of a breed, such as whether Brown
Leghorns are superior to the White or

:Bufj varieties, or Barred Plymouth
Rocks compared to the White. Color of

plumage is a matter of preference only.

There is no dif¥erence between White
and Barred Plymouth Rocks in laying
qualities or hardiness. Some object to

white birds because the plumage is more
easily soiled, while birds of bufif color
seem to "show dirt" less. There is no
advantage possessed by any kind so far

as color of plurtiage is concerned,

SUMMER GREEN FOOD
If a small patch of ground is sown with

Essex rape, it will serve the fowls with
green food during the whole summer.
Whether they are on a range or confined
in yards, the rape will serve as a^change
and an excellent addition to the ration.

Belonging to the cabbage family, rape
may be substituted for cabbage, and it

can be grown at one third or less than
one third the cost of cabbage, a very
small plot providing a full supply, as it

will grow a new crop as fast as it is used.

The seed can be had of any seedsrnari,

and rape is worth a trial for any one
who is interested in poultry.

SELECTION OF BREEDS

Amateurs who are not familiar with
the merits of the various breeds find it

difficult to make a selection. Every-
thing depends on locations and condi-
tions. The best breeds for confinement
are the Brahmas, Cochins and Plymouth
Rocks, the first two breeds being easily

kept within bounds by a fence only three

or four feet high, but they readily be-
come overfat if too highly fed. The
Leghorns and the Minorcas are excellent
layers, but prefer a range. They have
large combs, which are liable to become
frozen if the winter is severe. The
Wyandottes are of medium size, and are
excellent for nearly all purposes, but are
not as active as Leghorns or as con-

' tented as Brahmas. They have rose
combs, yellow legs, and are excellent

layers. The different varieties of Wyan-
dottes—White, Black, Silver, Golden and
Buff—differ only in color of plumage,
their characteristics being the same. The
best breed for laying is not so much in

the breed as in feeding.

PRECAUTIONS AGAINST DISEASE

, To an observer, scaly leg is simply a
roughness of the legs, but it gradually
accumulates until the legs are double the
ordinary thickness. This accumulation
of scale is the work of millions of par-
asites, which store up matter on the legs

as industriously as the coral insect works
on the reefs; yet the closest examination
will not reveal their presence. Other
kinds of parasites cause swin and bowel
diseases and other ailments, while lice

take advantage of the work of the par-
asites, and assist in enfeebling the birds.

There are so many different kinds of
lice and parasites that the closest vig-
ilance is necessary in order to keep the
poultry-houses and birds free from at-

tack. Fortunately we can partially pre-
vent the difficulty by the free use of
kerosene, carbolic acid, whitewash, etc.

PouItry-Ra ising
By p. H. JACOBS

No matter how free from attack the birds
may appear to be, the precaution should
never be neglected. At this season, when
thousands of young chicks will soon be
hatched, the field of operations is broader
and the liability to attack increased;
hence, if the chicks are to be raised they
should be examined frequently.

FRESH AIR FOR CHICKS

We believe it was Helen Hunt Jack-
son who described the wonderful cure
of an invalid by simply swinging a ham-
mock outdoors and sleeping in it in all'

weathers at night to get the benefit of
fresh air. This is a favorite cure of doc-
tors for consumptive patients, and when
it becomes a fad for poultry-breeders to
give their flocks fresh air at all times we
will have better poultry and more of it.

A little later in the season people will

complain that their young flocks are at

a standstill, that they are not growing,
and report mysterious deaths. If a strict

watch was kept on the size of the grow-
ing flock, and the room increased in pro-
portion to the increase of growth, there
would be no check in growth from over-
crowding. When chicks are six weeks
old they should be taught to roost in

open coops, and if these coops are mov-

the street, which
usually they claim,

they will get along
finely. Chickens
that mingle, with
other chickens,

JJ young or old, al-

ways have sense
enough to know when to come home to
eat and roost. Sometimes one loses

them by some one opening a stable door
and trolling them in for his own use, but
these cas'es are rare, and one must expect
some losses along with the profits. If

you are ever in doubt which you must
raise, garden or chickens, on a village

back yard, let the garden go, and raise

chickens. Garden-stuff is cheaper than
chickens.—Twentieth Century Farmer.

PROFITS AND BREEDS

The best way^ to enjoy keeping fowls
is to have a small book in which to insert

all the receipts and expenses. It is an ex-
cellent mode of learning what can be
done and how to economize. A large
profit can be made with a very small
flock—that is, while the receipts may not
be large, yet the comparative profits on
capital invested will be surprising. A
small flock pays because it consumes
much waste material that would other-
wise give no return, while a home mar-
ket always exists as long as eggs are
used in the household; and it may be
added, fresh eggs will be had instead of

the candled stock usually sold as such.
There is also much pleasure derived from
managing a small flock, and all the mem-

A MIXED FLOCK

able, so much the better. It is easier to
move the coop to fresh grass than to
clean it out, and there is no danger of

bad smells from the former method.
The poultry-house is better to have a

rest some time this summer. It should
be thoroughly disinfected, whitewashed,
and treated for lice about the time the
-hens have stopped laying and are begin-
ning to think of molting. The hens
turned outdoors to roost will store up
energy for the winter, and strength for
eggs later on.—Wallace's Farmer.

RAISING CHICKENS IN TOWN
It surprises one to see how many

chickens a woman or any person, even
a childj can and do raise on a bit of
ground no larger than a good-sized
table-cloth. In the cities many persons
raise chickens for their own use in small
inclosures, and a few raise them to make
a small profit. We know one little girl

who preferred to take five hens and a
rooster in place of a skye-terrier and a
white kitten her papa said that he would
buy for her. She feeds them the table-

scraps, with an occasional feed of whole
corn, and takes all care of them herself.

She has forty chicks so far from her five

hens, twenty now 5tlmost ready for a
restaurant-keeper pear by, who has
promised a good price for them. Be-
sides the pleasure it affords her to be the
owner of so much live stock, it is teach-
ing her habits of saving, of looking out
for the comfort of something by way of
profit, of doing work at regular hours.

In the small city inclosure for chickens
extra care is necessary in the matter of
cleanliness, and not crowding too many
together. If the yard is well drained,
and fresh gravel put on the bit of ground
given over to their use, disease-germs
will be carried away from it. Use slaked
lime often and plentifully, vermin-pow-
ders to keep down mites, and all the
extra time to clean up that you can, and
the chickens will breed healthy and
thrifty year after year in these small
pens. I have known them to have fewer
diseases in these places than on farms.
One can raise chickens in plenty in

small back yards of the village home.
With an alley to take a run in, or even

bers of the family become interested.
The enjoyment will be greater if some
pure-bred variety is used, the aim being
to excel in all the requirements of the
breed.

_
Children make pets of the fowls

and chicks, and that is a point in favor
of the flock which should not be over-
looked. Some breeds can endure close
confinement without injury, as they have
been bred for that purpose. The Brah-
mas and Cochins m'ay be mentioned as
examples. They have small wings and
heavy bodies, cannot fly over a low
fence, and are contented on a limited
area of ground. If the active breeds,
which delight in foraging, such as Leg-
horns and other small fowls, are selected,
they will attempt to escape at every op-
portunity, and if they fail they become
discontented unless kept actively at work
in some manner. They must be fed so as
to work diligently for all they receive.
If not so managed they begin to pull
feathers from each other, knd learn other
vices which render fowls unserviceable
and unprofitable. Good results are ob-
tained from birds kept in confinement,
but it would be well to consider the
breeds and endeavor to select one that
will adapt itself to circumstances.

INQUIRIES ANSWERED

Feeding Ducks in, Summer.—E. L.,

Easton, Pa., asks "how to manage ducks
in summer after they have ceased lay-

ing." The best plan is to turn them out
on a field, giving no food at all, as ducks
will consume not only insects, but also
grass and young weeds.
Loss OF Chicks.—^J. R. S., Warren-

ton, Va., states that "nearly all of his

young chicks die. He feeds mostly corn-
meal." In reply it may be stated that
corn-meal is a very incomplete food for
chicks. They should have more variety,
allowing almost anything that they will

eat. Also examine for lice.

Lice on Turkeys.—E. B. M., Wheaton,
III., asks "how to prevent the large lice

on young turkeys." Such lice come from
the turkey-hens. Apply a little melted
lard on the hens as soon as they hatch,
and also a drop on each chick. The best
preventive of lice of any kind is the ad-
vertised lice-killers.

Handy Farm Wagons
make the work easier for both the man and team.
The tires being wide they do notcut intothe ground;
the labor of 1 oadins- is reduced many times,because
of the short lift. They are equipped with our fam-
ous Electric Steel Wheels, eitherstralghtorstag-
ger spokes. Wheels any height from 24 to «0 inches.
White hickory axles, steel hounds. Guaranteed to
carry 4000 lbs. Why not get started rightby putting
in one of these wagons. We make our steel wheels
to fit any wagon. Write for the catalog. It is free.

ELECTRIC WHEEL CO., BOX 96. QUINCY.ILL."

CIDER.
MACHINERY
Best and cheapest.
Send for catalogue.

BOOMER & BOSCHERT
PRESS CO.,

S9 West Wnter St.,

SYKiCUSK, N. T.

HAKERS'.

TELEPHONES
For. Farmers' Lines

Organize an exchange In your com-
munity. Full particulars gladly
furnished. Catalog Iree. o n soi

THE NORTH ELECTRIC CO.
154 St. Clair Street, Cleveland, Ohio

$5.00 A DAY' made by Industrious
agents, men or women, selling Swan's Preserving
Compound. One package preserves a ton ot fresh
pork, beef, mutton, veal, etc., indefinitely in the hot-

test weather ; will keepl.OOOdozen eggs fresh for a year.

Much cheaper than salt, ice or any other preservative.
Kequires no labor to apply. Write and get a quick sel-

ler and the best proposition in the country. Address

THE SWAN CHEMICAIi CO.
210 Tuscola Street, - Saginaw, Mieli.

WE'LL PAY THE FREIGHT
and send i lluggy Wheels, Steel Tire on, $7.95
With Bubber Tires, $15.00. I mfg. wheels ?i to 1 in.

tread. Top Baggies, $28.75 ; Harness, |3.60. Write for

catalogue. Learn how to buy vehicles and parts direct.

Wagon Umbrella FREE. W. F. BOOB, GinelnniU, O.

DEITH *A I IPB on hens & chickens. 64-p. BookF
UCAin 10 JLflvC D. J. Lambert, Box j03,Apponaug,

Free.
R.I.

JJeSfey'etre^' Thompson's Eye Water
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HAND
AND

lOWER

dairyI

^PARATORS^II
Ths Urgss< eraam separMor work* In tha world
IS unable to keep up with the demand for these superior
machines. Thousands and thousands ofTubulara sold
every yearto dairymen in all parts of the earth. What
does this demand meant Why do the Tubulars sell bet-
ter tbfta other eepftimtwB? Bockuse the^ are better m»cblDM, M
you wm Bgree If youezMalneone. Wrlu for free cftUtc^ue N0.IU,

THE SHARPLES CO., P. M. SHARPLES,
Chicago, llllnal*. Weal Cheslsr, Pa,

Free to Horse and
Cattle Owners

^•uMitm^ large booklets
^OpaVUl^ telling how to cure

Lump Jaw In cattle,

Dt..^ Spavins and all

klVirig* ^ kinds of blemishes
QQn^^^ upon horses, also

We
know
of over
140,000
far m e rs

Knee
Sprung

Fistula'

and stock
menwhorely
apon these
same methods,
and for whom
we have saved
hundreds of tboa-
sands of dollars.

Books mailed free
If you write statin sr

what kind of a case
yon have to treat.

IXEHIIte BK08.,
Chemlsta,

l8a4rnlon stock Tarda,
Ghleaco, III.

Fistula, Poll Evil,

Sweeny and
Knee - Sprung.
Inexpen's 1 v e
methods,
easily em-
ployed by
anybody,
and that
cannot

D.»»n ^ tall to
roll .Xenre

Evil

Jaw

Cows will give 15 to 20 per

MORE

MILK
MORE
lyilJN lY I '^^nt more inilk if protectediiwia^i 1 the_torture of flies with

CHILD'S SO'BOS'SO KILFLY.

Kills flies and all iasects; protects horses as well
as cows. Perfectly harmless to man and beast
Rapidly applied with Child's Electri6 Sprayer.
30 to 50 cows sprayed in a few minutes. A true
antiseptic; keeps stables, chicken houses, pig
pens in a perfectly sanitary condition.

Ask for Child's SO-BOS-SO or send $2 for 1-gal.can and
Spraver complete, Ex. pd. any point east of the Mississippi.

CHAS. H. CHILDS & CO., Sole Manufacturers,

U LaFayette Street, Utlca, N. Y.

EXTENSION
AXLE NUTS
add gio to value of buggy. Take
up all wear and slack. Hake worn
buggy run like new ; save cost of
new boxes; simple adjustment.
AGE.NTS WA>TED. Sample set,

S1.50, post-paid. Send for circu-
lars. Order through blacksmith or

PONTIAC HDW. SP'LTY CO.

Box 60, - Pontiac, Mich.

SEPARATORS AND PO\
ft)r 1, 2 aod 3 horsfjs ; level or evea tread.
Sweep Powers, 2 to S horse; Haud

and Power Corn Staellers, Feed Gutters; Feed Mills; Saws; Steel

and Wood Rollers; Engines, 3 to 25 H. P., mounted or stationary.

THE MESSIXGER MFfe. CO., Tatamy, Pa.

GOODWIN'S FLY KILLER
is best because it protects
stock from flies when in
Pasture as well as in the
stable. Cows give 20 per cent
more milk when it is useil.

Don't lie pestered with flies

this summer, but send SI for
sprayer and enough Fly
KiJler to protect l.W cows.

_ Agents wanted. Gallon, 75c.

T. D. Goodwin & Co., Columbia Station, Ohio

LAWN FENCE
Many desi^s. Cheap as
wood- 33 page Catalogue
free. SpccialPrlcestoCeme-
teries and Churches. Address
COILED SPRING FENCE Cb.
Box 414. Winchester, Isd.

HEAVES CAN BE CURED
"We have a guarantee cure for Heaven,Couehw and Colds.

Guaranteed t« cure or money refunded. One package
by mail, 60c. 12 pkgs. by ex. with «Titten gnarantee to

cure, 85. WILBl'K STOCK FOOD CO., 77 2d St., .Mlhvaiikci-, H i..

A RriDTir^M Ketentlon ol PlacentaAIjUK I IVJi> and Failure to Breed
Kellogg's Condition Powder is a positive cure lor

these diseases. Write for circular. Address
H. W. KELLOGG CO., St. Paul, Minn.

NO HUMBUG.Ti'H'nl
Swine V, Stoolt Marker and Calf Dehorner. Stopa swine

fromrootlng. Makefl43 different ew marke- EitracU

Hoins. Prlcetl.W. Send »1 for trial. If 1 1 BuIM.aend btl-

ftBce. Pftt'd May G.IWS.- Hog and Calf Holdeionlj 75c.

FARMER BRIGHTON, FAIRFIELD, IOWA.

Live Stock and Dairy

WHERE THE COW GETS HER START

SOMETIMES we do not give enough
attention to the starting of the
cow. We think any kind of a place
will do, and any kind of rations

will be all right, so that the calf reaches
the age when she takes her place among
the milkers of the herd. If she simply
lives, all right; that is enough.
This is a mistaken idea. The calf

should be fpd and treated just as fairly

as any other member of the herd from
the start if we would realize anything
worth the while from her. What does
this mean? It may best be explained by
giving once more the methods of the
best growers of calves. According to
up-to-date methods, the calf when say
four months old is given a place with
other calves in a little yard, if it be sum-
mer-time, where it may get fresh air and
sunshine. It has its due ration of milk,
care being taken never to overfeed, and
being careful alwaj's to have the milk
warm when feeding. This is followed by a
ration of bran or buckwheat shorts, with
a little oil-meal mixed. This is given
dry, and not with the milk ration, and is

followed by a ration of hay. During the
time of feeding the calf is kept in stan-
chions, to prevent sucking other calves
and to insure its getting its fair share of
the milk, grain and hay and no more.
When the weather is hot, the calf should
be kept supplied with plenty of fresh
water, and in fly-time it must be given a
place of escape from its tormentors.
Thus fed the calf will grow up to be a
cow. It will go out to pasture in the
fall like any tow, but will be fed all the
first winter grain and milk if possible.
This plan will insure a cow that will do
business if there is any business in her.

E. L. Vincent.

terial changes becomes very manifest.
With the most careful milking by hand,
surrounded with the most complete san-
itary conditions, absolute purity is im-
possible; whereas in instances, where the
milk is exposed to less favorable condi-
tions, the removal from purity increases
rapidly/ In either of these cases the me-
chanical condition of the milk is im-
proved if it is run through a centrifugal
separator immediately after milking,
thus removing all solid foreign matter as
well as reducing the bacterial content.
That this reduction may be maintained it

is of course necessary, as I have said, to
hold the milk at a temperature below
the cultural demands of the reduced
germs, as they increase under favorable
conditions with marvelous rapidity.

It is understood, of course, that after

separation the milk and cream are again
combined, for the process of separation
is intended to be only a method of purifi-

cation. W. F. McSpahran.

FOR THE BEST MILK

During the last few years there has
been such extensive discussion through
the daily press of the many shortcom-
ings of our dairy products that the
growth of their consumption has been in-

terfered with. As the city milk-consumer
sees his glass of milk on the table, his
mind by a process of reversion brings up
all he has read and heard about unclean-
liness, adulteration, preservation, germs,
bacteria and all the rest of it, so that if

the milk is drank at all it is taken with
a reservation of confidence that generally
makes a second glass impossible. The
milk may be, and doubtless is, as pure
and uncontaminated as its unavoidable
association with man will permit it to be;
but the consumer takes the benefit of the

VETCH, COW-PEA AND SOY BEAN HAY AS

SUBSTITUTES FOR WHEAT BRAN

The following is a summary of Bulletin

No. 123 of the Alabama Experiment Sta-

tion:

"The object of the feeding-exper-
iments herein described was to ascertain

whether hay made from hairy vetch,

cow-peas and soy-beans could be advan-
tageously substituted for most of the

wheat bran in the ration of dairy-cows.
"The following values to the ton were

used in calculating the cost of food;
Wheat bran, twenty dollars; vetch hay,
ten dollars; cow-pea hay, ten dollars;

cotton-seed, twelve dollars; cotton-seed
meal, twenty dollars; cotton-seed hulls,

five dollars. ^

"Vetch hay proved fully equal in feed-

ing value to a similar weight of wheat
bran. By this substitution the cost of

the food required to make a pound of

butter was reduced twenty-five per cent,

which is equivalent to a monthly saving
of twenty-two dollars and twenty cents in

a herd of twenty cows,
"With the vetch ration the cost of food

for one pound of butter averaged ten
cents in contrast with thirteen and four
tenths cents when wheat bran was fed.

"The waste in feeding vetch hay was
with most cows about si.x per cent of

the amount offered, and with cow-pea
hay about sixteen per cent; the latter

residue, being useless, is charged as a

part of the ration.

"That portion of the cow-pea hay actu-

ally eaten proved fully equal in feeding
value to a similar weight of wheat bran.

HAMPSHIRE YEARLING EWES

doubt, and the milk trade does not grow
commensurate with its relative impor-
tance to human food.

I do not mean at all that the consumer
should remain in ignorance of any faults

the milk might carry, for the careful man
will not take into his inouth those things

offensive to his stomach; but I do mean
that the producers of the milk and the

venders of it should so hedge the sensi-

tive fluid food around with safeguards

and precautions of cleanliness and purity

that the digestive agency of confidence

should accompany it from the cow to the

consumer. To have this we must have
the clean, healthy cow, the clean stable,

the careful, tidy milker, clean pails and
cans, absence of dust and odors, thorough
cooling and low teinperature.

As milk is the most perfect food for

man or animal, it also is the most favor-

able medium for the development of bac-
terial growth, and while the common idea
that all bacteria are harmful is very
erroneous, the conditions that as a rule

encourage the multiplication of the harm-
less ones encourage equally the harmful
ones. One of these conditions is warmth,
and therefore the necessity of reducing
the temperature to guard against bac-

Charging the cows with all the cow-pea
hay offered them, we find that cow-pea
hay had eighty-six per cent of the feed-

ing value of wheat bran, one ton of this

hay being equal to one thousand seven
hundred and twenty pounds of bran.
"When wheat bran was worth twenty

dollars a ton, cow-pea hay was worth
seventeen dollars and twenty cents, and
vetch hay twenty dollars.

"The monthly profits on a cow were
four dollars and sixty-five cents on the

vetch ration, and four dollars and thirty-

five cents on the cow-pea ration.

"One of the Jersey cows used in this

test produced butter at a cost for food
of only eight and one third cents a

pound when fed on the vetch ration.

"Running cow-pea hay through a feed-

cutter did not decrease the waste in feed-

ing this food.
"Four and one half per cent more but-

ter was produced with soy-bean hay than
with cow-pea hay if we take account of

the portion of each actually eaten; how-
ever, a larger proportion of the coarse
stems of the soy-bean hay was uneaten.
"When corn-hearts were substituted

for wheat bran, the yield of butter was
increased by eight per cent."

ONLY ONE
more feature demonstrating the unduestioned
merit of Superior Seeding Machines. The above

Illustration shows the Superior Disk Wheel
with Sliding Pinion. It consists practically of

13 wheels of dlflerent sizes cast upon a solid

plate. With it 13 difEerent anantlties can be

sown from each side of the distributer wheel.

This dispenses with all loose wheels and all side

draft. There are no removable gears to get lost

and cause annoyance. Change of Quantity by
change of speed. Our new catalogue Na 1 7 which
Is free, tells all about this and other Superior

devices. Write for it today.

SUPERIOR
Seeding Machines will do more and bettor work

than any other drill. Will not choke In trash.

Built solid and strong of the best materials. One
man or boy can do perfect seeding in any field

under all conditions. Superior Seeding Ma-

chines are guaranteed, and the guarantee is good>

SUPERIOR DIVISION.

AMERICAN SEEDING NACBISBeO..
SPR.INGFIELO. OHIO.

H.&R. SINGLE SHOT GUN
Automatic and Non-Ejecting

The cheapest absolutely safe giin, with im-

provements found heretofore only in the

highest priced. Perfect in model and con-

struction. Simplest "take down" gun made.
Top snap; center hammer; rebounding lock.

Your dealer can supply, or we will sell to

you direct.

Illustrated Catalog tells about our com-

plete line—FREE.

Harrington & Richardson Arms Co.

Dept. 21, Worcester, Mass.

Makers ofH. & R. Revolvers.

KlkLS LICE. TICKS.
[HSECTS.CLCASk

PflOTECTS eDI9
lF(tOMTH£T0RIUflE OF FLIES

IN PASTURE ATJD MHILE NIIK'
^N6 WILL GIVE 20 P£D CEMT.

MORE />^.^^L'^"'*
I rTl^EiF DAILV.

'P£R/ECHY harmless;.

'^Tpeilied with cur reversiu;

'SPRAVEfl CALUeS.SfflKE.SHUP.

TJ3£RCUL0SI5 CH0LERA.AeDRriOII.

_ WEWILLSEHOASPRAYEBflNO
KILIER TO PROTECT ISO CQNi MO HOUSES. A6EinS WAHTIB*

yaUNQ STOCK VftLL

DISTEMPER CP ALL

ENOUGH FLY AND U<

BALES ^ro«s^HAY

The Gem Full-Circle baler, lightest, strongest, cheapest
baler. Uade of wrought steel. Operated by 1 or 2 horses.
Bales 10 to 15 tons a dav. Sold on 5 davs* trial. Caulogoe
free. Address CEO/ ERTEL CO., Qutncy, 111,

MM for Illustrated Farm
folder. lU, GREAT
BARGAINS.
BELL BROS. &

STEVENSON
Marysville, Ohio

100 OfllO FARMS FOR SALE
yew Descriptive List, quoting prices, free. Address
E. H. KISTLEB, Form Acent, WARBE>, OHIO

FKEIGHT PAID
BEST QUALITY

LOWEST PRICE
on trial. all

size:s. free list.

JONES BING-
HAMTON, N. Y.

Ask your dealer (or the Western

Amesbury Line of Vehicles, made only
- - byPontiaoBuggy Co.,Pontiac,Mich.

Comfort, durability and style are the principal characteristics

of these goods. The belt medium grade of wort on the market.

SOUTHERN FARMS monthly list of

farms for sale in Ala. Ga. ± S.G. Low yrices.easy

terms. E.A.Marshall. P.O.Box O, Anniston, Ala.

SCALES
BUGGIES
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FISTULOUS WITHERS AND POLL-EVIL

FISTULOUS WITHERS, frequently called

"thistelow," is a running sore that
follows the formation of an abcess
or "gathering" in the region of the

withers of horses, or in the upper part
of the neck just in front of the withers.
A poll-evil is a similar condition occur-
ring in the region of the poll.

Causes.—Fistulous withers and poll-

evil are caused by specific germs gaining
entrance" to the system, probably through
the food or water, and locating in the
regions above described, where they
cause pus, or matter, to form, and thus
produce an abcess. It is possible that
they may be caused or aggravated by
local injuries, such as blows or ill-fitting

collars or saddles, hitting the poll against
the ceiling, or from- pulling on a halter.

Symptoms.—At first there is a dif?use

swelling of the withers or poll, usually on
one side or the other; this swelling is

often tender, and causes some stTTTness

in the muscles of the part. Later the
swelling becomes more prominent in

some part, softens, and unless opened,
breaks and discharges pus, or matter.
The sore thus formed is lined with a

smooth "false membrane" that secretes
pus and is very difficult to heal. Some-
times a fistula of the withers!, or poll-evil,

will discharge for a year or two, and fre-

quently causes the death of the animal.
TRE.A.T.MENT.—In the early stages it is

often possible to cause their absorption
or "scatter" them by bathing the affected

part with hot water, rubbing and knead-
ing the parts thoroughly, and applying a
stimulating liniment, such as the follow-
ing: Strong ammonia, one ounce; tur-

pentine, one ounce; water, one ounce;
linseed-oil, five ounces. This should be
applied once ^laily until the skin begins
to get sore, when it can be withheld for

a few days, then repeated. Application
of tincture of iodine and blisters are also

used to "scatter" fistula and poll-evil.

After much pus. or matter, has accumu-
lated it is impossible to "scatter" them,
then they should be opened freely with a
knife; good surgeons often dissect them
out, at least so far as is possible. The
incision should be made as low down as
possible, to give free drainage. In most
cases a cavity will be found with one or
more "pipes" extending into the tissues.

In case the bones of the withers are
ulcerated they must be removed surgi-
cally. The cavity should be thoroughly
cleaned out, and kept clean, all pieces of
diseased tissue removed, and the cavity
dried by swabbing out with absorbent
cotton. Pure tincture of iodine should
be injected once daily after cleaning and
drying. A solution of one part of car-
bolic acid in twenty-five parts of water
is good to clean it out. Pure turpentine
can be used in place of iodine with good
results in some cases.

Another method of treating after open-
ing is to thoroughly swab out the inside
of the cavity and "pipes" with a good
liquid caustic, such as butter of antimony.
In place of a swab, rags saturated with
butter of antimony can be packed in the
cavity and "pipes;" they should be re-

moved in a few minutes. This destroys
the "false membrane," which sloughs out
in a day or two. The fistula should be
washed out daily, a four-per-cent solu-
tion of carbolic acid used, and the parts
kept clean. In using a caustic it should
be used once carefully and thoroughly.
Repeated use of caustics is injurious.

Rubbing with liniment or applying a
light blister about the diseased part is

often useful in assisting the healing pro-
cess. Other good solutions used to in-

ject into cavities for cleaning and healing
are corrosive sublimate, one part, and
water, one thousand parts; blue vitriol,

pulverized, one teaspoonful dissolved in a
pint of water, or a one-per-cent solution
of creolin or similar coal-tar products.

In treating these diseases, a good
syringe with a long nozzle that can be
inserted into all parts of the fistula is

essential. Showering the part once
daily with cold water, with considerable
force from a hose, and then rubbing
briskly until it is dry, is often beneficial.

It is important that the fistula should
heal from the bottom; if the outside
opening is allowed to close before the
cavity has healed it will break out again.
Animals with a fistula or poll-evil

should be well fed with nutritious food,
and salted frequently. A tonic condi-
tion-powder is often very useful. The
following is good: Sulphate of iron, one
ounce; hyposulphite of soda, one ounce;
saltpeter, two ounces: nux-vomica seed,
one ounce; gentian root, two ounces. All
should be well pulverized and mixed. A
heaping teaspoonful can be given in the
feed twice daily.—N. S. Mayo, in Bulletin

No. 121 of Kansas Experiment Station.

COWCATCHERS
If the census-taker when he was last

around had gathered figures from pro-
ducers of milk relating to their home
consumption of It, I believe the results

would have been surprising. In many
families on the farms, even where a

grand crop of boys and girls is being
grown, the milk consumption does not
go beyond a little milk or cream for the

tea and coffee, for berries and for cook-
ing. Why? It won't do to say the

country people are not fully aware of

the nutritive value of milk as a food,

for as great readers as farmers are, they
are sure to absorb some of the vast

amount that is being written about milk.

They Ipiow, too, that collateral with its

food value it carries the recommenda-
tion of cheapness. Many farmers claim

they cannot afl^ord to eat eggs when they
will sell for over twelve cents a dozen.
Spring chickeh, young pig and lamb are
cut out of many rural bills of fare be-
cause they are "worth more to sell."

Milk is rarely so on the general farm,
and one word will in a large number of

cases explain its non-use—dirt.

Very often, if the milker and cow-tender
realized that the cow's surroundings and
the care of the milk were below the re-

quirements for producing a clean article

of food, more care would be taken and
conditions improved. But dirt that rhay
not be visible to the eye nor manifest to
the nose of the sloven may be so much in

evidence to the sensibilities of the dis-

criminating stomach and palate, that even
an encyclopedic knowledge of the worth
of milk as a food will not make it relished.

Soluble dirt may affect only flavor; vis-

ible dirt, as dregs in the bottom of the
glass, is no advertisement for the drinker
to take another glass.

Often the milk is no more unclean
coming from a filthy cow-stable than the
other food of the meal having come from
the uninviting kitchen of a careless cook;
but grosser foods do not have the del-

icate absorptive affinity for foreign odors
that milk has, and they pass detection at

the table. Men who travel know how
often it is a vain thing trying to eat at

a hotel where there is a suspicion of un-
cleanliness, and so in using milk—so
much of it we have known to be sus-
picious that we partake of none.

Shall I interject a story? Once, when
Governor Curtin of Pennsylvania with
two fellow spellbinders were doing cam-
paign-work, they were compelled to pat-
ronize an uninviting hotel for one night,

and they came to breakfast with tired

feelings in their appetites. When the
waiter came for their order, the famous
"war governor" said, "Why, you will

please give me two boiled eggs with the
shells on."
, Mr. S. said, "Well, you may give me a
potato with the skin on."
"Let me see," hesitated Mr. P.; "sup-

pose you give me a chicken with the
feathers on."
Let us therefore have the products of

our dairies clean, and let it be known
that they are clean and wholesome and
fit for the food of man and the upbuild-
ing of generations of American babies.
Let us have it so clean and above any
suggestion of taint that we and our
children will want a second glass.

There is no doubt that the centrifugal
separator is a cleanser and purifier of
milk. It certainly removes any solid for-
eign matter that may have passed the
strainers. This should be no excuse,
however, for carelessness in handling
milk that is to be separated, for such
soluble impurities as have entered into
solution in the milk will not as a rule be
removed in the machine.

If the dairyman has clean cows in good
health, fed wholesome food; clean, well-
ventilated stables; clean, personal habits;
clean pails and other utensils; aerates
the milk as soon as drawn, and cools it

to below fifty degrees, away from dust
and contaminating odors, he has done
enough to make his milk fit to drink.

Some milkmen will object to such plain
talk as I have used about impure milk,
on the ground that the city consumer
may say, "Milk must indeed be open to
question when an acknowledged dairy-
man comes out thus and exposes it."

All milk is not impure; most of it is pro-
duced with the best of intentions. How-
ever, I would have it all so pure and
sweet and inviting that the city dweller
would turn from impure city water and
drink more milk. W. F. McSparran.

Is the Butter You Eat made from Cream
Separated by a U. S. SEPARATOR?

IF NOT, YOU SHOULD SEE THAT IT IS.

In buying butter or cream, always ask if the milk was run through an
Improved U. S. Cr am Separator. I£ it was not, you may be sure the product
is not as good as it might be, for

It Takes the Best to Make the Best,
and it has been proved many times that

The U. S. Separator Excels All Others.

At the Pan-American Model Dairy it

Won World's Record for Clean Skimming, averaging for 50
consecutive runs .0138 of 1%.

Forfurtherparticulars writefor illusiratedcatalogues.

For Western Customers, we transfer our separators from Chicago, La Crosse,
Minneapolis, Sioux City, and Omaha. Address all letters to Bellows Falls, Vt.

Vermont Farm Machine Co., Bellows Falls, Vt.

nOOSIER
SHOE DRILLS \ DRILLS

Plain

Drills.^
DISK DRILLS

a century. They are built

on the right principle, and
do honest work anywhere, un-
der all conditions. Hoosier
Drills are strong, durable,

handsomely finished, light

draft, have no neck weight,
and have too many excellent

features to tell them all here. Our
FREE catalogs will tell you all

about them. Write to-day,

HOOSIER DIVISION
American Seeding Machine Co.

27 Gillette Avenue SPRI^GFIELD, OHIO

TEVENS
riRC ARMS

>ARE USED BT THt WORLD
Made in many styles and calibers, and ranging in price from

$2.50 to $150.00
Send for 128 page catalog describing our complete line.

J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co.
835 Main Street,

CHICOPEE FALLS MASS.

•I

Single and double barrel shot guns will appeal.

to you on account of their moderate price.

"THEY STAND THE RACKET."
Askyour dealer or sendfor catalog which gives complete information.

REMINGTON ARMS CO..
313 Broadway, N. Y. Factory : lUon. N. Y. San Francisco, CaL |

I

DCLOACn
SAW MILLS ARE BEST.
The Price is Right Too.
Known the World Over.

„ FARMERS' SI25 SAW MILL
Oats SOOO Feet Lumber a day with only 4 h. p.
DeLoach Variable Feed Saw Mills, 4 to 100 h. p.,
any price. DeLoach Mill Machinery, Planers,
Shmgle.Lath and Corn Mills, Water Wheels, etc.
DeLoach Mill Mfe- Co., BoxSOO Atlanta, Cta.

Handsome CataloBue Free if yoa cut this out and
give name o£ paper.

mm.

Farm Wagon only $31.95
In order to introduce their Low Metal Wheels with

Wide Tires, the Empire Manufacturing Company,
Quincy, lU., have placed upon the market a Farmer's
Handy Wagon that is only 25 inches high, fitted
witti 24 and 30 inch wheels with 4-inch tire, and sold
lor only S21.95.

This wagon is made ot the best material throughout,
and really costs but a triile more than a set of new
wheels, and fully guaranteed for one year. Catalogue
giving a full description will be mailed upon applica-
tion by the Empire Manufacturing Company, Quincy,
111., who also will furnish metal wheels at low prices
made any size and width of tire to fit any axle.

DON'T BE HUMBUGQED
by Cream Extractors that mix water
with the milli, and do not extract.

The Superior Cream Extractor
(Ho Water Mixeil with the Milk)

Effects a complete separation in an hour by a
circulation of cold water in an outer jacket.
A trial convinces, and every can is guaran-
teed. Write us to-day for our catalog.

8UPERIOK FENCE MACHINE CO.
190 Grand River Avenue, Detroit, Mich.

100 CORN FARMS '^"''"•^

Northwestern Obic
cheap in

Madden & 'Wistermau, Continental, Ohio

STEEL ROOFING
FREIGHT CHARGES PAID BY US

Strictly new, perfect. Semi - Hardened
Steel Sheets, 2 teet wide, 6 feet long. Tho
bestRoofln^f Siding OP felling yoa can ase.
No experience necessary to lay it. An
ordinary hammer or hatchet the only
tools you need. We furniali nails free
and paint roofing two sides. Comes
either flat, corrugated or "V* crimped.
Delivered free of all oharges to all points
in the U. S. east of the Mississippi River
and North of the Ohio River

AT $2.25 PER SQUARE
Prices to other points on applicatloa. A square means 100
square feet. Write for free Catalogue Ko. 34.

CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING CO., W. 35th and Iron Sto., ChlcsEO

SAFETY
COMFORT
EASE

are assured when
your home and bam
are lighted with

ELECTRICITY
No danger from fire.

No dirt or smoke.
Constant power at
hand. Send for cat-

alog of dynamos for farm houses and countryhomes.
All kinds of electrical supplies, jfas engines, etc.

t. W. GILI/KSPIE & COMPANY
. !H9 E. 4th Street, Marion, Indiana.

-78 YEARS. We y^^^bestbyTesf- „,. . - -

Want MORE Salesmen Vt\ \ Weekly
Stark Nursery, LoulaUnn, Mo.; Daiu.vUIe, M. Y.
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The Grange
By MRS. MARY E. LEE

JUST AND EQUITABLE LAWS IN DANGER
OF REPEAL

WELL-FOUNDED ruiTiors are afloat

that attempts will be made to

repeal or weaken the Rawlings
and Morganthaler laws. Both

these measures were secured after a long
and bitter fight by the grange. It will

need the sam'e bulldog qualities to de-
fend them.

Briefly stated, the Rawlings law prp-
vides for the taxation of goods in the
hands of the manufacturer. Before the
enactment of this measure, machinery or
other goods in the hands of the manufac-
turer was not subject to taxation, but the
moment it passed into the hands of the
consumer it became taxable.
The Morganthaler law provides for a

tax-inquisitor, who seeks out and lists

concealed property. Few laws are so
just and equitable, and none have met
with more bitter opposition.
That theory which seeks to exempt

certain favored industries or products
from taxation, which shifts the burden
while not decreasing it, is vicious in prin-
ciple and dangerous in policy. Every
successful attempt weakens the notions
of citizenship of the favored party, and
creates hostility to the favored industry
and distrust for the machinery of gov-
ernment in the masses who bear the ex-
tra burdens. Our loose tax-laws provide
an easy escape for a very large per cent
of propertj', classed as ''intangible,"

while the heaviest burden rests on the
poor and well-to-do classes, whose prop-
erty is apparent.- The aforesaid laws
have added hundreds of thousands of

dollars to the tax-list, but many hun-
dreds of thousands more are concealed
than have been brought to light. No
system of laws has ever been devised that
could reach the mass of intangible prop-
erty. Every just and equitable law that
has been enacted and that serves its pur-
pose should be jealously guarded by the
people. With every 'advance in civiliza-

tion there arises need of heavier taxes.
The very class that seeks to evade the
just payment of its burden is the one
that profits most from it. Let them bear
their part.

Clark County Pomona has taken the
initiative. Let every grange and farmers'
club bring this matter before its mem-
bers. If possible, see that candidates for
the legislature will stand squarely against
the repeal or weakening in any way of
these laws. Talk the matter over with
your neighbors, and be ready to make a
stand foT justice. Agitate, educate.

RESOLUTIONS PASSED BY THE CLARK
COUNTY POMONA GRANGE

Resolved, That we believe the Raw-
lings tax-law is just and correct in prin-
ciple, and we will oppose the repeal or
weakening of the same.
Whereas, The Morganthaler law does

not add anything to the tax-duplicate not
already provided for by law, but it does
authorize the appointment of an inquis-
itor to find property which may be hid-
den away or through negligence not
reported or listed for taxation, therefore.

Resolved, That we will oppose the re-
peal of said law.

POSSIBLE DELIVERANCE

The recent massacres of the Jews at
Kishineff aroused the sympathy of the
civilized world. Hundreds of thousands
of Jews will leave Russia, and if they
find a home and political and religious'

freedom in another land, many thousands
more will leave inhospitable shores for
new homes.
The Jews are an industrious, home-

loving. God-fearing, homogeneous peo-
ple. Farming communities that are now
experiencing a dearth of laborers would
do well to ofiEer inducements to these peo-
ple to settle among them. The Jew loves
his own roof-tree, and will best serve all

interests if he owns his own home. Many
of them are poor, however, and could
buy only smail pieces of land—from ten
to forty acres. They have large families
that farmers could employ. Their love
of home would make this population of
young people fairly permanent. Help
could thus be obtained indoors and out.
With the present scarcity of labor, and

its high price, farmers can well afford
to make concessions. If a number of
farmers would unite and oft'er conces-
sions, it might result in a large influx of
labor into the community. The Jew is

bound to come to America. Sooner or
later there will be a Jewish problem, as
there is an Irish one. Fortunate indeed
will it be for the nation if this new pop-
ulation is scattered over our farms, far
away from the congested centers where
vice and avarice have sway, and doubly
fortunate will it be for the farmers to

have a source of labor-supply somewhat
adequate to our demands. We have
been so long dominated by the labor
trust that a possible deliverance through
the Jews is a "consummation devoutly
to be wished for."

THE OBSERVATORY

Get rid of your prejudices.

Win the heart, and you will convince
the head.

The grange is the watch-dog of farm-

ers' interests.

The heaviest tax the world pays is the

tax of ignorance.

A good dictionary well used is an indi-

cation of intelligent membership in a

grange.

Even as cheese is a bait for mice, so is

a useful grange the bait for membership
of the best class.

Constant watchfulness, combined with
wise civic ideals, is the only safeguard of

our institutions.

United, enlightened public sentiment
can overcome jobbery and corruption.
Right is might, and must eventually win.

If conditions do not suit, change them.
It is the limitations of the individual

rather than of the locality that make the
environment.

Principles are eternal as the hills; only
our interpretation of them varies. Free
and powerful is he who sees them in a

brighter light each day.

The churches, schools and clubs of a

community are what the predominant
element want. If it is content with little,

little will it receive; if it demands much,
it gets much.

.

Let a special committee be appointed
from each grange to solicit members at

your field-meetings. To avoid unpleasant
contingencies, make out a list of desir-

able members beforehand.

Since our political and financial welfare

are indissolubly bound together, it fol-

lows that we must safeguard our political

interests with the same forethought and
care we do our financial.

He who takes his notions and opin-

ions as he does his name, from his fath-

ers, must be narrow and bigoted. What
yesterday was liberty, to-day is intoler-

ance, and to-morrow will become tyranny.

Never pick a wild flower unless it will

add to the beauty and perpetuity of the

plant or give happiness to some one. The
ruthless plucking of our native flora is

leading to the extinction of many of our
choicest plants.

Village-improvement societies in our
section are waging war against the filthy

nuisance of spitting on the street. Even
men who pride themselves on their civic

righteousness need a law to prevent them
from committing a crime against decency.

Ceres, Pomona and Flora can find am-
ple employment in promoting esthetic

notions about the adornment of our
lawns and outbuildings. A community
filled with beautiful homes has a high
financial rating, to say nothing of the
esthetic.

Never let your zeal for membership
overshadow the pride j'ou have in the
worth of the grange. The grange is

destined to play a greater part in the
drama of internal affairs in the next ten
years than ever before in its history.
Let us have members who will stand by
principle, and not be led away by every
pufiF of wind. Cherish your grange as
you do your home.

"Let us convince those who represent
us of our integrity and ability to care for

ourselves. Let us make use of the op-
portunities at our door. We have the
telephone at our desk, the mail at our
door. Now let us pave the way for the
trolley-car by improving our methods of
farming, that capital may be induced to
invest. Then, with every farmer's gate
a depot, there will be no stale fruit for
the consumer, but berries with the morn-
ing dew yet upon them, and the bloorn
and fragrance of the apple, peach and
plum as pleasing as when rocked by the
autumn winds."—From report of D. S.

Davis, Lecturer Pomona Grange, Ohio.

Handy
Household

"Marvelous Duplex Fork"

Just what is wanted for handling boiled or baked potatoes, boiled eggs, baked
apples, hot biscuits, doughnuts or fried cakes. The forks are always open and ready
for use, and by a slight pressure on the handles anything can be easily taken hold
of without fear of breaking or crushing, and without burning your hands. The forks
being plated, requite no scouring. When once used they become an indispensable
article. Order as No. 822.

Farm and Fireside one year and Marvelous Duplex Fork, 45c., by mail, post-paid

Or given for sending ONE new yearly subscription, not your own nor any member
of your family

"Lamp=Chimney Stove"
Invaluable for its convenience and

economy. Made of bright brass, compact
and ornamental.

To heat curling-iron, use as shown in cut, and the
handle of the curler will be thoroughly protected from
the heat. To heat water, use as shown in cut. One of

the most economical and useful household articles ever
offered to the public. Indispensable in the sick-room.
Heats water for shaving in a jiffy. Doesn't smoke the cup.

Order as No. 823.

Farm and Fireside one year and Lamp^Chimney
Stove, 40 cents, by mail, post=paid

Or given for sending ONE new yearly subscription, not
your own nor any member of your family

"Useful Cooking=Knife"
For turning pan-

cakes, eggs, omelets,
fish, meat, potatoes,
hash or croquettes. In
warming potatoes, the
shape of the knife is

such that the work can
be done in less time
than with a table-knife,

as a cutting edge four inches long is brought into use. Order as No. 824.

Farm and Fireside one year and Cooking^Knife, 40 cents, by mail, post-paid

Or given for sending ONE new yearly subscription, not your own nor any member
of your family

The Quick "Parer and Corer"
This article will be used many

times a day on account of its great
value in saving the vegetable, and
also time. It does the work very

rapidly. Every one warranted to be fine steel,

and tinned so they won't rust. Order as No. 825.

Farm and Fireside one year and Rarer and Corer, 40 cents, by mail, post-paid

Or given for sending ONE new yearly subscription, not your own nor any member
of your family

"Sensible Cleaner"
For Pots, Pans, Etc.

Cleans Perfectly

Cleans Quickly—Saves the Hands

Large two-ring wire cloth with iron
handle and steel scraper, making it

doubly effective. No family should be
withoiit one. Does its work quickly
and effectively, scouring and cleaning
the bottom of the pot or pan in a man-
ner that gives delight and satisfaction,

keeping the hands out of the soap and
water, which chafes and ruins the skin
of the hand. Saves }-our finger-nails,

too. The most-wanted kitchen utensil

manufactured. Order as No. 826.

Farm and Fireside one year and this

Chain Pot=Cleaner, 40 cents, by

mail, post-paid

Or given for sending ONE new yearly
subscription, not your own nor any

member of your family

Address FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio
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WIDOWS RIGHTS

F. D. P., Kansas,
•asks: "If a woman
having nothing mar-
ries a man, and
works and does her

part, and they get

a good start, and
have three children,

can he will every-
thing away from
wife and children?"
By the laws of Kansas, on the death

of the husband one half of the estate be-
comes the property of the wife, and such
one half cannot be taken away from her
by will of the husband.

, RIGHT TO WILL PROPERTY

M. A., Iowa, writes: , "If a couple are
married, but have no children, and the
wife has property in her name, can she
will it all to the husband? Can her
brothers and sisters come in and take a

share if the wife dies first, or can the
husband hold all by the will?'''

Yes, the wife can devise the property
to whomsoever she may choose.

PARTNERSHIP PROPERTY

A..E. S., Pennsylvania, puts the follow-

ing: "A. and B. own and occupy a

house and ten acres of ground in part-

nership for a number of years. A. mar-
ries, and moves to another state. B. still

occupies said property for oveS; three

years, refusing to pay any taxes, insur-

ance or rent to A. Recently B. died.

Can A. recover rent with interest from
the estate of B., which will soon be set-

tled up?"
Yes; the estate of B. would be liable

for whatever would be right and just to
A. or his one-half interest.

The Family Lawyer
By JUDGE WM. M. ROCKEL

INHERITANCE

R. McL, Illinois, wishes to know:
"What are the laws of Illinois in regard
to property, when a man dies, leaving a

wife, but no children? Can his parents
or brothers and sisters claim any of the

personal property? What share of real

estate can they claim?"
When a widow or husband survives,

with no child or descendants of child,

one half of the real estate and all of the
personal estate goes to the widow or
surviving husband, and the other half

of the real estate goes to the parents,

brothers and sisters.

CONTRACT FOPv REAL ESTATE

A subscriber gives the following: "A.
bought a farm from B., and B. agrees to

furnish abstract and title to- be correct
within thirty days. A. tells B.'s agent
that if he does not get the paper ready
he wouM have to pay taxes on the money
he has, as the time for the assessor is at

hand. The thirty days were up the four-

teenth day of April. It was the twentieth
day of May before A. could send the
money, and it was taxed. At tax-paying
time A. goes to B. and tells him that he
ought to pay the taxes, as it was his fault

that A. had to pay taxes on the money.
B. skys, 'No, I have nothing to do about
it. If you have anything to claim, go to
the agent. I have nothing to do about
it.' Is B. responsible for the contract
drawn up by his agent, or will A. have to

go to the agent? The contract reads:
'Time is and shall be the essence of this

Legal inquiries of general interest from our regular subscribers will be answered in tins department
free of charge. Querists desiring au immediate answer by mall sliould remit one dollar, addressed
"Law Department," this office.

contract, and the sale and transfer of said

property, according to the provisions

hereof, shall be consummated within the
time specified above.' The contract pro-

vides that B. should trim hedges on the

farm, but hedges are not trimmed. B.

wants to get out of it, as it is a large

job—eight hundred rods of trimming. I

hope to get an answer in the next issue."

B. would be responsible for_ anything
his agent might have done which would
be within the scope of the agent's author-
ity, and in the case as given I should
think that B. would be directly respon-
sible, although not sure. It seems that

if the delay was caused by B.'s failure to

consummate the contract within the time
stipulated, B. should pay whatever dam-
ages was suffered by A. If the contract
stipulated that B. should triin the hedges,
he must do so, for he might have ac-

cepted the benefits of his contract, and
repudiated his obligations.

Note—The inquirer wants the answer
given in the next issue. Let me again
say that inquiries made are answered in

the order in which they are received, and
if an immediate answer is desired the in-

quirer should follow the course outlined
at the head of this department.

DIVORCE

J. N. A., New York, asks: "Can a man
get a bill of divorcement from his wife,

on the grounds of desertion, in the states

of Illinois and New Jersey? If so, how
long must he prove desertion, and how
long should he be a resident of each
state?"
By the laws of Illinois, divorce may

be granted for desertion after two years
without reasonable cause. The appli-

cant must have resided in the state one
year before filing the bill. By the laws
of New Jersey, wilful, continued, obsti-
nate desertion for the term of two years
is grounds for divorce. Parties must
have resided there during two years of
the time the desertion has continued.

CANCELLATION, OF MORTGAGE
S. E. F., New York, inquires: "A few

years ago C. bought a farm of B- Last
year B. died. His widow and an ex-
judge are the executors, and they also
have an attorney. This spring C. wants
to pay the mortgage, and would like to
know if they should all sign the discharge
of mortgage to make it legal, or would
the attorney be enough to make it all

right."

The executors of the estate are the
proper persons to release or cancel a
mortgage. Where there are two exec-
utors of the estate, any one of them
may do whatever acts he sees fit with
reference to the estate, therefore a can-
cellation will be good if signed by one.
A cancellation or release made by an at-

torney is not proper, and should never
be either received or made.

DOGS AND CHICKENS

C. A. S., New
York, says: "I keep
fowls, and feed them
scraps. My neigh-
bor has a dog,
which he allows to

run at large. He
pays tax for the
dog, and has it reg-

istered. The dog
comes to my house

and takes what I put out for my chickens.

I have asked him to keep the dog hortie,

but he does not. I have been told to

shoot the dog."
At common law a dog was not consid-

ered to be property, but this has been
changed in many of the states. A person

killing a dog might be liable for whatever
damages the owner would sufTer. In

instances like that suggested in the ques-

tion it may be difficult to find legal

remedy, and parties are sometimes justi-

fied in taking the law into their own
hands. I think I should be tempted in

such a case, after having notified the

owner of the dog to keep him away, to

follow the advice that has been given
you. In many states recognizing that

dogs are property, trespassing dogs are

permitted to be killed without liability.

LINE FENCES

J. B. H., Indiana, says: "A. and B.

each own forty acres of land adjoining,

each tract forming a rectangle forty by
one hundred and sixty rods. There is a

line fence dividing the two .tracts of one
hundred and sixty rods. A. owns eighty

rods of line fence all at one end, and B.

owns the other eighty rods. A. sells

twenty acres of his tract lying along B.'s

part of line fence to C. Now, can B.

take away forty rods of his fence and
compel C. to make forty rods between
B. and C? If so, can C. hold A. for

forty rods of line fence, A. still holding
eighty rods of fence of A.'s part between
A. and B.? If neither A. nor B. can re-

move any of this established line fence,

how can this one hundred and sixty rods
of fence be divided so that each A., B.

and C. can receive their right portion?"
The above states a condition of facts

with reference to line fences which is fre-

quently inquired about, and is nowhere
authoritatively answered so far as I know.
It seems that vyhen a man buys a farm
he is bound to take notice of the condi-
tion of the fences on the land, and he is

bound to know whose fence is on the line

he is buying. Where it is necessary to

make a new division of the fence, the
parties having placed the fence there
shoulll either be paid for their share or
permitted to remove it. In many states

the township trustees settle the question.

RIGHT TO CLOSE ROAD
H. P. B., Pennsylvania, wants to know:

"If a road or pathway has not been used
for twenty-one years, and another path-
way has been used steadily,, would such
acts be an abandonment of the road or
pathway?"
The simple non-use for twenty-one

years will not be an abandonment such
as would vacate the road. A mere clos-

ing of the road or pathway by bars
would not defeat the right of a person
along the line of the pathway to use such
road when he wished to reach his land.

CEREAL FOODS

A subscriber in

Ohio writes: "Will
you kindly give
your opinion of the
use of cereals for

breakfast. Is the
constant u s e o f

such food beneficial or injurious? Your
suggestions are very helpful, and I hope
to see something on the above topic."

I infer that you ask in regard to the
numerous prepared breakfast-foods that
now flood the market. It is difficult to
give a reliable estimate of the value of
these foods without an exact knowledge
of their composition and method of prep-
aration. I believe that many of the sct^
called breakfast-cereals do not possess

' any more, if as much, nutritive value as
the cereals from which they are made,
and the cost to the consumer is, four or
five times greater. No doubt the man-
ufacturers of these foods have placed
much too high an estimate upon them in

setting forth their claims to the public,

in order to sell them, it being a purely
commercial proposition with them. Some

,
of these foods are partially cooked, and
more or less saccharine matter added in

their preparation, which increases their
value in carbohydrates and fats, but not
in proteids.

If carefully and scientifically made, no
doubt they may be more digestible than
the usual forms of cereal food, but I am
not so sure about their augmented food
value. Some of these foods are so hard
and slowly insoluble if care is not taken
in masticating them, or better, to sor;en

The Family Physician
By ROBERT B. HOUSE, M.D.

them before eating, that they will pro-
duce mechanical irritation in the stomach
before digestion takes place. Toasting
bread, if properly done, makes it more
digestible. Often only the surface of

slices of bread is toasted, and the interior

left soft. Such toasting does not increase
the digestibility of bread. Zwieback
is well-toasted bread. The readiness
with which the cereal foods are digested
depends greatly upon the care with which
they are disintegrated and the fineness of
their division during mastication and
during their stay in the stomach.
Experience has taught athletes and

their trainers that a generous mixed diet

is the best one for them. At the train-

ing-tables of the Yale and Harvard crews
such food as the following are eaten:
Breakfast-cereals, dry toast, vegetables
in reasonable variety, and fruits; beef,

lamb, mutton, chicken, fish, bacon and
eggs. Desserts of simple puddings or
ice-cream are furnished, but no highly
seasoned food is ever allowed to find its

way to their tables.

The subject of dietetijcs is intensely in-

teresting, and one that ought to be more
thoroughly understood by all classes of

people, both in regard to the value of

foods as nutriment for persons in health
as well as for those who are ill.

BEWARE OF WOOD-
ALCOHOL

The surgeons of

the New Orleans
Eye, Ear, Nose and
Throat Hospital

_ have noticed the

large number of

blind and partially blind who have en-

tered that institution for treatment. Upon
investigation, it was discovered that an
antiseptic containing a large amount of

wood-alcohol had been used through-
out the plantations of that state. Methyl
alcohol taken internally affects the optic

nerve, thus destroying vision. It is feared
many will never recover complete vision.

HUSH-MONEY

"I call that hush-money." said the hap-

py father to the chemist, as he placed
twenty-five cents on the counter for a

bottle of soothing-syrup.

THISTLE-INE

This department has received during
the past year a large number of inquiries,

but being invariably of personal rather

than, general interest, I have not an-

swertd them in this column. It will be
readily understood that I cannot use this

department for making individual pre-
scriptions or giving- diagnosis of disease
for individuals. I have gratuitously an-
swered by mail manv of these individual
inquiries, but find that this method of

answering personal inc|uiries.is becoming
too burdensome to be longer continued.
I shall take pleasure in answering as best
I can all questions of general interest

from reeulnr sub^'T-^,- -

Certain Death to

CANADA
THISTLES
AND ALL OTHER
NOXIOUS WEEDS.

One thorough spraying with "This-
tle-ine" settles it. Guaranteed. 5

ftib. can mal<es 5 gallons of the liquid,
$2.00. Freebooklettellsallaboutit.

'

TheLINDGREN CHEMICAL CO,
8 S, IONIA ST. GRAND RAPIDS, MICH,

You Can't Get a Home
for Nothing

but nowhere in the country can a
Good home be had to-day for so low
a price as in the Northwest, along the
line of the NORTHERN PACIFIC
RAILWAY. Very low round-trip
rates are now in effect. Write for

information regarding them and the
low-priced lands of North Dakota
and Montana and the irrigated farms
of eastern Washington.

CHAS S. FEE, G. P. &T. A.
St. Paul, Minn.

THE LUCKY "4=LEAF CLOVER
Plymouth Cream Extract-

or is the CREAM of them all.
Inner can quickly remova-
ble; water all around and
under milk; has far greater
cooling surface than any
other. No water required 5
months In year. Special air
chamber with ventilator.
New and original faucet,
impossible to leak or sour.
Express charges prepaid,.
Catalogue free

Plvntouth Cream Separator Company. Plymoutli, OhlOi

THE "ELI
King of
Balers.

A train of follow-
ers^ but no equals.
Proves its superior-
ity wherever it g'oes.

Makes tight shapely bales,Qot
loose bundles, works fast,
avoids accidents and endures. Little draft,tremendous
power, a macbine of special features. 1 Write for free £U c&taloguo.

Collins Plow Co., 1 110 Hai^pshlro St., fiulncy. III.

CORRUG/\TBD
CREAM EXTRACTOR
Separates the cream without

mixing water with milk. Operates
itself—saving your time and labor.
Has double the cooling surface of
any other. Cream yields more and,
better butter, commanding extra
prices. Easily cleaued. Pays for
itself in a short time. FREE Cat-

alogue. State name of grocer.
ED. S. CUSHMAN, Sole DIfr.

I-'''' Box 111, - Centervllle, Iowa

ENTIRELY
NEW

The Tweutietli Century Peerless Atlas
and Pictorial Gazetteer of All Lands Is up-

to-date. Two invaluable reference works In one

and sells at one fourth usual Atlas prices. Gives

Every Census from 1790 to WW), also 1901 Crop

and other statistics. Fine Map of Panama Canal.

Agents Wanted
The Peerless Atlas is guaranteed the finest seller

on the market, enabling agents to double the best

profits they ever made. Your success is certain.

Contains 170 mammoth pages, size U by 11 Inches.

340 Colored Maps and Magnificent Illustrations.

For e.vti-a liberal terms and tell-tale pamphlet
"/Stoiy of the n'orters," address

THE CROWELL PUBLISHING CO.

Department of Acents, Springfield, Ohio
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HOLIDAY IN THE WOODS

BY JOSEPHINE E. TOAL

Down in the shady wood to-day

A jubilee is made.
The woodland folk are all at play,

There's music and parade.

Now, what's it all about.

Come, Brighteyes, let's find out.

This morn at rising of the sun
I heard the waterfall.

Boom! boom! it went, till really one
Would think the rocks must fall.

And all the little folk

Within the wood awoke.

A hundred flags flung gaily out

—

See, in the marsh they proudly wave;
And high and low and all about.

On grassy bank, in mossy cave,

I surely see, don't you.

The old red, white and blue.

And listen now! What do we hear?
A sound quite like a drum.

Come, keep within this thicket, dear.

From here it seems to come.
Ah! look close by that tree;

It's Drummer Partridge, see!

They're wearing uniform to-day,

Look, Brighteyes, overhead;
See in the branches flashes gay
Of blue and gold and red;

And there the blackbird sings,

With straps upon his wings.

Grand fireworks they'll have to-night,

These forest folk, I know;
For in the wood, half out of sight,

Is where the rockets grow.
And, too. when it is late

They will illuminate.

A hundred tiny lamps will glow
Down here on every side.

And from the sky the moon will throw
Her search-light far and wide.
And all the stars will shine.

Indeed it will be fine.

The orchestra, of course, will play,

The frogs are very good.
Oh, you have guessed their holiday,

Sweetheart! I knew you would!
Yes, here, in fitting state.

The Fourth they celebrate.

CURIOUS DWELLINGS OF MAN

AN INVESTIGATION of the ways in which the differ-

ent inhabitants of the globe build their houses
is interesting. Some of these homes excite our
wonder. They are, too, a gage of man's advance

in civilization and prosperity.
Naturally, in his earlier days and savage state man

took shelter under trees and rocks, and when possible,

in caverns. Later, the boughs of trees were interwoven
to form a sort of roof. Then rushes and minor veg-
etation were used to make the covering more compact.
In this way the first dwelling was evidently constructed.

A roof of bamboo or palm-leaves, supported in

front by two posts about six feet in height, and in

the rear by others lialf as high, constitute perhaps the
most simple house in the world. Under such a struc-

ture the natives of Andaman Island are contented, be
the weather fair or foul. A parallel in simplicity is the
abode of the pigmy Veddahs of Ceylon, though the
latter sometimes pile up brush on one side to afford
protection from the sun's oblique rays.

The Fuegians, even more slothful, construct with a
few broken branches stuck slantwise into the ground
and thatched with grass a wigwam which can hardly be
called a house. The Indians of Paraguay, by thrusting
the ends of two or three short poles in the earth, and
throwing a cowskin over them, are amply sheltered.

The Patagonians are much better house-builders.
Their huts are rectangular in shape, about the height
of a man, and from ten to twelve feet square, with a
gently sloping roof. A framework of posts set firmly
in the ground, and having forked tops, holds the cross-
poles, which in turn support the rafters covered with
skins. These nomadic people take their houses with
them wherever they move, on account of the scarcity
of wood.

Sandwich-Islanders delight in having houses a hun-
dred feet in length, one third that distance in width,
with a height of nine or ten feet. The walls and roof
are compactly built, and the earthen floor is strewn
with dried grass. Their doors are low, and oblong in

shape.
In contrast to these huge dwellings, the Australians

build a hut of gipsy type, barely large enough in which
to sit down. When sleeping they have to curl up their
legs. Four persons often manage to occupy one dwell-
ing. If they were to straighten out they would push
their feet through the walls. In fact, in the warmer
portions of the country an opening is left in the sides,

so that the sleeper can thrust his feet outside to cool.
These miniature dwellings are constructed of slender
poles, having both ends stuck in the ground, and
standing near together in a conical form. They are
covered with bark and leaves.

The Maori builds his house about twenty feet long,
and from eight to ten feet deep, with a roof sloping
nearly to the ground. Its frame consists of light
poles, and the roof and walls are made of dry grass
and lined with bark. It is no unusual thing to see the
ridge-pole ornamented with the carved likeness of the
proprietor. An aperture near the low door answers
for window and chimney. The roof projects so as to
form a portico, where seats are placed.

The dwellings of the natives of Fiji are built of
cocoanut and tree-fern: they are oblong in shape, and
have two doorways, on opposite sides. The roof has
a very sharp angle, and the rafters, of palmwoorl, are
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thatched with sugar-cane and fern-leaves. A matting
serves for the door. The building is undivided inside,

and on one side is a stone fireplace.

The Nootka Indian, who delights to enter his abode
through the roof, leaves the planks loose that form
the covering. An escape for the smoke or an ingress

for the sun is thus quickly made. Against the interior

of the walls are wide benches, upon which the family sit

and sleep. At each end of the house is a large tree,

carved into a human likeness, the face, hands and arms
drawn and painted with a curiou^ fidelity to nature.

In Kamchatka the winter honse is built exactly like

a vault, oval in form, and sunk a dozen feet below the
surface of the earth. The framework of this curjous
abode is of wood and whalebone, and the roof of twigs
and grass. The means of reaching it is a notched pole
standing upright in the center. In the summer these

strange people go to the other extreme, and build their

huts of poles on a platform above the ground.
The Eskimo in his brief summer lives in a tent of

skins supported by deers' horns lashed together and
fastened down by stones. His winter dwelling as a
rule he builds of ice and snow. Selecting a firm em-
bankment of snow, he traces a circle on it the size

of his proposed house. The snow within the inclosure
he then cuts into slabs about two feet long and six

inches thick. With these he forms the walls, which he
gradually strengthens as they rise, until when they
meet at the height of ten feet he has made a dome-
shaped structure.

It takes two men to do the work, and when it is

completed, one man is imprisoned in the snow house.
He then cuts his way out, the place of exit being
intended for the doorway. Another aperture is cut
higher up, and an ice slab fitted in for a window. A
tunnel is then made, leading in a circuitous direction
from the door, to serve as a wind-break.

When the snow has been shoveled up so as to fill

all the crevices, the building is completed on the out-
side. Within snow benches are made, and are covered
with birch boughs overlaid with skins. In the spring,
with his snow cottage melting away, and the cold too
severe for him to abandon it for his tent, the Eskimo
passes the most unpleasant season of the year.

Among the most curious dwellings are those of the
people who live in regions of water. That fairly

enlightened races have dwelt in such places is proved
by the hamlets yet to be seen beneath the Swiss lakes,

the pile huts of Scotland and the crannogs of Ireland.
In India are to be seen the Sindian houses; on the
southern coast of Africa, the airy shanties of the
natives, and in South America, that city of water-
dwellers, Little Venice. These last aquatic people are
actually driven to live on the water, that they may es-

cape the vast numbers of mosquitoes that infest the
neighboring country.

The dwellings of the inhabitants of Lake Maracaibo
are made by driving down posts cut from an ironwood-
tree, which lasts for ages in the flood. Across these
posts are laid beams and planks of a lighter wood,

HOUSE-FLY ON A PIECE OF SPONGE-CAKE
(Magnified)

with a roof and walls. There are four groups of these
singular dwellings, comprising what the Spanish discov-
erers nicknamed Little Venice, from whence comes the
name of the province of Venezula.

The Dyaks on land or water invariably dwell in

houses built on piles. So it is on the islands through-
out the archipelagoes. At Banka, where an inundation
of the land is frequent, the houses are moored, giving
the place the name of "floating city."

In Sumatra, Java, where the people live in con-
stant dread of earthquakes, the houses are lightly

built, with large movable shutters. As soon as the first

tremor of the earth is noticed, each occupant of the

dwellings seizes one of the broad shutters, and holding
it above his head as a shield against falling objects,

rushes to an open door. Here the bamboo protec-
tor is thrown upon the ground, and the owner seats

himself upon it, to await the end of the shock, and as

the earth seldom opens wide enough to swallow up his

capacious platform, he feels comparatively safe.

So man builds his home, and adapts himself to sur-

rounding conditions—whatever inconveniences belong
to his situation, they become a part of his existence;

whatever dangers beset him are looked upon as a mat-
ter of course. The Sicilian, without a suspicion of

dread, toasts his cheese in the seams of Mount ^tna;
the Italian roasts his fowls in the lava streams of

]\Iount Vesuvius; while with equal unconcern the Ice-

lander boils the water for his tea in the fire flood of

Mount Hecla. S.

THE HOUSE-FLY

In a paper written in 1900 by Dr. L.
O. Howard, chief of the Division of En-
tomology at Washington, on "Th?' In-
sect Fauna of Human Excrement, with
Special Reference to the Spread of Ty-
phoid Fever by Flies," it was shown
that OMt of twenty-seven thousand and

eighty-seven flies wilich had been caught in differ-
ent parts of the country in rooms where food was
exposed^ as would ordinarily be the case in a kitchen
or dining-room, more than ninety-eight per cent of the
insects so taken were ordinary house-flies. House-
flies breed to a very large extent in horse-manure, but
they are very often attracted and frequently develop
in human excrement. An individual fly lays on an
average about one hundred and twenty eggs, which in
a few hours hatch into larvc-e, or "rhaggots," and after
another transformation at the end of ten days, event-
ually become full-grown adult insects.

When we consider these facts, it is not to be won-
dered at that typhoid fever often prevails in the coun-
try, especially when we consider the unsanitary system
so often in use for the disposition of human excre-
ment. Under these conditions every opportunity is

offered for the dissemination of this disease through
the agency of flies, particularly the house-fly, which
finds in the country stable and the outhouse conditions
admirably adapted for its development.

In view of these facts, the importance of keep-
ing flies out of the kitchen and away from all food-
supplies cannot possibly be overestimated. To this
end careful protection must be invoked, and every
effort should be made to eliminate all places that are
favorable for the propagation of flies. Manure-pits
should be thoroughly screened, and where it is not
practicable to adopt this measure, chloride of lime, if

used in ' liberal quantities and well sprinkled through
the manure, will prevent the development of any eggs
which may be deposited in this material. The out-
house also should be thoroughly screened, or better
yet, where practicable, should be done away with
altogether. In no way can the wa'Stes of the human
body be more ea^ly and safely disposed of than
through the medium of water. Running water is now
so generally available that there would seem to be
little excuse for not utilizing it in this connection and
thus doing away with the many objectionable features
of the primitive system still so largely in use in the
country. The water-carriage system of disposal, to
be sure, raises other sanitary questions, but none that
cannot be satisfactorily answered even in country
places. The cesspool, once so much dreaded, has at
last under proper management won for itself scientific

recognition and approval, and country places in which
it is not available are rare.—Extract from article by
William Lyman Underwood, of Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology, in Country Life in America.

AN INFORIVIAL LUNCHEON
Among the most charming ways of showing atten-

tion to a friend who may be visiting you, and whom you
wish to honor, may be reckoned the luncheon to which
only Women are invited. You have an old schoolmate
staying with you, or an aunt or cousin from a distant
place. Ask six or eight agreeable friends who know
one another, or who are likely to have subjects in com-
mon, to meet her. They arrive at the designated hour,
one or half past usually, and probably keep on their
bonnets or hats and their gloves until they are seated
at the table. For a first course, grape-fruit in halves,
with the pulp removed from the skin, and put back, so
that it may be easily eaten with a teaspoon, then three
or four strawberries added, and the whole sugared, is

very nice. Follow this vvith bouillon served in cups.
Creamed or fried or broiled chicken with peas and
potatoes may be the next course; or broiled lamb-
chops or any dainty meat may be substituted'for the
chicken. Then have a salad of plain lettuce, or lettuce
and tomatoes, or lettuce and chopped apples and cel-

ery. For dessert nothing is quite so popular as ice-

cream and cake, but strawberries or preserves, or a ^

delicate pudding or pie, will answer just as well, t'in-

ish the luncheon with coffee.

Conversation should be general, not confined to
one or two or to neighbors at the table. If you know
a funny story, tell it.

People do not linger long when the luncheon is

over, it being polite to take one's leave almost imme-
diately after this function.—Christian Herald.

THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE

Now that great preparations are being made at St.

Louis for the celebration of the one hundredth anni-

versary of this great event in our nation's history, it

will be of interest to our readers to have set before

them in epitorrie what the domain then purchased now
embraces.

The western boundaries of the territory included
in the purchase were somewhat indefinite, but the

area involved consisted of nearly one million square
miles. Fourteen of our states and territories now 1'

wholly or in part within the limits of the purchas-
This area is about seven times thAt of Great Britain

and Ireland; it is four times t^ size of the German
Empire, and is greater than Great Britain, Germany,
France, Portugal and Italy combined.

Within the territory then purchased from France
there now dwell fifteen million people. That is to say,

by a curious coincidence, a century after the pur-

chase of Louisiana took place that territory contains

a human being for every dollar paid for it. In St.

Louis, where the purchase is to be celebrated, the

United States Government now collects each year a
revenue greater than the price paid Napoleon fof

relinquishing his dream of colonial empire on this

side of the Atlantic.

At the time when Livingston and Monroe com?'
mitted their country to the transaction, the price of

fifteen million dollars was considered an enormous
sum. Within the territory thus purchased the value of

the manufactured products alone in 1900 was $1,492.-

863,129, while the value of farm products in i809 "'as

$1,457.533, .3,38. In each of these years the value of one

class of product alone was one hundred,times the price

of the purchase.—^The Religious Telescope.
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Sunday Reading

THE CONTENTED MEADOW-MOUSE
I am a simple meadow-moiise,
And live within a burrowed house;
But I can look up through its door,

And view the sky, and sometimes more

—

Now it's a Hnnet, now a kite.

And now a shivery star at night.

—Gouverneur Morris, in McClure's
Magazine.

CHRIST DOES NOT PATCH

GOD never repairs. Christ never
patches. The gospefis not here
to mend people. Regeneration
is not a scheme of moral think-,

ing and ethical cobbling. What God
does, he does new—new heavens, nev/
earth, new body, new heart—"Behold, I

make all things new."—C. S. Parkhurst.

WORKING ON ONE'S KNEES
_A clergyman walking on the public

highway observed a poor man breaking
stones, and kneeling the while, so that
he might be able to do it more effec-

tually. Pausing and saluting him, he re-

marked, "Ah, John, I wish I could break
the stony hearts of my hearers as easily

as you are breaking these stones."
John's answer was a memorable home-

thrust. "Perhaps; master," he said, "you
do not work on your knees."
Praying brings down the power that

can break the flintiest heart.—Christian
Commonwealth.

GEM THOUGHTS
A laugh is worth a hundred groans ih

any market.—Charles Lamb.
God must love homely people, he

makes so many of them.-—Abraham Lin-
coln.

Keep your face always toward the sun-
shine, and the shadows will fall behind
you.—M. B. Whitman.
We cannot know or enjoy or love the

world too much if God's will controls us.

Worldliness is not love of the world, but
slavishness to it.—M. D. Babcock.
The smallest things become great

when God requires them of us; they are
small only in themselves; they are always
great when they are done for God, and
when they serve to unite us with him
eternally.—Fenelon.
He has His plans. What if He even

holds back, all through the summer-
time of life, some of His plants from
flowering, that they may be more ready
for some day of days? Never question
the widsom of His will.—Sarah F.
Smiley.

I do not know that martyrdom will
prove any harder than that discipline
which renders us quick to forgive, which
can look upon the success of a rival with
loving pleasure, which can maintain a
guileless integrity in the minute trans-
actions of life.—George Brown.

STUB-ENDS OF THOUGHT
The empty life can never be a holy

one.
How can God hear those who will not

listen to him?
,

Be not a dreamer of dreams, but a
doer of deeds.
Dark hours are necessary to make us

look upward.
Man forgets his dependence upon God

until dark hours come.
Brains are necessary for a man to be

something and do something.
The man who talks with God is the

man whose talk people listen to.
Brains are not necessary to make a

man a proficient kicker. Any fool can
kick. A mule is past master of the art.
The men who do the most good are

not men of brain alone, nor of heart
alone, but men of heart and brain com-
bined.

Many of God's zealous workers are
.called fanatics. They are not fanatics,
but heroes and heroines; and as such
they are counted by God.—Ram's Horn.

THE TASTE-BERRY

In the wilds of Africa is found a vine
on which grows a small berry about the
size of a cranberry, which has the pecu-
liar property when eaten of changing the
taste, so that all sour things seem sweet.
After a few hours tlie taste becomes
natural again, but during that time all

acids are sweet to the taste. Whenever
they find this berry, the natives eat a few
and then fill themselves with the sourest
fruits they can find, getting the same en-
joyment as from the sweetest and rarest
and most delicious fruits. It would add
much to the pleasures o"f life if some
expedient could be found which would
effect the same ti'ansformation in all the
affairs of our lives, enabling us to ex-
tract happiness from the most unpleas-
ant events and the most disappointing

features of life. May not a quiet and con-
tented spirit in a large measure furnish

such a counterpart of the African taste-

berry? A disposition to make the best
of everything, a happy determination to
look on the bright side, a gentle resolve
to ignore so far as possible the disagree-
able facts of existence, or at least to
look upon what better sides we may be
able to find, will not indeed make every-
thing in life appear sweet and enjoyable,

but will certainly reduce the sour and
unpleasant to the lowest limits. We
have heard of a man who said he was
devoutly thankful that God had made
him blind. It may not be easy for us to

understand his feeling, but it suggests
that a persistent effort to find good in

everything may be rewarded with a large
increase of happiness.—Watchman.

A VISION OF GLORY

A young Scotch girl who was taken ill

in this country, knowing that she must
die, begged to be taken back to her na-
tive land. On the homeward voyage she
kept repeating over and over the sen-

,tence. "Oh, for a glimpse o' the hills o'

Scotland!" Before the voyage was half

over it was evident to those who were
caring for her that she could not live to

see her native land. One evening, just

at sunset, they brought her on deck. The
west was all aglow with glory, and for a

few minutes she seemed to enjoy the
scene. Some one said to her, "Is it not
beautiful?" She answered, "Yes, but I'd

rather see the hills o' Scotland." For a

little while she closed her eyes, and then
opening them again, and with a look of

unspeakable gladness on her face, she ex-

claimed, "I see them noo, an' aye they're

bonnie." Then, with a surprised look,

she added, "I never kenned befoor that
it was the hills o' Scotland where the
prophet saw the horsemen an' the char-

iots, but t see them all, an' we are

almoost there." Then, closing her eyes,

she was soon within the vail. Those
beside her knew th-.t it was not the hills

of Scotland, but the hills of glory that
she saw. Perhaps there are some fair

hills toward which you are now looking,
and for which you are longing, and -you

may be thinking that life will be incom-
plete unless you reach them. What will

it matter if, while you are eagerly look-
ing, there shall burst upon your vision
the King's country, and the King himself
comes forth to meet you, and take you
into that life where forever you shall

walk with him in white because you are
worthy.—Watchman.

,

"PULLING DOWN"
There may be something gained in

criticizing and "picking to pieces" some-
body else's religion, but the gain is very
small. Christian men, some of them
ministers of the gospel, spend hours and
hours writing articles and books setting
forth the fallacies of some other so-
called "religion." In the meantime they
fail to call on the sick who need them.
The man who is thus occupied in tearing
down some one else's stronghold forgets
his own portion of the Master's vineyard,__

and the weeds of sin flourish "like a
green bay-tree."

If these pastors would go about doing
good among the solil-sick and body-sick
members of their flocks and of the com-
munity, the world would be a very much
happier place of abode. If men and
women heard sermons each Sabbath
filled and overflowing with the sweet
truths of the Bible, the weeks would
seem all to long between the holy days.
As it is, there are faf too many sermons
full of bitter but futile railings against
some other "sect."
The writer once met a man who had

become a convert to a much-railed-at
religion. Upon being asked how it hap-
pened, he said, "Well, I read so many
things against this religion that I

thought there must be something in it,

so I read the other side, and now I'm
converted."
Whether- or not he chose wisely is not

for me to say, but this story and many
others ought to teach a very wholesome
lesson. You can never build up your
own cause by pulling another down.

In this regard "the children of this

world are wiser than the children of
light." You couldn't get a successful
business man to "run down" another
merchant or his store. He has enough
to do, he will tell you, to "talk up" his
own goods. Let the other fellow take
care of his own afYairs. In the end this
merchant's store will be the most pop-
ular place in town.
Make your own.religion so meritorious

and attractive that people will be drawn
to it, and above all things don't be nar-
row and do keep sweet! L. M. K.

THIS WATCH FREE
Send us your name and address on a postal-card to-day, and ask for a book of six

coupons, and say you want tfie watch. We will send by return mail a book of six-coupons,
each one good for a whole year's subscription to Farm and Fireside, the best farm and home
paper published in America. You sell these coupons to your friends at 35 cents each. They
will gladly take advantage of a chance to get a good paper one year so cheap. When all coupons
are sold, send us the S2.10, and we will send the watch to you. Hundreds have earned -watches
by our plan, and you can do it in one day. Write to-day. See below. Be sure to ask for
the "six-coupon book" if you want to try for a prize. If you don't sell all, we give you a cash
commission on all you do sell. No risk for you.

MOVEMENT Regular sixteen-size and
only three eighths of an

inch in thickness, l^antern-pinions (smallest
ever made). American lever eseapement,
polished spring. Weight, complete with
case, only three ounces:
quick-train, two Imndred
and forty beats a minnle.
Short wind ; runs thirty
to thirty-six liours with
one winding. Heavy
bevel crystal, liezel
snaps on. Tested,
timed and reg-
ulated. 'J' his
"watcli guar-
anteed by
the maker.

THE GUARANTEE ^."niir/ouri''^
printed guarantee, by which the manufactur-
ers agree that if without misuse the watch
fails to keep good time within one year,

they will, upon its return to
them, with five cents for
postage, repair it free of
charge, and return it.

I)ebcri|)liuii— Plain Cen-
ter Band, Elegant Nick-
el Case, Snap Back,
Roman Dial, Stem-
Wind, Steui-Set,
Medium S i ze,

Oxidized Move-
ment - Plate,

Open-Face.

\ M 7

GoRHAM, N. Y., May 1, 1903.

Farm and Fireside :—Please accept my thanks for the fine
watch you sent me. It is very beautiful, and more than

meei^ my expectations, and think it a very nice present for the
small amount of work which I have done for you. I will try to

send more names. Sincerely yours, Mrs. G. Birdseye.

$10.00 IN CASH
Awarded Every Month for Quick Work

To the person who sells the coupons in the shortest length of time we will pay $3.00 Cash
To the second 2.00 Cash

'

To the next five, $1.00 each 5.00 Cash
To the next twei^ty-five, each a handsome' picture, "Columbus at the Royal Court of Spain."

THIS GIVES 32 Prizes EVERY MONTH
IfATiT 1171? flPPiriP Preserve the envelope in whicli you receive your coupon-book, and return
l*Vf It 11 Li ULtKylULi it (whole) with the g2.10. "VVe decide from the postmarks orttheenvelopes how
long you have had the coupon-book. The time the letters are In the mails Is not counted (when the let-
ter reiiches you it is stamped, and when It leaves you it is stamped), just the exact time you have the
book, so a person in California has as good a chance as one in Ohio. If our boys and girls take hold
of this quickly we are going to give prizes every two weeks perhaps. It is possible to win the first two
prizes, $5.00 in all. Prize-winners' names in Farm and Fireside each month. Address for full particulars

FARM AIND FIREISIDE, Dept. A, Springfield, Ohio

PERFECT EGG-SEPARATOR
THE YOLK
STAYS HERE

DROPS INTO THE CUP

This cut represents

our new patent egg-
separator. It sep-

arates the white
from the yolk of

the egg in a most
satisfactory way,
and absolutely not
leaving a particle

of th;e white and
E WHITE OF THE EGG yolk together. It

is one of the few in-

dispensable house-
hold articles that is

sought after by every housewife. The separation of the egg is instantaneous

and absolutely complete. Order as No. 827.

We will send the Perfect Egg=Separator, and iA /yckt%4-^
the Farm and Fireside one year, for only . . TbU CwUlo

Or given for sending ONE new yearly subscription {not your
own nor any member of your family) to the Farm and Fireside

Address FARM AND FIRESIDE, SPRINGFIELD, OHIO

NOT A MAN OR BOY BUT WILL TAKE PRIDE
IN THE POSSESSION OF THIS

High=6rade Pocket=Knife
The blades are of the very best cutlery-steel, tempered

by experts, ground to a keen edge and then highly polished.
The knife is brass-lined and hand-forged. Buffalo-horn handle
and German-silver bolster and shield. Satisfaction guaranteed.

We will send the Farm and Fireside one year and
this splendid Knife for only 80 Cents.

Or we will send the Knife FREE to any one sending FOUR
yearly subscriptions to the Farm and Fireside, in this
the subscviber.s can ac-

cept any of the offers in
this |iaper including the
F.Ui.'M AND FlKICSIDE.

AIH>KESS

FARM AND FIRESIDE
SPKINCriELD, OHIO

Illustration Exact
Size
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NOVELTIES FOR PICNICS AND SOCIALS

FOR a woman half the enjoyment in

attending a picnic or social lies in

the fact that her basket is as well

filled with goodies as any of her

neighbors', and this enjoyment is en-

hanced at least fifty per cent if she can

display some novelty to attract attention.

Many women never experience this

peculiar pleasure because they are afraid to undertake
new dishes. They think fancy things require much
time, skill and money, so their more ambitious friends

carry off the honors at the country gatherings.

There are enough elaborate instructions going the

rounds to confuse even cooking-school graduates, but

most of those described in this article are the inven-

tions, if we may use that word, of a busy farmer's wife

who don't know a fancy pudding-mold from a milk-pan.

I well remember a cake of hers that caused all the

common cakes at a Fourth-of-July picnic to blush

with shame because of their plainness. It was a plain

white one originally, and was longer than it was wide.

After the white had become cold she had drawn on
the top with a flat pine stick a perfect American flag

in red and white icing. The tiny stars on the blue

field (put in with a fine toothpick) were real works
of art, and in listening to the many compliments her
c^ke received the happy artist was entirely repaid for

her two hours' work.
That is only one of the many original ideas that

may be carried out by any one who gives the subject a
little time and thought. A round cake on which was
drawn a clock-face with the hands pointing to nine-

thirty received much attention at a birthday party, and
so did one at the same place that had a gold star on
the white icing. Now, anybody can make yellow icing,

and if it is impossible to draw a star with a toothpick,
cut one out of paper, and mark lightly around it on the
white surface, afterward covering up the line with a
heavy border of gold.

Of course the cake part may be any tested recipe,

but the beauty lies in the frosting. Checker-boards
in any combination of colors are exceedingly easy
to manage, because the square may be traced from a
pattern or sketched by any one with a steady hand.
A pink-and-white ground, with chocolate-creams for

the checkers, make a fine combination, and the check-
ers need not be put on until the place where the
dinner or supper is to be given is reached.

One of the prettiest features ever seen at a country-
church supper was a row of cakes three or four
inches square, frosted on the tops and sides, and each
one lettered so that when placed in order down the
middle of the table they spelled the name of the church
society. It took fifteen letters to do this, and each block
rested on a large green sycamore-
leaf, though paraffin-paper kept
it from direct contact with the

green doily. The letters were
put on with harmless green color-

ing, and attracted much attention

until the close of the evening,
when the cakes were sold at ten
cents each.

The list is really endless, for

cake lends itself to decorative art
easier than any other food served
at rural gatherings. After cake
comes salads, which are comparatively unknown out-
side of the common potato and cabbage that comes
under the general head of slaw. Never mind if the
recipes do call for outlandish things—there are enough
simple salads to be made from celery, peas, beans,
asparagus and almost every vegetable that grows that
will find favor with hearty appetites. Where the book
calls for olive-oil use melted butter if you don't hap-
pen to have the former, and remember that plain salt
and pepper still form the standard seasonings of the
vast majority of Americans, even among the rich.

Bread baked in baking-powder tins, or tomato-
cans from which the rims have been melted, makes
dainty sandwiches, and instead of the regulation
sliced ham try running it through the chopper, using
t\ie finest plate, and see if you are not pleased with
the result. This has the added advantage of using up
scraps of meat that are usually left at home until
the next day. Run the lean boiled meat through the

chopper the day the sandwiches
are to be made. Don't attempt
to make them too long ahead,
for the fresher they are, the
better. Season to taste with
prepared mustard, salt and pep-
per, and make it moist with a
little cream if inclined to be too
stifif. This may be packed in a
jar, and the sandwiches made
after the picnic-grounds are
reached. Old chickens used in
this way make delicious sand-
wiches, and form a welcome
change from the ordinary boiled
or roasted fowls. Don't allow
any skin to cling to the meat, as
it spoils the looks, and boil the
chickens in as little water as
possible.

Potted veal is much relished
at picnics, and is easily pre-
pared, as is also potted fowl.
Boil the meat until tender, season
highly,_ and pack in small crocks
with vinegar to cover and a few
spices to suit individual tastes.

If the liquor in which the meat
was boiled is added to the vin-
egar, and a small amount of

dissolved gelatine used, the
result will be a perfect loaf the shape of the vessel

that held the meat. It is very easy to place slices of

beets, lemons or hard-boiled eggs, or alternate rows
of each, in the bottom of a small crock, and gently

pour the liquor on the pieces of meat after they have
been placed in it. When this is turned out it pre-
sents a pleasing appearance, and the taste is delic'o'is.

The Housewife

—Harper's Bazar.

A DAINTY STOCK

PINCUSHION-COVER

Instead of plain pickles and hard-boiled eggs, try
cutting the eggs lengthwise and chopping the yolks
fine, with one pickle (small) to each three yolks.
Season with salt, pepper, vinegar, and add a little

melted butter. Fill the cavities, and fasten together with
fine toothpicks run diagonally through the whites.

I think I hear some one saying that these things
don't taste a bit better than plain food, and that busy
women in the country have no time to waste on them
anyhow, but I flatly contradict both statements. The
fancy dishes do taste better, for I've helped dispose of

—McCall's Magazine.
AMERICAN EAGLE SOFA-PILLOW

DESIGN

some of them, and many a weary woman finds pleas-
ure and rest in the change of employment that comes
when preparing for the happy country gatherings, of
which there are too few. Hilda Richmond.

THAT GOOD COFFEE
"How do you make such delicious coflfee?"

If I answer this question truthfully I shall contradict
some of the modern science anent coffee, but I can-
not help it. I was brought up to tell the truth and
shame the devil.

When I married I had great ideas about the
"correct" making of coffee. I shall never forget
that first marital cup, so to speak. My beloved
sipped and sipped, and then began to look about in
the strangest manner for something.

"What do you want?" I asked, with anxiety.
"A cnair," he answered.
"For pity's sake! What for?"
"lo set this coftee on, it is such a 'weak sister.'

"

My new-made happiness was too strong a thing
to be greatly disturbed by this, but still I undertook
to learn the lesson. The fact that every one who
comes to our home, and their name is legion, says (with
the exception of two dyspeptics), "What good coflfee

you folks have," rather consoles me for the fact that I

break all the scientific rules and do as I please.
First, I buy good coft'ee. Twenty-five cents a pound

will do fairly well, but thirty cents is better
—"Mocha

and Java," as they call it. Second, I have a porce-
lain-lined pot, which I keep scrupulously clean. Now,
some good housewives do not know what this means.
Please go and take a look inside your pot this minute.
Is it a shade or two darker than it was when new? Is

it brown inside—a color that will not come oflf when
you wash and wipe it, but which was not there when
you bought the pot? Is the inside of the spout, which is

so hard to get the cloth or fingers into, very brown?

—McCall's Magazine.
LEMONADE IN THE PEEL OF A LEMON

That color is stale-cofTee deposit, and will ruin the
taste of fifty-cent coflfee made in the most approved
fashion you can follow. But how to get it oflf?

Buy a can of concentrated lye, fill your pot to the

brim with hot water, put in a teaspoonful of lye and a

few shavings of soap, and set the pot on the range
where it will simmer all day, adding water as it evap-
orates. Then at night or after several hours care-
fully pour this liquid away—taking care not to spatter

it on your hands or in your eyes, for the lye is very
hurtful and dangerous—and scrub that pot thoroughly
with hot suds and wood-ashes or whatever you scour
your kitchen table with. Get a little stick, and clean
in and about the spout. Now your pot is "clean."

Keep it so by washing it out every day as carefully as
you do your drinking-glasse^, using hot suds, and
removing every bit of stain. When it gets discolored
again, as it may in time, give it another dose. But if

you are careful it will keep clean. Give yourself from
twenty minutes to half an hour for coflfee-making. My
tablespoon measures three by one and six eighths
inches. This heaping full twice and half full the third
time to a quart of water is the proportion which
does not result in a "weak sister." I use egg only
on state occasions. When you use egg you need a

little more coffee or a little less water, as the egg seems

to have the efifect of abating the strength
of the coflfee to a considerable extent.

My process is simply to put the dry
coflfee into my clean pot, and pour over
it a quart—not a "heaped up" quart, but
a scant quart—of madly boiling water all
at once. I stir it down briskly, cover,
and set it where it will come to a boil,

and boil gently for ten or fifteen min-
utes. Before serving turn a little out, and pour it

back. This clears out the spout and settles the whole.
If you use egg, use a very little. Mix with the dry

coflfee, add a tablespoonful of cold water, stir thor-
oughly, and boil a little longer than at other times.

Ada Melville Shaw.

NEEDLE POINTS

In the summer wardrobe of the little girl there
should be two or three simply made dresses of inex-
pensive lawn, gingham or any cool fabric, with low
neck and short sleeves. Gather a Mother-Hubbard
dress to its band or low-necked yoke, and sew in short
puffed sleeves, or in their place merely a ruffle, and
the pleased owjier of such a comfortable frock will find

a surprising number of hot days on which to wear it.

Save every bit of lace, embroidery, tucking, braid
and ribbon. Though it be only a few inches in length,

it may give just the finishing-touch needed to a pretty
yoke, vest, shield or collar, and the habits of economy
in these things which appear to be trifles may be the
secret of tasteful dress. Sue H. McSparran.

WELL TO KNOW
A very good substitute for cream in coffee or to

serve on fresh fruits may be made as follows: Beat
the whites of two eggs very stifif, add a tablespoonful
of sugar and one teaspoonful of corn-starch; then
gradually add a cupful of cold milk, beating steadily

until all the milk is used. Beat a cupful of milk with
a piece of butter the size of a hickory-nut in it. When
at the boiling-point set it back on the stove, and pour in

the egg-mixture. Let simmer until the milk thickens
to the consistency of ordinary cream. Strain through
a fine sieve, and allow to cool. J. R. Mackintosh.

CROCHETED DESIGN FOR BELT, COLLAR AND CUFFS

Use either coarse linen thread or silk.

Make a chain of twenty stitches. Join in a ring by
slip-stitch, and make fifty single crochets in this ring.

Fasten with slip-stitch, and * make a chain of six

stitches. Skip four single crochet stitches of ring, and
join with slip-stitch in next single crochet. Repeat
from * around the ring, or until there are ten loops.

CROCHETED DESIGN FOR COLLAR AND CUFFS

then make five single crochets in each loop. Tie, and
break the thread.

This completes one ring. Make as many rings as
needed for the desired length, joining them together
by the first and sixth loops. Finish by running ribbon
through-the opening of the rings.—Delineator.

FRUIT-ROLLS

Stir one tablespoonful each of butter and sugar and
one teaspoonful of salt into one pint of scalded milk;
when lukewarm add half a cake of yeast dissolved in

one fourth of a cupful of water and three cupfuls of

flour, or enough to make a drop-batter. Let it rise

until light, then stir in one half cupful of butter creamed
with one half cupful of sugar, and add sufficient flour

to make a stiflf dough. Knead until smooth, and when
light roll it out thin and cut into squares of about four
inches. On the center of the dough lay half a canned
peach, well drained, or four or five stewed prunes, or
any preferred fruit which has been stewed and sweet-
ened. Bring the corners up to the center, and press
them together lightly, leaving spaces where the fruit

shows. Lay them close together, and when risen again
until light bake in a quick oven.—New Ideas.

BATTENBERO PINCUSHION-COVER

This dainty pincushion-cover is in the new fash-

ionable shape, and is made of very fine wide Batten-
berg braid and No. 250 thread. While the stitches

are quite elaborate, simple stitches can be ernployed
in its construction. The cushion should be made the

same shape and a little larger, with a full puff around
the edges. Mrs. H. L. Miller.

A PRETTY HOME-MADE TRIMMING

For a simple but effective trimming which can be
used on the edges of tucks of summer shirt-waists or on
the edges of the ruffles of sofa-pillows, stitch two rows
of machine-stitching about a quarter of an inch apart

and the same distance from the edge. Then run
threads of Roman floss or heavy mercerized braid of a

contrasting color or the same color as the goods
diagonally through every other machine-stitch, which
should be long in order to permit the thread to run

through easily.

An ingenious woman can make a score of variations

on the basis of this design, crossing the contrasting

threads of silk, making circles between the rows of

stitching, or using three or four harmonious colors

together. Or the silk may be run in under every third

stitch so a space will be left in the middle for French
knots or little stars or crosses.—Good Housekeeping.
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LADIES' OUTING
COSTUME

I ^His jaunty suit

I is made of

I cream - white
cheviot, with

bands of blue braid

for trimming. This
combination of blue

and white is highly favored for nauti-

cal costumes, although many prefer red,

black or brown with the white.

The blouse is made over a glove-fitted

lining that closes in the center front.

The ^ack is plain across the shcDulders,

has a slight fullness at the waist, and
blouses slightly all around.
The closing is made with silk cords

over buttons on the edges of the fronts.

The fullness at the neck is gathered, and
forms a decided blouse over the belt.

A rolling collar of serge, trimmed with
braid, completes the neck, and a cravat
of navy-blue silk is an attractive addition.

The one-piece bishop-sleeves have a
slight fullness on the shoulders, and fit

the upper arm closely. They are very
large^ at the lower edge, and adjusted
on wide wristbands.
Seven gores in the skirt are fitted

smoothly around the waist and hips
without darts. The closing is made in-

visibly at the center back under two in-

verted plaits that are flatly pressed and
present a perfectly plain appearance.

How to Dfess

B^JES' DRESSING-SACQUE WITH
"t*":"". SAILOR COLLAR

A sheath effect is maintained from belt
to knee, but below that point each gore
flares widely, and there is a stylish sweep
at the hem that marks all walking-skirts
this season. Three rows of braid are
used as a foot-trimming.
Costumes in this mode are made of

flannel, serge and Venetian. It is also
appropriate for pique, linen, cotton chev-
iot and madras, and when developed
in these fabrics makes a charming suit
for mountains or sea-shore.

LADIES' SHIRRED SURPLICE WAIST

Although shirt-waists and separate
blouses are much worn with odd skirts,

there are quite a large /nnmber of simple
but dressy waists used in their stead.

—Modes.
A DAINTY SUMMER HAT

Slightly low neck effects are worn by
women who are blessed with beautiful
throats, and it must be admitted that they
have an airy, summery appearance that
cannot be attained in a waist that has a
high collar, be it ever so soft.

The illustration shows a charming
model developed in ecru batiste, em-
broidered with pale blue figures. It is

mounted on a glove-fitted lining of
white lawn, which closes in the center
front. The back is plain across the
shoulders and drawn down close to the
belt, where the slight fullness is arranged
in fine plaits.

The fronts are shirred on the shoulders,
and blouse well over a soft belt of pale
blue ribbon. They cross at the lower
edge of the V-shaped neck, and fasten in
surplice effect. One-piece sleeves are
shirred at the top to form a tight-fitted
cap,^ below which they fall loosely. The
fullness at the wrist is gathered and ar-
ranged on narrow embroidered bands,
adjusted half way between the elbow and
wrist. Sleeves in this length may be
worn without gloves, although it is not
considered elegant to expose a bare arm
to the elbow.

Dainty 'waists are made of dimity,

lawn, organdie, silk, muslin, mull or any
of the soft sheer fabrics that are designed
for summer wear, and trimmed with lace,

ribbon or applique.

LADIES' DRESSING-SACQUE WITH
SAILOR COLLAR

"

Ecru and pink wash-silk is used for

this dainty negligee, with white lace and
pink baby ribbon for trimming.
The garment is simply adjusted with

LADIES' OUTING COSTUME

shoulder and under-arm seams. The
back is plain across the shoulders, but
quite full at the lower edge.

Gathers on the shoulders in front pro-
vide becoming fullness over the bust.

The closing is made in surplice effect.

The sacque may be permitted to hang
loosely, like a kimono, or be drawn in

close at the waist with a narrow belt that
crosses in the center and has a stylish

dip.

The neck is cut out a little V-shape,
and completed with a broad, square
sailor collar of lace. This is edged by a

full ruffle trimmed with three rows of

velvet ribbon. The skirt of the sacque
is also finished with a ruffle.

The sleeves are shaped with inside
seams, fitting the upper arm closely and
flaring widely to the hem. They are
trimmed with deep lace rufHes and rows
of narrow ribbon.
Sacques in this style are made of dimity,

Swiss, lawn, percale and mercerized cot-
ton, while the collars are of embroidery
or plain white lawn.

MODEL FEEDING-BIB AND CHILD'S SUN-
BONNET

Both patterns are included under one
number.
No. I is a sunbonnet made of white"

linen. The scalloped edges are stitched,
and the back finished with a large white
lawn bow.
The edge of the full crown is provided

LADIES' SHIRRED SURPLICE WAIST

with buttonholes, which fasten over but-
tons on the head portion of the scalloped
brim. The crown rests softly on the
brim,

_

and_ almost covers the buttons.
Hats in this style are particularly appro-
priate for pique, linen, madras, or even
lawn, as they may be laundered- frequently

and do not lose
their shape if the
edges are finished
with fine washable
featherbone.
No. 2 is a model

feeding-bib. The
long portion is

made of linen dam-
ask, and is stitched or hemstitched on
the edge's. The protective bib is heavily
quilted, and retain, the moisture. Fancy
tapes or wash-ribbons attached to side

pass around neck and fasten at the back.

INFANTS' CROCHETED SILK CAP

Into a small ring crochet twelve
double stitches.

Second row— Crochet two double
stitches in each of the twelve double
stitches. Repeat eight rows, widening
at intervals to keep the circle from
cupping.
Ninth row — Double crochets two

stitches, skip one stitch. '

Tenth row—Plain double stitch in each
stitch.

Repeat until crown measures four
inches in diameter. Make thirty-two

MODEL FEEDING-BIB AND CHILD'S
SUNBONNET

shells of six double stitches to shell

around crown. Repeat for seven rows
deep without widening. Leave five

shells for the back. Then crochet back
and forth for front until sixteen rows in

depth. Make one extra row across top,

five shells from each end. On the next
row crochet all the way across the front.

Border of shells, composed of twelve
double stitches pulled oul; long, to each
shell. Cbmplete by running baby~ribbon
between the rows of shells from crown

INFANTS' CROCHETED CAP

to front, making three loops on each
at crown, and six at front for ruche
around the face with a few fuller loops
on the top.

The quantity of material required for
this cap is two and one half balls of
crochet silk (white), eighteen yards of
baby ribbon, and one yard of two-inch
wash taffeta ribbon for the ties.

Heister Elliott.

Any of these patterns will be furnished
from this office for ten cents each.
Ladies' Outing Costume.—The Waist

Pattern, No. 9017, is cut in sizes for a

32, 34, 36, 38, 40 and 42 inch breast meas-
ure. The Skirt Pattern, No. 8460, is cut
in sizes for a 22, 24, 26, 28, 30 artd 32 inch
waist measure.

Ladies' Shirked Surplice Waist.—
The Pattern, No. 9015, is cut in sizes for
a 32, 34, 36, 38 and 40 inch bust measure.

Ladies' Dressing-sacqite with Sailor
Collar.—The Pattern, No. 9010, is cut in

sizes for a 32, 34, 36, 38, 40 and 42 inch
bust measure.
Model Feeding-bib and Child's

Sunbonnet.—The Pattern, No. 9006, is

cut in one size only.
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Eczema
Salt Rheum, Ringworm, Itch,
Acne or other skin troubles,
promptly relieved and cured by

Hydrozone
This scientific germicide,which
is harmless, cures by killing
disease germs. Used and
endorsed by the medical
profession everywhere. Sold
by leading druggists. If not
at yours, send 25 cents for a
trial bottle. The genuine bears /

my signature. Accept no
substitutes. Address

^« :t-,«'

VRw /Valuable Booklet on the
Iti-eatment of diseases.

LIGHTNINQ

I

Only the best freezers made, llghtnifig, Ccm, Bllnard, have '\

,
electric welded wire hoops, guaranteed not to fall off; and
drawn steel canbottoms thatwill not leak, break or fall out.

Bookletoffrozen dessertsby Mrs.Rorer—FREB
I

NOHTH BROS.
MFG. CO.

Philadelphia, Pa.

USE FOR HAT PINS
THE HANDY

HAT FASTENER
secures the hat
firmly to the head,
is ornamental,
does not break,
wear out or make
unsightly holes,
and when in place
is entirely con-
cealed by the hair.
Price 25 cents by
mail. Agents
wanted to handle

the Fastener and other
quick-selling articles.

The Ideal Supply Company and Buyers Agency
Jackson Park Station, Chicago, 111.

HERE'S YOUR CHANCE.
Don't work for small wages when you can make
more. If you have a team and can give bond
and are not afraid of work, we have a great
proposition for you, selling our 52 standard
household remedies, extracts, etc. The oldest,
largest and best company of the kind in the
world. Write to-day for exclusive territory.

THE J. R. WATKINS CO., 48 Liberty St., Winona, Minn.
jEatabliglud 1868. Capital ISiook 8500,000.

AND AGENTS
WANTEDSALESMEN

BIG WAGES S^n
ISlue Flame, Wickless, Fuel
Oil Stove for cooking and
heating. New, Wonderful
Invention. Enormous
demand. Everybody buys.
Ble Seller. Generates its
own fuel gas from kerosene oil. A spoonful of oil
makes a hogshead of fuel gas. Cheapest, safest fuel.
No dirt, ashes or big coal bills. All sizes. Prices, S3 up.
Write for npeclal offer, new plan. Catalogue Free.
WORLD 1«FG. CO., S236 World BIdjt., CINCINNATI, OHIO

Wanted Young man in every locality

to,act as salesman, who can
start work September 1st

or before, to take orders in town and country direct

for our woolen mills, on men's all-wool suits and
overcoats made to order. We want bright, clean,
thoroughly reliable men ( farmers' sons preferred).

Permanent position. The right man can make $1,000
peryear. References required as to character. Address

MICHIQAN WOOLEN MFG. CO., Detroit, Mich.

Years off Progress
Yr. Acres Barrels Yr. Acres Barrels
1895. .2,000.. 18,000 1 1899.. 40,000,. 42S,000
1896. .5,000.. 50,000

I
1900.. 70,000.. 600,000

1897.10,000.. 80,000 I 1901 . .112,000.1,000,000
1898. 18,000.. 180,000 |

1903.. 120,000.2,000,000
The 1902 crop sold at from «3

to 34 per bbU Any man who
,

knows how to raise wheat or
oats can raise rice. The profits

are sure. "Texas," a 145-pae
book with full particulars, will *

be fient to anyone addressing ^^Katy," St. Loub\

ILLUSTRATING
is a Moaey-Making Professioa
We teach you by mail tu become an lilns.

trator, Ad-'Wi-iter, Joarnalist, Proofreader,
Bookkeeper, Stenographer, Electrician,

Electrical Engineer, etc. Write for Free
illustrated book, "Struggles With the
World," and mention the subject wiiich

interests you. CORRESPONDENCE INSTI.
TtJTE OF AMEEICA.Box 723, Scranton,Pa.

^WA ?VI P= recommended for every-
*—

' r\lli.r thing; but if you have kidney,
p/^/^'T' liver or bladcler trouble, it -wiU

* be found just the remedy you
need. At druggists' in fifty-cent and dollar sizes.

You may have a sample bottle of this wonderful
new discovery by mail, free; also a book telling all

about it and its great cures. Address Dr. Kilmer &
Co., Binghamton, N.Y.

"w^eS'^e'^^sTs'e^ Thompson's Eye Water

V
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THE Princess de Rosemont was walk-
ing in her park, her head bent in

romantic meditation, when she was
startled by a voice, "Hello, sis."

She started back, and saw a young
sailor standing in the dusty road. He
wore the blue uniform of the navy, and
bore the insignia of a petty officer on his

arm. The sailor did not know that he
had met a princess. He saw a slim girl of twelve years
in a blue calico dress, heavy shoes and a white sun-

bonnet, carrying a little tin bucket in her hand.
"I didn't mean to scare you, sis," said the sailor,

smiling.

Suddenly a look of wonder and delight flashed over
the girl's face. She had often dreamed that her lost

brother Rudolph might come back in some such way,
and this was he without a doubt.

"Oh," she exclaimed, impulsively stretching out her
hand, "you're my brother! You're Rudolph!"

"Well, now." replied the ^sailor, in a tone of sur-

prise, "I'd be proud to think so, but I have me doubts.
Now, what's your name?"

"Amy Robertson."
"Well, there it is! My name is Jim McMahon. so

you see there's a hitch somewhere. I'm awful sorry,"

he added, as he saw her look of disappointment.
"Oh, I thought you might be Rudolph," said Amy,

sorrowfully. "We haven't heard from him for five

years."
"Never mind, sis. He'll turn up some day in

whiskers, with a green parrot on his thumb, and money
to burn."'

"No, indeed!" cried Amy, indignantly. "Rudolph
won't have whiskers."

The sailor laughed jovially. "My, these are fine

woods!" he exclaimed, looking around at the magnif-
icent redwood forest through which the gray road
ran. The echoing blows of an ax or maul came from
a shady gulch near by.

"That's pa. working." said Amy. "I'm taking his

dinner to him."
"I'll go up with you if you don't mind," said the

sailor. "We've just been paid off in San Francisco,

and I came down here to try chopping wood myself

for a change. I used to do it when I was a kid back
in Michigan."

He followed Amy up the gulch by a narrow trail

that curved around dense thickets and enormous trees.

Presently they came to the place where Mr. Robertson
was working. He had cut down a large fir-tree, nearly

five feet in diameter at the butt, and it had fallen

straight up the steep slope of the ridge. Robertson
had trimmed off the limbs, and sawed the whole tree

into four-foot lengths for cord-wood. Now he had
just begun at the top to split out the wood.

The sailor observed all this with a glance, and then
called out cheerily to Robertson, who was looking
down at him silently and grimly, "How d'ye do?"

"How are you?" growled Robertson in reply.

Amy filled another can with water from a pool in

the gulch, and began to climb up to her father. The
sailor took the can of water from her, and followed,

laying his hand once in a while on the rough gray bark
of the tree.

"Thirty-nine logs," he remarked, as he reached
Robertson.

"Yes," responded the woodman, soberly.

"What do you call this timber? Pine?"
"Well, they call it pine here, or Oregon pine; but

it's fir, that's what it is," answered Robertson.
"Whew!" exclaimed the sailor, as he noticed the

partly split log. The grain was twisting, interlocking

and tough. "You've struck a hard job, uncle."

"Yes," replied Robertson, still grimly, as he sat

down to his lunch, pale and tired. "This Oregon pine

generally splits good, but once in a while you strike a

tough tree like this. It ain't so bad as some, though,"
he added, more amiably. "I wouldn't mind it at all

if I was well, but I got hurt last spring, and I ain't

got over it yet."

"I met your girl on the road down here, and she
took me for her long-lost brother," said the sailor,

laughing.
"Is that so?" said Robertson, looking at him with

a sudden and keen interest.

"Yes. Now, if it had been him, you could have
made him get in and help you."

Robertson turned away with returning despon-

dency. "Yes, my boy left home when he was sixteen,"

he said. "For a year he wrote regular, and sent us

money. Then he sent word that he'd got a job with

a surveying party going to Central America. Since

then we ain't heard a word from him. We was living

in Illinois at the time, but after a while we come to

California. So I left word with the postmaster to send

on any mail that come for us. But we never got noth-

ing. A while ago I wrote to the postmaster, but there

was a new man in the office, and he wrote back that

there wasn't anythin.g for us. So I don't know. I'm

afraid something's happened to Rudolph. But he'll

come back some day."
^

"Rudolph." repeated the sailor, thoughtfully,

scratching the edge of his neatly cropped hair.

"Rudolph—Robertson. Seems to me I've heard that

name somewhere. But I hear so blessed many names.

Well, perhaps it'll come to me some time."

"Pa," said Amy, timidly, "Georgie wants to know
if you're going to buy him and Davy some fire-

crackers. To-morrow will be the Fourth of July, you
know."

"No, Amy," replied Robertson, gloomily. "There's

no money for fire-crackers this year."

"Well, now, that's too bad," said the sailor. "And
I haven't got a cent in my pocket, either. Not a bean!

I always send a little wad to the old folks back in

Michigan every pay-day, and I had a little fun with

the boys after we were paid off, and then I footed it

down here to chop wood for a change. But everybody
on the road was glad to see me. I'm going to stay

with you this afternoon, and practise on this tough
tree, if you don't mind."

"Well, I haven't got any money to pay you," said

Robertson, "but I can give you a good bed and a cold

potato,"
"That's all right, that's good enough," replied the

sailor. "Now let me get a grip on that maul."

A Stranded Sailor
By CHARLES E. BRIMBLECOM

"You'd better stayed in the navy," said Robertson.
"Oh, that don't cut no figure. My papery are all

right, and if I reenlist in three months I don't lose
anything. I was brought up on the training-ship, and
they like to keep us fellows. I'll keep the 'crow' on
me arm all right."

"The 'crow!' " exclaimed Amy, indignantly. "Why,
it's an eagle!"

"Yes, I guess it is," replied the sailor. "But that's

what the Jackies call it. It's just one of our little

jokes."
"You haven't had any dinner, have you?" asked

Robertson.
"Yes; I got dinner at the big sawmill back here a

mile or so."

Amy now went home with the empty lunch-bucket,
and Robertson and the sailor began work on the tree.

The sailor soon threw off his cap and heavy blue
shirt, and the streams of honest sweat rolled dowp
his tanned cheeks. Sometimes he shook his head
dubiously.

"Say," he puffed at last, as he sat down to rest and
cool off, "if you only had some blasting-powder and
fuse you could open these tough logs without hani-
merii^ the arms off you."

"\ es, but powder and fuse cost money," replied
Robertson, dejectedly.

The hot afternoon passed, and there were still

thirty-three logs left when Robertson and his assistant
quit work.

"Never mind, we'll do better to-morrow," said the
sailor, cheerfully.

The evening passed pleasantly in Robertson's hum-
ble but neat home. Mrs. Robertson gave the young
sailor a motherly welcome, and Georgie and Davy
looked upon him as a hero. The "cold potato" ex-
panded into baked beans and pork, fresh biscuits, sweet,
yellow butter and abundant milk. The sailor told them
of his life in the navy, and of his experience at the
battle of Manila, where Dewey destroyed the Spanish
fleet. Suddenly he struck his iist on his knee. "Ru-
dolph Robertson!" he said. "That must be the name,
and that's where I heard it."

"Where? At Manila?" asked Robertson, eagerly.
The mother leaned forward with breathless interest,

and the hand trembled that held her mending.
"Yes," replied the sailor, still in deep thought. "It

was 'Rudolph,' sure. That's an uncommon name—

a

sort of fancy name, you might say. I'm sure of that.

And the last name began with 'R.' I'm sure of that,

too, and I'm pretty sure 'twas Robertson."
"Where was he? Did you see him?" asked Robert-

son, anxiously.
"No, I—I heard about him," answered the sailor,

with a reluctant and embarrassed air. "But—I wish I

hadn't spoke about it."

"Why?" inquired Robertson, with compressed lips.

"Never mind," said the sailor, "we won't say no
more about it."

"Tell us," spoke Robertson, sternly. "Good or
bad, we want to know."

"Well, he was a soldier in one of the regiments out
there, and he deserted to the enemy, and the boys
caught him at the 'nead of a squad of Filipinos."

There was a chill silence.

"It wasn't my Rudolph!" exclaimed the mother,
with a face of pale scorn and indignation.

"Why—of—course—it—wasn't," said the sailor,

soothingly.
"No," ejaculated Robertson, sternly, drawing a

deep breath. "My son died in Central America.
There's hardly any doubt about it. What—what be-
came of this—this man?"

"He died—sudden—one morning at sunrise," re-

plied the sailor, significantly.

Mr. Robertson fell into a gloomy silence, and the

mother put'away her work and sadly moved about put-

ting things in order for the night. Then she came
with a candle, and showed the sailor to his neat bed-
room. When he was alone he stood frowning at the

candle for some minutes. Then he muttered, "It be-

gan with 'R.' 'Twas Robertson, sure."

. He' had been, in bed not more than an hour, and
the house was silent, when he rose and quietly dressed

himself. Softly opening the window, he could see by
the bright moonlight that it was only a few feet to

the ground. He leaped' out lightly, and went away
down the road. In less than an hour he returned, but

instead of going to the house he took the trail up the

gulch to the tree. He carried a small iron canister

under his arm, a coil of fuse over his shoulder, and in

his hand a long-shanked auger. It \yas long after

midnight when he came back, leaped nimbly in at his

window and went to bed.
In the morning he was awakened by a low tapping

at his door, and saw that he had overslept. He
jumped up. dressed quickly, and went out, where he

found breakfast waiting. "Didn't hear the bugle," he

said, "but I smelt that breakfast in me dreams, and I

thought I was in the Palace Hotel. I'll just dip me
head in a gallon of water, and then I'll join you."

The two little boys were complaining because they

had no fire-crackers, but he said to them, as he pol-

ished his face with the towel, "Don't you say a word,

me bullies. Just you wait till after breakfast, and I'll

show you the biggest fire-crackers you ever saw in

your lives. They're that big I'll have to fire 'em off

meself, and all you'll have to do will be to keep your
eyes open and see 'em go. So sit down and fill your
little tummies."

But the boys were so excited by this announcement
that they could hardly eat. After breakfast the whole
family set out for the' tree, in response to the sailor's

urgent and mysterious invitation to come and see some
fireworks. In honor of the day. Amy, Georgie and
Davy each carried a little .American f\a<y that they had

carefully treasured since the last Fourth. When they

arrived' Robertson saw at once lhat the sailor had

bored a deep hole in the top of each log,
and put in a charge of blasting-powder,
tamping it with earth. A little tail of
fuse stuck out of each one.

^

"Well, I guess you worked all night,"
was his brief remark.

"There's going to be a salute of thirty-
three guns firea, " said the sailor. "I
guess you folks had better go up the

gulch a little ways, and get on the other side, 'cause
there's liable to be ructions here in a minute. Say,
kids, what do you think of these for fire-crackers, hey?
Ever see any like 'em in the store? I guess not. But
you just wait till you see 'em go off."

The spectators w^re soon in a safe place where they
could see well. The sailor, who had prepared a little
torch of dry splinters, now lit the fuse of the butt log,
the one lowest down the hill. Passing on, he 'lit the
fuse of the next log, and so; climbing rapidly up the
steep slope, he lit one fuse after another. Just as he
was lighting the last one at the top the butt log ex-
ploded with a loud bang. A half was thrown to each
side, and tumbled down the hill. The ne.xt log slid
and rolled a little, and then exploded. The third log
started doVvnward more rapidly before flying to
pieces with a flash and roar. By the time five or six
had burst, the whole chain of logs on the steep slope,
and now unsupported from below, was sliding, rolling,
tumbling and exploding in a grand and startling mix-
up. Some, striking an obstacle or one another, leaped
high, and burst in midair. The blasts went off like
cannon, the powder-smoke whirled and rolled, and the
white surfaces of the riven logs flashed through it in
every direction. So the whole great tree was split
from bottom to top' as if by magic, hurled down the
hill, and piled at the bottom in a mass of gray and
white blocks, blackened here and there with the smut
of powder.

"Hurrah, hurrah, hurrah!" shouted the sailor from
the hill. He had drawn a little silk American flag
from the breast of his shirt, and was waving it. The
Robertsons, recovering from their astonishment,
cheered back and waved their flags.

"I've seen blasting, but I never saw a job like that
before," said Robertson, when the sailor rejoined
them. "Those fuses were timed to a second. You're
an expert."

"Well, you see, I've handled powder before," re-
plied the sailor, laughing; "but this is boy's play. See
here, kids, don't you say you didn't have any Fourth
of July."

"Now, that powder and fuse
—

" began Robertson,
uneasily. "It must have cost you considerable."

"No," laughed the sailor. "Didn't I tell you I

haven't got a shot in the locker? I got it at the mill
back here. The boys there seemed to like me uniform,
and when I mentioned Manila they wanted to give me
the whole mill. I'll return that auger, though, as I

go along. I guess I'll foot it back to Frisco again, and
see the lieutenant. Your job will be a little /feasier

now, maybe?"
"Well, I guess it will!" responded Robertson, fer-

vently.

"I'm sorry to leave you all," continued the sailor,

"but when I want to chop wood again I'll come down."
So a grateful procession of Robertsons escorted

him back to the road, where he bade them good-by
and went his way toward the sawmill with the auger
on his shoulder.

As they walked slowly homeward the children were
eagerly talking about the sailor's wonderful fireworks,
but the father and mother were silent and sad. They
were both thinking of that renegade soldier who had
"died—sudden—one morning at sunrise." Hearing
shouting in the distance, they looked back, and saw
the sailor rapidly approaching. Robertson went to
meet him, wondering at his strange return.

"Say," called the sailor, breathlessly, as he came up,
"it wasn't 'Robertson' at all, 'twas 'Arbuckle.' I knew
it began with 'R,' and I thought it was your name; but
it's 'Arbuckle.'

"

Robertson burst into a loud and joyful laugh. He
thought the sailor had cracked a little joke about
"Arbuckle" beginning with "R," but his laughter was
entirely out of proportion to such a mild joke. It was
the laughter of relief from a deadly fear that his son
had come to a dishonorable end.

"Oh, we'll see the boy back again some day," said
Robertson, cheerfully.

"Why—of—course—you—will!" assented the sailor,

emphatically. "I'll keep my eyes open for him. Good-
by, uncle."

,

Two months later Robertson received an extrav-
agant telegram from the sailor, but he did not be-
grudge the dollar he had to pay to the boy who
brought it up from the nearest telegraph-office, five

miles away. It read:
"Arbuckle does not begin with 'R,' after all. Just

got it through my head. So I don't know what the
soldier's name was. But my chum, the ship's writer,
found your son. Officer on a transport. Look out for

him. He is going to surprise you, and I am in the plot."

SUMMER MOODS
I love at eventide to walk alone
Down narrow glen's o'erhung with dewy thorn,

Where, from the long grass underneath, the snail,

Jet black, creeps out, and sprouts his timid horn.

I love to muse o'er meadows newly mown.
Where withering grass perfumes the sultry air;

Where bees search round, with sad and weary drone,

In vain for flowers that bloomed but newly there;

While in the juicy corn the hidden quail

Cries, "Wet my foot;" and, hid as thoughts unborn.
The fairy-like and seldom-seen land-rail

Utters "Craik, craik," like voices underground.
Right glad to meet the evening's dewy veil.

And see the light fade into gloom around.

—John Clare.

Woe to the youth whom fancy gains,

AVinning from reason's hand the reins:

Pity and woe! for such a mind
Is soft^ contemulat'v and kind.

—Sir Walter Scott.
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Rows and rows of onions
Growing in my fields^

Round and yellow Danvers
Plump for heavy yields.

My! but I'll be thankful
When they're stored away

Safe and sound, all frozen,

Covered up with hay. .

City chap up yonder
With his fancy hens

And his talk 'bout "hatching,"
And his chicken-pens,

Can't come up to onions,

Not by any means.
Chicks need too much coddling.

Corn, house-room and screens.

Lots of preparation
Must be made for these

Fat and juicy Danvers;
Sun and soil and breeze

Must be right, in doses
Not too much or less

Than the beauties call for,

Or there'll be a mess.

But when they are planted.

All one has to do
Is to trust their growing,
'Most within one's view.

Bother on your poultry.

Feathers, stomachs, eggs;
Have no use for business
Made of wings and legs.

Give me fields of onions,
Thousand bushels strong

To the acre, then I'll

Sing my little song.
—What to Eat.

The H. T. M.
By FRANK H. SWEET

RiDGEFORD Academy was very select,

and had accommodations for only
a limited number of pupils; so

when Charlie Stoughton found
himself actually enrolled as one of its

members, he naturally felt very much
elated. For Charlie was a poor boy,
without family influence, and with very
little idea of its importance as a social

factor. At home he had been one of the
most popular boys in the village school,

and in spite of the fact that his mother
took in washing and plain sewing, had
felt himself fully the equal of any of his

companions. That they had to contrive
and economize in every way in order to
furnish his school outfit had not seemed
a. disgrace—far from it. He had told his

companions that an aunt was to pay for

his schooling, and that the proceeds of

his odd jobs about the village were to go
toward a new suit of clothes, and they
had sympathized with him and admired
his pluck.

But a few days at Ridgeford opened
his eyes to many things. Among them
was the fact that family had something
to do with social position even among
boys. Not that they were especially

rude or overbearing—they were a

splendid set of fellows, with one or .two

exceptions—but they had a way of al-

luding to their set and speaking of the
positions they expected to occupy after

their education was completed that
aroused the first feelings of discontent
in the mind of the country boy. Many
of them had been to Europe, and they
frequently compared notes or related odd
adventures, and listening to their talk

with the avidity of one who was fond of
travel, Charlie sometimes felt his face

burn as some one asked him a question,
then turned it off with an "Excuse me, I

forgot you had never been there."

, No one asked him directly about his

family, but he was always afraid that
some one might. At first he would not
have minded, but as the weeks went by
and brought him more under the in-

fluence of his surroundings, he felt it

would be awful to have them ifnow about
his sawing wood and peddling huckle-
berries. He fancied he could see the
elevation of their eyebrows.
But the worst of it was the false im-

pression he was creating. He knew
they regarded him as of good family,

but without the advantage of travel.

Sometimes when he was alone he would
tak.^ himself to task, and resolve to make
a clean breast of it. They could.no more
than boycott him, and anything was bet-
ter than this mean feeling of passing un-
der false colors. And perhaps it might
not be so bad as he imagined. They
were a fine set of fellows, and they
seemed to like him. But when he once

' more found himself in their midst, the
evil day was put off. Could he tell his

room-mate, the senator's son, or Jack
Tracy, whose grandfather had discarded

a title, that their companion was the son
of a washerwoman? And, after all,

whose business was it but his own? It

would be time enough to tell when they
asked him.
His" vigorous country trainings had

made him an adept in most outdoor
sports, and he soon found himself not
only popular with the teachers, but with
the boys also. It was "Stoughton, lend
a hand here," or "Come, Stoughton,
we're waiting for you." In the face of

all this could he tell them that he was an
impostor?

"It seems curious, old fellow," said

Jack Tracy to him one day, "that a chap
like you has never been anywhere—not
even to Boston or New York. The
pater must have kept you pretty close."

"My father has been an invalid a good
many years," replied Charlie, slowly,
"<and—there have been reasons for my
staying at home."

"I see, timid women and remote
country home; afraid to have you go
away. But reahy, old fellow, it's too bad.
You don't know what you have missed."

Charlie flushed, but did not answer.
Like most schools of this class, Ridge-

ford had its secret society. It was
known as the H. T; M., and every boy
who was not a member had an intense
longing to be one. The rules were sup-
posed to be very peculiar, but no one
outside the society knew just what they
were. Professor Taber himself had or-
ganized the H. T. M., and outsiders gener-
ally understood that eligibility depended
on personal character; but there were
many of the best scholars who had gone
through their three years at Ridgeford
without wearing the coveted badge.
Every one who wished to join made ap-
plication by letter, and his name was put
on file. Then, when a vacancy was to be
filled, these names were voted upon by
the members. When Charlie entered the
school there were several of these va-
cancies, caused by graduation of students,
but for some reason no one had been
voted to fill them. It was currently re-

ported that every student who was not a
member had his name on file, although
most of them refused to acknowledge it.

For some months after entering the
school Charlie was so absorbed in his

books that he paid little attention* to
what was going on around him. He felt

that he did not belong to their set, and
kept as much as possible to himself.
But gradually his proficiency as a pitcher
leaked out. and he was persuaded to join
the ball club. Then the boating and
other amusements naturally followed,
and it was not long before he found him-
self one of the most popular boys of the
school. It was very surprising, but none
the less pleasant. Then he accident-
ally discovered that Tracy and the sen-
ator's son had sent in their names'to the
H. T. M. nearly a year before, but as yet
had not received the coveted badge. This

rather surprised him, and gave him his

first real desire to become a member.
If it could ignore such applicants, it rnust

certainly be an honor to belong to it,

and the next time he met the secretary,

a bookish young man from Georgia, who
was seldom seen on the playground, he
bowed very deferentially. He had never
spoken to the stately young Southerner,
but it might be well to cultivate his ac-

quaintance. A few days later he had
the double honor of a commendation
from the professor and an election to the
office of captain by the ball club. Elated
by this, he went early to his room, and
indited a polite note of application to

the H. T. M.
As the weeks went by without bringing

any response, his vague expectations grad-
ually died away. Occasionally he met the

secretary, but that reserved young man
either passed .him with a preoccupied
nod, or else failed to notice him at all.

But Charlie did not feel particularly hurt
at this. None of the fellows were inti-

mate with Charlton Calhoun. He was
older and more studious than most of
them, and was understood to be prepar-
ing himself for the ministry. And there
was something about the absent-minded,
chivalrous young man that Charlie found
very attractive. Ever since he had seen
him walk calmly into the icy water of the
mill-pond to rescue a drowning kitten he
had been glad of even a passing nod.

It was a custom for the Ridgeford
boys to have frequent excursions during
the spring and fall months. Sometimes
it was to the mountains, and hammers
and collecting-bags were taken along;
again it was to the sea-shore, and nothing
was too small or apparently insignificant
for the Professor to explain or comment
upon. These excursions were not mere
pleasure-trips, but were part of the
school system, and a feature that made
Ridgeford so popular with the boys.
Professor Taber, was not given to mak-

ing long announcements. When he had
decided upon anything he was ready to
carry it out immediately. This gave the
enterprise the zest of novelty, and kept
the boys in a state of subdued expecta-
tion. So one day when he announced
that on the morrow the school would
make a trip to Island End Beach to study
the sea mosses and shells, no one felt

surprised, although every face beamed
with pleasure. Island End Beach was a
popular summer resort some sixty miles
distant and noted for its fishing and bath-
ing. Many of the boys had been there,

and they were loud in praise of its at-

tractions to their less fortunate compan-
ions. Charlie listened to their remarks
in silence, and when questioned merely
said that he had been to the place. Then,
as if to avoid further explanation, he
walked 'away toward the river. But his

mind was in a tumult. Island End Beach
was but a few miles from his home.
Could he go there and spend a day with-
out being recognized—without having an
unpleasant explanation forced upon him?
If only he could avoid the excursion. If

he could be sick, or have some reason-
able excuse for remaining behind. But
he could'think of nothing that would be
likely to satisfy the Professor. He must
go, of course, and trust to chance to es-

cape recognition. The worst would be
when the train stopped at his own vil-

lage. There was always a crowd of boys
standing around the station. Suppose
they should see him? Suppose one of

the village newsboys who cried papers
through the train should stop and call

him "Chud," as they used to? The
thought made him shiver. And the ugly
little factory-tenement where he lived

was close beside the station and in full

view of the car-windows.
The dread followed him all through the

afternoon arid evening, and at night en-
tered into his dreams. The next morn-
ing fis the train neared the little village

he took an inside seat, and carefully
pulled his hat down over his eyes. He
wanted to turn his coat-collar up, too,

but w^s afraid it would attract attention.

Nevertheless, as the train slowed up he
counted every window in the little un-
painted house opposite. The water-bar-
rel and the broken wooden steps were
just the same and—yes, there was actual-

ly little Ben swinging on the clothes-line.

For a second he wanted to call to him,
then he shrank back into the seat as low
as possible. It was not until the train

had passed through the village and left

the last house behind that he breathed
freely and pushed the hat back from his

eyes. Then he glanced around appre-
hensively. What if some of his old com-
panions had entered the car? But a

quick glance reassured him.
A few seconds later Jack Tracy rushed

into the car. Holding up a hat filled

with choice pears, he cried, "Hi, fel-

lows, look at these! Real Beurre Gif-

fords, and a big basketful in the next car.

Owner said she was taking them down
to the Island End Hotel, but I assured
her we came first and would pay her bet-
ter prices. They're prime!" and he sank
his white teeth into one of the juicy pears.

A wild scramble was made for the next

car, and Charlie found himself eagerly
elbowing his way in the midst of it. In
the excitement of the moment he forgot
his former dread, and pushed on with
as much ardor as the others. The sight

of the pears brought up old associations.
There were several trees in his own
dingy back yard, and they had always
yielded abundantly. It was not until he
reached, the forward end of the car that
he saw the person who was selling the

pears. Then he stopped with a low cry
of dismay. Had she seen him? Could
he slip back before he was recognized?
But even with the thought came a flush

of shame to his face. After a moment
he stood up again. Yes, it was the same
old shawl and faded bonnet. And there

were Calhoun and Tracy and the sen-

ator's son selecting pears and dropping
coins into her hand. At that moment
she looked up, and he saw her face

plainly. Every wrinkle ^nd gray hair

seemed/ familiar, and the sight of the

tired face drove everything else from his

mind. With a few vigorous shoves he
forced his way to her side, arrd taking the

basket of pears, said quickly, "It is too
heavy for you, mother; let me sell them."
Then, turning to the astonished boys, he
added, quietly, but with two red spots
burning in his cheeks, "Come, fellows,

they're genuine Beurre Giffords, I can
warrant that. You don't often find such
fruit in market."
For a moment there was an awkward

pause, then Calhoun stepped forward and
selected some of the fruit. Others fol-

lowed, and it was not long before the
basket was empty. Charlie felt the boys
were regarding him curiously, and
thought he could detect a difference in

their tones. But what did it matter?
After this he was sure to be boycotted,
and he might as well be getting used to
it. If it were not that his aunt had paid
his schooling he could leave Ridgeford;
but still it was his one chance for an
education, and he resolved to cling to it

as long as he was allowed. Somehow
he did not feel about it as he had ex-
pected to. Perhaps the caressing touch
that he occasionally felt on his arm had
something to do with it. He had not
seen his mother for months, and it was
good to be able to look into her loving
eyes, and he would make it up to little

Ben the next time he saw him.
Arriving at the Island End station, he

helped his mother from the train, and
took her into the small waiting-room.
A moment later Calhoun walked in.

"Come, Stoughton," he said, "the fellows
are forming into line to march down to
the beach. You will have to hurry."

"I am not going," replied Charlie,
quietly. "I shall take the next train back
with mother, and spend the day with her.

I will join you wiien the train comes up
in the evening."
For a moment the young Southerner

looked at him, then glanced at the pa-
tient face half hidden by the sunbonnet.
"You are right," he said, and went out.

It was late in the evening when the last

train arrived at the little village. Fr5m
his place on the platform Charlie saw
that most of the boys were in the for-

ward car, so he made his way to the
rear one, and slipped into an obscure
seat. None of the boys were in this car,

and when the train reached Ridgeford
he stole out unperceived, and hurried to-
ward the school-buildings.
He was not surprised a few moments

after entering his room to have the sen-
ator's son come in and treat him with
cool impertinence. They had never been
on very cordial terms, and Charlie did
not feel the loss of his friendship except
that it indicated the line the other boys
would probably take.

He did not leave his room the next
morning until it was nearly time for the
classes to form. Only two or three
boys were met in the hall, and they
nodded carelessly. He breathed more
freely. Perhaps it would not be so bad
as he had feared. But the real test would
come when school was dismissed for the
day, and the boys assembled on the play-
ground. He looked forward to it with
increasing dread, and when at last the
boys filed out through the great open
doors, he lingered irresolutely in the hall.

While there a sealed envelope was
handed him, and he opened it mechan-
ically. Inside was a badge of the H. T.
M. and instructions to be at the next
meeting. At the same moment a great
shout arose outside, "Stoughton ! Stough-
ton! Hurry up, the game is waiting!"

Be careful to go strewing in and out
Thy way with good deeds, lest it come

about
That when thou shalt depart

No low, lamenting tongue be found to
say

The world is poorer since thou went
away;

But make so fair and sweet
Thy house of clay, some dusk shall

spread about
When Death unlocks the door and lets

thee out.

—Alice Gary.
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6 Silver=Plated

Teaspoons
and Farm and Fireside the re-

mainder of this year, for only

60 cents
Or, Given FREE for THREE yearly sub-

scriptions to the Farm and Fire-

side at 35 cents each

Set No. 60—Cut shows the ACTUAL SIZE

Nickel-Silver Base l^^.W'Z"
! of this

solid

nickel silver, which is white all the way
through, positively will not change color

nor rust, and will wear for a lifetime.

It is the highest grade known, being full

twenty-five-per-cent nickel.

Coin-Silver Plate 4t
is plated the full STANDARD amount
of pure coin-silver. This combination
makes a ware which we guarantee to

give satisfaction. Test it, and if not

found exactly as described, return it to

us and we will refund the money.

Initial I PtfPr Each spoon is engraved
lilllldl LCLICI free of charge with an
initial letter in Old English. Only one
letter on a piece. Be sure to name the

initial desired.

Pattern have the spoons in two
' QttCI 11 beautiful patterns. No. 60 and
No. 14. You can make your choice of

pattern. Where no choice is named we
will fill orders with our selection. We
also reserve the privilege of substituting

one pattern for the other if the supply in

any particular initial is e.xhausted. We
can thus fill all orders the same day they
reach us. It is impossible to describe

the beauty of these spoons, and the illus-

tration fails far short of conveying a full

idea of their attractiveness. In finish

they are perfect, and will render com-
plete satisfaction,

GUARANTEE
We absolutelj' guarantee every piece

of this ware to be e.Yactly as it is de-
scribed and to give entire satisfaction or
your money will be cheerfully refunded.
We are sure it will please you.

(When this offer is accepted no cash commission
can be allowed, and the name cannot count

in a club toward a premium)

POSTAGE PAID BY tS IN EACH CASE

Address

FARM AND FIRESIDE
Springfield, Ohio

Prize Puzzles
We Want to be Neighborly, and so Invite All of Our Readers to Use Our Grindstone.

Will Sharpen Your Wits, Quicken the Intellect, Afford Healthful Recreation,
and Give Innocent Amusement and Entertainment

Eesidents of Springfield, Ohio, are not allowed to enter the contests.

It

THE CHARACTER-TRAIT PUZZLE

Here are Six Pictures, Each Representing a Trait of Character. Both Adjectives and Nouns are Used. Can You Guess Them ?

We Offer Eight Dollars Cash in Four Prizes, as follows : Two Dollars to the First Boy from Whom we Receive a Correct Answer to Each Puzzle;

Two Dollars to the First Girl; Two Dollars to the First Man, and Two Dollars to the First Woman. Contestants

Must State their Ages, and Answers Must be l^eceived Before July 15th.
~^

A PRIZE TO EACH AND EVERY ONE SENDING IN A CORRECT SOLUTION OF THE ENTIRE SIX PUZZLES

An elegant reproduction of the latest, largest and best

photograph of Mrs. Roosevelt ever published will be awarded
to each and every person sending in a correct solution to each

of the six puzzles. This picture is a reproduction of a ten-

dollar photograph, which is the latest and most approved
photograph of the First Lady of the Land now in existence.

Answers must be addressed to the "Puzzle Editor," Farm
AND Fireside, Springfield, Ohio.

ma! /Mfl.' I DOA/F QOT

COL IC .'

ON£ TWO

FOUR FIVE

ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN JUNE 1st ISSUE

The Six Animals

1—Antelope. 4—Deer.

2—Seal. 5—Donkey.
3—Badger. ' 6—Lynx.

The cash prizes are awarded as follows:

Woman's prize, two dollars—Miss ScH)hia A.

Charbomuau, 363 Avery Avenue, Detroit, Mich-

igan.

Girl's prize, two dollars—Miss Eva Carron,

Pleasant Hill, Ohio.

Man's prize, two dollars—W. H. Phillips,

4046 Prairie Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.

Boy's prize, two dollars—Roy K. Hawley,

166 Washington Street, Salem, Ohio.

sons for the first correct answers to this puzzle

from their respective states;

Canada—Albert M. Knight, Keswick, New
Brunswick.
Georgia—Linton B. HoUeman, Dunbar.
Illinois—Mrs. Alice Conley. Westfield.

Indian Territory—Aaron C. Parrott, Checotah.

Iowa—Mrs. Joe Hawke, Route i, Stanwood.

Massachusetts—Miss Clara J. Fox, Newbury-
port.

Michigan—Jlrs. Mary E. Wallace, Muir.

Ohio—Mrs. B. M. Allen, Greenville.

Virginia—T. B. Anthony, West Augusta.

DRAKE'S RIDDLE

THE SECOND PUZZLE

The Six Names of Women

I—Blanche. 4—Adaline.
5—Anne.
6—Eunice.

2—Grace.

3—Olive.

X copy of M. de Munkacsy's painting. "Christ

on Calvary," was awarded to the following per-

When freedom from her mountain height

Unfurled her standard to the air,

She tore the azure robe of night,

And set the stars of glory there;

She mingled with its gorgeous dyes

The milky baldric of the skies.

And striped its pure celestial white

With streakings of the morning light.

.-V'.iswer—Our flag.

THREE

SIX

MISS FANSHAW'S ENIGMA

'Twas whispered in heaven, and muttered in

hell.

And echo caught faintly the sound as it fell;

On t'he confines of earth 'twas permitted to

rest,

And the depths of the ocean its presence con-

fessed ;

'Twas seen in the lightning, and heard in the

thunder;
'Twill be found in the spheres when riven

asunder;
'Twas given to man with his earliest breath.

Assists at his birth and attends him in death;

Presides over his happiness, honor and health.

Is the prop of his house and the end of his.

wealth;

It begins every hope, every wish it must bound.
And though unassuming, with monarchs is

crowned;
Without it the soldier and sailor may roam.

But woe to the wretch who expels it from
home.

Bu; in t'.ie shade let it rest, like a delicate

flower—
O. breathe on it softly; it dies in an hour.

Answer—The letter H.
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Wit and Humor

DIDN'T KNOW

AT A social gatherifig, when still

Bishop of London, the late Doc-
tor Temple, Archbishop of Can-
terbury, was approached by a lady,

who said, in great excitement, "Oh, Bish-

op, my aunt had a wonderful escape. She
was detained yesterday, or she would
have beien killed in that terrible railway-
accident. Was it not providential?"
"Madam," replied the Bishop, "I do

not know your aunt, so I cannot say."

—

New York Tribune.

WHY HE^DID NOT TRY

When "Gabe"' Bouck was Representa-
tive from the Oshkosh district of Wis-
consin "a pension bill came before the
House, to his great vexation of spirit, for
while his personal convictions were di-

rectly opposed to it, his political interests
were strong enough to whip him into
line. On the day the bill came up for
final disposal a fellow-member met
Bouck in the space behind the last row
of seats, wjTl-king back and forth and ges-
ticulating excitedly, bringing his clenched

LIMERICKS

Miss Carolyn" Wells, in an amusing
article on the history of that form of

verse known as limericks, in "Leslie's

Monthly," quotes examples of these

rhymes from the early ones by Edward
Lear to those in recent magazines.
Among them are:

There was an old man who said, "Do
Tell me how I'm to add two and two.

I am not quite sure

That it doesn't make four,

But I fear that is almost too few."

There once was an old man of Lyme
Who married three wives at a time.

When asked, "Why the third?"

He replied, "One's absurd,

And bigamy, sir, is a crime."

There was an old fellow of Me.,
Who was fond of the works of Hall Ce.,

With a wide, vacant smile.

He said, "They're good style;"

Alas! the poor man was inse.

There was a young man of Ostend
Who vowed he'd hold out to the end,

But when half way over
From Calais to Dover

He done what he didn't intend.

A SPORT

Although considerably ahead of the same. Mr. Tenspott refused to stop.

NO WAY OUT

Assistant Secretary of the Interior

Ryan, who was once a sheriff m his native

state, relates how he was at one time

ordered to arrest an Indian who had

been selling whisky to his red friends on

the
I

reservation. After the sheriff had

cajAitfed' "Poor Lo" he gave him a sound

lecture on the depravity of his conduct.

file Indian listened stolidly to the rep-

rimand, and finally asked, "No way Injun

git outer this?"
i "

"No one can help you now but God,

was the reply.
, , • , ,

Sadly the prisoner shook his head.

Then he muttered, "God heap like Uncle

Sam; Injun never see him!"—New York

Times.

THE HUIMAN BODY
^

"The Human Body" was the subject

set for an essay at the boardrschool. A
little girl sent in the following. It is ab-

solutely genuine. It shows a most de-

lightful confusion of ideas, yet withal a

clearness of thought:
"The human body is divided into three

parts—the head, the chest and the tum-

mick.
"The head contains the eyes, ears,

nose, mouth, and brains, if any.

"The chest contains the heart, lungs

and part of the liver.

"The tummick is entirely devoted to

the vowels, of which there are five

—

namely, a c i o u, and sometimes y and

z."—London Express.

A MERE HINT

There i$ a little matter to which the

"Me$$enger" beg$ to call the attention

of $ome of it$ $ub$riber$. We really

hate to $peak of it, but $ome have $eem-

ingly allowed it to $lip their mind$. To
u$ thi$ i$ a very important i$$ue; in fact,

it'$ nece$$arv in our bu$ine$$. We won't

$peak further on the $ubject. Perhap$
you have already gue$$ed the drift of our

remark$.—Minneapolis Messenger.

fist down into the hollow of his left hand
to the accompaniment of expletives

which would hardly look well in print.

"What's the trouble, Gabe?" inquired

his friend. "Why all this excitement?"
"Trouble?" snorted the irate lawmaker.

"Trouble enough! That pension bill is

up, and all the cowardly nincompoops in

the House are going to vote for it! It's

sure to pass—sure to pass!"
"But why don't you get the floor and

speak against it—try to stop it?" sug-
gested the other.

"Try to stop it?" echoed Bouck. "Try
to stop it? Why, I'm one of the
cowardly nincompoops myself!"—F. E.
Leupp, in the Century.

NO DIFFERENCE ^

-This breakfast-food and most-co£fee

craze has got to stop. A man out in

Atchison, Kan., has a wife who is a vic-

tim of the sawdust habit, and feeds him
on all sorts of queer things. He wan-

dered home from the lodge one night,

and found a box of something on the dm-
ing-table, and proceeded to eat it. It was

a bit hard, but he thought it was some
new breakfast-food, and finished it. The
next morning he investigated the matter,

as he felt a bit strange, and found he had

eaten a box of bird-seed.—Springfield

Republican.

A VETERINARY SURGEON NEEDED

The amateur automobilist tries to go
through a ten-mile-ordinance town at the

rate of forty miles an hour. At the in-

tersection of the main streets he whirls

into a collection of cables, chains, fence-

posts and other barriers. He is dug out

of the wreck, and carried into the first

doctor's office his rescuers see.

"I can't do anything for this man,"
says the doctor. "I'm a veterinary sur-

geon."
"You're the right man, doc," moans

the amateur automobilist. "I was a jack-

ass to think I could run that machine."

—Judge. _y

A. LARGE ORDER

The proprietor of a certain restaurant

"had "leased" the reverse side of his bill

of fare to a carriage-manufacturer, who
printed advertisements thereon.

The other day a customer in a great

hurry ran into the restaurant, sat at a

table, and was handed a bill wrong side

up by the flurrisd waiter.

The customer put on his pince-nez,

curled his mustache with his left hand,

and shouted in a voice of thunder,

"Bring me a fly, a landau, two victorias

and a dog-cart! Got any wheelbarrows?"
The waiter fled.—London Answers.

THE SIGN OF CAUTION

Weary Walke:
—

"I don't know wedder dat sign means 'shot-gun' or 'health-food,*

but I don't take no chances 1"

now SHE MANAGED

The pouter—"So that silly old Miss

Hen is to be married. I wonder how
she managed to elicit a proposal."

The duck—"The rooster asked her if

she was. fond of rice, and she blushed and
said, 'This is so sudden!'

"

—Judge.

"FLY-PAPER"

"What's the trouble, Willie?" said Mrs.
Brown to her small son, who was crying.

"My kite won't fly," sobbed Willie,

"and I made it out of fly-paper, too."

—

Little Chronicle.

ESKIIVIO PHILOSOPHY

Yon cannot eat your candle and burn
it, too.

A whale ^n the pantry is worth two in

the sea.

Many an honest heart beats beneath a

sealskin jacket.

It is a long polar expedition that has
no turning.

It takes a good man to stand in a slip-

pery place.

Never look a gift walrus in the teeth.

Where there is so much grease there
must be some blubber.—Chicago Tribune.
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RHEUMATISM
Cured

Through the Feet
Don't Take Medicine, External Rem=

edy Brings Quick Relief. FREE
on Approval. TRY IT.

We want every one who has rheumatism
to send us his or her name. We will^end
by return mail a pair of Magic Foot
Drafts, the wonderful external cure which
has brought more comfort into the United
States than any internal remedy ever
made. If they give relief, send us One
Dollar; if not, don't send us a cent.

Magic Foot Drafts are worn on the soles

of the feet, and cure by absorbing the

poisonous acids in the blood through the

large pores. They cure rheumatism in

every part of the body. It must be evident

to you that we couldn't afTord to send the

drafts on approval if they didn'tjcure.

Write to-day to the Magic Foot Draft Co.,

750-A Oliver Bldg., Jackson, Mich'., for a

trial pair of drafts on approval. We send
also a valuable booklet on Rheumatism.

PRICES REDUCED
$4.00 VaporBath Cabinet•a.as each
J6.00 Quaker *' " 3.50 each
$10.00 " " " 6.10 each
$1.00 Face & Head Steam. Attch. 65c
Quality best. Guaranteed. $2. Book

Free with all "Quakers."
I Write for our Hew C»ta-
logme, special 60-Day offer.

Don't miss it. Your last

chance. Mew plan, new
prices to agents, sales-

I men, managers. Wonder-
ful sellers. Hustlers getting rich. Plenty territory.

World m'Pg Co., 613 World Bids., Olnclnnatl, O.

QRA-Y HAIR RESTORED
"WALNUTTA" HAIK STAIMT
is prepared from the juice of the Philip-
pine islands walnut, and restores Gray,
Streaked, Faded or Bleaclied Hair, Eye-

. brows. Beard or Moustache to its original
color, Instantaneously. Gives any shade
from Light Brown to Black. Does not
wash off or rub off. Contains no poisons,

and is not sticky or greasy. "Walnutla**
Hair Stain will give more satisfactory results in one minute
than all tlie hair restorers and hair dyes will in a lifetime.

Price 60 cents a bottle, postpaid. To convince you of its

merits we will send a sample bottle postpaid for SOc.
PACIFIC TRADING CO., Dist. Olllce 23. St. Louis, Mo.

FAT
How to reduce it

Mr. Hugo Hora, 344 E. 65tb St.

Ntw York City, writes: "It

reduced my weight 40 lbs. 3
li «,

years ago, &I havenotgainedao ouncesmco." PurelyvegotableS

harmless as water. Anyone can make it at home at little expenee.

Noatarring. Noslckneaa. We willmaila box of it and fuUpartio-

Ulars in a plain sealed package for 4 cents for postage, etc.

HaUClieimcalCo. Dept. B St, Louis, Mo.

THIS BEAUTIFUL RING FREE!
1 1 . SetwithfourSapphiresjentirelysurrouud-

ed with elx bright sparkling im. Diamonds.
^^-^^^^ This is positively the most beautiful ring ever^ ' ' given and can be had without co8t*

ing you one cent by selling only-
four of our large beautifut pictures al

1
25c. We send pictures ut once, all diff-

erent.printed in 10 to 17 different colors.

They sell on sight. Send Mo Money
in advsnee. We trust yoQ with the pictures until sold.You can also

earn a Wateh, Camera, Air Ctoo, etc., if you do not care for ring.

3^. "ST, Go., ' Jack8onSt.,Topeka,Kanti,

EYE BOOK FREE!
Tells bow all EyeandEar Diseases may be cured at
borne at small cost by mild medicines. It Is handsome-

ly illustrated, full of valuable infor-
mation, and should be read by every
^sufferer from any eye or ear trouble.
This book is written by Dr. Curts,
originator of the world-famed Mild
Medicine Method, which without kaife
orpalnspeedily cures most hopeless
cases. Dr. Curts offers to send this

book absolutely FEEE to all who write for it . Address,

Dr. F. Geo. Curts, 321 Shukert Bldg,, Kansas City, Mo

PHOTO BROOCHES lOc.
Send us any photograph you want ',

copied and we will return it un-
> ha-rmed with an exact copy on one of
Uhese pretty rimless brooch-mountings
for only lOcts. AH our Photo-Min-
fiaturesare exa.ct and perfect re-
productions. We send this ^iSc*
sa,mple for only lO cts. to intro-

duce our goods and send you Free our
large ill. price-list of photo-miniatures,

jewelry, novelties. Agents wanted,
CORONA MFG. CO., Box 1375, Boston, Mass-

Hay Fever and Asthma
cnired to stay cured. Never rcturD. A radical departure. Cause climEaated.

CoQBtitutjoD changed. Nervea reconstructed. Splendid health. Orer 52,000

mm ^% M patie&ts. Good refercoceii. ("Heliefs," or change of climate,

r K Klb cannot cure.) Write for BOOK 58F FREE cantainlng reports

of many interaathig cases. Address DR. HAYES, BUFFALO, N. Y.

positively removed by
using Stillman's Cream.
Prepared especially for
Write for particulars.

STILLaiAN FRECKLE CREAM CO., Dept. L, AI RORA, ILLINOIS

A 11*U Positively Cured without knife or pain—non-
vl-/ft poisonous home treatment; greatest remedy on

earth. Particulars free. The Dr. Beck Cancer Cure, Englewood, 0.

TO AGENTS complete outfit for paying
tiusiness. All profits clear, as we prei>ay
charges. Full particulars by addressing

FARM AND FIRESIDE, Qept. of Agents, Springfield, Ohio

FRECKLES
this great enemy of beauty.

FREE

TAPE-WORM !;

IPEllED AllVE. Head fnsnn.
i teed; FREE booklet. Byron Field
Co., Dept. C.B., 182 State St.,Chlciiga

CpppT A PT '^^I'olesale. SendorEV>lii.<^l^EO (or catalog. Agents
wanted. Coullep Optlcul €o., Chicago, 111.

BED-WETTIN6 Dr. F. E. May, Bloomington, HI.

i.'el?'e%^,lJj'e'' Thompson's Eye Water
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PRIZE STORIES FREE
TO YOU
We offer FREE with every subscrip-

/ tion to THE AMERICAN HOME

5 Complete Stories
Two of these stories won the first and
second prizes in our grea^ story writing

contest and for which we paid the authors

$100 and $50 CASH
The titles of the two prize stories are

er/can

TENNY—A tale of Arkansas remote from I SUBSCmPTIONl
RATTLESNAKE JIM—A tale of Beersheba,

039 OffER I
"^^^^^ Kinney Reno.railroads, by Edna Thatcher Russ.

These two stories and three others absolutely free. Read the comments by }:he Nashville, Mc Pherson and Wichita

newspapers and then subscribe for THE AMERICAN HOME and ^et tJte five stones free. The best story paper published is

The American Home

SPECIAL SUBSCRIPTION OFFER

A paper for every member of the family. Clean, entertaining and fascinating stories; a page of music; poetry and humorous

sketches. Al^o a page of interesting contests each month in which cash prizes are awarded to subscribers.

A Subscription Price of Only lo Cents a Year.

In order to entitle you to the FIVE STORIES FREE
we must ask that in writing us you clip out the above

coupon or mention the special number in the same, in your letter sending us ten cents, silver or stamps, and we will then send you

The American Home on&y&dx and in addition will send you at once the five complete stories, including special prize stories,/^^^.

See What One of Our Subscribers Thinks

241 Division St., Coldwater, Mich.
Editor The American Home, New Torlt City. Gentlemen:—I cannot

tell you how well pleased I am with The American Home. It is the finest
story paper I know of. I would send yon a five year's subscription if I

knew you received them. I am on the road as salesman, but your paper
is laid aside for me. I will do you sU the good I can and enclose money-
order for twenty cents for which send The American Home to my address
for two years. If you do not do this, keep the balance as it is worth it any-
way. Wishing you the success you deserve, I am, sincerely, C. W. Bennett.

A Few Newspaper Comments Relating to Our Prize Stories

Mrs. Edna Thatcher Russ has won another contest. She has just re-
ceived a hundred dollars from The American Home of New Tork City for
the best story, and is to be congratulated that she won with so many able
and experienced authors in the contest. Among her competitors were
authors of standing in the country from Mai^e to Californi; and some of
them held such important positions as staff writers on some of the best
magazines of the land. Mrs. Kuss' story is ei-atled ' Teany' and is a tale
of a section of Arkansas remote from railroads, and the story is a true
portrayal of backwoods life in Arkansas. Tenny, the heroine, is a product
of that country where the beauties of nature compensate to some degree for
lack of cultivation and progress. Throughout, the story is full of pleasing
situations, original descriptions and character portrayals, and can easily be
classed as one of the best things of the season. It is well worth reading.
—McPherson, Kan., Daily Republican, Mar. 24, 1903.

Mrs. E. A. Ruas, of this city, has received the check for the money
ihe won for her story published in the February number of the American
Home Magazine. She captured first prize in the contest. Hers was a story
of Arkansas. It was typical of the life of the real backwoods of the state.

She has been placed on the regular staff of the magazine. The February
number, which has just been issued, contains the first and second prize
stories. The story is a very interesting one of some six thousand words
and being a character sketch of one class of American people is very
interesting.—Wichita, Kan., Eagle, Mar. 1, 1903.

Mrs. Ittie Kinney Reno has been successful in winning the second
grlze offered by the editor of the American Home Magazine, published in
ew York, in a story contest, in which magazine and newspaper writers

In all parts of the country were competing. The cash prize was $50 and
Mrs. Keno has received from the editor the further compliment of being
placed on the regular staff of contributors to the" magazine. Her story
IS called "Rattlesnake Jim" and its scene is laid at Beersheba, a fact that
will render it especially attractive to Nashville readers. It is a story full
of stirring action and rich with all the local color of Beersheba. IwS cul-
mination IS laid at "Stone Door." one of the picturesQue scenic places of
the mountain.—Nashville "American," Jan. 2S, 1903.

The American Home, 525 Temple Court BIdg., New York
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The Young People
^
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THEIR FOURTHLY FROLIC

BY MAY MYRTLE FRENCH

OT going to celebrate!" echoed
fourteen voices of various de-
grees of youthfulness. For the
voice of the fifteenth rnember of

Green Corners school had just pro-
claimed that there wasn't to be a single
town celebration in the whole county.

This suited all the older folks very
well, but the younger generation was in

revolt. These fifteen determined to get
up a celebration on their own account.
There were all the ages usual in a
country school, from the two or three
big boys and the same number of large
girls to tiny A B C scholars.
The exercises were to be held out of

doors, and board seats in a large semi-
circle inclosed a temporary platform,
which an obliging uncle, who "belonged-^
to some of the children, and who was a
lumberman, had put up for the occasion.
This was decorated with all the flags in

.the neighborhood, and they were enough
to make a very pretty display, together

.'with the flowers. Only red, white and
blue flowers were used. Peonies, roses
and hollyhocks supplied plenty of red,

the same flower^' with lilacs and snow-
balls, of which a belated few were found,
gave plenty of white; but the blue was
harder to find, and in despair of natural
flowers the girls had purchased quanti-
ties of blue tissue^ and made all sorts
of impossible posies, which, however,
looked very pretty at a little distance.
The platform was built around a slender
tree, the trunk of which was wound with
bunting, and high above the top floated
the school-house flag.

The program was short—a flag-drill on
the plan of a May-pole frolic was given
very prettily by six small girls in cos-
tumes of red, white and blue; some one
read the Declaration, of course; several
bright recitations appropriate to the day
were given, and a young man who had

been a soldier in the Spanish-American
War gave a description of the way he
spent the Fourth of July in the Philip-

pines. Fire-crackers were plenty, and
much happiness and a few burns resulted

from their explosions.
Dinner was served at precisely noon.

The big girls had planned, and all the

mothers had helped provide, this boun-
teous feast. A large table was built of

rough boards, and draped to the ground
with bunting. White muslin was used
for a table-cloth, and flowers and tiny

flags made it charming. They had tried

to carry out the scheme of coloring so
far as was possible even in the eatables.

All the dishes used were white or blue
and white. Great heaps of blood-red
beet-pickles, rosy radishes, and salads in

"blue" cabbage-leaves, helped out the
idea. The cakes were all decorated with
sugar and candies in these three colors.

There was room for everybody, and after
all had been eaten that could be, some
one proposed speeches. Everybody had
to say something, and great fun resulted.

After a rest and the clearing up of the
table, young and old joined in games.
Old favorites were chosen, with vari-

ations. "Drop the handkerchief" was
played on the smooth, hard playground,
only instead of using a handkerchief you
exploded a big torpedo behind the per-
son you "had the drop on." In the same
fashion with other games, "clothes-pin"
was played with fire-crackers; "London
bridge" players passed under two flags;

"hide the thimble" was done with a small
flag, etc.

At about four o'cVock a surprise in the
shape of enough ice-cream to go around,
"and then some," suddenly appeared, and
by the time it was eaten and all the rest
of the fire-crackers fired off, the babies
at least were ready to go home.
BeTore they Went the young teacher

gathered her scholars all together, and
they saluted the dear old flag in the
school-children's oath of allegiance.

(Above is a roducea illustration) LINCOLN GARFIELD——McKINLEY y .'l incli

This Picture should be in every home

''Our Beloved Presidents"
We will send free with each picture a brief account of the

most important events in each man's career. ^This is a picture that

should adorn the walls of every American home. You now have the

chance of a lifetime to secure one of these elegant pictures. We are

able to obtain at the present time only a few of these pictures, and our
advice to you is to get your order in NOW. Order as No. 53.

Three Pictures in One
An Admirable Work of Art Size 15 by 21 Inches

Lithographed in 10 Colors

If you want one of these Pictures, order it TO'DAY

We will send one copy of this superb Picture, lithographed A fv^
in 10 colors, and the Farm and Fireside one year, for only t:UC»

AbSOllltclV Free "^^'^ allows us 35 cents for Farm and Fire-
SIDE and 5 cents for postage and packing of

the picture, so you really get the picture absolutely free. Given free for send-

ing ONE new yearly subscription, not your own nor any member of your family.

(Agents are allowed the regular cash commission on the 40-cent offer)

Address FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio

Repeating Air-Rifle Free
SHOOTS 300 TIMES WITH ONE LOADING

A TRUE SHOOTER THE IDEAL GUN FOR BOYS
Boys have use for it every minute—hunting in the woods, shooting at targets, drilling as soldiers, and

hundreds of uses that only boys Itnovv about.
Harmless, strong, durable, shoots accurately, and cultivates trueness of siglit and evenness of nerve.
It is extremely simple in construction. Any child can operate it and become an expert marksman with

little practice.
It gives the boy healthful pleasure, and lots of it for the money.
This rifle uses no powder—just air. There is no smoke, no noise.
Air is plentiful, and shot costs but 10 cents for 1,000, while darts can be shot over and over again.
Harmless, and lasting for years—no wonder every boy should want an air-rifie.

Expert workmanship and accurate machinery enable the manufacturers to produce an air-rifle of which
all parts are interchangeable.

These air-rifles are provided with pistol-giip, true Sights, and so strongly made that it is almost impossible
for them to get out of order.

^^^^

HOW TO GET IT
Send us your name and nddres** on a postal-card to-day. and tell us
you want to get the air-rifle. We will send by return mail a receipt-book
containing eight coupons, each one of which is good for a six-months'
subscription to one of the best farm and home papers published in America. We
will also send a sample copy of the paper, sd you can judge of its merit for yourself.
You sell these coupons to your friends ana neighbors at 20 cents^ each. They will gladly take
advantage of a chance to get a good paper six months for 20 cents. When the coupons are sold, you send the
gl.60 to us, and we will forward the rifie. It you don't want a rifle, perhaps you know of some boy or girl who
would like to earn a rifle. If so, send us their name and address, and we will send a receipt-book by return
mail. IlundredH have earned rifles by our plan, aud you can do It In one day's time. Write to-day.

Address FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio

LARGE PROFITS
NO INVESTMENT

Others are realizing good-living- incomes with only $io or even NO
capital invested. Why not you? Your choice of business in your
own town or elsewhere. For full particulars and equipment write

THE CROWELL PUBLISHING CO., Agents' Department, SPRINGFIELD, OHIO.
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Farm Selections

CRIMSON CLOVER AND COW-PEAS

[continued from page i]

manure crop. Sown any time in June
at the rate of one bushel of good
seed to the acre, they require only from
sixty-five to one hundred days (depend-

ing on variety) to produce mature crops

as valuable, acre for acre, as the very

best crops of clover, and such a thing as

failure of cow-peas is unknown. Sow
the seed, and you will get a crop. If

plowed down for manure, a good crop

of cow-peas exceeds in value a heavy
dressing of stable manure, and may be

grown at a cost of less than seven dollars

an acre all told, including labor, seed and
fertilizer. There are many good va-

rieties of cow-peas, but the New Era
seems to lead in popularity here, being

very early to mature, yet making a

heavy, upright bush with dense foliage,

which holds its leaves well until the pods
ripen, so that a picking may be made
for seed and the vines cut for hay after-

ward. Cow-peas are more diflicult to

cure for hay than clover, but when cured

there is no better hay for any live stock.

E. G. Packard.

THE GERMAN AND AMERICAN SYSTEMS OF
FARMING COMPARED

Erich von Fluegge, of Speck, Pomer-
ama, Germany, who is the leader of the

party that is now investigating American
agriculture, in speaking of Germany's
agricultural condition and of the advan-

tage which American students have taken

of the scientific investigations along ag-

ricultural lines, says:

"You have already made use of all we
have learned in centuries of practice.

Now our land is poor, and we are a poor
people, and we are driven to 'intensive'

farming. Fertilizers and a carefulness

not necessary here are demanded of any
German who would find profit in his land.

"In our country farming has nearly

become a chemistry. The farm is simply

a limited space covered with worn earth

—the owner or tenant uses it as a re-

ceptacle for fertilizers, in which he plants

and grows. In America you concen-
trate production on two or three staple

crops, and so keep down the cost of ma-
chinery, buildings and labor. Potatoes
are Germany's great staple crop. With
nearly sixty million people we must find

a cheap food, and here the potato serves

well. During the past ten years agricul-

tural methods have changed for the bet-

ter in.many particulars. We are growing
new crops, are uniting in buying and sell-

ing, and are using improved machinery,
as well as improving our stock. If Ger-
many had only one state like Illinois or
Missouri to develop, it would be another
Germany." * * *

CATALOGUES RECEIVED

Miss Chressie Neff, Saluda, N. C. Cat-
alogue of cavies.

Ed. G. Sheldon & Co., Kansas City,

Mo. Sheldon's Bulletin for home-seek-
ers. Also "Tallmadge on Oklahoma."
Whitman Agricultural Company, St.

Louis, Mo. Descriptive circulars of

Whitman's ''World's Standard" baling-

presses.
Alabama Land & Development Co.,

Mobile, Ala. Descriptive circular of

fruit and farming lands in Alabama and
Mississippi.
Piano Division International Harves-

ter Company of America, Chicago, 111.

Illustrated catalogue of the Piano corn
binder and husker and shredder.

NEWS-NOTES

Road-building in Pennsylvania is to be
conducted in a reasonable and just way.
The plan contemplates the dividing the
cost of durable, well-constructed roads
between the state, county and township.
The state is to bear half the expense, and
the county and township each one fourth.

They will be constructed by competent
road-builders, and kept in good repair.

If any one proposes settling in the
South in order to prolong his days, it will

be well to ascertain where rural free de-
livery has been introduced. An inquiry
of this kind will develop the fact that the
roads are kept in a passable condition,
and that the community is a progres-
sive one. Wherever a rural-free-delivery
route has been established is a good
place to invest in farm-lands. * * *

A fine reproduction of the latest

and best photograph of Mrs. Theodore

Roosevelt will be given to every onewho
sends correct Miswers to the Character-

Trait Puzzle on page i6. The size of

our picture is eleven by sixteen inches.

President Roosevelt's NeWsboy
^HIS IS WILLIAM SMITH, the boy who sells The Saturday
Evening Post to President Roosevelt every Thursday. Last fall William
started to sell The Post in Washington. He already sold newspapers.

One day, after he had received his supply of the out-of-town newspapers, he

passed the White House and noticed that some papers which he had had for

almost two hours were just being delivered. Next day was The Saturday
Evening Post day. As soon as he had gotten his package he started for the

White House on his bicycle at top speed, and sold as many copies as possible among
the attaches. A few days later the President noticed a newspaper which he knew

was to contain something in which he was interested. He called for his copy, but

was told that it had not yet arrived. Inquiry was made as to where the copy which
he had seen came from. He was told that "it was delivered by William Smith, The

Saturday Evening Post boy," it being related how he had been supplying the White House staff ahead
of the regular carrier. The President left instructions with Secretary Cortelyou that William be brought to

him. He shook hands with him and said that thereafter he wanted him to deliver his copies of the
daily papers and The Saturday Evening Post. The story of "The President's Newsboy" traveled,

and now, in addition to his newspapers, William sells from 400 to 500 copies of The Post each week,
principally to members of Congress, the President's household, and department clerks.

There are 6000 hoys like William Smith selling THE SATURDA Y EVENING POST all over tlfe country.
They do it Friday afternoons aftet\ school hours and on Saturdays. Some are making ^15.00 a week.
We want more boys. It costs nothing to start; we send the first week's supply of 10 copies free. If you
write to-day, YOU CAN START NEXT WEEK.

$250 in Extra CasH Prizes
will be ^iven Next MontH to Boys who do Good "WorR

BOY OBPMRTMBNT, THE CVRTIS PUBLJSHIMG COMPJtNY
SS6 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.

COFFEE
SENDS HIS
80-PAGE EYE BOOK FREE

**
Dr. Coffee's famous SO-pag'e illustrated book on **The Eye and Its Diseases,'

will be sent to every reader of this paper who has any disease of the eye.

This book has pictures of all kinds of diseased eyes. It tells you how
you can cure yourself of Cataracts, Glaucoma, Granulated Lids. Scums.
Scars. Ulcers. Inflammation and all Diseases or Weakness of the Eyes at

your own home without visiting a doctor.

This book tells the complete story of how thousands of people aflOiicted

with diseased eyes and blindness have cured their eyes and been restored
to perfect sight by Dr. Coffee's mild home remedies.

Write to Dr. CoKee today and you will receive this book and his pro-

fessional opinion of your case free of charge.
Over one thousand blind people have been restored to perfect si^hf by

^^^^^ ^^^^ Moines low oa i

usin^ $5.00 worth of Dr. Coffee's absorption home remedies. Re^d wha.t some of them S&y * Bator of the Absorption TreaUnent*

An Eye Cured of Cataracts by
Dr. Coffee.

Henry C Laub, of Denison. Iowa, was blind with cataract
in right eye thirty years. Was cured with one montll'S
treatment of Dr. Coffee's remedies,
Mrs. Annie E. Moore, of Stem, N. C. 88 years old, was cured

of paresis of the optic nerve by one montli's treatment*
Mr.Henry D. Voight, of Hamburg,Wis., son was blind with

cataracts on his eyes and was restored to sight with one
month's treatment.
Henry Braun, of Hecker, HI,, says: "Tour medicine work-

ed like magic. My eyesare perfectly well. One month's
treatment cured them."

E. D. Jones, of Moline, Kas., was blind from cataracts
from injury and was restored to perfect sight. Used one
month's treatment.
H. W. Wynne, Crockett. Tex,, says: "You cured my little

girl of scum and inflammation of the eyes, and blindness.
One month's treatment cured her."
James Troutman, of Raymondsville, Mo., says; "My six

year old child had scum on the eyes, wild hairs and inflam-
mation and was nearly blind. One month's treat-
ment cured her."
Miss Mary Etta Field, of Phillips, A!a., says: "My eyes

were weak. Had constant headache and pains iu them.
One month's treatment cured them."

Dr. Coffee's Mild Nedi-

cines cure at Your Home
Cataracts.Scums andlnflammation,
Glaucoma. Granulated Lids and
Wild Hairs, all Ulcers and Inflam-
mation, Paresis of the Optic Nerve,
Weak and Congested Eyes.
Dr. Coffee's Book gives instruc-

tions on how to diet, how to take
physical exercise, how to bathe
properly, how to breathe properly
and how to keep in perfect health.

It tells all about Dr. Coffee's
Mild Absorption remedies and how
90,000 people have been restored to
sight by using them.

O. G./Ranck, of Torney, Tonn., says: "My sight has not
been so good in 25 years. Your medicine is the greatest dis-
covery of the age." He is restored to perfect sight.

Mrs. Nancy J. 3ogle, Rabke. Tex., says: "I thank God and
Dr. Coffee. I was blind with cataracts and paralysis of the
optic nerve. Doctors said I would never see again. $5.00
worth ofyour home remedies restoredmy sight perfectly."
Mrs. H. R. Shuter, Bracondale, Ont., says: "My eyes are

perfect. I can see better without my glasses than with them
since using one mo'iith's treatment of your remedies
which cost $5.00, '

'

Edwin Skillman, Centralia, III., says: •* One month's
treatment cured my eyes perfectly of granulated lids,

tumors of the lids and inflammation. Accept my thanks."
James D. Mcintosh, of Tallehassee, Fla., had cataracts and

paresis of the optic nerve, says; "I can see better than I
nave for 25 years, since using your Absorption Remedies."
Harry Bur well, of Barin, Wyo., says: "I can see as perfect-

ly as 1 ever did in my life since using your Absorption
Treatment one month."

J. M. Brewer, Dresden, Tenn., was blind from paralynis of
the optic nerve. Doctors said he would have to stay blind
rest of his life. Was restored to perfect sight by Dr. Coffee's
Absorption Home Hemedies.

Dr. Coffee's remedies cure all kinds of eye diseases and blindness. They can be used &t home by anyone who
can read instructions, and they restore sight perfectly without visiting a doctor. Write to Dr. Coffee and tell him the
condition of your eyes and he will send you his book and professional opinion absolutely free of charge and tell

you how to cure yourself at home if you can be cured. If you cannot be, Dr. Coffee will tell you so frankly.

DR. W. O. COFFEE, 819 Good Block, Des Moines, Iowa.*
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ALL STEEL LAWN FENCE
.Cheap as Wood

J
Wc make Wire and
Wroughtlron Lawn

I I Fence, Cemetery &
..

, 1 1 MAiAL/MAtAiAiAWXIX^^"^ Feoce ,
and we

prices. Buy direct from us Save Agents Commission.
lA/rlte for FREE CrtT/^LOG

UP-TO-DATE M'F'Q CO.
871 North lOth St. TERRE HAVTE, IND.

A FENCE MACHINE
That combines Simplicity, Durability, Ra^
pidityand Economy, The DUPLEXt
makes over 100 Styles, 50 to 70 rod a day, of
Uorse-high, BnlUstrong, Pig and C 111ckeo-tight
Fence that combines Strength, Uniformity,
Permanency, Reliability and EfBciency
AT COST OP WIRE. Machine on Trial. Full
information free. Wire of every descrip-
tion at Wbolesale Prices. Wiite today,
KiraELMAN BBOTHEBS, D 24 Manole, lod.

A GOOD WATCH FOR A LITTLE
OF YOUR TIME. SEE PAGE II.

'

WE WILL MAKE YOU A PRESENT OF A CHAIN

If you want this watch, send us your name and ad-

dress on a postal, and say you want a watch.

$IO.OO IN CASH PRIZES
Awarded Every Month for Quick Work

ADDRESS FARM AND FIRESIDE, SPRINGFIELD, OHIO

BOYS

HOW MANY APPLES
does it talie to make a barrel
of Cider? No matter ; it will
take less if you use a. .

.

HYDRAULIC
CiDBR Press
and the cider will be better,

Surer and wlU keep longer,
oa't buJ until you ^el our Catalogue.

HYDRAULIC PRESS MFG. CO.
6 Main Street, Mt. GUead, Ohio

IS THERE ANY REASON
why you ehould pay the dealer

ft large profit for aciline: you
feace when you okd buy the

ADVANCE FENCE
direct from our f&ctorj &tmaou-
faoturer'fl prices? There is no bet-

let farm feoce made. Entirely

InterwoTen—ao tDds to get looee and injure stock or lavel out. Nanj
heights. Ciroulan and gpeoUl dlecounts free.

APVANCE FENCE CO.. 116 E St., Peoria, Hi.

FENCE!
STROMGEST
MADE. Bull-
Btrong. Chicken-

tight. Sold to the Farmer at Wholetkl*

Prices. Fnllj Warnnted. Catalog Free.
COILED SPRIKG FSNCK CO.,

Box IS Wlneheiter, IndUua, D. B. 1.

ORNAMENTAL FENCE
S5 desiirnB, all steeL
HAadaome, durable-
Cheaper than a wood
fence. Special indnce-
ments to church and
cemeteries. Catalogue /Vce.

KOKOMO FENCE
MACHINE CO.»
4a7North St.,

Kokomo* Indiana.

WIRE
New. Plain Galvanized. »boiit|,^« Ih
160 ft. Wngand up. 100 lb. ITSU III

coils. No. 8 to 16. Write for particu-

lars and FRBK 100 PAGE t'ATiLOG S2F

iCARROLLIRON WKS.CHlCiGO

To agents, either sex.

Work easy and extra

profltahle. Send for

terms and Free Outfit.

Adiress FARM AND FIRESIDE. Departmert of Agents, SPRINQFiaD. OHIO

BEST PAY
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Agricultural Progression—By Walter E. Andrews

IN
A certain big state in the heart of the Middle

West there lives a sunburned farmer who typifies

(so far as one human life may) the most marvelous
agricultural progression the world has ever seen

—a rural progression which in rapidity, perfection of

detail and insistent, virile resourcefulness has not been
equaled since the creation of the Universe.

As farmers' names have not as yet kept pace with
their environment, the man to whom I refer is known
as plain "Hank Peters."' Some day, perhaps, his ad-
mirers will speak of him as "Mr. Henry Peters," but
at present I fear his sturdy democracy would scorn
the more dignified title. Although excessively partic-

ular about the pedigree and name of his live stock,

he is more or less iridilYerent about his own name.
Some thirty years ago Hank Peters "located" a

quarter-section of land that was just "five miles from
nowhere." The roads were Indian trails; the land
was covered with trees; in places stagnant water
stood, breeding huge doses of "fever an' ague" and
vast swarms of hungry mosquitoes. Three years
passed. The trees had disappeared, and in their

place arose a cheerless aggregation of stumps and a

more or less checrle&.s cabin of logs. The mos-
quitoes were still on hand, and ''fever an' ague" was
a daily guest. Several settlers (attracted by the
cheerful heroism of a bad example) had drifted into

the neighborhood. They, too, raised a crop of stumps
and endured chills and bites.

In the course of a few more years the Peters'
log cabin was replaced by a remarkable structure
called a "board house." The neighbors, looking at

that shanty, spoke of it in tones of admiration.
They referred to Hank Peters as a "risin' citizen."

Inside the house were a bare floor, a big fire-

place, a few rude, home-made articles of furniture,

enough to eat, and an extra chair for a possible guest.

There was not much else except hope. During cold
weather the family rode to town in a rough, home-made
bob-sleigh that drew tears of envy from less favored
neighbors; at other times of the year a squeaking,
springless farm-wagon was the only vehicle in use. A
ten-mile ride in it to town and back was a soul-

stirring, nerve-racking experience peculiarly piquant.
The Indian trails were now called "roads"—an im-
possible slander on the name during half the year, and
an impassable slander the rest of the year.

The Peters had no sewing-machine, no organ or
piano, no stoves, no curtains, no conveniences or lux-

uries. Their clothes were home-made. Their pleasures
were home-made. Their troubles were not made at all;

jt was not necessary—life was "chuck-full o' troubles."
When Hank Peters planted corn he dropped the

seed by hand and covered it with a hoe. He cut grass
with a scythe, raked and pitched it with the sweat of
his brow, dodged stumps and chills, and then went
home to a dinner of corn-bread and fried pork. A
rough shed was the only shelter for the live-stock;
God's sky the only shelter for the hay and fodder.

Cultivated fruits were as scarce as lightning-rods;
daily papers or mails were unknown; the joys of living
were condensed into sticks of "honey an' terbacker."

To-day, should you chance to visit Hank Peters'
farm, you would rub your eyes and look again. Where
are the stumps, the swampy fields, the swarms of mos-
quitoes, the rude shed-barn and the more rude board
house, the lonely life, the monotonous grind?

Gone, all gone.
Tile-drains have destroyed swamps, malaria and

mosquitoes at one masterful swoop. ' Time, muscle
and fire have eradicated the stumps. Genius and
science have destroyed isolation and monotony. Hank
Peters, despite boots and overalls, is now to be envied.

His fields are models of sleekness. So are his Jer-
sey cows, his high-bred pigs, his driving and work

horses, his pure-blooded hens. He still works hard at

times, but not so hard as he once did. Horse-power,
electricity, steam and air power have taken many
burdens and irksome jobs from his hands. He does
more with his head and less with his hands and feet.

He has more leisure, more comfort, more luxury.
The Peters' present farm-house, enlarged and im-

proved, is a marvel of homelike comfort. In it are to

Idc had almost every comfort and convenience that are

found in a rich man's residence—pretty rugs, pictures,

curtains, furniture, dainty china and linen, comfor-
table chairs and couches, new books and periodicals,

hot and cold water up-stairs and down, modern plumb-
ing, a porcelain bath-tub and a kitchen range. In the

library (which room is also the owner's office)

there hangs a telephone; in the cellar is a gas-
machine and a hot-water furnace; in the attic is a
billiard-room for the boys. The girls have a

piano—and know how to play on it. The wife

and mother has a sewing-machine and a rubber-
tired carriage.

The boys and girls of the household play ten-

nis, ride bicycles and take dancing-lessons. One
boy is in college. The others could go if they
chose, but instead they have preferred to take a

short course at an agricultural school. They
.want to be twentieth-century farmers, like their

father; they have no desire to "leave the farm,"
for what other business could be more indepen-
dent or desirable?

Hank Peters—:'-^uch the same old Hank of log-
cabin days— is in the prime of life. His face is

lined with the furrows of past hardships, but there
is now a certain calmness and serenity shining in

his gray eyes that was not there thirty years ago.
Sundays and evenings he wears good clothes, a
collar and a patient smile; at other times he revels
in overalls, jumpers and solid comfort.

The new barn is a constant source of delight

to the owner. " 'Twas my pet dream," he remarks,
reminiscently, "to own a barn big enough to turn
'round in. An' I've got it!" He has, and more, too.

On top of the barn is a power windmill that does
more work~in an hour than Hank used to do unaided
in a day. It shells or grinds corn, saws wood, cuts
fodder and does many other useful things.

The name of the farm is on the steel mail-bo.x by the
' roadside, and when the rural-mail carrier comes on
his regular rounds he sometimes deposits in that box
(along with the daily papers and the other mail) a
gone-astray letter which has been returned according
to the printed instructions on the envelope, to "H.

Peters, Lake View Farm." ..Hank has become a con-

vert to printers' ink. He prides himself on his neatly

printed, stationery, and often puts an advertisement in

the local papers. "That's business!" says Hank.
If he wishes to go to town, he can either take the

trolley-car which .passes by the farm, or "hook up"
the trotting-mare to the rubber-tired road-cart. The
roads at last are worthy of the name. If he wants a

sack of sugar or a piece of fresh beef, he has only
to step to the telephone and order what he wants from
the town merchant. The trolley-car brings the goods
to his farm; it takes the younger children to an excel-

lent town school; it makes visiting and church-going
easy; it brings the farm into close touch with the
town.

Modern machinery has brought a great change
into Hank Peters' farm-methods. The ground is

now plowed with a gang-plow, whereon the driver

comfortably sits while four horses do the work.
This plow turns two furrows at one operation, do-
ing double the work of the old-style "walking-plow"
at one half the eixpendiiure of human effort. A
"riding-harrow" follows the plow. Machine corn-
planters do away v.ith miles of weary walking and
days of hand-vifork.

In fact, almost all the operations of the farm are

now accomplished while the operator is comfortably
seated under a sunshade. There are horse-power
machines for planting and digging potatoes, for

sowing grain and distributing fertilizers, for spread-
ing manure, and for mowing, raking and pitching
hay. Machines cut the corn, harvest the grain and
spray the potato-vines. Centrifugal separators whirl
the cream from the fresh milk, and save the house-
wife the labor of "setting," skimming, and washing

a wearisome number of milk-pans; wind-power turns

the churn, and electricity carries the butter to market
—the housewife no longer need be a family drudge.
She sets a better table. She has time to read and visit.

When the corn is ready to husk, a traveling

"busker and shredder" comes to the farm. This won-
derful machine, operated by steam-power derived from
a traction-engine, husks the corn, dumps the ears into

the crib, shreds the fodder—stalks, leaves and all

—

into a fine, soft, palatable mass, and then blows it

through a huge pipe up into the barn mow. The ma-
chine keeps several teams busy hauling the shocked
corn, and in a few days the once tedious job is finished.

Grain is threshed, beans are harvested and cleaned,

apples arid potatoes are graded, and butter is worked
—all by machinery. Machinery runs the farm, and
Hank merely bosses the job. He has learned that

bossing is easier than back-breaking—^and more prof-

itable. He has learned, too, that there is as_ great an
art in selling a crop as there is in growing it. Once
he "took what he could get" for his produce; now,
thanks to systematic methods, he gets what he will take.

Hank Peters is but one instance of the possibilities

of farm life to-day. What he has done, other men can
do, will do, are doing. The twentieth-century farmer
has become a mighty factor in the upward and onward
evolution of the world.
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Mr, Greiner Says:

BUILDING AND LoAN ASSOCIATIONS.—A lady reader
in Saratoga Springs, N. Y., asks what has be-
come of a building and loan association for-

merly doing business in Syracuse, that state.

They or their agents promised great things. For over
three hundred dollars paid to them she has received
fifteen dollars. The rest, with her interest for a series
of years, had to be charged to the loss account. I

have made mention of the mutual building and loan
associations in a general way once before in these
columns, saying that thej^ are right and useful in

principle, and frequently very wrong in practice. Since
that time a large number of them have gone to the
wall, among them two that I know of in Syracuse,
N. Y. I had withdrawn, with some slight loss, from
all such institutions to which I belonged except one,
and in this last one I got pinched a little more severely.
There are a fev-- local concerns (one in Niagara Falls,

N. Y., for instance) that are entirely trustworthy, be-
cause managed economically and carefully by prom-
inent local people. They are doing good work in their
line, giving to their shareholders an opportunity to
accumulate some little money by means of regular
monthly payments and economy, or to establish and
pay for a home of their own. Ordinarily, however,
these institutions are organized and managed for the
chief purpose of making a soft berth for a lot of
officers, and the expense accounts are run up so high
that the shareholders finally have to suffer. Therefore
I would not recommend them for the safe investment
of your earnings. They are least trustworthy when
promising a high rate of interest on the money, and
in no respect equal a well-established savings-bank.
The best investment, of course, is a home of your own.

Impoverishing Soil by Fertilizers.—A reader
asks me about the use of nitrate of soda—whether it

is good for all kinds of crops, in what quantity, and
whether it will leave the ground poorer. The fear is

often expressed by farmers that the use of chemical
fertilizers, such as acid phosphate, etc., will leave the
land poorer than before. It seems to me rather
strange reasoning for good farmers. Who would ex-
pect "that feeding oats to a good horse to enable it to
do a good day's work would make the horse poorer
and weaker than it would be if it were given neither
oats nor work? I am never afraid to get a day's work
out of a strong, well-fed animal nor to take a full crop
off strong, healthy soil. By using the whip you may
be able to squeeze a little more work out of a tired and
starved horse, or bj^ using plaster, lime or salt you may
squeeze an additional bushel or two of grain out of a
run-down acre of land, and thereby break down the
horse or ruin the land. It is certainly true that by the
removal of a full crop of wheat, oats, corn or any-
thing else we also remove a big lot of plant-food; but
it would be absurd to claim that for that reason a good
farmer should aim for small crops so as to remove
smaller quantities of plant-food. The facts are that
the good farmer raises large crops, and yet improves
rather than impoverishes his soil at the same time. If

the land already contains plenty of minerals, phos-
phoric acid and potash, and nitrogen is the only thing
that is lacking, the application of nitrate of soda will
most likely not only increase the crop, but also leave
the soil in better condition for a succeeding crop. Or
if potash is the only plant-food that is in scant supply,
its application will help the present crop, and probably

put the soil in better condition for another crop. Ni-
trate of soda, however, cannot be expected to stay in

the soil for any length of time if not taken up by plants.
It is readily soluble, and is liable to be washed out in

the soil-water, in drains, etc. For that reason only
light applications can be advised, seldom more than
from one hundred to two hundred pounds to the a(!re.

A Visit at Guelph.—I have made another trip to
the college and experiment farm at Guelph, this time
in a joint excursion of the Niagara County Farmers'
Club and the Welland County (Ontario) Farmers'
Club. I do not believe that anybody can lift himself
up by running his neighbors down. I do not believe
that patriotism requires us to give immoderate and
unqualified praise to our own institutions and refuse
to recognize or mention the merits of other people.
We are great enough to speak with freedom of the
merits of our neighbors. The college and farm at
Guelph is a great institution; in fact, a model in some
respects—a model as an experiment station and as a
school of agriculture that educates boys for the farm
and farm life. The college farm is also the only
strictly weedless farm of which I know. June days
were busy days for Doctor Mills and his staff, for
almost every day brought one or more big excursions
from some part of the province to be fed and shown
around. No visitor at the college grounds need go
home without being filled with good and valuable
points and lessons. Some of these I will briefly recount.

Gr.\in Tests.—The cereal tests of varieties and
methods of seeding, fertilizing, etc., begun years ago,
are still continued. From some distance the plots
look as pretty as a picture, and when }-ou come to
them j'ou see ideal stands of grain without as much as
the sign of a weed. There are ^about two thousand
such plots, of uniform and quite respectable size, as
may be inferred from the fact that the aggregate area
of these plots amounts to about fifty acres. Professor
Zaritz, the skilful and well-known experimentalist, has
made the experiment of growing grain in mixtures,
especially oats,, barley and peas. For the past jix

years, in nine cases out of ten, he has secured larger
yields of both fodder and grain by growing mixtures
rather than single grains. Oats and peas gave the
largest yield of fodder, oats and barley the largest yield
of grain. Of all the different proportions tried during
the past three j'ears, one bushel of oats to from one to
one and one-half bushels of barley has proved best.

Oats alone, gave about two thousand pounds, barley
alone eighteen hundred pounds, and the mixture
twenty-two hundred pounds, of grain to the acre. Pro-
fessor Zaritz is also at work trying to improve grains
by selection and crossing. Of all wheat varieties,

Dawson's Golden Chaff still remains at the head as a
yielder. Turkey Red is the hardest wheat, but short
and weak in straw, and a small yielder. There is as
yet no wheat that has the quality of Turkey Red and
the prolificacy of Dawson's Golden Chaff. Mr. Zaritz
now has a lot of crosses of Turkey Red upon Daw-
son's Golden Chaff, and the combination may finally

give what is desired. Another course also promises
good results. This is to start with the best varieties,

and then select and propagate the best plants. White
Siberian has proved the best variety of oats, Man-
churian the best barley. Both are of Russian origin.

Grass Tests.—In the grass tests it was found that
tall fescue makes a splendid pasture-grass. Together
with red clover, it was sown in spring, with one bushel
of oats to the acre. This was the method of sowing
practised uniformly with all grass mixtures, and it

has resulted in the splendid stand of all grasses in

the plots. Tali oat-grass and alfalfa gave the largest
yield of hay: in fact, one ton to the acre more than was
obtained from timothy and clover. Both grasses come
in at the same time, which is not the case with timothy
and clover. Besides, there is an excellent aftergrowth.
The combination is good for hay or pasture, although
the tall oat-grass is not quite so good in quality as
timothy. Alfalfa is richer than red clover. Both
grasses last a good many years. The mixture has also
been sown with winter wheat in fall with good results.

If it is to be sown with spring grain, it should be done
as early as possible, and seed used at the rate of

twelve pounds of alfalfa and twenty-six pounds of tall

oat-grass. Alfalfa has proved its great value at this

station also. Up to twenty tons of green fodder to the
acre have been secured from it in a year. In the first

year it is sometimes a little tender, and will need
nursing. The stands on all the alfalfa-plots on the
grounds were magnificent, and were about equal, no
matter what the previous treatment of the soil or what
applications of plant-food had been made in former
seasons. Mr. Zaritz advises the cutting of alfalfa

when not more than one third, or perhaps better, only
one tenth, of the blossoms are out. The stem after-

ward becomes hard and woody. In curing, alfalfa

should not be left too long in the hot sunshine, for fear
of losing too large a proportion of the tender leaves.
Finish curing in the cock. Alfalfa requires a good
open subsoil, but is not particular as to the top soil.

Improving Grains.—In the improvement of our
standard cereals no doubt there is an open field that
anybody can enter. The starting-point, as already
mentioned, is the selection of the best variety pro-
curable. Then comes the matter of selection. Who-
ever finds an especially fine plant—a plant that bears
an especially large ear with especially large and plump
grains—should save and propagate it. It does not
require a station expert or a professional propagator
to do that; in fact, many of our best things in this line,

and in fruits, too, have been accidentally discovered by
non-professionals (or non-professors), and owe their
existence and fame to the foresight with which their
discoverer saved the plant or seed from destruction or
from the loss of its identity. In the course of the
Guelph experiments it has been found that a large,
plump seed-grain gives a larger yield than a small,
plump grain or a shrunken grain. Consequently, when
an improvement by selection is attempted, the parent
plant should be allowed to come to full maturity, and
the dead-ripe seed be saved for propagation. Every
one ought to be on the lookout for fine individual
plants, and take good care to propagate them.

Leaf-scab.—I asked an orchardist what he did to
prevent leaf-scab on his apples and pears. He
replied that he sprayed with Bordeaux mixture.
I asked if it always had the desired effect. He

said it appeared to in a favorable season. If the
season was very unfavorable, he thought the mix-
ture had very little effect. Last year was a favorable
year with me, and the mixture seemed to prevent leaf-
scab almost entirely. It was a great success. This
year we had a very wet early spring, followed by a
long dry and cold spell, every condition for leaf-scab
was at its best, and Bordeaux seemed to have had about
as much effect on it as so much water. I never saw
trees look worse, while almost every apple will be de-
fective. I have many times noticed that if conditions
for leaf-scab are unfavorable it is easily kept in check
and almost annihilated by about two applications of
Bordeaux.

_
If the applications are not made it will

spread rapidly whenever conditions become favorable,
which they are likely to do almost any time in the
early season. So I have come to the conclusion that
it pays to spray for leaf-scab every season.

Red-mites by the Million.—The same rule ap-
plies to poultry-houses. Some seasons the little red-
mites, the meanest pest the poultry-raiser has to deal
with, will be almost entirely absent, while the very
next they will appear by millions. One must have
sharp eyes to see them. It is easy to find them with
a powerful magnifying-glass, and every poultryman
should have a hand-glass. It will enable him to see
things that will surprise him. Then it pays to spray
for the pestiferous mites every season. If the season
is unfavorable for them they may be kept in check
very easily, and almost any "remedy" or "killer" is

effective, but if the season is favorable for their devel-
opment they will appear almost in a day by millions,
and one must be up and at them two or three times a
week to hold them in check and prevent an attack of
"cholera" from destroying his fowls. I am satisfied
that mites kill more fowls and chicks than disease. I

have seen the perches almost covered with them, and
the owner of the fowls wondered what ailed them. An
abundance of air-slaked Hme and Hme whitewash, with
a vigorous and frequent spraying with lice and mite
killers, getting into every chink, will destroy them.

The Boy's Gardening.—A few days ago I saw a
little fellow ten or twelve years old peddling lettuce.

He had a half-bushel market-basketful, and I asked
him how many heads there were. He slipped his hand
in, and showed me that there were just four. The
four plants filled the basket. After stripping off a very
few of the outside leaves one had a great mass of
tender, brittle, delicious lettuce. It was one of the
smooth-leaved, cabbage sorts, and had been grown in

rich soil in the boy's little garden. He said he-had sown
the seed in a small box about the first of March, and
transplanted to the garden as soon as the soil would
work up well. The plants were set about eight inches
apart in rows fourteen inches apart, and they had
grown so large that four of them filled a half-bushel
basket. One plant made a good mess for an ordinary
family, and he was selling them for five cents each.
He said that as soon as the lettuce was sold he would
plant the space with celery.

The day before I saw the boy selling that lettuce I

heard a farmer's wife say that she had not raised a
"square mess of vegetables" this season. The rad-
ishes were small, tough and bitter, and the lettuce
grew so slowly that it was not fit to eat. All the
"greens" she had had were a few dishes of dock and
dandelion that she had dug up along the roadsides.
They have plenty of land, manure, tools and teams,
but the men-folks don't like gardening, and she had
so much to do that she could not attend to it. A
neighbor sent her about a peck of radishes and lettuce

one day, and the men-folks "hogged 'em all down so
quickly that she scarcely got a bite." It is safe to say
that every day each one of those four men would eat

and more than relish a whole head of lettuce such as

the boy was selling. And they could have it as well as
not, but "they don't like gardening," and consequently
their bill of fare is limited to bacon, beans, corn and
wheat-bread, with potatoes part of the season.

Quite a number of people asked the boy how he
managed to raise such fine lettuce, and he told them
just how he went about it—how he manured the ground
heavily last fall, and dug it over a little at a time,

working the manure all through the soil until it was
about half manure; how he dug it over again last

spring; how he grew and set out his plants, etc., and
the more he told it to his admiring listeners the
better he liked to tell it. He was unconsciously doing
excellent garden-missionary work, and it is safe to say
that others will grow fine lettuce-heads next year

—

people who never before grew a good head of lettuce,

never even knew that they could be grown to such
perfection, nor how much superior they are to a mere
bunch of leaves, such as most people grow. Very few
people seem to know that to grow first-class vegetables

the land must be prepared the previous season. It will

not do to wait until spring before manuring. Spring
manuring means a big crop of early weeds and grass,

lots of hard work and few early vegetables. We, have
the best success by clearing the ground and manuring
heavily in the latter part of July, plowing the manure
in, and sowing to turnips. Plowing and harrowing the

following spring fit the soil for gardening, and we get

the full benefit of the manure applied. A farmer

whose soil is rather heavy clay, and who always has a

good garden, tells me that after manuring heavily and
plowing in July he sows cow-peas, and gives the patch

no more attention until spring. The peas make a

heavy growth of vine, are killed by frost, and lie on the

ground until spring, when what remains of them is

turned und^r with the plow. This is an excellent

method, especially in sections where the soil is heavy.
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FARM THEORY AND PRACTICE

FORESTRY. — When the
matter of forestry is

spoken of, we incline to

refer to the theorist

for consideration. It may
concern the practical farmer,

we say, but only in a hazy,

indirect way, and one wholly
beyond his control. And- so the subject is dismissed

as one not worth the time and consideration of a man
who must look out for himself. I admit that this view

was,my own years ago. It was all right for a city or

state to concern itself about great areas of forest that

affected its water-supply, and it was to be expected

that a theorist would tell farmers that they should

grow trees to affect the humidity of the air, but the

farmer really had naught to do with the subject. I

trust that in recent years I have gotten nearer the

truth, as I now begin to see that tens of thousands of

landowners need specific information about timber-

production, because they should be growing some tim-

ber for their financial profit. The subject of forestry

will have general interest when it is realized that it

concerns men who own farms containing one, two
or three acres of rough land far more than it does

men with large holdings of land. The latter, if their

land is rough, have too big an undertaking for men
of moderate means, and can never do much in the

practical way of producing timber to the best advan-
tage. The information is most needed by those who
have their farms well in hand, and have only small

areas that should be producing timber. With well-

directed labor such men will add to the value of their

farms through practical forestry on a small scale, and
the aggregate of such timber-producing areas will be-

come large before any great number of years pass by.

The pioneer in the wooded districts of this country
thought only of "clearing" land, and that was the right

thing for him. Ground for cropping was the necessary
consideration. But this virtue in the pioneer has be-

come almost a vice in his descendants. We have con-
tinued to praise the farmer who labors hard to keep
the bluffs and thin breaks on his farm clear of any
growth except grass, and as he very often cannot get

or hold a stand of the latter, he has as pay for his

labor only the praise of others in that his farm is

"clean." Such land should not be clean. It needs a

covering, and the cheap and profitable covering is

made by trees. The business of the owner should be
to control the varieties of timber grown so that there

may be good profit in the future, and this would be the

course taken by very many people if they were in

possession of all the facts about varieties, rate of

growth, market prices, etc. I hazard the guess that

three fourths of the farms in the United States could
have their value and appearance improved by plots of

growing timber ranging in size from half an acre to

scores of acres, according to the size of the farm.

All Over the Farm

The State's Duty.—If it is within the state's

province to foster agriculture as it has fostered all

other industries, it should now place facts concerning
forestry before the farmers. Our experiment stations

should take the matter up vigorously. We want all

the information that can be obtained by scientific in-

vestigation and that is entirely practical for the land-

owner. What varieties will pay us best, how may the

growth be secured and
controlled most cheap-
ly, and what returns
upon the investment
may be expected with
confidence? We have
isolated experiences to

encourage us, but more
data of an entirely ac-

curate kind are needed,
and our stations should
equip themselves with
the necessary facts.

fresh forest-litter." After giving a summary of the

Professor's experiments, the writer continues: "A
practical deduction from Professor Henry's scientific

investigation is the advisability of planting cut-over

areas as soon as possible, so that the young seedlings

may find in the soil a quantity of nitrogen sufficient

for their nourishment. The longer cut-over areas re-

main unplanted, the less is success to be expected from
planting, as the young trees develop poorly because of

insufficient nourishment. Thus the forest not only

furnishes timber and other products, prevents snow
and land slides, and regulates the flow of rivers, but
enriches the soil with nitrogen, one of the most es-

sential nutritive elements of plants, and in this way
transforms poor soils, which have been fit only for

tree-growth, into rich agricultural lands."

Keep Soils Covered.—Let us draw one practical

lesson from these experiments, whether we are in-

terested in a plot of timber on the farm or not. If

decaying forest-leaves entrap some fertility from the

air while rotting, I think we may safely infer that all

decaying vegetation does the same thing. I have
never been satisfied that the supply of nitrogen in our
soils could be accounted for by reference to legumes
like clover, stable manure and the slight amount re-

ceived in rainfall. Too many acres get none of the

first two purveyors of nitrogen, and this element is

always escaping from us, and yet the aggregate
amount in any fair soil is quite large. We must be-

lieve that soils have other means of securing some of

the expensive nitrogen, and one of these means is

pointed out by the experiments mentioned. The les-

son is to not leave land bare, and that the supply of

vegetable material to be rotted on top or in the soil

should be as abundant as possible. David.^

WEED-BATTLES LOST AND WON
A farmer is known and judged to no small extent

by the weed-company he keeps about him or the ab-
sence of it. Weeds, scientifically considered as "plants

out of place," are not always objectionable. It is only
when they are allowed to take possession of the space
and rights of more valuable plants that they become,
a menace. It is not uncommon to find farmers who
have developed an unreasoning weed-craze, and make
life a burden in their efforts to annihilate every weed,
injurious or otherwise, on their places. The practical

farmer will use an intelligent discrimination in his nec-
essary warfare against the weed-hosts. It is not the
rank-growing young weeds, lining up along the fence-
rows and greening the unoccupied spaces, nor yet
the occasional straggling weeds which have escaped
the cultivator, that should disturb or compromise the
farmer who is out for results. An army of puny,
spindling weeds may appear among the corn, cotton
or other "laid-by" crops, which will cause some dis-

figurement to the field at time of harvest in the eyes
of the uninitiated, but their start will have been too

often be gained by selecting

a crop with a view to its

maturing before the weed-
seed of the plant to be ex-
terminated.

The ideal defense against
weeds in meadow and- pas-
ture is to get the soil so

highly productive and densely

sodded that in the struggle for existence the grasses

and clovers will choke, dwarf and crowd out the weeds
without much assistance. B. F. W. Thorpe.

Effect of Forests
ON Soil.—We know by
observation that soils

grow more fertile while
producing timber. The
trees use fertility, and
yet leave the ground
more productive. This
is true not only of such
varieties as the locust,

which gets nitrogen
from the air in the
manner clover does,

but of all trees. We
know that soirfe nitro-

gen descends in rain-

fall, but the amount so
obtained by soils is rel-

atively small. I was interested in an article in "Pop-
ular Science Monthly" giving data to show tliat the
nitrogen of the air was trapped and added to the soil

during the rotting of forest-leaves. I quote the follow-
ing from the article mentioned: "Forest-soil, though
it loses less nitrogen than arable land, nevertheless

loses it; and more remarkable yet, forest-soils not only
do not become poorer in nitrogen, but, on the con-
trary, become enriched with it, a fact readily demon-
strated in poor soils planted to forests. How this loss

is compensated by Nature was not known until re-

cently. The introduction of nitrogen into forest-soils

artificially is not practicable, and therefore the enrich-

ment of the soil with nitrogen must go on under the
influence of other causes. A certain number of legu-

minous plants grow in forests, but these are by no
means sufficient to compensate for the loss of nitrogen
through the felling and removal of forest-trees. Re-
plenishing, however, always occurs, and some sources
must be found to account for it. E. Henry, professor
in the forest academy at Nancy, France, recently
discovered a new source of enrichment of the soil

with nitrogen which is of great interest to forestry.

Professor Henry has proved by experiments that the
loss of nitrogen in forest-soil is constantly repaired
by means of absorption of atmospheric nitrogen by

WHEN THE FARMER GOES TO TOWN

We all go sometimes, and we take with us stuff

from the farm to sell. That is a part of our business,

and it is quite a study how \ye may do it most success-

fully. Not every man is a success as a marketman for

his own produce. It is a dread to one to go about

town soliciting in his own behalf.- He is glad when
the ordeal is over and he has disposed of his milk, his

butter or his vegetables. Such a man should not drive

himself to follow this occupation. He should turn

his stuff over to some one who enjoys meeting men in

this way. And some do. They make a success of it

because they like to rub against men in their own
homes, and take pleasure in a few moments' chat.

But when the farmer goes to town, whoever he is,

or whatever he has to sell, he should dress for his

work. The slovenly, rough-looking man with a week's

beard on his face cannot present his wares to the city

customer as successfully as the one who is well

dressed, clean, and shaven as if he were going to

"have company." Folks notice such things, much as

we may think to the contrary.
Then, every article should be put up in a neat way.

If it is butter he is selling, let the package be as neat

as a pin. I know a man who has a print of his own,
,
with a beautiful flower on it. The butter he puts into

this mold is simply fine. Folks look at it, and see how
attractive it would be on the table, and they buy it, and
pay a little more for it than they would if it were
simply packed in a square or round roll. If the butter

is in jars, let them be scrupulously neat—neat to look
at, and neat to taste and smell.

And that leads to the thought that the butter and
other produce offered for sale must not only look nice,

but must be nice. You cannot build up a reputation on
looks alone. If the butter sold looks well, and yet is

poor, with short-keeping qualities, you have really

done yourself an injury by taking so much pains in

packing. You cannot make poor butter good by put-*

ting it into a beautiful mold. The first thing to do,

then, is to learn how to make good butter. If it is

fruit or vegetables you are offering, see to it that they
are all nice, choice apples or vegetables clear down to

the bottom. I have been in a position myself to know
how it seemed to buy such things of farmers. I know
how often the nicest stuff is put on the top, while down
a little way one will find the small and imperfect
fruit or vegetables. That is an actual loss to the man
who sells. He might better put the very poorest on
top, or better still, make two assortments, putting the
good in one crate and the inferior in another, and hav-
ing prices to correspond. He would make just as
much, and establish a reputation for strict honesty.

And then, be honest in every way. If you promise
to deliver stuff on a certain day, be there. If the lady

of the house makes a
mistake in giving you
change, correct it, even
if the error was in your
favor. Keep track of
all the jars and other
packages you leave
about town, and call

for them when empty.
Many men lose con-
siderable sums by fail-

ing to get back the
jars, etc. Study men
and women. Try to
please your customers,
and be fair. Then ex-
pect success. You will

be worthy of it, and it

will come.
E. L. Vincent.

A FAMILIAR SCENE

late to harm the crop, which by that time will so over-
top and smother the late-comers as to allow of but
little damage being done either to the crop or in the
maturing of weed-sped. What the careful, progressive
farmer should guard against and feel disgraced by is

the bristling, leafless stems of the ripened weed-plants,
nodding and beckoning in the breeze to the passer-by
after their matured seeds have already been scattered
by wind, bird and beast to continue their mischief in

future years.
The successful farm-general in the battle with the

weeds is the one that assaults the successive regiments
at the critical moment, before they have time to be-
come intrenched. With cultivated crops a proper and
sufftcient preparation of the seed-bed is half a victory
in itself. A perfectly prepared seed-bed will allow of
light cultivation of the soil immediately and uninter-
ruptedly, even before the crop appears above ground.
Thus myriads of weed-seeds are put out of the race,

moisture needed for the future is conserved, and the
soil warmed and aerated, where otherwise early culti-

vation would have been so destructive as to be imprac-
ticable. In sown crops the weed-battles are also

greatly assisted in the winning by perfect seed-bed
preparation, thus enabling the delicate young crop-
plants to be in the race from the start. Much, too, can

MACARONI WHEAT

Prof. M. A. Carle-
ton, of the United
States Department of
Agriculture, in an ad-
dress delivered at the
United States Millers'

Convention at Detroit
June 3-s, 1903, made it

very clear that the
growing of the mac-

aroni varieties of wheat is likely to prove quite prof-
itable in the semi-arid sections, where other varieties
cannot be successfully grown. No less than half a
dozen of the United States macaroni-factories are now
using the flour made from this wheat. The fact has
been established that the improved flour-mills are able
to produce a flour for macaroni-making equal to the
best now imported from southern Europe. * * *

BIRD-HOUSES

In the Farm and Fireside of June 1, 1903, I note
with pleasure the item, "Wren-houses," by J. F. W. I

wish to tell him that sparrows can be kept out of
houses designed for bluebirds by simply omitting any
perch, as the sparrow cannot enter a house without a
perch. All of our desirable birds are independent of
the perch. Ruby Clark.

DIGNIFY FARMING

If the farmer is in love with his profession, as he
should be, he can, if he will, do much to elevate it and
make it looked up to. Let dignity.be added to labor,
and the most honorable, as well as the most' useful, of
all occupations will be accorded its full share of re-

spectful consideration. * * *
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Gardening
By T. GREINER

IT
Seems Pretty Hard Work on my grounds this

year to save a few cherries from the greed of

robins. I have such fine varieties, and such a full

crop, too. If I want cherries for canning I must
pick them long before they are ripe.

The One Redeeming Feature of even the most
severe drought is that we can mitigate its effects by
irrigation. But we can't hold umbrellas over our soil

or light up an artificial sun when it rains "cats and
dogs" three days out of every five and the sun remains
hidden behind clouds almost for weeks.

Another Bad Season for Melons.—Between the
unusual coolness of the season, an excess of rain, and
the usual abundance of the yellow-striped cucumber-
beetles, my melons are having a sorry time. If the
rain lets up, however. I shall yet plant the quick-
growing Emerald Gem for a fall crop. My water-
melons won't amount to much, though.

Green Peas in full supply on the first day of sum-
mer (June 2ist)! The Alaska is still at the head for
an early pea, and in quality it is almost equal to the
wrinkled peas. It wants strong soil to give a full

crop, and then it is remarkably prolific and the pods
well filled. Of course, it gives only a few pickings.
By July 1st the first-planted Alaska is already sup-
planted by some other crop, usually celery.

A New Early Strawberry.—While at Guelph,
Professor Hutt showed me his trial-patch of hundreds
of varieties of strawberries. He tells me that he has
thrown out the Michel's Early, simply because he finds
that the new VanDeman is just as early and a much
better berry. Of course, I am going to try it; but I

will not discard Michel's Early until I have tried the
other and found it satisfactory.

The Everbearing Strawberries.—A couple of
years ago I let my bed of the Alpine Everbearing
strawberry run out, or rather had it plowed up. I am
almost sorry I did, and may procure a new stock. I

like to have a few of them on the place, even if they
give me no more than a taste at any time, and not
much of that except in and shortly after the regular
strawberry-season. The flavor, however, is exquisite.
I gave them up because I thought I had larger-
fruited berries in the new French Everbearing sorts re-
cently introduced. These new Everbearers seem to be
utterly worthless here. I can't get even a taste, for
the few berries that do grow and come near ripening
are invariably picked up by the birds, possibly on ac-
count of their fine P.avor. I might have saved a few
of the earlier and larger berries by putting some sort
of guard or protector over the plants. I have fussed
with the "French Everbearing'' sorts for the past
three years without even being able to get a full stand
of plants. They are poor plant-makers, the plants are
not rugged, and they make no particular effort to bear
fruit except in the regular strawberry-season. I will
have no more to do with them.

Support for BusH-FRUiTS.-r-My raspberries and
blackberries have made an unusually rank growth, and
many of the large blackcap canes have been knocked
over and wholly or partially broken off near the roots.
What is left of them I have given a severe trimming,
so as to make them short and to prevent further
breaking down. There is probably no easier way to
give them some, protecting support than by driving a
little stake in each hill and tying the canes to it. My

red raspberries are supported by a line of slats on each
side, the two lines being about a foot apart and three
feet high. The raspberry and blackberry bushes on
the New York Experiment Station grounds are nicely
supported by a still simpler and cheaper device. A
stout stake is driven firmly into the ground at the end
of each of the rather short rows, and provided with a
strong cross-arm, say about two feet from the ground.
A stout wire is then stretched from arm to arm on
each side, and it seems to hold the bushes up very well.

Keeping Potatoes for High Prices.—Just at this

time old potatoes are at a premium. Those who have
kept a surplus until this time (nearly July) can easily
secure from one dollar up to one dollar and twenty-five
cents a bushel for them. It reminds me that there
is usually a time just before our own early potatoes get
big enough for use when old potatoes bring a big
price. The question is whether it will pay us to keep
them until this time, and incur all the risks of shrinkage,
rot and other accidents and incidents, and all the labor
and trouble connected with their repeated handling.
It usually would if prices are low in fall or early win-
ter. In the first place, we should try to select a va-
riety of potato that is tardy to sprout. Of all potatoes
that I am acquainted with, none keeps longer without
sprouting than the Early Ohio, the very earliest good
sort we have. I believe if this were kept, and planted
quite late in spring or early in summer, the resulting
crop might be held until potatoes came again without
showing much tendency to sprout. But there is much
diflference in regard to the season of sprouting be-
tween different varieties. The best keeper should be

selected for late keeping. If these are properly handled
they may be had in excellent shape for cooking pur-
poses the latter part of June or during July. I find it

most convenient to put them in crates, and empty
them occasionally from one crate into another. If in

crates, and stacked up crate upon crate, the potatoes
will not be injured for culinary purposes even by ex-
posure to some light, and this again would retard their

sprouting. I do not believe that any treatment that
will absolutely prevent potatoes from sprouting, and
keep them in best condition for cooking, has yet been
discovered. It seems to me that such a process could
be found, and that it is well worth looking for.

The Strawberries.—^At this writing the straw-
berry-season is nearly ovgr. 1 have had an abundance
of berries, and enjoyed them as much as ever. The
first berries I had this season came from the Michel's
Early patch. This is not a high-grade berry, and is

not particularly prolific. The berry is not of extra-
large size, but it is early. I had berries a week before
other varieties began to give ripe fruit. Thus the
Michel added a whole week to my strawberry-season.
The patch yielded more or less freely from June ist

until June i8th or 20th, or for nearly three weeks.
The old Wilson is still a leading berry among the
growers here, and it surely remains "the cook's favor-
ite;" to such an e::ttent, indeed, that I would hardly
know how we could afford to discard it or what sort
to substitute for it. We have plenty of berries that
give excellent satisfaction as table-berries, but when
we want berries for a first-class shortcake or for

canning there is nothing that I know of that holds
a candle to the Wilson. The pickers like the Brandy-
wine on account of its size, and we like to eat it in

the patch, or with cream and sugar. It is a magnif-
icent berry here, and one especially suited for show
purposes, but it does not ship quite as well as the
Wilson. I planted some Clyde, simply because I had
heard J. H. Hale, the peach king of Connecticut, speak
quite highly of it a few years ago; but I don't like it,

although I can get a fair crop of good-sized berries
from it. For a late berry I have the Gandy. It has
not proved much of a plant-maker for me, but the
berry is large and good, and at this writing only the
very first of the berries begin to ripen. It will give
us strawberries for the Fourth of July. In the Gran-
ville, a new variety from Ohio, we have another very
late one, although a trifle earlier than Gandy, and it

gives a fairly good quantity of very dark-colored, very
firm, good-sized berries that have something of the
flavor of the wild fruit about them. This berry re-

sembles our old, now discarded Long John in color,

and is darker than any other that I know of. It seems
to be somewhat weak in plant, however, and may need
high cultivation. Nichol s No. 6, another new one
from the same originator, has the same "wild" flavor, is

better in plant, nearlj' as late, of large size, but not as
highly colored. None of the one-dollar-a-plant sorts
(Pan-American and Wild Wonder) are as yet mak-
ing any very remarkable showing.

Fruii-Growing
By S. B. GREEN

MAKING GRAPE-JUICE

FOR general family purposes I think the best way
of making grape-juice is to crush the grapes,
and then bring them barely to the boiling-point.
Allow them to cool, then bring them to the

boiling-point again, and strain at once into self-sealing

jars or bottles. With a regular canners' outfit I think
one will get best results by bringing the juice in the
bottles to one hundred and fifty degrees, allow to cool,

then again bring it up to one hundred and fifty de-
grees, and seal at once. Then bring the juice in the
bottles to this temperature again.

My wife puts up her grape-juice by bringing it once
to the boiling-point, and holding it there without heavy
boiling for perhaps five minutes, and then canning in

self-sealing jars which have been thoroughly sterilized

by boiling. In all our experience we have seldom had
a jar spoil, and the juice is of the best flavor: How-
ever, I am disposed to think that a little of the best
quality of the juice is lost by bringing it to so high a
temperature, and that it is not nearly so good as
the ordinary canners' method.

Pears fo» Tennessee.—M. E. S., Niota, Tenn.
Probably the best pears for growing in Tennessee are
Keiffer, Le Conte and Garber. I do not know of any
variety that does especially well in your section.

Trimming Cuthbert Raspberries.—C. F. L., Yan-
keeburg, Ohio. The Cuthbert raspberries are practi-

cally thornless. The only trimming they need is in the
spring, when they should be cut back about one fourth
of their length. There seems to be no special advan-
tage gained by summer pinching. Generally they
should be thinned out to about four canes to the hill.

Bunches on Apple Twigs.—J. W. T., Ticonderoga,
N. Y. I have carefully looked over the apple twigs
sent, and my opinion is that the terminal buds of the

twigs have been stung by some insect, and were thus
caused to swell up as shown. I have occasionally seen
this, but have never known it to last more than a year
or two. I do not think this will cause any weakness
in the trees, and I think they will soon outgrow it.

Plum-pocket.—M. W. S.. Palm, S. D. The trouble

with your plums is that the fruit is affected with what
is known as plum-pocket soon after the flowers fall,

and this causes them to puf? up in the peculiar way
which you describe. Your treatment of them I think

is fairly good, although it seems to me very likely that

the cottonwood-trees are so near them that they must
take out too -much of the moisture which should go to

the plums. This disease, which is caused by a fungus,

can be prevented, or at least greatly decreased, by
spraying the trees thoroughly with Bordeaux mixture

early in the spring, at least two weeks before the buds
expand. This has not been widely tried in your sec-
tion, but the results in other parts of the country seem
to show that this disease can be almost entirely pre-
vented by employing this treatment.

The Brunette Strawberry—Time to Transplant
Fruit-trees.—S. C, Spring City, Tenn. I think the
Brunette has perhaps the pleasantest flavor of any of
the strawberries, although it is not the most pro-
ductive. In your section the best time for setting them
out would probably be in the autumn, soon after the
autumn rains have begun. The best time of year'for
transplanting cherry, plum and peach trees is early in
the spring, before growth starts.

Planting Prune-seeds.—R. B. C, Middleport,
Ohio. If you plant the seeds of the common prunes
that you buy at the stores, the chances are that
you will get plums or prunes of some value, but you
must not expect them to be nearly as gbod as the
kinds that you buy. However, if you wish to, you
could take these seedlings and bud or graft them, and
have them true to name. Scarcely any of the culti-

vated fruits come true from seed, the only exceptions
being in the case of some of the peaches, which come
very nearly,true from seed. Probably the best plum
for planting in southern Ohio is the Abundance.

Treatment for Cherry-pits.—A. R. S., Paducah,
Ky. I have seldom had trouble in managing Mahaleb
or other cherry pits if they were not allowed to get
dry in autumn, and were mixed with sand and kept
outdoors all winter. My plan is to mix the seeds with
sand in boxes, as soon as gathered, and allow them to
stand on the surface of the ground all winter. As
soon as warm weather comes in the spring I stir

them from the bottom every day, or at least frequently,
until they show signs of sprouting, when I sow them
in good rich loam. I am well acquainted with the
Mahaleb cherry, and it is best for general nursery
use, as it is healthier than the Mazzard.

Big Tree of California.—J. R. M., Bloomingdale,
Ohio. The big tree of California reproduces itself

with difficulty from seed, and small seedlings are
seldom found. However, it is possible to grow it

from seed, and this may be obtained from J. M. Thor-
burn, 36 Cortlandt Street, New York City, the price
of which is seventy cents an ounce. The Sequoia
sempevirens is smaller than that mentioned above, and
much more common in California than the redwood
commonly used for lumber, and reproduces itself easier
from seed, and is the best one to grow in nurseries. I

have seen good specimens of this in England, where it

does best in sheltered places near the sea-coast.

Pe.4ch-curl on Plum.—R. H. L. J., St. Paul, Minn.
The twisted and swollen plum leaves and twigs sent are
infested with what is known as peach-leaf curl, which
is botanically the same as plum-pocket, it beirLg -caused
by the same fungus (Exoascus deformans).; I have
never before seen any of it from any of our native
plums, and the only way that I can account for it is

that you have had a phenomenally moist year, and the
trees have made a very succulent growth. The best
work on the subject of this disease has been done by
Prof. Newton B. Pierce, of Santa Anna, Cal., and it

has been clearly shown by him that spraying the
trees early in the spring, before the growth starts,

with Bordeaux mixture is the most successful treat-
ment. I know of no remedj' that you can use this

year, and think the disease will trouble you very little

more this season. It is this disease that commonly
affects peach-trees in some sections, causing the leaves
to fall off, thus entailing serious injury to orchards.

Planting Arbor-vit.e Seed—Amour Barberry—Shade-trees—Red Cedar.—P. S., Collins, Iowa.
The seed of arbor-vitre should be planted either in the
autumn or in the early spring, in retentive, sandy soil,

in a location where it will have a good circulation of

air. After the seedlings have come up, the ground
between them should be covered with about one fourth
of an inch of dry sand. The whole should then be
shaded with laths or a brush-screen at least three feet

above the bed, sufficient to keep off about half the sun-
light and make a play of light and shade over the bed.

The Amour barberry is very hardy, and a good
shrub. I think, however, that it would hardly give
you good satisfaction for shade in a hog-pasture.
For shade in a hog-pasture I am inclined to think that

you will find nothing better than the Russian mulberry;
but some care may be necessary to protect the trunks
of the trees from having the bark gnawed by the hogs.
They are liable to suffer in this manner when the pas-

ture is short. The red cedar is undoubtedly the

hardiest evergreen that you can grow.

Injured Vines—Pears in Sod—Pear Variety.—
J. W. L., West Chazy, N. Y. If your vines have killed

back severely, but are sprouting vigorously from near

the roots, the best way to do would be for you to

select some good strong sprout, and remove all others,

and let this make the future vine. If there_ are no
sprouts coming from near the root, and the vine is in

bad shape, it would be a good plan to saw it off at the

top of the ground very early in the spring, when it will

produce sprouts, one of which may be selected to form
the future vine. It is not a good plan to do severe

pruning on grapes in midsummer or later, and you
had better let the vines remain as they are until next

spring, and then treat as directed. I do not know why
the vines killed back, but think they must have been

root-killed in winter. Pear-trees generally do best

when cultivated, but if the land is very rich they are

more liable to blight when cultivated than when left in

sod—that is. in most sections. If your trees are mak-
ing a good growth, and are fairly satisfactory in sod, I

should not disturb them. On the other hand, if they

are not making a satisfactory growth in wood, then I

would break up the sod and give them a small amount
of stable manure.- 1 do not know to what pear you

refer, but if you will send on a specimen when ripe I

think I can probably identify it for you. The variety

described by you as having a bright golden-yellow skin

is not Winter Nehs, as this has a russeted skin.
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SHIPPING IN SUMMER

DURING the
very warm
weather no
live poultry

should be shipped
to market. The loss

vis in most cases
much too great, as the lack of good care,

want of water, exhaustion and consequent

falling off in weight cause too great a

shrinkage, and the freights, commission
and loss from the lack of condition in

the fowls at the time they are sold com-
pel returns from the merchant that are

not usually very satisfactory.

PouItry-Ra ising
By P. H. JACOBS

PURE WATER

Unless the water is changed daily and
kept very clean it will occasion disease.

If a bird has the roup, or even a severe

cold, the discharges from the nostrils will

contaminate the water, and disease will

be the result. A sick bird should always

be removed, but there are occasions

when the presence of a sick bird may not

be known, and for that reason the water,
should be changed once a day, or oftener

if convenient. A few drops of carbolic

acid in the drinking-water will greatly

assist in keeping it pure.

COCKERELS AND SPACE

It is a waste of time and food to keep
cockerels that are not desired. Where
only one hundred or two hundred chicks

are hatched every year, one male is suf-

ficient. Many persons who keep an ac-

count with their flocks complain that the

hens do not pay, when in fact the laying
hens are not only paying, but also sup-
porting a flock of drones. The object

in reducing the flock is not so much to

save food as to secure more room in the
poultry-house. It is in occupying space
that should be given the layers that un-
profitable fowls do the most injury.

enous materials result, for which reason
the feeding of grain should be moder-
ate only, the diet being reinforced with
lean meat. It is difficult to feed a flock

the exact quantity required, as each indi-

vidual will have its special requirements,
but the point should be to not feed too
much, especially as the temperature be-
comes warmer. Sitting hens will come
off the nests reduced in flesh, as they will

eat but little while incubating, and it may
be added that there is nothing better for

a hen that is too fat than to allow her to

sit and raise a brood of chicks^

LATE CHICKS

July is considered late for the hatching
of chicks, but they do not come into mar-
ket until November, when they can be
sold at about three pounds' weight, the

prices last year being fifteen cents a

pound. At such prices the chicks will

be profitable, as the food should not cost

over fifteen cents for a three-pound
chick, while the eggs for hatching and
the labor required are not so great as in

winter, provided lice do not attack them
—but lice do not belong in a well-reg-

ulated poultry-house. If one is deter-

mined to make poultry pay, he will not
let lice get a foothold either in winter or
summer. There is another advantage in

allowing the hens to hatch out a brood,
which is that they get rid of the surplus
fat, and come into better condition for
laying in the fall. But there is always a
good price for three-pound chicks, even
when old hens are a drug on the market,
and there is no reason why the poultry-
man should not take advantage of the
warm weather and, raise all the chickens

SUBURBAN FLOCKS

No one can easily estimate the number
of fowls raised in cities, towns and vil-

lages. The value is millions of dollars.

It' demonstrates, however, that old and
young, even those unfortunate in cir-

cumstances, will find a profit and pleasure

in keeping poultry. A few hens will

soon fill the egg-basket, and with the aid

of the scraps from the table and a small

allowance of extra feed, will keep up
the supply until molting-time in the fall.

Where the space is limited, the chicks

should be used in the family or marketed
when young, but the earlier hatched
pullets should be kept to fill vacancies
among the hens. The hens are profit-

able for five or six years, though occa-
sionally there are exceptions. Young
cockerels should always be sold early.

BEGINNERS WITH POULTRY

Beginners should never buy their hens
from any and all sources. Select from a

reliable source a few hardy hens, and
breed for the kind of fowls desired. This
may entail a year's loss of time, but it

will be less expensive than expending
a large sum for hens only to be com-
pelled to destroy them, to say nothing of

the labor involved in the eradication of

lice and disease from the premises. The
individuality of hens is too seldom con-
sidered. Poultrymen look to the breeds,
the flocks and the broods as though
flocks were uniform, and expect all to be
equally thrifty. When poultrymen make
it a rule to look upon each hen as differ-

ing from the others, realize that some
are valuable while others are not, and
persistently destroy the weaker, the dam-
age and loss will prove but a very small
item compared with the great gain and
profit, and the saving of expense in favor
of the strong, vigorous and hardy birds.

EGGS AND EGG-MAKING

The first eggs of the brown-egg layers

are generally of a good color, but as the
hen increases her laying she decreases
the amount of color, owing to the fact

story of the man
who hopes to suc-

ceed with ten thou-
sand. What has
been done can be
done. What we
hope to do is quite

another thing.

The hen that is laying needs more feed

than she would need if not laying. Like

any other machine, she must be furnished

the material from which to manufacture

her finished product.
Where market-eggs are the object, it is

better to have the birds of some purely

distinct breed, so that the eggs may be

as uniform in color and size as possible.

Keep the; laying hens busy in scratch-

ing a good part oE the day, and they will

eat more and lay more. -Feed them plenty

of ground green bone, broken shells, grit

and vegetables. All of these, including

scraps of meat, contain the elements
needed by the laying hens.

The civilized hen ne^ds more lime than

she is likely to get in her food. The hen
that used to roam the wilds and lay eggs
for a single brood of chicks each year

needed little lime. But now we have
put upon her the task of providing over
one hundred eggs a year, and for the

shells for that number of eggs a consid-

erable quantity of lime is required.

Fertile eggs, with strong, vigorous
germs, can be obtained only from healthy

stock well cared for. Fowls require plen-

ty of exercise, sanitary quarters and clean

food, with pure water, some grit, veg-
etables and green cut bone or meat-meals.

Despite the various theories and meth-
ods suggested, no one has yet been able

to know exactly which egg will hatch
and which will fail until after a certain

period of incubation; and as to discern-

ing the sex of the prospective chick, it is

an impossibility.—American Cultivator.

SPADING THE YARDS
Frequent rains and excessive heat will

cause the yards to be in a very unhealthy
condition unless the surface-soil is either

spaded or turned under in some manner,
especially on heavy clay locations. If

spading is too laborious, then the yards
may be benefited by sprinkling them
with a 'solution of copperas or blue-

stone, dissolving one pound of the
mineral in two gallons of water, and
sprinkling through the rose of an ordi-

nary watering-pot. A few spoonfuls of

carbolic acid added to the solution will

also be found of advantage.

INQUIRIES ANSWERED
Swollen Eyes.—A. C, Accotink, Va.,

desires to know "the . cause of the eyes
of a sitting hen swelling. Otherwise the
fowl is apparently well." The cause is

probably due to a draft of air on the

hen from some source above her while
on the nest.

Loss OF Goslings.—L. L. M., Toron-
to, Ohio, states that "he has a flock

of goslings just feathering which lose the
use of their legs. He feeds cracked corn,

THE LEGHORN -HOUSE AT THE MARYLAND AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE

possible. They may not sell for a very
large sum, but they will pay a large profit

in proportion to the capital and labor
that have been invested, while the hens
will be all the better for having been
given the privilege of hatching broods.

HEAT-PRODUCING FOODS IN SUMMER
As the weather becomes warmer, the

hens will naturally begin to lay, and will

produce more eggs than during the cold
season, which fact shows that warm
weather conduces to laying as much as
does the food; but the demand of the
fowls for heat-producing foods will de-
crease, and a greater desire for nitrog-

that the pigment which provides the
color for the eggs gradually diminishes.
There are hens in every flock that do

not lay enough eggs to pay for their
board. There are individual hens in

these same flocks that do the bulk of the
laying. Economy comes in by breeding
from the heavy layers and getting rid of

the inferior stock.

A certain amount of food is necessary
to sustain life and produce an egg. If

the hen does not get it, the egg-basket
suffers. You cannot steal from Nature
without paying the penalty.

Better the story of the man who has
succeeded with a dozen fowls than the

wheat, soft bread, and they get plenty of
grass." It is probable that the inquirer
feeds too much, as in such a case the
goslings will become very fat. Damp
quarters will also cause the difficulty.

Breaking a Sitting Hen.—
^J. L. L.,

Reading, Pa., asks "how to break a sit-

ter from incubation." There are many
methods, but the best and most humane
is to have a coop made of lath or strips
(lath bottom, also) and confine the hen
therein. If she sits, she will feel the cold
air under her (as the coop should not
rest on the ground), and if she cannot
create heat under her body she will aban-
don the nest.

This Is Another
Superior device. It shows the Superior Disc
and Shield, ChiUed Spindle and Chilled Tapered
Boxing. The Disc Shield and Remoyable Chill-
ed Boxing never wear out. Over 800.000 now in
use. Not one case of "wear out". Just think
of it 1 We agree to renew,them at a cost of only
one dizne.

SUPERIOR
Seeding Machines are used by the most prosper-

ous farmers in all sections of the world. They
do the work of seeding Just right—never clog in

trash. They successfully sow and cover the seed
in any field where a disc harrow, will run. A man
or a boy can seed one-fourth to one-half more
land In a day than with any other drill. Superior
Seeding Machines are made solid and!strone of

the best materials. .They are light draft. No neck
weight. Easy on man and team. Ournew Cat-
alogue No. 17 Is free. Write for it today.

SUPERIOR DIVISION.
AMERICAN SEEDING MdCBINE CO.,

SPRINGFIELD, OHIO.

A Wagon's Worih
depends uponlts convenience and
life. The life depends upon the
wheel. Too get every conveui-

i ence of the Modorn Low Handy
II Wagon and double its life by using

'LECTRIC
Metal Wheels

For a few dollars you tumyour
old running gears or one you can

• buy for a song. Into a new wagon. Straight or stag-

I
gered oval steel spokes. The stoutest wheel you can

> buy. Any halghl, III any wagon. No repairs, no rat-
> ting, light draft, long service. Let us send you free

} catalog to show you how it saves you money.

Electric Wheel Company., Box 86 Quincy, Illinois,

$mmg m r% m \g made by industriousn 1 1 H W agents—men or women
B_ 11 1 1 U I —selling Swan's Pre-

^1 ^1 I servingCompound. One
g2 package preserves a

_ ton of fresh pork, bgef, mutton, veal, etc.,

H H indefinitely, in the hottest weather, in all cli-

males. Much cheaper than salt, ice or any
or all other preservatives. Requires no labor

to apply. Guaranteed absolutely harmless. Its use
cannot be detected by sight, smell or taste. Money
promptly returned if not as represented. Sold only by
agents, or direct from the Laboratory. Reliable refer-
ences and testimonials. Write and get a quick seller,
a satisfactory business-builder, and the best proposi-
tion in the country. Booklet and circulars mailed
free on request. Address all orders and inquiries to

SWAN CHEMICAL COMPANY
210 Tuscola Street, - Saginaw, Mich.

EXTENSION
AXLE NUTS
add glO to value of buggy. Take
up all wear and slack. Make worn
buggy run like new; save cost of
new boxes; simple adjustment.
AGENTS WANTED. Sample set,
81.60, post-paid. Send for circu-
lars. Order through blacksmith or

PONTIAC HDW. SP'LTY CO.
Box 60, - Pontiac, Mich.

ORCHARD PROFIT
depends upon working all the

fruit into a salable product. Cider,

for instance. If good, clear and
pure it sells readily at a proflt.

The best is produced by a

HYDRAULIC
OIBER
PRESS

Hade In varying sizcn; hand and pow
Get our free catalogue before you bay.

HYDRAULIC PRESS MFC. CO..
e Main Street. Mt. eilead, Ohio.

To Owners of Oasolioe Engioes,
Automobiles, Launches, Etc.

^'"'Auto=Sparker
does away entirely with all starting
and running batteries, their annoyance
and expense. No belt—no switch—no
batteries. Can be attached to any en-
gine now using batteries. Fully guar-
anteed; write for descriptive catolog.

MOTSINOER DEVICE MFQ. CO.

24 Mala Street. Pendleton. Indiana

CIDE
MACHINERY
Best and cheapest.
Send for catalogue.

BOOMER & BOSCHEBT
PRESS CO.,

89 West Water St.,

SIBACUSE, N. I.

TREES '^sst by Tesf-78 Years"""^ Lakqest Nursery.
FeuitBook free. Wer»i\/ CASHWant MOHE Salesmen W^/\ | Weekly

isville.N.Y.:EtcSTARK BRO s
, Louisiana, Mo. ; Dansvil

DEATH to LICE S"]'™^
* '^'''^s^"'--*-^"''- viee.

. Lambert, Box 303,Apponau2, K.I.

"^^^^ Thompson's Eye Water
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^^^^^ Separatops
' differ widely from the complicated
"bucket bowl" types. Its bowl has no

J complications ; all others have. U has a
(waist bie4i milk vat; all others^
tare head high. It has bottomf
\feed, simple, accessible gear-l
\ing, stands on its own bottom, f

^ No other does. Skims clean,

^ turns easy. Ask any user.
|

Free Catalogue No. 112

^P.M.Sharples.West Chester,Pa.[

kThe Sharplti Co., Chicago, IIU,^

You can care Bone Spavin, Bog or Blood
Spavin, Ringbone, Curb, Splint or any
blemish hard or Boft, Fistula, Poll Evil,
Sweeny or Knee-Sprang, also Lump Jaw
in cattle, with very little trouble or cost.
Our two booklets tell you how and prove
that yon can do it, and we will guarantee
you succesB in every case. Over 140,000
farmers and stockmen are doing it our
way. If you have a case to cure write ns
and we will send you the hooks free.

FLEMING BROS., Chemists,
2S4 Colon Stock Yards, OhlcaffO, IlL

SAFETY
COMFORT
EASE

are assured when
your home and bam
are lighted with

ELECTRICITY
No danger from fire.

No dirt or smoke.
Constant power at
hand. Send for cat-

alog of dynamos for farm houses and country homes.
All kinds of electrical supplies, gas engines, etc.

I.. W. GILI-ESFIE & COMPANY
JI19 E, 4th Street* Marion, Indiana^

DON'T BE HUMBUQQED
by Cream Extractors that mix water
with the milk, and do not extract.

The Superior Cream Extractor
(So Water Jlixed irith the Milk)

Effects a complete separation in an hour by a
circulation of cold "water in an outer jacket.
A trial convinces, and every can is guaran-
teed. Write us to-day for onr catalog.

StJPEKlOK FEJiCE JMACHIXE CO.
190 drand Blver Avenue, Detroit, Mteh.

GOODWIN'S FLY KILLER
is best because it protects
stock from flies when in
Pasture as well as in the
stable. Cows give 20 per cent
more milk when it is used.
Don't be pestered with flies

this summer, butsendglfor
sprayer and enough Fly
Killer to protect 150 cows.
Agents wanted. Gallon, 75c.

X. D. Goodwin & Co., Columbia Station, Ohio

riTPP HEAVES.COUQH,
V/UIVD DISTEMPER.
and troubles that cause heaves.
Have been sold on guarantee over
15 years in this country. Ask drug-
gist or dealer to order. Price at
stores 60c. . by mail 60c. Write how
many head of stock you have. We
mail you our 68-page book FREE.
PRUSSIAN STOCK FOOD & REMEIT CO.

St. Paul, Minn.

THE BEST FENCE
Can be made at the actual cost of wire.
Over 100 Styles, and 60 to 70 rods per day,
Horse-hlgb, Ball-strong, Fig and Chleken-tlght.

THE DUPLEX MACHINE
makes it. The Machine Is Automatic, simple
in construction, runs easy, works rapidly.

fent on Trial. Plain, bo rb wire and
at€3 at wholesale prices. Catalog free*

KITSELMAN BROTHERS^
D 24 Munciei Indiana.

IS THERE ANY REASON
wh7 jou should pa; tbe dealer

a large pro&t foe selliDg jou
fence when you can buy tho

ADVANCE FENCE
direct from our factory atmanu-
ficturer'spricei? There isnobet-
ter farm fence m»de. Entirely

interwoTen so ends to get loose and injure stock or xftvel out. Many
heights. Circulars and apeclal diacounls free.

ADVANCE FENCE CO., 116 E St., Peorls, 111.

FENCE!
STRONGEST
MADE. Bull,
strong. Chicken-

tight. Sold to the Farmer at Wholeiale
Prices. Folly Warranted. Catalog Free.

COILED SPRING FENCE CO.,
Box 13 Winchester, Indiana, C. 8, A.

WIRE
New. PlainGalvanized.abontl. IL
150 ft. long and up. 100 lb. iTfeU III

coils. No. 8 to 16. Write for particu-

lars and FREE lOD PAGE CATILOG 32F

CARROLL I RON WKS.CHICAGO

BUGGIES
Ask your dealer for the Western
Amesbun,' Line of Vehicles, made only

by Pontiac Buggy Co., Pontiac, Mich.

Comfort, durability and style are the principal characteristics

of these goods. The best medium grade of work on the market.

100 OHIO FARMS FOR SALE
New Descriptive List, quoting prices, free. Address
E. U. KISTLEK. rarm Aeent, WABKEX, OUIU

Live Stock and Dairy

THE COW THAT EATS HER HEAD OFF

THERE are a good many things about
farm life that are not profitable.

One of them is keeping a cow that
will eat her own head ofif once or

twice during every year. And there are

those that do. .We all have them unless

we have made the most determined ef-

fort to get rid of them and put in their

places cows that do not have to be
maintained at public expense. These
cows are like the men and women of

society who go up and down the land
doing nothing for the world, but stop-
ping all along the way, either to demand
the living they claim is due them or
foisting themselves upon the public to

be kept during the term of their natural

lives out of the general fund. These
men we have, and the Good Book says
we will always have them; but the poor
cows we do not necessarily need to keep.
Every man needs strength of purpose

to weed out his dairy. Sometimes the cow
that ought to go is a nice, gentle crea-

ture, the favorite of the boys or the good
wife. They cannot bear to think of see-

ing her go, and every time we suggest
selling her a powerful plea comes up in

her behalf. So we keep her another
year. Perhaps we do not know just

what a profitless cow she is. We never
have had our cows tested individually.

We realize that we are not making as

much butter from our herds as we ought.
The neighbor over the way with fewer
cows beats us all hollow, and we wonder
why. The best investment any of us

could make would be in a good, reliable

testing-machine. They do not cost much
nowadays—not half so much as the feed

we give the poor cow. But if we can not,

or will not, buy the testing-machine,
there are always plenty of men who have
them, and for a trifling sum we may have
the milk of each cow tested. The result

is often surprising. The cow we like the

best, and which we fancied such a good
one, proves to be the very poorest of all.

But shall we turn her off after one trial?

No. There may be something in the day
or the condition of the cow that makes
her do more poorly than she will at any
other time. So give her another chance.

Wait two or three weeks, and try again.

Perhaps even a third trial may be nec-
essary to get at the truth. But do it,

and settle the question just what each
cow is doing, and then act accordingly.
But what shall we do with the profit-

less cow? Sell her to the neighbor who
needs another cow? How would you
like him to do that by you? It takes an
honest man to sell a poor cow. Any
one can sell a good one. Then he can
stand right up. and point out every good
quality. It gives him a pleasure to do
that. But the poor cow—why, the owner
feels all the time as if he were doing a

mean thing if he asks his neighbor to

buy her; and he is not mistaken about it,

he is. What then? Sell the cow for

beef. Fatten her at the close of the sea-

son, and march her to the shambles like

a man. It may be you will not get as

much for her as you would from the man
next door, but you will feel much better

about it, and so will he.

And then? Well, then get a good
cow. How? Buy her, if you can, of a

man you can depend upon. If not, raise

her from a calf. It may be a slower pro-
cess, but it is more satisfactory. "Try,
try again," must be the farmer's motto;
and it must be patiently kept up for

years until we get a herd that will give

us back a margin of profit for the feed

we invest and the care we give.

E. L. Vincent.

SALTING STOCK
I noticed in the Farm and Fireside

of June I St a line under a picture which
read, "A wise feeder salts his cattle reg-

ularly." The man is sprinkling salt on
the ground, and the cattle are licking up
as much dirt as salt.

In my ten years of farming I have
made it a rule to keep small troughs
filled with salt near my lot-gate, and I

notice that the cattle are there every day
after salt. All stock need salt, and
should have it where they can get it

when they want it.

Every time a man eats, salt is in some
of his food, and we might just as well

limit him to salt once or twice a week
as to limit our dumb animals to that
amount.

I have heard of farmers who were
afraid to let hogs get any salt, as they
thought it would kill them. I have a

salt-trough for my hogs, and I find that

summer and winter, dust, snow or mud,
all paths lead to that trough. I am never
afraid of giving them too much, for they
have it when they want it.

Margaret K. Railey.

HAY IN ALABAMA

V. L., of Vernon, Ala., writes: "I am
thinking of going into the cattle busi-

ness, and need some advice. I live in

western Alabama, a fairly good farming-
section. My farni is on Yellow Creek, a

light, sandy soil. Would Johnson grass

suit the soil, or what kind of grass would
you recommend for hay? I have a good
many cows, some of which are grade
Jerseys, but I need a male. What stock
or blood do you think is the best?"

I have had no personal experience with
Johnson grass, but from what I have
heard and read it is regarded by some as

a blessing, and by others just the oppo-
site. There is no doubt that you can get
it to grow on j^our land, but the rub
may come in ever getting it to stop
growing if you should want to. It is de-

scribed by one writer as "one of the
most valuable hay-grasses, and at the
same time one of the most pestiferous

weeds." There is no doubt of the value
of the hay made from this grass, and the

yields on land suitable to its growth are

heavy—frequently from three to five tons
—but the serious matter of eradicating
the grass, and its tendency to spread to

land where it is not desired, make the
wisdom of sowing it on clean land open
to doubt, and our correspondent should
not seek to establish what may be a
plague to him without further investiga-
tion among his neighbors.

I cannot recommend anything more
highly for hay in Alabama than cow-
peas, which, green or dry, make one of
the most valuable feeds for cows or any
kind of live stock, and are wonderful im-
'provers of the soil. The Southern prac-
tice of growing this crop and plowing, or
"scratching," it under is wasteful,' as a
lot of feed is lost that should be fed to
profitable animals and the manure re-

turned to the soil to make more peas
grow. I have seen much valuable land in

the South wasting fearfully by being al-

lowed to lie bare all winter. If this cor-
respondent will make hay of his cow-peas,
and as soon as they are harvested will

fine the soil two or three inches deep,
and sow crimson clover and orchard-
grass—ten pounds of the former and
fifteen pounds of the latter to the acre

—

I think he can cut some fine hay next
spring. Do this on a small area, ex-
perimentally. On the balance of the
land sow two bushels of rye to the acre,

and have fine pasturage all winter. Both
these crops will also stop the everlasting
loss of soil b)' winter rains. After the
winter pasturing of the rye, by giving it

a chance in the spring a good crop of
hay may be cut as the rye blooms. When
cut for hay neither of these crops will

interfere with the plowing of the land for
any of the summer crops.
As to the best breed of cows for milk

and butter, V. L. has already made a
wise choice. There may be others as
good; there are none better, and many
not so good. The grades should be
stimulated to their best by abundant and
wise feeding. The standard of the herd
should be raised by breeding with a pure-
blood bull—not one with merely the
Jersey color, but one with a good, pure
pedigree behind him. He should be from
a good sire and dam. and be well fed and
cared for. W. F. McSparran.

INTESTINAL PARASITES OF SHEEP

In the course of a month we will have
the usual complaints of parasites in
sheep, particularly the stomach-worm
and the fringed tapeworm. It is dif-

ficult to cure sheep, and especially lambs,
aflected with these parasites. The stom-
ach-worm does not seem to affect the old
sheep, nor does it particularly injure the
early, well-fed lamb, but it is death to the
late, ill-fed lamb. The fringed tapeworm
is less common among sheep in the corn
states, but is quite common in the sheep
on the range. In either case, prevention
is better than cure.

Sooner or later the advent of these
diseases is inevitable if the farmer keeps
sheep on the same pasture from year to

year. It is an old maxim that change of
pasture is good for sheep. It is good,
also, for the farmer's pocketbook; it is

good for the lambs; it is a good thing all

around. It is worth all the medicine
ever invented.—Wallaces' Farmer.

REMEDY FOR GARGET
Having noticed a great many state-

ments in regard to garget, I will state

my experience with a remedy which I

have used for a great many years without
a single failure. The cure is one ounce
of hydrate of potash in one pint of cold

water. Dose, one tablespoonful in the

feed at the first intimation of the trouble.

Bottle, and keep always ready.

J. L. Woodard.

Used Ten Years
For Spavins,
Ringbonea
Splints, ^

Curbs,
and all forms of

Lameness,
bunches or bony enlargements.

Washington, D. C, Not. tOth, 1902.
Dr. B. J. Kendall Co.,
Gentlemen:—Please send me a copy of yonr

"Treatise on the Horse and his Diseases." We have
used your Kendall's Spavin Cure for ten years and
gladly testily to its merits.

Yours truly,
JUSTUS C. NELSON.

As a liniment for family use it has no equal. Price
S 1 ; 6 for $5. Ask your druggist for KENDALL'S
SPAVIN CURE; also "A Treatise on the Horse,"
the book free, or address

OR. B. J. KENDALL CO., ENOSBURC FALLS, VT.

THISTLE-INEl
Februar>' 28, 1903.

Gentlemen :—D u r i n g
the past year I gave your
Thistle-ine a test on the
Kent County Poor Farm, in

Paris Township, Mich. I

tried it on Canada Thistles,
Milkweed, Yellowdock,
Burdock, Willows, and
found it does kill them just

as you claim it will do.
Very resp'y, N. D. Edmonds.

Keeper of Kent Co. Poor Farm.

5 lb. can makes 5 gallons of the liquid,
$2.00. Free booklet tells all about it.

THE LINDGREN CHEMICAL CO.
8 So. lonlB St.. Grand Bapldg, Mich.

The Hay Baler
Whicli i3 in a class by itself.

"ELI" PRESSES!•B market. "L&rtrf

bale fastest and best
for shipping and

market. Largest Feed Openings,
horse »nd eteun powers, 38 atjlei &iid sUea. Many featured mkotusM,
atandird of the world. Get the free Eli c^talogiie.

Collins Plow Co., 1116 Hampshire St., Quincy, III.

«™« H/IV

The G«m Fall-Circle baler, lightest, Btrongest, cheapest
baler, Uade of wrought steel. Operated by X or 2 horses.
Bales 10 to 15 tons a day. Sold on 5 days" trial. Catalogue
free. Address GEO. ERTEL CO., Quincy» 111.

SCALES
FREIGHT PAID
BEST QU.VLITT

LO WEST PRICE
ON TRIAU ALI,

SIZES. FREELISS,
JONES BING-
HAIITON, N. r.

DEATH TO HEAVES KEWTON'S HeaTC, Cough, DIs*
temper and Indl^sUon Care.
A veterinarj specific for wiud,

J
throat and sl^joiach troubles.

' Strong recommends. $1.00 per
can. Dealers. Mail or Ex. paid,
liewton Horse Bemadf Co.,

Toledo, Ohio.

NO HUMBUG.iTi'H^I
Swice V, stock M&rker and Calf Dehomet. Stops iiriQe

from rooting. Makes 48 differeat ear marks. Extracts BP /

Horns. PriceSl.&O. Seed }l for trial. If itBuits.seDdbal- ^ t

ance. Pat'd May 6. 1^. Hog and Calf Holder only T5c.

FARMER BRIGHTON, FAIRFIELD, IOWA.

To agents, either sex.

Work easy and extra
profitable. Send for

terms and Free Outfit.

DeHrtinent of Agents, SPRINGFiaD. OHIO

BEST PAY
Address FARM AND FIRESIDE.

HEAVES CAN BE CURED
We have a guarantee care forUeove8,CouKh8 and Coldft.

Guaranteed to cure or money refunded. One package
by mail. 60c. 12 pkgs. by ex. with written guarantee to

cure, 85. WILBCR STOCK KOOD CO., TJ 2d St., ailwaukee, Wis.
I

A Kr^D'Tir^M Eetention of PlacentaADIJK 1 lyJiy and Failure to Breed
Kellogg's Condition Powder is a positive cure tor
these diseases. "Write for circular. Address
H. W. KELLOGG CO., St. Paul, Minn.

SOUTHERN FARMS monthly list of
farms for sale in Ala. Cla. A S.C. Low prices.easy
terms. £.A.Uarslxall. P.O.Box O, Anniston, Ala.

Wanted

Club-Raisers
We want men and women,

boys and girls, at every post-

office in the United States and
Canada to get up clubs to

Farm and Fireside, the great

farm and home paper. We
have a fine line of premiums
that we are offering for this

kind of work.

Biggest Casli

Commissions
Address Department C.

FARM AND FIRESIDE
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO
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Live Stock and Dairy

DEVON CATTLE

A GOOD deal is being said these days
about the different breeds of cat-

tle, but I see little about the Dev-
on. I suppose it is because the

Devon men are modest folks, and do not

care to make a great noise about their

favorites.

, This reminds me of the silent duck
that had faithfully stuck to business dur-

ing the summer and laid several dozen
large eggs, and then complained that she

was not appreciated.
"See that hen over there?" said the

duck. "She hasn't laid so many eggs as

I have, nor so big, but she has books
written about Tier, and verses composed
in her honor, while no one is saying a

word about me."
"The trouble with you," said a wise

Bufif Leghorn cock that was standing
near; "is that you don't tell the public

what you have done. You lay an egg, and
waddle of? without saying a word, while

that sister of mine never lays an egg
without letting everybody in the neigh-
borhood know it."

So with the Devon. She is meekly do-
ing her duty, and making as much milk,

butter and beef as any other breed, but
she has not made noise enough about it.

The Devon is one of the oldest breeds
in the United States, having been im-
ported, no doubt, along with the Pilgrim
fathers. There are not very many of

them in the Central West, but from In-

diana east they are quite numerous, and
they are growing much in favor in all

sections.

For the ranchman of the plains the
Devons are second to none. They are
hardy, and will live on short pastures
and short feed. When put on the same
feed and given the same care, they v\'ill

produce as much beef to the bushel of

feed consumed as any other breed. I

make this statement without fear of con-
tradiction, knowing from experience and
the experience of those who have tried

them with other breeds that they are the
equal of other breeds in all respects.

While I do not claim they are the

ranch, and I find they will last two or

three years longer on the range than
Shorthorns, and are always in better fix.

They have proved to be the best breed-
ers, have a good calf every year, and the

steers are good ones. This is a short-

grass country, and we want cattle that

can get a move on themselves."

A California ranchman who has over
one hundred Devons on his ranch says.

"This is a dry country,_and we find the

Devons do better than 'any other breed
where they have to go a long distance to

water. Our bulls find ready sale all over

the coast. The Devons are not only an

excellent beef-breed, but are also great

milkers."
For beef the Devon is second to none.

The steers grow large—two-year-olds

weigh from sixteen hundred to seventeen
hundred pounds when well cared for.

Bulls weigh from seventeen hundred to

twenty-one hundred pounds, cows from
nine hundred to fourteen hundred
pounds. • They fatten at any age. In fact,

the Devon is the farmer's cow, or three-

purpose breed—beef, milk and butter.

I might give more proofs of their

merits, but think the above is sufficient

to show that the Devons are worthy of a

place among the best. L. P. Sisson.

COW-CATCHERS

The wisest builder of a good pedigree

is a good feeder, for if an animal in-

tended for the dairy cannot be provided

with an inclination and capacity for plenty

of feed, a red-lettered pedigree will not

save her from being a scrub.

They say that the cow's olfactories are

about ten times as acute as those of man.
If this is true, the necessity of keeping
the feeding-trough, the drinking-vessel

and all the surroundings of the cow clean

becomes very apparent.

Any feed left in the trough becomes
very distasteful to the cow. She refused

to eat it either because she had eaten

enough, or because it was not good, or

for some other cause. Its remaining there

A TYPICAL DEVON COW

heaviest milkers, I do claim that they
hold out well, often milking up until

calving. In one week Lady Alice 8130
gave 347 pounds of milk testing 4 per
cent butter-fat, equivalent to 16.19

pounds of butter. For thirty-one days
she gave 1470.5 pounds of milk equal to

68.6 pounds of butter. A herd of twelve
cows, seven of which were fresh from
three to six months, three from nine to

eleven months, and two of which are now
fresh, made 15 pounds of butter a day.

At a test of Jerseys, Alderneys and
; Devons held at Worcester, Mass., the
Devons were second in the list, being
only .6 of an ounce below the highest.

One of the Devon cows in this test in-

creased her flow of milk from 37 pounds
to S3 pounds a day.

At a milk test at an Indiana county
fair four Jerseys were pitted against
four Devons, with the following result:

The Jerseys tested 5.8, 6.4, 6.6 and 7.2

per cent butter-fat, the Devons 6.4, 6.6,

6.8 and 8 per cent butter-fat. A Pennsyl-
vania breeder who takes his milk to the
creamery with Jerseys, Holsteins and
other breeds says, "My Devons test as

high as, and often higher than, the
others, and I get more milk from ray
herd than the others, and on less feed."

' A South Dakota man writes as fol-

lows; "I have a few Devon cows on my

to be breathed upon and grow more stale

is not calculated to stimulate her desire

for the next feed, while to toss the next
feed in, on the old is not a saving of the
old, but a loss of- the best of the new.

The cow should come to each feed

with a gustatory keenness that insures
good digestion, and the dainty cow
likes clean dishes. The mangers should
be cleaned out after the last feed, not just

before the next one.
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The Western College for Women
OXFORD, OHIO

Delightful location in the beautiful Miami Valley of southwestern Oliio, one hour from Cin-

cinnati, on Monon and Vandalia Express routes. Full classical courses and many electives.

Superior advantages in Art, Piano, Voice and Violin. Campus of si.xty-five acres. Special

attention to physical culture. Forty-ninth year be.^ins Sept. 9, 1903, Number limited to 200.

Where shall you educate your daugh-

ter? Shall she a Lhousaud miles from

home and spend a thousand dollars a year,

or may she fnid a college offering equal

advantages nearer home and at less than

half the cost ?

Shall she choose a college of a thousand

students, or one where tlie numher is lim-

ited in order that each v oung woman nia\-

come into direct personal contact with the

members of the Faculty?

Shall she go to some Conservatory of

Music which does not offer general culture,

or shall music become part of a complete

and symmetrical education ?

The Western College offers :

5. A healthful location, a beautiful campus, com-
modious buildings, scientific physical trainineif

with Eolf, lawn-tennis and basket-ball for

out-of-door exercise.

1. A four-years' Classical course for the B.A. degree

2. A three-years' Literary course for a Diploma.

3. A standard equal to that of the best colleges.

4. A wide range of elective studies.
'

Terms, S300.00 a year, with an extra charge of $90.00 for private lessons in music and art.

Visit The Western before you decide, or send for copy of "Undergraduate Life at The Western

LEILA S. McKEE:, PhiD., President

t
—JTe/n/ft f̂o/r—

^

Single and double barrel shot guns will appeal

to you on account of their moderate price.

"THEY STAND THE RACKET."
Askyour dealer or sendfor catalog which gives complete information.

ILEMINGTON ARMS CO..
313 Broadway, N. Y. Factory : IHon, N. Tf, San Francisco, CaL1

The Agricultural Drain TileBH5made by JOHN H.JACKSON,
' " ~ v., are the VERY

, — r tbat lone experience, thor-
ougli equipment ana superior clay ^vill produce. Tile drained land \%

the earliest, easiest worked and most productive. M$ike also Sewer Pipe,
Chimney Tops, Red and Fire Brick, Oyen Tile and Supply Mortar Colori,
Cement, Plaster, Lime, etc. Write for what youwant. 60 Third Ave.

This Watch FREE
We
IVIake

You a
Present
of a
Chain

MflVFMFNT Regular sixteen-size
,
and only threeIIV/V eighths of an inch in thickness. Lati-

tem-pinions (smallest ever made). American lever escape-
ment, polished spring. Weight, complete with case, only
three ounces; quick-train, two hundred and forty beats a
minute. Short wind; runs thirty to thirty-six hours with one
winding. Heavy bevel crystal. Bezel snaps on. Te.sted,
timed and regulated. This watch guaranteed by the maker.

,

THE GUARANTEE t^l^^.
antee, by which the manufacturers agi'ee that if with-
out misuse the watch fails to keep good time within
one year, they will, upon its return to them, with five

cents for postage, repair it free of charge, and
return it.

Description—Plain Center Band, Elegant Nickel
Case,Snap Back,Roman Dial,Stem-Wind,Stem-Set,
Medium Size,Oxidized Movement-Plate,Open-Face.

BOY^
Do you want to get

this watch?
If so, send us your name and address on a

postaUcard to-day ,^and ask for a book of six
coupons, and say you want the watch. We will
send by return mail a receipt-book containing
six receipts, each one of which is good for a
year's subscription to the Farm and Fireside,
one of the best farm and home papers published

in America. We will also send a sample copy of the paper, so you can judge of its merit for yourself.
You sell these receipts to your friends and neighbors at 35 cents each. They will gladly take ad-
vantage of a chance to get a good paper one year for 35 cents. When the' receipts are sold, you send
the money to us, and we will send you the watch. Hundreds have earned watches by our plan,
and you can do it in one day's time. Write to=day. Be sure to ask for a book of six coupons.

Address FARM AND FIRESIDE, Dept. N, Springfield, Ohio

The water for the "cows " should be
abundant and pure. Pure water in un-
limited quantities is essential for the
health of the cow. By it comes bodily
purification. With unclean or contam-
inated water the purification cannot be
complete. Water is necessary also for

the best digestion of food, and without
all the water she needs the cow is fed

wastefully. But water is not essential

food. Milk is about eighty-five per cent

water. Some one has said that "some
milk is very much more than eighty-five

per cent water," but that is not the fault

of the cow or the pasture. When the
cow has insufficient water she does not
rnake milk with less water in it, so that

an artificial addition by the milkman is

necessary; she simply makes less milk.
W. F. McSparran.

FAMILV DIAL=SCALE
A perfect, practical, durable, accurate dial-scale. A scale without weights. Never

the worry and bother of hunting for a mislaid weight. Ready instantly to weigh
provisions, groceries, or anything about your house. It is constructed entirely of

steel, with enameled dial. It weighs by
ounces up to twentj'-four pounds. It is

perfectly simple in construction, nothing
to get out of order. By means of a simple
thumb-screw the scale is kept absolutely
accurate, even in extremely hot or ex-
tremely cold weather. Whether you buy
or sell it is indispensable—a reliable, ever-
ready friend that you ought not to be
without. Scale sent by express, charges
paid by receiver. Shipping weight about
eight pounds. Order as No. 486.

We will send this DiaNScale FREE for

sending SIX yearly subscriptions, new or
renewal, to the Farm and Fireside ; or

We will send the Farm and Fireside one
year, new or renewal, and this ^ -j 'J

P*

Family Dial°Scale for only . . ^Y»LO
(To CIub.RttlserB :—When tbe subscriber pays you this

special price yon are entitled either to the regular
cash coiumlssion or to count the name In a club)

ADDRESS
FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio
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$2.50 WORTH FILL-SIZE

SHEET-MUSIC FREE
Every piece of this music is full size, printed on regular sheet-music paper

from new plates. The printing is clear and up to the highest standard. The
title-pages are printed in colors. In a word, the quality of this music is the very
best, the same as sells in music-stores for 50 cents each. All of the most famous
composers are represented in this collection. Whether you want gay music or
sad, modern or the good old-fashioned kind, you will find the very best of every
kind offered here. Look at the list of song-writers. Household names are
there ; the names of great masters of music who have won immortality by
their writings.

SELECT ANY SIX PIECES FROM THE ACCOMPANYING LIST.

ORDER AS NUMBERED. VOICE AND PIANO OR ORGAN

Your Choice of ANY SIX Selections
SEE OFFERS
BELOW

236b Across tlie Bridge Le Brunn
356b Am I Still Beloved? Banks
316b Are you Lonely Now, My Darling? Chorus

Rulledge
260b At Noontide Hill
27b Ave Maria. From Cavaieria Rusticaua

Mascagni
134b Beautiful Moonlight. Duet Glover
238b Bells of Seville H. Jude
162b Ben Bolt, of " Trilby" fame Kneass
282b Between Love and Duty Dryden
226b Blue Eyes Elson
246b Boyhood Days. Chorus Fritz
200b Bridge, The. Words by Longfellow. . . Care.w
268b Bride Bells Roeckel
276b Brown-Eyed Bessie Lee. Chovm . . . Arbuckle
346b Called Back Marchant
192b Can You, Sweetheart, Keep a Secret?..

Eslabrooke
214b Childhood's Happy Hours Dinsmore
190b Come When the Soft Twilight Falls ....

Schumann
284b Come Back to Our Cottage Estabrooke
168b Coon's Breach of Promise. Cake Walk.
294b Crown of Glory Tours
286b Danube River Aide
250b Darling,! Shall Miss You Cohen
176b Darling Nellie Gray Banby
244b De Banjo am de Instrument Rutledne
70b Dear Heart, We're Growing 0\<l. .Estabrooke
302b Dear Little Heart 'Neath the DaXses.Rutledge
304b Did You Ever Call Me Darling? Vane
128b Don't Drink, My Boy, To-night. Temp. ifooDer
290b Dream of Love Elson
310b Dream of Spring, A. Op. 1, 2. . . . CurscTimann
348b Drummer's Song Audran
256b Dwelling With the Angels. C\iot\xs .. Turner
220b Ever Sweet is Thy Memory Hosfeld
31Sb Falling Star Pinsuti
180b Far Away Bliss
182b Father is Drinking Again. Temperance
152b Flag of Our Countrj'. Patriotic Mathiot
156b Flag, The. Quartet Fox
144b Flirting in the Starlight Delano
138b For a Dream's Sake Cowen
166b From Our Home the Loved are Going. .Percy
336b Frost Upon the Pane Wallerstein
288b Gathered Roses Pinsuti
202b Give a Kiss to Me Percy
178b God Bless My Kind Old Mother Jewell
358b Good-Night Quartet Carulli
204b Golden Moon lean
262b Greeting. Duet Mendelssohn
150b Gypsy Countess. Duet Glover
324b Haunts of Childhood Dinsmore
198b Heart of My Heart Robinson
272b How Can I Leave Thee? Duet Greenwood
184b I Can't Forget the Happy Past Skelly
248b In Shadowland Pinsuti
266b In Summer Time Marzials
296b It is a Legend Old Offenbach

188b In the Starlight. Duet. Glover
360b .Japanese Love-Soug Dick
33Sb Jennie With the Sweet Brown ^ye&.Rutledge
28b Juanita. Ballad May
242b Kathleen Mavourneen Crouch
196b Killarney Balfe
132b Kiss Me, But Don't Say Good-by .... Rutledge
164b Larboard Watch. Duet Williams
312b Let Me Dream Again Sullivan
146b Listen to the Mocking Bird Hawthorne
48b Little Boy Blue. Solo or Duet Estabrooke
154b Little Voices at the Door Danks
96b Lost Chord, The Sullivan,
326b Love Divine, All Love Excelling Stainer
308b Mamie Daly
234b Margaretta Balfe
112b Massa's Sleepin' in de Churchyard Keefer
230b Memories of My Mother. Chorus Allen
172b Mother's Welcome at the Door Eslabrooke
222b Musical Dialogue. Duet Hehnund
232b Must the Sweet Tie That Binds. . .Estabrooke
344b My Happy Childhood Home Allen
76b My Home By the Old Mill O'HaUoran
170b My Old Kentucky Home Foster
216b Oh, Sing Again That Gentle Stvain. Dinsmore
228b Old Folks at Home (Swanee Ribber) . . /"osfer
270b Old A'illage Church Hatton
104b On the Banks of the Beautiful River

Estabrooke
90b On the Beach. Beautiful Ballad Robinson
258b Out on the Deep Lohr
160b Outcast, An. Character Song Fritu
174b Parted ITrom Our Dear Ones Keller
306b Peace to Thv Spirit. Duet Verdi
314b Peal of the Village Bell. Chorus Skelly
254b Picture of My Mother, The Skelly
148b Poor Girl Didn't Know. Comic Cooke
274b Private Tommy Atkins Potter
208b Rocked in the Cradle of the Deep Knight
224b Shall I Ever See Mother's Face Again?

Adriance
332b She's Dreaming of the Angels Estabrooke
194b She Sleeps Among the Daisies Dinsmore
210b Son's Return, The Fritz
120b Storm at Sea. Descriptive Hullah
278b Summer Shower Marzials
32b Sweet Long Ago, The Estabrooke
206b There's Sm-etobe a Way Delano
158b Thinking of Home and Mother Cohen
3.'i4b 'Tis Years Since I Parted, Dear Mother.
292b Titania's Cradle Lehmann
362b Token Hatton
108b Tread Softly, the Angels are Calling. . Turner
38b True to the Last Adams
252b Warrior Bold -. Adams
84b What are the "Wild Waves Saving? Duet Glover
186b Whistling Wife, The. Comic Randall
212b Why am I Ever Watching? de Lasaide
218b Why Do Summer Roses Fade? Barker
338b Wish, A Chopin
300b Yellow Roses Watson
322b Zelma Lee. Chorus Estabrooke

GREAT OFFERS
1
We will send your choice of ANY SIX of the above Pieces
FREE, postage paid by us, for sending only TWO yearly sub-
scriptions to the Farm and Fireside. Or
We will send the Farm and Fireside One Year and ANY
SIX of these Pieces for only 60 Cents.

( When this offer is accepted a cash commission will be allowed, and the name can
count in a club toward a premium)

Address FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio

PERFECT EGG-SEPARATOR
THE YOLK
STAYS HERE

This cut represents

our new patent egg-
separator. It sep-

arates the white
from the yolk of

the egg in a most
satisfactory way,'
and absohitely not
leaving a particle{of the white and

THE WHITE OF THE EGG yolk together. It
DROPS INTO THE CUP

is one of the few in-

dispensable house-
hold articles that is

sought after by every housewife. The separation of the egg is instantaneous

and absolutely complete. Order as No. 827.

We will send the Perfect Egg=Separator, and iA /yrxt%4-c
the Farm and Fireside one year, for only . . Cwllld

Or given for sending ONE new yearly subscription (not your
own nor any member of your family) to the Farm and Fireside

Address FARM AND FIRESIDE, SPRINGFIELD, OHIO

4 ft* ^

AGENTS Club-Raisers X'e'in' fhe%SSd
^ " *^ States and Canada for our two big journals, WOMAN'S

Home Companion and Farm and Fireside. Costly premiums given away, or big-

gest cash commissions. Address Dept. C, The Crowell Pubushing Co., Springfield, Ohio.

Biggest Cash Commissions

The Grange
By MRS. MARY E. LEE

GRANGE FIELD-MEETINGS, OR PICNICS

THESE meetings afiford rare oppor-
tunity for the dissemination of
grange-principles. Those having
local charge of these meetings

should spare no effort to make them as
valuable to the order and the public as
possible. The meetings should promote
social and fraternal greetings, and extend
the acquaintance of members and others
with all the good people in a radius of

twenty or twenty-five miles of each meet-
ing. To secure large attendance and the
best people, system must be employed.
The Pomona or subordinate grange

having the meeting in charge should ap-
point active and energetic committees on
program, on arrangements and grounds,
on music, on advertising, invitation and
printing, on reception. Every detail of
the meeting should be thought out. and
provision made to make the meeting
pleasing, entertaining, enjoyable and
profitable to all who may attend.

If the committee on invitation should
have printed a circular-letter cordially

inviting those to whom it may be ad-

dressed and their families to attend, and
mail or deliver to every family whom you
would like to be present, it would add
largely to the attendance.
Large supplies of grange-literature

should be judiciously distributed with the

letters of invitation and at the meetings.

This will afiford members an opportunity
to inquire after the meeting as to the

impressions made by the literature or at

the meeting, and secure a good many
applications. Patrons of Husbandry
should remember that when those not

members of the order are favorably im-

pressed with its objects, purposes and
work, it is a good time to secure their

active cooperation and membership.
The public press should be used before

and after the meetings to advertise the

meetings and secure a large attendance,

and to review the incidents and argu-

ments presented of the benefit of the

grange to its members and the public

generally. In many parts of our country
the local press has been of great advan-
tage in popularizing the grange. The
grange press has been and is doing much
for the order, and should have full re-

ports of the thousands of field-meetings

to be held during the coming summer,
thus keeping the membership advised of

the activity and efifort throughout the en-

tire country to educate the people to the

necessity of 'farmers' organization to the

advancement of the cause of agriculture

and good citizenship. Members of the

grange have not fully realized in the past

how much our order is indebted to the

grange press and to the local press of the

country for the promulgation of grange-
principles and the advancement of the

cause of our fraternity. Our members
should not only contribute interesting

articles for their columns, but should
subscribe for them and be active in ex-

tending their circulation, that they may be

of greater service to our order and have
greater influence in educating and mold-
ing public thought 'in the interest of the

common people of the country. Now
that free rural-mail delivery is so general,

farmers ought to have a grange-paper
come to them each day, chronicling all

grange-news and market reports, with a

synopsis of the news of the world.
Patrons, permit me to remind you,

"Whatever we do, strive to do it well."

Make your field-meetings this year the

best ever held in your county, always
keeping in mind our I'notto, "In essen-

tials, unity; in non-essentials, liberty; in

all things, charity." Fraternally,
Aaron Jones,

Master National Grange.

ITINERARY OF NATIONAL MASTER JONES

Aaron Jones, Master of the National
Grange, has accepted invitations to ad-

dress meetings arranged by the Masters
of the respective state granges as fol-

lows: Kentucky, July 15th, i6th, 17th

and iSth; South Carolina. July 21st, 22d,

23d, 24th and 2Sth; West Virginia, July
29th, 30th, 31st and August ist; Mass-
achusetts, August 4th, 5th, 6th and 7th;

New Hampshire, August 13th, 14th and
15th; New York, August 17th, i8th, 19th

and 20th; Indiana, August 24th, 2Sth,

26th, 27th, 28th, 29th and 31st; Ohio,
September ist, 2d, 3d and 4th.

ADDRESS OF NATIONAL MASTER JONES

Patrons and others desiring to write
to National Master Jones can save time
by addressing him as follows: July 14th

to 18th, Liberty Hill, S. C, care of Hon.
W. K. Thompson, Master South Car-
olina State Grange; July i8th to 28th,

Morgantown, W. Va., care of Hon. T. C.

Atkeson, Master West Virginia State
Grange; July 28th to August 2d, Stur-
bridge, Mass., care of Hon. Geo. S.

Ladd, Master Massachusetts State
Grange; August 2d to 8th, Concord, N.
H., care of Governor Bachelder, Master
New Hampshire State Grange; August
8th to i6th, Sodus, N. Y., care of Hon,
E. B. Norris, Master New York State
Grange.

WING S CREED

Here are three articles of J. E. Wing's
Creed. We are indebted to the "Breed-
er's Gazette" for them. Of course there
is no intelligent American farmer who
needs to be told who Wing is. His creed
fits well with that of the grange:
"We believe in maintaining the fertility

that God put in the land, and in adding
steadily to it by use of clovers and an-
imal-manures.
"We believe in salvation through

blood, coupled with feed and comfort.
"We believe in the eternal damnation

of those who waste the land, perpetuate
scrubs, and try to starve dollars out of
acres and cows."

THE OBSERVATORY
He 'liveth best who loveth best

All things, both great and small;

For the good God who lo\'eth us,

He made and loveth all.

—Bryant.

Convert "I want to do" into "I have
done."

Chronic discontent is chronic weakness
of purpose.

Keep things moving. Even a quarrel
will die if not stirred up.

You can measure a man's soul by the
way he fences the road. .

And now for a device to "ring of?" the
time-killer on a telephone line.

Education, cooperation, moral and
spiritual development, are the high -aims
of the grange.

•:

Clean up thine own back yard, and then
canst thou see clearly to clean the yard
of thy neighbor.

Pray for the success of the grange, to
be sure, but don't forget to hustle to bring
your prayer to pass.

When every farmer makes this his mot-
to/ "Sell for cash, and pay cash," his
financial well-being is assured.

Before blaming others for accomplish-
ing little, see if you have exhausted your
own resources in doing much.

Idle desires, half-uttered longings, ac-

complish no results. Persistent, wisely

directed labor alone fights life's battles.

What the world needs, not to-day only,

but all days, is men who seek truth for

Truth's sake, and fight her battles.

The "Monroe Doctrine," "Friendship
for all, entangling alliances with none,"
is wise for the grange as well as for the

Union.

Many other corporations besides the

Northern Securities Company could stand

a drought with benefit to themselves and
the public.

Put your faith into words and deeds.

It needs only patient, persistent, tactful,

wise endeavor to bring to pass all the

things you desire. You may not see it

this year or next, but Nature is just. She
rewards each according to the labor he

performs.

She who "trades out" butter and eggs

at the country store is likely to trade her

daughter out of a few terms of music,

her son out of a college education, and
herself out of coveted pictures, books and
magazines. Of course, if she is of the

goody-good type, she can view the ob-

jects of her ambition at the merchant's

,

home with complacency.
I

Lowell could never have sweltered over

a hot stove, or followed a row of corn

in the blazing sun, else he could not have

written that gem, "What is so rare as a

day in June." Better give it permanent

lodging in your mind, and be thankful

that there are those who can interpret

the beautiful for us. Get down your

"Vision of Sir Launfal," and read it.
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CORRECTING THE AC
COUNT OF AN AD-

MINISTRATOR

J. M. R., Ohio,
asks: "A final ac-

count of an admin-
istrator passed in

court. Afterward
he finds that he has
omitted an item.

Can he have it cor-
rected, and how?"

Yes, the account could be corrected,

but as to the method to be pursued the

matter is not. so clear. If there is no
other way, a suit could be filed in the

court of common pleas for its correction.

EXEMPTIONS

E. S., Ohio, asks: "What is allowed a

widow at law—a farmer's widow who
carries on her husband's business?"

I presume the inquirer wishes to know
to what exemptions she is entitled. She
is entitled to hold a homestead of one
thousand dollars in value, or five hundred
dollars in lieu of a homestead.

CONTRACT FOR SALE OF REAL ESTATE

W. B., Ohio, writes: "What is the law

in regard to A. selling his farm to B.,

receiving five hundred dollars down and
making an article signed by himself and
his wife? Can B. hold the farm? If A.

and his wife will not sign the deed, will

the court make a deed for B., or can B.

get damages?"
Yes, B. can bring an action in court,

and force A. and his wife to execute a

deed. B. might likewise elect not to take

the farm, but sue and retover damages.

CONSTRUCTION OF WILL

D. E. J., New York, inquires: "If a

man wills his wife the use of his real and
personal estate, at her death to be divided
equally among his children, can they sell

the real estate during her lifetime?"

The answer to the above question
would depend somewhat upon the fact

whether or not the fee or title to the
real estate was in the children or in a

trustee. If in the children, they could
sell. The person to whom they sold could
not use the estate until the wife died.

SAWING TIMBER

J. F., Ohio, writes: "If a farmer hires

a sawmill to come on his land to saw
some lumber for him, paying a certain
sum a foot for the sawed lumber, can
the owner of the sawmill claim any of
the slabs or any offall other than what he
uses for fuel? Can he claim the wood for

fuel if not previously agreed upon?"
Unless custom has made a contract to

the contrary, I should think that the
slabs would belong to the farmer.

LIABILITY FOR DRIVING CATTLE ALONG
UNINCLOSED HIGHWAYS

A subscriber, Ohio, makes this inquiry:
"Is a cattle-driver, in driving along the
public highway where there are no
fences, liable for damages done to crops
when he loses control of his cattle and

The Family Lawyer
By JUDGE WM. M. ROCKEL

STATUTE OF LIMITATION-

PROPERTY

Legal Inquiries of general Interest from our regular subscribers will be answered In tbis department
free of charge. Querists desiring an Immediate answer by mail should remit one dollar, addressed

"Law Department," this office.

they get in the crops and destroy same?
Is he Hable to a trespass-fine for riding

a horse in the crops to get the cattle?"

The cattle-driver is not liable if he ex-

ercises a reasonable degree of care in

keeping the animals on the highway. It

is a proper use of the highway to drive

cattle over it; and if in spite of the exer-

cise of reasonable care they go into ad-

joining fields, the driver has the right, in

a reasonable manner, to get them out.

ILLEGAL MARRIAGE

E. P., Ohio, says: "Mr. A., aged
twenty, and Miss B., aged seventeen, are

married. He got the written consent of

his parents, and sh'e gave her age as

eighteen. What can B.'s parents do?"
Of course the marriage is illegal, but

would be legalized if A. and B. lived to-

gether as man and wife after she became
eighteen years of age. Usually the per-

son getting the marriage license is com-
pelled to swear to the facts, and if he
swore that she was eighteen when she was
not, he could be prosecuted for perjury.

PATENT FOR LAND

J. R., Pennsylvania, wishes to know
"how to find out whether a certain tract

of land has been patented, and also how
a husband could dispose of his property
so his wife and children would have the
full benefit of it, without an administra-
tor being appointed."
Write to the Land Commissioner at

Washington, describe the land, and he
will answer vv'hether it is patented or not.

The husband might make a will, giving
all his property to his wife and children
in any way he saw fit. This might not,

however, prevent an administrator being
appointed if there were credits to collect.

in his pasture, and
you do not want
them to get over
the line, the line

fence will have to

be made in such
condition as to keep
them in their prop-

er pasture. If they

get through your
line fence, you will

have to make your

fence so as to keep them out. There is

no statute on the subject. I see no rea-

son why you could not fasten onto his

anchor-post. The law would hardly re-

quire two posts to be put next to each

other. A line fence cannot be abandoned
under six-months' notice.

-RIGHT OF

Z. G., New York, propounds the fol-

lowing: "Does a note or a book-
account become outlawed in six years
if there has been nothing paid on it?

A. has a grocery-store. B. calls for

a bill of groceries, which A. puts up.

B. says he cannot pay for them now, and
A. forbids him to take them from his

counter. Has B. a right to take them?"
Yes. B., has no right to take the

property until he has paid for it. The
mere fact that A. put it up into a package
and laid it on the counter would not be
held such a delivery of it as to deprive
him of his right to retain it until paid for.

If B. would have taken the goods out of

the store, or out of A.'s possession, he
could have retained them.

LINE FENCE

The subject of line fence is ever one
of interest to the farmer. E. L., Ohio,
makes this inquiry: "One party expects
to make a hog-lot of a field that takes
quite a strip of fence over rough ground
and hills. We keep only cattle on that
part of the farm, but no hogs. Will it be
necessary for me to build my part of
that fence proof against little pigs, to
keep them from my corn-field? What
would be a lawful fence? If he puts in an
anchor-post, can I fasten onto it without
his consent? Can a man abandon a line

fence if no stock is kept in fields?"

A fence that the law considers proper
to be built on a line is such a one that
will turn stock ordinarily put in another
field. While it may act unjustly, I pre-
sume if your neighbor wishes to put pigs.

TAX—NOTE^-CUTTING TIMBER

M. M. S., Ohio, puts the following
queries: "A. gave B. twenty sheep on
shares for three years, at which time
they should be equally divided. Nothing
was said of the taxes. B. gave them in

to the assessor in A.'s name. Who
should pay the taxes? If A. paid them,
could he recover it from B. when the

sheep are divided? On the day of her
marriage, B. gives A., her husband, some
money, taking a note for the amount.
Can she collect it, and how long will the

note run before outlawed? A. and B.

join farms, the line running through tim-

ber. A. cut trees which B. felt sure be-

longed to him. He objected, but A.
paid no attention. On running the line

it was found that the trees belonged to

B. What would be best for B. to do?"
I should think the taxes ought to be

borne equally by the parties. If A.
pays all o.f them, when the sheep are
divided B. ought to pay his share, for
when the, sheep were delivered to B.,

under the contract set forth, they be-
came partnership property.—^-Yes, the
note can be collected; It would run for
fifteen years from the time it was due, or
fifteen years from the time that a pay-
ment had been made thereon. The
best thing for B. to do would be to call

on A. and demand payment for the tim-
ber cut. If A. refuses, B. could sue A.
and recover the value of the timber.

H.&R.SINGLE SHOT GUN
Automatic and Non-Ejecting

The cheapest absolutely safe gun, with im-

provements found heretofore only in the

highest priced. Perfect in model and con-

struction. Simplest "take down" gun made.
Top snap ; center hammer ;

rebounding lock.

Your dealer can supply, or we will sell to

you direct.

Illustrated Catalog tells about our com-
plete line—FREE.

Harrington & Richardson Arms Co.

Dept. 21, Worcester, Mass.

Makers ofH. & R. Revolvers.

THE LUCKY "4-LEAF CLOVER"
Plymouth Cream Extract-

or is the CREAM of them all.

Inner can quickly remova-
ble; water all around and
under milk; has far greater
cooling surface than any
other. No water required 5
irionths in year. Special air
chamber with ventilator.
New and original faucet,
impossible to leak or sour.
Express charges prepaid.
Catalogue free.

Plymouth Cream Separator Company, Plymouth, Ohio.

THE PREVENTION OF
TYPHOID FEVER

A n instructive
study of the cetiol-

ogy of typhoid fever
is furnished by Dr.
A. Seibert, in the
New York "Med-
ical Journal." He presents a series of
charts which graphically show the influ-

ence of •filtered and unfiltered water upon
the mortality of this disease. Especially
noteworthy is the chart received from the
health department of Berlin.
From this we learn that from 1843 to

1853 one out of every nine hundred inhab-
itants died'yearly of typhoid fever. Since
i8gi, when a sand-filter had been installed
and all the old wells banished, the death-
rate from this disease has dropped to one
in every fifty thousand. Similar results
from the installation of filters were ob-
tained in Hamburg, Hanover and other
German cities. In Chicago the rate
dropped from one in tvery four hundred
and fifty to one in every eight thousand
upon the removal of the suction-pipes oi
the waterworks in Lake Michigan to a
greater distance from the main sewers.
In New York, Brooklyn and Boston,
where the water is unfiltered, the death-
rate averages one in every seven thou-
sand to eight thousand. Doctor Seibert
gives the following results of his pains-
taking investigations: All rivers, brooks
and lakes in the populated districts of the
United States and Germany are perma-
nently infected with the typhoid bacillus.
The drinking-water of cities and towns
is the chief carrier of typhoid germs. All
cities and towns which take their drink-
ing-water from rivers, creeks or lakes
should cleanse it by sand-filters at the
waterworks.
Physicians should warn their patients

that the small, so-called filters which are
screwed onto the faucets are useless as

The Family Physician
By ROBERT B. HOUSE, M.D.

a preventive of germ-infection. Indeed,
unless frequently cleaned they are pos-
itively dangerous. Boiling the water is

a sure preventive of typhoid, but it takes
all the life and sparkle from the water
and discourages its use as a beverage.
A better way for those in large cities is

to purchase one of the spring-waters sold
by a reputable company. This costs less

than the price of one cigaf a day, and
practically banishes all danger of infec-

tion. Milk, which is also a carrier of the
typhoid bacillus, should be regularly in-

spected by the boards of health, and
bought only from those dealers who can
show a clean certificate.

The solving of the sewage problem,
together with proper precautions in the
furnishing of drinking-water, should
stop the ravages of this dread disease.

THE PRESERVATION OF THE TEETH OF
CHILDREN

Without good teeth there cannot be
good mastication. Without thorough
mastication there cannot be perfect di-

gestion, and poor health results. Clean
teeth do not decay. The importance of

a sound first set of teeth is equally as

great to the child as a sound second
set is to the adult. Children should be
taught to use the tooth-brush early.

Food left on the teeth ferments, and the
acid formed produces decay. Decay
leads in time to pain and the total de-
struction of the tooth. The substance
of the following rules should therefore
be impressed constantly upon all chil-

dren: T. The teeth should be cleaned at

least once daily. 2,

The best time to

clean the teeth is

after the last meal.

3, A small tooth-
brush, with stiff

bristles, should be
used, brushing up

and down and across, and inside and out-

side, and in between the teeth. 4, A simple

tooth-powder or a little soap and some
precipitated chalk taken up on the brush
may be used if the teeth are dirty or

stained. 5, It is a good practice to rinse

the mouth out after every meal. 6, All

rough usage of the teeth, such as crack-

ing nuts, biting thread, etc., should be
avoided, but the proper use of the teeth

in chewing is good for them. When de-

cay occurs it should be attended to long
before any pain results. It is stopping a

small cavity that is of the greatest ser-

vice. In ten thousand children's mouths
examined, eighty-six out of every one
hundred required skilled treatment.

—

Journal of British Dental Association.

HANDS AND THE RAVAGES OF TIME

Hands show the ravages of time more
than any other part of the body. Scien-
tists attest the fact, and the hands of

celebrated beauties prove the theory be-
yond argument. Between the ages of

seventeen and eighteen the hand de-

velops into the maturity of beauty and
symmetry. Until almost thirty the hand
if subject to rigid care practically re-

mains unchanged. At thirty an almost
imperceptible change begins, and despite
constant attention, the beauty wanes.
The skin wrinkles and grows dry, the
joints grow shapeless and enlarged. The
shrinking of the flesh displays the faults

which the plumpness of youth had cov-
ered up. The fingers are no longer nim-
ble, and the muscles begin to stiffen with
increasing age.

Live Young Men
If you have a team and wagon, and can get
bond we'll start you in a business of your own

,

selling our 33 standard remedies, extracts,
etc. We give you credit. No experience nec-
essary. Good commission, exclusiveterritory,
liberal advertising. We have 325 bonded can-
vassers now at work. Write to-day.

THEJ.R. WATKINSCO., 48 Liberty Si., Winona, HInn.
Eatabliahed 1868. Capital .Stock |50O,0uO.

TELEPHONES
For Farmers' Lines

Organize an exchange In your com-
munity. Full particulars gladly
furnished. Catalog free. o N 301

THE NORTH ELECTRIC CO.

154 St. Clair Street, Cleveland, Ohio

If afflicted with xhorapson's Eye Waterweak eyes, use

Prize=Winners
for

WATCH=COUPON
BOOKS

Month Ending June 25th

. The following are the names of the

persons who received prizes for selling

the "Watch-Coupon Books" in the

shortest length of time during the month
ending June 25th

:

Piysi Prize, $3.00 Cash:

J. M. Watkins, Havana, Ark.

Second Prize, $2.00 Cash:

Fred Pleffer, Gainesville, Qa.

The next FIVE Prizes, $1.00 Each:

J. O. Primer, Biltmore, N. C.

J. P. Thompson, Archer, Tenn.
Geo. C. Smith, Scottdale, Pa.
Edwin Davis, Columbus, S. C.

Harvey W. Hite, Fullerton, Cal.

The next TWENTY-FIVE, Pictnre
" Coliinibus at the Royal Court of Spain:"

B. B. VanArsdale, Copopa, Ohio.
Phillip Hannum, Riverton, Neb.
Benj. Colburn, Palmer, Neb.
Lela Thompson, Kenton, Ohio.
H. E. Kirby, Clover, Vt.
Roy G. McCoHum, Atwood, Tenn.
Walter McElroy, Pleasant Hill, La.
Joe Gould, Orion, 111.

C. M. Taylor, Lyndenville, Vt.
Frank Hartley, Elwood, Ind.
Don. C. Young, Bismarck, 111.

Kenyon L. Milchel, Zanesville, Ohio.

J. H. Mize, Bunker Hill, 111.

Raymond Jewell, Livermore. Pa.
Henry E. Seyfert, Bridgeport, Conn.
Norman L. Bradfield, Sidney, 111.

Raymond Davenport, Gallandet, Ind.

Clarence Hoskins, Veo, Iowa.
Ed. Clark. Milford Center, Ohio.
Ephie Vail, East Oakfield, N. Y.

N. B. Edmeston, Wellington, Ohio.
Frank Chapman, Brazil, Ind.

Martin Tumey, Barnesburg, Ohio.
Samuel Goldby, Rocton, 111.

J. M. Rice, Perry, Okla.

No more prizes will be awarded after the

month of June, as we consider the watch
a great big prize in itself for any boy or

girl. See advertisement elsewhere in this

paper. There are other inducements.
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TAKE TEA IN THE OPEN

THERE are many little ways in which
dwellers in towns and cities can
"have a change" during the hot
summer months. We cannot all

go to seaside and mountains, but we can
all "make the best of it," and by some
ingenuity we may find this "best" better

than anything we have yet attempted.
Have you a bit of lawn, or anything in the way of a

back veranda? Plan, then, for a meal outdoors once
in a short while. If there is anything of youth and ap-
preciation left in you, it will be a delicious surprise to

find out what a difference eating in the open air makes.
Last summer we took several Sunday-evening

lunches outdoors, and we have no lawn—nothing bet-

ter than a back veranda two stories up in the heart of

hot Chicago. But the memory of those quiet stay-at-

home picnics have a bit of glamour about them still.

We managed this way: A small table was carried out-

side and recklessly covered with the very best of the
linen and embroidered doilies. Those bits of Mexican
drawn-work were never more appreciated than they
were that hot August day when we initiated our cost--

less outing. This was our supper: Nut-and-lettuce
sandwiches—dainty, refreshing things to prepare, minus
all the coarseness of animal-grease save the well-
chilled butter; a heaping dish apiece of berries

smothered in sugar and cream; crisp salted wafers; one
slice each of seed-cake; a pitcher of lemonade and a
small pot of hot tea. You notice one thing—I say "a dish
apiece" and "one slice each." The very fact that one
is at home might tempt a conscientious housewife to
put the fruit on in a dish and the cake whole, to be
served, making extra dishes and extra work at the
table. This is a "picnic," though the pantry is within
reach. A large tray received the whole, and it was
carried out and crowded hospitably together on the
small table. No plates, no saucers and no _ extra
spoons were allowed. We sat just one hour at that
first feast, and only ten flies found us out during the
meal; but all outdoors being bigger than our dining-
room, what cared we?
A friend of ours who has a bit of grass in a back

yard makes regular provision for meals outdoors once
or twice a week all through the summer. "It rests us
so much," she said, and then laughed as she added,
"but there is not much economy in it, for we eat twice
as much as we do at other times"—and she might have
added, "are twice as well." At the "opening of the sea-

son" she buys one hundred wooden plates—they cost
a mere nothing—and one thousand Japanese napkins.
She also lays in a supply of olives and good table-

sauces as accompaniments to the cold meats served at

these home festivals. One of her sons has manufac-
tured a rough but roomy table out of some "horses"
and planks, and half a dozen discarded chairs have
been patched up and are kept stored in the adjacent
woodshed. Then if a sudden shower overtakes the
feasters, the furniture is not spoiled. Instead of tip-,

ping trays, baskets are used to carry the things from
the kitchen to the airy dining-room. On these occa-
sions all extras are discarded. The beverage is either

milk or lemonade, with a "pot o' tea" for the ever-
present weak stomach, a heaped-up dish of cold
meat, another of bread already buttered, another of
plain cake or cookies, and "a dish apiece" of fruit.

"It's all before you, help yourself," is the prevailing
motto. When the meal is over, each one fills a basket
with dishes and remnants, and the two small boys
gather up the plates and napkins for lighting the fire

in the morning, and put away the chairs. The table-

cloth is a newspaper carefully spread or a table oil-

cloth. On moonlight nights the meal is served a little

later than usual, and story-telling is the dessert.

Why not introduce a bit of poetry into the daily

practicalities? Why not fellowship with Nature more?
, Why not claim a larger portion of the gifts from
heaven—fresh air and sunshine? A. M. S.

Around the Fireside

SYSTEM IN THE HOUSEHOLD

If household affairs were more often conducted on
business principles there would be much less com-
plaint of drudgery. Many a family is made wretched
by the haphazard manner in which the housework is

done. To make a home the proverbial "heaven" for

its inmates it is necessary to remember that "order is

heaven's first law."
System is the first condition of success wherever

labor is to be regularly performed. A housekeeper's
resources are sometimes sorely tried to meet emer-
gencies, but these occasions need not entirely over-

throw the customary order of things. A great aid in

systematizing housework is a division of labor. An
illustration of this may be drawn from a family in

southeastern Massachusetts. The regular work is

divided into three departments, called respectively the

kitchen and dining-room work, the chamber-work, the

laundry-work and mending. The mother and two
daughters take turns in each department in the order
named. They find the best time to exchange work to

be immediately after eating breakfast Monday morn-
ing. Each takes her own time in doing her portion,

but is held responsible for her amount of work. This
is not usually the same amount in all departments, but

it does the workers no harm to have an easy week once
in a while. The minor details of this arrangement
would vary in dift'erent households, but they could be

readily adjusted to fit existing conditions. Where
there are more than three workers in a family the

work may be still more divided^ as in the case of a

Rhode Island family. There were four in all to do the

work—a mother and three young ladies. One did the

kitchen-work, one the dining-room and chamber work,
one the laundry-work and mending and one the new
sewing. It was astonishing to see the amount of

study, reading, fancy-work, etc., which they would ac-

complish in a year.

The secret of these successes lay in the fact that

each could do her part independently of the others.

This method gave them a variety of employment, and
taught them to plan their work so as to give them as

much time as possible for their own improvement and
recreation. Its best recommendation is that those

who try the scheme never wish to return to the old

order of things. Henrietta M. Brayton.

AT TWILIGHT

BY ILLYRIA TURNER

The old bars are hy daisies hid,

And tangled sweets of summer-time;
The chirping of the katydid

Is mingled with the vesper's chime.

Long, purple shadows softly fall

Across the meadows and down the lane,

And from the vine-clasped old stone wall
I see the cattle come again.

Brindle and Buttercup, Sue and Bess,
With tinkle of bell and gentle "moo,"

Pulling the long, wet blades of grass.
Cropping the daisies out of the dew.

Homeward, adown the fragrant lane,
I follow slowly their lagging tread.

Until in the door-yard we pause again.
Under the bars of the sunset red.

Afar the meadows are stretching wide.
And billows of grain toss tassels like foam;

I love the peace of the country-side,
And the twilight hour when the cows come home.

THE BOYHOOD OF GREAT MEN
All great men were boys once, and the world likes

to believe that they were dull boys. Marconi, al-

though a young man. is old enough for a legend of his
youth to make its appearance. Some one has found
that he went to school in Florence; indeed, the teacher
who guided his infant footsteps in learning has been
discovered. Signora Luisa Cavallero is a fine old lady
of seventy-four years, who says the chief recollection
of her younger days is teaching Marconi. "Who
would have thought," she says, "that the Inglesino
(little Englishman), as we used to call him because of
his slight figure and sedate manner, would have turned
out a genius? He was always a model of good be-
havior, that I will say for him; but as to brain—well,
the least said the soonest mended. I am afraid he got
many severe punishments, poor little man; but he took
them like an angel. Since h^ has become so great,"
she added, ingenuously, "my conscience has re-

proached me a thousand times. Fancy punishing a
genius!" holding up horrified hands. "At that time,"
she added, deprecatingly, "he could never manage to
learn anything b)' heart; it was impossible. I used to
think that I had never seen a child with so defective a
memory. He will not remember me, but I think of
him constantly, and I hope that some time I may be
able to see him again."—New York Tribune.

A SHELF OF CHINA

The illustration suggests an artistic and completely
satisfactory arrangement for turning a miscellaneous
collection of china to eminently decorative account.
Supposing the plates, jugs and bric-a-brac here shown
to be of varied and strong coloring—or indeed, if they
were of a blue color or any other uniform tone—

a

plain background is necessary to give them their fullest

value. Accordingly they are ranged upon a narrow
shelf, placed at tlie height of an ordinary picture-rail

below a frieze distempered a pale daffodil-yellow. This
shelf, it should be noticed, does not run straight around
the walls, bu^ is fash-
ioned with bracket-like
projections, on which
jugs, vases and such like

may stand. The wall
below is spaced out with
"slats," such as panels
filled with Fabrikona or
some other coarse can-
vas, which in this in-

stance I imagine to be
of a soft gray-green.
The slats and moldings
may be painted to match
the green, may be white
or in dull, unvarnished
oak. If water-colors,
tinted engravings, sil-

houettes or small pic-

tures of any kind have
to be taken into ac-
count, the canvas left

perfectly plain forms a

charming background;
if china alone forms the
ornamentation, a simple
stenciled design in tones
of brown and olive-

green, with perhaps a

touch of warm. Indian-
red, might be intro-

duced in each panel with excellent eft'ect. In any case,

the china if well grouped, even though not of the rarest

(though the more uncommon the better), will have
fulfilled an entirely satisfactory purpose, considerably

more pleasing and artistic than that to which "odds
and ends" are relegated—the inconsequent adornment
of the spare room, that universal "snapper up of un-

considered trifles."—The Queen (London).

AN ARTISTIC ARRANGEMENT OF CHINA

"KITCH" IN YOUR DINING-ROOM

Mrs. A. D. T. Whitney, that charming and ever-

helpful New England writer of stories for girls, throws

out a marvelously good suggestion to housewives in

one of her books. It is a "home story," and the home
it introduces one to is most charming. The mother,

Mrs. Holabird, achieved a great victory over custom

and antecedent when she and her girls forsook the

kitchen, where they had endured the horrors of in-

efficient help, and turned their dining-
room into a kitchen, becoming their own
"help."

One of the society leaders of the
small town calls on this family one
morning while the mother is making an
apple pudding, and is shown straight
into the dining-room-kitchen. We can-
not forbear quoting: "Mother sat with

the deal bowl in her lap, turning and mincing with the
few last strokes the light, delicate dust of the pastry.
The sunshine—work and sunshine always go so
blessedly together—poured in, and filled the room with
life and glory,

" 'Why, this is the pleasantest room in all your
house!' said Miss Elizabeth.

" 'That is just what Ruth said it would be when we
turned it into a kitchen,' said Barbara.

" 'You don't mean that this is really your kitchen!'
" T don't think we are quite sure what it is,' replied

Barbara, laughing. 'We either dine in our kitchen or
kitch in our dining-room, and I don't believe we have
found out yet which it is!'

" 'You are wonderful people!'
"

But there are people just as wonderful outside of
dear Mrs. Whitney's books. They could keep their
dining-room floor as immaculate, and their range as
shining, and diminish their weary steps by many thou-
sand, and add a million pleasantnesses which belong
to them by right to their crowded, busy lives.

We are not writing now for modern cityites, with
their tiny model kitchens connected with the dining-
rooms by sliding windows, double china-closets and
marvelous dumb-waiters, but rather to those who live
in old-fashioned houses full of comfort and dear associ-
ations, but also full of discomfort and weariness, which
a little unconventional daring could overcome.

Now, while the thought is fresh in your mind, go
take a look at your dining-room. If there is no water
in it, perhaps you could have connections made, and a
good-looking porcelain sink that would not be offen-
sive to the eye put in that hght corner between the
two windows. Or if you have to carry all the water
anyway, have a piece of furniture constructed some-
thing like this: Have your carpenter measure that bit
of space where the old lounge now stands, and con-
struct an oak cupboard, sink, flour-bin and molding-
table all in one that will fit into the space. This is

nothing more nor less than a piece of furniture table-
height, one half of which has a flour-bin underneath
and a flat table-top, the other half a sink-like arrange-
ment on top, not more than six inches deep and lined
with zinc. The space underneath is divided into two
compartments—one just wide enough to hold a good-
sized pail, the other with shelves for pans and cooking-
utensils. A bit of straight water-pipe connects the
sink with this pail. Here you can wash your dishes,
and when necessary let the water' run into the pail
underneath, though this arrangement is more for dis-
posing of odds and ends of clean water through the
day or the "dreenings" from freshly cooked vegetables.

Move out of that low-ceiled kitchen, with its rough
floor and awkward arrangements. Use it for a-sort of
outhouse or store-room and for bits of work that are
manifestly "dirty." But for the regular preparation
of your nieals—which should always be a dainty pro-
cess
—

"kitch in your dining-room," and lengthen your
hfe. Be courageous enough not to mind "what they
say." Never mind if you do have to prepare a meal
now and then in the presence of your company. Be a
pioneer to fields of victory! Ada Melville Shaw.

THINGS TO REMEMBER

Wash hair-brushes with soda-water.
Extra care should be taken of bread and cake boxes

during the period of hot weather.
Good flour is a creamy color, and holds together

upon pressure.
To remove grass-

stains, wet the spot with
cream of tartar, and rub
well.

Wash small fruits by
putting a few at a time
in a wire sieve or col-
ander.

Eating fruit or any-
thing else merely to
save it is not digestive
economy.

Use strong baking-
soda water for scalds or
burns where the skin is

not broken.
If in ironing you

scorch an article, soap-
. suds and the hot sun
will remove it.

Grown-up children
often leave very untidy
plates at table. Is it

custom or lack of train-

ing?
•Brush the stovepipe

over with equal parts of

kerosene and linseed-

oil when put away for

the summer.
Have a plain table, and often picnic under a tree or

on the veranda, unless you have a "big-course" meaL
If children leave food on their plates, do not com-

pel or hire them to eat, but serve them with less and
avoid waste.

,

Nothing is more indigestible than slack-baked

bread, and yet many people have the taste to prefer

it in that raw state.

Bake your bread in small loaves and very thor-

oughly, else the uncooked germs in the center will

speedilj' destroy the loaf.

Save work in the house by wiping the feet on the

door-mat. Nothing is better in a country home than

the old-fashioned corn-husk mat.

It is a misfortune for any child to be untaught in-

table-requirements. Unless they are observant, their'

lack of teaching will follow them through their entire

after-life,—Health Culture.
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TRUE LIVING

THEY stood si-

lently gazing
at each other
as if enjoying

the unexpectedness
of it—she a beauti-

ful city girl and he a

barefoot mountain
lad who had never been five miles beyond
the precinct of his home. She had wan-
dered from the hotel to a sort of natural

clearing a short distance beyond. It had
seemed that she must be miles from civ-

ilization of any sort, when suddenly this

small boy confronted her. The little fel-

low was vaguely fascinated at first; he
stood gazing at her as something hith-

erto unknown in his meager life, then

quickly turned, and the next instant was
lost in the thicket about him.
She had thought when she came to the

Adirondacks for her summer outing that

there would not be any work here for her

to do. When she had said good-by to the

little class at home in the mission-school

she had not thought of going out to find

others' more neglected and destitute than
they.

Slowly she retraced her steps, the

shadow of a great burden resting on her.

"How shall they learn unless they are

taught?" she mused. "Oh, I must make
further inquiry. I can still see the ap-

pealing, hungry eyes of tliat little boy
gazing at me."
She found out the boy's history with-

out the least trouble. The manager of

the hotel had long known "him and his

kind," as he called them. "You see,

Miss Atkins," he said, "the boy was born
there, and will probably live and die

there. Such life seems to suit his kind.

But more's the pity, there's several chil-

dren—five all told, I think."

"And does no one ever teach them
what right living means?"
"No one ever interferes with them in

the least. They live their own lives, and
we live ours; and inasmuch as they do not
molest us, we do not trouble ourselves

about them. The children look barely
civilized, and yet they say they are not of

the bad sort."

The lad's appealing eyes seemed still

looking at Miss Atkins as she turned
away. "True living," she thought, "is

not merely passing through the world
with enough of all that is necessary to

sustain life. It means growth into the
image^ of Christ, rotmding out one's

character into disciplined manhood and
womanhood." With her, once to resolve

was to do; and later, when -the ladies on
the hotel veranda questioned her about
her actions, and besought her not to ex-

cuse herself at that hour of the day, she
replied that she had a very important
work to do which required her immediate
attention.

"She is certainly a peculiar girl," re-

marked one lady to another. "I have
seldom met any one so pretty, and yet

she seems entirely unconscious of it.

What do you suppose she intends doing
now?"

"I believe she is about the Master's
business. Did you notice that intent ex-
pression in her eyes—a singleness of pur-'

pose-—as she started out? I think if we
wait a little while we will learn it all."

She had been told a direct path to the
mountain home, and started out with-
out the least question of fear in her
heart. "The Master's work will not
brook delay," she said, softly. She had
not gone more than half the distance
before she came across the five of them,
and so intent had they been engaged
in sport that they did not see her until

she stood among them, arrayed, the eld-

est of them declared afterward, "like a
very angel itself."

At first they were about to flee from
her, but she had provided against this

emergency by bringing with her a num-
ber of pretty pictures. These she dis-

played at once, and evidently something
about her manner reassured them, as
upon second thought they all settled
down again.

Then she won their hearts by telling
them in simple wordj the story of the
Cross. They listened at first with ev-
ident indifference; but later their eyes
brightened, and they pressed closer, not
wishing to lose a single word. She must
have remained an hour or more, and to
their urgent request that she stay longer
she promised to come every day to the
spot when the weather permitted. "And
when I do not come, you must come
to me."

"Really, it is surprising," said the busi-
ness manager of the hotel, at the close of
the season, "but the brightest and best
lad I have had in my employ for several
years is that mountain lad of 'old
Elkins',' as we always called him. Cer-
tainly Miss Atkins has exerted wonderful
influence here for good."
The happy Christian girl returned to

her home filled with the quietness and
confidence which no external circum-
stances can affect.—Sara V. Du Bois, in
Christian Herald.

Sunday Reading

DIDN'T THINK

Used to let his poor old mother go an'

carry in the wood^
She was just a packhorse for him, but he

never understood;
Never thought o' bringin' water from the

spring down by the lane.

Or o' helpin' her to gather in the clothes
before the rain;

Let her keep a-waitin' on him, though
her back was achin' so

—

'Twasn't 'cause he didn't love her—he
just didn't think, you know.

After while the poor old inother put her
burdens all away.

An' we went an' heard the preacher
praise her poor old soul one
day;

An' I stood an' looked down at her when
they pushed the lid aside

—

Poor old hands! I didn't wonder that

her boy sat there and cried

Just as if he couldn't bear it—^just as if.

his heart 'u'd break

—

He had kind o' got to seein' what she'd

suffered for his sake.

There's a lot o' kinds o' sinnin' that the

Good Book tells about

—

Sins concernin' which a body needn't
ever be in doubt;

But there's one sin that I reckon many a

man who doesn't think
Will be held to strict account for when

he goes across the brink

—

For the wrong that's done a person by
another's want o' thought

Hurts as much as though the injured was
the victim of a plot.

—Ensign.

"HE'S GOT HIS CROWN"
The annual conference was called to

order.
After devotions the bishop said, "The

secretary of the last session will please

call the roll."

That official came forward, and began
the roll-call. He had named only a dozen
of the senior members, wheal in a lower
tone he called the name of a man who
made no answer. But the eyes of a

white-haired veteran on the front seat

grew moist as he said, "Never mind
about him; he's got his crown."
A murmur of assent swept over the

conference, which instantly flowed into

triumphant song as some one started the
stanza:

"E'en now by faith we join our hands
With those that went before.

And greet the blood-besprinkled bands
On the eternal shore."

"He's got his crown." That was well

said. For more than forty years the old
man had. worked like a hero for the Mas-
ter he loved. He traveled many of the
largest and poorest circuits of the con-
ference. He never chose his harvest-
field, but when the conference-time came
around he appeared with his arms full of

golden sheaves.
Last conference he was superannuated.'

It cost him more than a passing pang,
but he stepped down so gracefully no one
noticed his wrinkled face grow pale, or
saw that his eyes showed traces of last

night's tears. He went from the confer-
ence sweet, tender, trustful, and settled
in a little cottage in the midst of his late

parishioners.
What a year of benedictions it had

been to all the people in the village!
He w^s the friend of everybody, and
everybody was his friend. - How the chil-

dren liked to be where he was! How his

youthful pastor leaned upon him for sym-
pathy and advice! How loyal he was to
that pastor and to the church! How
grateful he was that the church had put
up v/ith his infirmities and used him so
well!

Brother did not live mostly in

the past. You never heard him talking
mournfully of the departed glory of the
church, nor of what a terrible thing it is

to forget the "landmarks." He was sure
the world was growing better all the
time, and he was glad he had been al-

lowed to live so long. Sunshine was in

his heart and on his face. He just
ripened for paradise.- One day when the
gates of pearl flew open, and he stood
upon the streets of gold, it was not such
a great change, for he had been living in
heaven a good many years, and his con-
versation was with the King.
"Never mind about him." No, never

mind. The conference has important
matters upon its hands. It must deal
with the living, pressing, awful present.
It must plan once more for a forward
march. It must arrange

.
for new and

larger conquests.

Time is passing.

Opportunities are
slipping by. Do not

pause, Mr. Secre-

tary. Go swiftly on.

"Never mind about

him."
"He's got his

crown." And that crown is all radiant

with a thousand stars. Talk about your

coronations! Some day Kmg Edwards
crown will rest no Inore upon his brow,

for dead kings do not wear crowns.

Some day it will crumble into dust. But

the other crown, of real royalty, won by

the faith and self-surrender and sacrifice

and toil of God's dutiful servants, it shall

abide forever.—Epworth Herald.

MISSIONARY FACTS

Forty million heathen die every year.

They are dying at the rate of one hun-

dred thousand a day.

Each missionary is responsible for one
hundred thousand souls.

In the United States there is one min-

ister to every seven hundred people.

Every tick of the watch sounds the

death-knell of a heathen soul.

At every breath we draw four souls

perish never having heard of Christ.

Out of every one hundred thousand
church-members in America only twen-
ty-one go to the foreign fields.

Christians are giving at the rate of

one tenth of a cent a day.

Of every dollar given for Christian

work, we spend ninety-eight cents on
home work and two for the heathen.

Christ said. "Go ye into all the world."

"Go" does not mean stay; "all" does not

mean a part.

There are three hundred million souls

in India, and only seventeen hundred
missionaries.

India has twenty-three million widows.
Fourteen thousand are baby widows un-

der five years old.

Allowing one letter of the Bible to

represent one person in India, it would
take seventeen Bibles to represent them
all.

_
_

_

Every year twelve million perish in

China from the effects of opium.—Wes-
leyan Methodist.

"GIB ME PO'TAH-HOUSE STEAK"

Two colored barbers, one an old man
and the other a younger one, had the

shop. The younger one had taken off

his apron, and was starting toward the

door.
"You's gwine ter git a drink?" asked

the elder.

"Dat's what Ise gwine ter do," an-
swered the younger man.
"Go an' git yo' drink," said the other.

"I used ter do de same t'ing when I wuz
young. When I wuz fus' ma'ied dah wuz
a gin-mill nex' ter de shop whah I

worked, an' in it I spent fifty an' sebenty
cents a day outen de dollah an' a half I

earned. Well, one mo'nin' I went inter

de butchah-shop, an' who should come in

but de man what kep' de likkah-shop.
" 'Gib me ten er twelve pounds ob

po'tah-house steak,' he said. He got it,

an' went out.

"I sneaked up ter de bntchah, an'

lool<red ter see what money I had left.

" 'What do you want?' said de butchah.
" 'Gib me ten cents' wuf ob libber,' wuz

my remark.
"It wuz all I could pay fo'. Now, you

•go an' git yo' drink. You'll eat libber,

but de man what sells you de stuff will

hab his po'tah-house steak. De man be-

hind de bah eats po'tah-house, de man in

front eats libber. I ain't touched de stuff

fo' thirty yeahs, an' I'm eatin' po'tah-

house mahself."—Foxboro Reporter.

DO EVERYTHING WELL

Do not look so closely to see whether
you are doing puch or little, ill or well,

so long as what you do is not sinful,

and that you are heartily seeking to

do everything for God. Try as far as

you can to do everything well, but when
it is done do not think about it, try

rather to think of what is to be done
next. Go on simply in the Lord's way,
and do not torment yourself. We ought
to hate our faults, but with a quiet, calm
hatred, not pettishly and anxiously. \We
must learn to look patiently at them, and
win through them the grace of self-

abnegation and humility. Be constant
and courageous, and rejoice that He has
given you the will to be wholly His.

—

St. Francis de Sales.

GOD'S HOUSE
God's house is a sacred place. It should

be entered reverently. It is the house of
prayer. Talking and visiting is most
inappropriate. When one enters, let him
bow a moment in silent prayer. If he
must speak. let him speak softly and
solemnly, in a way that becomes God's
house. Let him put away frivolous and
worldly thoughts, and give himself for a
brief hour to communion with the Holy
God whose house this is. — Dr. C. M.
Cobern.

STEVEI

FIREARMS
Have stood the test for 40 years, and are the popular

ARKS of to-day.

We make a large and varied line of

RIFLES, from - $3.00 to $150.00

PISTOLS, from - 2.50 to 50.00

SHOTGUNS, from 7.50 to ,30.00

Ask your dealer for the " STEVENS." It he does

not keep them, we will send, express prepaid, on receipt

of price.
Send for illustrated catalog.

J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co.,
835 Main Street,

t
CHICOPEE FALLS. MASS.

j

Skin Diseases
Eczema, Salt Rheum, Pimples,
Ringworm, Itch, Ivy Poison, Acne
or other skin troubles, can be
promptly cured by

flydrozone
Hydrozone is endorsed by leading
physicians. It is absolutely harm-
less, yet most powerful healing
agent. Hydrozone destroys para-
sites which cause these diseases.
Take no substitute and see that

every bottle bears my signature.

TriaLl Size, 25 Cents.

At Druggists or by mail, frota

59.M Prince St.— New York-

looklet on the rational treat-
iment ofdiseases sent free.

ALLEN'S FOOT^EASE
Shake IntoYour Shoes
Allen's Foot=Ease, a pow-
der for the feet. It cures
painful, 6Wollen, smarting,
nervous feet, and instantly
takes the sting out of corns
and bunions. It's the
greatest comfort dis-
covery of the B.ge,
Makes tight-fitting or new
shoes feel easy. It is a cer-
tain cure for ingrowing nails,
sweating, callous and hot,
tired, aching feet. We have
over 30,0 00 testimonials.
TRY IT TO-T>AY. Sold

by all Druggists and Shoe Stores, 25c. Do not ac-
cept an imitation* Sent by mail for 25c. in stamps.

ITDPP TKIAIi PACKAGE
r\ En Cm sent by mail.

MOTHER GltAY^S SWEET POWDERS,
'the best medicine for Feverish, Sickly Children, Sold

i

I by Druggists everywhere. Trial Package FREE,
,
Address, ALLEN S.OLMSTED, Le Roy,N.Y.

CMention this paper. ]

"So Easy to Use.'

RMerAgents Wanieii
in each town to ride and exhibit sample bicycle

'03 ModelSh>ghgrade$9to$|5
1901 & '02 Models, best makes S7 to $10
BOO ZMO - HAND WHEELS
allmakesand models good as new $8 to SS.
Great Factory Clearing Sale. We ship

on approval and 10 day's Mai
without a cent in advance.

EARNA BICYCLEtoMnz orders
for us. Write at once for bargain listand
'our wonderful special offer to agents.
'Tires, equipment, sundries, half price.

AUTOMOBILES ^^^^^i,^
_ ond-band Autos and Motor Cycles. All malces

and styles. If interested write for Auttymobile Catalogue^
Dept. 82-B.

CBIOASO, ILL.MEAD CYCLE COMPANY,

We want Girls
and boys in every city and town, who are bright

and energetic, and who want to make some
money for some particular purpose, or who
would like to have a steady income. It is the

most pleasant work possible, and will bring you
in contact with the finest people. Can be done
after school. Write us at once. Circulation Dept.
Farm and Fireside, Springfield, Ohio.

Our New
American

Gun
Send 2'C(Mit stamp for catalogue

H. & D. FOLSOM ARMS CO.,

Jnst in—10,000
Breeck Loaders.

They go to quick

buyers at Bar-

gain Prices,

NEW YORK

LAWN FENCE
Many designs. Cheap as
wood. 32 page Catalogrue
free. Special Pricesto Ceme-
teries and Churches. Address
COIIGD SPRING FENCE CO.
Box 414. Winchester, Ind.

PATENT SECURED
or FEE Returned.
Free opinion as to
patentability. Send

for Guide Book and What to Invent, finest publications
issued for free distribution. Patents secured by us ad-
vertised free in Patent Record. Sample Copt Free;
CVANS, WILKENS & CO., 604 f St., Washington, D. C.
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LULLABY ^' ••

In the sheltering warmth of thy mother's
arms,

Sleep, O little one, sleep!

Crooning to thee a tender song,

With slumbery music leading along,

Into the dream-world deep. __

In the low white rocker she pensive sits.

Humming thy lullaby;

And her fancies into the future flow

As she sees her baby to manhood grow,

Noble and pure and high!

Do her fancies people thy dreams, my sweet?

For a flickering smile I see

Flit o'er the calm of thy sleeping face,

Sending a sweet, mysterious grace.

As of near divinity.

Sleep, little babe, in thy mother's arms,

Sing on, maternity!
God grant the love in thy sweet eyes

_
.

May ne'er be dimmed, and the hopes that rise

In thy child reach certainty!

—Christabel, in Town and Country.

A PIE-RACK

ANY housewife with a limited amount of shelf-

room knows what a bother it is to stow away a

large baking of pies. A rack that will hold half

a dozen pies can easily be made in a few minutes

by the man of the house, or if need be, by his wife.

The materials required for it are

four thin boards, each twenty-two
inches long and twelve inches
wide; twelve empty spools, all of

the same size—those from No. lo

cotton tiiread are a good size; a

piece of heavy cord, such as is

used in tying express-packages,
and two heavy rings—old harness-
rings will do. In each corner of

the boards make a small hole
about the size of that in the spool.

If you cannot use a brace and bit,

or haven't one of the desired size,

heat the end of an old file, and
burn the holes through the boards.
Now begin at the upper side of

one board, run the cord down
through the hole in one corner,

then through a spool, then through
the second board, and so on until you have the four

boards run together, with a spool between each two.

Put the string up through the hole at the other corner

of the same end of the bottom board, and proceed in

like manner until you have the cord out again at the

top. Do the other end in the same way. Now draw
the ends of the cord in such a way that it will allow the

shelves to hang against the wall, and fasten them
firmly into the two rings. Trim od neatly, put a cur-

tain all around, tacking to the top shelf, and you have
a place for half a dozen pies in the biggest pans you've

got. In an emergency, cakes or pies may be set on
the top. Be sure to have the nails over which the

rings are slipped for hanging the rack strong and well

driven, or better still, use two strong hooks screwed
into the wall. By putting two spools, one on top of

the other, in one partition, a space may be made deep

enough to take a cake. May Myrtle French.

PENELOPE'S WEDDING-HANDKERCHIEF

The marvel of this beautiful handkerchief, as del-

icate as frost-work, was that it had been the work of

Penelope's aunt, a dear lady seventy years old, and
love was woven in with every stitch.

"Oh, the beauty! the exquisite, dainty thing!" cried

Penelope's girl friends, as she held up the precious bit

of point-lace for them to admire. "It must be your
wedding-handkerchief, Penelope! You must take it

when you stand up to be married!"
"But who is there good enough to stand up with the

handkerchief?" questioned Penelope, viewing the_ del-

icate lace with a new and tender solicitude and giving

it a caressing touch as she spread it on her knee.

"You have sweethearts enough who would be will-

ing," observed Penelope's bosom friend.

"There seems to be quite a number," admitted Pen-
elope, with charming candor. "There's John—I have
always liked John. He is just as good and kind as he
knows how to be, but John hasn't any force or gump-
tion. He would never bring in a pail of water or an
armful of wood unless I asked him to, and then like as

not I should have to split the kindling and build the

fire. No, I could not risk marrying John. I must
not only have a husband who is good, but one who is

good for something."
"There's Harry," suggested the friend, "as bright

and clever as he can be."

"Yes, Harry has the push of a locomotive," agreed
Penelope. "He is sure to make his way in the world.

The trouble with Harry is that he never runs an even
course. He is a -man of moods—one day all smiles

when his affairs have gone well, and the next day all

frowns and snarls when trifles have disturbed him. I

could never be happy if I had to spend all my life with
a man like that."

"You are unreasonable, Penelope, if you expect to

find a man sweet all the time."
"I don't expect him to be as uniformly sweet as a

box of caramels. I am not like that myself, but I ex-
pect him to be an even-minded, true-hearted man who
will have a smile and a word of love for me when I

need it, no matter what the weather may be in the out-

side world."
"Well, there's Jack," ventured the friend. "He is

as good-natured as the day is long, as handsome as a

picture, and bright and ambitious, too. What objec-
tions can you have to Jack?"

"I think a good deal of Jack." returned Penelope,
smoothing her pretty handkerchief. "He is always
pleasant, and such jolly good company, but he is too
restless. He would drag a wife from Dan to Beer-
sheba, and never make a home anywhere."

The Housewife

"You can't find that fault with Elbert. He has a

home, and property, and certainly he is stationary."

"Yes, Elbert is as stationary as one of his own
haystacks. I doubt if he ever has an idea that travels

off his farm. Elbert would give his wife a good home
and dress her well, and he would take pride in doing
it. But he would begrudge every dollar he spent on
her, and if she wanted a penny for a postage-stamp she
would have to go down on her knees. No; this fine

handkerchief shall never stand. up with a man like

that."
"Tom is just home from college with enough new

ideas for the whole village, and a dress-suit, besides.
He is as generous-hearted a fellow as ever lived, and
he would adore the little handkerchief, and you, too.
I have seen it in his eyes."

"So have I," returned Penelope, blushing as she
folded the handkerchief very evenly and very care-
fully. "But Tom adores other things, too. He is

fond of a good cigar, a glass of wine, a pack of cards.
He boasts openly that he is not a moral man. He
would not think of marrying a girl who would hang
around saloons and keep the company he does. Why
should I marry him? I have no wish to die the
broken-hearted wife of a dissipated husband. I prefer

a natural death.
"The truth is, girls, that men

have much higher ideals of what
a wife ought to be than we have of
a husband.

, Too many of us are
like the girl under the apple-tree,
calling out, 'Anybody, O Lord!
Anybody !'

"If every one of us should
earnestly' resolve never to marry
a man who would drink, smoke,
gamble or lead an impure life,

there would be such a turning-
over of new leaves in this county
as never was heard of before in
all its history.

"You may think me prudish,
but really marriage means so
much more to me than simply go-
ing through with a ceremony.

There is a sacredness about it that is like religion.
One must be married in heart, thought and in the
sweetest ideal of one's spiritual life, and then the two
together can make a home that is a heaven on earth.
If I cannot be married like that I should rather live

an old maid a thousand years." And Penelope put her
wedding-handkerchief away.

Frances Bennett Callaway.

THE FARMER'S WIFE

So much has been said concerning the prosperity
of farmers that apparently all has been told, but the
farmer's wife is a subject rarely touched upon, and one
that is most worthy of mention. She is usually a
good-natured, hard-working woman who has spent the
best days of her life in a small house with no con-
veniences, surrounded by half a dozen healthy children
who were a constant demand upon her energies and
patience. Indoors and out alike, she has ever been
at the head, engineering and overseeing less competent
heads and hands. So, ever faithful, seldom fretful,

rising early and retiring late, she has passed the merid-
ian of life. When she begins to descend the western
slope, may her journey become less arduous, and may
she taste some of the good things of this life which
after years of ceaseless toil have at last fallen to the
lot of her prosperous, farmer husband. May those
boys and girls, now grown to manhood and woman-
hood, not forget whose hands toiled and persevered
that they might become educated
and honored citizens of this great
country. May they not forget
that "mother" herself was once
young, and had the same dreams,
the same long, long thoughts of
youth that now are theirs. May
they remember, too. that her
dreams never materialized, and
that the dreamer's life became a (»

stern reality of painfully practical 8»*

facts, which have hardened the '

once soft hands and given a tired,

care-worn look to the onoe pretty
face. And may these children
not forget that through it all

"mother" has preserved the
sweetness and cheerfulness which
won the sturdy young farmer's heart, and which now
make her doubly dear to those who know and love her.

This good wife and mother has earned a long vaca-

tion from hard work and worry, and may she not be
deprived of the fruits of her labor. Do not, O pros-

perous farmer, celebrate your prosperity alone by buy-

ing fine stock, building great barns and cow-sheds.

Let a goodly portion of that wealth fall into the lap

of the companion who has stood so faithfully and
loyally by your side through dry season and wet,

through grasshopper-year and chinch-bug pest.

Lottie L. Shelton.

MAKING CURRANT JELLY

When I was a girl at home, one rule of the house-

keeping was that the currant jelly must be made by the

Fourth of July. If by any untoward circumstances the

jelly-making was delayed past that date, it was a mat-
ter of regret, and everything was bent toward making
it within the fewest possible days after the glorious

Fourth. While we at home were always too busy to

know much about the neighbors' housekeeping. I re-

member that sly remarks used to be dropped about any
one who was delinquent about her currant jelly.

When I set up my own housekeeping I took with

'-[ ' S me many of the good rules of my mother
which had been grandmother's rules.

\

As the years have passed, many things
have come into my life that did not come
to my mother, and the particular times
for doing things have had to give way

— to things that were more urgent. Last
-' year I made my supply of currant jelly

on the sixth of August. We used to
think the currants would be gone, or after a certain
time they would not jell. I have never on the second
or third of July had handsomer or more perfect jelly
than that made in August last year, and it was made of
the fruit-juice and sugar, just" as we used to make it,

with no gelatine nor any new process.
The currants I used did not grow in my garden, for

I have no garden. I simply went into the market, and
bought a large basket of currants for fifteen cents, so
they were really cheaper than earlier in the season.

I do not tell this experience to make laggard house-
keepers. When one raises the currants, they must be
used when ripe; but if you are to buy your currants,
you need not worry over a delay, nor unduly exert
yourself to make the jelly at one certain time. Fruit
is brought from so many directions and so many vari-
eties of climate in the United States that the fruits can
hardly be said to have seasons except locally.

While home jellies and fruit put up in the home
kitchen are just as delicious each year, if it seems im-
possible to prepare the fruit without too great an
outlay of strength or time, remember it does not
require a very full purse to be able to obtain fresh
fruits of one kind or another if one lives within reach
of markets. Mary Joslyn Smith.

THE DELICIOUS RASPBERRY

Raspberry Tapioca.—Soak one small cupful of
tapioca over night in water enough to cover. In the
morning add one quart of water, and cook in a double
boiler until transparent. When done add one cupful
of white sugar and two cupfuls of fine ripe raspber-
ries. Stir them in lightly, so as not to break them,
and set the kettle in a panful of ice-cold water to cool
quickly. Serve very cold with whipped cream.

Raspberry Trifle.—Arrange stale macaroons or
slices of sponge-cake in a deep glass dish with alter-

nate layers of sweetened raspberries. Pour over these
a custard made with the yolks of three eggs, four
tablespoonfuls of sugar and one pint of rich milk
flavored with one half teaspoonful of lemon-extract.
Make a meringue with the whites of the eggs and six

tablespoonfuls of powdered sugar. Heap this on top
of the trifle before serving. Serve very cold.

R.\SPBERRY Sandwiches.—Mix one half cupful of

mashed red raspberries with one half cupful of grated
pineapple and one fourth of a cupful of crushed English
walnuts. Beat the whites of three eggs with six table-

spoonfuls of powdered sugar, and beat into the fruit.

Cut sponge-cake into finger-pieces, and put two of

them together with the fruit mixture between. These
are delicious for afternoon tea.

Raspberry Wells.—Make round individual sponge-
cakes by any good recipe, and when cold carefully

scoop out the center of each, leaving a wall atout
three foujths of an inch thick. Cover the wells inside
and outside with chocolate icing, and fill them with
ripe red raspberries slightly crushed, sweetened and
mixed with whipped cream. Heap whipped cream
over the top of each.

Cream-raspberry Tart.—Line a deep earthen pie-

dish with good pastry, and fill the dish with raspber-
ries. Sprinkle thickly with sugar. Roll out an upper
crust a little thicker than the under crust and larger
than the top of the pie. Spread this carefully over the
top, and do not press down the edges. Bake in a
moderate oven. Make a custard as follows: Put one
cupful of milk in a double boiler, and when it is scald-

ing-hot add one tablespoonful of sugar, and one level

teaspoonful of corn-starch which has been mixed with a

little cold milk; stir, and cook for five minutes; add to

the mixture the whipped whites of two eggs, cook a

minute longer, and remove from, the fire. Stand the

dish in a panful of cold water, and stir until the custard
is cold. When the pie is baked,
carefully remove the top crust,

and pour the custard over the
fruit. Then replace the top, and
serve the pie when perfectly cold.

Raspberry Meri.n'Gue.—Whisk
the whites of four eggs to' a stiff

froth, add one cupful of {Powdered
sugar and one cupful of crushed
red raspberries. Serve in glass
cups with whipped cream or cus-
tard.

Raspberry Charlotte.—Soak
one third of a bo-x of gelatine in

one third of a cupful of water for
fifteen minutes. Add one cupful
of sugar and two cupfuls of boil-

ing raspberry-juice. Stir until the
gelatine is all dissolved, and set away until it begins to
harden. Then whip it until light, and gradually beat
in the stiflly whipped whites of three eggs and the juice
of one lemon. Whip until stiff, and pour into a mold
lined with maca.'oons. • Mary Foster Snider.

PINEAPPLE-AND-RASPBERRY ICE-CREAM

Cut off the top of a large pineapple, then with a
strong spoon scoop out the pulp, separating it from
the hard core, which should be rejected. Sugar the
fruit, let it stand some time, then pour off one cupful
of juice. Trim the pineapple-shell at the bottom, so it

will stand firm, and chill in the refrigerator. Mash
well one pint of red raspberries, add one fourth of a
cupful of water, one half cupful of sugar, and the pine-
apple-juice, and cook the mixture several minutes.
Take from the stove, add the juice of one lemon, more
sugar if needed, and strain through cheese-cloth. Beat
one quart of cream and one cupful of sugar until light

and frothy, flavor with vanilla, and freeze a? ice-cream;
when half frozen add the fruit-juice, and finish freezing.

Fill into the pineapple-shell, set il in a deep mold or
the freezer-can. and let it stand packed in ice and salt

for an hour or longer. Serve on a plate covered with
a doily.—Amelia Sulzbacher. in Good Housekeepine.

ICE-CREAM IN A PINEAPPLE-SHELL
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. A FASHIONABLE TOILETTE

PALE gray crepe de chine is used
for the dainty gown illustrated,

trimmed with lace that is dyed to

perfectly match the fabric. The
waist is made over a glove-fitted feather-

boned lining of taffeta.

The back is plain across the shoul-

der, and drawn down close to the belt, where there

are tiny plaits in the center. The neck is cut slightly

low in front. The full fronts .are gathered on the

shoulders, and blouse stylishly over a crush belt of

crepe de chine.

The boleros are shirred on the shoulders, included

in the arm's-eye and under-arm seams, and fastened at

the lower edge of the V in front. They are edged
with frills of lace, headed by beading, through which
narrow velvet ribbon is passed.

This is tied in a small bow at the
neck.

Short, fitted caps in the sleeves

are of lace. The full puffs are
shirred at the top and attached to

the caps. They fall loosely and
droop well over narrow lace wrist-

bands.
A narrow front panel in the skirt

is elaborately trimmed with braids
and motifs. The skirt is made in

two sections — the upper reaching
from a fitted yoke to the knee, and
the other forming a lower portion.

Three rows , of shirring are ar-

ranged at the top of the upper part
to draw it in closely over the hips.

There are also rows of shirring on
the flounce, which adjust the full-

ness at the knees and keep the skirt

quite tight at that point. The flounce
graduates in depth toward the back,
and is very wide at the hem, fall-

ing in long, graceful folds. The clos-
ing is made invisibly at the back.
Some women with slender figures
prefer the shirred yoke. This pat-
tern may be made with either
shirred or plain yokes.

How to Dress

LADIES' NINE-GORED SKIRT

Train skirts still reign supreme in

the fashion world; in fact, no modiste would think of

making a dressy gown without a train. There are,

however, many women who will not wear long skirts

in the street, and seriously object to rainy-day lengths.

For this reason ladies' tailors are making a number of

costumes with skirts that are round, just escaping the

ground.
Such a skirt is shown in the illustration, developed

in white brilliantine, unlined, and trimmed with heavy
lace motifs. It is shaped with nine evenly proportioned
gores, fitted smoothly around the waist and hips. It

closes fnvisibly at the back in habit effect.

The skirt is sheath-fitting from belt to knee. Ex-
tensions added at the lower edge of each gore are ar-

ranged ' i n
hollow box-
plaits that
are flatly

pressed, but
flare stylish-

ly when the
wearer walks. Lace motifs are applied at the lower
part of each gore between these box-plaits.

Skirts in this style are made of cheviot, serge, Ve-
netian, flannel or any of the heavy wash-fabrics, and
trimmed with braid, stitched bands or lace. Frequently
the plaits are faced with contrasting color.

The full fronts are tucked, and applied to outline
the yoke. The tucks are stitched down part way, the
fullness forming a smart blouse over the belt.

The backs are tucked to correspond with the fronts,

but are stitched down from yoke to belt, tapering sty-

lishly at the waist. The closing is made invisibly be-
neath the tucks. The collar, which is of plain linen,

is trimmed with bands of silk.

Inside seams fit the one-piece bishop-sleeves closely
to the upper arm. They are Very
wide at the lower edge, where the
fullness is gathered and arranged on
cuffs of unique shaping. The bands
of silk are applied to simulate caps,

but may be omitted if a plainer
sleeve is preferred.

Waists in this style are made of
taffeta, satin, albatross, veiling in

soft silk and wool fabrics, with lace,

applique, all-over embroidery or in-

serted tucking for trimming.

A FASHIONABLE TOILETTE

The bib

GIRLS' COOKING-OUTFIT

Many of the public schools have
cooking-classes each day which are

attended by all the scholars over six

years of age. Aside from these there
' are any number of cooking-schools,

and all the pupils are supposed to be

provided with at least two sets of

special garments to wear while learn-

ing. One is usually at the laundry,

as the work is not at all clean.

The illustration shows_ a reg-

ulation cooking-outfit consisting of

apron, sleeves and cap. They are

made of white lawn. The full skirt of

the apron is gathered, and attached

to the lower edge of a belt. It com-
pletely covers the dress-skirt and
meets at the back. The lower edge
is finished with a deep hem.

attached to the belt, and edged with

straps that extend over the shoulders, fastening to the

belt at the back. The apron is drawn together by
means of long strings tied in a bow.

Elastic run through a casing on the edge of the cap

permits it to be drawn down over the hair if necessary.

In some schools they insist upon
the amateur cooks' hair being
fastened securely under the cap.

Inside seams fit the sleeves.

They are dra^yn in at the elbow
with tapes, also at the wrists,

the sleeve forming ruffles below
the casings.

LADIES' NINE-GORED SKIRT

—Modes.
A lAUNTY OUTING-HAT

GIRLS' DRESS

Light green veiling is used for the dainty dress

illustrated, with white lace for trimming. The two-
piece body-lining fastens at the back, and is faced

with lace to a pointed yoke-depth.
Three tucks on each side of the center front and

back are stitched from yoke to belt. The under-arm
seams of the waist and lining are joined separately,

and the former blouses well all around.

A fancy bertha outlines the yoke. It

is decorated with large lace motifs in

the corners, and finished with narrow
velvet ribbon that ties in a rosette at

the front. A plain lace collar completes
the neck.

One-piece bishop-sleeves fit the arm
closely from shoulder to elbow, and are

very wide at the lower edge, where the

fullness is arranged on narrow wrist-

bands. These are finished with flaring

cuffs of lace.
' Deep forward-turning plaits in the

skirt start at each side of a narrow
front panel, and continue around the
waist to the back. A box-plait is ap-
plied in the back, and the skirt closes
invisibly under the plait. Motifs and
bands of lace trim the skirt.

Attractive dresses in this mode are
made of albatross, bunting, challie,

cashmere or any light-weight woolen
fabric, with lace, ribbon or fancy braid
for trimming. It is also an appropriate
style for linen, pique, fine gingham and lawn
embroidery and inserted tucking for the yoke.

GIRLS' COOKING-OUTFIT

HELPFUL HINTS

A white organdie gown with
sprays of pale violet wistaria
is made with a double skirt

composed of two deep shirred
flounces. Each flounce has a
five-inch hem, in which violet

ribbon is run. There is a high
girdle of violet silk, and the

stock collar is fagoted with vi-

olet silk.

The woman of limited income
wisely makes one or two of her
summer gowns with two waists
—one high for afternoon wear,
and the other low for evening.
The same materials are often used for both occasions.

The word comes from Paris that foulard, except for

shirt-waist suits, will not be worn at all next season.

Tussores are the coming silks. It is true that foulards

have been so much in morning gowns and simple street-

suits that they are no longer associated

in the mind with dress occasions.
One can hardly go wrong in making

a gown to be worn after this summer
with a full skirt. Gores are rapidly go-
ing out. Tailored gowns have them still,

but more elaborate frocks are nearly all

fulled in some way or other. Shirring
and plaitings and smockings are used to

give the fullness, all of these keeping the
tight effect so much desired about the
hips.—American Cultivator.

FASHION'S FANCIES

Hyacinths are popular in millinery.
The lace collar of the moment is al-

most a cape.
The jeweled girdles grow steadily

more popular.
Russian linen scrim is one of the

smartest of the inexpensive goods.

—

Woman's Magazine.

th

LADIES' TUCKED WAIST WITH YOKE
Fine white damask is used for the attractive blouse

illustrated, with Mexican drawn-work and bands of
blue peau-de-soie for trimming. This idea of trimming
wash-fabrics is comparatively new and rather an ex-
pensive fad, for with such decoration it is impossible
to have the waists laundered. Thev must be dry-cleaned.

The blouse has for its foundation ' a glove-fitted
featherboned lining that closes in the center back, and
is faced with squares of drawn-work to form a yoke
back and front.

GIRLS' DRESS Any of these patterns furnished from
this office for ten cents each..

A Fashionable Summer Toilette.—The Waist
Pattern No 9018 is cut in sizes for a 32, 34, 36, 38 and
40 inch bust measure. The Skirt Pattern No. 8919 is

cut in sizes for a 22, 24, 26, 28 and 30 inch waist measure.
Ladies' Nine-gored Skirt.—The Pattern No. 9022

is cut in sizes for a 22, 24, 26, 28, 30 and :32 inch waist
measure.

Girls' Dress.—The Pattern No. 9016 is cut in sizes

for girls of 6, 8, 10 and 12 years of age.
Ladies' Tucked Waist with Yoke.—The Pattern

No. 9014 is cut in sizes for a 32, 34, 36, 38 and 40 inch
bust measure.

Girls' Cooking-outfit.—The Pattern No. 9001
is cut in sizes for girls of 8, 10, 12 and 14 years of age.

FASHIONS OF THE HOUR

The fashion of having a white silk

petticoat with two or more adjustable
flounces for wear with different gowns
has much to recommend it. One such
petticoat in a .summer outfit has three
knee-flounces, to be attached by means
of a double row of beading and a broad

ribbon. One of the flounces is of white China silk,

shaped at the top by groups of small tucks. The bot-
tom is scalloped, and has an edging of six-inch Valen-
ciennes lace. An elaborate application of lace flowers
further embellishes the flounce, and there is a bow of
heavy white satin ribbon with long ends on the left

side. A second flounce is -of pale blue organdie, to
match a blue-and-white organdie gown. It is rather
simply trimmed with lace edging and medallions. The

third flounce is a tri-

umph of skill and pa-

tience. It is a shaped
circular affair, com-
posed of sixteen rows
of lace edging sewed
together, the edge of

one row just over-
lapping the top of the

other. A wide nain-

sook beading, headed
by a frill of lace, at-

taches the flounce to

the skirt.

The use of Valen-
ciennes lace increases,

and is threatening the
popularity of the an-
tique and Cluny, so
universally worn at

present. Many of the
thin lingerie waists

are trimmed with Valenciennes medallions and edging,

and it is seen on organdie and other muslin gowns,
especially youthful models. A handsome matinee-
blouse is made of stripes of white wash-ribbon three

inches wide and two-inch Valenciennes-lace edging,

not insertion. There is a shaped belt of the ribbon
and a tunic of lace and ribbon sewn lengthwise below
the belt. In the tunic two rows of lace are used be-

tween the rows of ribbon.
A rose-pink linen gown is effectively trimmed with

disks of white linen closely sprinkled_ with French
knots of black. The disks are edged with Cluny -lace

ruffled slightly, but sewn flat to the material. They
extend around the circular skirt, and appear on the

blouse. The guimpe and lower sleeves are of white
linen with black knots.
A new model for dressy shirt-waists is seen at an

importer's, and is developed in linen, pongee
and tussore silk. It has a deep cape-yoke,
circular-shaped, which extends far over the

shoulders, giving them an extremely sloping

effect. The yoke is attached to the fulled

blouse by narrow nainsook or silk beading.
For wear with linen or other light-mate-^

rial jacket-gowns, col-

lar and front pieces,

miscalled guimpes,are
shown. They come
in pink, blue, mauve
and yellow, in com-
bination with white,

and are very pretty
and cool. They are
easily made at home,
and may be varied
in a number of ways.

To hang on a chatelaine or watch-fob,

jewelers offer a small gold sphere about as

large as an Enghsh walnut. Some of these

are powcjered with tiny jewels, and are

especially pretty. The ball unscrews inge-

niously in the center, and displays a little

powder-puff with a gold handle.

Another novelty seen in a jeweler's shop is an

opera-glass which folds perfectly flat, and may be

slipped in a small bag, or even in a pocket if any

gowns nowadays boast pockets. The lens is turned

sidewise by means of a screw, and the sides of the

case fold flat like a card-case.

Sun-plaiting is often drawn out in the making of

gowns until all the fullness is eliminated and only the

lines of the plaiting left. A white crepe-de-chine skirt

is thus treated, the bottom of the skirt having two
graduated tucks above the wide hem. The blouse is

fully plaited to a lace and fagoted yoke.
Fancy runs riot in

parasol - handles. A
sky-blue taffeta par-
asol has a brown-
wood handle, the end
of which is a large
elephant-head skilful-

ly carved. The el-

ephant's trappings are
fit for a rajah, being
of gold thickly inlaid

with small red and
green jewels. The
tusks are of ivory
lightly gilded.

A simple but hand-
some hat is made of

a flat plaque of ecru
chip. It is shaped on
a bandeau of white
maline, and has a fine

white ostrich-plume
beneath, to fall over
the hair on the left

side and at the back. A double wreath of shaded
pink roses extends half Way around the top of the hat,
and ends in two rosettes of black velvet ribbon. There
is no other trimming.

Very long veils to twine around large hats and fall

almost to the waist are seen on Fifth Avenue, espec-
ially for carriage wear.—American Cultivator.

—Delineator.

A CHIC COLLAR

LADIES' TUCKED WAIST WITH
YOKE
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Pelatiah
By JAMES C. FEKNALD

A POOR little forlorn, cold ^ay kitten on a back
door-step greeted the head of the family one
freezing morning. It was one of those days
when, as the proverb says, "one couldn't turn a

dog from the fire," and of course the same logic cov-
ered the cat, although the householder didn't like cats.

But as the fire blazed and crackled, the stranger began
to manifest the gratitude which Dean Swift has de-
fined as "'a lively sense of benefits to be received;" and
because it made the host uncomfortable to see a crea-
ture hungry, the kitten got a saucer of milk.

"Oh. my dear," said the good wife, coming down a
little later, "we can never keep that kitten."

"All right," was the reply; "just as you think best.
But I couldn't turn it out in the cold."

Hence arose an unanswerable problem. For how
could an exceedingly tender-hearted woman do what a
man couldn't bring himself to do? Kitty slipped
through the silence into the library, and laid down by
the sliding doors. Now, though the house was new, a
little colony of adventurous mice had found out that
people lived there, and had things to eat, and that the
space in which these doors slid back and forth formed
a ready-made and unassailable cavern. One. of the lit-

tle colony slipped out to reconnoiter, and at that pre-
cise moment Kitty awoke from a refreshing sleep, and
walked proudlj' out into the dining-room exhibiting the
trophy, evidently in payment for board. After that
there was no question of sending the visitor away, and
soon no trace of a mouse could be found.

The struggle for life is part of the process of evolu-
tion, and it came with thunderous barking, growling
and scrambling a few evenings later on the snow that
covered the front lawn. When the family reached the
door, there in the center of the plot stood the mite of a
kitten, with one fore paw raised in defiance, while cir-

cling around with a three-yards' radius, the newsboy's
great white mongrel mastiff, "as big as a calf," as the
milkman said, raved and roared, but dared not close in.

The kitten was too wet to bristle, having apparently
been either in the enemy's mouth or rolled in the snow,
but the attacking party had had the experience of the

little boy who said, "Mama, I didn't know that bees had
splinters in their tails." He had found that Kitty had
eighteen "splinters" in those four little paws, and
nothing could induce him to risk so hot a reception
again. From that time the little gray kitten had only
a wholesome contempt and defiance for the whole
canine race.

The tall tulip-trees were the next scene of adven-
ture. It was easy to climb up by putting one paw
before another, but when up fifty feet above the
ground, how was one to turn around and come down?
So the little gray figure would hang wailing there
where no human being could climb, and the family
would be forced to go to bed with that plaintive cry
from the tree-top the last sound in their ears. In the
morning there would be a round depression in the
snow at the foot of the tree, and no cat at the top.

But while they were looking anxiously for the finish of

the tragedy, the remains would come up very much
alive and yowling for breakfast.

Surely such a valiant creature should have an hon-
orable name, and that of a doughty Revolutionary
ancestor of the family was judged appropriate. So
the little fighter and climber was named "Pelatiah."
The appellation seemed at once unique and fitting, and
the familj' felicitated themselves on the happy selec-

tion until their theories were thrown into confusion by
the sudden appearance of four small kittens. Every
endeavor was then made to change the masculine
appellation, but in vain. The name "Pelatiah" had
become as much a part of the cat as her tail, and her
case was like that of Barrie's "lassie wi' a laddie's

name." ["The minister—it was Mr. Dishart—some-
how had a notion 'at the littlin was a laddie, an' when
he reads the name on the paper. 'Margaret Dundas.' he
looks at Hendry wi' the barnie in his arms, and he says,

stern like. 'The child is a boy, is it not?' . . . An'
Hendry was confused, as a man often is wi' his first; so
he says, all tremblin', 'Yes, Mr. Dishart.' 'Then,' says
the minister, 'I cannot christen him Margaret, so I will

call him Davit.' An' Davit the littlin was baptized,
sure eneuch." So the poor little girl had always to be
"Davie."!

Fortunately few people knew Hebrew, though good
old Cotton Mather was sure it was tlie language of

Eden, and believed it would be the language of heaven.
So the incongruitj' of the masculine name does not dis-

turb the general susceptibilities.

What a sight it was to see that untaught young
mother educating those kittens! An ample amount
of animal-food was provided in the residue of steaks,
chops and roasts, but who could tell whether this arti-

ficial supply would last for another generation? Her
offspring must go back -to first principles, and earn
their own living. Since there were no rats or mice
about her home, they must be imported, and day by
day she would bring the half-dead prey from houses
and barns in the neighborhood, to give those kittens

object-lessons. Sometimes, in special delight over her
own prowess, she would lay a nice, large, fat rat on the
sill of the parlor window, as a generous gift- for any
of the human family who might want a dainty meal.

She had learned to fight dogs, and her kittens must
learn. She had none of the scruples of the human
mother who consulted her pastor as to whether she
should teach her Tommy to "hit back" when another

boy hit him, on which the minister's boy remarked
that she needn't trouble herself, for Tommy had
already settled that matter for himself. Pelatiah had a

comprehensive theory o: battle. It's very poor busi-

ness to stand up, and strike with one paw—you have
lour of them, and a mouth full of teeth besides. Close
m on your enemy, then fling yourself down, and dis-

charge the whole battery at once, claws and teeth,

in one simultaneous hide-rending volley. She would
demonstrate this to the kittens one by one, until the
little things would fairly cry out at the severity of the
lessons. But every one learned it; and instead, of
skulking into corners, they would march toward an
enemy, waiting to get near enough for effective attack.

How Pelatiah did terrorize the dogs in those days
after she had a family to defend! She had a. favorite
perch on a kitchen window over the bulkhead cellar-

doors. There she would sit, blinking in the sun, the
very emblem of peace and domesticity. Suddenly
there would arise from the lawn howls and yelps
and "ki-yies," as some unfortunate dog fled madly
with tail at half-mast, not believing until he got a block
away but what the grass and bushes were full of cats.

Ethel insisted that Pelatiah deliberately left por-
tions of every meal in her plate under the elm-tree, in

order to tempt her victims within reach. The dog
would come cautiously scouting across the fields. This
time the coast was clear—not a living thing in sight-—
and that morsel was savory! He would put down his

head to eat. when a streak of gray lightning would
slide across the grass, and a rending fury would be on
his back, \vhere he could not fight, and clinging so that
it was vain to fly. So complete became her ascendancy
that she had only to walk quietly down the path, and
every other animal would vacate the premises.

With all these wild, lynxlike traits, there was a
touch of something uncanny about her. She may have
begun life on a farm. At any rate, she scorned milk
and preferred cream. She would let a saucer of milk
disdainfully alone until what cream there was in it had
risen to the top. Then she would sit down before it,

and skim it, with one fore paw, inverted and used like
a teaspoon, swept across the top of the milk and then
lifted to her mouth to be lapped dry. What was not
worth skimming off in that way she would leave. By
an unfortunate lack of moral principle she w'ould ex-
tend this ingenious process to the table, and as the
men of the family violently objected to a "cat's paw"
in their cream, she became profoundly distrustful of
all people who wore trousers. One summer the whole
family had gone to the mountains except the father
and the eldest son. They chanced to meet in the
kitchen one day. while the gray cat sat in her favorite
resort outside the window.

"Father." said the son, "now the girls are away, I

think it will be a good plan to dispose of Pelatiah."
"Yes, by all means," the father answered.
Pelatiah jumped down from that window-sill, and

absolutely disappeared; and though the avengers
looked for her for weeks, they never saw her gray
coat once. At length, foremost of the family, Ethel
came home. She had not been in the house an hour
before Pelatiah was sitting tranquilly on the window-
sill, ready to jump trustfully in when the window
opened and a gentle voice said, "Why, Pelatiah!" It

is to be feared that on very much less evidence our
Puritan ancestors would have seen some old lady
riding a broomstick above that house.

And what was the fate of this remarkable animal?
Why, she has had none, and shows no sign of being
near it, but is as bright and vigorous as two spitfire

and unapproachable gray kittens can keep a fond
mother. And the most adventurous rat has not
the slightest chance to make even a beginning of the
story that immortalized "the house that Jack built."

The Bridge Ghost
By FRANK H. SWEET

"Who evil seeks to do at night.
An' sees de ghost upon de benches,

Let him beware ob bridge-crossed light,

Ob moon dat skurrying cloud intrenches.
Better he turn, an' haste from dere

—

If he keep on, beware! beware!" •

crooned old Meg Noka in her deep, sepulchral voice,
which was peculiarly impressive when used as it was
now, in a slow, meditative soliloquy. Several of the
boys lying up the bank shivered, and one or two of
them began to repeat the doggerel over, as though try-
ing to impress it upon their memory.

"What does it mean. Meg?" asked Al Hopkins,
raising himself upon his elbow. "Does it mean the
benches down to Ford's? Is there a story connected
with it?"

The old woman deliberately knocked the ashes from
her pipe against the step of the little cabin, and rose to
her feet.

"I tole you ghost-story 'nough fo' one time, boys."
she said. "Mebbe I tell you dis de nex' time you
come! Yes, it's Fo'd's benches, or bridge, laik people
call it now. An' it go way back to de time when
Injuns owned de country. Mebbe you fin' out yo'-

selves, you go dere some night on evil intent an' see de
ghost. Den if de moon am out you better not go
under de benches t'rough de shadder-line, Dat's de
'beware,' " and with a harsh though not unfriendly
laugh, the old wom.an disappeared within the cabin.

One by one the boys rose from the grass, and
walked away. They were fond of coming to hear old
Meg's stories, and their interest was not lessened by
her reputation of holding familiar intercourse with
spirits, or her knowledge of black arts, or the Indian
blood that flowed in her veins.

"I tell you what, boys." said Al Hopkins, in a low
voice. "I wouldn't want that 'beware' to mean me. It

sent the cold shivers down my back just to hear it.

These old m.edicine Indians have more to do with such
things than folks think."

'

"Oh, pshaw, All you're, superstitious," laughed Sid

Barker. "It's all humbug, except the listening; that's
fine. I like such stories. Ford's bridge, or benches,
never saw a ghost. But how about the chestnuts to-
night? Of course we'll go."

Al made an almost imperceptible motion with his
head toward a third boy who stood near them.

Sid laughed. "Oh, Phil Brown's all right," he said.
"He won't go with us, of course—he's too good; but
then, he won't talk. I'd as soon Phil would hear
plans as for one of our own fellows, for he never tells.

He tries to head us off sometimes, but he can't in this.
I dare him to try it. Eh; Phil?" looking over his
shoulder.

"Is it Mrs. Ford's chestnuts you are talking about?"
asked Phil. "If it is, you fellows ought to be ashamed
of yourselves. You know the old lady was in town to-
day, and there was a big frost last night that must have
brought the chestnuts down in showers. She hasn't
had time to pick them up yet."

"That's what we're counting on." said Sid, coolly.
"But look here, fellows." cried Phil. "Mrs. Ford

depends on those four trees for her winter clothing
and wood—why, they're almost all her living. They're
the only chestnut-trees near here, and bear big crops
every year. You know she can sell them for a good
price, and you fellows don't need them."

"Oh. yes, we do—about two or three bushels of
them," laughed Sid. "And just think what fun it will
be gathering them. Why. under Mrs. Ford's trees a-

fellow can scoop up a double handful at a time. Well,
Al, just as soon as it gets dark, remember; and we'll
go by way of the river, under the bridge, and up
that little path behind the house. She'll never think
of any one coming that way. I'll have my boat at the
landing; come there." Then to Phil, he said, mock-
ingly, "Don't it make you want to join?"

Phil watched the two boys until they disappeared,
one toward the village? the other in the direction of his
father's farm across the fields; then he, too. started
toward home. But before he reached there the look
of perplexity and concern had left his face, and in its

place was an expression w-hich seemed to consist
mostly of a broad grin and two merry eyes.

Al Hopkins and Sid Barker were the two bad boys
of the neighborhood; thoughtlessly bad, perhaps, but
nevertheless doing a great deal of mischief, and even
injury. Sometimes they were caught and punished,
but more often were let off with a reprimand. They
were good-natured, obliging, and even ready to go
considerably out of their way to do a good turn; so
these virtues were usually allowed to cover the mul-
titude of their shortcomings. As they pulled away
from the landing in the gathering darkness, a man
who saw them shook his head disapprovingly. Ap-
parently they were going out on the river fishing, but
the number of baskets and sacks which he - had seen
them toss into the boat indicated that something be-
sides fish was in their thoughts.

For twenty minutes or so the boys pulled sturdily,
leaving a long trail of outcurving ripples in their wake:
then they held on their oars a little, and went forward
slowly and as silently as possible. In front of them
was Ford's benches, a long, roughly made foot-abridge
which crossed the river. Beyond this the right shore
rounded out, and was covered with tall trees and a
dense growth of underbrush. Through this the small
path spoken of by Sid led directly to the chestnut-treesf

"Sh, now, Al!" Sid whispered. "Pull just as easy
as you can, and let's don't talk. We'll be' there in a
few minutes now."

On they went, very slowly and cautiously and
silently, and nearer and nearer came the shadowy out-
lines of the bridge. Clouds were skurrying across the
skj', and now and then a shaft of moonlight flashed
through them and rested for a few moments upon the
water and the boat. Presently, as the bridge drew
nearer. Al turned to see where to guide his boat. At
the same moment came a' deep, sepulchral groan. Al
sprang to his feet.

"Oh. Sid. look! look!" he whispered, hoarsely; "the
bridge ghost! And there's the crossed light beneath
—the bridge shadow, you know."

Sid rose quickly, gave one look, and then sank upon
the stern seat, his face to the bridge. His oar slipped
into the water, and floated away unheeded. "It's—it's

all humbug," he tried to say; but his voice was scarcely
audible, and his eyes were full of horror at the awful
thing which seemed to be looking down at them from
the bridge. In the semi-darkness it was vague and
shadow^y. but against the background of foliage it

seemed ten. fifteen, tw'enty feet high—they were too
startled and confused to judge. Again came the deep,
hollow groan.

Al caught up the remaining oar, and flung its blade
into the water, and Sid made no protest. How they
reached home the boys never quite knew; it was some-
thing they didn't care to talk about.

A few days later they were at Phil Brown's house.
"Oh. about the chestnuts," Phil said at length, after

they had made the rounds of the place, and were
standing in front of a shed that was his particular
workshop. "Did you get many?"

"N-no," Sid answered, evasively; "we didn't really

go until the next night, and then we went by land,

around through the woods. They had all been picked
up before we got there."

"Yes," commented Phil, coolly; "I was down that
day, and helped Mrs. Ford pick them up. We got five

bushels of beautiful big brown fellows."

"Oh. say: we haven't been in your workshop yet,"

exclaimed Sid. as though desirous of changing the
subject. "What are you tinkering on now?"

"Nothing much." replied Phil hastily. "Here, let's

all of us go into the house. I've got some books I

want to show you."
But he was too late. Sid had already opened the

shed door and glanced in. Almost instantly he closed

it. however, and flashed a peculiar glance at Phil. He
had seen a long pole with a crosspiece near the top.

Over the end of the pole a hat slouched, and on one
of the arms of the crosspiece hung a long linen coat.

"Do you believe in ghosts, Phil?" he asked pres-

ently, in what was meant to be a careless voice; "such
ghosts as old Meg tells us about, I mean."

"Well, no; I can't say I do," Phil answered.
"Neither do I," said Sid, emphatically. "They're

humbugs."
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Breaking the Jam
By FRANK T. MANN

I
WILL do it!" Tom Harding turned from the

saloon door, where he stood hesitating, and
a look of resolution, that visited his blue eyes

only at rare intervals, mingled with the misery
in them. "When a man's wife tells him to his teeth

that he is a shiftless, drunken creature, and that she

regrets the day she first laid eyes on him, then, I take

it, that man has little to live for and nothing to lose.

Anyway, I shall accept Squire Johnson's offer, let

come what may."
He reached into the pocket of his faded, threadbare

coat, and drew forth a crumpled sheet of paper.

Slowly, for the fifth time, he went over the words
printed in large, flaring letters, the ink not yet dry:

ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS REWARD
To the person who will break the jam collect-

ing in Au Sable River two miles above Curtis
before damage is done to the lumber-mills at that

point I will pay one thousand dollars. All risks of

life and limb to be borne by the one undertaking
the work. W. L. Johnson,

President Curtis Lumber Company.

Thrusting the paper into his pocket, Tom strode
hurriedly down the sloppy sidewalk, and in a few
minutes stood before the large brick building which
contained President Johnson's office. A wave of in-

decision swept across his face as he scraped the mud
and snow from his well-worn shoes. It was a perilous
undertaking, and none knew the danger of it better
than he. Then the recollection of his wife's bitter

words returned with full force, and he hesitated no
longer. "Maggie is a good woman in most things,"

he said to himself, and the blue eyes glistened, "and
maybe I haven't done by her what I might. For her
sake and the baby's I'll try it."

"Well, Tom, my man, you will undertake to cut the
jam and save the mills?" said President Johnson a

moment later, as Tom, hat in hand, stood before his

desk. "Do you know that it is a dangerous piece of

work? There is probably not another man in Alcona
County who would run the risk for twice the sum
named. Indeed, it was not so much with the hope of

saving the mills as it was a formality to secure our
insurance rights that the reward was offered. How-
ever, if your mind is made up it is not my place to
dissuade you. If you are successful the money is

-yours, and I will add another hundred from my own
private purse."

"A'ad if anything happens to me, the money will be
paid to Mag—my wife?"

"If the jam is broken, yes."
William Johnson was a kind-hearted man, and as

he watched the big, childish lumberman move toward
the door a suspicious film blurred his vision for a mo-
ment, and there was just the least huskiness in his

tones as he bade him God-speed.
"Poor fellow," he murmured, as he turned to his

work, "life has not been all smooth with him lately,

and he is in a great measure responsible for his own
misfortunes, but I should greatly regret if any evil

were to befall him at this work."

In the smaller of the two scantily furnished apart-
ments that constituted their home, Margaret Harding
busied herself in the preparation of dinner. Glancing
at the cracked porcelain clock on the mantel, she quit
her work for the twelfth time, and going to the door,
looked uneasily down the long, muddy street. It was
deserted save for one solitary figure that came bound-
ing along as fast as his short legs could carry him,
regardless alike of the slush of mud and snow beneath
his feet and the gusts of wind and rain which came near
upsetting him at intervals.

"Say, you hearn?" he gasped, as he dashed up to
where Margaret stood.

"What do you mean, Bobbie Carson? Have I

heard what?"
"About Tom. He's undertook to cut the jam

above the mill, an' mos' ever'body says he'll be killed.

S'posed you knew about it." And swelling over the
importance of his message, the thoughtless urchin gal-
loped on his way.

For a minute or more Margaret stood looking
blankly across the street through the dashing rain.

Every bitter word she had uttered that mornin,g re-
curred to her mind in all its cruel strength, and seemed
to burn itself in on her very soul in great red letters
of fire. The look, half of anger, half of sad reproach,
with which he had turned from her and kissed the
baby sleeping quietly in its crib—every incident of their
quarrel returned with a significance magnified a thou-
sandfold by her fears.

"I called him worthless and drunken," she said, with
dry eyes and pale, trembling lips, "and he is neither.
Poor Tom! Though he does drink sometimes, it is

through discouragement and disappointment at his
hard lot, and he is always kind to me. Oh, God, if I

could recall my words! But is it too late? I may save
him yet."

The Curtis Lumber Company's mills stood on the
level bottom adjacent to the river and about one
hundred yards from it. Half a mile above the mills
the railroad crossed the river over a long iron bridge,
and from a point just below the southern end of the
bridge an artificial ditch had been cut to float the logs
into the mill at high water. It was this bridge and the
ditch that were responsible for the trouble which now
prevailed.

Au Sable River was a roaring, booming, yellow,
flood. All day the great sawlogs, broken from their
moorings above, had been rushing by in thousands.
But now immense pine-trees, torn up by their roots,

were borne upon the bosom of the raging torrent. One
of these monarchs of the forest had caught between the

two middle piers of the bridge, and formed the nucleus

of a rapidly growing mass of timber and debris, the

long stems of the great pines writhing and rolling to-

gether like the hideous forms of gigantic serpents.

Not only was the bridge threatened with momentary
destruction, but the dam thus formed caught the

waters up and hurled them and their ponderous arma-
ture down the ditch and against the mills below, ^yith

a violence that must soon accomplish their destruction.

To get at the pine trunk and cut it would release

the straining, tumbling mass, restore the raging waters

to their natural channel, and save the bridge and the

mills. But woe to him who cut it!

When Tom Harding, ax in hand, stepped upon the

bridge and started on his mission, not one of the

groiip who stood looking on in breathless silence but

felt that he was witnessing a tragedy.
"The man is committing sheer, downright suicide,"

said an old lumberman who had spent his life in the

forest and on the river. "It oughtn't to be allowed."

But Tom had already reached the middle of the

long structure, and was feeling his way down over the

tumbling, grinding pile as only a lumberman can. Now
he stood with careful footing upon the huge pine stem,
bending under the awful strain, and now he plied his

ax with telling vigor, making the chips fly at each
powerful stroke. To an eye not cognizant of his ter-

rible danger the sturdy lumberman might have been
following his daily vocation for anything in his look
or manner that denoted the contrary.

But the woman, wild-eyed and panting, with hair
disheveled and hanging in rain-soaked tresses down
her back, who just now joined the group on the bank,
realized his danger, and a piercing shriek mingled with
the roar of the waters.

"Oh, Tom, dear Tom, come back to me! Forgive
my cruel words, and come back—for babv's sake and
mine!" and she held the little, wet, shivering thing up
in full view of its parent out on the river.

He heard not her words, but he saw his child, and
every feeling vanished before the paternal. He turned
and looked at the towering mass above him, and for a

moment those on shore hoped he might escape. But
the next! A terrible grinding crash, as the great tree

parted, an awfuf, muffled roar, and for a single instant
the lumberman's form stood poised on the broken tree.

He kissed his hand once, and above the din came the
words, "It was for you, Maggie; you and the baby,"
and then he went down, and was borne away by the

rushing swirl of waters.

_
Half an hour later searchers found a limp, uncon-

scious body suspended to the branches of a tree where
it had been left by the now receding waters. It was
at first thought that the man was dead, but closer ex-
amination revealed the fact that he breathed, and a
liberal draught from a lumberman's flask forced down
his throat partly restored, him to consciousness. That
night Tom Harding was carried home to his wife, ter-

ribly maimed and bruised, it is true, but still alive.

Under her tender and_ happy ministrations he finally

recovered, and from his terrible experience gleaned a

lesson that will last him all his life. To-day not a hap-
pier trio lives than Tom and Margaret and their baby.

His Spanish Sweetheart
By WILLIAM FORSTER BROWN

THE curtain fell on the first act of the opera,

shutting out Calve's daring, defiant face as she
mocked the bailed soldiers swarming about the

steps below her, and Storer Edgarton made his

way slowly into the foyer of the theater, a dumb ache
at his heart that the passionate music of Carmen
always awakened.

Well he knew that fair country "down near the
walls of Seville," of which the great prima donna had
been singing, for under its sunny sky he had lost his

heart forever at the touch of a real Carmen's lips

—

dearer still, in spite of the silent years that had drifted

between them, than any woman's could be to him
again. Where was she to-night? he wondered; his

Carmen—Carmencita. Dead, or had she forgotten?
Under the spell of the music, and unmindful of the

throng of promenaders all around him, Edgarton's
thoughts went back, borne on a swiftly rising sea of

memory, and once again he stood under the sunny
skies of old Spain, light hearted and fancy free, filled

to the brim with the healthy joy of living.

Out of the past rose a vision of a narrow foreign
street, down which came dashing a pair of unmanage-
able horses, mad with terror, and in the light carriage
behind them two white-faced, helpless women. He
heard again the shouts of fear and' warning from the

bystanders, felt his muscles, hardened by many a bat-

tle on the gridiron at Yale, instinctively set with the

tension of steel as he dashed forward, swerving the
runaways by the merest fraction from the great stotie

fountain .in San Marco Plaza. Then, dusty and
bruised,- but triumphant, he looked for the first time
into Carmen's glorious eyes, disclaiming in confused
and broken Spanish the praise and gratitude her ador-
able lips gave him. "It is nothing," he had said, blushing
like the veriest boy under the thrall of those incom-
parable dark eyes. "I am glad to have been of ser-

vice to the Seiiorita. Will you trust the coachman
(who had limped up to the group) to drive again?"

In the evening Don Rapheal Gonsalvo—the father

of the girl he had rescued—had called at Edgarton's
hotel, and in voluble Castilian thanked him for the

service done the house of Gonsalvo, inviting him to

dine at his residence the next day. The young Amer-
ican had accepted promptly, a curious, undefined feel-

ing of joy thrilling his heart as he thought of looking
again into the eyes that had haunted him all day.

Ah, well! Fate had pitilessly rung down the cur-

tain on the happiness dawning into his life. A few
brief moments on a moon-lit balcony; a sudden, swift,

passionate avowal of the love that had mastered his

whole being; a whispered word and a shy caress in

answer, and then—was it a week, a month? Time is

as naught to those who dwell in Arcady—the war
came, blighting Edgarton's promise of the future like

the touch of Azrael's wing.
"There can be no thought of love or marriage,"

Don Rapheal had said, proudly, as he bade Edgarton
a courteous farewell at the railway-station, "between
a daughter of Spain—the sister of an officer in the

royal navy—and one who owes allegiance to the flag

of the United States. The price to be paid for the
shattered wreck lying in Havana harbor forbids it."

A tear-stained note of undying love and farewell,

worn almost to illegibility on the voyage homeward,
was the only token left to Edgarton of his short
romance. After that had come the silence. Even
after peace had come again no clew that love could

discover or wealth follow had revealed to Edgarton
the whereabouts of his lost love. Carmen's sailor-

brother had lain dead on the "Vizcaya's" deck at San-

tiago, and the old Don. broken-hearted, had followed

his boy. So much Edgarton discovered. Of the

daughter there was no trace.

A buESt of melody from the orchestra brought Ed-
garton back from the land of dreams, as all at once a

hand fell on his shoulder, and a familiar voice vibrated

in his ears. "Edgarton, old chap, you're the very man
I'm looking for. What iuck to find you in all this

crowd. I want you to join our supper-party after the

opera. The mater, a young lady from Mexico—she's

the niece of my governor's business agent in San Jose
—your sister Helen and myself. Come on over to our
box, there goes the curtain. Nonsense; of course

you'll go."
After a feeble remonstrance, Edgarton followed his

friend obediently into the semi-gloom of the box. "I

suppose I may as well," he thought to himself. "The
way I feel to-night, I don't much care what I do.

Nothing matters."
Helen Edgarton nodded at her brother's entrance,

and Mrs. Creighton extended her hand in a cordial

greeting. "Good-evening, Storer," she said, smiling.

"So glad Harry found you. Let me make you ac-

quainted with a young friend of mine. Miss Gonsalvo
—Mr. Storer Edgarton. You two should get on," she

laughed, tapping Storer's arm with her fan. "Miss
Gonsalvo is a native of Spain, and you spent two or

three years there, didn't you? Let me hear you say

'how d' do' to each other in pure Castilian."

Edgarton, staring at the face that had risen from
the darkness at the back of the box, reeled suddenly

like a man who feels the ground slipping beneath his

feet, and then, unheeding time, place and the wonder-
ing glances of the people about him, he opened his

arms, with a great cry of incredulous joy, "Carmen!
My Carmen!" With a rush the girl's dark head was
on his shoulder, her lips pouring forth broken sen-

tences of love and 'unspeakable happiness.

"Tell me, dearest one, do you love me still?" whis-

pered Edgarton, tensely; while Creighton, rising sud-

denly to the occasion, interposed his broad shoulders

between them and the front of the box.
"Hush, my adored one," answered the girl, softly.

"Listen."
From the stage floated up to them the matchless

perfection of Calve's voice, singing to her mimic lover,

Don Jose,

"Over the mountain and over the lea

I will share thy saddle with thee
—

"

"That is my answer," said the real Carmen, with a

little .sigh of content.

THE SLEEPY SONG
As soon as the fire burns red and low,

And the house up-stairs is still, ,

She sings me a queer little sleepy song
Of sheep that go over the hill.

The good little sheep run quick and soft.

Their colors are gray and white;

They follow their leader nose to tail,

For they must be home by night.

And one slips over and one comes next.

And one runs after behind.

The gray one's nose at the white one's tail,

The top of the hill they find.

And when they get to the top of the hill

They quietly slip away.
But one runs over and one comes next

—

Their colors are white and gray.

And over they go, and over they go.

And over the top of the hill.

The good little sheep run thick and fast,

And the house up-stairs is still.

And one slips over and one comes next,

The good little, gray little sheep!

I watch how the fire burns red and low.

And she says that I fall asleep.

—Josephine Dodge Daskam, in McClure's.

MOTHERLAND
Oh, Mother-land, we love thee.

Around thy knees we cling;

And of thy grace in many a place

Thy happy children sing.

Thy banner floating o'er us.

In hues of heaven's own light,

In all our coasts shall marshall hosts

For liberty and right.

From fort and fleet outstreaming
That flag of thine shall be.

Oh, Mother-land, o'er every strand.

The symbol of the free.

Oh, Mother-land, God bless thee!

God guard thee evermore,
From pine to palm, in storm or calm.

From ocean shore to shore.
—Margaret Sangster.
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New People's Atlas

OF THE WORLD
N EVER before in the history of the pubHsh-

ing business has there been attempted any-
thing- in the form of a popular atlas that

would compare with this. It is in a class by
itself. It is very copiously illustrated with elegant

half-tone pictures carefully selected from every
state of the Union and from all parts of the world.

THREE BROTHERS AND MIRROR LAKE, YOSEMITE

iPiC^ DAi-r-o EACH PAGE IS 14 INCHES
I3D AtlLo LONG BY 11 INCHES WIDE

More Than 300 Maps and Illustrations

1900 Census
It contains Up-to-Date Maps, War, State and City Maps,

Foreign Maps, Canadian Maps, Single-Page Maps, Double-
Page Maps, Scores of Illustrations Elegantly Engraved,
Plainly Printed and Substantially Bound, 1900 United
States Census, State Seals and Areas, Rivers and Bays,
Boundaries, Mineralogy, Climate, Soil, Agriculture, Manu-
factures, Railroads, Education, and History of all the States.

UP TO DATE=ED11CATI0NAL==CHEAP
The People's Atlas gives a general description of the

physical features of the world, as form, density, temper-
ature, motion, climatic conditions; distribution of land
and water; races of people and their religions; also the
most complete list of nations ever published, giving
geographical location, area, population and forms of

government. All countries and all the principal cities of
the earth are shown. The maps in this atlas are up
to date, having been thoroughly revised according to

the latest surveys. They are skilfully engraved and
finely printed. Order as No. 12.

GIVEN FOR SEINDIING TWO YEARLY SUBSCRIP-
TIOINS TO THE FARM AIND FIRESIDE

Or We Will Send the Farm and Fireside One Year and the
Atlas for 60 Cents

ALL POSTAGE PAID BY US

Address FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio

The Young People

"Pa, I want some lemonade!"
'Pa, I want some candy!"

"Pa. what's that the man just said?"
"Pa, ain't that a dandy?"

"Pa. I'm awful dry: aren't you?''

"Pa. these aren't good places!"

"Pa. I've dropped my hat down through!'
"Pa, when are the races?"

Gorged with peanuts passing stale;

Satisfied—no, never;
Turning sundry faces pale

By some rash endeavor:
Sticky-fingered; backward not
Here and there to jerk us:

Four times lost; excited: hot;

Johnny sees the circus.

Puzzled rooster, dog and cat

Cooped in narrow cages.

Peering out through wooden slat,

In the worst of rages:

Cossack 'neath the cherry-trees.

On old Pete, asthmatic:

Upside down from a trapeze

Seiior Acrobatic;

Tumbling (not "as advertised"

—

Nose the special feature!)

Clothes-line as a slack-wire prized-

Bridget wild, poor creature!

Hay-loft veiled in mystery;
Sly attempts to work us

For ten pins admission fee

—

Johnny '.s seen the circus!

A
HOW TWO CONNECTICUT BOYS CHANGED

A COUNTY

STORY which interested me was one

I heard at Brunswick, Ga., which

a drawling native from the interior

told as illustrative of the aggres-

siveness of outsiders who came in to

disturb the peacefulness of the neighbor-

hood. When he finished, however, I felt

that I would like to cross the intervening

fifty miles of pine woods and shake hands

with the two Connecticut boys who had

done so much.
His county was in the pme belt, and

was supposed to be capable of raismg

nothing but tar, pitch and turpentme.

Nearly all the land was owned by large

companies, and when the pine-trees were

exhausted the land could be bought for

from 'fifty cents to three dollars an acre.

But there were no buyers, for, as the man
said, "the land wa'n't wuth nothing." The
natives lived in log cabins, worked a lit-

tle for the "company," went hunting and

fishing a little, and sat on their cabin

steps and smoked more; the women for

the most part chewed snuff.

It was among these people that the

Connecticut boys came, buying as much
of the cheap land as they could for the

few dollars they had brought with them.

They went pluckily to work clearing land,

and as they could get to it, began to set

peach-trees. The whole neighborhood
hooted in derision, and yet in a way
secretly rejoiced. They had declared the

land was too "pore" to grow anything

but pine-trees, and the foolish outsiders

had paid not the least attention. Now it

would serve them right to lose their

money and labor.

Byt the "foolish outsiders" kept imper-

turbably on. They had been used to fruit-

growing at home, and had very practical

ideas about peach-trees and their require-

ments. They cleared more land and set

more trees, doing as much work in a

week as the ordinary able-bodied na-

tives had been accustomed to in sev-

eral months. And this incomprehensible
persistence in work brought upon them
more neighborhood suspicion. People

who did like that, and who did not take

time to go 'possum-hunting, could not by
any possibility be all right.

Peach-pits were cheap, and the out-

siders got as many of them as they could,

and planted for future trees. And still

they kept clearing.

Meanwhile the first trees planted grew
and throve amazingly, to the wonder and
almost consternation of the neighbor-
hood. The third year there was a good
crop of luscious peaches, and the young
men began to ship North, investing all

the proceeds in more land and clearing

and trees.

Now these two own more land in the
county than any other persons outside
the great companies; thej' have several
hundred acres in bearing groves, and
are shipping North almost by the train-

load; they own a store and many houses,
in which live the help the)' now employ;
and more than all this, the whole county
has turned squarely around in its opinion,
and has planted peach orchards by the
hundreds, I might almost say by the
thousand. Already the county is earning
a wide reputation as a fruit-growing
'country, and all because the pluck qi two
discerning outsiders was strong'', and
steady enough to withstand the loudly
expressed belief of a whole county. S.

A MONSTER GUN
A big gun has just been completed and

placed in position at Sandy Hook—made
to protect our coast-defenses. It took
four years to make it. With one thou-
sand pounds of powder it will send
twenty-one miles a projectile weighing
twenty-three hundred and seventy pounds,
and it is calculated that the projectile
when fired will be able to go through
twenty-seven inches of steel at a distance
of two miles. Each time the gun is fired
it will cost eight hundred and sixty-five
dollars. Making, transporting and plac-
ing it in position at Sandy Hook cost one
hundred and fifty-five thousand four hun-
dred dollars. The Chicago "Tribune"
has this to say of it:

"If the big gun survives the first dis-
charge and satisfies the expectations of
the builders and the government, prob-
ably that will be the last that will be heard
from it. It will slumber on for years as
peacefully as if it had no destructive pos-
sibilities within its huge bore, and the
smallest bird that flies may light upon
it with impunity. It will look out over
the sea and keep faithful watch and ward
for the approach of the country's enemies,
who probably never will come within its

radius of action; but if they come at all,

they will seek a safer and more secluded
spot. Conceding that this sixteen-inch
gun represents the highest standard of the
gunmakers' skill thus far reached, and
that with its companions yet to be con-
structed our coasts will be secure from
invasion, it is still to be hoped that time
,may not come when they are called into
use. In any event their presence will
greatly diminish the prospect of their use.
Therefore, though costly luxuries, they
are peacemakers, and the advocates of
'peace and good-will toward men' have
no occasion to be distressed because the
government has spent such a large sum
for the giant gun."—Men of To-morrow.

A SMALL MATTER
One day grandma was holding the

baby, who opened his mouth, showing
her a tooth.
"Oh, mama, come here! As sure as I'm

alive, baby's got a tooth!" exclaimed
grandma.
Tommy, aged four, was playing with

some books. He looked up, and said,
"Oh, dear! Such a fuss about one tooth!
Look here. I've got three—four dozen."—Little Chronicle.
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Prize Puzzles
We Want to be Neighborly, and so Invite All of Our Readers to Use Our Grindstone.

Will Sharpen Your Wits, Quicken the Intellect, Afford Healthful Recreation,
and Give Innocent Amusement and Entertainment

Residents of Springfield, Oliio, are not allowed to enter tlie contests.

It

THE POPULAR-MAGAZINE PUZZLE

Here are Six Pictures, Each Representing the Name of a Popular Magazine. The First is "Sporting Life."

Can You Name the Others?

We Offer Eight Dollars Cash In Four Prizes, as follows : Two Dollars to the First Boy from Whom we l^eceive a Correct Listj Two Dollars to the First

Girl from Whom we (Receive a Correct Lists Two Dollars to the First Man from Whom we Receive a Correct List, and Two Dollars to the First

Woman from Whom we Receive a Correct List. Contestants Must State their Ages, and Answers Must be l<eceived Before August 1st

ALSO A PRIZE FOR EACH STATE AND TERRITORY

As further rewards for our great family of readers, a copy of

"Picturesque Philippines" will be given for the first correct

list of answers received from each state and territory. This

means a book for each of the forty-five states, one for each

territory, and one for the District of Columbia, also one for

Canada. The first correct list from each state v/ins a prize,

giving an equal opportunity to all our readers wherever they
are located. In the states where the cash prizes are awarded
the prize book will be given to the person sending the second
correct list, so that one person will not receive two prizes.

Answers must be addressed to the "Puzzle Editor," Farm
AND Fireside, Springfield, Ohio.

ONE

FOUR

ANSWERS TO PUZZLES OF JUNE 15th ISSUE

The Six Precious Stones

1—Pearl.

2—Agate.

3—Diamond.

4—Turquois.
5—Sapphire.
6—Bloodstone.

The cash prizes are awarded as follows:

Boy's prize, two dollars—Jimmie Baird, Bodcaw,
Arkansas.

Girl's prize, two dollars—Julia Meyers. Hamilton,
Ohio.

Man's prize, two dollars—K. Rittenhouse, State
Road, Delaware.
Woman's prize, two dollars—Miss Mamie Cassell,

Indianapolis, Indiana.
A consolation prize, a copy of "The New Amer-

ican Cook Book," is awarded to each of the follow-
ing for sending the first correct answer from the
state:

Alabama—Mrs. E. A. White, Montgomery.
Arkansas—Mrs. Jennie Ainsworth, Malvern.
Canada—Miss Edith Wilkins, Branchton, Ontario.

TWO THREE

FIVE

Colorado—Mrs. Carrie Hoch, Yuma.
Connecticut—Mrs. F. L. Brown, Meriden.
Delaware—William Fairley, Milford.
District of Columbia—James T. Holt, Washington.
Florida—Woodward W. Day, Pensacola.
Georgia—W. L. Wright, Powder Springs.
Idaho—Mrs. Alex. Johnston, Weiser.
Illinois—Hugh O'Heir, Chicago.
Indiana—Miss Anna Ryan, Anderson.
Indian Territory—Aaron C. Parrott, Checotah.
Iowa—Louise Kocher, Marion.
Kansas—Mrs. L. J. Frey, Elk.
Louisiana—Charles Lantz, Welsh.
Maine—Miss Eva Proulx, Biddeford.
Massachusetts—Miss Florence M.Horton.Brocton.
Michigan—Adelaide Charbouoreau, Detroit.

Minnesota—Harriet E. Oliver, Le Sueur.
Missouri—E. C. Bunch, Carthage.
Montana—Mrs. A. L. Sheperd, East Helena.
Mississippi—Miss Elba Jarman.Carrollton.
Nebraska—Miss Esther Bong, Havelock..
Nevada—Mrs. Lucy Payne, Ely.
New Hampshire—Grace Noyes, Concord.

SIX

New Jersey—Mrs. Sara M. Yale, Lakewood.
New Mexico—Mrs. Louisa K. Watrous, Las

Vegas.
New York—Harold Fancher, Baldwinsville.
North Carolina—Eula Anthony, Vandalia.
North Dakota—W. E. Parsons, Page.
Ohio—F. H. Pearson, De Graff.

Oregon—Ada Looff, Milton.
Oklahoma—Helen J, Kyger, Blackwell.
Pennsylvania—William A.Weisel, Jr.,Philadelphia
Rhode Island—William E. Martin, Westerly.
South Carolina—Mrs. M. J. Whisonant, WilkinS'

ville.

South Dakota—Oral R, Jameson, Valley Springs
Tennessee—Nell Stephens, Haley.
Texas—Mrs. D. M. Wilson, Kemp.
Utah—Miss Ovena Jorgensen, Nephi City.
Vermont—Percy K. Barrett, North Clarendon.
Virginia—Mrs. J. C. Townes, Mount Olive.
Washington—Elsie J. Matterson, North Yakima.
West Virginia—Miss Ida Shannon, Cairo.
Wisconsin—S. E. Beebe, Racine.
Wyoming—Mrs. R. S. Cox, Cody.

CONTENTMENT
Little I ask; my wants are few;

I only wish a hut of stone
(A very plain brownstone will do)
That I may call my own;

And close at hand is such a one,
In yondef street that fronts the sun.

Plain food is quite enough for me;
Three courses are as good as ten;

If Nature can subsist on three,
Thank heaven for three. Amen!

I always thought cold victuals nice

—

My choice would be vanilla ice.

r care not 'much for gold or land;
Give me a mortgage here and there,

Some good bank-stock, some note of
hand

Or trifling railroad-share—

•

I only ask that fortune send
A little more than I shall spend.

Honors are but silly toys, I know,
And titles are but empty names;

I would, perhaps, be Plentipo

—

But only near St. James;
I'm very sure I would not care
To fill our Gubernator's chair.

Jewels are baubles; 'tis a sin

To care for such unfruitful things;
One good-sized diamond in a pin,
Some, not so large, in rings,

A ruby, and a pearl or so.

Will do for me— I laugh at show.

My dame should dress in cheap attire

(Good, heavy silks are 'never dear);
I own, perhaps, I might desire
Some shawls of true cashmere.

Some narrowy crapes of China silk.

Like wrinkled skins on scalded milk.

I would not have the horse I drive
So fast that folks must stop and stare;

An easy gait—two forty-five

—

Suits me; I do not care

—

Perhaps, for just a single spurt,

Some seconds less would do no hurt.

Of pictures I should like to own
Titians and Raphaels three or four

—

I love so much their style and tone

—

One Turner—and no more
(A landscape—foreground golden dirt

—

The sunshine painted with a squirt).

Of books but few—some fifty score
For daily use, and bound for wear;

The rest upon an upper floor

—

Some little luxury there
Of red morocco's gilded gleam.
And vellum rich as country cream.

Busts, cameos, gems—such things as these
Which others often show for pride,

I value for their power to please.

And selfish churls deride

—

One Stradivarius, I confess.

Two meerschaums I would fain possess.

Wealth's wasteful tricks I will not learn.

Nor ape the glittering upstart fool;

Shall not carved tables serve my turn.

But all must be of buhl?
Give grasping pomp its double care

—

I ask but one recumbent chair.

Thus humbly let me live and die,

Nor long for Midas' golden touch;
If heaven more generous gifts deny,

I shall not miss them much

—

Too grateful for the blessings lent

Of simple tastes and mind content.

—Oliver Wendell Holmes.

A TUNNEL THAT HELPS TO DIG ITSELF

In the new Simplon tunnel under the

Alps, which will be by far the greatest
tunnel in the world, having a length of

fourteen miles, and which, it is now re-

ported, will be completed in July, 1905,
the quantity of water flowing out of the
southern end, from the many veins en-
countered in the heart of the mountain,
amounts to fifteen thousand gallons a
minute, and furnishes sufficient power to
compress the air by which the drills are
worked, and to refrigerate the tunnel.
The necessity of refrigeration may be
judged from the fact that the heat in the
deeper parts of the tunnel rises as high
as one hundred and forty degrees Fahr-
enheit when not artificially reduced. Life
would be impossible in the tunnel if a
successful system of refrigeration had not
been devised. When a continuous hole
through the mountain has been made,
the temperature can more easily be kept
down.—Youth's Companion.

In ourselves the sunshine dwells,
From ourselves the music swells;
By ourselves our life is fed
With sweet or bitter daily bread.

—Nixon Waterman.
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RHEUMATISM
Cured by

External Application
Draws out acid Poisons through the
large pores of the feet. Summer

is the best time to rid the
system of Rheumatism

Michigan's great discovery for the re=

lief of pain sent FREE on approval
to everybody. You try it

If you have rheumatic pains any time during the

year, summer is the best time to rid your system of

the cause, for >our pores open much wider, and
therefore the expulsion of foreign matter becomes
much easier. Further, the fruit season usually fills

one who has rheumatic tendencies with acids, which
cause serious trouble later on. Now, then, you
must expel these acids. Send for a free trial pair

of Magic Foot Drafts on approval. If you are satis-

fied with the good they do you, then pay One Dollar

for them. If not, keep your money.

Many thousands of tetters of praise have been
written by cured men and women who had faith or

curiosity enough to try these Drafts. Don't be in-

credulous. The only logical way to cure rheuma-
tism without taking injurious medicines is to draw
out the poisons. Slagic Foot Drafts will do this

—

they have done it for hundreds of thousands of

people—why not for you ? Booklet and Drafts
sent promptlv upon receipt of your name bv the
MAGIC FOOT DR.AFT CO., 750-B Oliver Build-

ing, Jackson, Mich. Write to-day.

GRAY HAIR RESTORED
"WAUOJTXA" HAIK STAIN
iB prepared from the juice of the Philip-
pine islands walnut, and restores Gray,

^ Streaked, Faded or Bleached Hair. Eye-
\ brows. Beard or Moustache to its original

color, instantaneously. Gives any enade
from Light Brown to Black. Does not
wasKotf or rub off. Containsno poisons,
and is not sticky or greasy. **Walnutta"

Hair Stain will give more satisfactory results in one minute
than all the hair restorers and hair dyes will in a lifetime.

Price 60 cents a bottle, postpaid. To convince vou of its

merits we will send a sample bottle postpaid xor 30c.
PACIFIC TRADING CO., Dist. Olflce 22, St. Louis, Mo.

BIG PAYING BUSINESS S?5m"IS:
Writ© for names of hundreds of dellelited
cu8tomer». 31uke to $50
weekly. Do business at home
or traveling, all or spare time,
selling Gray outfits and doing
genuine gold, silver, nickle and metal
plating on Watches, Jewelry, Tableware,
Bicycles, all metal goods. Heavy plate. No ex-
perience, qqickly learned. Enormous demand.
Kg toys or numbuff. Outfits all sizes. Everythinfir "

guaranteed. Let us start you. We teach you FKEE.
Writ© today. U. QUAY & CO., CENCLNAATI, O.

PKOTO BROOCHES lOc.
Send ns any photograph you wank

,
copied and we will retnm it un-

\ harmed with an exact copy on one of
Uhese pretty rimless brooch-mountings
for only lOcts. All ourPhoto-Min-
/iatures are exact and perfect re-
/ productions. We send this Ii.»o.
snmple for only lO cts. to intro*

duce our goods and send you Free our
large ill. price-list of photo-miniatures,

Jewelry, novelties, ^g^ents wanted.
CORONA MFG. CO., Box 1275, Boston, Mass.

BRONGOIT
A Remedy for

Goitre, or Big Neck
Tour family doctor will indorse its merits. Big neck
disfigurfs and is unsightly; causes hoarseness, an
astbma-like cough and shortness of breath. Goitre
can be cured in a few months' treatment by taking
"Broxgoit Tablets" and following out plain in-
structions. Send name and stamped envelope, and
you will be mailed information of interest. Address

Brongoit Remedy Co., Lock Box 612, Dayton.Ohio.

EYE BOOK FR
Tells how all Eye and Ear Diseases may be cured at
home at ^niall cost by njild niediciues. I'tls handsome-

ly illustrated, full of valuable infor-
^mati'.n, and should be read by every
• ^uffererfi om any eye or ear trouble.
: This book is written by Dr. Curts,
orifrinator of the world-famed Mild
Jledicine Method, which without knife
orpalnspeedily cures most hopelesB
cases. Dr. Curts offers to send this

book absolutely FREE to all who %vrite for it. Address,
Dr.F. Geo.Cufts, 321 ShukertBldg., Kansas City, Mo

FAT
How to reduce it

Mr. Dueo Bom, 344 E. 66th St.

New York City, wrilis: -It
reduced iDj vciEbt40 lbs. 3

jearsa^.&l hare not nineian ounceaince." PurclyTegetable*

oarmleae as water. Aqtoqo can make I tat hoIBe at little ezpeofle.

No starriDir. Nosickness. Wc win maila box of it and fiill partio

Dlars io a'pliin sealol package for 4 ccnta for pwtaee, etc

Hall Chemical Co. Dept. B ^t- Louis. Mo.

Thought We Wish to Suggest.
Are You Seeking an Investment?
Are You Seeking a New Home?

Try the GREAT SOUTHWEST.
Muiouri. Kdnuj. Ifidiaa Territory, Oklabonia *tiii Texu.

Descriptive Books
Will gladly be sent on request.

Low Rate Excursions
On thi^ first and tnird Tuesdavs of
each month. Write for particulars.

"KATY," - St. Louis, Mo.

Hay Fever and Asthma
c'inA to itaj CHre<3. Xever reMim. A radical departure. Cause etlmtDatcd.
Consiitmion rhanse*!. NcrTea reconatnict^d Splendid heaUh. OTeryS.OX)

pMp • pailenia. Good refereaocs. ("Reliefs," or change of climate.

r IfC b cannot curt.) Write for BOOK .'iep FHEE containing reports

of inaiiT interesting oases. Address DR. HATES, BUFFALO, N. Y.

A T\r^^ fJ^U Positively Cured without knife or pain—non-
\y II/A poisonous houie treatment : greatest, teinedyon

e.trth. Partic\ilars free. ,The Dr. Beck Cancer Cure, Englewood, O.

TAPE-WORM !S;
lEO AtlVE. H»d rrtma.

d; KREE booklet. K^on Ki.Id
, Dept. C.B., IS-J SUtc SI.,ChIemgo

BED-WETTING
CURED. Sample FREE.
Dr F E. May. Bloomington, 111,

jd nistributing Samples of Washing
fluij, SenJSf smuif A W St'OTT.I'iJhocii.X T

!!.srsa:» Thompson's Eye Water

Wit and Humor

AN ESCAPE

WILLIE—"Say, that boy sliding

downhill with me this morning
got run over and killed. I'm
glad it wasn't me. Gee, what a

lickin' I'd have got!"—Smart Set.

A DIRE AND DARK THREAT

"Melindy Johnsing," sighed the amor-
ous swain, "am you gwine ter marry
me?"

" 'Liphalet Snowball," whispered the
dusky charmer, " 'deed I jes' doesn't
know whethah I p'fuhs you or Mistah

the empire sovereignty, the great state

of New York. Where are you from?"
"I am from the greatest state in the

country," replied the person addressed.
"New York is all right in its way, but it

doesn't weigh much without my state to

give it being. New York would not. be
on the map without the means my state

gives to keep it going, the actual bone
and sinew of business, the plain, hard
material for its capitalistic enterprises
and the fuel for running the industries it

dominates. New York would not be a
grease-spot on the map if it were not

J o c
l-l IN o V c n

Chorus
—"Come on, fellows, here's a dandy sprine-board."

Gawge Washumton White, who suttinly

hab bin pesticatin' me wid his love in a
mos' magniferous mannah."
"Hahtless woman!" hissed Eliphalet

Snowball. "You am de mos' owdacious-
ly flirtatious female m Souf Ca'lina.

Listen! Ef you p'sists in 'fusin' me I

am gwine ter seek a separashun f'um de
trials an' tribbylashuns ob dis world—

I

sho' will."

"Whut'Il you do, Mistah Snowball?"
"Whut'll I do? W'y, woman, I'll jes'

go an' git de job ob pos'mastehin fo' dis

town—dat's whut I'll do!"—Judge.

THE PLAN WAS SUCCESSFUL

There are many ways of fixing a mis-
demeanor upon the person who has com-
mitted it. It is commonly thought that
lawj'ers, and not clergymen, are the men
most competent for this practice, but the
following story leaves one feeling that
the honors may be equal:
"Last Sunday," said the clergyman to

his congregation, "some one put a but-
ton in the collection-basket. I won't
mention names: I will merely say that
only one individual in the congregation
could have done so, and after the ser-
vice I shall expect the same member to
replace the button with a coin."
After church a well-to-do but close-

fisted individual sought an interview w-ith

the clergyman in the vestry.
"I—er," he began, "must apologize,

sir, for the—er—button, which, I can
assure you, was quite an accident. I

happened to have the button in my coat-
pocket, together with a quarter, and took
out the former by mistake. However,
sir, here is the quarter."
"Thank you," said the clergyman, tak-

ing the quarter, and gravely handing him
the button.
"By the way, sir," said the man, "I can-

not understand how you could have
known that it was I who—er—committed
the—er—much-to-be-regretted mistake."

"I didn't know," replied the clergyman.
"Didn't know! But you said, sir, that

only one individual in the congregation
could have done it."

"Just so. You see. sir, it is scarcely
possible that two individuals could have
put one button in the basket; is it, now?"
asked the clergyman, with a bland smile.

It was so much easier for the button-
contributor to say "good-day" than to
answer this puzzling question that he
made his bow at once.—Western Chris-
tian Advocate.

for the steel, iron and coal for the rail-

roads which my state furnishes. New
York may do fairly well, but it couldn't
be really great without the products of

the great Keystone of the Union, Penn-
sylvania. Where are you from?" he
asked the next man.

"I am from the best commonwealth in

the whole wide world," responded the
third. "Pennsylvania is pretty good in

some respects, -and so is New York, but
I am from the greatest section on the
Lord's footstool. I am from the state

that raises people that know how to do
things, that furnishes more good Pres-
idents to the nation than any other in the
aggregation. I am from the great state

of Ohio. Where are you from?" he
asked the next one.
"Well," replied the fourth traveler, "all

three of you need not feel like apologiz-
ing for your domiciles, but they are not
up to my state by a good long ways.
None of your states could get along
without food. The industries of the

country would languish, every line of

human endeavor would cease and the
world would be at a standstill and the
people thereof passed into a region be-

DOWN ON THE FARM
When fiercely smites the brazen sky.
And pavements parched and- scorching

lie,

'Tis then the country-side invokes
Its pilgrimage of "city folks."

The locust through the golden days
His strident hurdy-gurdy plays;
The fireflies furnish through the nights
Their myriad electric-lights.

The flow'rs that deck the meadows o'er
Eclipse the gayest milliner-store;
They're wholly free to all who pass-
No copper yells "Git oflf th' grass!"

The cows that 'mid the pastures walk
Are fed on buttercups, not chalk!
No gong they ring, but gently moo.
The milk they serve is white, not blue!

Here winds no plodding caravan
With hail, "Fre-e-esh fish!" "Banan'!"

"Banan'i"
But hens strut forth on sturdy legs
And kindly cackle, "Eggs! Fresh eggs!"

—Four-Track News.

NOT HIS LETTER

Congressman Cannon was sympathiz-
ing with the woes of postmasters.
"Why anybody would be a postmas-

ter!" he exclaimed. , "And yet there are
hosts of applicants. But why anybody

—

Just listen now to what a postmaster
from my district out near Danville went
through the other day.
"An Irishman came to this man, and

asked if there was a letter for him.
" 'There is,' says the postmaster, 'and

it's a big, fat letter, too. There's eleven
cents due on it."

" 'Well,' says the Irishman, 'jus' open
it, an' read it to me. will yez? Me ed-
ication was neglicted in me youth.'
"The letter was twenty pages long,

but the postmaster read it all through
out loud.

" 'Jus' rade it ag'in,' says the Irish-
man, when he ended; and being obliging,
the postmaster did so.

"Then the Irishman scratched his 'liead,

and said. 'How much is due on her?'
" 'Eleven cents.'
" 'Well, kape her,' said the Irishman.

'She don't belong to me.' And he walked
off."—New York Tribune.

GOT THE OYSTERS

A captain of a Massachusetts regiment,
stationed in Washington at the time of

the Civil War. was noted for his love of

good things to eat, and one day, dis-

patched one of his soldiers, a man named
Bailey, to Alexandria to get some fresh
oysters, giving him instructions not to

HAD HER GUESSING

"Where is the cake I left ou this table?"

"I euess it's with the jam that was in the closet, ma'am."

STATE PRIDE THRILLS

Secretary Shaw tells a story that illus-

trates the state pride that thrills the
average citizen. Several traveling-men
gathered in a hotel, and they fell to dis-

cussing their respective habitats.
"I am -from the greatest common-

wealth in the world," said one of them.
''I am from the center of the universe,
the headquarters of the moneyed in-
terests of the country, the home of
the greatest aggregations of capital the
world has ever known. I am from the
state that rules the rest of the country
and furnishes the brains of the United
States. ^^ithout it the United States
would pale into insignificance. I am from

yond whereof we know not. Why?
Simply because the workers are the real

spinal column of every enterprise, and
the human mechanisms that operate
great industries must have food. The
people in every square inch of the United
States domain, and the entire world as

well, are dependent on the food-supplying
resources of the earth, the pabulum from
the agricultural districts. I am from the
state that raises more grain to the square
inch than any other spot on earth, and if

it wasn't for my state the rest of the
states would be practically nothing. I

am from Iowa. Where are you from?"
he asked the fifth man.

"I am from Arkansas." replied the last

one of the party, whipping out a revolver
and pointing it threateningly toward the
group, "and don't any one of you say a

word against her.''—New York Tribune.

return without them. The Washington
"Times" prints the story of his return:

''After a lapse of nine days Bailey came
into camp leading a train of four-horse
wagons loaded with oysters. Approach-
ing, and respectfullj' saluting the amazed
captain. Bailey said, 'Here are your
oysters, captain. Couldn't find any in

Alexandria, so I chartered a schooiier
and made a voyage to Fortress Monroe
and Norfolk for them. There are about
two hundred bushels. Where do you
want 'em?'

"Bailey did really make the trip, hired

his men, and sold oysters enough in

Georgetown before 'reporting' to pay all

expenses and leave him a profit of about
one hundred dollars. The two hundred
bushels were divided amons the mem-
bers of the regiment, and Bailey returned
to his duty."—Youth's Companion.
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A Qarment=Cutting System
THAT ANYBODY CAN USE

MANY THOUSANDS HAVE BEEN SOLD FOR

$5.00 EACH
BUT YOU CAN NOW OBTAIN IT FREE

THE NEW LONDON GARMENT-CUTTING SYSTEM

FREE
It IS equal to any $5.00 system sold

anywhere, and this same system has
retailed the country over for $5.00,

Order to-day, and get it FREE.

WHY WE DO IT
Because we think it a very practical and

valuable article for every family.
Because it is certainly a premium which

will be appreciated, as it is highly recom-
mended by people who are using it.

Because it is so simple, and will enable a
mother and her daughters to draft, cut and
make their own garments, hence improve the
knowledge of sewing, which is a very impor-
tant part of their domestic education.
Because nearly every family has a sewing-

machine, and not one in twenty has a system
of cutting.

HOW CAN WE DO IT?
This question will naturally be asked: "How

can you give a fe.oo cutting-system free with
so small a subscription?" The answer is sim-
ply this: "We consider the NEW LONDON
GARMENT-CUTTING SYSTEM one of

the most valuable premiums for family use
that we have ever offered. As a result we
have bought an enormous quantity direct
from the manufacturers at a price enabling
us to practically give them away.
This system is unique because of its sim-

plicity; popular because of the rapidity and
accuracy with which a pattern may be drafted
by its use, and should be in every household.

IS THIS NOT TRUE?
If it were not for the expense of making,

you could have new garments oftener, could
you not?

If you could get for nothing a system where-
by you could avoid the cost of dressmaking
and patterns, you would be interested, would
you not?

If you could effect savings in the cost of

clothing for yourself and children, you could
use the money thus saved to good advantage,
could you not?

If you wanted to learn and buy a system it

might be hard to find one, might it not?
Would you have your daughter spend six

months as an apprentice-girl to obtain the
knowledge of drafting and cutting she can get
by this system in a day? Very likely not.

You will doubtless answer "yes" to all these
questions. We therefore call your attention to
the- fact that if you get one of our NEW
LONDON GARMENT -CUTTING SYS-
TEMS it will enable you to do these things,
and you can obtain one free of all charge by
accepting at once these grand offers.

We will send this valuable Garment=Cutting System, and the
Farm and Fireside one year, to any address, post=paid, for only 60c.

?Vr/^7^C your own subscription is paid in advance now, and you accept this

iVL/l xi offer, it will simply date your paper ahead for another year. Write to-day.

FREE We will send this Garment-Cutting System absolutely free and post-paid for a club of

THREE yearly subscriptions to Farm and Fireside at the clubbing price of 35c. each.

Address FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio

ENTIRELY
NEW

The Twentieth Century Peerless Atlas
and Pictorial Gazetteer of All Lands is up-
to-date. Two invaluable reference works in one
and sells at one fourth usual Atlas prices. Gives
Every Census from 1790 to 1900, also 1901 Crop
and other statistics. Fine Map of Panama Canal.

Agents Wanted
The Peerless Atlas is guaranteed the finest seller

on the market, enabling agents to double the best
profits they ever made. Your success is certain.

Contains 170 mammoth pages, size 14 by 11 Inches.

340 Colored Maps and Magnificent Illustrations.

For extra Uberal terms and tell-tale pamphlet
"Story of the \Vorl:ers," address

THE CROWELL PUBLISHINQ CO.
Dernrtment of Agents, Sprinefield, Ohio

Agents for any
thing can work up a big side-line that takes very
little time once a month

; sewing-machine agents,

tax-collectors, book-agents, nursery-stock solic-

itors can double their business. Instructions and
outfit coat you nothing. We only want a reply

from you that you are a hustler, and we will do
the rest. Write ua at once. Circulation Dept.

Woman's Home Companion, Springfield, 0.

Repeating Air-Rifle Free
SHOOTS 300 TIMES WITH ONE LOADING

A TRUE SHOOTER THE IDEAL GUN FOR BOYS
Boys liave use for it every minute—hunting in the woods, shooting at targets, drilling as soldiers, and

hundreds of uses that only boys know about.
Harmless, strong, durable, shoots accurately, and cultivates trueness of sight and evenness of nerve.
It is extremely simple in construction. Any child can operate it and become an expert marksman with

little practice.
It gives the boy healthful pleasure, and lots of it for the money.
This rifle uses no powder—just air. Tliere is no smoke, no noise.
Air is plentiful, and shot costs but 10 cents for 1,000, while darts can be shot over and over again.
Harmless, and lasting for years-no wonder every boy should want an air-rifle.

Expert workmansliip and accurate machinery enable the manufacturers to produce an air-'rifle of which
all parts are interchangeable.

These air-rifles are provided with pistol-grip, true sights, and so strongly made that it is almO'St impossible
for them to get out of order.

HOW TO GET IT
Send tm your name and nddreas on a poHtnl-oard to-day, and tell us
you want to get the air-rifle. We will send by return mail a receipt-book
containing eight coupons, each one of which is good for a six-months'
subscription to one of the best farm and home papers published in America. We
will also send a sample copy of the paper, so you can judge of its merit for yourself.
You sell these coupons to your friends and neighbors at 20 cents each. They will gladly take
advantage of a chance to get a good paper six months for 20 cents. When the coupons are sold, yon send the

S1.60 to us, and we will forward the rifle. If you don't want a rifle, perhaps you know of some boy or tnrl who
would like to earn a rifle. I£ so, send us their name and address, and we will send a receipt-book b-y return
mail. Uundreds have earned rifles by our plan, and you con do It In one day's time. Write to-day.

Address FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio

BOYS
A GOOD WATCH FOR A LITTLE

OF YOUR TIME. See Page 7

WE WILL MAKE YOU A PRESENT OF A CH/!ilN

Send us your name and address on
a postal, and say you want a watch.

Address FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio

Ik

6 Silver=Plated

Teaspoons
and Farm and Fireside the re-

mainder of this year, for only

60 cents
Or, Given FREE for THREE yearly sub-

scriptions to the Farm and Fire-

side at 35 cents each

I

Set No. 60—Cut shows the ACTUAL SIZE

Nickel-Silver Base Ja?eTs°sifJl
nickel silver, which is white all the way
through, positively will not change color

nor rust, and will wear for a lifetime.

It is the highest grade known, being full

twenty-five-per-cent nickel.

Coin-Silver Plate nickei°snve^ base
is plated the full STANDARD amount
of pure coin-silver. This combination
makes a ware which we guarantee to

give satisfaction. Test it, and if not

found exactly as described, return it to

us and we will refund the money.

Initial I Pttpr Each spoon is engraved
IlllUdI LCllCI free'' of charge with an
initial' letter in Old English. Only one
letter on a piece. Be sure to name the

initial desired.

Pattprn ^® have the spoons in two
rdllCI 11 beautiful patterns, No. 6o and
No. 14. You can make your choice of

pattern. Where no choice is named we
will fill orders with our selection. We
also reserve the privilege of substituting

one pattern for the other if the supply in

any particular initial is exhausted. We
can thus fill all orders the same day they

reach us. It is impossible to describe

the beauty of these spoons, and the illus-

tration falls far short of conveying a full

idea of their attractiveness. In finish

they are perfect, and will render com-
plete satisfaction.

GUARANTEE
We absolutely guarantee every piece

of this ware to be exactly as it is de-

scribed and to give entire satisfaction or

your money will be cheerfully refunded.

We are sure it will please you.

C When this offer is accepted no cash commission
can be allowed, and the name cannot count

in a club toward a premium)

POSTAGE PAID BY IS IN EACH CASE

Address

FARM AND FIRESIDE
Springfield, Ohio
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THE TOMATO AN INSECT-REPELLER

I

PLANTED a peach orchard," writes

M.Siroy of the Society of Horticul-

ture, "and the trees grew strongly.

They had just commenced to bud
when invaded by the curculio (pulyon),

which insects were followed, as frequently

happens, by ants. Having cut some to-

matoes, the idea occurred to me that

by placing some of the leaves around the

trunks and branches of the peach-trees

I might preserve them from the rays of

the sun, which are very powerful. My
surprise was great upon the following day
to find the trees entirely free from their

enemies, not one remaining, except here

and there where a curled leaf prevented
the tomato from exercising its influence.

These leaves I carefully unrolled, plac-

ing upon them fresh ones from the toma-
to-vine, with the result of banishing the

last insect and enabling the trees to

grow with luxuriance. Wishing to carry

my experiment still further, 1 steeped
some leaves of the tomato in water and
sprinkled this infusion on other plants,

roses and oranges. In two days these
were also free from the innumerable in-

sects which covered them, and I felt sure
that had I used the same means with my
melon-patch I should have met with the
same result. I therefore deem it a duty
I owe to the Society of Horticulture to

make known this singular and useful

property of the tomato-leaves."

NEWS-NOTES

The farmers in Nicaragua raise two
crops of corn. The first crop is gathered
in August, the second in December.

Both research and demonstration farms
are necessary. The experiment-station
farm is very properly the one for re-
search, while the demonstration farm is

to show that the new methods are more
profitable than the old ones.

The first peaches picked in Georgia
this season were grown at Fort Valley.
They were of the Snead variety, and
were shipped May nth. The second
shipment was made June Sth, and con-
sisted of the Greensboro variety.

To make the Farm and Fireside or
any other agricultural paper of the great-
est benefit to the community, the sub-
scribers to them should encourage those
who do not read them now to do so.

Agriculture is now a business, and one
must keep posted to make it a success.

To preserve eggs for midsummer, fall

and midwinter use add one pound of wa-
ter-glass (silicate of soda) to each gallon
of water. It is best to use warm water
in preparing the solution, but it must be
quite cold before the eggs are put in. The
eggs must be entirely covered with the
solution, and remain so until wanted fpr

use. The shells of eggs preserved in

either water-glass or lime-water are
made comparatively air-tight. If the

eggs are boiled in the shell, when they
are heated the air within them expands,
and the shells are apt to burst. This may
be prevented by piercing each egg with a
needle before boiling. * * *

Announcement of

Immigration Contest
As stated in our last issue, July 1st, the
$5,000 Immigration Contest closed June
25th, and the fiscal year ended June 30th.

The names of the prize-winners will be
made known at the earliest possible
moment, depending of course on the
extent of time necessary for the gov-
ernment to make its report. The ports
at which immigrants may enter are
Baltimore; Galveston, Texas; Key
West, Miami and Tampa, Fla.; Boston
and New Bedford, Mass.; New London,
Conn.; Newport News, Va.; New Or-
leans; Philadelphia; New York ; Port-

land, Maine; Portland, Oreg.; Port
Townsend, Wash.; Providence, R. I.;

San Francisco; Honolulu, Sandwich
Islands; San Juan, P. R., and through
Canadian ports. From this you can
see that it will take the government
some time to get the information from
distant points and compile it in the
form of a report in proper condition to

send out. We believe that it will take
the whole month of July to accomplish
this work, and you should not expect
us.to be able to give the results of this

contest much before the August 1st or
15th issues of the Farm and Fireside.

Another "Rough Rider" Wins Out
WILLIE FUGATE is a twelve-year-old boy living in a town of

2O0 inhabitants in the Pecos River Valley, New Mexico, on the
line of the Santa Fe Railroad. He had a broncho, but had grown
tired of riding "bareback" and wanted a saddle. He read of a
boy in an Eastern town having made money by selling The Saturday
Evening Post, and wrote for information. His neighbors did not
know much about The Post and he sold only two copies out of

the ten received. ^ Most of the trains stop at Willie's town for water
and he wandered down to the station "to see the train corpe in."
When he saw a number of passengers step out of the train a thought
struck him. Mounting a pile of ties, he announced in a loud voice:
"You won't have a chance to get any more reading matter for

250 miles— you'd better get a copy of this week's Saturday
Evening Post." In about two minutes he had sold the other
eight copies and could have sold a dozen more. That night he
wrote for 50 copies for next week and sold every otie.

During the next month he sold over 400 copies and bought "not
only a dandy saddle but a blanket." Since then he has sold an

average of about 125 copies a week and each month won one of the
cash prizes offered to the boys who do good work. He writes: "Jf'e have more coyotes than people
here, but I thi>ik I can jump that order to 200 copies a week when the travel gets a little heavier."

AnV RnV I^AII irat»T» Mnnov selling the post on Friday afternoons andPUy \^an r.<irn nOney Saturdays, we send the first week's supply
free. This provides capital for the following week. Write for the TEN FREE COPIES to-day.

Don't be afraid to try it. If 6000 other boys are
maRing money by this plan you can do the same

N___x l^f^«~-fl-k $230 in extra casH prizes will be given
^A-* J- 1.Oil 111 to Boys -wHo do g'ood worK. Address

BOY DEPARTMENT, THE CURTIS PUBLISHING COMPANY
526 ARCH STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

I RAISED 129 PIGS
TROM 13 SOWS

St. Joseph. III., April 11, 1903.
"Word comes to us that one of Fithian's prosperous farmers, John Rueb,

is the champion hog-raiser of ceiilral Illinois. In the last two weeks he has
had ij sows that farrowed 129 pig"!, all living, healthy and strong. Mr.
Rueb claims that his success is greatly due to his using "International
Stock Food," which he has used for several years. John is one of the up-
to-date farmers, and he will continue to use "International Stock Food,"
and says he can always raise more pigs than any of his neighbors,
unless thev use "International Stock Food."

From ST. JOSEPH RECORD.

Oa-We Hbvc Thousanili of Similar TrKtlmniiials. and Hill Paj Ynu $1,000 Cash to Pro»»
That They Are N'ot Genuine and t'nsolirlted..,fa

We own ''International Stnek Food Farm," which is located 12 miles from Minneapolis and contains 65ii acres. We feed "International Stork Food" everj- day to !

our "World Chasipion Stallions. Dak Patih 1:5ft 1-5 and DiEEcrrji 2:05 1-4: to our YorKci Stallio.ns, Bbouo Makes. Colts. Work Horses. Cattle and Hors. "INTERNA-
TIONAL STOCK KOOI>" 9^'^ FEEDS for OKE CF.NT-e» is prej-ared from Foots. Herbs. Seeds and Barks, and won the Highest Medal at Paris Exposition in 19<Mi a5
a iiigh-class vegetable, medicinal irej-aration to be fed to stock in small amounts as an addition to the regular feed. It is a great aid in growing or fattening
stock because it increases liie appetite and aids digestion and assimilation so that ea(?h animal obtains more nutrition from the grain eaten. We positively guarantee that its

use will make you e.^tra money over the usual plan of growing and fattening stock. "Internjitlonal St<-rk Food" can be fed in safety to Horses, Cattle, Sheep. Goats, HogB,
Colts, Calves. Caiiibs or Pigs. It is absolutely harmless even if taken into the hunian system. You insist on eating medicinal ingredients with your own food at every
meal. Salt is a stomach tonic and worm medicine, pepper is a powei'ful stimulating tonic, mustard is a remedy for dyspepsia- vinegar is a diuretic, Y'ou eat these medicinal
ingredients almost with every mouthful of your food, and it is proven that these medicine jiromote health and strength for people and improve their digestion. "International
Stock Food" contains pure vegetable medicinal ingredients that are just as safe and as necessary an addition to the regular feed of your stock if you desire to keep them in the best
possible condition. "International Stock Food" is endorsed by every high-class farm paper. It purities the blood, stimulates and permanently strengthens the entire system, so that
disease is prevented or cured, *'Internatloniil Stork Food" Is sidd on a "Spot Cash tiuarantee" by Fifty Thousand Dealers, tbroughont the World. ^"Your money will be promptly
refunded in any case of failure. It will make your calves or pigs grow amazingly, and has the largest sale in the world for keeping them healthy, ^"Beware of the many rheap and
Inferior Imitations I Mo chemist can separate all the dilTerenl powdered Rootii, Herbs, Barks and Seeds that we use. Any one claiming to do so must be an Ignonuuus or a Htlslfler.

International Stock Food Co.

WHAT PEOPLE SAY ABOUT THIS BOOK
International Stock Food Co. Odessa, Mo.

Eau Claire, Wis. Dear Sirs:—Your "International Stock Book" duly received, and it

Dear Sirs:—I received your "International Stock Book," and was is the best thing of its class that I have ever seen. There is a volume
more than pleased with it. It is worth more than Sio.oo to me. of useful articles in it from start to finish.

Very truly yours, RICHARD J. MORRISSEY. Respectfully, GEO. W. NULL.

A $3000.00 STOCK BOOH FREE
IT CONTAINS 183 LARGE ENGRAVINGS OF HORSES, CATTLE, SHEEP, POULTRY, ETC.

The Cover of this Book is a Beautiful Live Stock Picture O0"Prlnled In Six Brlllliint Colors. Size of the hook is hy 9i6 inches. It oo'*t lis $3,000 to have our Artists and Engravers
make these Engravings. It describes common diseases, and tells liow to treat thern. It also gives Description, History and Illustrations of the Different Breeds of Horses, Cattle,
Sheep, Onats, Hogs and Poultrj'. It contains Life Engravings of many very noted Animals, and also testimonials. Thf Editor of This P»per will tell you that you ought to h&ve
this Stock Book in your Library for Reference. 8^It contains a finely illustrated »ieriimry UopHrtiufiit that will save you Hundreds of Dollars.WE WILL, MAIL IX TO YOU ABSOLUTELY RREE. -^f>ostag© Prepaid

We Will Pay You *10.00 Cash If book Ia not as described. »rlt<' at onf«. letter or postal-card, and AXSWEK TIIESK 2 QUESTIONS:
sii—How Much Stock Have You?

"We Employ Over ;HXi People, and have
Hundreds of Thousands of Testimonials.
Refer to Any Bank in Minneapolis.

1st,—Kame This Paper.

INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD CO., Minneapolis. Minn.. U. S. A.

Largest .Stock Food Factor>' i"^ the World,
Capital Paid in, ;^i,00<'i.Ot>0.

600,000 Feet of Space in Our New Factory.

EMPIRE DRILLS
ACCURATELY MEASURE
ALL KINDS OF GRAIN
WITHOUT CHANGE.
That is, if you set the Empire

Feed to sow any amount from 24
to 128 quarts per acre, it will sow
exactly that amount of wheat,
oats or any other small grain'

, without further change. A good
stand of grain is assured.whenyou

'sow with an Empire Drill.

^ flmpire Grain Drills do not bunch,
skip or choke. Made in all styles and sizes.

Write for Free Catalogues. *

EMPIRE DIVISION
AMERICAN SEEDING MACHINE COMPANY,

23 Monroe Street, Springfield, Ohio.

DELOACn
SAW MILLS ARE BEST.
The Price is Right Too.
Known the World Over.

FARMERS' $t25 SAW MILL
Cnta aouo Feet Lumber a day wllh only 4 h. p.
CeLoach Variable Feed Saw Mills, ItolCiJh.p.,
any price. UeLoach Mill Machinery, PlaDers,
Shingle, Lath and Corn Mills, Water Wheels, etc.
DeLoach UlU Mfg. Co., BoxSOV Atlauta, Ga.

Handsome Catalogue Free if you cut this out and
give Dame of paper.

STEEL ROOFING
FREIGHT CHARGES PAID BY US

Strictly new, perfect. Semi - Hardened
Steel Stieets, 2 feet wide. 6 feet long. The
t]et»t Rooflne, SIdtne or telling' you eau nae.
Ko experience necessai-y to lay it. An
ordinary hammer or hatchet the only
tools you need. We furnish nails free
and paint roofing two sides. Comes
either flat, corrutrated or "V" crimped.
DcilTered fMe of all rbnrpes to all points
in the U. S. east of the Mississippi River
and North of the Ohio River

AT $2.25 PER SQUARE
Prices to otber points on applicallon. A square means 100
square feet. Write for free Catalogue Ko. 34.

CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING CO., W. 35th and Iron Stt.. Chicago

A WHOLE YEAR FREE^
A Popular Illustrated Story Paper Given Away
"We want names to whom we may send sample copies of our

handsome illustrated story magazine. Send us five names, and
for your trouble we will send you our beautiful magazine a
whole year free, providing you include ten cents in your letter
to pay cost of mailing. Everybody is pleased with our magazine;
it is full of good stories, and has breezy, up-to-date departments
of interest to the whole family. Don't miss this chance to
get it free. Tell all your fiiends. This is a special offer for
thirty days to introduce the magazine to new readers. Address
PUSH HAOAZI>'£. 5S1 Jackson St.* Topeka, Kan.

One beautiful rolled gold boU-
taire Puritun ro^e aiamond
Ting, solid-gold pattern, for
selling 20 paclcages Girfield
Pepsin Gum. at 5 cents a pack-

Age. Send name ; we mail gum. When sold send money:
we mail ring. 7th year. Hundreds of thousands pleased
customers. Catalogues free stowing many premiums.
GARFIELD GUM CO.. Box 808, MEADVILLE. PA
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Half way up the southern slope
There it dumbly lingers.

Well-nigh dead to even hope,
Passed by kindly fingers.

Sturdy trunk and gen'rous bough
Which so oft have given,

Twisted, sear and barren now;
Wind and lightning riven.

The Abandoned Orchard—By Edwin L. Sahin

Once this orchard,old was young,
Coaxed and loved and tended;

Once its limbs a-blossom swung.
And with fruit low-bended;

Once the robin and the wren
Hastened here and nested;

High it piled its store—and then
Till the spring it rested.

Oh, those dear, dear summers long.

Filled with peace and duty;
Days of hours a golden throng.
Nights of starry beauty!

Each October breathed, "Well done!'

Winter's friendly rigor
Held it snug; and rain and sun

Called it forth in vigor.

Still one faithful redbreast pair

Seeks the old-time hiving;

Still some twigs their petals bear
In pathetic striving;

And when autumn comes, embrowned,
Summer's skies to dapple,

All a summer's dream is found
In a shriveled apple.

VIEW OF A MISSOURI APPLE ORCHARD—TWENTY THOUSAND BEN DAVIS TREES

The Grass-Mulch Method of Apple Culture

EXPERIMENTS in mulching show that a lack of a

uniform supply of moisture is responsible for

several orchard troubles which have been at-

tributed to other causes. It is evident, there-
fore, that in the management of an orchard the aim
should be to conserve moisture and at the same time
to grow a crop which shall add to the supply of veg-
etable fiber. The grass-mulch method seems under
certain conditions to admirably meet the requirements
as to vegetable fiber and soil-moisture. It would be
premature to attempt to say just what the limitations
of the method are, but it appears to be widely ap-
plicable, and is especially advisable on hilly land—in
fact, wherever cultivation is difficult, and on soil which
washes and where grass can be made to grow.

To Mr. F. P. Vergon, of Delaware County, Ohio,

J

and to Mr. Grant Hitchings, of Onondaga County,
New York, is due the credit of demonstrating that ap-
ples may be successfully grown by this method. Both

of these men have worked along essentially the same
lines for about fourteen years.

Thus far the method has been unqualifiedly success-
ful, and merits a description; moreover, considerable
misconception concerning it has arisen, hence there is

not only danger of some going wrong who may at-

tempt it, but many who might adopt it to good advan-
tage may fail to see any good reason for doing so.

Mr. Vergon planted his orchard in a field which had
been a blue-grass pasture for about fifty years, and
at about the same time Mr. Hitchings began planting
a young orchard where an old one had stood in grass
for about one hundred years. He has also planted an
orchard in a field which had been in cultivation for the
same length of time, but had been well cared for, and
another in a worn-out field. Both of these fields have
been in grass from the time of planting. Both of these
gentlemen dug large holes for the trees, and both
mulched the newly planted trees. Mr. Vergon made

hay of the grass for a few years, but soon decided to
take nothing from the orchard but apples. He has
rnulched the trees with the grass, and has also hauled
in various kinds of material for the purpose. Mr.
Hitchings mulches his trees until they get well estab-
lished, and then cuts the grass and lJ;ts it lie.

The trees in both Mr. Vergon's and Mr. Hitchings'
orchards began bearing at an early age, and have given
annual crops. It is especially noticeable that the trees

are able to carry a crop of fruit and to form fruit-buds

at the same time, while the fruit is well colored and
hangs on remarkably well. Even in dry seasons there
appears to be no bad effects from dry weather on the
growth of the trees or upon the size of the fruit. The
loss by dropping is insignificant. All of the results

which are supposed to come from good tillage and
cover-crops are found in these orchards in a marked
degree.—Prof. W. J. Green, in Bulletin No. 137 of the
Ohio Experiment Station.
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Mr. Greiner Says:
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FLAVORING Watermelons.—A reader in South
Carolina reports that some of the colored people
in that state sometimes try to put lemon or other
flavor into their watermelons by injecting a

quantity of flavoring-extract weakened with water into

a slit an inch long made in the vine near the ground,
and putting a tight bandage around the treated portion.

Nothing is too absurd for people to take up or believe.

H.\iRY Vetch.—In one respect the winter, or
"hairy," vetch has proved a disappointment to me.
It blooms fully and freely—in fact, it has been a mass
of bloom beautiful to look upon all season long, and is

still blooming—but it does not set, and there will not
be enough seed to reseed the ground after the present
crop is gone. So if I want another patch (and..! ex-
pected to plant a larger one this year) I will again have
to depend on the seedsman for the seed, and pay about
six or eight dollars a bushel for it. Possibly the plant
may produce seed more freely in the colder portions of
Canada than here. As an orchard cover-crop, how-
ever, this vetch will be hard to beat. It makes a
dense mass of green stuff early in the season. Now
that the stalks begin to die out and decay, I find the
soil underneath nice, spongy, moist and soft, and the
weeds thus far kept down or choked out. There is no
question in my mind that when the vetch crop has died
down the soil will be in better condition than before.

Missing Link Apple.—-A number of inquiries about
the Missing Link apple, and where trees may be ob-
tained, have been received. The task of finding trees
of this apple in the nursery trade will be greatly sim-
plified by the statement that the government experts
declare the Missing Link none other than the old Wil-
low Twig, which is a fairly good apple of well-known
remarkable keeping-qualities. The "American Fruit
Culturist" (Thomas) gives the following description
of it: "Large, roundish, slightly conical, obtuse, very
regular; greenish yellow, striped and mottled faintly

with dull red; stalk short; basin very wide and deep,
rim obtuse; flavor subacid, or rather acid, not rich.

A long keeper. Shoots slender. Cultivated much as

a market apple in southern Ohio." With one excep-
tion this description exactly fits the specimens of the
Missing Link which have again been forwarded to me.
The Missing Link is almost a sweet apple. Surely it

is not "rather acid," and for this reason I doubt its

identity with the Willow Twig. Sometiines even the
government experts are mistaken. For trees, look in

the advertising columns. That is the proper place for
the announcement to be made.

Labor Unions and Strikes.—In "union" there is

often strength, but when the union feels strong
enough to stand above law and order, then it shows
already the beginning of weakness and coming decay.

Recently we have had more or less trouble in this

vicinity between union men and non-union men, the
latter usually being called "scabs" by the former. The
facts in the case are simply these: The union men
easily get dissatisfied with their wages or treatment,

and strike. Non-union men are willing to work in

their places at the old wages, and the union men do
not propose to let them do it. It seems a simple
proposition. The Constitution guarantees to every

man life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness. What

this really means has just been made plain by Judge
Blair of the Hudson County Court of General Ses-
sions, who, in sentencing a union man to the peniten-
tiary for an assault committed on a non-union worker,
said: "Every man has a right to sell his labor for

what he pleases, and should not be interfered with in

so doing. The question of wages is one between the
employer and employed, and cannot be dictated by any
body of men. This court will protect the man who is

working for his livelihood, whether he belongs to a

union or not. The right to labor must be secured
as guaranteed by the law. The practice of persons
considering themselves superior to the law, ^nd tramp-
ling upon the rights of others, is becoming too com-
mon. Men who want to labor should be protected."

Bird-laws.—Most of the bird-laws of the several
states are quite voluminous. A bird-law which has re-

cently become operative in Texas has about twenty
paragraphs. Section 15 of this law reads as follows:
"The English, or European, house-sparrow, hawks,
crows, buzzards, blackbirds, rice-birds and owls are not
included among the birds protected by this act. Noth-
ing herein contained shall be construed to prevent any
person from killing birds that are at the time destroy-
ing his growing crops." The first sentence shows that
even legislators do not always fully understand the
merits of the matter on which they legislate. Owls,
for instance, usually do more good than harm. They
live more largely on mice, grasshoppers and other
injurious creatures than on chickens or other things
of value to the farmer. This is also the case with
most hawks, and more or less with the crow. I be-
lieve that all these birds should come under the pro-
tection of the law, with the sensible proviso embodied
in the second sentence of Section 15 of the Texas law.

Any person, I believe, will be granted the privilege
(if not by a legal enactment, at least by a jury, and in

conformity with his constitutional rights) to protect
his property against marauders, both four-footed and
two-footed, with or without wings. The wanton killing

of birds not absolutely harmful should be forbidden.

Improvement by Selection.—Professor Day at

Guelph, speaking of breeds of hogs, advises farmers to
keep but one breed. Select the breed which happens
to suit your fancy best, and then stick to it through
thick and thin. There is more in the individual, he
says, than there is in breeds. I believe that is often
the case with other domestic animals, also, and like-

wise with plants. We can pick a good hog from any
drove, of whatever breed, or we may select one that is

"too poor for anything." We find extra good cows
among the Jerseys, the Guernseys, the Holsteins, etc.,

and again we may happen to get a poor one. Among
any breed of fowls, dunghills included, we occasionally
discover the egg-a-day hen, and then again one that
lays an egg only now and then, or one that is entirely
barren. As a class we have not yet learned the ur-
gent need of being all the time on the lookout for
superior individuals, and of continued selection for
improvement. In some recent cases (now on record)
the egg-yield of a flock of hens have been materially
increased in the course of a few years by breeding only
from the best layers, and similar results may be se-

cured by any farmer. Of a number of my hens, for
instance, which have each selected an odd place to
lay, one goes into the carriage-shed, and every morn-
ing, with almost unfailing regularity, I find her egg in

the bottom of the carriage, under the rear seat. If it

were earlier in the season I would surely save every
one of these eggs for hatching, with strong hopes of
raising a brood of good layers or reliable parent stock.

Individualism Among Plants.—The chances for
the improvement of vegetables, fruits, grains, etc., by
selection of individuals are just as plentiful and avail-

able as in the case of domestic animals. The trouble
is that we have not appreciated such chances as gen-
erally as the importance of the case demands. There
are just a few growers who make a business of improv-
ing certain lines of vegetable crops by selection, espec-
ially tomatoes, this being about the only one that has
as yet been subjected to this process very fully and
freely. We have not yet done even a fraction of what
should be done in this respect with potatoes, one of
the crops amenable to great improvement by this

means. It was quite a number of years ago when the
late Prof. S. S. Goff discovered by experiments that
by planting tubers selected from the most productive
hills the resulting yield was much larger than that ob-
tained by planting tubers selected from the least pro-
ductive hills. We have thus far failed to follow up the
discovery in a practical way. It is time to take it up.

Fly-repelling Mixtures.—Professor Day of the

Guelph College of Agriculture gave us his recipe for a
fly-repelling mixture, as follows: One tablespoonful
of crude carbolic acid and one quart of seal-oil or any
kind of cheap fish-oil; mix, and apply with a brush.
Applied in this way it retains its effectiveness almost
a week, while if applied with a hand-sprayer the appli-

cation has to be repeate4 quite often, say three or four
times a week. I have used various mixtures of this

kind, among them a number of patented and highly
recommended ones. I have found none as yet, how-
ever, which proved materially better than any other,

and my home-made mixtures are giving fully as good
service as any other I have tried. The mixture of

crude carbolic acid and fish-oil is probably as cheap as

any fly-repeller can be made, but we cannot easily get
the fish-oil except in the larger cities, and sometimes
not very readily even there. I use a mixture of oil of

tar, which I can get at seventy-five cents a gallon, and
kerosene, and I sometimes add a little crude car-

bolic acid, although this is not absolutely necessary.
This may be applied with a brush or rag. I prefer to
spray it on with one of the fifty-cent hand-sprayers.
But I find that in order to be an effective protection
the application must be repeated at far shorter inter-

vals than is usually recommended. Whether you use
a home-made mixture or one of the patented fly-re-

pellers, once a day is none too often when you apply it

with a sprayer, and I prefer to spray my cattle not less

than twice a day. It is quickly done, is not expensive,
and what a lot of torment it saves the, poor brutes!

Mr, Grundy Says:

Strawberries in Ten Months.—A reader living in
Iowa says he will move to another farm in
August, and he would like to have a crop of
strawberries next year. I would select strong

plants in the old bed, and move them "with as much
soil as will stick to the roots, and carefully set them
in well-prepared soil, and water daily until they be-
come established. Two hundred plants carefully lifted

and well set are worth a thousand dug up and moved
without any care. Mulch well with straw as soon as
the ground freezes, and don't take it off in the spring,
but singly uncover the plants. The mulch will pre-
vent the plants from drying out.

Northern Seed-oats.—On my desk are two letters
that came in the same mail. One is from a farmer
who wants to know why he cannot grow good crops of
oats on his land any more, the other is from another
farmer telling me what a magnificent crop of oats he
has grown this season. The first says he obtaine'a
seed of a very fine variety six years ago, and grew two
good crops. The third was only a medium crop, the
fourth a small one, and the last two almost failures.
He prepares the land well, but it seems to do no good,
and he wishes to learn whether I think he has ex-
hausted the "oat elements" in his soil and will be
obliged to quit trying to grow them.

The letter of the other man answers the question.
He says that four years ago he bought seed of a
friend living about two hundred miles north of him,
and grew two splendid crops. The third crop was
rather light, and he concluded that he must change
his seed; so he bought twenty bushels of a new va-
riety from a neighbor of his Northern friend, and
sowed them on twenty acres of corn-land, disking-
them in well, and he says he has a crop that will yield
fifty to sixty bushels an acre. He says, further, that
about fifteen years ago he discovered that to get good
crops it is necessary for him to change his seed every
third year, and that the seed must come from two or
three degrees of latitude north of where he lives.

He lives in latitude 39-30. The other man lives only a
few miles further north.
My own experience and observations years ago

between latitudes 38 and 41 showed plainly that no
variety of oats will do well for more than three or four
years, and that new seed should be procured from the
North. The cause of deterioration seems to be in the
climate, and not in the soil. A neighbor once pro-
cured thirty bushels of seed from a locality a little over
two hundred miles north, and sowed them on twenty
acres of corn-land which he had skimmed over three
inches deep with the plow, and the crop yielded a

fraction over sixty bushels an acre, while oats that had
been grown in the neighborhood several years yielded

only eighteen to twenty-five bushels an acre. The
great yield of the Northern oats set the farmers wild,

and the grower sold most of them for seed as soon as

they were threshed. In three years they yielded no
better than common native oats. The same man pro-

cured another lot of seed from the North, and they
yielded nearly fifty bushels an acre the first year, but
they did not create the stir that the first lot did, and
the third crop amounted to only about twenty-five

bushels an acre. If it is a "good oat season" in the lat-

itude mentioned, native-grown oats give a very fair

yield, but Northern-grown seed invariably outyields

them. The time to procure seed is threshing-time, not

spring. The oats can be procured through the granges
at a slight advance over market prices.

Institute Attendance.—One of the most perplex-

ing problems that confronts the farmers'-institute

worker—not the speaker, but the man who manages
the institute—is how to get the farmers to attend it.

I find that each locality has its own_ difficulties with

which to contend. A man can advertise a free street-

show with negro comedians, songs, music and per-

forming dogs, and fill the town to overflowing with

people who stand in greatest need of the instruction

given at a farmers' institute; but let him undertake to

bring them in to the institute, and he will have his

hands more than full. Advertise the show, and it is

the "talk of the town" for weeks before it arrives.

Advertise the institute, and scarcely any one mentions
it in conversation. There are localities where an in-

stitute arouses quite a good deal of enthusiasm, and
the attendance is large without any special effort being

made to boom it; then there are other localities where
it is a most difficult task to induce farmers to attend.

Last year I put forth the best efforts of which I was
capable to secure a large attendance at our institute.

The attendance was good, but the men I wanted, the

men who most needed to attend, did not come. Yet
I have seen those same men and women going in

crowds to a street-fakir show or a scrub-horse race.

Last year I secured Professor Blair, instructor in hor-

ticulture at the state university, to speak on the man-
agement of orchards, as there are quite a number of

orchards in this locality, and both attendance and in-

terest were not half what they should have been. A
man who owns several large orchards said afterward

that he heard we were to have a speaker who claimed

to know something about orcharding, but he really

was too busy to attend. Others thought they knew
about as much as anybody else about orchard man-
agement, and they didn't care to spend any time listen-

ing to professors. All of these people stand very

much in need of just the instruction Professor Blair

gave, yet they missed the chance of a lifetime to get it.

This year I have secured Doctor Hopkins of the

state university as one of the principal speakers. In

other states people go nearly a hundred miles to hear

Doctor Hopkins talk about soils, and while I feel surf,

that we will have a large attendance, it really should

be so large that no hall in the county would accom-

modate half of it. The soil is the farmers' capital, and

every one of them should be doubly interested in the

best methods of managing it.
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FARM THEORY AND PRACTICE

GETTING Heavy Sods.—
A study of the statis-

tics of crop areas in

this country will ini-

press any one with the relative

importance of sods. Pasture-

grasses, meadow-grasses and
the clover occupy, or are sup-
posed to occupy, the greater part of our land. A study
of the needs of soils in respect to fertility shows that

heavy sods rotting in the ground are the factor most
to be desired. In various ways they secure to the land

the power to produce well when cropped. No one
matter in American agriculture is of greater impor-
tance than improvement in the growth of grass and
clover sods, and if the needed gain in this direction

were secured, our agricultural prosperity would not

only be far greater, but it would be on a safer basis.

Much land is drawing chiefly upon its stock of avail-

able fertility that has been accumulated for centuries,

and much other land has already passed the point of

profitable cropping. The ability to provide for itself

a heavy sod is the true measure of value for the major
part of our farming area. Consideration of the best

methods of getting such growth is the most important
matter before the farming public, because it vitally

affects more people and more land than any other
matter. Many who are really the most concerned do
not realize the truth, the evidence being found in the
carelessness shown in new seedings and in their ab-
sence, and in the increasing inability of much land to

produce surely and well because the humus is exhausted.

All Over the Farm

Applying Manure.—Too much of the farm sup-
plies of manure is going upon summer crops. There
is temptation to do that when the crop is a cash one
which gives quick returns from manure. The cash is

wanted and needed, and the manure is converted into

money as quickly as possible. However, the new
seedings to clover and grass have the greatest need
of it in a majority of cases, and such use is the more
justifiable, because quite light applications are effec-

tive, and the farm supply will benefit many more acres

than it would when applied as heavily as is usual to
cultivated crops. A light coat of manure gives marked
results as a top-dressing for land that is to be seeded
down or that has young cloVer and grass in the stubble
of harvested grain. The facts that good sods are a big
consideration, and that light applications of manure are
so helpful in getting them, should cause us to devote
more farm manure to making them reasonably sure.

There is an inclination to spread manure thickly on
any land, "making it good" so far as we go, but such
a method is a mistaken one. Half the quantity often-

times used would furnish all the nitrogen needed, and
also the bacteria that produce much of the benefit

attributed to stable manures; and thus the manure
might be put on double the number of acres with the
very best results if some mineral plant-food in a com-
mercial fertilizer were used to balance up the manure
by adding to its stock of phosphoric acid, and it may
be, potash. Thin and even spreading of farm manures
gives the most profitable returns.

Wheat and Grass.—We continue to seed an im-
mense acreage with winter wheat, notwithstanding the
relatively low price of this grain and the very small net
profit an acre. The straw is wanted, but the desire for
grass and clover is responsible for much of the winter-
grain production. The wheat is used as a crop with
which to seed for meadow or pasture, and such use
would make it indirectly very profitable if heavy
growths of clover and grass were pretty sure to fol-

low the wheat. But they do not follow on the very
land that needs them most. We see thin, weedy
meadows in all directions. There is failure in evidence
that is responsible for reduction in soil-fertility. The
thin meadow is not producing a mass of roots for its

own improvement, or a growth of feed for the benefit
of its owners. It is traveling down-hill, and taking its

owner with it. What is the matter?

A Better Seed-bed.—For fall-sown grasses, like
timothy, there should be a fine, firm seed-bed, holding
moisture during drought. Moreover, the surface-soil
should be fairly free from all bad weed-seed. These
conditions are secured only by early preparation of the
land. All thin and foul land should be broken in the
spring or early summer, and given a cleansing-crop
like beans or cow-peas. Corn is all wrong for such
land, exhausting the fertility too much. The crop
should be one that shades the soil well when cultiva-
tion ceases, keeping it sufficiently loose for seeding in
the fall after a harrowing of the stubble. That helps
to insure a supply of moisture for fall growth of the
grass, and of the wheat or rye if either is in connec-
tion with the grass.

Fertile land will bring a good crop of wheat (fol-

lowed by a good crop of clover or grass, it may be,
without any special preparation. With such land we
are not now concerned. The poor meadows, yielding
one ton or less of weedy hay when two or three tons
of clean hay should be gotten, are not usually on fer-
tile land, and the continued infertility is due largely
to the poor sod. It should be the owner's business to
prepare for a better sod, and he can well afford to take
the summer for it. The heavy feeder of live stock may
quickly set such a field aright by applying manure
freely, but there is not enough manure for one half
this unprofitable land. In such cases use the renovat-
ing-crop during the summer, and preferably one that
will leave more available fertility than it found. By
use of the crop secure a firm, moist seed-bed free from
weed-seed. This is half the battle. Spread a little

manure over the land, if practicable. Use a fertilizer
that supplies what is needed. I prefer to mix acid
phosphate and raw animal bone, half and half, for
grass-seedings.

_
You may also need potash. If land

has never been limed, there is strong reason to believe
that half a ton of ground lime drilled in before seeding
to wheat or timothy will be found of much assistance
in getting a sod, and especially clover.

Alsike clover are a help to timothy and red ' clover.

Use seed freely—such use is wise. Divide the seed,
sowing half crosswise the first seeding, and a few days
later. If all farmers would go after a good sod as
thoroughly as some good growers go after a potato
or corn crop, there would be fewer thin meadows and
less land losing its store of humus. David.

A GOOD HAY

Where farmers are so fortunate as to have good
fields of clover from which the first cutting has been
made for hay, if the second crop is encouraged to
grow, and is cut when in full bloom, hay of very fine

feeding value will be secured. Usually as fast as I

have the first crop of clover removed I cover the land
with a light dressing of well-rotted manure applied
with a spreader. When the land is good and the sea-
son favorable the growth of the second crop is rapid;
and if clean hay is wanted where manure is applied, it

is essential that the manure be well rotted and so dis-

tributed that none will be left so the rake may gather
it up with the hay. /

Until I began to make this hay, several years ago,
it was farm history here that hay from second-crop
clover was of very inferior quality, and while it might
be eaten by hungry cattle, it was totally unfit for
horses for the reason that when eaten by them it pro-
duced "slobbers" of a very dangerous character, the
horses becoming enervated and unable to perfonii
their accustomed work. Consequently I did not allow
my horses and mules to eat the second-growth hay,
but fed it all to my cows and young stock. I soon
discovered the great relish these animals had for it,

and how excellent it was in the production of results.

With this experience it was not long before the horses
were eating the rowen hay, too, and doing their work
as usual.

I recall an occasion when my brother-in-law was
visiting us, and driving a horse which he thought
directly descended from Pegasus and entitled to only
the finest of horse fare. I admired his love for his

horse and his ability to own such a good one, but did
not admire his fussiness. I had understood before the
visit was made that it was to continue several days.

I had no hay accessible but my latest-gathered second-
crop clover, which was being fed to my own stock, and
it was given to the strange horse, too. I tried to keep
the man away from the barn, for I knew that rowen
hay would not rest well on his stomach, however much
it might agree with his horsCj But he got to the
barn, and his visit terminated early the next day.
A number of lessons may be drawn from this inci-

dent—the hay was not hurting my horses, and a few
feeds could not hurt his very much; it was not worth
while to shorten a visit because of needless concern
for a horse, and (this in favor of the good offices of
the hay) keep some on hand for the horses of tire-

some visitors who are too fussy about their horses.
I have been told that the fact that I cut my second

crop after the dew is off in the morning accounts for
its good quality—that it is the dew on the clover when
cut that induces slobbering in horses. However this

may be, I wait for the dew to pass before starting the
mower, and try to have the hay thus cut all in the
windrow or cock before too much moisture gathers
on it in the evening. If in the windrow over night, I

cock the next day, and the next day upset the cocks
to allow of the evaporation of moisture collected at
the bottom of cock, and haul to the barn at once. If

cocked over the first night, I open the cocks the sec-
ond day and close again before night. The treatment
the third day is that already described.

If the second crop is thus cut for hay when it is in

full bloom, a third growth usually comes to good size
before the cold of fall stops the growing, and leaves a
good covering- for the ground through the winter.
There is no hay made on our farms that I value more
highly than clover rowen. W, F. McSparran.

The Seeding.—A variety of grass and clover seeds
is better than a single kind. Some redtop and some

LIGHTNING-RODS-DO THEY PROTECT?
Until last summer one of the neighbors had a light-

ning-rod on his barn which had been there about thirty
years. When I first knew it, there were glass insu-
lators, but they had long since disappeared, and for
years it lay against the barn at places, and at others
was held off by the iron stays.

"What do you think of my lightning-rod?" he said
one day. "Some say it will do no good, and some
have it that it will do harm by attracting the lightning,
and by having no glass insulators, will burn the barn.
I guess I will pull it down." Of that job he was re-

lieved some time after by a lightning-bolt during a
heavy thunder-shower. Its length was measured on
the ground, and the bolt, apparently leaving the rod,
passed through a tread-power which stood near, ripped
up several floor-plank, and so far as could be sur-
mised, disappeared in a cistern.

There were various opinions expressed on the sub-
ject. Some said if it hadn't been for the rod the barn
would have been burned, while others insisted that the
rod drew the lightning, and not being insulated, passed
it on into the barn.

Another, who was more inquisitive than the others,
dug up the rod where it was grounded in the earth.
It extended only to the depth of three feet, and ended
in comparatively dry earth. This showed that the cause
of the trouble lay in improper grounding. If it had
been carried to the cistern, the electric discharge
would have left no record of its passage from the sky
to the earth. It is probable that in this way lightning-
rods do a great deal of good for which they never get
credit. Before their introduction, ships at sea and
high buildings suffered terribly from electric storms.
But taking them as they are found through the
country, with all their defects, they are not regarded
as much protection. Insurance companies that have
the statistics of the matter down pretty fine do not

take in account, when writ-
ing a policy, whether a build-
ing has a rod or not.

The electric fluid in pass-
ing from the clouds to the
earth, as it sometimes must,
is supposed to follow the line

of least resistance. A bolt near
a building will find an easier

passage down a well-grounded rod than through the
building. The resistance which the latter offers is

what causes the trouble. Glass insulators are of lit-

tle value, as if the rod is a good one there is no ten-
dency for the lightning to leave it, and if otherwise,
lightning has been known to jump about considerable.

It is a well-known fact that barns are struck more
frequently than dwelling-houses. This is explained by
the fact that when hay is being stored in the barn, a
current of warm, moistened air is continually rising,

making a path more conductive to the electricity than
the ordinary air. The higher anything is, the more at-

traction, so to speak, it has for the electric currents.
For objects of ' comparatively little altitude, such as
roofs of farm-buildings, trees, etc., lightning will be
diverted but little from the path it has chosen to the
earth. This is proven by many curious freaks which
have been observed during thunder-showers. A tree
escapes, and a cow near by will be killed. It is related
of a man, who, to avoid danger during a thunder-
shower, walked around a wood at some distance from
it, instead of going through it. Lightning struck a
horse which was standing between him and the timber
and not fifty yards distant from it.

Scientists agree that lightning will not go much out
of its way to pass down a rod. The greatest area of
protection that is allowed the rod is a lateral distance
of twice the height above the building. Therefore, if

a large barn is to be protected by rods, there will need
to be several.

The days of the notorious lightning-rod agents are
about past. If there was no downright fraud in their
business, they usually put up a defective rod for about
twenty times what one ought to cost.

If you want a rod, go to your blacksmith, and to-
gether you can fix up as good a one as can be made.
Five-eighths-inch iron is about right, and have the
blacksmith make a sharp point for the top. If this

could be galvanized, so much the better; so also in

case of the portion which goes into the ground, to
prevent rusting. You can attend to the putting up
yourself. Wooden blocks are the best things with
which to fasten it to the building, and have no sharp
turns in the rod. The most important part is in get-
ting it into the ground right. It should go to water
wherever practicable, or at least to permanently moist
earth. If practicable to carry it to a cistern or well,

this is an excellent arrangement. Grant Davis.

NOTES ON PAINTING

Nothing will detract from the appearance of a farm
so much as old, weather-beaten barns and sheds, and
farm-machinery, etc., which look shabby for the want
of paint. You can, however, make the old barns and
sheds look well at small cost for paint by using a water-
paint, which can be put on by a cheap hand.

I give the following formula for making a cheap
paint: Take seven pounds of sifted Portland cement,
one gallon of skim-milk and three pounds of Whiting.
Break up the cement and whiting to a stiff paste with
some of the skim^milk, then add the remainder of the
milk, having previously added to it one half pound of

fresh-slaked lime, and stir, well together. Dissolve
one half ounce of sal-soda in one pint of water, mix it

with one pint of linseed-oil, and stir the mixture well
into the paint. If the paint is too thick, add more
milk; if too thin, add more whiting. Strain the whole
through cheese-cloth.

You can color the paint buff by adding yellow ocher;
drab by adding burnt umber; olive by a mixture of the
two; olive-green by a mixture of green and yellow
ocher; leaf-green by adding chrome-green; change the
leaf-green to sage-green by adding a little umber, or
light gray by adding lampblack.

To prepare the colors, take whichever dry color

you want to use, and rub it to a paste in a little of

the paint. ^ When made to a paste, put it in a cup and
mix thin with some more of the paint, then pour a
little at a time into the paint until you get the color
you want. Paint some on a board, and dry it. If it

is too light when dry, add more color, and test again
until you get what you want. Lampblack is so light

that it-is irnpossible to mix it with water-color until it

has been cut with benzin or gasolene.
You can put this paint on with a whitewash-brush

with a long handle, and save yourself a lot of climbing.
If the paint is colored, it will take about two coats; if

white, old, weather-beaten work will take three coats.

To prepare farm-machinery for painting, sandpaper
it to take off the old paint, if there is any left on in loose
patches. If the paint is sound, and has any gloss left,

sandpaper just sufficient to take off the gloss; then
mix one and ohe half pounds of Venetian red to one
quart of boiled oil, two ounces of turpentine, and
the same of japan. Give the work a coat of this.

When dry, make the same mixture of oil, turpentine
and japan, and put in two and one half pounds of

Venetian red; then give the work a coat of this mix-
ture. This should be a fairly heavy coat. If too
heavy, add more oil; if too light, add more red. If

this coat stands out with an even gloss, it is enough;
if not, put on another coat.

Paint the ironwork black with the following mix-
ture: One half pound of asphaltum, one ounce of gum
benzoin and one quart of turpentine. Mix in a jug or can,

set in a warm place, and shake often. When the gums
are dissolved, add one half pound of drop-black ground
in oil, and four ounces of boiled linseed-oil. Take off

all rust from the iron with sandpaper and kerosene. If

the paint works too thick, add turpentine; if too thin, use
more drop-black. Have the gums powdered, then they
will dissolve quicker. This paint should dry with a gloss.

When painting machinery, use a double-thick,
chiseled flat brush two and one half inches wide. The
red above described is good for farm-wagons, is an
excellent paint for barns, and looks especially well
when trimmed with white. V. B. Grinnell.
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Gardening
By T. GREINER

Intensive Gardening means planting in and for

succession. There is plenty of opportunity for that

kind of gardening at the present time.

Among the Crops which I start from seed early

in August are fiat turnips (the strap-leaf sorts), winter

radish, ordinary radish, kale, spinach, onions, etc.

A Melon for Northern Locations.—A reader
asks me what melon she could plant with any hope of

getting a crop of ripe ones in her location, where the

summers are short. I know of none that is earlier

than Emerald Gem, and none that is of higher quality.

I planted some as late as July ist, and expect to

get them ripe. The soil, however, has much to do
with the quality of muskmelons and watermelons. It

seems that the more sand there is in the soil, the

sweeter and richer are the melons. But the Emerald
Gem, if well grown and well ripened, is good anyway.

Weeds or Vegetables?—We have the choice. As
such vegetables as early potatoes, early peas, early

cabbages, beets, lettuce, cresses, set-onions, etc., ma-
ture at this time, the vacant spaces are speedily taken
up with weeds. Not one gardener in ten would dig the

ground over just for the sake of killing the weeds. I

want to make use of the space for other crops—rad-

ishes, celery, spinach, late cabbages, etc.—and the

preparation of the soil for them destroys the weeds.
I choose to grow vegetables, and avoid the other alter-

native—weeds. Thus the garden looks attractive, and
is useful, besides, during the entire summer and fall.

Cabbages for Quality.—J. W. L., a reader in

West Chazy, N. Y., asks whether the Danish Ballhead
is a good table-cabbage, and whether the red vari-

eties are as good for table use as white ones. The
market demands the Ballhead. and cabbage-growers
in this vicinity who make a business of growing winter
cabbage plant no other. For myself I have never
considered it to be of particularly good quality. This
year I have entirely rejected it, planting Early Win-
ningstadt (plants grow rather late), Surehead, Lupton
and Drumhead Savoy, the latter probably the cabbage
of highest quality for culinary purposes. I like to
have at least a few heads of Mammoth Red Rock,
or some other red sort, for salad purposes, more on
account of color than of particularly high quality.

Managing the Bean-weevil.—Mrs. Joe T. Tyler,

a subscriber in Alabama, gives the following as her
method of keeping seed-beans free from the weevil.

By the way, this weevil is even worse than the pea-
weevil. I have seen them live and propagate during
the best part of two years in a bag containing seed-
beans, leaving finally nothing but bean-skins and dust.

The subscriber says: "Turpentine will run the weevils

out, and keep them out. I put my seed-beans in paste-

board boxes or glass jars, saturate a flannel cloth with
turpentine, and put that on top. The weevil will get
out, and stay out. I keep my field-peas free from the
pea-weevil in the same way, only putting them up in

barrels. A cloth six inches square with a little tur-

pentine on it will protect a three-bushel barreL"

Fine Lettuce.—In a season such as that of this

spring and early summer—cool and wet, but especially

wet—anybody can grow lettuce that is the acme of

perfection in tenderness and brittleness. Our seeds-
men catalogue a large number of varieties, some of

them under different names. When the season is

right, like the present one, you may take any variety

and have fine lettuce. I had Forty Days lettuce this

year for my earliest supply. It does not grow to mam-
moth size, but it grows quickly and makes nice solid

heads in a very short space of time. Prizehead, with
its large reddish leaves and loose heads, is as good
as ever for an early sort—and there is a whole list of

larger cabbage-heading sorts that are good and reli-

able, and remain long in table condition before making
an effort at seed-production. Maximus is one of

these on my grounds. So is the New Rosette.

How TO Grow Lettuce.—I still adhere to my old
and favorite plan of growing lettuce for home use by
sowing seed in drills and thinning the plants—at first

leaving them a little thickly, say a plant every two
or three inches, and gradually thinning still more
severely as the plants have formed nice little heads.
In theory every other plant is thus taken out grad-
ually, as wanted for the table, leaving the remaining
ones at first five or six inches, and finally ten to twelve
inches, apart. In practice I don't adhtt"e to so much
strict regularity. The lettuce finally makes mammoth
plants—regular cabbage-heads—and as I have plenty of

them, I reject all the outer leaves, and use only the
nicely blanched, tender inner ones. They are delicious,

and relished by my family served in various ways.

Lima Beans.—Usually I find it a rather easy task
to grow a full supply of Lima beans. All that is nec-
essary is to select a warm, rich soil in full exposure,
and to plant the beans in a row, like any other beans,
and give them some trellis or other support. This
year, owing to cold, wet weather in spring, or possibly
to the work of slugs, the plants did not appear to
thrive at first, and many died outright. Those that
were left, however, picked up wonderfully with the ad-
vent of warmer weather toward the end of June, and
some had almost reached the top wire of the trellis,

five feet above the ground. Yet there were many
gaps in the row—larger gaps than I like to see—so
on July ist I replanted the gaps, and now,' ten days
later, the plants, stimulated by the hot weather and
a sufficiency of moisture, are already beginning to
throw out runners. No doubt I shall have plenty of

nice Limas on these late plants, and they will come
handy when the earlier-planted ones run short.

String-beans.—During their season of freshness I

like an occasional mess of good string-beans, such as
Davis' Kidney Wax, when the pods are picked in

good season—that is, before the beans get large in

them. I have never yet learned to think much of the
canned snap-bean. Some people, however, think that
a canned snap-bean is better than no bean. Mrs. F.
E., of Linn County, Iowa, for instance, asks "how
string-beans may be canned to be as good as fresh."

That seems to be asking a good deal, and I believe it

is an impossibility. Probably Mrs. Rorer knows as
much as anybody about cSinning string-beans, and I

will give her recipe, without giving the least guarantee,
however, that the canned article will even come any-
where near being as good as when fresh. Mrs. Rorer
says: "String the beans, and cut them in several

pieces; throw into boiling water, and boil rapidly fif-

teen minutes. Have the jars ready filled with warm
water to slightly heat. Empty the jars, and fill quickly
with the beans, then close, and handle the jars in the
same manner as you would when canning fruit."

Early Tomatoes Need High Culture. — Our
northeast New York friend remarks that the early

tomatoes do not yield well, and wonders whether they
should be manured. Most of the early sorts of the

present day, like those of the Ruby type or the Earli-

ana, are free fruit-setters. The Earliana often sets so

much that it kills itself by overbearing. The only way
to get these sorts to do their best is by planting them
on very rich soil, or by giving them nitrogenous ma-
nure enough to produce a large amount of foliage.

I have my Earliana and some other early sorts on
the richest spot in the garden—in fact, one manured
almost to excess. I have not the least fear, from the

appearance of the plants at this date, that they will

not liave foliage enough to carry the fruit, that is set

in great abundance, also, to full development and
maturity. If I had planted the Matchless or Stone or
Success, or any other of the ordinary main-crop toma-
toes which are liable to make much foliage even on
soil of medium fertility, I don't think I would get
much fruit—nothing but stalk and leaf, and a great
mass of that. This very rich soil just gives the needed
full amount of foliage to the Earliana, and the fruit is

large, and I expect will be of fine quality, also.

Keeping Potatoes from Sprouting.—A Wyoming
reader asks me to furnish him a recipe (published in

these columns years ago, he says) "for dipping pota-
toes to prevent sprouting." He says he would gladly

pay for a reply by mail. I think I would gladly pay
a good price for a recipe how to keep potatoes from
sprouting, even if the treatment would spoil them for

seed. The production of sprouts in cellar storage
greatly reduces the value of potatoes for table use,

and still I have not yet found a safe and sure method of

preventing the growth of those long sprouts, unless

possibly to a limited extent by frequently shaking
the potatoes around in a half-filled bag, or by empty-
ing them often from one crate into another—in other
words, by frequently moving, jarring or shaking them
about. A recipe for a cheap "dip" that will surely pre-
vent sprouting, even if the germs are killed thereby,

so long as the potatoes are not injured for eating,

would be worth a good deal of money to potato-
growers and grocerymen. A dip is used for seed-pota-
toes, but this (corrosive sublimate being generally
used) has a different purpose—namely, to kill the scab
fungus with which the seed-potato may be infected.

Fruit-Growing
By S. B. GREEN

CIDER-VINEOAR

Vinegar made from pure cider or grape-wine is

the best and most wholesome form of this popular
condiment.

The fabrication of pure cider-vinegar is a very
simple process, and one which any one who can grow or
buy a few bushels of apples may successfully carry on.

In the production of pure cider-vinegar four factors
are concerned. These are pure cider; the presence of
the acetic acid ferment, "Bacillus aceti;" free ingress
of air, and the temperature of the air or room not less

than seventy degrees, nor more than eighty-five de-
grees, Fahrenheit.

As vinegar is ordinarily made on the farm, it is

simply allowed to ferment spontaneously in unbunged
barrels in a cellar whose temperature during the fall

months, when cider is usually made, is pretty con-
stant at about sixty degrees Fahrenheit. The acetic
acid ferment does not grow actively at any temper-
ature below seventy I degrees Fahrenheit, hence the
relatively long period it requires to produce good vin-

egar in farm cellars. Although the acetic ferment
requires a comparatively high temperature, there are
many other ferments which can grow at lower tem-
peratures. These generally get into the farmer's
vinegar-barrels and make trouble. The following-
described process will enable any one to make a fine

vinegar with the least possible waste of time and
material:

Take sound barrels or any suitably sized vessels of

wood, earthenware or glass—never iron, copper or tin.

Clean thoroughly, and scald. Fill not more than half

full with the cider stock, which should have fermented
at least one month. To this add one fourth its volume
of old vinegar. This is a very necessary part of the
process, since the vinegar restrains the growth of

chance ferments which abound in the air, and at the
same time it favors the true acetic acid ferment. Next
add to the liquid a little "mother of vinegar." If

this latter is not at hand, a fairly pure culture may
be made by exposing in a shallow, uncovered crock or
wooden pail a mixture of one half old vinegar and
one half hard cider. The room where this is exposed
should have a temperature of about eighty degrees
Fahrenheit. In three or four days the surface should
become covered with a gelatinous pellicle, or cap.

This is the "mother of vinegar." A little of this care-

fully removed with a wooden spoon or a stick should
be laid gently upon the surface of the cider prepared
as above described. Do not stir it in. The vinegar
ferment grows only at the surface. In three days
the cap should have spread entirely over the fermenting
cider. Do not break this cap thereafter so long as the
fermentation continues. If the temperature is right
the fermentation should be completed in from four to
six weeks. The vinegar should then be drawn off,

strained through thick white flannel, and corked or
bunged tightly, and kept in a cool place until wanted
for consumption. If the vinegar remains turbid after
ten days, stir into a barrel one pint of a solution of
one half pound of isinglass in one quart of water.
As soon as settled, rack off, and store in tight vessels.

Usually no fining of vinegar is needed. No pure
cider-vinegar will keep long in vessels exposed to the
air at a temperature above sixty degrees Fahrenheit.
"Vinegar eels" are sometimes troublesome in vinegar-
barrels. To remove these, heat the vinegar scalding-
hot, but do notTjoil. When cool, strain through clean
flannel, and the "eels" will be removed.

In making cider-vinegar, the strength of the prod-
uct or per cent by weight of the acetic acid in it will ^
be a little less than the per cent by weight of the
alcohol in the cider. A little of the alcohol remains
unfermented, and serves to give the desired flavor or
bouquet to the vinegar.

There is another, and even more rapid, method
of making cider-vinegar. In this method the fer-

mented cider, or "hard cider," is run through a box
of beechwood shavings wetted with old vinegar. By
this method good vinegar may be made in twenty-four
hours. But the process as first described makes better
vinegar, and is preferable for farm use.—Bulletin No.
182 of the North Carolina Experiment Station.

HOME MANUFACTURE OF UNFERMENTED GRAPE-JUICE

Use only clean, sound, well-ripened but not over-
ripe grapes. If an ordinary cider-mill is at hand, it

may be used for crushing and pressing, or the grapes
may be crushed and pressed with the hands. If a
light-colored juice is desired, put the crushed grapes in

a cleanly washed cloth sack, and tie up. Then either
hang up securely and twist it, or let two persons take
hold, one on each end of the sack, and twist until the
greater part of the juice is expressed. Then gradually
heat the juice in a double boiler, or a large stone jar
in a pan of hot water, so that the juice does not come
in direct contact with the fire, at a temperature of one
hundred and eighty degrees Fahrenheit to two hun-
dred degrees Fahrenheit; never above two hundred
degrees Fahrenheit. It is best to use a thermometer,
but if there is none at hand, heat the juice until it

steams, but do not allow it to boil. Put it in a glass or
enameled vessel to settle for twenty-four hours; care-
fully dram the juice from the sediment, and run it

through several thicknesses of clean flannel, or a conic
filter made from woolen cloth or felt may be used.
This filter is fixed to a hoop of iron, which can be
suspended wherever necessary. After this fill into
clean bottles. Do not fill entirely, but leave room for
the liquid to expand when again heated. Fit a. thin
board over the bottom of an ordinary wash-boiler, set

the filled bottles (ordinary glass fruit-jars are just as
good) in it, fill in with water around the bottles to
within about an inch of the tops, and gradually heat
until it is about to simmer. Then take the bottles out,

and cork or seal immediately. It is a good idea to take
the further precaution of sealing the corks over with
sealing-wax or paraffin to prevent mold-germs from
entering through the corks. Should it be desired to
make a red juice, heat the crushed grapes to not above
two hundred degrees Fahrenheit, strain through a
clean cloth or drip-bag (no pressure should be used),
set away to cool and settle, and proceed the same
as with light-colored juice. Many people do not even
go to the trouble of letting the juice settle after strain-

ing it, but reheat and seal it up immediately, simply
setting the vessels away in a cool place in an upright
position where they will be undisturbed. The juice is

thus allowed to settle, and when wanted for use the
clear juice is simply taken off the sediment. Any one
who is familiar with the process of canning fruit can
also preserve grape-juice, for the principles involved
in both are identical.

One of the leading defects so far found in unfer-

mented juice is that much of it is not clear, a condition
which very much detracts from its otherwise attractive

appearance and due to two causes already alluded to.

Either the final sterilization in bottles has been at a

higher temperature than the preceding one, or the
juice has not been properly filtered or has not been
filtered at all. In other cases the juice has been ster^'

ilized at such a high temperature that it has a dis-

agreeable scorched taste. It should be remembered
that attempts to sterilize at a temperature above one
hundred and ninety-five degrees Fahrenheit are dan-
gerous, so far as the flavor of the finished product is

concerned.
Another serious mistake is sometimes made by put-

ting, the juice into bottles so large that much of it

becomes spoiled before it is used after the bottles are
opened. Unfermented grape-juice properly made and
bottled will keep indefinitely if it is not exposed to the
atmosphere or mold-germs; but when a bottle is once
opened, it should, like canned goods, be used as soon
as possible, to keep it from spoiling.

The uses are indeed many. It is used in sickness,

convalescence and good health; as a preventive, re-

storative and cure; by the young, by persons in thet
prime of life and by those in old age. It is used in

churches for sacramental purposes; at soda-fountains

as a cool and refreshing drink; in homes, at hotels and
at restaurants as a food, as a beverage, as a dessert and
in many other ways. When people become accus-

tomed to it they rarely give it up. When properly

prepared, unfermented grape-juice can be made to

please the eye by its color and attractive appearance,

the sense of smell by its aroma or fragrance, the palate

by its pleasant flavor.

It is food and drink, refreshment and nourishment
all in one. Not a by-product, but made from fruit

going to waste—one of the blessings given us, that

some are too careless, others too ignorant, to make
use of.—George C. Husmann, in Farmers' Bulletin No.

17s of the United States Department of Agriculture.
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SKIM-MILK

SKIM-MILK is just

as valuable for

fowls as that
which contains

the butter-fat, pro-
vided ground grain is

added. All the bone
and muscle producing elements are left in

the skim-milk, and the butter-fat removed
is of but little value to poultry. If a

cream-separator is used, the milk should
be fed while warm and fresh, and not
when sour, although fresh buttermilk is

excellent food for fowls.

PouItry-Raising
By P. H. JACOBS

PLEASURE IN KEEPING PURE BREEDS

There is no argument that can possi-

bly be used in favor of losing valuable
time and wasting energy in keeping com-
mon dunghill fowls. It costs no more
to have good birds than bad ones. One
will take more pride in good poultry
than in poor stock, and will be much
more inclined to make the business a
success if proud of the birds, and will be
delighted to show them to visitors or
fanciers of poultry. Keep pure stock,
and the best results should follow.

ESSENTIALS IN FOODS
There is no single food which is per-

fect, or which contains all the desirable
elements necessary for production, for
which reason corn as an exclusive diet
will not give satisfactory results. There
is but little lime in wheat or corn, and
as lime is essential in the production of
bone it is evident that young chicks will
make but little growth when the larger
portion of their food consists of corn

Iand corn-meal. If clover, either green
or cured, or skim-milk is fed with corn,
more benefit will be derived from the
combination than from the grain only.
Animal-food should also be allowed.

FLOORS AND RATS

_
If the poultry-house is in such condi-

tion as to allow rats to run under the
floor, the farmer may as well give up the
poultry business. They are worse than
any disease the fowls may have. When
the house is built it is very easy to put
wire netting, such as is used for the small
chicks, under the floors. If you have not-
done_ this, another easy way to keep out
rats is to put in a cement floor. It may
cost a little more than fixing up the
wooden floor, but it is safe against rats,

and a wooden floor is not. If wire mesh
is put in with the cement when the floor
is laid it will be all the better.

SUMMER PRECAUTIONS
One must be careful in adding extra

fowls to the flock at this season of the
year, as it is difificult to detect disease
without a close examination, which is

seldom made by those who procure fowls
to add to their flocks. Nor should the
vigilance be confined to the individual
birds, but the entire flock of whi(!fh the
birds are members should be carefully
looked after, as disease in the flock of
some neighbor may be carried else-
where by apparently healthy birds taken
from such flock. Roup is often present
in an incipient stage in a flock, and
makes its appearance under the first

favorable circumstances.

GRAVEL AND SHELLS

Gravel is valueless unless it is sharp.
As soon as the fowl rounds of? a sharp
substance in the gizzard, it is voided;
hence, hens prefer sharp shells to round
gravel. The reason they eat more shells
—or more sharp grit of any kind—when
they are laying is because more food is

then required, and consequently there is

better digestion. If an egg has specks
or flakes of lime on the shell it does not
imply that it is due to feeding oyster-
shells, as the same thing- occurs when
no oyster-shells are given. It may also
be due to the food. As a rule such
hens are fat. Some kinds of gravel are
of limestone and of exactly the same
composition as oyster-shells.

THE HEN-MITE PROBLEM
It would be interesting to get a correct

estimate of the number of millions of
dollars' damage done to the poultry in-
dustry in America every year by means
of the little "insignificant" hen-mite, or
red spider. Any method, no matter how
expensive, of getting this bloodthirsty
little animal under control would mean
a large gain, a material increase in prof-
its, to every poultry-keeper who makes
use of it. The mite saps the vitality of
the majority of fowls in America to such
an extent that not only the egg-yields
are largely decreased, the growth of lit-

tle chicks retarded, but fowls are often
actually killed by mite-attacks, most fre-

quently perhaps while sitting on the nest.
In short, the fight against the mite is one
of the foremost tasks every poultry-owner
has to accomplish. We have advised the
free use of kerosene, sprayed all over
the perches, the nests and the whole in-
terior of the hen-house. Kerosene, in-
deed, does wonders when thus used. Some

expert recommends the use of boiling

water as cheaper and even more effec-

tive. This may be true. We can see no
reason why boiling water poured freely

over the roosts, the floor, the nests—in

short, everywhere inside the hen-house
—should not clear the pest out as quickly
and thoroughly as anything yet recom-
mended.—The Practical Farmer.

THE PREFERRED BREEDS

Poultry-breeders have several times
endeavored to settle the question as to

which breed of poultry is the best for

general purposes. The Brahmas, Ply-
mouth Rocks, Wyandottes, Leghorns,
Langshans and Houdans have been ex-
perimented with, not only for egg-pro-
duction, but also for market purposes.
The majority of breeders prefer the
breeds that grow to a large size, mature
somewhat early, lay until late in the sea-

son, and which can endure a cold cli-

mate well. The chicks should grow very
fast, be compact, and realize the highest
market prices for quality. Probably no
breed can comply with all these require-
ments. For one who wishes a breed
that lays, but does not sit, the Leghorns
are excellent. For one who wishes a

good breed of sitters, the Cochins are
profitable. He who wishes a beautiful
breed, so far as plumage is concerned,
can select either the Hamburgs or
Polish, as there are several varieties of
each. If pets only are preferred, the
Bantams are useful. Should a quick-
growing breed for market purposes be
wanted, the Plymouth Rocks rank high.
Circumstances determine which is best.

CHICK-CAKE

The recipe for the chick-cake which
we tised to feed to young chicks when
we desired to secure rapid growth, and
which in such cases we still make use of,

calls for about equal parts of wheat bran,
middlings, corn-meal, oatmeal and meat-
meal, or in the absence of the latter,

some fresh-cut green bone and meat, or
any substitute for it. A little saleratus
is worked up into this mixture, when it

is stirred up with sour milk or butter-

sels may be hung on
the partition, so that

both birds may use
them in common. If

out of sight of their

old mates it will not

_ take more than two
or three days for

them to unite. The movable slat can
then be taken away, and if the mating is

permanent they may be turned into the

loft to find a nest.

F. A. H., Elmwood, Mass., writes:

"You say, 'Coarse, dry sand makes a

good floor-cover. Coarse pine sawdust
is liked by some.' One of my neighbors
used pine sawdust, and was soon overrun
with fleas. He now uses cedar sawdust,

and has not been troubled with them
since putting it on."
When the little pests abound, spread

air-slaked lime over the floor before put-
ting on the sawdust, even if it be cedar.

Pigeons at libertjr may, and do, eat

new wheat, but it is much safer, for the

sake of the health of the squabs, to feed
old grain for two months yet to birds in

confinement.
A writer on pigeons says: "Never

throw grain on the floor of the loft or
fly; put it in long troughs." Our custom
was to always feed all grain on the
ground in the fly, at least whenever the
ground was free from snow and reason-
ably dry. This we did three times a day,

and we fed only what the birds would
eat up quickly with a relish. We fed
also at regular hours. This ration was
a mixture of a small-grained whole corn,
wheat and buckwheat. We kept in self-

feeding hoppers a mixture of equal parts
of corn-meal and wheat bran. If any of

the birds missed the meal of whole grain,

or if their appetites were not fully sat-

isfied, or if they wanted a lunch between
meals, the 'hopper lunch-counter was al^

ways open to customers. This method
proved successful in maintaining the
health of the old birds and in rearing
large, fat squabs. It is said nothing suc-

ceeds lil^e success.

A large, roomy outside fly is a partial

compensation for a crowded loft.

Have plenty of perches in the fly, but
let them be so placed as not to obstruct
the flight of the birds.—Farm Journal.

INQUIRIES ANSWERED
Green Food.—E. J., Bowling Green,

Va., asks "which of the green foods
should be preferred for fowls in con-

THE PRIDE OF THE YARD

milk into a soft dough, and then baked
in a hot oven until thoroughly done.
This makes an excellent cake which
chicks greatly relish, and on which they
thrive like weeds. We usually moisten
it with sweet skim-milk, or water when
milk is not to be had, and feed it right

along, often without change, for some
days. Whole wheat, however, should be
given occasionally, as the change will be
of benefit. This cake we have also found
to agree first-rate with turkey-chicks,

and it seems to be a safe food for fowls
generally.—The Practical Farmer.

IN THE PIGEON-LOFT

There are bullies and brutes in the
pigeon as well as in the human family.

A male pigeon that is disposed to make
himself a nuisance in fighting other old

birds and killing squabs might as well
be removed from the loft. If this is not
practical, clip his wings and provide a
nest for the pair on the floor.

For a mating-pen get a box and put
perpendicular slats on the front and
through the middle. It should be large
enough to make each apartment twelve
or fifteen inches square, and one of the
slats, or dowels, in the partition should
be movable. The' food and water ves-

finement." A variety should be given,
but white clover will be found equal to
any other green food for poultry.
Young Turkeys.—S. R. E., Lima,

Ohio, requests information regarding
"lameness of young turkeys, which are
otherwise apparently well." No infor-
mation regarding management was sent,

but it is probable that the turkeys are
made lame by alighting from a high
roost every morning.
Loss OE Goslings.—N. R. M., Han-

cock, Md., complains that "his goslings
died a few days after being hatched.
They had access to a pond, and were
hatched early in the year." It is prob-
able that the water was too cold, and
they were chilled. Very cold water is

usually fatal to goslings under such con-
ditions.

Dark-egg Breeds.—J. M. D., Doyles-
town. Pa., desires to know "of some
breed that lays uniformly dark eggs."
While some breeds, such as Cochins and
Brahmas, do not lay eggs of strictly

dark color, yet they approach the de-
sideratum in that respect. There is

probably no uniformity in the eggs of

any breed which is classified as "dark-
egg" layers. Even two sisters will not
always lay eggs of the sapie color.
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THISTLE-INE
Certain Death to

CANADA
THISTLES
AND ALL OTHER
NOXIOUS WEEDS.

One thorough spraying with "This*
tie-ine" settles it. Guaranteed. S
lb. can makes 5 gallons of the liquid,
$2.00. Free booklettellsallaboutit.

TheLINDGEEN CHEMICAL CO.
8 S, IONIA ST. GRAND RAPIDS. MICH,

GrowGinseng
Fortunes Made in Small Gardens

A square rod of ground will easily grow 1000

plants. The roots, seed and young plants from
such a bed , if sold at prices now prevailing, would
yield over $60,000 within ten years. 400,000,000

Chinese use it as a medicine. It is not an opiate.
Supply very limited. Hardy everywhere in
United States and Canada. Easy to cultivate
in either city or country—your leisure hours
will do it.

We sell caltivated roots and seed. Send
two 2-cent stamps to help pay postage and get
onr complete booklet, "Ginseng," and current
number of our magazine,"The Ginseng Gardea."

Chinese -American Ginseng Co.

Dept.ca Scranton.Pa.

Handy Farm Wagons
make the work easier for both the man and team.
Tne tires being wide theydonotcutintotlieeround;
the labor of loading is reduced many times.because
of the short lift. They are equipped with our fam-
ous Eleetrlc Steel Wheels, either straightor stag-
ger spokes. Wheels any height from 24 to 60 inches.
White hickory axles, steel hounds. Guaranteed to
carry 4000 lbs. Why not get started right by putting
in one of these wagons. We make our steel wheels
to fit any wagon. Write for the catalog. It is free.

ELECTRIC WHEEL CO., BOX 96, QUINCY, ILL.

$^^| m made by industrious

II' llll w agents—men or womenU 11U I —selUng Swants Fre-

1^^^ 1 1 »n I servingCompound. One
82 package preserves a ton of fresh pork,

I I be^f, mutton, veal, etc., indefinitely, in the

hottest weather, in all climates. Much cheaper
than salt, ice or any or all other preservatives.

Eeauires no labor to apply. Guaranteed absolutely harm-
less. Its use cannot be detected by sight, smell or taste.

Money promptly returned i£ not as represented. Sold

only by agents, or direct from the Laboratory. Keliable

references and testimonials. Write and get a quick seller,

a satisfactory business-builder, and the best proposition

in the country. Booklet and circulars mailed free on re-

quest. Address all orders and inquiries to SWAN CHEM-
ICAL COMPANY, 210 Tuscola Street, Saginaw, Mich.

IDER
MACHINERYp
Best and cheapest.
Send for catalogue.

BOOMER & BOSCHERT
PRESS CO.,

99 West Water St,
SIBAtUSE, N. y.

MAKERS',

The Gem Full-Circle baler, 'lightest, Btrongest, cheapest
baler. Made of wrought steel. Operated by 1 or 2 horses.
Bales 10 to 15 tons a day. Sold on 5 days' trial. Catalogue
free. Address GEO, ERTEL CO., Qulney, IlL

The Most Cider
of the BEST QUALITY and the PUREST
form eau be secured from a given
quantity of apples by the use of the

MYDRAUUIC
CIOBR PRESS
The onljr press awarded medal and
diploma at World's Fair. Got our

tliustrated catalogue before buying*

HYDRAULIC PRESS MPQ. CO.,
6 Main St., Mt. Gllead, Ohio.

TELEPHONES
For Farmers' Lines

Organize an exchange In your com-
munity. Full particulars gladly
furnished. Catalog free. o n 301

THE NORTH ELECTRIC CO.
154 St. Clair Street, Cleveland, Ohio

Our New
American

Gun
Send 2-cent stamp for catalogue

H. & D. POLSOm ARMS CO.,

Just in—10,000
Breech Loaders.

They go to quick

buyers at Bar-

gam Prices.

- NEW YORK

WE'LL PAY THE FREIGHT
and send 4 Buggj Wheels, Steel Tire on, - 97.S6
With Rubber Tires, $16.00, I mtg. wheels U U> t in.

tread. Top Buggies, $28.75 ; Harness, $3.60. Write for

catalogue. Learn how to buy vehioles and parts direct.

Wagon Umbrella FREE. W. F. BOOB, Clneliin>tl, O.

iK bestbyTest—78 YEARS. WeDAV CASH
Want MORE Salesmen r /\ I Weekly

Stark Nursery, Louisiana, Mo.; Dansyille, N. V.

nC ATH in I irU on hens & chictens. 84-p. Book Free.
UCAin 10 Lite D. J. Lambert, Box 303,Apponaug, R.L

If afflicted with
weak eyes use Thompson's Eye Water

i
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MORE

MILK
MORE
niirVI 15 to 20 per
IfllJNr 1 1 cent more milk if protectedwiB^a

the_torture of_flies with

CHILD'S SO'BOS'SO KILFLY.
Kills flies and all insects; protects horses as well
as cows. Perfectly harmless to man and beast
Rapidly applied with Child's Electric Sprayer.
SO to 50 cows sprayed in a few minutes. A true
antiseptic; keeps stables, chicken houses, pig
pens in a perfectly sanitary condition.
Aik for Child's SO-BOS-SO or send $2 tot l-g*l. can and

Sprajer compleie, Ex. pd. an; point ease of the Mississippi.

CHAS. H. CHILDS & CO., Sole Manufacturers,
14 LaFayetts Street, Utica, N. Y.

SHARPIES
Tubular Farm
SEPARATORS

Built on the Square^
as everybody knows. Entirely
different from other separators,

new in principle. Guaran-
teed more convenient, ef-

ficient and durable than
any other kind.

Write for catalog
No. 112.

P. M. SHARPLE8,
Weil Chester, Pa.

THE SHARPLES CO.,
ChleagOi IIU

giiiii'i|i'i|iM|i'i|i'i|Tn|iii[iii|i'i|i'i|i'i|iii|i'i|i

If you raise apples—few or many
—send for our booklet " Turning
Apples into Gold" and see how
you can do it.

I
Goodell Company, 77 Main St.,Antrlin,N.HJ

CASH
FOK TOVK

OR ANY REAL ESTATE.
No matter wbere located. Send
description and lowest cash price.

1 succeed by giving personal at*

tention. Interesting and valoabla
particulars FKEE. Writs to-
day. Bank references.

fnUIAH T. BROWN, 111 Bruwo Law B'ld'g, Luuster, F*.

SAW iVIIL,L,S,
4 H. p. cuts 2,000 feet per
day— All Sizes— Plan-
ers, Shingle ilills and
Edgers. with Patent
Variable Friction Feed,
Portable Grinding Mills,
Water Wheels, Lath
Mills, etc. Send for
largeCatalogne. Freight
don't count.
DeLOACH HILL MFG. CO.

Box 300, Atlanta, Ga.
114 Liberty Street, N. T.

SEPARATORS AND POWERS
fbr 1, 2 and 3 borses ; level or even tread. €ata-
Swe«p Powers, 2 to 8 horse; Han^^^^^^^^^^^^^J^^lo^e

and Power Corn Sbellers, Feed Cotters; Feed Mills; Saws; Steel
and Wood Rollers; Engines, 3 to 26 H. P., mounted or stationary.
THE MESSIXGER MFG. CO., Tatamy, Pa.

Rupture=VaricoceIe=Hydrocele
RESULTING NERVOUS DISEASES
New discoveries regarding: their scientific

treatment are described and illustrated.

The book is sent sealed for ten cents.

D. D. RICHARDSON, M. D.
Suite 623 , 123 Michigan Ave., CHICAGO

NO HUMBUG. iTi'o^'nl.

Ewiu V . Stock Mkrker u>d Cklf Deborc^T. StopB switw
from rooting. lUa1cea4S diETerent eu ul^Icb. Extncts
Bonn. PriceJl.60. Send Jl for uiaL If ItBuits. send bal-

ance. P»t'd Ms; 6. ISOl.ABoig and Cftlf Hold«t onl? 75c.

•FARMER BRIGHTON, FAIRFIELD, IOWA.

BEST PAY
Address FARM AND FIRESIDE.

To agents, either sex.

Work easy and extra
profitable. Send for

terms and Free Outfit.

D(Krtnitnt of Agents, SPRINGFIELD. OHIO

BUGGIES
Ask your dealer for the Western
Amesbury Line of Vehicles, made only

by Fontiac Buggy Co., Pontiac, Mich.
Comfort, durability and style are the principal characteristics

of these goods. The best medium grade of work on the market.

FREE
TO AGENTS complete oatflt for paying
business. All profits clear, as we prepay
charges. Fall particulars by addressing

FARM AND FIRESIDE. Dept. of Ageats, Spriagfield, Oblo

Live Stock and Dairy

<4fl ttar Mnnffi Ejcpenae* paid good men
iptU per riUUlU for taking orders. Steady work.
Apply PKOTECTITE AXBSEBIES, Geneva, N. Y.

STOCK IN FLY-TIME

THE direct loss occasioned by flies

and other insect pests is too sel-

dom considered by many dairymen
and stock-raisers. Many of these

pests propagate their kind by depositing
their eggs in manure. Thus the increase
of insects is ordinarily about in propor-
tion to the- number of animals kept. Of
course, it is impossible to entirely ex-
terminate these pests, but some precau-
tions, both in regard to protecting the
animals and in keeping their quarters
well cleaned and sanitary, will result in

a pronounced gain in the comfort, thrift

and profit of the stock.
Some of the home-made and patent

insect "scare-alls" have considerable ef-

ficiency for a short space of time after
application, but the tendency is to make
use of them only spasmodically, while
the following recommendations are val-
uable in more ways than one, and are
more likely to be given systematic at-
tention:
The first precaution should be to al-

low no manure to accumulate in the
stables, and to keep in use sufficient ab-
sorbents, litter and deodorizers to keep
the stables sweet and wholesome, which
is impossible where the flooring allows
of leakage and accumulations of filth

and reeking gases beneath it. The yards
and lanes leading to the stables will
also soon become a breeding-place for
myriads of flies unless kept clean and
scraped frequently. The saving in fer-

tilizers from this source is an item well
worth the necessary labor expended.
Where the number of stock kept is not

too large, it will be found profitable to
arrange the stables or sheds with
screened and darkened windsws and
openings, where the stock can go at will

for rest and protection during the heat of
the day. The colts, and horses when not
in use, will especially appreciate and
profit by such provision when the bot-
flies and other insect torments make
many of the daylight hours a worriment
and gain and growth an impossibility.

Where large dairies are kept, the loss
resulting from diminished milk-yield is

seriously felt, and the protection of stock
is a much more difficult problem. After
considerable experience, the writer is con-
vinced that it is profitable to systemat-
ically stable the dairy-animals about six
hours daily when the flies are most an-
noying, giving a feed of green cut fodder,
or ensilage provided especially lor that
purpose. During the combined annoy-
ance of heat and insect pests cows are
much like a goodly portion of humanity
in their aversion to exertion. They will

frequently lie still fighting flies, and go
hungry instead of grazing. Especially
is this true when pastures are dried up
and are uninviting. Early milking-hours
morning and evening, with the animals
taken up and stabled from about noon
until evening milking-time, will not ma-
terially increase the dairyman's labor
after the feed-supply is provided for, and
will afford a most gratifying surprise in

the improved and extended yield from
his animals.
Hogs can best be protected by a clean

mud-wallow—not a filth-hole, as de-
scribed in a former paper—and sheep may
be kept practically free from their par-
ticular fly pest by a well-tarred salt-

trough. B. F. W. Thorpe.

THE COW THAT FILLS THE POCKETBOOK
It is not always the cow that gives the

richest milk that fills the pocketbook. A
homely farmer put this truth to me the
other day in bright if homely words. In
answer to the statement that a certain
lot of cows gave milk so rich that six-

teen pounds of it would make a pound of

butter, he said, "Yes, and it would take
sixteen of them to make the pound of

butter."

The fact is, quality is not the only
thing we must seek in the cow. There
must be quantity as well. Suppose we
figure on this a little. Here is a cow
that gives milk, sixteen pounds of which
will make a pound of butter. In a day
we will say she gives the sixteen pounds.
This butter is sold at say twenty-five

cents a pound. This the cow does three
hundred days in the year. At the end of

the season she has to her credit, if she
can maintain this record and the price
remains the same, three hundred pounds
of butter, worth seventy-five dolljirs.

Here is another cow that gives milk re-

quiring twenty pounds for a pound of

butter. Every day for the three hun-
dred days she gives twenty-five pounds of

milk, making one and one fourth pounds
of butter. When the season ends she
has three hundred and seventy-five pounds
of butter, worth ninety-three dollars and
seventy-five cents, to show for her work.
Which is the better cow?

But do not decide too hastily. What
about the cost of producing this milk in

both cases? Do you know that? If you
do, then you can intelligently answer the
question which cow to choose. And the
only way of determining this is to care-
fully measure out the feed given to each
cow. This we need not do for the en-
tire season. We may weigh the feed
given for a week, and then by keeping
the ration just about so, estimate very
closely the remainder of the season. It

is reasonable to suppose that the 'cow
which gives the greater quantity of milk
will require a larger ration daily than
the one which gives the smaller mess.
Let us roughly estimate that the expense
of maintaining the large cow is fifteen

cents a day, while that of the other is

twelve cents. Three hundred days gives
us a total expense of forty-five dollars
for the cow giving the most milk, against
thirty-six dollars for the other. Deduct-
ing the cost of production from the total

receipts, we have forty-eight dollars and
seventy-five cents left for the low-test
cow, as against thirty-nine dollars for
the high-test cow—a margin of nine
dollars and seventy-five cents in favor
of the former.
So it is evident that we cannot base a

fair estimate of the value of a cow upon
the richness of her milk. More than that
must be taken into consideration. When
we all get so that we will have the pa-
tience to watch our cows, not a single
day, but all the year through, and keep
accurate records of all we do for the
cow and all she does for us, we may be
better prepared to say which of our cows
is really the best. E. L. Vincent.

iTHE YOUNG PIGS

When the pigs are three weeks old
they will begin to eat other food besides
their mother's milk. To furnish them
this, I have a v€ry shallow trough, easy
for them to reach and out of reach of

the dam, and at this light-lunch counter
I provide them quite a variety—corn in

the grain, corn-meal, wheat middlings,
ground oats and skim-milk. I do not
furnish these all at once, of course, but
vary them according to their cost. I try

always to have skim-milk and corn-meal
for them. The quantity is limited at

first, and gradually increased to such
amount as is eaten up during the day.

They thus early develop the habit of eat-

ing, and the grain and milk fed in addi-

tion to the milk of the dam gives them
such a start toward profitable growing
that they keep it up to the end. This
makes it possible for me to keep the sow
in good flesh ^and "heart" without de-
priving the pigs of needed nourishment.

It is a common thing to see a sow with
a family of clamorous pigs, that have not
thrived to the extent they would if the
feed had been put in them, grow so thin

suckling her family that she is verily

yielding up her life to the demands of

motherhood, which is of course a char-
acteristically motherly thing to do, and
embodies a very nice sentiment, but it

illustrates no evidence of a generous ap-
preciation of the motherly abnegation
by her owner or feeder. True, we are
not raising swine sentimentally, but we
are trying to do it profitably, and may
often miss our profit hy our stinginess.
The pig's stomach is small, and needs

filling often. For a while after weaning
I feed four times a day, and as the pigs
increase in size I feed three times a day,

all they will eat, and no more. From
this time on the bill of fare is covered
principally by corn and milk. If the
corn gets too dry and hard, I soak it.

I feed it heavily ground, also. I try to

keep them growing and fat, so if I have
a good market I have hogs to meet it.

By having them fat enough for market
at five or six months old, if the mar-
ket does not suit me and I have a spec-
ulative notion that pork will be higher
in a month or so, I can keep them that
much longer, ^nd still have them within
the limit of most profitable feeding. It

may be needless to add that the market
does not always do what I think it will.

Bearing this in mind, I generally sell

when my pigs are ready.
W. F. McSparran.

HORSE TALK

Ground corn and oats with some wheat
middlings and oil-meal is a good com-
bination for slow, heavy work.
There should be about a peck of cut

hay fed with the grain. A little long
hay may be given at night for them to

eat at will.

Overfeeding with hay is practised by
most farmers. It is a waste of hay and
exhausts the digestive system and results

in staring coats and labored breathing.

—

Farm Journal.
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Cure Them All

You can cure all these
diseases and blemishes
easily, thoroughly and
inexpensively. Yon can
also cure Curb, Splint,

Sweeny and soft enlarge-

ments of every descrip-
tion. If you have any
such cases to treat.vfrite

us. We will send yon
two big booklets giving,
yoa all the information
yon need. No matter
how old the case or
what has failed, we will
guarantee a cure by the
methods the books tell

of—methods now em-
ployed by over 140,000
farmers and stockmen.
Write today.

FLEMING BROS.,
Chemists,

aa4 Union Stock Yards,
Chicago, Ul.

WE SAVE YOU MONEY
on every rod of fencing you buy from us. Why 7 Because

we sell you the

ADVANCE FENCE
Direct From the Factory at Wholesale.
Dealers cannot buy it any cheaper than you can. We save
you the middle man's profit. Get a grood fence at a low
price. Nolooseends ~ "

to unravel. All closely
interwoven. Cross
wires cannot slip.

Write at once for our
circulars and special
discounts.

APTANCE FENCE CO., 116 J 6t,, Peorta, UL

SAFETY
COMFORT
EASE

are assured when
your home and bam
are lighted with

ELECTRICITY
No danger from Are.
No dirt or smoke.
Constant power at
hand. Send for cat-

alog of dynamos for farm houses and country homes.
All kinds of electrical supplies, gas engines, etc.

L. W. GILI-ESPLE & COMPANY
.319 £. 4th Street, Marion, Indiana

,

ALL STEEL LAWN FENCE
.Cheap as Wood
We make Wire and
WrougGtlron Lawa
Fence, Cemetery 8r

Farm Fence , andwe
selldirecttothe
user at wholesale

prices. Buy direct from us Save Agrents Commission.
Write for FREE CrtTrtlwOG

UP=T0-DATE M'F'Q CO.
871 North lath St. TERRE HAVTE. IND.

CATTLE-STANCHIONS
Simplest, safest, strongest,

most easily adjusted swing-
ing stanchion made, with steal

latch and automatic lock, lock-

ing itself when closed. Is

stationary when open, and
animal cannot turn it in back-
ing out. Made from best se<

lected hardwood, well finished.

Send for circulars and prices.

Made only by THE TOLEDO
PLOW CO. , Toledo, 0.. Div, F.

DON'T BE HUMBUGGED
by Cream Extractors that mix water
vith tlie roUk, and do not extract.

The Superior Cream Extractor
(No Water nixed wItU the 3111k)

Effects a complete separation in an hour by a
clrcalation of cold water in an outer jacket.

A trial convinces, and every can ia guaran.
teed. Write us to-day for our catalog. '

SUPERIOR TEXCE MACHIJfE CO.
190 Grand River Avenae, Detroit, Mich.

Ten Days Trial FREE
$34 Worth of Machinery for $8.50

HANDIEST THIMG OH THE FARM.. * machines
in one. Automatic sickle gnnder. Tool

erinder. Polisher for rusty tools and Saw
lummer. BI-PEDAl SICKLE & TOOL QRIHDER
—high speed—1,000 revolutions a minute.

REMARMBIE OFFER TO FARMERS-Gfinder
on 10 days free trial without deposit or ad-

vance payment. If it suits send us 48.50, it

not, return It at our expense. Wrltefor
It to-nlitlit. AGENTS WANTEB.
G. B. UHHER BROS.. NORTH MU.WAIIKH. WIS.

illUSTEAIING is a Money-M»kiiig

profession. We t^ach you by mail to become aa

illustrator, AA-"'rlter, Journalist,
Proofreader, Bookteeper, Steno.
grapher. Electrician, Electrical En-
Rlneer, etc. Write for Free Illustrated book,

StrueEles With the World," »nd
mention tne subject which Interests you.

Correspondence Institute of America

Box72S, 8CRANTON, PA.

BUY DIRECT FROM FACTORY, BEST

MIXED PAINTS
AtWHOI^ESAIiE PRICES, DeliveredFREE
For Houses, Bams, Roofs, all colors, and SAVE Dealers

profits. In pse 61 years. * Officially Endorsed by the

Grange. Low prices will surprise you. Write for Samples.

0, W. INGERSOLL, 239 Plymouth St., Brooklyo, N. Y.

HEAVES CAN BE CURED
We have a guarantee cure for lIeave»,Conghs and Colds.

Guaranteed to cure or money refunded. One package
by mail, 60c. 12 pkgs. by ei. with written guarantee to

cure, 85. WILBCK stock food CO., n 2d SU, aUirankee, Wi».

A RriDXir^M Retention of Placenta/\DUK 1 1W1> and Failure to Breed
Kellogg's Condition Powder Is a positive cure for

these diseases. Write for circular. Address
H. W. KELLOGG CO.. St. Paul, Minn.

WIRE
Sew. Plain Galvanized. «boatjj.« Ik
160 ft. long and up. 100 1b. iTBwIU
coils. No. 8 to 16. Write tor particu-

lars and FBKE 100 PAGE CATALOG S2V

CARROLL IRON WKS.cmCAW
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Live Stock and Dairy

COW-CATCHERS

THE average cow is^ kept at a loss.

The census figures show that her
yearly production of butter is one
hundred and thirty pounds. The

director of farmers' institutes of Pennsyl-
vania, whom every one knows is an au-

thority on milking, says the average in

that state is one hundred and forty

pounds, the ten pounds in excess of the

general average being no doubt due to

the superior dairy instruction the farmers
have received. Counting the cost of her
feed, the labor in milking and feeding
her, interest on the investment in her,

and the percentage of her deterioration,

it does not require much arithmetic to

show that the one-hundred-and-forty-
pound cow does not pay, and that the
general average is not to be considered.

be the wage of the son who is looking

townward, and keep him at home. Such
a procedure will of course play havoc

with the personal notion that beef-and-

butter cows are possible in actual dairy-

ing for profit, but it will not for many a

long year blight the annual crop of the

dual-purpose champion^
W. F. McSparran.

It does not require much arithmetic,

but the average dairyman, who is gen-
erally in partnership with the average
cow, does not want much arithmetic.

There are many things about farming,
as well as about other things of life,

that the uncertainty of not knowing is

preferable to actual knowledge.

Why keep the cow that is adding noth-
ing to the credit side of the dairy ac-
count? I don't know. Milking, feeding,
watering cows and cleaning stables are
not jobs generally regarded on the farm
as things so pleasurable that the question
of profit need not be considered. More-
over, the average cow with her deficit is

taking the place and the time of the good
cow that would make a surplus.

We may reasonably conclude that the
average cow is the general-purpose cow
or the dual-purpose cow that plastic men
keep in order that it may be fulfilled that

which is written concerning her exis-

tence. Their Jekyl-and-Hyde character-
istics consist in their performance of

making work and manure—things quite
necessary on all well-regulated farms.

As a general proposition, a cow rpust

make two hundred pounds of butter to

pay her way. This figure of course is in

a stratum far above the average cow of

the one-hundred-and-thirty-pounds rec-

ord. The man and his wife who are
milking and caring for twenty cows,

AS TO MORGAN HORSES

R. C. B., Albert Lea, Minn., writes:

"Is the Morgan horse of anywhere near

pure blood yet to be found, and if so,

does he still possess the qualities of en-

durance claimed for him by those who
were familiar with the breed in the East

a generation ago? Such a horse, if he

could be found, would be invaluable for

road and general use on the roads in the

Northwest. Who is the secretary of the

Morgan Horse Association?"

Thanks to the efiforts of some deter-

mined and level-headed men, there are

still Morgans enough left to us to prevent

the total extinction of the breed. Sev-

eral men make a specialty of breeding

these horses, and of later years have suc-

ceeded in piling up enough Morgan
crosses one on another to make the an-

imals very well bred in Morgan lines. It

/is probable that the Morgans were not

nearly so far gone toward extinction as

some folks imagined. They are long-

lived, vigorous animals, and many a stall-

ion strong in the blood of Justin Morgan
is to-day doing active service at an age
which means the death, or at least the

impotence, of most other sorts. They
were widely scattered, but when the de-

voted few undertook to find them, in

ordpr once more to exploit their merits,

they were forthcoming, fortunately for

America. Some of the breeders of Mor-
gans can therefore supply young horses

tracing to Justin Morgan on both sides

of the house, and there are several strains

all well worthy of the name. The Gold-
dusts may be named as one of them,
and the Herods and Bashaws; and all

through Wisconsin, Michigan, northern
Illinois and Minnesota there are to be
found Morgan stallions which may be re-

lied upon to reproduce the typical good
qualities of the strain.

In a recent issue a letter from M. T.

G. was presented, showing the descent
of the Morgan horse, and from the facts

GLENDON—FOUR-YEAR-OLD GUERNSEY

making two hundred pounds of butter
each, are doing a deal of work to make
wages. Swap those twenty cows for

twelve that will make two hundred and
fifty pounds each, and let the wife tend
the chickens, or the children, or even take
a rest, and the extra six hundred pounds
are net profit, and at twenty-five cents

a pound will pay all the taxes and buy a

new carpet or—but there will always be
plenty of ways to dispose of the profits

of the dairy.

Breed the two-hundred-and-fifty-pound
dairy up to a three-hundred-pound one,
and contrast its operation with the two-
hundred-pound twenty-head old herd, and
we have a home-made object-lesson il-

lustrating the difference between produc-
tive and non-productive labor.

then submitted it is plainly seen that the
blood of Justin Morgan, the founder of
the family, must of necessity flow now in

many channels. Some of the various sub-
families into which the original tribe di-

vided itself in the course of years have
well-nigh disappeared in anything like

purity, but here again it is a matter of

degree. It will not be hard for the cor-
respondent to obtain a young horse rich
in Morgan blood.
"The Morgan Horse Register" is ed-

ited and conducted by Joseph Batell, Mid-
dlebury, Vt., to whom the thanks of all

admirers of the Morgan horse are due for
his untiring efforts in behalf of the breed.
—The Breeder's Gazette.

Add the best heifers selected from these
three-hundred-pound cows to the herd
until the numerical complement of twen-
ty is reached again, and let their product

ENERGY WASTED IS FEED LOST
Every time the cow slashes her head

around at the flies, or even switches her
tail, she is using up energy that took
feed to create, and will require more feed
to replace. Therefore, spray the cows
with a fly-discourager. W. F. McS.

EMPIRE DRILLS
ACCURATELY MEASURE
ALL KINDS OF GRAIN
WITHOUT CHANGE.
That is, if you set the Empire

Feed to sow any amount from 24

to 128 quarts per acre, it will sow
exactly that amount of wheat,
oats or any other small grain

, without further change. A good
stand of grain is assured.whenyou

"sow with an Empire Drill.

_ Empire Grain Drills do not bunch,
skip or choke. Made in all styles and sizes.

Write for Free Catalogues.
EMPIRE DIVISION

AMERICAN SEEDING MACHINE COMPANY,
25 Monroe Slreel, SprlngSield, Ohio.

This Watch FREE
We
IVIake

You a
Present
of a
Chain

MOVPlVfPNT ^^""l^"" sixteen-size and only three
y\t ^1 i-iL liiiL^ l eighths of an inch in thickness. Lan-

tern-pinions (smallest ever made). American lever escape-
ment, polished sjjring. Weight, complete with case, only
three ounces; quick-train, two hundred and forty beats a
minute. Short wind; runs thirty to thirty-six hours with one
winding. Heavy bevel crystal. Bezel snaps on. Tested,
timed and regulated. This watch guaranteed by the maker,

THE GUARANTEE [i;^7i;^7rinted^^gua^
antee, by which the manufacturers agree that if with-
out misuse the watch fails to keep good time within
one year, they will, upon its return to them, with five

cents for postage, repair it free of charge, and
return it.

l>e»crlptlon~Plain Center Band, Elegant Nickel
Case,Snap fiack,Roman Dial,Stem-Wind,Stem-Set,
Medium Size,Oxidized Movement-PlateiOpen-Face.

BOYS
Do you want to get

this watch?
If so, send us your name and address on a

postaUcard to=day, and ask for a book of six
coupons, and say you want the watch. We will
send by return mail a receipt-book containing
six receipts, each one of which is good i|pr a
year's subscription to the Farm and Fireside,
one of the best farm and home papers published

in America. We will also send a sample copy of the paper, so you can judge of its merit for yourself.
You sell these receipts to your friends and neighbors at 35 cents each. They will gladly take ad-
vantage of a chance to get a good paper one year for 35 cents. When the receipts are sold, you send
the money to us, and we will send you the watch. Hundreds have earned watches by our plan,
and you can do it in one day's time. Write to=day. Be sure to ask for a boolc of six coupons.

Address FARM AND FIRESIDE, Dept. N, Springfield, Oliio

PERFECT EGG-SEPARATOR
THE YOLK
STAYS HERE

This cut represents

our ne\V patent egg-
separator. It sep-

arates the white
from the yolk of

the egg in a most
satisfactory way,
and absolutely not
leaving a particle(of the white and

THE WHITE OF THE EGG yolk together. It
DROPS INTO THE CUP

is one of the few in-

dispensable house-

hold articles that is

sought after by every housewife. The separation of the egg is instantaneous
and absolutely complete. Order as No.'827.

We will send the Perfect Egg=Separator, and i A /-r/ati-fc
the Farm and Fireside one year, for only . . TcU Lwlilo

Or given for sending ONE new yearly subscription (not your
own nor any member of your family) to the Farm and Fireside

Address FARM AND FIRESIDE, SPRINGFIELD, OHIO

'*Lamp=Chimney Stove"
Invaluable for its convenience and

economy. Made of bright brass, compact
and ornamental.

To heat curling-iron, use as shown in cut, and the
handle of the curler will be thoroughly protected from
the heat. To heat water, use as shown in cut. One of

the most economical and useful household articles ever
offered to the public. Indispensable i:i the sick-room.
Heats water for shaving in a jiffy. Doesn't smoke the cup.

Order as No. 823.

Farm and Fireside one year and Lamp^Chimney
Stove, 40 cents, by mail, post-paid

Or given for sending ONE new yearly subscription, not
your own nor any member of your family

Address FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio

1.
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A Thoroughly Great Accomplishment

oi Our Piano Business

YOU ever look back over
' the conditions in the piano

business, and note how poHcies

have changed in recent years?

Do you reahze that things were
radically different only four years

ago? And then the Wana-
, MAKER Piano business began to

j(
be felt in New York City.

with it came the One-Price System.

With it came the Club plan of easy

monthly paj'ments, without increase

of price.

With it vanished all doubt and uncer-

tainty—all the old mystery that was
formerly the bugaboo of piano-buying

With it eventually came

The Frederick Doll Piano at $185
It had always been possible to get a thoroughly good piano if you were

willing to pay the largest price, and rely on well-proved names; but the moment
one started to try to make a moderate amount of money secure a good piano,

the trouble and danger began.

Our experts spent two years of work among manufacturers in studying and
planning to produce pianos of thorough excellence at a moderate price. And
the successful outcome of that endeavor has proved of the broadest public

benefit to musical people who wanted a good piano at reasonable cost.

The Frederick Doll piano is first of all an instrument of clear, mellow tone,

accurately scaled. There are no shortcomings such as are almost universal in

other pianos at or near its price. It possesses tone and action that satisfy the

musical ear and touch.

Then the Colonial cases have the thoroughly artistic finish that pleases

people of particular taste. Few pianos at any price are more refined in stj-le.

Those who do not wish to pay cash for a piano will be interested in knowing
that they can arrange to pay for a Frederick Doll piano on the easy terms of

$10 Cash and $6 a Month
Buying at the same price, S185, and paying only at the low rate of 4 per cent

per annum on the unpaid part.

We will ship the Frederick Doll piano anywhere.

JOHN WANAMAKER NEW YORK

The Western College for Women
OXFORD, OHIO

Delightful location in the beautiful Miami Valley of southwestern Ohio, one hour from Cin-

cinnati, on Monon and Vandalia Express routes. Full classical courses and many electives.

Superior advantages in Art, Piano, Voice and Violin. Campus of sixty-five acres. Special

attention to physical culture. Forty-ninth year begins Sept. 9, 1903. Number limited to 200.

Where shall you educate your daugh-

ter? Shall she go a thousand miles from

home and spend a thousand dollars a year,

or may she find a college offering equal

advantages nearer home and at less than

half the cost ?

Shall she choose a college of a thousand

students, or one where the number is lim-

ited in order that each young woman may
come into direct personal contact with the

members of the Faculty ?

Shall she go to some Conservator)- of

Music which does not offer general culture,

or shall music become part of a complete

and symmetrical education ?

The Western College offers

:

LIBRARY BUILDING

5. A healthful location, a beautiful campus, com-
modious buildings, scientific physical training,

with golf, lawn-tennis and basket-ball for

out-of-door exercise.

A four-years' Classical course for the B.A. degree.

A three-years' Literary course for a Diploma.

A standard equal to that of the best colleges.

A wide range of elective studies.

Terms, $300.00 a year, with an extra charge of Jgo.oo for private lessons in music and art.

Visit The Western before you decide, or send for copy of "Undergraduate Life at The Western."

LEILA S. McKEE, Ph.D., President

^

—

ĵ e/n//tgto/r—

^

Single and double barrel shot guns will appeal
to you on account of their moderate price.

"THEY STAND THE RACKET."
Askyour dealer or sendfor catalog which gives complete information.

REMINGTON ARMS CO..
313 Broadway, N. Y. Factory : Illon. N, Y. San Francisco, CaL

I ARfiF PPOPIT^ Others are realizing good-living incomes with only Sio or even NO
rlVV-Fl I 1 O capital invested. Why not you? Your choice of business in your

MO IIVVPCTMPIVIT own town or elsewhere. For full particulars and equipment write
l\\3 \i\ V Co 1 illCn J THE CROWELL PUBLISHINQ CO.. Agents' Department, SPRINGFIELD, OHIO.

The Grange
By MRS. MARY E. LEE

F. A. AKINS

THE world delights in a successful
man. In his struggles, aspirations
and triumphs each recognizes his

own spirit, his own life as he would
live it. From him inspiration is drawn;
to him men look for the enunciation of
their principles. "Nature seems to exist
for the excellent," says Emerson. "The
world is upheld by the veracity of good
men; they make the earth wholesome."

Francis A. Akins stands for what is

best in American life. Energetic, push-
ing, loyal to friends, just to opponents,
ready to speak a cheering word or lend
a helping hand, he draws friends to him
as naturally as the needle points to the
pole. For years he has been prominently
identified with grange-work. With pen
and voice, in public and private life, he
has championed the farmers' interests.
Mr. Akins was born January 2, 1849, in

Mayfield, Cuyahoga County, Ohio. His

F. A. AKINS

parents were then living in a log house
on the farm which they still own. His
father was born in Ohio, and his mother,
one of New England's successful teach-
ers, traces her ancestry to the sixteenth
century. He inherited a taste for learii-

ing along with sturdy New England grit

and sterling integrity. The education of

the district school and academy was sup-
plemented by serious collegiate work at

Collamer, Oberlin and Berea. After
teaching several terms, he rented a farm,
fenced it himself, raised potatoes, and
to use his own words, "clearei' four hun-
dred and fifteen dollars the first year,

and never felt so rich in my life." In
October, 1876, he married Miss Mattie
E. Eddy, of Erie County, where he has
since lived.

Mr. Akins owns and successfully man-
ages a large farm. Its beautiful build-

ings and well-kept grounds indicate a

love for the artistic. For thirteen years
he has been officially connected with
the Erie County Farmers' Insurance
Company, fouV times represented his

county in the State Association of Mu-
tual Insurance Companies, and has twice
been president of the state association.

In 1890 he was elected Secretary of

Ohio State Grange, and served in that

capacity for ten years. His books were
perfectly kept. It was only upon his

insistent refusal to serve longer that his

successor was elected. The same year
he was elected a member of the State

Executive Committee. At the expiration
of his term of office he declined reelec-

tion. The grange, however, is confident
that he will serve its interests as zeal-

ously as in the past.

He believes that if farmers want any-
thing done for farmers, they are the ones
who must see that it is done. They
must not only ask, but insist on having,
justice, and stay by their demands until

they secure them. Such men are a

power in their profession. "They make
the earth wholesome."

AN ETHICAL MATTER

How much better is he who votes for

a known corruptionist than the corrup-
tionist himself? What moral diflference

is there between a congressman who
aids in forwarding or suppressing unjust
legislation favorable or inimical to a

favored industry, while prejudicial to the
people at large, and the man who votes

for him on the grounds that he has
looked after the interests of his class or

got himself or friends a job? The lobby-
ist pits his dollars against the congress-
man's vote, knowing full well that
"money talks." The congressman pits
his influence against the votes of his

constituency, playing for their votes.
And men who pride themselves upon
their righteousness and civic integrity,

and are indignant because a sack of flour,

a jug of whisky and a chunk of meat
goes to John Smith for his vote, will

unblushingly cast their ballot for the
same man, saying at the same time, "I
know he is a scoundrel, and will do any-
thing to forward his own interests, but
he got me a pension, my brother a post-
office and my friend an inspectorship.
Scoundrels are needed in office to beat
the other scoundrels. I will stay by the
bridge that carried me across." Such a
voter will find no sympathy when his
bridge is used to carry another voter
across at his expense.

The question arises. Have we not
as honest officials as we desire?
If we have private interests at

stake, do we not want culpable
men in office who can be bought?
Do we not demand of them that
they vote not for what is the great-
est good to the state, /but for that
which will directly benefit the voter,
regardless of whether the issue is

right or wrong? Is the moral
value of cupidity in the booth dif-

ferent from that in the halls of
Congress? Is it not a matter of
degree only? Can we expect a high
type of morality in the branch that
springs from a tainted root? Let
us demand in our officials a higher
type of civic morality, and as a
guarantee, vote for the most hon-
est and capable men who can be
induced to become candidates.

EDUCATION PAYS

The Portland "Board of Trade
Journal" summarizes an address
made by Hon. W. T. Haines before
the Waterville (Maine) Board of
Trade. The fact that education
pays in dollars and cents is shown
by the following:

"(i) That an uneducated child
has one chance in one hundred and
fifty thousand of attaining distinc-

tion as a factor in the world's progress.
"(2) That a common-school education

will increase his chances nearly four
times.

"(3) That a high-school training will

increase the chances of the common-
school boy twenty-three tirries, giving
him eighty-seven times the chance of
the uneducated.

"(4) That the college education in-

creases the chance of the high-school boy
nine times, giving him two hundred and
nineteen times the chance of the com-
mon-school boy, and more than eight
hundred times the chance of the un-
trained."

Not only does an education pay many
fold in dollars and cents the time and
money spent upon it, but it also pays in

enjoyment of the best the world has to
offer. He only can be said to live whose
senses have been trained to quick per-
ception of the beauties of Nature and
the creation of man's genius and skill;

whose conscience is alert and sensitive;
whose will follows the dictates of his
conscience, and whose body is the ser-
vant of his will; who can recognize the
divinity of his own soul, and honor and
love a like quality in others; who can
readily distinguish between good and ill,

true and false. He lives the best who
serves best the various functions for
which he was created—that of getting
on in the world in a financial sense, re-
producing his own species, and prepar-
ing it for carrying on the work he will

sometime lay down, making himself of
the most use to his contemporaries,
drawing from Nature and Art inspiration
and enlightenment, and developing the
mental and physical parts of his nature
in unison; in short, a complete, sym-
metrical development of body and soul.

Unjust and merciless indeed is the par-
ent who throws obstacles in the path of
his child against the attainment of that
culture that will enable it to live com-
pletely. He merits the universal con-
tempt and condemnation he receives.

THE OBSERVATORY
A good lecturer and a good library mean

a progressive and influential grange.

Rest and recreation are as essential in

a well-developed, symmetrical nature as

arduous application.

What condition of aflFairs would be dis-

closed if other federal departments be-
sides the postal were investigated?
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IRRIGATING-DITCH

An Old Subscriber
writes: "A. has an
irrigating-ditch run-
ning through B.'s

land. The ditch of-

ten breaks, causing
damage to B.'s ditch.

Can B. make A. fix

his ditch so it will not
cause him injury?'

The Family Lawyer
By JUDGE WM. M. ROCKEL

Legal inquiries of general interest from our regular subscrlliers will be answered in this department
free of charge. Querists desiring an immediate answer by mail should remit one dollar, addressed

"Law Department," this office.

I certainly think
that B. can compel A. to keep his ditch

in such condition that it will not cause

any injury to B.'s land and ditch.

VOTINO-AGE

M. J. P., Ohio, inquires: "How many
days before my son is twenty-one years

old will he be allowed to vote? He will

be twenty-one the i6th of April next.

Will he be allowed to vote three days
before that date?"
By reason of the law not recognizing

fractions of a day, it is considered by
common-law writers that a person be-

comes of age on the day which precedes
his twenty-first birthday.

COMPENSATION OF EXECUTORS

L. F. C, New York, asks: "Under
the laws of the state of New York, what
fee does one of two executors of a small

estate receive, the estate consisting of

both real and personal property—the
property of a widow none of whose chil-

dren are minors?"
The executors in New York are al-

lowed five per cent on the first one thou-
sand dollars, and two and one half per
cent on additional sums, not amounting
to more than ten thousand dollars.

involves the question whether the word
"brother" in the statute would be held

to include "half-brother." I rather think

that this statute, as to exceptions, should

be liberally construed, and that the word
"brother" should be held to include "half-

brother," and I would advise the exec-

utors not to pay the five per cent unless

the courts decide otherwise.

rented, and is of age
and married, goes
across this road on-
to A.'s land, and gir-

dles timber without
A.'s knowledge or
consent, and also

cuts down and de-

stroys young trees.

What relief has A.

under the laws of

North Carolina?"

B.'s son would certainly have no right

to go onto A.'s land and in any manner
take or destroy the timber, and if he did

so he would be liable for damages. It

is possible that under the laws of your

state you might have him arrested for

malicious destruction of property.

WIDOW'S PORTION

J. M. P., Massachusetts, says: "By
the laws of the state of Massachusetts,

what portion of the real and personal

property does a widow receive if there

are children by a former wife? How long
can she remain in the house, and will she

be allowed the widow's dower?"
The wife has dower—that is, life es-

tate—in one third of the real estate, and
she gets one third of the personal prop-
erty absolutely. She may remain in' the

house forty days, with full use of the fur-

niture - and surroundings. She is also

entitled to some minor allowances.

DUNNING ON A POSTAL-CARD

J. B., Ohio, asks: "If I hold A.'s note,

and I write to him on a postal-card that

his note is due, and ask him to 'please

come and settle,' is that against the law,
and does it cancel the debt? Please give
me the information by mail, and greatly
oblige a subscriber."
Cannot gi-^e you an answer by mail

without an inclosure of one dollar. The
above card- would surely not cancel the
debt, neither am I of the opinion that it

would come within prohibited matter of

the United States mail.

WIDOW'S RIGHTS

E. V. D., Ohio, asks the following:
"A man having real estate and money
dies, leaving no will. He leaves a wid-
ow, but no children. What is the wife's

share, and does she retain it only during
her life?"

In Ohio the interest of a husband or
wife in the real estate of his or her de-
ceased consort differs in regard to wheth-
er the real estate has been inherited or
purchased. In case of inherited real estate,

the wife has a life estate where there are
no children, and purchased real estate she
gets absolutely. The personal property
becomes hers absolutely.

INtlERITANCE-TAX IN NEW YORK

J. B. S., Virginia, makes the following
query: "A man dies, leaving two thou-
sand dollars to each of his brothers and
half-brothers, ten in number, all children
of the same father. The executor claims
that the law of the state of New York
fixes the inheritance-tax at one per cent,

but he says the state officials claim that
it is five per cent on half brothers and
sisters, and I would like to know if such
is the law of the state of New York."
The correct answer to the above query

DIVORCE

P. V. K. wants to know: "When a man
or woman becomes insane, and is sent

to the insane asylum for ten or more
years, and is pronounced incurable, can
a man marry again, or can he get a di-

vorce in Kansas or any other state?"

Nelson on "Divorce and Separation,"

Section 651, says: "The Arkansas stat-

ute provides that a divorce may be
granted 'where either party shall, sub-
sequent to such marriage, have become
permanently or incurably insane.' Such
a cause for divorce has not been enacted
in other states. The statute of Washing-
ton very wisely provides that 'the court

may, in its discretion, grant a divorce in

case of incurable chronic mania or de-

mentia of either party having existed

for a period of ten years.'
"

LIMITED COMPANIES

N. R., New York; puts the following

query: "What does the word 'limited'

signify after a company's name?
Must shares of stock and seals of corpo-

rations contain the name of the state in

which the company is incorporated to be

valid? Would shares be all right if

made out on the face, but not issued to

any one on the back? Is there any
special form used by responsible stock-

companies to make shares law-abiding

and profit-sharing? If so, what are they?"

The word "limited" used after a com-
pany's name usually signifies that some
of the partners or stockholders are lim-

ited to the amount they have invested or

the stock they hold for any liability the

company may have. Such companies
are generally formed under special pro-

visions of law, and are neither corpora-
tions nor partnerships, but are organized
as the various statutes may provide.—

^

No, I should think not. Yes, I should
think they would be. 1 suppose they
are special clauses, but you will have to

consult the statute of your own state.

SELLING OF UNDS DEVISED

L. G. C, New York, asks: "C, of

New York State, has no children, but
has one sister and several nephews and
nieces. He and his wife jointly own real

estate and personal property, with a

mortgage debt on the land. Is a will

valid by the husband to his wife bequeath-
ing all his property to her during her
natural life after paying all his debts, and
the same being bequeathed after the de-
cease of his wife to B., a minor, to have
and to hold forever? Who can sell the
land, pay the debts, and give a title for
the land?"

Yes, such a will would be valid if prop-
erly executed. If it is necessary to sell

the land to pay debts against the estate,

it should be done by an administrator
appointed by the surrogate court.

TRESPASSING ON LANDS OF ANOTHER
C. H. E., North Carolina, writes: "A.

and B. have farms adjoining. A road
runs parallel with the line between them,
but entirely on A.'s side. On A.'s side

the land is native forest, on B.'s side a
cultivated field. A.'s land is lawfully

posted. B.'s son, who has B.'s land

DIVORCE

A. W., Vermont, states her troubles as

follows: "Can a woman secure a divorce

in Ohio if she now lives in Vermont, and
how long will she have to live in Ohio
before she can secure a divorce? Her
former home was in Ohio, and she has
not resided in Vermont long enough to

secure one. Her husband deserted her
in cold-heartedness, leaving her with
no money and not enough fire-wood for

one day, the thermometer standing at

thirty degrees below zero. They had no
quarrel, or anything of that kind. The
husband left, as near as can be found
out, on account of his indebtedness, as

he owed everybody that he could get
anything of, and had everything under
mortgage that he had, his wife knowing
nothing about it until the sheriff came
two days after her husband had left. It

has been over four weeks s^ince he left,

and have heard nothing of him. His wife
cannot stay here, as he left her with noth-
ing to live on, and his place will be sold
under mortgage. Can she get a divorce
from such a man if she returns to her
former home, as she does not want to
stay here long enough to procure one?"

In Ohio and most other states a bona-
fide residence of one year is required
before a divorce can be secured, and this

would be true no matter what the causes
might be. It may be questionable whether
a divorce could be secured in less than
three years under the above statement of
facts, that time being required for a di-

vorce for wilful absence. It is question-
able whether there is such gross cruelty
in this case as would be sufficient to ob-
tain a divorce before that time.

TO CURE POISON-OAK

Apply a fifty-per-

cent aqueous solution
of ichthyol, using a
camel's-hair brush,
and making as black
a stain as possible,
and get it dry before
exposing it to the friction of the clothes.
This is recommended by Dr. C. E. Lewis
in the New York "Medical Journal."

THE THERAPEUTIC ACTION OF BLUE
ELECTRIC-LIGHT

M. Minier calls attention to the sed-
ative and also anesthetic action of blue
electric-light. He finds that under the
influence of blue electric-light a granular
surface becomes anemic, but becomes, on
the contrary, congested under the influ-

ence of white light. Two minor surgical
operations are reported where anesthesia
of the parts was obtained first by ex-
posure to blue electric-light. One in-

volved the removal of a piece of glass,
the other the placing of several sutures.
Both made excellent recoveries.—Journal
of Advanced Therapeutics.

THE PREVENTION OF JUVENILE SMOKING
Some particulars as to the great in-

crease in the sale of cigarettes that has
taken place in recent years may be of
iiiterest. A single wholesale firm of
cigarette-manufacturers which formerlv

The Family Physician
By ROBERT B. HOUSE, M.D.

made ^nd sold only a quarter of a million

cigarettes a week now disposes of five

million in the same period, and another
wholesale firm which at one time had
practically no business at all in this arti-

cle is now manufacturing no fewer than
thirty million cigarettes a week. Special
machinery, it is said, has been devised to

cope with the demands of the boy smoker.
One firm alone employs fifty machines,
and each machine turns out two hundred
thousand cigarettes a day, the weekly out-
put running into the millions.

Some striking illustrations have re-

cently been given of the effects of cigar-

ette-smoking upon schoolboys. In a
public school of about five hundred pupils
it was found that the boys were very '

much inferior to the girls in every way.
It was also discovered that a large ma-
jority of the boys were habitual cigarette-
smokers. An investigation was ordered,
to ascertain exactly how far the smoking
was to blame for the boys' inefficiency

and low moral condition. Twenty boys
who were known to not use tobacco in

any form, drawn by lot. and twenty boys

known to be "cig-

arette-fiends," were
closely observed for

several months by
ten teachers. The
ages of the boys were
from ten to seven-
teen, the average age

being a little over fourteen. Of the

twenty smokers, twelve had smoked more
than a year, and some several years. All

twenty boys used cigarettes, while some
also used pipes and cigars occasionally.

The following peculiarities were noticed
in the smokers: Twelve of them had
poor memories, and ten of the twelve
were reported as very poor; only four

had fair memories, and not one of the

twenty boys had a good memory; twelve
were in poor physical condition, six being
subject to "sick spells," and were prac-
tically already physical wrecks; eight

were reported as being in fair condition,

but none was excellent.

Comparisons were made in Yale Uni-
versity between smokers and non-smokers
for eight years. As compared with the
smokers, the non-smokers gained twenty-
foUr per cent in weight, thirty-seven per
cent in height, forty-two per cent in girth
and 8.36 cubic inches in lung-expansion.
Attempts have been made by the legisla-

tures in thirty-three states to grapple
with the juvenile-smoking evil.—Amer-
ican Physician.
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Paint Your House

With Carrara

And Have it Guaranteed to Look
Better, Wear Longer and Cost

Less Than the Best White
Lead Paints

We Send Name of Nearest Carrara Dealer,

'

50 Sample Colors and Illustrated Book,
"How to Paint a House," Free to All

Who Send Name and Address
I

There is but one "Carrara." It is made by the
Carrara Paint Agency, 1051 Carrara Building, Cin-
cinnati, Ohio, and it is the only paint in the world that

is absolutely guaranteed not to fade, crack, chalk,

peel, blister or scale.

It is not affected by
acids or gases, and it

covers more surface,

gallon for gallon, than

the best white lead*

and oil , and costs less

than the cheap mixed
paints that injure more
than they protect.

Carrara is used by
the Pennsylvania R.

R.; the Pullman Pal-

ace Car Co.; the Chi-

cago Telephone Co.;

the Field Museum^
Chicago ; the Ken-

wood Club, Chicago;

the Cincinnati South-

em R. R.; the Chicago
&Eastern 111 inoisR.R.

;

Rio Grande Railway, and thou-

T)}e Waldorf-Astoria, New York,
One of the Most Magnificent Hotels
in tlie World, Has Used Tons and
Tons of the World-Famous Car-
rara Paint.

the Denver &
sands of others of the largest and most particular

users of paint in the world. The famous Waldorf-

Astoria hotel of New York, one of the finest in the

world, has used tons of Carrara because it is the

best that can be found in the market to-day.

For interior or exterior it has no equal. Smooth
and clean, it has stood the rigid test of time and
man. If you want to save half your paint bills, send

your name and address for nearest distributing

depots
;
fifty sample colors and a beautiful illustrated

book sent free, showing a large number of fine

houses just as they have been painted with Carrara,

and keep well in mind that Carrara is the only paint

ever backed by a positive guarantee in every case.

LOADED SHELLS
THE HUNTER'S PRIDE

"LEAGUE"— Black Powder

REFEREE"—Semi-Smokeless

"IDEAL," "NEW VICTOR,"

Bulk Smokeless

PREMIER," "HIGH GUN,"

Dense Smokeless

,Once Used,
Always

Preferred
Peters Rifle and Pistol

Cartridges hold the

World's Records

Ask Your Dealer

Farm Wagon only $31.95
In order to introduce their Low Metal Wheels

with Wide Tires, the Empire Manufacturing Com-
pany, Quincy, 111., have placed upon the market a
Farmer's Handy Wagon that is only 25 inches
high, fitted with 24 and 30 inch wheels with 4fincb
tire, and sold for only $21.95.

This wagon is made of the best material through-
out, and really costs but a trifle more than a set of

new wheels, and fully guaranteed for one year.
Catalogue giving a full description will be mailed
upon application by the Empire Manufacturing
Company, Quincy, 111., who also will furnish metal
wheels at low prices, made any size and width of
tire to fit any axle.

We want Qirls
and boys in every city and town, who are bright

and energetic, and who want to make som^-

money for some particular purpose, or who
would like to have a steady income. It is the

most pleasant work possible, and will bring you

in contact with the finest people. Can be done

after school. Write us at once. Circulation Dept.

Farm and Fireside, Springfield, Ohio.

TO LADY AGENTS
Many ladies are making highly satisfactory incomes

lu the pleasant and ladylike employment of procuring
subscribers for the Woman's Home Companion, 3
calling that requires no Investment. The requisite

materials, with full anU simple Instructions, are sent
free to any intending agent on request. Address

WOMAN'S HOJME COMPANION
Department of Aeents, ° Springrfleld. Ohio
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THE BLUE GENTIAN

MANY of our wild and garden flow-

ers have charming stories con-
nected with either their name
or their early history. Some of

these stories deal with real persons or

facts, while others are imaginative, bits of

charming folk-lore of some old country.

There is a curious little story about

the name of the gentian. We are all familiar with the

species known as the fringed gentian. It blossoms

late—in September and October—and the flowers are

of the deepest, darkest blue. Bryan says it is

Blue, blue, as if the sky let fall

A flower from its cerulean wall.

Each blossom is a funnel-shaped corolla consisting of

four fringed petals.

The story of the flower's name goes back to a time

two hundred years before the birth of our Savior. The
country directly east of the Adriatic Sea was known
as Illyria, or Illyricum, and was ruled by King Gentius.

This sovereign was daring enough to attack the Ro-
mans. While his army was in the field many of the

soldiers fell ill with a form of malarial fever.

The forces of Gentius were hard pressed, and the

few remedies used in such cases were not to be pro-

cured. The king was^ student, being well versed in

the rude medical lore of the time, so he selected a

plant that grew in that vicinity, and ordered that the

sick men be given an infusion of the root. This was

done, and the invalids improved rapidly.

In honor of King Gentius the plant received the

Latin name of "Gentiana," and the name came to be

applied to all the species of this plant family. The
particular plant used by Gentius was quite different

from our fringed gentian, being much taller and having

yellow flowers.

The king whose name is thus preserved met with a

sad fate. His army was overpowered by the Romans,
Illyria was annexed to the Roman Empire, and the

proud king was taken a captive to Rome. There he

was obliged to march with bare feet and head in the

triumphal procession of his conqueror. In that time

of sorrow and despair he little thought that centuries

later his name, now applied to a flower, would be a

familiar and well-loved word.
When Europeans came to America they found

species of this plant growing here. The fringed gentian's

botanical name is "Gentiana crinata," and its beauty

has made it a general favorite with flower-lovers.

There are other American varieties of the gentian.

The "closed gentian" gets its name from the shape of

the corolla, which always looks like an unopened bud.

On the Atlantic Coast grows still another species,

known as "five-flowered gentian." Hope Daring.

THE FARM GIRL

In many papers and magazines are found articles

in favor of the farm boy. But what of the farm girl?

It is true that more boys on the farms are deprived of

education than girls, but I know of many instances

where the girls have an equally hard furrow to plow.

In many families the care for the person is wanting,

probably because money is scarce, but I think with a

little care the country lass can be made to look as

sweet as the village cousins. Many people seem to

think that because they live in the country they can

go shabbily dressed, as "no one sees us, anyway."
I know when girls have to perform labor which prop-

erly belongs to their brothers, such as milking, chor-

ing, chopping wood, and other "easy tasks," it is

rather vi'earisome to keep neat, but it can be done.

Farm girls very often lack the charming manner
of the village girls, yet there is no reason why they

should. There are good books and papers to be had;

clothing material is cheap, and neighbors are not so

scattered as they used to be. If the farm woman could

only teach her boys and girls ease, grace and self-

forgetfulness, and give them all possible opportunities

to mingle with other young people, what a great
advantage it would be. Furthermore, parents should
teach their boys and girls to help one another. If

the girls must milk, let the boys chop the wood; if the

girls must do chores, let the boys carry wash-water
and help with the dishes. It would not harm the boys
to know how to mend, and sew on buttons, and learn

to cook, nor would it harm the girls to know how to

perform various kinds of outside labor.

In many families the boys have more time to de-

vote to study than their sisters, for when supper is

over they can go and read and study, while to the

sisters remain the tasks of milking and vi'ashing dishes,

and many other things. Then people comment won-
deringly at the ignorance of the farm girl! When the

farm girl ventures to the city, or even to a village,

she is scoffed at and mocked. Her garments are not
up to date; her hands are coarse and red, and her
features hard and sunburned. Should she enter a
church or attend a public gathering, the "sisters and
brothers" gather up their dresses and coats, and glide

past her. They are so deadly afraid of "hay-seeds."
A haughty, pitying glance is all the farm girl receives

—

a pity she would never ask for.

Why should not the farm boy and the farm girl be
educated equally? Why not given the same opportuni-
ties? Why not lifted from drudgery, and helped to at-

tain the highest spiritual and intellectual growth? I

know many families cannot give their children all they
would; but I also know that many do not do as much
for their children as they could. Thinking—strong,

healthy, deep and logical thinking—is what many of

our farmers need. Meta R. Bachmann.

Around the Fireside

THE SPEED OF A HOUSE-FLY

The common house-fly is not very rapid in its flight,

but its wings make eight hundred beats a second, and
send it through the air twenty-five feet, under ordinary
circumstances, in that space of time. When the insect
is alarmed it has been found that it increases its rate

of speed to over one hundred and fifty feet a second.
If it could continue such rapid flight for a mile in a
straight line it would cover that distance in exactly
thirty-three seconds.—American Cultivator.

^da Meli/ille Shaur

It makes me drowsy to sit and dream
Of the things

That swing
In August:

The apple-tree bough is swaying now
As my lassie perches and softly lurches,
And laughs at her true lover's pleading; -

But I read the end, as the green branches bend,
Of the things

That swing
In August.

It makes me lonely to sit and watch
All the things

That swing
In August:

'Tis the hammock now, and two, I trow,
Watch the songsters perching above their lurching.
And one of them softly is wooing;
While I hush my sighs as my keen mother-eyes

Note the things
That swing

In August.

The hours grow late as I watch and wait
For the things

That swing
In August:

The sweet moments pass for lad and lass

As the gate's a-swinging and bright Hope singing
Her songs to the brave lover's hearing;
While I wait alone; in young days I have known

The dear things
That swing

In August.

I cannot stay one hurrying day.
Or the things

That swing
In August:

Round swung the year, bringing baby dear;
By her cradle-side, as days peacefully glide,

Croons grandmother, happily rocking;
As the low chair swings, the young mother-heart sings

Of the things
That swing

In August.

A FATHER'S VERDICT
What a delightful old man he was! He was out

of active business, living on a very moderate income,
in a simple but comfortable way, just a plain, cheerful
life. All the people in the village and country round
about knew him. Some of them called him affec-

tionately by his first name. It took him a good
while to walk up or down the street; he had to
speak to so many people, young and old, rich and
poor; to make so many inquiries about the health of

the people; to send so many messages of cheer, and
to scatter such a lot of sunshine as he went along.
The Psalmist would have put him into a psalm if he
had known him. He did write several psalms for just

such people as this cheerful white-haired man. His
children were no longer at home with him, though he
was never quite unconscious of them. He told me
that he knew all about those Scotch parents and their

scholar son—the Ross parents and the Professor—in

Maclaren's stories, but he, like them, would have
scorned to boast.

He was speaking one day of a neighbor, a very
rich man. This neighbor had just made a lot of

money which he did not need, and then invested it

so as to make more which he did not need. The
neighbor had been telling him about his splendid in-

vestment, which had doubled his money in an incred-

ibly short time. It was the talk of the small town,
and there were many to envy the man who had struck
it rich. It is ever so. Everything he touched turned
to gold, and people called him "fortunate." So he
was, within limits, though such fortune has to be
understood and explained. My old friend did not envy
his rich neighbor, nor scold about him; he was too
wise for that. No sharp words ever escaped his lips.

He also might have been rich. He knew it. He
might have left to his sons rfiany thousands. He knew
that, also. He had chosen otherwise. Not a scholar
himself, though a man of rare intellectual quality, he
sent every son he had through college. His sons were

proud of him, and all their friends loved
him, he was such a man. But when
all the town was talking of splendid in-
vestments, and was thinking of oil and
coal lands, he was heard to say with
great firmness, and a smile as of one who
knew, "I calculate that I know some-
thing about investments myself, having
tried several kinds. And I judge that

an investment in Christian education just about beats
them all. It pays big dividends, and pays them right
along. They get better all the time. The markets do
not affect them. I have tried it. Better put a thou-
sand dollars into the making of a man than a good
many thousands into the making of more thousands."
And^ those who stood by remembered how the old
man's son had been converted in a Christian college,
and how he had gone as a missionary. And they were
silent. The talk of money did not seem to belong
in that atmosphere. They were thinking of their own
boys and girls. "I give my verdict for Christian ed-
ucation," he said, moving away. That night in several
homes there were councils and prayers while children
slept, but the next morning for more than one boy
and girl the door to the Christian college stood wide
open.—Rev. Wm. F. McDowell, D.D., in the Pitts-
burg Christian Advocate.

JAPANESE FLOOR-COVERINGS
Among the many ideas which the Japanese have

copied from Western customs, and then remodeled to
suit thernselves, is the covering of their floors with
matting in a way peculiarly their own. The matting
itself is of much the same structure as that seen here,
and known as China matting, being perhaps a little
thicker, and is stretched upon frames of wood two or
three inches thick. Matting of an inferior quality is

stretched over the lov/er part of the frame, while the
space between the upper and lower mattings is filledm with shavings of straw. This kind of matting is

well adapted to the habits of the Japanese, many of
whom use no chairs. Where chairs are used, how-
ever, pieces of wood resembling sleigh-runners are
nailed to the legs of the chairs, thus preventing a leg
of the chair from piercing the much-prized matting.
The standard size of a mat is three by six yards. The
custom of using these mats is so general, that when
building, the Japanese architect arranges the size of the
rooms to fit the mats, and when renting a house the
size of a room is stated as requiring one, two or three
mats, as the case may be.—Modern Priscilla.

QUEER THINGS

A Massachusetts farmer drives a team of cows.
India's population is three hundred million—one

fifth of all the people in the world.
The first Union flag was unfurled on January i,

1776, over the camp at Cambridge.
The first English hymn-book used in public wor-

ship was by Isaac Watts about 1715.
Three pairs of Siamese-twin fishes have been

hatched at the New York Aquarium.
It takes the constant labor of sixty thousand Jpebple

to make the matches used by mankind.
It is unlawful for a doctor in France to inherit

property left to him by a deceased patient.
A single perfume-factory at Cannes uses three hun-

dred thousand pounds of flower-petals in a year.
There was no graveyard in St. Louis before 1776.

Previous to that the dead were buried in the neigh-
borhood of the dwellings.
• The number of irrigating ditches and canals in
operation in the United States exceeds twenty thou-
sand, and their combined length is not less than fifty

thousand miles.—The Woman's Magazine.

SOME INTERESTING FACTS
Marconi wireless telegraph is being installed at the

Italian embassy at Pekin. While no recurrence of a
siege like that of 1900 is expected, it will be well to be
equipped with ineans for outside communication.

The speed-trials of the new Austrian second-class
battleship "Arpod" prove her to be the fastest battle-
ship in the world. Her maximum speed is 20.12 knots
an hour, and she made an average of 19.65 in a six-
hour run.

According to the statistics of the Department of
Agriculture, the total area planted in cotton in the
United States this season is twenty-eight million nine
hundred and seven thousand acres, an increase of one
million and twenty-nine thousand acres, or 3.7 per cent,
over that planted last year.—The World's Events.

VALUE OF SMALL FISH

The value of small fish—goldfish and sunfish—in
keeping ponds ' free of mosquitoes is very great. I

put some catfish in a bucket containing mosquito larvse,
and all larvae had disappeared twenty-four hours after
the introduction of the fish. The fact that catfish will
destroy larvse is interesting, because some ponds and
pools are so muddy and filthy that goldfish and sunfish
will not thrive; in such catfish would seem to be the
remedy.—Harvey B. Bashore, M.D., in The Sanitarian.

THOUGHTS BORN OF THE MORN
BY LIDA M. keck

Morning! A day is born

—

A gladsome, golden, glorious day

—

Bright dewdrop gems and garlands gay
Day's robes adorn.

Morning! Oh, glorious thought,
With new life pulsing in the veins,
To rise, enriched by all the gains

Past days have brought!

Morning! The chance is ours
To pierce the mountains' purple haze,
And, wiser grown from yesterdays.

Strengthen our powers.

Morning and dewy sod;
Morning and landscapes fair;

Morning and soul-Telt prayer;
Morning and—God!
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Sunday Reading

SOME DAY

BY J. THOS. HARBINE.

Some day the patient sun will rise,

And circle round a Land of Love;
Serenely beaming from above

On happy hearts and laughing eyes.

Some day the stars will twinkle down
Upon this old world filled with peace,

Where naught that's good shall ever
cease

Nor face of man grow dark with frown.

Some day, some day the moon will glow
When none shall feel the pinch of need.

Or show the brutish marks of greed,

Where'er the vagrant winds may blow.

Some day—oh, haste that happy day!

—

Mankind from error shall be free,

And rise to true nobility,

When might to right hath yielded sway.

I

"THE BEST I COULD"

S Esther home, grandma?"
"No, dear; she's gone for a

drive."

"Oh, I'm sorry to have missed
her," I said, rather selfishly.

Grandma must have noted the disap-

pointment in my voice, for she smiled,

and said, "Won't you come up on the

veranda and keep me company for a

while? I'm lonesome to-night."

"Yes, grandma dear, I should love to

sit with you a while." The truth was, I,

too, was "lonesome" that night. It had
been a trying day, and I wasn't happy.
"I'm so glad that Essie can have a

drive this hot night," I said.

"Yes, Essie doesn't have many pleas-

ures," said grandma, regretfully.

"No; and she deserves them, too, she's

so sweet and unselfish."

"Yes, Essie is so conscientious, and she

is always kind to people," continued
grandma; "and after all, that's the only

way to be in this world. I know many
people who have been cruel to others for

a time, but it always comes bapk to

them."
"Yes?" I said, inquiringly; but grandma

didn't "tell on" any one who had been
cruel. She was too considerate for that.

"And then," continued grandma, "it's

very sweet, when one grows old, to look
back over life and be able to say, as did

my dear daughter, Essie's mama, when
she went away, 'I did the best I could.'

It's very satisfying to know that one
never knowingly did an unkind thing to

any human being."

As the moonlight touched her dear old

face at that instant, it was plain that

grandma was one who had "done her
best." As she sat there that summer
evening, her hands lying quietly in her

lap, her head resting in the big arm-chair,

and her sweet, faded eyes gazing out far

beyond the velvety lawn, far beyond the

rose-bushes at the gate—out, out into

other days—she was the embodiment of

goodness, a perfect picture of a life well

lived. I found myself repeating softly,

"And at eventide it shall be light."

My musings were broken by grandma's
eager voice saying, "There's Essie now,"
and in a moment Essie and her handsome
escort joined us on the veranda.

Essie was a dear girl, and we had a

most happy hour after she came, but
somehow all through our conversation I

heard grandma's words, "It is very sweet,

when one grows old, to be able to look
back over life, and say, T did the best I

could.'
"

Before I left them, grandma stole

away, but just as she was going up-
stairs she called out a tremulous "Good-
night." Essie ran to her, and as I heard
her say, "Good-night, dear Muzzie," my
•heart sent a prayer up through the stars,

up beyond the blue, and its burden was
"Dear Father, make me like grandma, so

that when life's eventide shall come for

me, I, too, may say, "I've done the best

I could." L. M. K.

GEMS OF THOUGHT

Man is unjust, but God is just; and
finally justice triumphs.—Longfellow.

Unless above himself he can erect him-
self, how poor a thing is man.—Daniel.

I find the great thing in this world is

not so much where we stand as in what
direction we are moving.—Holmes.

I have always observed the thread of
life to be like other threads or skeins of
silk—full of snarls and encumbrances.

—

George Herbert.
Little do ye know your own blessed-

ness, for to travel hopefully is a better
thing than to arrive, and the true success
is to labor.—Stevenson.
To tell a man to study, and yet bid him

under heavy penalties to come to the

same conclusion with, those who have not
studied, is to mock him.—Andrew D.
White.
You need God in the very things that

seem to separate you from him. You
must seek him in the very places where
the misery of life seems to be that~~lie is

not. You must question the stoijiiest

paths for streams of water.—Phillips

Brooks.
We are often poor, mean, low; but

there is in the soul an ideal of something
better than we. In the midst of our folly

and fault there stands before us the pure
image of serene goodness, and we^can-
not but reverence it. This also is God.

—

Selected.

Little self-denials, little honesties, little

passing words .of sympathy, little name-
less acts of kindness, little silent victo-

ries over favorite temptations—these are
the silent threads of gold which when
woven together gleam out brightly in the

pattern of life.—Canon Farrar.

We know not precisely what is best
for us. We know not what will make us

truly happy. We know not what will

help us best in our struggle against temp-
tations. And if we were to try to make
a distinction between our mere passing
wishes and that which our souls really

needed, we should utterly fail. But we
need not try. Let us take all our wishes,
all our longings, all the promptings of

our consciences, to the feet of our Father.
He will hear and he will do. He will

hear all we say. He will know what parts
of our prayer are best for us to have, and
what are not. And he will give us what
his fatherly love will choose. And there-
fore to all our prayers we will add, "Thy
will be done in earth, as it is in heaven."
—Frederick Temple.

THIS WARM HEARTED WORLD
The last time that Frances E. Willard

spoke to a Washington audience, she told
of a Chicago bootblack, who with his kit
on his shoulders and a package of news-
papers under his arm, stopped at the call
of a man with a club-foot. He worked
away at the man's shoes, giving them as
fine a polish as he could, and when the
job was done the man threw him double
pay, saying, "No change; I made you
more work than most folks do."
Quick as a flash the little fellow handed

back half of the money, saying, with his
eyes full of earnest sympathy, "Oh, mis-
ter, I couldn't make money out of vour
trouble."

Not far from Washington there lives
a boy who has to bear the heavy burden
of deformity, but so bravely does he bear
It that he is the very heart of his home,
the brightest and cheeriest and most
helpful one in the household.
Not long ago he went out and hunted

up a situation for himself, so that he
might be able to pay his share of the
family expenses.
Somebody asked him, "Don't you find

it rather disagreeable going about as you
ha^e to now?"
He looked up with his bright, flashing

smile, and answered quickly, "Oh, no;
everybody is kind to a fellow in my fix,"
with a slight gesture toward his back as
he spoke.
There is plenty of love and sympathy in

the world, after all, if our eyes are open
to see them.—Christian Endeavor World.

REST

What is rest? It is "to step out of self-
life into Christ life; to be still and let
him lift you out of it; to fold your hands
closei and hide your face upon the hem
of his robe; to let him lay his cooling,
soothing, healing hands upon your soul,
and to draw all the hurry and fever from
its veins; to realize you are not a mighty
messenger, an important worker, of his,
full of care and responsibility, but only a
little child, with a Father's gentle bid-
ding to heed and fulfil; to lay your busy
plans and ambitions confidently in his
hands, as a child brings its broken toys
at its mother's call; to serve him by
waiting; to praise him by saying 'Holy,
holy, holy,' a single note of praise, as do
the seraphim of the heavens, if that be
his will; to cease to hurry so that you
lose sight of his face; to learn to follow
him, and not run ahead of orders; to
cease to live in self and for self, and to
live in him and for him; to love his honor
more than your own; to be a clean and
facile medium for his life-tide to shine
and glow through—this is consecration,
and this is rest."—Atlanta Constitution.

Liquor-selling is one of the most crim-
inal methods of assassination for money
ever adopted by bravos of any age or
country.—Ruskin.

NEW PREMIUMS
for BOYS and GIRLS

Daisy Printing=Press
A COMPLI^TE OUTFIT

This is one of the most useful and interesting and practicable premiums for boys that
we have ever offered. Any boy can learn to set type and print on this press. It is a
source of pleasure as well as being in-

structive and useful. It comprises a print-
ing-press, roller, box of printers' ink, and
one box each of gold and silver bronze
for fancy work, font of type, including
quads, spaces and periods, pack of plain
cards to print on and one pack of floral

cards, type, tweezers and bronze-cotton.
Full directions with each outfit, and
securely packed in a nice wooden box,
with sliding cover. Order as No. 497.

This Complete Printing-Press given free and sent post=paid for a club
of only SEVEN yearly subscriptions to the FARM AND FIRESIDE at the
regular clubbing price of 35 cents each.

New Chain-Knife
YOU CANT LOSE IT

This is no cheap knife, but one that is guaranteed by the manufacturer to be as
represented in every particular. Good steel, finely tempered blades, good solid handles
nicely trimmed. THE CHAIN is finely polished, and has twisted links. It fastens to

the belt or suspenders, and the knife can't be lost. It is the knife for boys, and the
latest thing out. Order as No. 495.

This elegant Chain=Knife given free and sent post^'paid for a club of

only THREE yearly subscriptions to the Farm AND FIRESIDE at the
clubbing price of 35 cents each.

New Picture=Machine
FUN, ENTERTAINMENT, DELIGHT FOR ALL

Anybody can use it

This magic-lantern outfit has
been proved to be one of the most
popular premiums ever offered. This
machine is ii inches high, finished
in black, blue and nickel, and fitted

in a neat box with hinge cover, to
which are fastened three round
slides and six long slides, making
in all about 6o different pictures
that can be reproduced. Full di-

rections for carefully operating
machine. Sent by express at re-

ceiver's expense. Order as No. 494.

This fine Picture=Machine
given free for a club of SEVEN
yearly subscriptions to the
Farm and Fireside at the
clubbing price of 35 cents
each.

JUST FOR FUIN!

The Laughing=Camera
THE BEST NOVELTY EVER INVENTED

SEE THE PASSING SHOW
Your friends grotesquely photographed; stout

people look thin; thin people look stout. For
years the funniest attraction in every museum the
world over have been the convex mirrors. Every-
body has found amusement in contemplating his

own personality in a long-drawn-out or a short-
and-fat aspect.
The Lau£hing=Camera furnishes all this

amusement, and more ! By getting a focus on
passing pedestrians, horses, wagons, cars, etc.,

the most grotesque and ludicrous pictures are
witnessed. The passer-by takes on the swing
and stride of a daddy-long-legs, horses look
like giraffes, and altogether there is mo.re gen-
uine hearty fun crowded into the four cubic
inches of this little instrument than could be

All grow fat from laughter. Each packed in a neat box. Order as No. 493.

The Laughing-Camera given free and sent post-paid for only ONE
NEW yearly subscription to the Farm AND FIRESIDE at the clubbing
price of 35 cents each.

Address FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio

imagined.
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WAYS WITH CAULIFLOWER

CREAM - OF - CAULIFLOWER SoUP. —
Cook in a double boiler until per-

fectly tender one pint of finely

cut cauliflower with one quart of

milk, then press through a coarse sieve,

and return to the fire; season to taste

with salt and pepper, and add one table-

spoonful of butter, and one dessert-

spoonful of corn-starch stirred smoothly in. a little

cold milk. Cook, and stir until perfectly smooth then

serve at once with small oblongs of buttered brown

''''^BtiLED CAULiFLOWER.-Pick off the outer leaves,

and cut of? the stem close to the flowers. Wash thor-

oughly in cold water, and allow to soak with the top

downward in cold salt-water, allowing one tablespoon-

ful of salt to each gallon of water. This will draw out

all hidden insects. Then tie it in a piece of cheese-

cloth to keep it whole, place stem downward in a

kettleful of slightly salted boiling water, and let cook,

closely covered, until tender. When done, "ft from

the water, remove the cloth, place it on a heated disli

with the flowers up, pour cream sauce over it, and serve.

CAULIFLOWER AU Gratin.—Boil the cauliflower.

Melt one ounce of butter in a frying-pan, and stir

smoothly in it one tablespoonful of flour; thin with one

half pint of milk, stir until boiling, then add four table-

spoonfuls of grated cheese, one half teaspoonful of,

salt and a dash of cayenne. Stir and cook for a few

minutes longer, then pour it over the cauliflower, and

serve hot.
-o -i »i

Bakcd Cauliflower with Cheese. — Boil tiie

cauliflower until tender, break into small pieces, and

put a layer in the bottom of a buttered baking-dish.

Cover with cream sauce, sprinkle with grated Par-

mesan cheese, and add another layer of cauliflower.

Finish with a layer of the grated cheese, and brown

delicately in a rather slow oven.

Savory Cauliflower.—Boil the cauliflower, and

set aside to cool. Prepare one pint of egg-batter, and

add to it one teaspoonful of minced parsley and one

tablespoonful of mild grated cheese. Dip each sprig

of cauliflower in this batter, and fry m hot butter

When they are done, place them on a hot dish, and

serve immediately.
Mashed Cauliflower.—Boil the cauliflower with

one whole onion. When tender, remove the onion,

and thoroughly drain the cauliflower. Mash well,

press through a coarse sieve, then add a lump of but-

ter, a few tablespoonfuls of sweet cream, and salt and

pepper to taste.
, j c

Cauliflower in Butter.—Break a firm head ot

cauliflower into sprigs, and cook in slightly salted-

boiling water until about half done. Take up, dram,

and put in a saucepan with two ounces of melted but-

ter, the juice of one lemon, two tablespoonfuls of

chicken stock or cream, a dash of cayenne and one

small cupful of water. Cook until the cauhflower is

tender, take up, strain the gravy, add to it one cupful

of thick white sauce, pour it over the cauliflower, and

^^"^Scalloped Cauliflower.—Break the cauliflower

into small sprigs, and cook in boiling salted water

until tender. Place the pieces in a buttered puddmg-

dish, and pour over them a sauce made as follows:

Mix well one half pint of bread-crumbs, three cupfuls

of sweet milk, one beaten egg, two teaspoonfuls of salt,

a little pepper and one cupful of diced cooked chicken,

veal or tender beef. Bake in a moderate oven until

delicately browned.
Cauliflower Salad.—Stand a firm white cauli-

flower in salt-water for thirty minutes, then cook it

in boiling water until tender, but not quite done.

Drain, cool, cut into sprigs, and arrange these neatly

in a salad-bowl lined with crisp, tender lettuce-leaves.

Mash the yolks of four hard-boiled eggs, and cut the

whites into petals; arrange these over the cauliflower

in imitation of daisies, and pour over a plain French

dressing.
Cauliflower Fritters.—Cook a head of cauli-

flower until half done, then take up, and drop in cold

water to keep it white. Break it into sprigs, and

dip each sprig in rich white sauce slightly warm, and

lay aside to cool; then dip in rich egg-batter, and fry

delicately in hot butter. Drain on unglazed paper, lay

in a heated dish, and garnish with fried parsley.

C.A.ULIFL0WER Croquettes.—Chop two cupfuls of

cooked cauliflower quite fine, add one half cupful of

fine bread-crumbs, and one cupful of cream sauce,

which is made by cooking together one tablespoonful

each of butter and flour, thinning with one cupful of

milk, and just before removing from the fire adding

one beaten egg. Season to taste, mix all well, and

set aside to cool; then form into croquettes, egg and

bread-crumb, and fry in butter to a delicate brown.

Cauliflower Mince.—Allow one cupful of finely

chopped cooked chicken or veal to two cupfuls of

chopped cooked cauliflower. Moisten with chicken or

cream sauce, season to taste with salt and pepper and

a little finely minced onion, cover with buttered crumbs,

and bake for twenty minutes in a moderate oven.

Creamed Cauliflower on Toast.—Break a firm

white head of cauliflower into sprigs, soak in salted

water thirty mirlutes, then cook in boiling salted water

until perfectly tender. Take up carefully, drain, and

lay on squares of buttered toast. Pour cream sauce

over the cauliflower, and serve.

Mary Foster Snider.

The Housewife

A KETTLE-HOLDER

Very dainty indeed must be the kettle-holder now
used at afternoon teas. An ornamental and useful one

is made as follows:

From thick white writing-paper or soft leather cut

several squares ineasuring four inches each way. Sew
these pieces together, and cover with heavy white silk.

A delicately tinted tea-rose should be embroidered

with wash-silks on one side before placing over the

paper, and some fragrant tea-leaves placed between the

layers of paper makes the tea-rose seem almost real.

A narrow ruffle of the silk or of fine white lace

should finish the holder around the edge. In one cor-

ner sew a tiny brass ring, crocheted over with white

knitting-silk, by which to hang it when not needed.

—

Nettie Ransom Houston, in The Ladies' World.

"THROUGH ALL THE YEARS''

BY LIDA M. KECK

A cloud came slowly drifting by

—

A plain white cloud that gave no hint
'

Of roseate glow or golden glint

—

A simple cloud that held no tint

Or sunset sky.

I gazed upon it as it passed

—

A filmy form of lustrous white

—

When lo,' a ray of rose-hued light

Transformed with scepter golden bright

Its snowy cast.

A moment more, and then a queen
In purple, edged with eider-down.
Her proud head decked with golden crown.

Sat, conscious of her great renown.
With smile serene!

Instinctive homage filled my soul;

But ah, a chariot near did stand.

And stepping in, she waved her hand.

And on into another land
Away did roll.

Yet through the years of joy or strife

Within the gallery of my mind.
By faithful mem'ry limned and lined.

That beauteous picture, safe enshrined,

Adorns my life.

A soul paused near me in her flight

—

A modest soul with tender grace;

She greeted me with ne'er a trace

Of pride, but in her gentle face

There shone a light.

And like the cloud in evening sky.

Her fair cheek, touched by roseate tint.

Gave silent comfort, helpful hint

Of sorrow's tear or laughter's glint

—

Of smile or sigh!

But soon she faded from my view.

And cloud-like went her chosen way
(She might not, tho' she willed it, stay);

And I am gazing, lone, to-day

On empty blue.

But who shall say that, spite my tears,

I am not happier to-day
Because a sweet soul came my way.,_

And that her image shall not stay '

Through all the years!

BROOMSTICKS AND BRAINS

What a perplexing combination it is, that of lux-

urious tastes and consumptive pocketbooks, and how
many of us suffer from it in difTerent degrees! To the

very poor it is of course a tragedy, but to that great

army of people whose moderate incomes supply them

sticks marked 1. 2 and 3 should be twenty-eight inches lone:

4 and 5, thirty-nine inches; 6 and 7, thirty-two inches; 8 and 9,

twenty-three inches, and 10 and 11, eiehteen inches.

the necessaries of life, but to whom the luxuries are a

forbidden joy. it is formidable enough. How often the

wife or daughter sighs for some dainty addition to

parlor or sitting-room which the many demands on the

purse make impossible. To such a timely suggestion,

together with a small amount of confidence and clever

fingers, is invaluable and will work wonders. Broom-
sticks and brains are especially a happy combination.

I have in mind a long-cherished dream of my own,

now brought to full realization through the above

medium, the telling of which may benefit soine_ ambi-

tious sister. I had the parlor and the piano, which are

necessities, but I wanted a music rack or case, which
in the condition of my finances then was a luxury, so

I set my wits to work, and this is what they evolved

—

a music-rack which answers every pos-
sible requirement of utility and beauty.

Having collected eleven broomsticks,
I cut them to the lengths desired—three

of them twenty-eight inches long, two
thirty-nine inches, two thirty-two inches,

two twenty-three inches, and two eigh-

teen inches, and whittled the ends round.
Then with a. gimlet I bored holes, and

fastened the sticks together with screws in the man-
ner illustrated. At the center crossing of the sawhorse
I fastened a thin, smooth board about two inches wide,

and ^another on each side, making a sort of trough
for the music to stand in. When completed it is just

three feet high and two feet two inches long, and
when painted white with a coat of enamel it makes
a pretty piece of furniture. A dash of gold paint or a

bright ribbon wound between the sticks would further

improve its appearance.
Now, I am only a girl, neither mentally brilliant

nor physically strong, but the idea is original with me,
and my own hands did the work. The result was a
piece of furniture that invariably calls forth the re-

mark, "Where did you get such a quaintly pretty
music-rack?"

Try it, sisters, and I think you will be pleased.

M. Estelle Smith-Hyi^rs.

IRONING TABLE-LINEN '
\

No matter how carefully, in every detail, the dining-
table may be laid with beautiful china, silver and cut
glass, if the table-linen has been poorly ironed this

one defect will stand out so prominently that it will

hide from view all other perfections. Yet how often

we see rough, limp table-linen even on the tables of

those who are perfect housekeepers in all other re-

spects. It seems a pity that so much carelessness should
be indulged in, especially in so important a branch of

housekeeping, for many beautiful effects and much
daintily prepared food have been spoiled by unattrac-
tive table-linen.

It may not, however, be owing wholly to careless-

ness of the person performing the work, for it is really

an art to iron table-linen perfectly; yet it is so very
simple and easily learned that even the most stupid can
be taught how to do it.

Too often servants who are ignorant of the proper
method of performing any branch of housework are
left to follow their own ways, and then their work is

viewed with dissatisfaction. No housekeeper should
permit a new servant to iron her table-linen without
taking the oversight of the work herself the first time
it is done. If she finds that the servant can do this

work properly, then she can trust her to do it alone;
but if not, careful teaching in all its details should be
given each week until the lesson is thoroughly learned.
I have taught this branch of housework to many young,
inexperienced and really stupid girls, and without one
exception, by exercising patience and perseverance,
they have been able to perform this work most satis-

factorily and in a reasonably short time. >

When table-linen is washed, bluing and boiled starch

should be added to the last rinsing-water. Care should
be taken not to use too much starch. The aim should
be to avoid using enough to make the linen stiff and
paper-like, but to use just enough to give a smoothness
and gloss to the linen and remove the limp appearance
which unstarched linen has, especially if it has been
laundered many times.

Starched linen should be thoroughly dry before
sprinkling, and should be sprinkled the night before
it is to be ironed. The sprinkling should be done thor-
oughly, not slightly dampened, as we sprinkle cotton;
for what would be sufficiently damp to iron cotton
nicely would leave linen rough and wrinkled, no mat-
ter how many times it may be gone over with the iron

or how much strength be expended. Every thread
must be very damp, almost wet. Herein lies the secret

of smooth, glossy linen. Even cheap, coarse grades
of linen can be made to look smooth and nice if suf-

ficiently dampened before ironing.

Next in importance is a hot iron. Linen cannot
be nicely ironed with an iron only moderately hot.

The linen being so very damp, a much hotter iron can
be used without scorching the linen than can be used
for ironing cotton. However, care must be taken not
to yellow the linen at the last of the ironing, after the

moisture is nearly dried out, for this would spoil the
result, regardless of how nicely the work may have
been done up to this point. After selecting an iron
of the right temperature, the linen must be gone over
again and again until it is thoroughly dry. No portion
of it must be left even slightly damp; this a very im-
portant point.

A table-cloth may be ironed folded once lengthwise
through the center, but only this one crease should be
ironed in it. Fringed napkins and doilies should be
held up by two corners and snapped vigorously, chang-
ing from side to side until the fringe of all four sides is

thoroughly shaken out, then smoothed out on the
ironing-board with the hands, having the fringe per-
fectly straight. Iron the center first, leaving the
fringed edges until the last, going over it carefully,

and making the strokes of the iron straightwise with
the threads of the fringe. Ironing crosswise the fringe

would disarrange it, and it would no^ then be straight,

but crossed together, having a mussy appearance, spoil-

ing what would otherwise be a nicely ironed piece of

linen. Napkins, doilies, tray-cloths and centerpieces
should be ironed single: embroidered pieces only on
one side, and that the wron^ one, but napkins should
be ironed on both sides, and only the napkins folded.

And remember, each piece must be ironed over and
over again until thoroughly dry, smooth and glossy.

Hattie L. Knight.

HAT-PINS

The new hat-pins are in novel shapes, and the
athletic young woman may wear oars, golf-sticks or
whips in her hat. An outcome of the fad for beetles,

spiders, etc., is a pin with one of these insects attached
by a spring to give it the crawling movement common
to its kind. One novelty is the head of a snake, with
gleaming jewels for eyes, so placed that it has the
appearance of being ready to dart at the innocent be-
holder.—The Modern Priscilla.
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LADIES' SILK SHIRT-

WAIST SUIT

THIS is certainly

a "white sea-

son," and there

is nothing that

is more attractive

than a shirt-waist suit

of white China silk. These costumes may
be made very simple, and serve as morn-
ing dresses, or elaborately trimmed, as

shown in the illustration, and worn for

driving or for restaurant-dinners.

The dress as illustrated is made of

white silk with Cluny-lace trimming. The
waist is mounted over a glove-fitted lin-

ing of sheer white lawn that may be cut

away at the neck and finished with lace,

and take the place of a corset-cover.

How to Dress

LADIES' SILK SHIRT-WAIST SUIT

Two tucks in the back extend from shoul-

der to belt in V-shaped outline, a smooth
adjustment being maintained under the

arms.
Tucks in front at the shoulders and

neck are stitched down part way to form
a yoke, providing ample fullness over the

bust. Deep tucks extend across the

fronts, which blouse stylishly at the belt.

The closing is made with silver buttons

and buttonholes worked through a box-
plait that is finished with lace straps.

_

A plain lace collar is completed ^yith a
fancy protection having a long tab in the

front. One-piece bishop-sleeves are fitted

closely to the upper arm, and very wide
at the wrists, where the fullness is ar-

ranged cgi lace wristbands. Straps of lace

trim the sleeve, and motifs are applied

back and front.

The skirt is made in three sections.

The top is fitted smoothly around the

waist and hips with small darts, and closes

invisibly at the center back in habit-style.

Two deep tucks are arranged at the lower
edge. This portion of the skirt is sheath-

fitting. '

The center section is of circular shap-

ing, but quite scant. It is attached to

the upper part of the skirt under the tuck,

and has three deep tucks at the lower
edge. A full circular flounce forms the

lower portion of the skirt. It flares

widely at the lower edge, and has four

deep tucks at the bottom. The flounce

has a smart sweep all around and a grace-

ful dip at the back. Bands of lace trim
the spaces between the tucks.

Costumes in this style are made of

shantung, pongee, foulard or Liberty sat-

LADIES' SAILOR-SUIT

The blouse is simply adjusted with

shoulder and under-arm seams, blouses

slightly at the back, and is quite full at

the waist in front. It is finished with a

double yoke, which is provided with a

tiny pocket that will just hold a small

handkerchief.
A broad sailor-collar completes the

neck, forming pointed revers in front.

It is square at the back, and extends over

the shoulders in a becoming manner.
The pattern is provided for a long shield,

that closes in the back and is finished

with a standing collar.

The one-piece bishop-sleeves are made
with a broad box-plait on the top. This

is secured by an embroidered anchor and

star as far as the elbow, and provides

additional width at the wrist. The full-

ness is gathered and arranged on plain

wristbands, drooping at the back.

The skirt is shaped with nine well-pro-

portioned gores fitted smoothly around
the waist and hips without darts. It

closes invisibly at the center back under

two inverted plaits that are flatly pressed

to present a perfectly plain appearance.

A sheath-effect is maintained from belt

to knee. Below that point the gores flare

smartly, and there is a stylish sweep at

the hem. Bands of blue are applied as

a trimming at the bottom of the skirt.

LADIES' PLAITED SHIRT-WAIST

This smart shirt-waist is made of ecru

pongee embroidered in pale green. The
collar and cuffs are trimmed with green

taffeta to match the figure.

A pattern is provided for a glove-fitted

lining that closes in the center front. This

should be made of lawn, and will not add
greatly to the weight of the waist. It

may, however, be omitted, and the ad-

justment of the outside made with shoul-

der and under-arm seams if preferred.

A rolling collar

completes the neck.

The blouse closes

with small pearl but-

tons and buttonholes
worked through a

center box-plait. The
tucks in the sleeves

are stitched down part way, the fullness

below the tucks flaring in a ruffle at the

edge. If long sleeves are desired, the pat-

tern provides for them.

The bloomers are gathered at the upper

edge, and arranged on the same belt

with the blouse. They are drawn m
closely around the knee with an elastic or

tape passed through a casing. This may
also serve as a garter.

The skirt is tucked in clusters of three,

LADIES' SAILOR-SUIT

LADIES' PLAITED SHIRT-
WAIST

in, and elaborately trimmed with lace or
embroidery. There are also some charm-
ing toilettes of voile, veiling, albatross

and brilliantine, finished in sailor-style

with bands of self fabric and machine-
stitching. Frequently the tucks are
stitched with three or four rows of white
on dark colors, and black on light opes.

Two narrow box-plaits extend from
neck to belt in the back, and tucks on the
shoulders taper toward the waist in a
becoming manner.
The closing is made with large emerald

buttons and buttonholes worked through
a broad center box-plait. Three deep
tucks on the shoulders are stitched down
about half way. They provide smart full-

ness over the bust, which blouses slightly

at the belt.

The collar and protector have fancy
tabs in front that are decorated with
small buttons. Inside seams fit the one-
piece bishop-sleeves closely to the upper
arm. They are very wide at the lower
edge, where the fullness is gathered and
arranged on wristbands, drooping well
at the back. A strap of the material is

applied on the shoulders to form a shal-

low yoke.
Shirt-waists in this style may be made

of taffeta, peau-de-soie, wash-silk, shan-
tung or veiling. Linen, madras, damask
or mercerized cotton are also appropriate.

LADIES' BATHING-SUIT

Marine-blue brilliantine is used for this

smart surf-suit, with fancy white braid
for trimming. Women never seem to

tire of this combination for bathing-suits,

half the costumes this season being blue
and white.
The blouse is plain across the shoulders

in the back, and quite full at the waist in

front; five deep tucks are stitched down
about half way, providing stylish fullness

over the bust, that blouses well at the
belt. A shallow yoke extends over the
shoulders, giving a broad effect often lost

when sailor-collars are not worn.

LADIES' BATHING-SUIT

that alternate with plain spaces. The
tucks are stitched down over the hips,

where the skirt is clo'sely adjusted. The
closing is made at the center back under
the inverted plaits that are flatly pressed.

If a full skirt is desired, the tucks need
not be taken up, and the skirt rnay be
gathered at the top. Fancy braid ap-

plied on the collar, yoke and skirt makes
a very effective finish.

BOYS' OVERALLS

The illustration shows a pair of overalls

in dark tan denim, a color that will not
show the dirt. They are simply adjusted

with front, back and inside-leg seams, the

front of the overalls coming up in front

to form a protective bib. A large pocket
is placed on the right side. Straps on
the shoulders fasten permanently to the

front, and are attached at the back with
buttonholes and buttons.

The garment is slashed at the side to

insure ease over the hips. Any heavy
wash-fabric, such as crash, butchers' lin-

en, galatea and cheviot, may be used for

overalls of this kind. Very little girls

may wear them as well as boys, by leav-

ing oft' their petticoats and dress-skirts.

Any of these patterns sent from this

office for ten cents each.
Ladies' .Silk Shirt-waist Suit.—The

Waist Pattern No. 9045 is cut in sizes for

a 32, 34, 36, 38 and 40 inch bust measure.

The Skirt Pattern No. 9047 is cut in sizes

for a 22, 24, 26, 28 and 30 inch waist

measure.
Ladies' Sailor-suit.—The Blouse Pat-

tern No. 9028 is cut in sizes for a 32, 34,

36, 38 and 40 inch bust measure. The
Skirt Pattern No. 9027 is cut in sizes for

a 22, 24, 26, 28, 30 and 32 inch waist

measure.
Ladies' Plaited Shirt-waist.—The

R. H. MACY & CO.

BOYS' OVERALLS

Pattern No. 9023 is cut in sizes for a 32,

34> 36, 38, 40 and 42 inch bust measure.
Ladies' Bathing-suit.—The Pattern

^o. 9039 is cut in sizes for a 34, 38 and
42 inch bust measure.
Boys' Overalls.—The Pattern No.

9033 is cut in sizes for boys of 2, 4, 6, 8,

10 and 12 years of age.

The World's Original and Largest Department Store.
This structure, 200x400 feet, has 11 floors, an aggre-

gate floor space exceeding 24 acres, the largest build-
ing in the world devoted to retailing. Five thousand
employees are required to conduct our business, di-
vided Intx) 6lxty-flTe departments. Books, China,
Cut Glass Clothing, Cloaks, Clocks, Cobsets,
COSTUMES, Oabpbts, Cigabs, Cttpfs and Coi.labs,
Candy, Dress Goods, Drugs, Fubs, Furnitdbe,
Gbocbries, Gloves, hosiery, Handkerchibps,
Hats, Harness, House Furnishings, Jewelry,
Laces, Linens, Linings, Machines, Metal
Goods, Millinery, Musical Goods, Notions,
Neckwear, Optical Goods, Pictubes, Photo-
graph Goods, Ribbons, Rugs, Silver Ware,
Shirts, Silks, Suits, Shoes, Stationery, Sport-
ing Goods, Toys, Trimmings, Toilet abticles,
Undebweae, Umbrellas, Upholstering,
Watches, waists, wrappers. White Goods.
Send for our Booklet " Golden Opportunities

FOR Money Savers," mailed free,136 pages of descrip-
tions, illustrations and quotations of Seasonable Mer-
chandise at Matchless MACY prices. Write foe it
Now; it gives you an insight into the wonderful
economies of the largest store to the World.

R. H. MACY & CO.,
Established 1858. New York City.

Eczema
Salt Rheum, Ringworm, Itch,

Acne or other skin troubles,

promptly relieved and cured by

Hydrozone
This scientific germicide,which
is harmless, cures by killing
disease germs. Used and
endorsed by the medical
profession everywhere. Sold
by leading druggists. If not
at yours, send 25 cents for a
trial bottle. The genuine bears
my signature. Accept no
substitutes. Address

vniKi.' /Valuable Booklet on the
Itreatment of diseases.

Agents for any
thing can work up a big side-line that takes very

little time once a month ;
sewing-machine agents,

tax-collectors, book-agents, nursery-stock solic-

itors can double their business. Instructions and

outfit cost you nothing. We only want a reply

from you that you are a hustler, and we will do

the rest. Write us at once. Circulation Dept.

Woman's Home Companion, Springfield, 0.

YOUNG MAN,
GET BUS

If you have a team and can give bond we'll
give you credit and start you in a business of your
own, fieUing our standard household remedies. No
experience required. Oldest, largest and best com-
pany of the kind in the world. Write to-day for
exclusive territory. 326 canvassers now at work—all

satisfied. EstabUshed 1863, Capital Stock, $500^000.

THE J. R. WATKINS COMPANY,
48 Liberty St., Winona, Minn.

We want Boys
and girls in every city and town, who are bright

and energetic, and who want to make some money
for themselves, or who would like to have a steady

income. It is the most pleasant work possible, and

will bring you in contact with the finest people.

The work can be done after school. Write us at

once. Address Circulation Department,

WOMAN'S HOME COMPANION, SprlnefleW, Ohio

AND AGENTS
WANTEDSALESMEN

BIG WAGES rf^Jn
Blue Flame, Wickless, Fuel
Oil Stove for cooking and
heating. New, Wonderful
Invention. Enormous
demand. Everybody buys.
Bljr Seller. Generates its

own fuel gas from kerosene oil. A spoonful of oil

makes a hogshead of fuel gas. Cheapest, safest fuel.
No dirt, ashes or big coal bills. AU sizes. Prices, 83 up.
Write for special offer, new plan. Catalogue Free.

WORLD MFO. CO., 5236 World Blig., CINCINNATI, OHIO

]VI P= recommended for every-J VV r%iTl r thing; but if you have kidney,
p/^/^'T' liver or bladder trouble, it will
•V"" 1 be found just the remedy you

need. At drug-gists' in fifty-cent and dollar sizes.

You may have a sample bottle of this woriderful

new discovery by mall, free; also a boolc telling all

about it and its great cures. Address Dr. Kilmer &
Co., Binghamton, N. Y.

(

TO AGENTS complete outfit for paying
business. All profits clear, as we prei)ay
charges. Full particulars by addressing

FARM AND FIRESIDE, Dept. of Ageats, Springfield, Ohio

l'etrey^,^if Thompson's Eye Water

FREE
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" Y f o\v gorgeously the trees and I ' "
l
*^

ImmM shrubs are painted. A tribe of

I ^ Indians must have been skulk-

ing around here these frosty

nights, decorating the face of Nature
with war-paint." Lois Arblay addressed
the little, wizened man who sat near her. I

He smoked on in silence, seeming not ' i I i

to notice the remark the girl had made.
"There are all the shades of red and yellow, and the

browns and tans are the color of buckskin garments."
The old man blew a cloud of smoke for answer.
"And the air is hazy with the smoke from hidden

wigwams," continued the girl, nothing daunted.
"The most treacherous lot—I've met in—all my

travels, and I"ve been—pretty much the—wide world
over." puffed the little man, dreamily. Then his man-
ner suddenly changed; he straightened up in his chair,

emptied his pipe, and looked keenly in the girl's face.

"But, to go back to the subject—you say that this

young man's name is Walton. What is his first

name?"
"Lester; Lester Walton."
"Ah ! Lester—Walton." He left his chair, and took

two or three quick turns the length of the" veranda.
"Do you know him. Uncle Jules?"
The old man evidently did not hear the question,

for his first words were, "What do you think of him?"
"I think—well, it is their wish, and I owe them

more than a daughter's duty. I don't forget that I

was a homeless orphan when—

"

"Bosh! Take my advice, and look out for the
wishes of No. i first," the small man interrupted.

He resumed his chair, and silence fell between them
for a time.

"So you're sure that you don't care particularly
about him?" he asked at last.

"Not in the way I should, I am afraid."

"Say, you must have near neighbors down there!"
he exclaimed so suddenly that the girl jumped. "If

my eyes don't deceive me, I see smoke rising over the

hill. Perhaps," he added, with a dry chuckle, "it's

from your 'hidden wigwams.'
"

"Why, there is smoke!" She shaded her eyes from
the glowing sun, and looked in the direction indicated.

"But we have no neighbors under the hill."

"As the folks are away, buying good things for the

party to-night, and we are in full command here, we'll

make a raid on the intruders."

Tl\ey started by a side path for the brow of the

hill, and had gone but a few steps, when the old man
sighed deeply. The girl noting it, remarked, "You've
been home only a couple of days, and I believe you
are longing for some other part of the world this

minute."
"No, Lois, you are mistaken—it's satisfaction. One

of the tasks I had set myself is ended, I hope. If so,

I have taken my last trip abroad, and shall settle down
in that new home I've bought. I've been looked upon
as a 'black sheep' and a rover long enough. I have a

goodly supply of this world's goods to keep me right

and to leave behind to the right one when I leave."

Lois smiled at his queerly worded remark, and
wished him many long and happy days.

When they reached the brink of the hill a grand
panorama lay at their feet—a glowing autumn land-

scape, through which ran a broad river. The valley

was as bright as a rich Oriental fabric trimmed with a

silver band.
"Why, Uncle Jules, they are wigwams! How did

they ever stray here?" Lois was gazing in wonder
at a number of tents grouped under the clustering

trees on the river-bank far below them. From their

midst rose the spiral curl of smoke.
"They are gipsy wigwams, child, and I'm mighty

glad to see them. Now don't look surprised, nor
mention it to any one," the old man observed, con-
fidentially, '"but I once traveled with a band of them
for several months. They're a jolly lot!"

"Oh, did you, Uncle Jules? I'd like to do the very
same thing. You must tell me all about it. How free

it must be, roaming where fancy dictates. We'll go
down and visit them!" t

"Lois, you're a girl after my own heart. Of course
we'll go down; but I saw the folks drive in just now,
and it's the dinner-hour. We'll go the first thing this

afternoon. I am as anxious to get to that gipsy-camp
as you are, but—I have a little scheme to perfect be-
fore then."

Arm in arm they went toward the house. When
they had nearly reached it the old man chuckled, "I

rather think, little ^girl, that you'd get over your no-
tions of being a gipsy maid by the time you had
traveled over rough and miry roads for miles, helped
to pitch tent with frosty fingers,, woke up a few morn-
ings with a good-sized snowdrift on your blanket, or
emptied your shoes of rain-water a few times."

"Uncle Jules, it's a_ shame the way you always take

the romance out of my flights of fancj'," laughed Lois,

as they went up the veranda-steps.
"I think no less of you for the fancies," was the

quick rejoinder.

At the dinner-table he was strangely preoccupied

and thoughtful. Lois finally made the remark that

Uncle Jules must be in love at last, for he had not

spoken since taking his place.

"No," he replied, "love passed me by years ago."

Then he turned to his brother, Henry Arblay, and said,

"I've been thinking, if you and Lydia did not mind—

I

know Lois will fall in with the idea—that it would be
quite entertaining to have one of the gipsies who are

camped down under the hill come up to the house

this evening and tell the young folks' fortunes. Lois

was wondering this morning what to plan that would
be a little out of the common."

"Oh, Uncle Jules, the very thing!" Lois cried.

After some deliberation the others agreed to the

plan.

When, shortly after dinner, the camp was visited,

the two paused in the edge of the thicket at the, foot of

the hill to inspect the scene before them.
"I'll sit here in the bushes, and wait until the men

stray back. I'm not much good talking to women-
folks," said Uncle Jules, and he dropped on a conve-

nient log. "You go ahead and be picking out your
fortune-teller."

Romany Rose
By WRENA M. PAGE

Lois had nearly reached the tents before she no-
ticed the girl who was seated on the roots of a great
elm, fishing. She paused, struck by the small gipsy's

fine profile clearly outlined before the rushing water.
The girl turned and rested her large eyes full upon the
visitor. They were wonderful eyes, deep reddish-
brown, soft and velvety, and very sad in expression.
The oval face, tanned by exposure, was rich in color-
ing and framed by a mass of coppery, tangled elf-locks.

Against the tree-trunk a withered old crone pulled
vigorously at a short-stemmed clay pipe, and watched
them out of her_ small, bleary eyes.

'Do you like fishing?" Lois asked, gazing at the
small gipsy in admiration.

"No," was the short answer.
"Then don't fish; talk to me."
"I've other things to do—I must catch the fish for

supper," she said; then, after a short pause, "I hate
this work; I hate this life!"

The old woman drew closer.
"Would the lady like her fortune told?" she

croaked. "I'm sure it is a fair one."
Lois shook her head, and turned back to the girl.

The old woman again leaned against the tree.

"I thought nothing could be finer than this kind
of life—to orange groves in winter, and cooler climes
in summer, anywhere, everywhere, no labor and new
scenes."

"Oh, lady, you cannot know! They like it." she
said, pointing over her shoulder, "but I long for a dif-

ferent life, and for a home such as you must have."
The little gipsy's face was turned toward the river

again, as though intent upon her fishing, but Lois
caught the glimpse of a tear upon her rounded cheek,
and pitied her.

"Can you tell fortunes?" Lois inquired, after a pause.
"As well as any of them," was the reply.

"Then I want you to come up to the big house on
the hill to-night—^you can almost see the chimneys
from here. There is to be a party, and we are anxious
to know what the future may have in store for us..

Will you come? I promise you a nice time."
"Yes, lady, I'll come," she cried, eagerly.
"And what am I to call you?"
"Romany Rose, lady."

"And my name is Lois Arblay."
"A nice name," and she repeated, "Lois Arblay."
"Not half so nice a one as Romany Rose," said

Lois.
They were fast friends from that moment.
The men sauntered in from down the river, and

from the thicket came Uncle Jules with a boy of some
ten or twelve years. Between them they carried three
chickens. The gipsies watched them approach with
varying expressions on their dark faces. The old man
came up, and the boy stood beside him with drooping
head, at the same time keeping watch of the man be-
side him out of the corner of his eye, as if not knowing
what to make of him.

"Lacho divvus, miri pralia! (Good-day, my broth-
ers!)" It was Uncle Jules who spoke, after a long
pause, in which he had sized up every member of the
band.

Lois, as well as the others, stood wondering as the
strange language fell from his lips.

"What !" exclaimed the one who appeared to be the
leader, as he left the group and stepped forward.

"Tu jines, latcho adosta. (You know very well.)"

declared the old man. Then he continued, "Tute
needn't be attrash to rakker. Mandy's been apre the
drom mi-kokero. (You needn't be afraid to speak.
I've been upon the road myself.)"

They all rushed around him then, shook his hands,
and shouted until the valley rang with the cry, "Ro-
manichel! Romanichel!"

The little children paused in their play, and echoed,
"Romanichel!"

The old man capered and laughed like a boy.
While the men continued to converse with him in

agitated Romany, the women gathered around Lois
and invited her to look over the camp, and she, noth-
ing loth, accepted the invitation. Near the entrance
to the living-tent the boy who had come in with Uncle
Jules was cleaning the fish. The inspection over, Lois
paused near the youngster, and waited for' her uncle,

who was talking animated Romany to Romany Rose.
She caught the boy's eye as he glanced up furtively

from his work.
"How did you come by the chickens?" she asked.
"Lady," he faltered, his black eyes on the ground

and his brown toes digging in the dirt, "you see—I was
fishing—over there under—the bank, and when I

thought I had a bite—I threw my line—up back of me,
and—well, a chicken was waiting right there for my
bait. The next minute it had swallowed it—hook and
all."

"Oh. I see." Lois was amused.
"Of course I tried to get the—chicken loose," he

went on, evidently gaining courage, "but I had to cut

its throat to get—the hook out, and—well, that killed

it, you see, lady."

Lois smiled in spite of herself.

The boy, seeing the smile, continued, "Perhaps you
don't believe it, lady, but every time I pulled out my
hook a chicken was waiting right there—to swallow
the bait. That happened three times, lady, and that is

how I came by—the three chickens."
Lois looked at him sternly.

"Of course I brought them to camp—it would be
wrong to waste them."

"But what about the old gentleman?"
"Oh, I was frightened when I saw him, and was

going to drop them. Men don't always believe like

women when we explain things. But say, he spoke to

me in our own tongue, and told me that he would help

carry them. He's a queer one."

"But those chickens belong up to our place, and

"' ^ you must not catch any more of them!"
commanded Lois, in a severe tone.
Then to hear what more the little vag-
abond would say, she asked, "What kind
of bait were you using?"

"Just corn, lady; worms are such
hard digging. But I told the old gen-

' ' " *"* tleman that I wouldn't try to fish any
more where the chickens bothered so."

Uncle Jules joined her at this point, and they went
up the hill together. As they reached the summit, one
of the gipsies rode up the long incline on a fine, met-
tlesome horse, and cantered away over the public road
in the direction of the town. Lois watched him dis-
appear in a cloud of dust.

"You're sure that you don't care about that Wal-
ton?" the old man questioned, out of breath with the
long climb.

"Why, no."
"I'm glad of it. That fellow rode into town on

business."
Lois wondered what connection there could be in

her feelings for Lester Walton and a gipsy riding into
town on business.

The young people began to arrive early. Every
window and door of the big house was wide open, and
they shed their rays far down the road, and shone like

a beacon on those who came from the way of the val-
ley. Gay voices and laughter rang out upon the air,

which was as balmy as a summer night.
During a lull, when the merriment had reached its

highest, there came another sound. Those on the ve-
randa heard it first, and the word passed within, until

all stood listening. It was a song rising and falling

in the darkness, and accompanying it swelled the
vibrant notes of a guitar. It was a woman's voice,
and she sang as the birds sing—with all the abandon,
freedom and untaught sweetness of Nature. The
melody was as strange and wild as a siren's might
have been, and one's fancy roamed afar where the
summer moonlight lay upon murmuring seas in some
fair clime. The guests flocked to the veranda and
crowded to the open windows.

"It is true gipsy music," declared Uncle Jules, "the
first I have^heard this many a day, and it does my old
heart goodl"

The minstrel passed the summit of the hill, and
drew nearer, and they began to catch the words:

"The wind whistles over the heath.
And the moonlight flits over the flood;

And the gipsy lights up his fire

In the darkness of the wood

—

The wood.
In the darkness of the wood.

"Free is the bird in the air.

And the fish where ,the river flows;
Free is the deer in the forest.

And the gipsy wherever she goes

—

She goes.
The gipsy wherever she goes."

The singer reached the end of the veranda, paused,
and repeated:

"Free is the bird in the air.

And the fish where the river flows
—

"

Her voice was full of pathos. She came up the
steps, and stood a moment with the light from the
open window full upon her. Lois stepped forward,
and led her into the house.

It was Romany Rose. Her dress was green, the
true gipsy color; knotted around her neck was a gay
'kerchief; about her shoulders she wore a red cloak,
the hood of which was thrown back, revealing her
crisp, bright hair; hanging by a faded ribbon around
her neck, and held partly under her arm, was an old
guitar with seven strings. She was escorted to the
corner of the great room, where a pair of bright cur-
tains were hung in imitation of a gipsy tent. Romany
Rose was a success. Sitting in state, she told their
fortunes, and the future seemed bright for one and all.

"Come. Lois, you have not tested the Fates, I be-
lieve. It is time to see what fortune lies in store for
you—and for you, also, Mr. Walton."

They were standing near the open window, looking
out to where an old woman sat in the shadow, smoking
her pipe, when Uncle Jules addressed them. He led
the two, laughing, toward the curtained corner.

"Decide our fate. O Queen." As Lois spoke, she
knelt before the little gipsy in playful humility. Les-
ter Walton drew a chair near them. Uncle Jules, un-
observed by either, stepped into the shadow of the
curtains. ''^'.e small oracle caught his eye with a
quest;';umg look, and he answered by an almost im-
perceptible nod.

"This is a beautiful hand, lady, and I see only good
fortune in store for you; ah, yes, and great wealth for
you soon—great wealth. The life-line runs as smooth
and clear as the river did to-day, where I saw you
first."

"But," said Lois, with a gay laugh, "the river did
not run smooth out among the tocks and logs in the
swift current, where you caught the fish."

"But you see, lady, that is the danger of to-^ay,
from which I wish to warn you," prompted the sibyl.

"All below that spot, as far as I could see, the water
ran smooth and clear."

"Ah, I see; you wish to warn me, Wise One. Well?"
But the little gipsy turned, and addressed Lester

Walton, who was sitting with a bored expression on
his handsome face.

"Would the gentleman like his fortune told?" asked
Romany Rose, in a low voice.

"No, thanks; it is a waste of time." He looked at

Lois with a meaning smile. "My fortune is already

told."

"Now," cried Lois, playfully, "that is not fair, Mr.
Walton. She seems to have something to tell you be-

fore she finishes mine."
"Well," he replied, "since our future is so inter-

mingled that one's fate cannot be told without the

other, proceed."
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There was a slight movement of the curtain as the

gipsy took the long, slender hand in her own small

brown one, and began:
"Ah, a gentleman's hand. You have never known

what it is to labor for your bread. Your life has been
one of ease and gaiety, and many are the fair ones who
have bowed at your command."

Was there a movement as if to withdraw the hand?
Lois laughed, and remarked that she was finding him
out at last.

"I see a city far from here," continued Romany
Rose, uninterrupted. "There are grand buildings and
wide streets. I see a beautiful girl, among other girls,

in a school there. She has hair like the ripened wheat,

and eyes as blue as the summer skies. Her name—let

me see if I can tell you her name. Yes, I have it; it is

—Alice Leighton."
The man gave a start, then laughed.
"Alice Leighton loved you," went on the low, chant-

ing voice, not seeming to notice the result of her
words, "and you said that you loved her. It was not
her you loved—it was her fortune, which she gave you
when she supposed she was your wife. That was long
ago—and she is dead."

Lois looked at the man before her. He was rather
pale, but the bored expression still rested upon his face.

"You are a girl of great fancies, and have a most
vivid imagination," he remarked, nonchalantly, as she
paused. Then he saw the expression on Lois' face,

and his mood changed. "It's a lie! A contemptible
lie! Lois, you surely cannot credit this idle tale of

a vagabond gipsy—such a girl as this! Alice—Leigh-
ton, did you say?—never existed that I am aware of."

"Lester Walton," retorted the old man, stepping
from his concealfnent, "such a girl did exist until she
met, loved, and believed she married, a man of your
same looks and name. This picture of yourself with
your signature at the bottom will testify. She was
my ward. Her father had been my dearest friend; her
mother—the only woman I ever loved. I found this

among Alice Leighton's ef?ects after she was dead. I

have searched for you a long time and in many places.

At last I have found you."
As Uncle Jules bent to tenderly stroke Lois' hair,

Lester Walton rose, and went toward the door. He
had only crossed the threshold, when he was met by
two men, who appeared to be waiting for him, and
after a brief struggle they led him into the darkness. .

When the repast was served. Uncle Jules remarked
that Mr. Walton had been called away on very impor-
tant business.

The old woman's pipe still glowed in the shadow.
"My dear," Mrs. Arblay said to the little gipsy,

"you look tired. Come out among the young people."
The good woman found her a place in the midst of the
gay throng. Here Romany Rose, with her great brown
eyes and copper-colored hair, was again the center of
attraction.

The smoker drew close to the wmdow.
"You have; told all our fortunes," a gay voice said

to the gipsy maid. "Can you tell your own? Do tell

us of yourself."
"Yes, I can tell of myself, but my fortune all seems

to He in the past—I know not of my future," she
replied, simply.

"Oh, tell us about it, please do!" they cried.
Romany Rose glanced apprehensively through the

open window near her, and not seeing the figure
crouching low in the shadow, she began:

"It is long ago—so long that I cannot tell the time
—but often when I dream it all comes back to me. I

drop asleep with the stars shining down through a
hole in the tent, or the rain falling on the roof of the
van-—and—then I dream—I am not in a gipsy tent,
but in a small white-curtained bed, and—a face comes
and bends above me in my dreams. It is a beautiful,
fair face, her hair is brown, her eyes are blue; she
bends and kisses me, and then I wake. When I wake
I weep, to find it is only a dream, and—I a roving
gipsy as before. When I ask the others about it, they
tell me that I have fancies, and even in my dreams it

seems so long ago that it may be fancy—I cannot tell."

They listened in silence, held by her pathos and
some strange fascination. She sat with her great eyes
fixed on space, talking more to herself apparently than
to the group about her.

The old woman's pipe had gone out. She crouched
just under the window with clenched hands, her with-
ered frame shaking with suppressed emotion.

"Sometimes I dream of a tall man, who carried
me about on his shoulder—

"

The faltering tale stopped short. The eyes of its

o\yner lost their vacant expression and became riveted
with a fixed stare. The listeners, following her gaze,
saw a portrait hanging upon the wall.

"Look! There is the dream lady! It is the same
beautiful lady! Oh, who is she? Please tell me! I
love her—I—" and she dropped upon the floor before
the picture in a paroxysm of weeping.

Mr. and Mrs. Arblay, who had been attracted to
the group, looked at one another with wondering eyes,
where a great joy was dawning.

Between them they lifted her from the floor, their
hearts too full to utter more than one word—that of
their child, given up long ago for dead. She looked
with tear-wet eyes from their faces to the picture,
and back to their faces again; then she flung herself
into their arms.

"Oh, I know you!" she cried. "I know you both!
You are the lady in the picture—the lady of my
dreams! And you, sir—I remember—it was on your
shoulder—and—and—" ^

Uncle Jules went to the door to blow his nose, and
was just in time to see the old gipsy disappear over the
hill. He did not tell of the instance, although he knew
that she was going to warn the camp.

"I have a request to make," he said, after the last
lingering guest had taken leave, "and that is that now
you will let me have Lois, for a part of the time at
least. She cheered you in your loneliness; now let
me have her to cheer my old days and superintend that
new home I've bought. Lois, are you willing? I'll

not forget your kindness at the last."
Lois was willing, and so it was settled.
When, in the early morning, they remembered the

gipsy camp, only a few smoldering ashes and a litter
of straw remained to mark the spot.

A Dish of Salad
By HELEN PERRYMAN

A MESSENGER-BOY rang the bell at Mrs. Young's
cozy little flat. It had been an unusually warm
day, and the curtains were closely drawn to keep
out the glare of the hot sunshine. A fierce

puff of hot air struck Mrs. Young in the face as she

opened the door to take a note from the boy's hand.

"A note from Jack," she said, languidly. "I sup-

pose he's not coming home to dinner, and I shall be

glad of— Oh, dear! Isn't that provoking?" she con-

tinued, as she glanced through it. "Joe Eastman is in

town, and I will bring him out to dinner. Be sure

to have something good."
"Something good! And there's nothing in the house

but a little cold ham!" She glanced at the clock, and
her indignation rose higher. "Half-past five! It's a

wonder he didn't wait until six o'clock! I'd like to know
what I can get now! Oh, dear! And it's so hot; I didn't

expect to get any dinner at all! Well, let me see," she

reflected. "I have the ham, and I think a few olives.

I'll just run around to the grocery, and get some let-

tuce for a salad. I hope Jack got that oil the other

day. I told him to bring me a quart. And if I can

get some peaches, I'll have peaches and cream for

dessert. That won't be so bad, with coffee." She
brightened as her housewifely instincts revived, and she

hurried away to the store to make the necessary pur-

chases. It was almost six o'clock before she got back,

and she hastened to put the lettuce on ice.

She set the table attractively, with a pretty bowl
of sweet-peas in the center, the pink slices of ham
daintily garnished with parsley, and the olives ar-

ranged in little cut-glass dishes. She peeled the

peaches, and placing them on ice, also, hurried off

to make a presentable toilet, leaving the salad-dress-

ing until the last.

"Oh, dear!" she thought, with a gasp, as she

slipped into a cool pink lawn dress, "I altogether

forgot to look if Jack brought the oil! I don't sup-

pose he did, for of all the absent-minded creatures
—

"

She glanced at the clock again as she hurried out

intQ|the kitchen.
^They'll be here in fifteen minutes. But there's time

enough to make the salad if I can find the oil."

But no slender, familiar bottle met her anxious

gaze as she searched the pantry, the kitchen cupboard,

and even as a forlorn hope, the china-closet. Nervous
and flurried at the thought of the slenderness of the

repast without the promised salad, her disappointed

glance fell on a round, comfortable=looking bottle in

an out-of-the-way corner of the kitchen cupboard.
"Why, there it is!" she said, delightedly. "It's not

put up in the usual way, but it's oil!" She removed
the stopper, and sniffed at it suspiciously. "It doesn't

seem to smell exactly right, but it must be. Anyhow,
I haven't time now to question its origin," she thought,

with a laugh.
Some ten minutes later, .when the door-bell rang

again, it was a very attractive hostess who greeted

her husband's friend with sweet cordiality.

"My friend Joe Eastman, Elinor; you've often

heard me speak of him. He's stopping over only from
one train to another, so I made him come right out."

"So glad to know you," said Elinor, sweetly. "I

should never have forgiven Jack if he hadn't brought
you, for he has talked about you so much as—almost

—

to arouse my jealousy." She laughed gaily as Mr.
Eastman hastened to make a gallant reply.

"I hope my admiration for his charming wife may
not arouse Jack's jealousy."

"No, indeed," was Jack's hearty response. "The
more you admire her, the better I'll be pleased. Well,

Elinor, I hope you have some dinner for us. If East-

man's anything like as hungry as I am, we'll do jus-

tice to it."

"You need not expect an elegant dinner, for you
know I'm my own cook, Mr. Eastman," Elinor said,

with an apologetic smile. "And then it was so hot
that I had made no preparations at all until

—

"

Jack was standing a little to the back of Eastman,
and he shook his head violently at her. She stopped,

a little confused as it dawned upon her that Jack did

not want Eastman to know he had sent her word.
"I trust I have not put you to any extra trouble,"

put in Mr. Eastman, courteously.
"What nonsense!" exclaimed Jack.
"Oh, my, no." Elinor replied, with a mental reser-

vation. "Now if you good gentlemen will excuse her
for a few minutes," she continued, laughing, "the cook
will proceed to place dinner on the table."

"A very charming little home," thought Mr. East-
man, as they seated themselves at the dainty table.

"A pretty nest for these two cooing birds." .

"Eat sparingly of the ham, Jack," whispered Elinor,

as he passed her to take his place at the table.

"What's that about the ham, Elinor?" he asked.
"Nothing," she was forced to reply, with an exas-

perated smile. "I was only wishing I had something
else besides cold ham to offer Mr. Eastman."

"If there is any one article of food I have an especial

fondness for it is cold ham," Mr. Eastman hastened to

say. "Do you remember the ham sandwiches we used
to steal at school. Jack?"

"Well, I should say I do," returned Jack, with a

jolly laugh, as he handed Eastman his plate. "Did I

ever tell you about it, Elinor?" he asked, helping him-
self at the same time to a bountiful supply of the ham.
"How old were we then?" he continued. "About six-

teen, I guess. And they did keep all the boys on
pretty short rations at that school. Regular Dothe-
boys Hall it was, wasn't it, Joe? But we got even
with them. We used to sneak the gardener's ladder,
and put it Up by the side of one of the kitchen win-
dows. Then we had a fishing-rod, with a big needle
stuck tightly in the end, and with that we could reach
in and spear all sorts of eatables—ham sandwiches
principally, though sometimes we caught a pie. Oh,
but those were good days, and didn't that ham taste

fine? Not any better than this, though," helping him-
self a second time. "Can't I give you some more, Joe?
Aren't you eating anything, Elinor?"

"I am not very hungry," said Elinor. "The heat

has given me a slight headache."
"That's too bad, dear," said Jack, with ready sym-

pathy. "But a little bit of this cold ham won't hurt

you. Have some?"
"No, thank you. Jack," said Elinor, with as much

emphasis as she dared employ.
"Do you remember the day old Prexy caught us

at it?" Mr. Eastman was speaking in a reminiscent

strain. "I was doing the spearijng that day, and five

or six other fellows were at the foot of the ladder to

receive the catch. We used to get all we could, and
take them to our room and have a spread. But the

boys couldn't resist a surreptitious bite as the sand:^

wiches were handed down, and they were all chewing
away like good fellows, when somebody said, 'Are

they good, boys?' I almost fell off the ladder, for there

was old Prexy with his hands in his pockets and a

severe expression on his face. One of the boyS^a
harum-scarum fellow, who said afterward he thought

we should be expelled anyhow, and he might as well

say what he thought—answered promptly, 'You bet

you. These have ham in, and the ones we get at table

never do!'
" 'I see,' said the old man, nodding his head slowly.

'I am a little hungry myself. Would you inind giving

me a sandwich?'
"

"Oh, yes. Ha, ha!" interposed Jack. "And would
you believe it, Elinor? This rascal Joe said, 'Here you
are, sir,' and reached him the one on the end of the

pole. We all saw the comical twinkle that came to his

eye as he removed it gravely, and walked away, eating

it, as though he was as hungry as we were."
"Ah," continued Eastman, smiling, "but our appe-

tites suddenly deserted us then."
"But what did he do about it?" questioned Elinor, as

she removed the plates,' while the platter still retained

its self-respect with one small pink slice reposing

daintily on its white expansiveness.
"Not a thing," said Jack, "except to see that we got

better meals after that. I met the old man about a

year ago on the street, and among other things he
asked me if I remembered that day. He said he
never enjoyed a sandwich so much in his life. Well,

this salad looks good. I want you to know my wife's

an adept at salad-dressing. Pass the crackers to

Eastman^ Elinor."

"It does look tempting," assented the guest. "Artfl

this is another one of my weaknesses. Truly, Mrs.
Young, you must be a veritable witch to strike so

surely upon my favorite articles of diet." His fork

deposited a generous portion of the salad on his tongue,

and he closed his lips over it in pleasant anticipation.

Ye gods! What a queer taste! He glanced at Jack,

who was just lifting a bite to his mouth.
"Oh, Elinor! Heavens, what a taste!" exclaimed

Jack.
"What's the matter?" said Elinor, startled.

"The salad!" said Jack, with a wry face. "Have
you tasted it, Eastman?"

"Why, I can't imagine—" Elinor's face was flushed,

and she felt ready to cry. "I made it in the usual

way. Does it taste bad?"
"Oh, awful! The eggs must have been bad."
"Never mind, Mrs. Young," said Mr. Eastman,

pitying the young hostess' confusion. "It is nothing
more terrible than rancid oil^ and you couldn't help

that. All housekeepers have those little contretemps,
no doubt. And I for one can manage to exist without
a salad to-day." He smiled reassuringly into her
troubled face.

"But it can't be the oil, Jack," said Elinor, return-

ing to the questioh, as she removed the obnoxious mix-
ture to make way for the dessert. "I used some of

that you brought yesterday."
"Yesterday?" said Jack, with a puzzled look. "Yes-

terday? I didn't bring any 'oil yesterday."

"Why, yes you did. Don't you remember I told

you in the morning to be sure to bring me a bottle of

salad-oil?"

"I do remember that injunction, dear, but I also

remember quite distinctly that I didn't get it, for I

thought of it as I came in the door, and said to myself,

'Now I'll catch it,' for I'm always forgetting something.
But you never said a word about it, so I escaped that

time."
Elinor was staring at him with a puzzled frown.

"Jack, you surely brought some oil, for there wasn't
a drop in the house, and I used some to make this

salad. It was in a round, fat bottle, and I found it

in the—"
"What!" exclaimed Jack, as a sudden light broke

on him. "A round bottle! Ha, ha! Oh, Elinor!
Well, if that isn't a good joke! Oh, Eastman, what
do you suppose is in that round bottle?"

"Nothing poisonous, I hope," ventured Eastman,
with a startled smile.

"Oh, Jack, don't be silly! What is it?" asked El-
inor, with a flushed face.

"Peanut-oil!" answered Jack, with another explo-
sion of laughter. "Peanut-oil for my bicycle-lamp! I

went into Grant's as I was coming home last night,

and he gave me that bottle to try. And to think you
should make a salad out of it!"

Elinor was forced to join in the laughter, though
with a rather rueful face.

"Don't look so sober, Elinor," said Jack, after they
had calmed down and were drinking their coffee. "I
know what you are thinking. You're afraid Eastman
won't carry away a very pleasant impression of his

dinner with us."

"On the contrary, Mrs. Young," asserted Eastman,
with hearty emphasis, "I may truthfully say that I have
never enjoyed myself so much in my life!"

A tremulous crystal, waved as water, poured out
upon the ground, is your own soul. You may defile

it, despise it, pollute it, at your pleasure, and at your
peril; for in the peace of those weak waves must all

the heaven you shall ever gain be first seen; and
through such purity as you can win for those dark
waves must all the light of the risen Sun of Righteous-
ness be bent down by faint refraction. Cleanse them
and calm them, then, as you love your life.—Ruskin.
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AHMIAI and fertilizer

GRAIN DRILL
The T«BK FORCE FEED DRFLL com-

bines lightness iv-ith strength. Most complete drill

made. Ko complex gearing to get out of order. Boxes
are close to ground. Fully
Easily

regulates
quantity
of seed
or fer-
tilizer,

and
sows
with
regu-
larity.

Weleht,
Only ?0O
Agents Wanted
Write for Catalogue,

THE HENCH&DROMGOLD
Mfrg., York, Pa.

EXPOSITION

FLYER
Via

"Bi^ Four"
From

Cincinnati
To

St. Louis
Write for Rates and Folders.

Warren J. Lynch W. P. Deppe
Gen'l Pass. & Tkt. Agt. Asst. Gen'l P. & T. A.

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Solid Silver
Thimble

»itbGold Band
A BIO VALUE

This is a more at-

tractive and prettier

thimble than any we
have ever offered

before. It is made
of solid sterling silver,

is carefully finished,

and is of good, heavy
weight. The em-

bossed bahd around the base is heav-
ily gold-plated, giving the thimble an
unusually rich appearance. It can be
furnished in any size; state which size

you want. The thimble is sent by
mail, charges prepaid by us. Order
as No. 683.

We will send the Farm and Fireside One
Year and this Thimble for only

75 Cents

FREE
This Solid Silver Thimble
given freeforonlyTHREE
yearly subscriptions to
the Farm and Fireside.

(To Clab-Raisers:—^Vhen the subscriber pays you this
special price you are entitled either to the regiUar cash
commissiou or to count the name in a club)

Address Farm and Fireside
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO

We Are Paying
Agents most liberally as a regular feature

of our large business. You will be sim-

ilarly treated, even though inexperienced,

and will be given the choice of three differ-

ent plans of working. JVe always prepay
transportation charges. Write for details

showing exactly how hundreds of gentle-

inen and ladies are making steady incomes

of $75 to $i6o a month, and say whether you

wish city or country territory. Address

THE CROWELL PUBLISHING CO.

Department of Agents, Springfield, Ohio

WE WANT BOYS
and girls in every city and town, who are bright
and energetic, and who want to make some
money. Write us at once. Circulation Dept.
WoiiAH'9 Home CoMPAiaos', Springfield, Ohio.

Prize Puzzles
We Want to be Neighborly, and so Invite All of Our Readers to Use Our Grindstone.

Will Sharpen Your Wits, Quicken the Intellect, Afford Healthful Recreation,
and Give Innocent Amusement and Entertainment

It

Residents of Springfield, Ohio, are not allowed to enter the contests.

THE TRADES PUZZLE

Here are Six Pictures, Each Representing the Name of a Trade. Can You Guess Them?

We Offer Eight Dollars Cash In Four Prizes, as follows: Two Dollars to the First Boy from Whom we Receive a Correct List; Two Dollars to the First

Girl from Whom we Receive a Correct List; Two Dollars to the First Man from Whom We Receive a Correct List, and Two Dollars to the First

Woman from Whom we Receive a Correct List. Contestants Must State their Ages, and Answers Must be Received Before August 15th.

ALSO A PRIZE FOR EACH STATE AND TERRITORY

As further rewards for our great family of readers, a copy of

"Career and Triumphs of Admiral Dewey," a complete biog-

raphy of the hero of Manila, will be given for the first correct

list of answers received from each state and territory. This

means a book for each of the forty-five states, one for each terri-

tory, one for the District of Columbia, also one for Canada.

The first correct list from each state wins a prize, giving an
equal opportunity to all our readers wherever located. In the
states where the cash prizes are awarded the prize book will be
given to the person sending the second correct list, so that no
person will receive two prizes. Answers must be addressed to

the "Puzzle Editor," Farm and Fireside, Springfield, Ohio.

ONE

FOUR

ANSWERS TO PUZZLES OF JULY 1st ISSUE

The Six Traits of Character

1—Courageous.
2—Melancholic.
3—Tactful

4—Kindness.
5—Vain
6—Forbearance

The cash prizes are awarded as follows:

Woman's prize, two dollars—S. Louise Hill, Man-
chester, N. H.

Girl's prize, two dollars—Clara Hopp.Rockford, 111.

Man's prize, two dollars—C. M. Adams, Daven-
port, Iowa.

Boy'sprize, two dollars—Wayman Hardaway, War-
renton, Ga.

To all others sending in correct answers to the

entire si.x picture puzzles, a copy of the latest and
best photograph of Mrs. Theodore Roosevelt was
s.warded. The prize-winners are:

Corrie Maddox, Jacksonville, Fla.

Mrs. Maud B. Little, Ocala, Fla.

Genevieve RafEerty, Pensacola, Fla.

Miss Russie Daniel, Jefferson, Ga.

TWO

FIVE

Mary H. 'Vanney, Macon.JGa.
Weyman T. Ward, Watkinsville, Ga.
Mrs. James E. Allen, Buford, Ga.
Mrs. J. H. Peterson, Shepherd, Ga.
Rosella Board, Hailey, Idaho.
Hazel Davis, Boise, Idaho.
Mrs. Susan E. Stevens, Boise, Idaho.
Mrs. Henry Ellis, Canton, 111.

Anna Anderson, Galva, 111.

Mrs. Kittie McMichael, Milan, 111.

Mrs. H. B. Mars, Rockford, 111.

C. M. Brink, Fort Wayne, Ind.

Mrs. Ella C. Utter, Middletown, Iowa.
Stella Miles, Riceville, Iowa.
Clarence Reed, Goodell, Iowa.
Earl Duenbostle, Floyd, Iowa.
Helen Gibbons, Croom, Md.
Sarah Harmon, Battle Creek, Mich.
Mrs. E. H. Parish, Carleton, Mich.
Roy A. Slick, Lambertsville, Mich.
Emily Rae, New Baltimore, Mich.
Mrs. N. D. Peters, Palo, Mich.
Armenia Thomas, Partello, Mich.
Clara Michener, Pigeon, Mich.

THREE

SIX

H. H. Spaf?ord,'Ovlatt, Mich.
Mrs. C. N. Black, Watervleit, Mich.
Pearl Chrispen, Hastings, Minn.
Mrs. Linda Castle, Marshall, Minn.
Mrs. Sarah M. Applebee, Firth, Neb.
Nancy Dick, Firth, Neb.

W. H. Dick, Firth, Neb.
Mrs. C. F. Vinson, Lincoln, Neb.
Laura Balis, Waverly, Neb.
Bessie C. Taylor, Mount Holly, N. J.

Mrs. J. Harris, Trenton, N. J.

Mary C. Braden, Bellefontaine. Ohio.
Mrs. Carrie Snyder, Durant, Ohio.
Sigel W. MuUeni.x, Hillsboro, Ohio.

Etta Simons, Spratt, Ohio.

Mabel Free, Washington C. H., Ohio.

Laura Jean Mitchell, Zanesville, Ohio.
George W. Lomax, Jr., Abbeville, S. C.

Mrs. W. J. Strawn, Greenville, S. C.

Chas. Wm. Nicely, Greenville, S. C.
Arthur Reynolds, Greenville, S. C.

Mrs. W. J. Lueders, Seattle, Wash.
W. J. Howard, Ballard, Wash.
Mrs. J. Dudman, Ballard, Wash.
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Wit and Humor

WE SHOULD SMILE

The thing that goes the farthest towar4
making life worth while,

That costs the least and does the most, is

just a pleasant smile

—

The smile that bubbles from the heart
that loves its fellow-men

ill drive away the cloud of gloom and
coax the sun again.

It's full of worth and goodness, too, with
manly kindness blent;

It's worth a million dollars, and it doesn't
cost a cent.

There is no room for sadness when we
see a cheery smile,

It always has the same good look—it's

never out of style;

It nerves us on to try again when failure

makes us blue

—

Such dimples of encouragement are good
for me and you.

So smile away; folks understand what by
a smile is meant

—

It's worth a million dollars, and it doesn't
cost a cent.

—La Junta (Col.) Republican.

GOOD REASON

"Why are you crying, little boy?" asked
the tourist in Texas.
"Boo-hoo!" sobbed the youngster,

"the cyclone blew down every house in

town but one."
"What one was that?"
"The school-house," answered the boy,

between his sghs.—^Philadelphia Record.

It doesn't pay to be haughty if you live

in an apartment-house."
"That's so. The man you snub to-day

may buy a cornet to-morrow."

THESE SNAKES PLAYED TUNES
"Yes, sir," said the^ old plainsman, as

he stood before a den of rattlers at the
Lincoln Park Zoo, "I don't 'low there's

a more interestin' reptile a-goin' than
this here same breed. There is those as
places the intellect o' the rattlesnake on
a low order, an' I don't know as they
have as good a workin' brain as a Gila
monster or a tarantular, but I do know
this: Their appreciation o' the art o'

music is profound an' stirrin'. They takes
to it like one o' these here Wagner fel-

lows does to a Theodore
Thomas concert. An' they
are smart to learn, lemme
tell you!
"Up in Routt County,

Colorado, where I come
from, there is most rattle-

snakes an' sagebrush an' a
few people huntin'. I re-

member a party o' hunters
passin' that-a-way last fall.

In the evenin's they set

about the camp singin', an'
there was some mandolins
along. Three or four times
the party was scairt out by
snakes that crept into camp
to hear the music, though
they should 'a' known bet-
ter'n to be, fer there's no
harm in a rattler when
there's music a-goin'.

"But that ain't the curious
part o' the tale which I'm

unfoldin'. I was along that place some
time after the campers broke up, an' was
attracted by a low musical sound from
behind the boulder. Knowin' something
o' tunes, I was s'prised to catch the

chorus o' one o' the coon songs that had
been popular with the campers. It was
the one they sing down to the Chicago
opera-house, 'Ain't that a Shame?' Pon-
derin' over it, I crept up
on top o' the boulder, an'

looked over at some flat

rocks on the other side. It

was a sight never to fergit.

A chorus o' ten rattlers

had their tails in the air,

an' was poundin' out the

song fer all they was
worth! I lay there fas-

cinated, an' by ginger,

before they got through
they done 'The Holy City'

atf 'Go 'Way Back and
.Sit Down' as well as I

ever heard 'em done. Kill

'em? 'Twould 'a' been a

crime to break up a mu-
sical family like that."

—

Chicago Inter Ocean.

SHE KNEW BETTER
"Here is a man," said

the defendant's counsel,

with a tremulous voice,

"here is a man handi-
capped at the very be-
ginning of his life. From
the time he lay a helpless

infant in the cradle to this

day, when he sits helpless

under the pressure of years

and affliction, he has la-

bored under the disadvan-
tage of the name of Abinadab Watts."
He was about to say more, when the

plaintiff rose from her seat, and shook
a work-worn forefinger in his direction.

"I expected I was goin' to hear strange

things in this court-room," she cried, with

shrill indignation, "but I didn't cal'late on
sech foolish talk as that! There never's

been a day in his life that Abinadab's
labored, nor thought o' laborin'. He's
the most shif'less, lazy

—

"

But here she resumed her seat, owing
to a sudden pressure from her relatives

in the rear, and the counsel, a little

flushed, went on in a somewhat different

strain.—Youth's Companion.

AN OIVIISSION

"Remember, boys," said the teacher,

"that in the bright lexicon of youth there

is no such word as 'fail.'
"

After a few moments a boy raised his

hand.
"Well, what is it, Socrates?" asked the

teacher.

"I was merely going to suggest," re-

plied the youngster, "that if such is the

case it would be advisable to write to

the publishers of that lexicon and call

their attention to the omission."— The
Wasp.

MORE REFLECTIONS FOR A REJECTED MS.

AND OTHERS
It's no use crying over spilt ink.

Too many books spoil the market.
A roving MS. gathers no dross.

Spare the fetyle and spoil the paper.
Put a minor poet on Pegasus—he'll

write like the devil!

Fine "puffs" do not make fine books.
Take care of the agreements—the pub-

lishers will take care of themselves.
It's an ill critique which blows no au-

thor any good.
(For the magazine editor)—Bread I

win—Tales you lose.

(For Sir Conan)—A blotched plot

—

never Doyle's!—Arthur Layard, in The
Author.

THE OLD SAYING

"These are good chickens," the dealer

declared.
"If that's true," replied the shrewd

housekeeper, "there's no truth in the old

saying."
"What old saying?'"

'The good
phia Press.

die young.' "—Philadel-

Mr. Firefly—"It's a shame one can't sit and glow peacefully without
the whole fire department coming to bother one."

The Dog—"By the way Mrs. Cow and the calf are cavorting this

morning I should judge they had something to be thankful for."

The Horse—"Yes; they just heard Mr. Rube tell his wife that

the prodigal son had decided never to come home."

SETTLING THE QUE!^ION

Booker T. Washington's fund of stofies

about his race,with which he illustrates the

points he makes in his addresses, seems
inexhaustible. A Southerner asked him
recently, when about to address a North-
ern audience, to prove to it that the
Northerners were responsible for the in-

troduction of slavery into the American
colonies. Mr. Washington said that was
a large contract, and told the following
story to illustrate his view:
"An old colored man had a pig, which

he sold one morning to a white man for

three dollars. The white man drove off

with his purchase, but on the road the
pig escaped, and found its way back to

Uncle Zeke's cabin. A little later an-
other white man came along, and Uncle
Zeke sold him the same pig for another
three dollars. On his way home with the
pig the second purchaser encountered the
first returning in search of the escaped
animal. After some wrangling they de-
cided to go back and refer the question
to the old darky.

^

" 'Uncle Zeke,' said No. i, 'didn't you
sell me this pig at nine o'clock this morn-
ing?'

" 'Sho I did, massa.'
" 'But, Uncle Zeke,' said No. 2, 'didn't

I pay you three dollars for this pig at

twelve o'clock?'
" 'Sho you did, massa.'
" 'Well, then, who does the pi^ belong

to?'
" 'Sakes alive,' said Uncle Zeke, 'can't

you white folks settle dat question 'tween
yo'selves?' "

A CHEERFUL VIEW

Two men who had been sitting to-
gether in the seat near the door of a rail-

way-car became engaged in an animated
controversy, and their loud voices at-

tracted the attention of all the other pas-
sengers. Suddenly one of them rose,
and said, "Ladies and gentlemen, I ap-
peal to you to decide a disputed point.
My friend here insists that not more than

three people out of every
five believe they have
souls. I take a more
cheerful view of humanity
than that. Will all of you
who believe you have souls
raise your right hands?"
Every hand went up.

"Thank you," he said,

with a 'smile. "Keep them
up just a minute. Now will

all of you who believe in a
hereafter raise your left

hands alsd?"
"Thank you," he said.

"Now, while all of you
have your hands raised,"
he continued, drawing a
pair of revolvers, and lev-

eling them, "my friend
here will relieve you of
whatever valuable articles

you may have." — Imple-
ment Trade JournaL
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RflEUMATISM
Cured by

Magic Foot Drafts
Don't delay. This is the
best time of the year to

get rid of rheumatic
poisons

Try the Drafts—FREE
Don't take medicine for rheumatism, but send your

name and address to the Magic Foot Draft Company,
850-A Oliver Building, Jackson, Mich., and they will

send you, on approval, without a cent in advance, a
pair of the wonderful Magic Foot Drafts. These
Drafts have been worn by hundreds of thousands of

people all over the world, relieving more pain last

year perhaps than all other remedies combined. It

is the only remedy ever sent successfully on ap-
proval, because it is the only remedy that actually
cures to stay cured a large proportion of cases.

The Drafts absorb through the great pores of the
feet the acid poisons of the blood as it passes through
the capillaries, curing rheumatism in every part of

the body at once by removing the cause. Soothing
medicinal agents are at the same time taken up into

the blood from the Drafts by these large pores, hast-

ening the comfort which the Drafts quickly bring.
If you are satisfied with the benefit received, the
Drafts cost only One Dollar. If not, they cost you
nothing. We make this offer because we know what
they will do. A valuable booklet on rheumatisrh
sent free with the Drafts. Write.

ALLEN'S FOOT-EASE
Shake IntoYour Shoes
Allen's Foot=EaBe, a pow-
der for the feet. It cures
painful, swollen, smarting,
nervous feet, and instantly
takes the sting out of corns
and bunions. It's the
greatest comfort dis-

' covery of jthe age.
Makes tight-fitting or nevr
shoes feel easy. It is a cer-
tain cure for ingrowing naila,
sweating, callous and hot.
tired, aching feet. We have

"So Easv to Use." o^er 30, 000 testimonials.
' TRY 1± TO-DAY. Sold

by all Druggists and Shoe Stores, 25o. Do not ac-
cent an imitation. Sent by mail for 25c. in stamps.

CfOCC TKiAi- packacTeri%EE sent by mail.

MOTHER GRAY'S SWEET POWDERS,
the best medicine for Feverish, Sickly Children. Sold i

by Druggists everywhere. Trial Package FREE.
Address, ALLEN S.Oi.MSTED, Le Roy,N.Y.

IMention this paper. ]

PRICES REDUCED ^^^1?
$4.00 Vapor Bath Cabinet S2.35 each

i

$5.00 Quaker " " 3.50 each
$10.00 " " ' 6.10 each

'.$1.00 Face & HeadSteam. Attch. «5c
Qnality best. Gq/ranteed. $2. Book
"

I Free witn all "Quakers."
Write for our *ew Cata-
logue, special 60-Day offer.

Don't miss it. Tour last
chance. Ne\r plan, new

I
prices to agents, salea-

I men, mafiasers. Wonder-
ful eellers. HUBtlera getting rich. Plenty territory.

World JUTe Ca.f 617 World Bids., Otnclimatl, O.

GRAY HAIR RESTORED
"WAINTJTTA" HAIR STAIN
is prepared from the juice of the Philip-
pine Islands walnut, and restores Gray,
Streaked, Faded or Bleached Hair, Eye-

, brows. Beard or Moustache to its original
' color, inslanlaneously. Gives any snade
from Light Brown to Black. Does not
wash off or rub off. Contains no poisons,

and is not sticky or greasy. "Walnutla*"
Hair Slain will give more satisfactory results in one minute
than all the hair restorers and hair dyes will in a lifetime.

Price 60 cents a bottle, postpaid. To convince you of its

merits we will send a sample bottle postpaid for SOc.
PACIFIC TRADING CO., Dist. Office 23, SI. Louis, Mo,

PHOTO BROOCHES lOc.
Send us any photograph you want

copied and we will return it an-
ha^rmed with an exact copy on one of
ithese pretty rimlesa brooch-mountinga
for only lOcts. AH our Photo-Min-
fiaturesare exact and perfect re-
productions. We send this 2Sc»
sample for only lO cts. to intro-

duce our goods and send you Free our
large ill. price-list of photo-miniatures,

jewelry, novelties. Agents wanted.
CORONA MFG. CO., Box IgTSyBoston, Mass.

FAT
How to reduce it

Mr. Hugo Horn, 344 E. 6&th St.

New York City, writea: "It
- reduced my weight 40 lbs. 3

yearBago.&I hBvenotgftioedan ounceslace." Purely vegetable&
harmleaa as water.' Anyone can make it at home at little expense.

Noatarriug. Noaioltneaa. We wUlmaiU box of It and fullpartio-

ulars in a plain aealad package for 4 ceata for postage, eto.

Hall Chemical Co. Dept. B St. Louia. Mo.

Hay Fever and Asthma
cured to stay cured. Never return. A radical departure. Cause eliminated.

GonstitutioQ changed. Nervea reconstructed. Splendid health. Over 62,000

amn f patients. Good reTerences. ("Reliefs," or change of climate,

r I» t t cannot cure.) Write for BOOK 58F FREE containing reports

of many interesting cases. Address DR. HAYES, BUFFALO, N. T.

WANTED Every lady to send five names
and addresses of lady friends

and receive a California souvenir free of charge.

Merit Beautifier Company, Los An^^eles, Cal.

cpppTApT PC at wholesale. Sendoir cv^ 1 AV^i^co for catalog. Agents
wanted. Coulter Optical Co., Chicago, III.

A JJf^V'D Positively Cured without knife or pain—non-
\y Jl/A poisonous home treatment; greatest remedy on

earth. Particulars free. The Dr. Beck Canosr Core, Englewood. 0.

TAPE-WORM !;

(PEILED AllVE. Heal piann.
tewl; FREE booklet. Bjron Fl.M

Co., Dept. C.B., 182 State St.,Cllloaga

BED-WETTINe
CURED. Sample FREE.
Dr. F. E. Hay, Bloomin^n, 111.

l'4;fi?y1?.^Sl'' Thompson's Eye Water

4
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$23,070,500.00 for St. Louis World's Fair
WILL MAKE IT TOWER A GIANT ABOVE ALL OTHER WORLD'S FAIRS. ESTIMATED

TOTAL COST OF THE CHICAGO WORLD'S FAIR STRUCTURES, $7,295,000.

The St. Louis World's Fair

WILL FAR SURPASS
and Exceed in Every Way the Great

CHICAGO WORLD'S FAIR

At night it is intended that this whole territory of

the Cascades should be treated simultaneously with
light-effects. The intention was not to simply trim
structures and objects with lights, but that the entire
territory should be built up, as it were, of light itself.

In the same manner the entire territory of the Cas-
cades will partake of the color of light as applied by
rendering the buildings as if they were composed en-
tirely of light itself, and not simply the effect of light.

models correct in every detail of the ships they repre-
sent, will go through every known naval manceuver.
The miniature warships are to be about twenty feet
in length. Each will have its own electric outfit for
propulsion, steering, firing, signaling and lighting,
and will be governed by a man seated in the interior,
who, although invisible to an audience, can himself
see everything going on about him as perfectly as
the commander on the bridge of a real man-of-war.

Nothing Like Its Display of Wealth,
Architecture, Grandeur and Great-

ness Has Ever Been At-
tempted Before.

The Human Mind is Not Capable of

^Conceiving the Vastness of this

Display—No Word-Pictures
Can Portray It.

More Than Five Hundred and Fifty Cars Were
Required to Transport the Necessary Appa-

ratus for the Installation of the Electrical

Machinery and Its Accessories.

APPROPRIATIONS FOR THE WORLD'S FAIR

ST.
Louis and Missouri.—City of St.

Louis, $5,000,000; citizens of St. Louis,

$5,000,000; state of Missouri, $1,000,000.
Total, $11,000,000.

United States Government, $6,953,000.
Thirty-seven States and Territories

have made appropriations, through their
legislative bodies, as follows: Ark., $80,000;
Ariz., $30,000; Cal., $130,000; Col., $100,000;
Conn., $100,000; 111., $250,000; Idaho, $25,000;
Iowa, $125,000; Ind., $150,000; Kan., $175,000;
Mass., $100,000; Md., $25,000; Minn., $100,000;
Miss., $50,000; Mo., $1,000,000; Neb., $35,000;
N. M.. $30,000; N. J., $100,000; N. Y., $100.-

000; Nev., $20,000; N. C, $10,000; Ohio,
$75,000; N. D., $50,000; Okla., $60,000; Oreg.,

$50,000; Pa., $300,000; Porto Rico, $20,000; R.
I., $35,000; S. C, $5,500; S. D., $40,000; Tenn.,

$40,000; Va., $50,000; Utah, $50,000; Wash.,
$75,000; W. Va., $50,000; Wis., preliminary,

$25,000; Wyo., $25,000. Total, $3,605,500.
Additional Funds for St.^te Exhibits

have been made by popular subscription to

the amount of $990,000.
Total Appropriations by states and territories

by legislature and popular subscription, up to date,

$6,107,500. Grand total, $23,070,500.

ELECTRICITY PALACE, 525 BY 730 FEET, WITH COURT IN CENTER—COST $399,940

ELECTRICITY AT THE WORLD'S FAIR

Incandescent electric-lamps are used, for the most
part, for the outside illumination at the Louisiana
Purchase Exposition at St. Louis.

The main picture of the Exposition covers a ter-

ritory of six hundred acres, and is arranged in a set-

ting shaped not unlike a lady's fan. Three courts

radiate from a common center. This common center is

occupied by a territory known as the Cascades, made
up of architectural, sculptural and hydraulic features

extending in a curve over a distance of about three

thousand feet. Three architectural features, very
ornate in design, are placed along this curve, and are

connected by a colonnade at the crest of the Terrace
of States. The central place of this architectural set-

ting is occupied by Festival Hall, two hundred feet

high, while the smaller structures on either side, each

one hundred feet high, are known as restaurants. In

front of each of these buildings is to be placed a motif

from which a cascade of water issues, tumbling over a

series of falls, and finally reaching the Lagoon.
The daylight effect here relies on the combination

of water-effects with architectural or sculptural settings.

One effect is to make the entire territory the color

of an amethyst crystal, while at the same time the

Cascades will appear as illuminated by vari-colored

lights for projector-lamps. At another time, when
the entire hillside is an emerald color, the water will

take on a phosphorescent hue. Again, when the en-

tire Cascade territory appears^ incandescent, the waters

of the Cascade will appear as sheets of molten silver.

The lights are ever changing, not as though some
operator was simply turning a crank to produce recur-

ring results in automaton fashion, but certain effects,

prearranged, will be arranged for each evening, or

portion of an evening, and the effects dissolved from
one effect into another, according to program.

The Exposition has a power plant of a capacity of

ten thousand six hundred horse-power, and in addi-

tion has rented ten thousand horse-power.

NAVAL BATTLES IN MINIATURE

A subject uppermost in the mind of every large-

nation to-day is its navy. The management of the

Louisiana Purchase Exposition recognizes this, and
one of the most interesting, and at the same time most
instructive, features will be the United States Naval
Exhibit.

On a considerable sheet of water our navy will be

shown in peace and at war. A fleet of thirty vessels,

Every type of ship in our navy will be represented.
The large battleships, such as the "Indiana," "Mass-
achusetts," "Oregon," etc.: the cruisers "New York."
"Brooklyn," etc.; the torpedo-boats, the torpedo-boat
destroyers and even the submarine boats.

An exhibition of the German navy, based on a sim-
ilar genera! plan, was successfully given in Germany
last year.

The display in St. Louis will be intensely interest-

ing, inasmuch as it is proposed to reproduce in actual
detail the Battles of Manila and Santiago. Mountains
and hills, harbors and forts in the distance, will form
a realistic background, and the effect will be that of

viewing a real naval engagement from a great height.

Let us see, in imagination, what one of the St. Louis
performances looks like.

The first part of the program shows the navy at

drill and manoeuvers. The commands are given from
the flag-ship by signal-flags displayed at her masthead.
The ships show answering signals, and obey the orders
as given. A faithful representation of target-practice
with the large guns follows. By an ingenious device
the floating target, over a hundred feet away, shows
where tne shell is supposed to have struck by a puff

of smoke after every discharge of the guns. Small
torpedoes splash from the bows of the torpedo-boats
and throw columns of water thirty feet in height up

into the air near the target. The submarine
boat dives, and after a disappearance of a
few minutes makes known its whereabouts by
a tremendous waterspout produced by the
torpedo that it has launched unseen.

Instructive as the performance has been
so far, it is much surpassed in interest by the
second part, the battles.

The eye of the spectator has had time to

adjust itself to the size of the ships and
scenery, and the surroundings seem real. The
fleet slowly steaming in again, with smoke
pouring from every funnel, establishes a

blockade of the coast. A sailing vessel try-

ing to break the Tjlockade under cover of the

land forts' guns is sunk. Then comes an
attack by the fleet on the forts. One after

another the enemy's land-batteries are si-

lenced. The last and most exciting part of

the program now follows—the attempted es-

cape of the enemy's fleet from the harbor and
its destruction after a fierce running fight.

VARIED INDUSTRIES PALACE, 5J5 BY 1,200 FEET, WITH CENTRAL COURT—COST $604,000. CORNER ELECTRICITY BUILDING

ST. LOUIS UNANIMOUS CHOICE

The city of St. Louis was uilanimously
chosen as the place for holdine the World's
Fair by a convention of delegates appointed
by the Governors of the States and Terri-

tories within the original Louisana Purchase.
St. Louis is the fourth city in the United
States in point of population. It is noted
for its beautiful residence districts. It leads

the world in many lines of industry.
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"COUSIN MATILDY"

BY UNCLE THEODORE

ONESOME? Down-hearted? Wall,
wall! That 'minds me what Cousip
Matildy iister say, T tell you,
Theodore, lonesome young folks

be the lonesomest bein's on airth when
they've nothing else ter work at.' "She
explained it this way:

" 'Young minds, bein' nimble-like, keep
goin' 'round an' 'round an' 'round in the
lonesome groove, till somebody's jest got
ter yank 'em out o' the rut, chirk 'em up,

an' give 'em "apples o' gold in pictur's o'

silver" ter think on.'
• "Ever know Cousin Matildy, John? No?
"She was giner'ly reckoned an ole

woman, bein' 'bove ninety year, but land!
there wa'n't a bigger favOrite 'mong the
young folks than she uster be. They jest

adored her, ef she was wrinkled an'

trernbly.

"Fft)m the days when bein' nigh six-

teen- 4he taught skule in Deacon Skim-
py's deestrick, clar up ter the time when
she couldn't go without crutches, bein' so
crippled with rheumatiz, an' her husband
an' childern, 'cept her youngest darter, all

in the meetin'-house buryin'-ground, she
had more young friends than anybody.

"All the gals uster tell her their love-
troubles, an' ef anybody had a sick young-
ster, or couldn't make a new dress out
o' an old one, or build a spring bunnet
out o' the remains o' last year's finery,

or ef there was a bride-cake wanted fer a
weddin'. Cousin Matildy could alius show
folks jest what ter do; an' land alive!

how she would hearten up the most dis-

tressfulest bein' with her warmin' smile
an' her soft words.
"She never hurt nobody; let do what

they would, or whatever scrape they was
in, she'd somehow ruther light 'em out.

"I jest want ter tell ye, Cousin Matildy
never grumbled at nothing. She never
went whinin' 'round 'cause the wind was
east or 'cause 'twa'n't, or 'cause she was
lonesome or times was hard.
"Ef anybody had 'a' seen trouble, she

had, o' the rale sort, too, an' she needn't
ter go borrerin' any or 'maginin' she was
afflicted an' mis'able.

"She alius had jest the winsomest way
with her, an' I tell ye, John, she could
be a companion fer anybody, from the
Queen o' England ter the leetlest picca-
ninny. More'n that, nothing mean nor
sneakin' dast show itself nigh her!
"Many a young feller's braced up, an'

left off swear-words, an' quit usin' ter-

backer, an' made hisself a straight gintle-
man, onct he knew Cousin Matildy. She
never preached at him, nuther; jest

treated him like he was bound ter be
what we know'd he could be—a gin-
ooine, hon'able, clean-livin' man.
"But fer all that. Cousin Matildy saw

a lot o' things in folks that nobody else

know'd was there. I tell ye, she could
make a gal quit unworthy companions,
or a young feller seek better society, an'
they'd never mistrust 'twas her doin's,

nuther; they jest thought they was havin'
their own way 'bout things, an' every
time their way was her'n, too.

"I tell ye, John, it seems as ef Cousin
Matildy had a way o' makin' low-down
things look meaner'n anybody you ever
seen, an' she'd make good things look
the beautifulest, the desirablest, the perti-
est o' all.

"Her eyes jest seen straight thro' a
lie, an' nobody would deceive her, 'cause
they know'd they'd git kotched right sud-
den, leastways have something they was
'shamed of when she found out.

"You 'member Emmeline Horner, an'

the time when she tuk ter runnin' out
nights with some low-down companions?
"Emmeline's mother was worried ter

death, an' told Cousin Matildy all 'bout

it. Fust we know'd, Cousin Matildy
made a party, an' axed the nicest young
folks in town, an' the preachers an'

teachers, an' had a orkistry an' a lot o'

singers. What a evenin' that was! Every-
thing was so lively, nothing stuck up a

bit; jest a rale jolly time, an' lots o' good
things ter eat, an' everybody sayin' nice

things ter Emmeline, an' askin' her ter

elocute fer 'em. An' ef you b'lieve me,
from that very same night Emmeline let

that down-draggin' set alone.

"Her ma told Cousin Matildy that that

night was the turnin'-p'int, an' Emmeline
seen the difference twixt 'up an' down' fer

the fust time in her life.

"Then, don't you rickollect that Sidney
Long who onct was goin' down-grade so
fast? Wall, Cousin Matildy found out he
was orful fond o' music an' a jolly crowd,
an' she coaxed Suzanna Swift an' Polly
Arthur an' Billy Lesher ter start a young
folks' band, an' had 'em meet ter her
house three nights a week till they got
a-goin'. Suzanne played fust fiddle, Mar-
gery Ames played the piany, an' Billy

tuned the banjo, an' Sidney the mandolin,
an' I disremember all the rest on 'em;
but bimeby, when it came long winter
evenin's, onct a week they met ter each
other's houses, an' had music an' games,
an' onct a month perlite refreshments.

I
"The next year, when Cousin Matildy

had a fifty-year birthday, them same
young folks got a s'prise on her, an' give,

her the comfertablest rocker you ever
seen, an' Sidney Long made the presen-
shun speech.

"I tell ye, John, it do beat all what
good companions can do fer folks while
they's growin' ter machurity.
"An' more, I hain't telled ye all, nuther,

how Sidney Long an' Margery Ames got
married further on, an' moved to Ne-
brasky; an' years after, when they had
growed-up boys an' gals o' their own,
an' Cousin Matildy went asleep one night
an' nobody could wake her up, Sidney
Long wrote the sympathizinest letter ter

her darter, tellin' all that Cousin Matildy
had done fer him a-startin' him in the
good way.
"Somehow, John, when I get ter think-

in! o' that woman, a mist hangs front o'

my sight, an' my ole heart gits thumpy an'

warm, an' I wished there was more gals
growed up ter be like Cousin Matildy."

WHAT THE PLODDERS ACCOIHPLISH

If we were to examine a list of the men
who have left their mark on the world we
should find that as a rule it is not com-
posed of those who were brilliant in
youth, or who gave great promise at the
outset of their careers, but rather of the
plodding young men who, if they have
not dazzled by their brilliancy, have had
the power of a day's work in them; who
could stay by a task iintil it was done,
and well done; who have had grit, persis-
tence, common sense and honesty.

It is the steady exercise of these ordi:
nary, homely virtues, united with average
ability, rather than a deceptive display of
more showy qualities in youth, that en-
ables a man to achieve greatly and hon-
orably. So if we were to attempt to
make a forecast of the successful men of
the future, we should not look for them
among the ranks of the "smart" boys,
those who think they "know it all" and
are anxious to win by a short route.

—

The Religious Telescope.

$5* Value for 60 cts.

A Garment-Cutting- System

That Anybody Can Use

MANY THOUSANDS HAVE BEEN SOLD
for $5.00 each, but you can get it FREE

It is equal to any fe.oo system sold anywhere,

and this same system has retailed the country

over for $5.00. Order to-day, and get it FREE.

THE NEW LONDON GARMENT-CUTTING SYSTEM
usually sold at $5.00, is the most successful and most simple garment-cutting device-

ever invented. Inill directions are printed on each Chart, and after a few pat-

terns have been drafted on it the user will be able to do as good work as most

women after a long apprenticeship under a competent dressmaker.
It produces as accurate results^ as the complicated systems for which large

sums are charged. It enables the mother who has a family of little ones to provide

clothing—or to do so at a minimum expense—and to save for other departments of

the household money which now goes to dressmakers.

It teaches you to inake your own garments
It enables you to save the cost of your sewing

It cultivates your taste for style, gracefulness and fine work
It renders it possible to have two dresses in stead of one

It is that whicli makes you independent and self°reiiant

ITS ADVANTAGES
It is so simple that any one can use it.

It is self-instructing. Full directions for drafting and cutting garments are

printed on the Chart.

It does away with the expense of dressmakers.

You get the correct size of darts, length in front, back and underarm, and shape
of shoulder, and the garment requires prac"tically no fitting.

It effects a great saving in cloth, labor and time.

It is indispensable in a family where economy is an object.

We will send this valuable Garnient=Cutting >^ /v
System, and the Farm and Fireside one ^|| f^TC
year, to any address, post-paid, for only \j Id*

NOTE—If your own subscription is paid in advance now, and you accept this
offer, it will simply date your paper ahead for another year. Write to-day.

pDpp We will send this Garment-Cutting System absolutely free and
'V*-<*-» post-paid for a club of THREE yearly subscriptions to FARM

AND Fireside at the clubbing price of 35 cents each.

Address FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio
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Farm Selections

BACTERIA

BACTERIA, or germs, are usually spo-

ken of as antagonistic to the wel-

fare of mankind. This is a popular
error. If some species or variety

of a certain group of organisms is inju-

rious, it does not follow that the whole
group is injurious. Solanaceae, an order

of the vegetable kingdom, includes the

deadly nightshade, jimson and other

poisonous plants, as well as the potato

and tomato, which are used extensively

as food-products. But man is apparently

more impressed by his antagonist, and
since various disease-producing bacteria

have been frequently spoken of in various

periodicals, the hasty conclusion has been
that all bacteria are injurious. However,
our fathers and our forefathers should
not be unduly criticized for their igno-

rance of bacteria, for twenty-five years

ago bacteria scarcely received a mention
in any of the institutions of learning.

Only the advanced medical colleges pro-

vided for instruction on disease-germs
twenty years ago. A decade ago very
few agricultural colleges provided for

bacteriological instruction, because it was
thought that only physicians required a

knowledge of bacteria; but now practi-

cally all institutions of learning have well-

equipped laboratories for the thorough
investigation of these friends and foes of

man; for from the recent investigations it

is known that upon a knowledge of their

functions depends the future progress of

dairying, agriculture, preservation of

foods, and many other ind^istries.

What Bacteria Are.—Bacteria are

plants. Although they were formerly
classed as animals, it is now universally

conceded that they are plants. They are

single-celled and of simple structure, be-

ing composed almost entirely of proto-

plasm; they dififer from higher plants in

that they contain no chlorophyl (green
coloring-matter). They resemble more
closely the yeasts and molds. There are

many different varieties of bacteria; about
twelve hundred different kinds have been
isolated and studied, and new varieties

are being found every day.
Size.—Bacteria are very small, being

invisible to the naked eye. It would take
about ten thousand average-sized bacteria

placed end to end to make an inch in

length, or about one and one half mill-

ions in a cube to make a mass large

enough to be seen with the unaided eye.

REPRODUCTiojsr.—It is to their rapid

reproduction that bacteria owe their won-
derful influence in Nature. They repro-

duce by simple division of the parent
cell. The rate of multiplication depends
on the food-supply, environment and
species. Some of them under favorable
conditions divide, thus doubling their

number, in twenty minutes: others in

three or four hours. Another method
of reproducing or propagating is by
spores. Spores may be likened to seeds
of higher plants, although they are not
identical. The spore is very resistant to

external injurious influences. Disinfec-

tants of sufficient strength to destroy bac-
teria are usually not destructive to spores.

Where Found.—Bacteria are omni-
present They are in the air we breathe;
in the crust of the earth; on trees, grass,

hay, flowers, fruit, vegetables; in the water
we drink; in our food—in fact, they are
everywhere, except in the interior of the
earth and the upper laj'ers of the atmos-
phere.—From Bulletin No. 117 of the
Kansas Experiment Station.

A Free Trip to the Seashore!
ANY BOY CAN GO

ARCHIE EADIE sells The Saturday Evening Post in a small town in
. New Jersey. One morning last summer he eagerly watched a crowd of people

boarding an excursion train for the big camp-meetings at Ocean Grove and wished
that he was going with them. He had a little more than enough money for car-fare,

but nothing for board and spending money. Then an idea came to him. He wrote
to the publishers of The Post to add 100 copies to his order for that week and to
send them to him at Ocean Grove. Two days later he was among those who
boarded the excursion train.

When he got to Ocean Grove he found his copies waiting for him and started at
once for the beach with a bundle of them. The knowledge that unless he sold the
copies he would not have money to pay for his board gave extra vigor to his work.
Up and down the boardwalk, into the pavilions, on the hotel porches and along the
streets he went, offering tlie magazine. Wherever there was a crow d there was
Archie. Late in the afternoon he went to the boarding-house and engaged board
for a week, tired but happy, for he had almost enough to pay the bill.

Before the end of the week he received a check for fs.oo, one of the cash prizes
offered monthly to The Post boys. He wrote for 50 extra copies for the next week.
These he readily disposed of and decided he would stay a few days longer. At tlie

end of that time he returned home, sunburned and happy, with enough money left

to order his next week's supply for " home consumption." Archie is 12 years old.
He writes: "That way of going to camp-meeting suits me all right."

Any boy can sell THE SJiTURDJiY EVEMING POST after school
hours and on Saturdays. Mo money required. We send ten copies free

the first week. These supply the capital for the next week. Write to-day
for the free copies and booklet showing photos of successful boys and
describing their methods.

Don't be afraid to try it.

$250 in Extra CasH Prizes Next MontK
To Boys WHo do Good WorlE

Address, BOY DEPARTMENT, THE CURTIS PUBLISHING COMPANY
536 Arch Street, Philadelphia

If 6000 boys are maKin^ money
tHis way, YOU can do the same.

Plain

Drills.^DISK DRILLS

Have been successful for half

a century. They are built

on the right principle, and
do honestwork anywhere, un-
der all conditions. Hoosier
Drills are strong, durable,
handsomely fin i s h e d

,
light

draft, have no neck weight,
and have too many excellent

features to tell them all here. Our
FREE catalogs will tell you all

about them. Write to-day.

HOOSIER DIVISION
American Seeding Mactiine Co.

27 Gillette Avenue SPRINGFIELD. OHIO

"E:LI" Against the Field.
It leads in power, in speed, in safety, in convenience and ease

of operatiou and makes compactest and shapeliest bales.

HAY BALER WITH A RECORD^
the pride of shippers. Steel or Wood, Horse or Steam Power.
Succi automatic features as self-feeding, block placing, hay
condensing, bell ringing, etc. 38 styles and sizes. Get free Eli catalog

COLLINS PLOW COMPANY, 116 Hampshire St., Quincy, Ills.

BOYS
A GOOD WATCH FOR A LITTLE

OF YOUR TIME. See Page 7
WE WILL MAKE YOU A PRESENT OF A CHAIN

Send us your name and address on
a postal, and say you want a watch.

Address FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio

ENTIRELY
NEW

The Twentieth Century Peerless Atlas
and Pictorial Gazetteer of All I.ands is up-
to-date. Two Invaluable reference works tn one
and sells at one fourth usual Atlas prices. Gives
Every Census from 1790 to 1900, also 1901 Crop
and other statistics. Fine Map of Panama Canal.

Agents Wanted
The Peerless Atlas Is ^aranteed the finest seller

on the market, enabling agents to double the best
profits they ever made. Your success Is certaiD.

Contains 170 mammoth pages, size H by 11 inches.

340 Colored Maps and Magnificent niustrations.

For extra liberal terms and tell-tale pamphlet .

"Story 0/ the Workers," address v . . '

THE CROWELL PUBLISHING CO.
Department of Aeents, Sprinefield, Ohio

STEEL ROOFING
FREIGHT CHARGES PAID BY US

Strictly new, perfect. Semi - Hardened
Steel Sheets, 2 feet wide, 6 feet long. The
bestRooflog, Sldlog or CelUag you un use.

No experience necessary to lay it. An
ordinary hammer or hatchet the only
tools you need. We furnish nails free
and paint roofing two sides. Comes
either flat, corrugated or "V" crimped.
DeliTered free of all charges to all points
in the U. S. east of the Mississippi Klver
and North of the Ohio River

At $2.25 PER SQUARE
Prices to other points on applieaUoo. A square means 100
square feet. Write for free Catalogue ho. 34.

CHICAGO HOUSE WBECKIN6 CO.. W. 35th and Iron Sit., Chicago

Reasons Why thi SOUTHWEST
(OKLAHOMA, INDIAN T£RB[TOBY and TEXAS)

I* uj sttractiTfl Mecca for tb« Hom»ecker tad Inveatar.

CHEAPER LANDS.
UNEQUALED PROSPERITY.

6o and See tfa. Coootrr for Yoarscl^

Low Rale Excursions on
the first and third Tues-

'

days of each month.
Write for DccriptiTe Litentijr« to

"KATY," • St. Louis. Mo.

BOYS
This Repeating Air=Rifle

SHOOTS 300 TIMES WITH ONE LOADING
A TRUE SHOOTER THE IDEAL GUN FOR BOYS FREE

Boys have use for it every minute—hunting in the woods, shooting at targets,

drilling as soldiers, and hundreds of uses that only boys know about.
Harmless, strong, durable, shoots accurately, and cultivates trueness of sight and

evenness of nerve.

It is extremely simple in construction. Any child can operate it and become an
expert marksman with little practice.

It gives the boy healthful pleasure, and lots of it for the money.
This rifle uses no powder—^just air. There is no smoke, no noise.

Air is plentiful, and shot costs but lo cents for i,ooo, while darts can be shot over

and over again.

Harmless, and lasting for years—no wonder every boy should want an air-rifle.

Expert workmanship and accurate machinery enable the manufacturers to produce

an air-rifle of which all parts are interchangeable.

These air-rifles are provided with pistol-grip, true sights,

and so strongly made that it is almost impossible for

them to get out of order.How to Get This Repeating Air=Rifle FREE
Send us your name and address on a postal-card to-day, and tell us you want to get the air-

rifle. We will send by return mail a receipt-book containing eight coupons, each one of which is good
for a six-months' subscription to one of the best farm and home papers published in America. We
will also send a sample copy of the paper, so you can judge of its merit for yourself. You sell these coupons to
your friends and neighbors at 20 cents each. They will gladly take advantage of a chance to get a good paper
six months for 20 cents. When the coupons are sold, you send the $1.60 to us, and we will forward the rifle. If you don't
want a rifle, perhaps you know of some boy or girl who would like to earn a rifle. If so, send us their name and address, and we
will send a receipt-book by return mail. Hundreds have earned rifles by our plan, and you can do it in one day's time. Write to-day.

Address FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio
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Decorating Farm-Home Grounds
By GEORGE R. KNAPP

WHILE there has been a wonderful improvement
of late years in the appearance of the grounds
around farm homes, there are still too many
places devoid of adornment. Admitting all

that might be said in excuse for this lack of improve-
ment, such as expense, labor, and mainly lack of time,

there still seems no good reason why so many farm
homes should be without exterior adornment when the

cost for it in time or money is so trifiing.

I do not advocate setting out large and expensive
trees or rare shrubs unless one is able toj have these

luxuries, and can give the time necessary to grow them
ih perfection; but why, when the more common shrubs

may be bought for from twenty-five to fifty cents each,

and vines at the same cost^ should any one begrudge
this small expense and the labor of setting out and
caring for the shrubs and plants involved?
A few years ago a friend bought a small farm at

the usual price for such property in the section where
It was located. The buildings were in fair condition,

bat there were no fences between the' farm proper and
the dooryard, nor between the farm and the roadside.

As a result, stray cattle pastured in front of the veranda,

and the fowls helped to make the place look more like

a barn-yard than a dooryard.
My friend soon changed this state of affairs, and in

three years had a good lawn, not a portion of the

meadow as before, a California-privet hedge between
the yard and the road, a wire-netting fence between the

lawn and the farm /proper, and shrubs were placed

properly on the lawn, generally in masses. Vines
climbed over the porch, and altogether the place took
on a "homey" air refreshing to see. The farm was
kept up about as the former owner had done, the main
expense being placed on the grounds immediately sur-

rounding the house. Roughly figured, the money cost

was probably in the neighborhood of twenty dollars,

say an expense of fifty dollars including labor. Here
is the sequel: Last spring this place was sold for

nearly six hundred dollars more than my friend pa.id

for it three years ago. As circumstances made it desir-

able that it be sold as soon as possible, it is plain, to

my mind at least, that the attractiveness of the home

YUCCA FILAMENTOSA

grounds brought not only the increased price, but
the quick buyer. It does not follow, of course, that

this result can be brought about in all cases, and the
incident is mentioned merely to show the ef¥ect of

such improvements on the minds of buyers when a

place is put on the market. Most buyers are looking
for a home, and they not only appreciate such im-
provements as I have mentioned, but are quite will-

ing to pay a fair price for them, and in many cases
more than their original cost.

It is by no means necessary or desirable to crowd
the lawn with trees and shrubbery; indeed, one of

the first principles of correct landscape-gardening is

to reserve a wide expanse of lawn, placing the shrub-
bery mainly in masses in corners. This being the
case, the expense for lawn-adornment is very small.

If vines are used—and by all means they should be

—

the expense is increased but slightly, for enough good
honeysuckle-vines, for example, may be bought for a

dollar to furnish after a very few years all the blossoms
and screen desired for a porch of considerable length.

The illustration shows a specimen of Honeysuckle
Monthly Fragrant four years from planting. This is

one of the best vines for the veranda, because it is

entirely hardy, has no insect enemies, is nearly ever-
green, and blooms at intervals nearly all summer.
It grows rapidly, and if trained over a wire trellis

rather than twine its tendrils may be sent in any
desired direction, and thus a single vine made to

cover a large space. Fairly rich soil, good mulching
with manure in the late fall, and a good supply of

water, are all that is required to enable this variety to

give one full satisfaction. I am not familiar with any
climbing vine which will give greater satisfaction, all

things considered. Others are more profuse bloomers,
perhaps, and many grow more densely, but for a clean,

dainty, yet strong and healthy vine for any purpose
where a vine may be used I hold it without an equal.

Send a dollar to some nurseryman who advertises in

this paper, and ask him to send its '^alue in Honey-
suckle Monthly Fragrant vines for planting in October.

Among the attractive shrubs at a low cost suited to

farm grounds are the varieties of syringa more com-
monly known as> lilac. While these flower mainly

' in May, they are so attractive during their season
of bloom, so clean in foliage, so free from insect

enemies, and withal so hardy, that they deserve a

place on every farm-home grounds. Some of the
varieties of later introduction are especially desirable,

and to one familiar only with the old-fashioned
purple sort will seem like a new class. If asked to

select three of the best of these new sorts, I should
choose Josika because of its fine dark green foliage

and beautiful purple flowers, and also for the reason
that it blooms after nearly all other sorts have done.
Princess Alexandra, with its large panicles of pure
white flowers, is another of my favorites. Then I

have an especiali fondness for the variety Villosa,

which has large branching panicles of flowers which
arc purple when in bud, changing to white when
open, and which are very fragrant.

For other spring-blooming shrubs I would advise
forsythia, with its golden blossoms; Spinea Van
Houtte, very hardy, and bearing masses of large
Avhite blossoms, and the dwarf double-flowered red
almond, which bears its blossoms in May, before the

foliage of the plant appears. For flowers in June
the varieties of wiegela and of syringa (properly
Philadelphns) will furnish an abundance, while in

July we will need to depend largely on some of the
spir;eas, such as Collosa Alba, white; Billardi, with
blossoms of rose-color, blooming nearly all summer,
and Bumalda, a dwarf sort with rose-colored blos-
soms. In August and September the alth?eas will

furnish bloom which will be attractive if the follow-
ing varieties are selected: Totus Albus, white;
Rubra Pleno, double red, and Leopoldii Flore
Pleno, large double flesh-colored blossoms. Among
althajas the purple sorts should be avoided, as the
shade of color is not attractive. Then for fall

blooming we have {he favorite Hydrangea Panic-
ulata Grandiflora, than which no better shrub grows.
Its immense panicles of white are very attractive to

HONEYSUCKLE MONTHLY FRAGRANT

all who see them, and as the plant is entirely hardy it

ought to be in every yard both in town and country.

In this selection we have plants furnishing bloom
from May to late September, and all of them inexpen-

sive, hardy and easy to grow.
If one will venture among the hardy perennials or

hardy herbaceous plants they may add many desirable

sorts to the collection, and at very small cost. One
advantage of this class is that they need little care, and
when once established will bloom year after year, in-

creasing in size and beauty. One of the best of this

class for a specimen-plant to stand by itself on the

lawn, as shown in the illustration, is Yucca Filamen-
tosa. It is almost entirely hardy^ even in the Far
North, and nearly evergreen. As will be noticed, the

plant is quite tropical in appearance, and the large bell-

shaped flowers are borne on tall stalks. It blooms in

July, and continues to do so nearly all summer.
The achillea, or the well-known yarrow, is another

hardy herbaceous plant suited to any lawn, but espec-

ially good along the border because of its low habit.

The blossoms are red, white and yellow, according to

variety, and are in season from June to August. Cam-
panula, dwarf plants blooming from May to September,
according to variety; the rudbeckia, with its midsum-
mer and early-fall display of bright yellow bloom;
Platycodon Grandiflorum, bearing large blue flowers in

June and July, and caillardia, with showy blossoms of

shades of yellow or purple shown in early summer
and continuing until fall, are a few of the many other

desirable hardy herbaceous plants well suited to the

farm-home grounds. All are easy to grow.
Reference is made to only a limited number of

classes and of the more common ones—common in the

sense that they are well known—simply to encourage
those who have been lax about the adornment of their

home grounds to make a slart this fall.

COME TO THESE SCENES OF PEACE

, Comfe to these scenes of peace,

Where, to rivers murmuring,
The sweet birds all the summer sing,

Where cares and toil and sadness cease.

Stranger, does thy heart deplore
Friends whom thou wilt see no more?
Does thy wounded spirit prove
Pangs of hopeless, severed love?
Thee the stream that gushes clear.

Thee the birds that carol near,

Shall soothe, as silent thou dost He
And dream of their wild lullaby.

Come to bless these scenes of peace,

Where cares and toil and sadness cease.

—William Lisle Bowles.
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AMERICAN Forestry.—Does such a thing exist?
The forty-four members of the Agricultural So-
ciety of Berlin, Germany, who have been trav-
eling through the United States to study the

present status of American agriculture do not seem
to have a very high opinion of our American forest-
policy, and only repeat the prediction which earlier
German visitors have made some years ago; namely,
that some day in the near future Germany will be
selling lumber to the United States. We are cutting
our timber recklessly. Germany is saving hers, and
has been planting systematically for generations. Lum-
ber, even right here in this center of the lumber trade
(Tonawanda, N. Y.), is getting to be so expensive that
it is often a question whether we can afTord to build
houses. It does seem to be high time to begin plant-
ing forests, and any farmer having cheap land can do
it. If he will devote a few acres to forest-tree culture
in the right way, selecting any kind of fast-growing
tree—such as pine, black walnut, oak, linden, or even
poplar—he may double or treble the value of his entire
farm and greatly increase the revenues from it in the
course of ten or fifteen years, and all this without great
expense or eflfort. Why not make a start now?

Friends or Foes?—A Michigan reader accuses me
of "seeming to have a spite against all birds in general,
and the common robin in particular." He should
guess again. The fact is that I am a great lover of
birds, and of all harmless creatures in general. I have
befriended them in every way possible, and have writ-
ten many a line in their defense. 1 allow no shooting
on my premises except in emergencies; no destruction
of birds' nests; no killing of any harmless creature, be
it frog, toad, snake, rabbit, owl, crow, or any other
bird, large or small, unless in rare cases when it

seems absolutely necessary for the protection of crops.
Sentiment is one thing, common sense another. I try
to strictly adhere to the latter, yet giving to the former
every benefit of doubt. I go so far as to protect weasel
and skunk so long as they stick to their natural (ben-
eficial) food-habits, and let my poultry and poultry-
products alone. I protect the English sparrow, and
will do so until this bird becomes much more destruc-
tive on my premises than it has proved thus far. The
robin comes under this general rule of treatment. It

finds protection just so long as I can possibly get
along with it. The protection is vi'ithdrawn when the
bird becomes a serious pest and a nuisance. What we
must do in the first place, in dealing with birds and
all other animals, is to throw prejudice aside, and try
to ascertain the cold, clear facts.

The Robin in Particular.—The robin question is

undoubtedly one of much local bearing. I will gladly
admit that this bird, as the harbinger of spring, has a
warm place in our hearts. In many localities it is a
harmless, perhaps a useful, creature, and withal de-
cidedly interesting everywhere. Our Michigan friend
says: "Here in the Michigan fruit-belt the robin is

considered one of the greatest helps to the horticul-
turist. They have been carefully protected, and are
encouraged to nest in every orchard and garden, until
they have become almost as tame as chickens. No
other bird will gather more worms, caterpillars or bugs.
The state entomologist of Nebraska affirms that the
average robin eats seventeen quarts of caterpillars or
their equivalent in one season, and that nine out of

these seventeen quarts are ordinary cutworms." How
different in my own locality! Here the robins are the
greatest pest the fruit-grower has to contend with.
Cherries, sweet, and especially sour, are one of our
local money-making crops. The vast hordes of robins
now leave to the grower but a small percentage of his

crop, and not that unless the cherries are promptly
gathered before they are fully ripe. The birds have
stripped a large block of June-berries for me almost to
the last berry within two or three days. They take
the best strawberries and a large proportion of our
blackcap raspberries. For some years they have even
eaten the pears off some trees, and plums, peaches,
etc.; and all this in spite of the fact that we have great
quantities of mulberries, both white and black, which
the robins are said to prefer to cherries, but which
fact does not hinder them frofm taking the other fruits

just the same. In consideration of our local conditions,
the advice given in the last issue of the "Farm Journal,"
"Don't begrudge the few cherries the birds get. Plant
more trees," seems childish in the extreme—built on
theory rather than practical experience. Plant more
cherries when we have whole groves of them and then
can't get the fruit? The truth of the matter is that
we have disturbed the balance of nature by furnishing
safe retreats and hiding-places to robins, and induced
them to breed and multiply immoderately. We have to
counteract this by withdrawing protection from them,
or else suffer; and self-preservation is the first law of
nature. According to the best estimate I can make, I

have no less than two thousand robins on my home
place (twelve acres). Where do they get the eighteen
thousand quarts of cutworms? Thorough cultivation
about exterminated the cutworm on my place years ago.
I doubt that there are three cutworms to each robin
on the place. I don't usually wait for birds to rid my
trees of caterpillars or my soil of cutworms. But
wherever the robin is not actually a pest, I join in the
admonition. "Don't rob robins' nests. Don't kill birds
wantonly, or without some purpose or justification."

The Chinch-bug Disease.—The Ohio Experiment
Station continues its efforts in the direction of ridding
the farmers' fields of the chinch-bug pest. Again, as
in former seasons, the station distributes the fungus of
a fatal chinch-bug disease, so that every farmer of the
state who applies for it may introduce this disease into
his bug-infested fields. This disease is very infectious,
and is easily transferred from sick, or even dead, bugs
to living ones. The fungus develops most rapidly in
wet weather. No immediate benefit will be derived by
distributing it during dry weather, but as it retains its

vitality for a number of months, it may start an ep-
idemic of the disease long after its distribution upon the
approach of suitable weather. An innovation has been
started in the form in which the fungus is sent out by
the Ohio station, which was done in past seasons by
means of dead or living insects. This year the fungus
has been grown in a mixture of corn-meal and beef-
broth, which is a simpler and cheaper method of cul-
tivating and distributing it to the farmers of the state
than in the old, or natural, form. Of course, only a
small quantity can be provided to each individual
farmer, and this should be used to the greatest advan-
tage. Collect a number of bugs, and confine them
together with a small portion of the fungus material
finely divided in a tight wooden box containing a thin
layer of earth in the bottom. Supply the imprisoned
bugs with fresh corn-stalks as often as necessary, and
keep the contents of the box moist by sprinkling water
over them. As bugs show evidence of disease, distrib-

ute a part of them over the fields, and supply their
places with fresh bugs. Keep up this operation until

a good number of fungus-covered bugs are distributed
over the worst-infested areas. If by chance the boxes
become foul, they should be carefully cleaned and
thoroughly aired. Or you may simply crumble up
the material finely, and distribute it where the bugs
are most numerous, preferably in damp places, such
as under grass and fallen corn-stalks. A few of the
fungus-covered bugs may be preserved in order to start
the infection anew next spring.

Plant-lice in Fruit-plantations.—In many sec-
tions of New York State young fruit-trees are this year
badly infested with plant-lice. Even prospective good
crops of apples have been badly i^ijured and all but
ruined by the attacks of aphides—a rather unusual oc-
currence. I have not observed an unusual number of
plant-lice in ray own orchards, nor in those of my
immediate vicinity, but a patch of Wilder currants has
been and still is very seriously infested. The leaves
are badly curled up, and look yellowish or spotted,
giving to the entire block of bushes an unnatural and
diseased appearance. There was about half a crop of

fruit on them, and the individual berries were as large
and fine as ever, and now that they are gathered I

will be able to trim up and clean up the plantation,

and then apply the proper remedies. Undoubtedly^
however, the plants have suffered much, and their

vitality and fruiting capacity for another year will be
greatly reduced. Cornell's "bugman," Professor Sling-
erland, in a circular just issued, says: "The standard
insecticides used in fighting plant-lice and other suck-
ing insects are kerosene-emulsion, whale-oil soap and
tobacco decoctions. For apple plant-lice whale-oil
soap should be dissolved at the rate of one pound in

five or six gallons of water. One nurseryman reports
that he finds a sulphur-tobacco soap very effective.

Tobacco-sterrfs, to be found in cigar-factories, can be
steeped or soaked in water (about one pound of tobacco
in two gallons of water), and an effective decoction
thus made. Kerosene-emulsion should be made by the

usual formula of one half pound of soap, one gallon

of boiling water and two gallons of kerosene, and then
diluted with about seven parts of water. Be sure to

get a good emulsion by churning or pumping the dis-

solved soap and kerosene together for several min-
utes. Doubtless a ten-per-cent kerosene-emulsion made
through a kerosene-water pump would also kill the lice.

Nurserymen often bend over the infested branches, and
dip them into a pail or pan of the mixture, and this

would be the most effective method of treating a re-

cently set orchard." The currant seems especially sub-

ject to the attacks of plant-lice, but, being low, we can
treat it by dipping, as advised by Professor Slingerland
for small orchard-trees. But die they must.

s
ensibleness.—I was in a hardware-store a few
days ago, and a hustling German farmer entered.
The proprietor shook hands with him, and asked
about the prospects of his crop. Among other

things he asked how he was getting along with his
haying.

"My hay is all in der barn und stack," replied the
farmer.

"Well," said the proprietor, "you are lucky—one
of the luckiest men in this section. More than half the
farmers had hay down when the storm came on yes-
terday. There will be lots of damaged hay around
here. Many that didn't get caught by the storm of
last week got caught yesterday. Yes, sir, you are a
lucky man." He then stepped out to speak to a
customer.

The farmer turned to a clerk, and with a grimace
said, "He say dot I am lucky. Dere vas no luck
aboud it—it vas just blain sensibleness! I vent afder
dot hay, und I got it. Does he tink dot I vas so foolish
as to cut grass ven it vas looking like rain all aboud?
I cut ven it look like fair vedder, und den I go afder
dot hay like a steam-engine, und ged it. Den he say
dot I vas lucky! Ha, ha!"

Sure enough, it was merely plain "sensibleness."
For some time the weather has been squally. Some
farmers watched the indications closely, and when it

was plain that we would have at least two or three
days of fair weather, they "went after the hay like
steam-engines," and got it up in splendid shape. They
had everything ready and oiled, and when the time to
"go after it" came, they went. The other fellows cut
when they got ready, hoping that the weather would be
fair, and they have a lot of damaged hay on hand.
There is lots of luck in "plain sensibleness," as well as
in going after a thing like a steam-engine.

Building and Loan Associations.—I note what
friend Greiner says about building and loan associations
in the July 15th Farm and Fireside. We have one
in our village that has been in existence sixteen years,
and it is as sound as a dollar. I am one of the direc-
tors, and know all about its workings. During its

existence it has enabled a great many wage-earners to
buy or build homes of their own. Many who never
would have been anything but tenants are now rejoic-
ing in the possession of pretty little homes, and
naturally are better citizens, and men among men. To
be sure, this is a local concern, though we loan money
in other near-by towns. All property offered as secur-
ity must be strictly gilt-edged, and the borrower must
be a shareholder in the association. There are three
appraisers, of which I am one, and we see that titles

are perfect and the property is all that it is represented
to be. All the officers except the secretary and treas-

urer are elected for three-year terms by the stock-
holders. None receive any salary except the secretary.
The stock taken as an investment has paid from five

to nine per cent a year, the rate depending on the

amount of business done. These concerns are grand,
good things for a town when' they are carefully and
conservatively managed. The mushroom concerns that

started up in the cities, offering eight and ten per cent

interest on money invested in them, were managed
wholly in the interest of the promoters. The officers

were paid large salaries, and for a time they flourished

like weeds. Those who put money in them generally
lost it. They have been legislated out of existence.

Every live town and village in the country should have
a live building and loan association.

SwEET-coRN Forage.—All who have read the Tarm
and Fireside during the past four or five years know
how often I have advised farmers to plant sweet corn
for green feed for young pigs and milk-cows when
grass begins to fail about the first of August. There
are rape, sorghum and several other forage-plants that

have been highly recommended by some writers, but I

have not yet seen anything that is quite equal to sweet
corn. Red clover is probably the best forage-plant

one can grow for breeding-sows and young pigs, but

about the time when the young pigs begin to need it

Ijadly it is past its prime. If it is not pastured too

closely it will continue to grow and supply lots of suc-

culent forage all through the season, but nineteen out

of every twenty farmers will pasture it so closely that

it is about done for by the first of August. Then is

when a supply of sweet corn will be found very useful.

Unless the young pigs have a good supply of green
forage during the hot summer weather they are apt to

receive a check in growth that counts seriously against

them when cool weather comes on and they should

be ready for heavy grain feeding. An Iowa Farm and
Fireside reader says that he seems to have a time to

keep his young pigs straight, smooth and thrifty after

they are weaned. He says they become lank and
humped up like some fall pigs do in winter. He feeds

them a fair supply of corn, and they eat it fast enough,

but it seems to do thern little good. Incidentally he

admits that he is a little short of pasture, and he thinks

that probably a little more green stuff would be of -i

benefit to them; but as he has none, he asks if I think

it will pay him to purchase a lot of a certain stock

food to help out. The tests made by the Iowa Exper-

iment Station indicate that it would not. It would

be cheaper for him. and better for his pigs, to give

one full feed a day of a thick slop made up of middlings

and water with as much skim-milk as he has added to

it. It should be mixed about an hour before being WH
fed. This, with such pasturage as he has, will prob-

ably keep his pigs straight. It would be well for

farmers to keep in mind that there is a saving in the

cost of feed of fully thirty per cent when the pig has

abundant pasture. Plenty of pasturage and about half

a feed of corn makes the cheapest young pork that can

be grown. If there is any probability of pasturage be-

coming short, a good supply of sweet corn should be

grown. The late varieties are best for green forage,

yielding twice as much forage as the earlier sorts.
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PARM THEORY AND PRACTICE

THE Fight Against
Weeds.—I am willing

to grant that weeds on
a farm are a blessing in

so far that they compel us to

give tillage to a crop, and the

stirring of a naturally compact
soil is essential to most culti-

vated crops. The ground must be stirred to admit air

at times, and to hold moisture at other times, and just

oO far as the presence of yo.ung weeds stirs us up to

cultivation, just so far they do good.
We can admit even more in the favor of weeds.

The soil needs a covering, and it needs humus, and
a piece of ground that is not given a good stand of

good plants is benefited by its ability to cover itself

with a good stand of poorer plants—poorer in their

power to enrich land, but valuable because any rotting

vegetable enriches.

But in the case of a man who is willing to cultivate

when land needs stirring, and who is willing to sow
good seed in a good seed-bed when land needs a
sod, weeds become a nuisance of a pronounced type.

Some kinds of weeds are more than strictly bad, be-

cause they can hardly be controlled at all. In the

fight for existence in this world these varieties have
proved to be so, hardy and strenuous that no other

vegetation can crowd them out on even terms, and
then only in particular sections where the conditions

favor them peculiarly; but in those sections they are a

terror to a farmer who wants to boss his own fields

and grow only what he wants to grow. Outside these

sections they become less formidable, and may not be
able to maintain any existence at all. Hence we have
our "worst" weeds for each particular locality, and
those of one section may be entirely harmless when
introduced into another district.

All Over the Farm

costly. If the ground is carefully broken during a
drought, say in May, and is left untouqhed, so that the
moisture will escape, and then is broken during a later

drought, after some new shoots begin to appear, a
great mass of the roots will be killed by lack of water.
Then, if millet or buckwheat be seeded thickly a nearly
complete victory is often secured with the first rain.

Of course, this method depends upon the weather

—

drought is essential during and after each plowing. But
all farming-operations depend upon ,the weather.

Learning the Habits of Weeds.—I do not care to

know the habits of weeds that do not trouble me any
more than I care to know the habits of undesirable

strangers among humans. But the few varieties of

weeds that are distinctly troublesome and costly in one's

farming should be known thoroughly. It is su|rprising

that so many farmers with years of experience in

fighting certain weeds do not know much about them
except that they are a great pest. We cannot fight

a weed intelligently unless we know how it is prop-

agated, when it begins growth, when it dies naturally,

how its seed is transported, if it bears seed, and when
it is least able to resist blows. Most of our worst

weeds are very resistant, and that is what puts them
into the bad class. A few, however, are annuals, and
are bad because they make a crpp of seed almost

in spite of all practicable effort to p'revent it.

The Annuals.—Most weeds, I presume, belong to

the class that spring up from seed each year. The
majority of them make no permanent show, being

killed by the millions by the cultivators when very tiny,

or being crowded out by stronger plants. But a few
varieties are exceedingly troublesome, growing with our

summer crops after cultivation ceases, and forming
seed profusely. Some of the summer and fall grasses

are examples. The
,

wild, morning-glory—an annual-
is another. In my igwn experience the only possible

plan of extermination is a change of

crops that will let one crowd the

growth out, preceding the planting

of the 'late crop with some stirring

of the soil to get the greater por-
tion of the weed-seed to the surface,

where it can germinate. Where no
plants are permitted to make seed,

the annuals must give way.

Winter Annuals.—There is a

class of biennial plants—those re-

quiring two seasons to come to ma-
turity—that we call winter annuals.

White-top, or daisy-fieabane, is an
example. Here again extermination
is possible by preventing seeding,

and we have two seasons in which to

make the fight. If the plants are

thick in the field the first summer or

fall, w'e may count upon their pres-

ence the next suminer. Taking the

white-top for an example, we may
break the ground the first fall or the

next spring, or if the plants be few
in a meadow we may cut them out;

but knowing the weed well, we learn

to plan so that no seed will be per-

mitted to form, and then the trouble

will end unless the winds bring the

seed from the adjoining land.

Pasturing and Cutting.—Some of the' bad weeds
of a locality may be controlled by pasturing with sheep
and hogs. As an instance we might again mention the
wild sweet-potato, which is prized by hogs. Close cut-

ting during drought kills many persistent weeds, and
cutting at time of forming seed is especially hard upon
a plant's vitality. The old belief in the virtue of certain
signs of the moon during July or August for weed-ex-
termination was due to the facts that many perennial
weeds form seeds at these times and that droughts are
apt to prevail in these months. The prevention of leaf-

growth whenever feasible must result in the death of

the plant. Pasturing, cutting during drought, plowing
during drought, and especially the, crowding out of

weeds with renovating crops and the formation of

heavy sods by free use of fertilizers and grass-seeds,

are some of the weapons that can be used effectively

in fighting most of our persistent weeds. David.

A FIFTEEN-ACRE FARM
Sometime in the life of almost every man identified

with American rural occupations comes the dream of

broad acres—of owning more land. Without moral-
izing upon the influence this expansive desire may have
exercised in American agriculture, I desire to call atten-

tion to a conspicuous ejxample of a farmer who has
not entertained that dream, but who has concentrated
his energies, or perhaps more properly speaking, fol-

lowed logical developments, in producing large crops
on a few acres. I have not said maximum crops, for

to an intelligent student of what this farmer has already
done it would appear he can yet do even more.

The name of Rev. J. D. Detrich, of Flourtown, Pa.,

has become well known in the realm of advanced agri-

culture as that of the preacher-farmer who has grown
up to the ability to continually keep thirty cows or
their equivalent on fifteen acres. Mr. Detrich's agri-

cultural accomplishment is a triumph for the practical

application of the fundamental scientific principles of

husbandry over the general scoffing against the "book
farmer," and it has remained for him to teach the
dairyman and the general farmer what they have failed

to learn themselves or have taught them—that inten-
sification should be the farmer's watchword.

Mr. Detrich has not, however, done his work with
any thought in his mind that he should thus be held
up as a ''captain of agriculture" for the edification and

Perennial Weeds. — The truly

discouraging weeds, in my own ex-
perience, are those that grow year
after year from the old root, and es-

pecially those that are propagated by underground
stems or roots. Probably the horse-nettle, the so-

called wild sweet-potato vine, which is one of the bind-

weeds, and the Virginia creeper are as good examples
of the last-named class as any. When one cuts of¥ the

top of a perennial weed, knowing the root will remain
year after year to attempt to make its crop of seed,

the outlook is not encouraging; but when its nature
is such that the more we cut and mangle the roots,

the more plants will try to spring up from the sections

of roofs or underground stems, the prospect ahead of

one is staggering. What can we do? Very much
depends upon the particular variety, the soil, and the
crops that can be profitably produced upon the land.

My own experience in this direction has been more
extensive than it is pleasing to remember.

This dairy-farming is being
done a short distance from
Philadelphia, on land worth
probably a thousand dollars

an acre for building purposes.
It is done without any osten-

tation or elaborate pretensions.

There are no earmarks of the
"pleasure" farmer about the

place. There is nothing that the plainest farmer does
not already have in the way of operating equipment,
but there are unmistakable evidences of brains, faith

and fertility. The accoinpanying photograph of a
clover-and-timothy field, with the owner over knee-
deep, was taken in April, 1903, when the less fortunate,

more extensive Eastern farmers were crying "We shall

have no hay!" The little Flourtown farm does not
depend upon current rainfall for moisture for its crops,
which grow rain or shine and have "all seasons for

their own."
The place has become a shrine for farming pilgrims.

National officials, grave doctors and professors, editors,

investigators, dude farmers and droves of the plain

class seeking a wherefore go to see what one man has
done—without state aid, too. Some, I know, go to

scoff, but all remain to praise. W. F. McSparran.

STARTING AND PRESERVING -THE NEW SEED

The grass crop is the farmer's mainstay and sheet-
anchor, whatever the nature of his products, unless
we except a few fruit-specialists. Upon the grass-sod
when inverted depends not only the desirable mechan-
ical condition of the soil, but largely its life, humus and
fertility as well. If the catch and maintenance of the
seeding is a success for one year even, there is some-
thing to build upon should the season or accident
destroy the chances for a profitable second crop; but
when the new seed fails to make a successful catch, it

is a disaster that many farmers do not fully appreciate
in its effects upon subsequent efforts.

The most important factor toward the success of
the future new grass crop must be provided for before
the seed itself reaches the soil; namely, tillage. Cor-
rect and sufficient tillage should be the watchword of

every ambitious farmer, and nowhere else is it more
important than in the preparation for the seed-bed of
the grass crop. To insure the chances of the new
seed-catch as fully as possible, the care of the soil for
at least a year previous should be kept in view while
preparing for and raising the previous crop. To be
explicit, the drainage should be such as to allow of no
water standing nearer to the surface than from fifteen

to eighteen inches under normal conditions. The pre-
ceding crop, preferably one requiring careful and
repeated cultivation, should be supplied with sufficient

.well-adapted manure or other fertilizer, so that the
soil will not be unduly impoverished, the last atoms
of available pTant-food being sucked out to mature
the crop. The new seed does not require very large
quantities of soil-nutrients during its first summer's
growth, but they must be well digested and available',

fromUhe start, and within easy reach of the first delicate
rootlet-feeders, not buried a foot below the surface.
No pains should be spared in fitting the seed-bed to
make it practically possible for all the myriads of
young grass-plants required to get a perfect stand a
chance for easy germination and growth. Clods, stones

and sods will often be pushed aside
or grown around by vigorous-grow-
ing plants, but the delicate grasses
and clovers will invariably give up
the struggle amid such unfavorable
conditions.

,
The last and most important con-

sideration in the soil-preparation,
except that of the surface layer to
form the seed-bed, is a deep and
uniform layer of well mixed and
compacted soil, by which to estab-
lish the very necessary capillary
connection between the subsoil stool
of moisture and the finely pulverized
seed-bed surface.

The writer's experience is that
a foster-crop with the new seed is

an advantage if intelligently selected
and treated, but it should be kept
fully in mind that the foster-crop is

there merely for a protection, not as
a robber to choke and smother the
struggling grass-plants, and when
cut away to leave them to blast
and wither away under the fierce
rays of a midsummer sun.

B. F. W. Thorpe.

The Use of the Plow.—For cultivated fields, two
plowings at the right times and a good renovating crop
do a lot of good in fighting our worst weeds among
perennials. Take the wild sweet-potato or the Virginia
creeper (few weeds can be worse where these thrive).

When they get a firm foothold., cultivation is made very

THE PARSON AT PASTURE

emulation of his fellow tillers of the soil. He has
rather put into practice the rational methods that have
suggested themselves to him as most likely to make
his small farm produce him the most revenue. His
unique position as an object-lesson for more timid men
to imitate or learn from in contradistinction to our
great doctors of agricultural lore, who are working
with public money, is that he has for the eye of all who
care to see the concrete exposition of his theories, with
the interesting addition that he has proven that they
pay. This aspect of the case should arrest the atten-
tion and command the admiration of our large class
of struggling farmers.

It must not be supposed that because Mr. Detrich
has Reverend before his name and has been in active
charge of one congregation for over twenty-five years
that his farm has been merely a pastor's plaything.
Not at all. It has rather been a preacher's profit, for
in the days of his greatest agricultural needs there was
no sacerdotal surplus, and the very early necessity of
making the farm pay even more than its own way may
have been the inspiration of its more recent assured,
manifest success.

WHICH IS THE ECONOMICAL FARMER?
Two farmers living close to me

make professions to being econom-
ical in their business. They both pass

- for good farmers, and I have won-
dered which of them really was en-
titled to the palm for having given

the word "economy" the best interpretation. Shall I
give the readers of Farm and Fireside some points
in the methods of these men, so that they may be able
to determine for themselves which is the most econom-
ical man?

I find there is something of a contrast here when
I come to study the matter thus closely. One man
spends liberally for farm-tools, machinery, farm-im-
provements, including houses, barns and outbuildings.
To my certain knowledge a good share of his profits
from the farm has been invested in just this very
way. Then, this man has given his children a good
education. One is a doctor, one a lawyer, two daugh-
ters have married farmers, and a third soji lives on
the home place and helps his father. You will find
books and papers on the table of this man. He is

respected everywhere, and has given freely for good
purposes.

Now, the other man has done some of these things,
too. He has all needed machinery, and his farm always
looks thrifty. He has not, however, spent much for
the education of his boys and girls. He thinks that

[concluded on page 20]
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Gardening
By T. GREINER

THE Welsh Onion is a winter onion said to be
equal in hardiness to the Egyptian, or Tree,
onion; but it is grown from black seed, not
from top sets like the latter. I have a row in

the garden which shows great thrift.

Bird-proof Berries.—Notwithstanding a serious

attack of greenfly, Wilder currants have given a mod-
erate amount of ffuit of the usual superior size and
quality. It is one of the fruits, however, the possession
of which is not disputed by the birds. Another fruit

which we can grow without having to fight with the
birds for its possession is the gooseberry. These two
berry fruits have but few really dangerous enemies.

Currants and Gooseberries Profitable.—The
currants this year have given me only a moderate, al-

most light, crop. The gooseberries, especially the
Columbus, were well loaded with fruit, most of the
bushes indeed as fully as I ever had them. To see
those large bushes bent to the ground under their loads
of mammoth berries is really a sight, and both fruits

are found to be very profitable here, at least to the
extent of finding local sale for them. My small sur-

plus (above the house demand) always goes like hot
cakes, and I could find ready sale for a number of
times the quantity of both currants and gooseberries
that I have to dispose of right among neighbors, and
without having to hunt for buyers. This is also the cqse
with raspberries and some other fruits. All these
fruits can be grown in this vicinity, and sold with profit.

Keeping At It.—At this time we are very apt
to get careless, so far as our garden-work is concerned.
The early crops are cleared off, weeds are taking the
places left vacant, and they grow at a rapid rate.
The sun shines hot. The soil is often dry and hot.
So we let things drift, fearing to make extra efforts.

My plan at this particular time is to spend from thirty
minutes to an hour in'the garden before breakfast or
after supper, when the air is cool and work a pleasure,
and to play "the man with the hoe," or spade, as the
case may be, and dig over the weedy spots, and again
plant them to something—may this be lettuce, turnip,
celery, winter radish, spinach, or any of a number of
other things that can yet be planted in the expectation
of getting something sometime. "Keep at it." That
is the key to success in having a neat, attractive gar-
den, and a lot of satisfaction out of it.

Cabbage-maggot.—An Ohio reader asks for a rem-
edy for the maggots which have ruined his early cab-
bages, radishes, and even onions. The early cabbages
can be kept free from maggots by the tarred-felt collar

which I have occasionally mentioned in these columns.
How to keep the maggots from radishes and onions
is as yet an unsolved problem. Some of our market-
gardeners scatter common salt freely over the rows
shortly after sowing the seed, and claim it gives rad-
ishes without worms. It is easily tried, but I fear it

will not help in every case. I sometimes use heavy
applications of muriate of potash, which also contains
a large proportion of impure salt. Sometimes I grow
fine and clean radishes; then again a lot will be almost
wholly ruined by maggots. So it is with turnips, also.

A sure cure for the maggot would be a blessing to

mankind in general, and to the gardener in particular.

The Squash-vine Borer.—P. R. C, of Spfingdale,
Pa., asks for a remedy for the small white worm which
inhabits the center of her pumpkin-vines, just at the
surface of the ground. This worm usually succeeds in

killing the vine. It undoubtedly is the common squash-
vine borer, the larva of a little moth which deposits
its eggs on the stem of the vine near the ground. It

attacks almost all of the cucurbits—melons, cucumbers,
pumpkins, etc., but has a preference for squashes and
pumpkins. You should examine the plants frequently,

and when borers are discovered, dig them out with
the sharp point of a knife. The application of tobacco-
dust in generous quantities has in my experience
seemed to repel the moth and prevent it from deposit-
ing its eggs on the treated plants. One of my old
ways of foiling the schemes of this pest is to cover
the joints of running vines, especially winter squashes,
with fresh earth, packing it down firmly, so as to induce
it to issue roots at these places. Should the borer
cut off the main stem near the ground, the branches
having roots of their own will live and bear fruit just

the same. It is about the only thing that could be
done. I greatly doubt that the application of poisons
to the stem of the plant will have much effect in

keeping the borers off, or in killing them. However,
disparene in Bordeaux mixture may be tried.

Blanching Celery.—H. P., of Elmont, Kan., has
grown some celery-plants, and started a patch, but
does not know how to blanch them. With rich soil

in which to plant them, and in a wet season, it is as easy
to grow celery "as to roll off a log." My celery is

doing very nicely this year. I have planted it on
very rich soil, and there have been frequent rains.

Anybody can grow celery-plants to good size under
such circumstances. The trick is to blanch it nicely;

but even this is really a simple matter. It is especially

easy if the variety selected was one of the so-called

self-blanching kinds, like Golden Self-Blanching or

White Plume, the .former being by far the best, al-

though rather more dwarfish in growth. Procure a

few boards, no matter how old or ragged, say a foot

wide and of any length, and set them up on edge
slantingly along each side of the row of celery, inclos-

ing the plants so that only the tips of the leaves show
above the upper edge of the boards. That is about all.

In from ten days to two weeks of good growing-
weather the plants will be blanched enough for use,

and they often come out very fine. The later celery

—

that is, that portion of it which is wanted for fall or
early winter use—may be blanched by earthing up.

Pile the earth up against the row of plants from each
side, inclosing the plants with earth in about the same
manner as done with boards for the early celery.

When blanching celery by means of boards, I usually

mulch the ground both sides of the row with coarse

manure or other litter, and in a dry time I often pour
water or liquid from the barn-yard upon this litter, giv-

ing the ground a good soaking. It helps wonderfully.

A New Way of Blanching Celery.—Some genius

in Ohio this summer advertised a "new way "of blanch-

ing celery. Full instructions sent on receipt of fifty

cents." Just to discover what the scheme was, I for-

warded the fifty cents, and in due time received a

two-page circular, giving the following plan (patent

applied for) : "Take thin slabs of wood about the

thickness of berry-basket stuff, about fourteen inches

wide and eight or ten inches long. These can be se-

cured from the basket-factory for a small sum. Then
dip these in linseed-oil, and set up to drain. This is

only to make them more pliable and to prevent crack-

ing. Then take fine wire staples, and fasten a small

wire across each end, letting it extend over each side.

In one end of thi^ wire make a loop. This can be
done at leisure times or on rainy days. Place the

wooden slab upon the ground by the plant, standing

with the grain of wood running up and down with the

plant, and having the wires upon the side away from
the plant. Now, by taking hold of the sides of the

slab and bearing gently, you can curl the wooden slab

around the plant. This forms a tulje around the plant.

Slip the straight end of the wire through the loop in

the other end, and bend back, fastening the slab. Now
press slightly on the top of the tube, which excludes
the air from the bottom. If on examination the celery

shows signs of rot or rust, raise the wooden tube a

little, and allow the air to circulate about the plant.

In a short time the celery will be blanched clear and
waxy and be of fine flavor." I give this substantially

as I find it in the circular. The "originator" will

charge you fifty cents for these directions and the right

to use the "new plan." I don't advise you to pay the

fifty cents. The device is not worth fifty cents. You
can blanch celery just as easily by means of wrapping
a piece of cardboard, or even stiff paper, around the

plant, tying it with a string, or better, a rubber band.

It is as effective, as easily adjusted, and there is no
patent on it. And after all I prefer any plan of blanch-

ing by means of boards. It is even simpler, and
in my opinion more effective. Save your fifty cents.

Fruit-Growing
By S. B. GREEN

RUNNERS FROM StRAWBERRY-PLANTS.—W. W.,
Hoisington, Kan. The best time to take the
runners off strawberry-plants for planting out is

as soon as they have made a good root-system
in August, or in the spring after the plants have made
a start. If it is a case of thinning the plants so as to

avoid having them too thick in the row, the runners
should be removed as soon as a sufficient number
have set, and in this case I think the rest should not
be nearer together than six inches.

Time to Set Strawberry-beds.—E. C. E., Peru,
Ind. The best time for setting out a new bed of straw-
berries in your section is in midautumi?. if the soil is

moist, or early in the spring. I do not know why the
patch which you set out a year ago last spring did so

poorly, but I think it must have been from some other
cause than the season of the year. Plants that are set

in the autumn will often bear a small crop the next
season. If the ground is moist it is a very excellent

time to do the work, but if set in the autumn they
should be carefully mulched during winter.

'

Scurfy Scale.—^W. B. B., Kessler, Ohio. The
apple twig which you sent is infested with the male
form only of an insect known as the scurfy scale. The
female form is larger. This is not a difficult insect to

remove. On the other hand, it should be destroyed, as

it is liable to interfere with the growth of the tree. I

doubt if it will pay you to attempt to destroy this scale

during the growing-season, but the best thing would be
for you to spray the tree early next winter with strong
fish-oil soap-suds. This will loosen the scales so they

will fall off. A strong solution of muriate of potash is

also good to apply in winter to destroy the scale.

Root-grafting Apples.—-'H. J. G., Modesto, Ind.

Apples are very easy to root-graft, and there are many
books that contain full directions for this process.

"Amateur Fruit-Growing" contains full directions for

grafting and budding, as well as the cultivation of

fruit crops in the extreme North. I would be glad to

give an account of this process in these columns, but it

would be out of the question to do so, as we are too
cramped for space to permit of the publication of such
an article. As a rule apple-root grafts can be bought
so cheaply that it is better to buy them all made up
than to attempt it on a small scale. The usual price

for these is five dollars a thousand.

Black-knot.—E. A. S., Lake City, Minn. The
plum-tree branch which you sent on is infected with
what is commonly known as black-knot. It isjvery

unusual to find it on our native plums, although it is

common enough on the wild black cherry, and the

plums of European origin. There is no good remedy
for this, but the best thing is to cut off and burn the

diseased portions. I take it that owing to some pecu-
liarity of the season the native plum is more susceptible

to attacks of this disease this year than usual. Where
the knot occurs on large limbs that cannot well be
removed, a treatment that is generally satisfactory

is to remove the knot and then paint the wound thor-

oughly with thick Bordeaux mixture.

Apple-trees Dying Back.—G. W. D., Hubbard,
Oreg. The experience that you have of getting a vig-
orous growth on your apple-trees, and then having
them die back in the winter, is not an unusual one. I
do not know what causes it, but where trees make a
vigorous growth, and especially where they grow late
in the autumn, they are liable to be injured in the
winter even in favorable climates. The wood that you
sent on does not seem to have any special disease, and
I think that the cause is as stated. The chances are
that if the trees do not make a late autumn growth
this year you will have no further trouble. I have
seen trouble of this kind in eastern Massachusetts,
where the apple thrives wonderfully well.

Mahaleb Stock.—F. W., Greenville, S. C. The
little purple cherry from the tree that had the small,
roundish leaves is from what is known as Mahaleb-
cherry stock. This plant is a native of Europe and
Asia Minor. The fruit of it is of no value, but the
plants are used as stocks for the cultivated varieties of

~

sour cherries. You were probably sent one of these
stocks instead of a grafted tree by mistake. I doubt
if it is worth while for you to attempt to graft or bud
it, and think you had better throw it away and start
anew with a correctly named variety. Such a mistake
as this may happen in any nursery when they are
crowded with work, as in the shipping-season, but any
reliable nursery would replace such a tree with a
suitable one free of charge if requested.

Roses not Opening.—B. M., Millersville, Md.
Some varieties of roses are quite liable to fail to open
their flowers in unfavorable seasons, or if planted in

unfavorable conditions—as, for instance, where the
ground is a little too moist, or if shaded and there
is not a good circulation of air. Roses are also injured
and sometimes prevented from opening by the work of
a snout-beetle that cuts off the petals. In numerous
cases if the conditions surrounding the roses are im-
proved, or the plants are taken up and set in a more
favorable location, the trouble disappears; or the
trouble may be only a temporary one, due to peculiar
local conditions. If due to the presence of the snout-
beetle you will find them on the bushes if you look
sharp for them, and a little attention paid to gather-
ing and destroying them will overcome the difficulty.

Treating Locust-seed.—A. M. S., Harrison, Tenn.
The best way to start black-locust seed is to place
the seed in a milk-pan or similar vessel, cover with
water that is near the boiling-point, and allow it to
stand until cool, when some of the seed will be found
to be swollen. Such seed should be taken out, and
the rest treated in the same way until swollen. Seed
thus treated will germinate quickly when sown, while
that which is not treated will frequently be several
years in starting. This treatment should be given just

before sowing the seed. If your hillside is washing
badly, so that your seed would likely be all washed
out, I am inclined to think the best way of treating it

is to sow your locusts in good soil that is not likely to

wash, and then transplant them on your hillside when
they are one year old, where they can be protected
without difficulty and would soon prevent washing.

Time to Get Nursery Stock.—F. W. B., Evanston,
Wyo. In your case I think that if the ground was
moist in autumn, or if I had a good cold cellar in

which I could "heel in" the plants, that I would prefer
to get nursery stock in the autumn to taking, my
chances on their arriving in good condition in the

spring. While it would be quite possible for a Minn-
esota nurseryman to hold this stock back, and ship

it to you in good condition late in the spring, yet
under ordinary conditions of the nursery business it

would be quite difficult to do so, and you could hardly
expect it to be done in a satisfactory way. The iftipor-

tant thing in heeling in is to get the earth mixed well

among the roots and perfectly solid, without air-spaces,

and then to have it well wet down. Afffer this is done,
the plants should be covered, tops and all, with earth

or good mulch if outdoors; if in a cold cellar, there is

no need of extra protection for the tops. I like to get

my stock in autumn, because then I know what to

depend on in the spring. Where nursery stock is

shipped a long distance, as would be necessary in ship-

ping from the East to you, there are apt to be so many
delays that it will often arrive in poor condition, while

if shipped reasonably early in autumn, carefully packed
in a paper-lined box, it ought to arrive in good con-

dition. The whole matter hinges on whether or not

you are able to "heel in" the stock well.

SuDDUTH Pear—Iron for Trees.—J. T. B., Wich-
ita, Kan. The Sudduth pear has not been proven a

great success by those who have grown it thus far.

In the last report of the Iowa Horticultural Society are

the statements of a number of parties who have grown
this variety, and I have yet to find one who believes

it any great addition to our list of cultivated varieties.

The secretary of the Iowa Horticultural Society and
Prof. A. T. Irwin of the Iowa Agricultural College

state that it is the same as an old variety known as

Burkitt. I think the tree is very healthy, but there is

no variety of pear that can be said to be entirely free

from blight. It is all right to experiment with new
varieties, but I could not recommend your planting

many of this kind. There was a time when it was
supposed that scrap iron was of some value as a fer-

tilizer to trees, but the best authorities now agree that

it is of but little if any benefit under ordinary condi-

tions. All our soils contain a sufficient amount of iron

to more than supply the very small amount which trees

use. The driving of nails into tree-trunks, or the

boring of holes in them and filling with sulphur or

other material, to prevent blight, or to assist the tree

in overcoming insect diseases, or to make it more
fruitful, is a humbug that no intelligent pear-grower

will give thought for one moment; yet a few years

ago the city forester in one of the big Eastern cities

treated his trees by boring holes and filling them with

sulphur, believing tbat this treatment would ward off

insect and fungous injuries. But this simply shows

how unintelligent are some people who occasionally

get into prominent positions.

1
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GENERAL-PURPOSE
BIRDS

GENERAL - PUR-
P O S E fowls
are not now
so much in

demand. It is an _ _
inferior fowl that is

"general purpose," as it excels in no
particular respect. The farmer who de-

sires a bird for eggs or market can take
his choice. He can select from the breeds
the kind he wants, and can satisfy' his

demands among all classes of fowls for

whatever he may prefer.

PouUry-Ra ising
By P. H. JACOBS

and thus "kill two birds with one stone,"

using the hay for their stock (even if only

for bedding), and feeding the seed to

their chicks. It is not too late to sow it.

BUYING IN THE FALL

The cheapest mode to begin with pure
breeds is to buy a few fowls in the fall,

as prices are then usually very low, and
have them on hand ready for operations
in the spring, as a trio of fowls will lay

three or four hundred eggs, and a year's

time will be gained as compared with
buying eggs in the spring. The yards of

breeders are now full, and they will "thin

out the surplus" cheap. It will be a

good investment to buy now.

LIGHT AND COMFORT
Whitewash the poultry-house inside,

so as to make the interior light and
cheerful. Poultry have a repugnance to
dark quarters, dnd will remain outside,

exposed to storms, in preference to re-

sorting during the day to a dark and un-
comfortable poultry-house. Ducks must
be kept in a house which has a board
floor covered with straw. They are not
good layers at this season, as they usually

begin to lay early in the year.

CHOLERA AND INDIGESTION

Cholera is a disease that acts quickly,

for in two or three days all the fowls are
dead or some are well. It is not a disease

to stick to the flock, like roup. There is

no sure cure for cholera. The best rem-
edy is a teaspoonful of carbolic acid in

half a gallon of water, placed where the
fowls can drink at will. A great many
persons inquire for a remedy for cholera
without knowing what disease may be
in the flock. When they state that they
have cholera in the flock, and "cannot
get rid of it," they give the best evidence
that there is no cholera, for it rids itself

BREEDS OF GEESE
The breeds of geese that give the best

results are not always the larger kinds.

While the Toulouse and Embden geese

may grow to a large size, and produce
heavier carcasses and more feathers than
those which are smaller, yet such breeds
as the Brown China or White China will

lay more eggs than the larger breeds, and
being more active will forage for them-,
selves to a better advantage, and can
therefore be kept at a less expense.

The profit in geese does not depend upon
the size, but upon the cost; and as geese
do not bring prices in market equivalent

to their true value, the breeds that can
obtain their food without feed from the

time they are hatched until matured will

be found to be the most profitable.

THE SMALL BREEDS

Leghorns, Hamburgs and some of the

small breeds are usually considered to

be very wild birds, but they can be tamed
as readily as any other fowls. They can
be taught to come at a call, and even eat

from the hand, but they must be treated

exceptionally kind from the time they
emerge from the shell until they are well

tamed. They sfiould never be frightened,

chased around the yards or made to have
any cause for alarm. There is nothing
prettier than a flock of gentle birds.

Some are more easily tamed than others,

but no fowls will become tame if not
treated kindly and made familiar with
one or two particular people, especially

the ones who feed them. That is the best

way of taming a fowl—at feedjng-time.

CONFINED POULTRY

The dust-bath is something that can-

not be dispensed with in the hennery.
Have a shallow box filled with road-dust
or ashes, put it in a dry place (in the sun-

lessened. The . cost

always regulates the

profits. Do not dis-

card all the old hens

to make room for

pullets. The tried

hen is always pref-

erable to the untried

pullet. A hen in her second or third year

is not old, and many are then at their best.

Hens produce more vigorous broilers

than pullets; and hens two or three years

old produce strong, hardy chickens. A
pullet is uncertain until she begins to

lay. Sometimes the largest and most

beautiful are almost worthless as egg-

producers. Early hatched pullets, how-
ever, should be retained in preference to

fat and lazy hens. Market all fowls pos-

sessing decided faults, remembering that

defects increase with age. Dispose of all

quarrelsome cocks and feather-eating or

egg-eating fowls, as they will be sure to

have some imitators if they are kept.

INQUIRIES ANSWERED

Sudden Deaths.—Mrs. H. W. H.,

Fullerton, Cal., writes that "she has sud-

denly lost five half-grown birds from
some cause." As she gives no details,

it is impossible to ascribe a cause, which
may be poison.
Lame Cockerel.—J. N. M., Lind,

Wash., "has a valuable cockerel which
has become lame. No method of man-
agement is mentioned." It is probable

that the roost is high and the bird fat and
heavy, which caused the lameness.
"Young"-chicken Cholera.—Mrs. M.

H., Fallis, Ky., requests "a remedy for

what she terms 'young'-chicken cholera."

Cholera afTects all ages alike. It is prob-
able that the chicks are improperly fed,

or consume some substance which causes

bowel-disease.
Wormwood for Poultry.—T. E. S.,

Rushville, Ohio, asks "how to use worm-
wood for poultry, as he has planted the

seed upon recommendation of some one."

In reply it may be stated that wormwood
is not recognized as being of any value

whatever for poultry.

Chicks Blind.—B. A. P., Providence,

Ky., desires "remedy for blindness in

chicks." The difficulty may be due to

drafts of air at night, or perhaps to lice

on the heads, but it is impossible to give

a satisfactory reply, as the writer gave

CROSS-BRED AFRICAN AND TOULOUSE GOSLINGS

in a few days. The symptoms are great
prostration, a nervous, anxious expres-
sion, intense thirst, and profuse diarrhea
of greenish color. Most of the supposed
cases of cholera are due to indigestion,

the result of excessive feeding. Cholera
is really a very rare disease.

GROWING MILLET-SEED

Late chicks can be raised at but little

cost at this season if kept clear of lice,

as they can get all the- green food they
wish. A meat-grinder or green-bone
cutter will be found useful. The chicks
will bring good prices if sold before they
weigh three pounds each. One of the
_best feeds for growing chicks, for the first

portion of their lives, is millet-seed. Mil-
let is well known, and the yield from an
acre is very large. The farmers who are
also progressive poulterers should sow
an acre or two with millet, thresh out the
seed, save it for the chicks another year,

shine if possible), and see how the fowls
will enjoy it. If it should get fouled in

any way, remove it, and supply fresh

dirt, as they will shun it if polluted.

When young poultry are allowed to con-
tract the habit of roosting in the trees,

no time should be lost in breaking them
of it. Confine them to the poultry house
and yard, as a day or two will generally
ef¥ect a cure. Get your dust-batbs ready.
Sand and finely sifted coal-ashes, with a
pound of sulphur to every bushel of the
mixture, is the best. This should be put
in large boxes, and kept out of the rain.

Whitewash the houses, putting in a gill

of carbolic acid and a pint of common
kerosene to each pailful of slaked lime.

KEEP THE HENS

If old hens give a profit, keep them.
The rule should be to sell ofif everything
that does not produce something, for by
so doing the expenses will be materially

no information as to the methods he em-
ployed in the management of the chicks.

Lice on Chicks.—J. B. R., Mutton
Run, W. Va., "has some little chicks which
stand with their wings drooping. He
found some head-lice, but the chicks do
not improve since he changed their

food." It may be stated that the large
head-lice are at fault. Anoint the heads
with a little melted lard, and dust the
bodies carefully with insect-powder. The
advertised lice-killers are excellent.

Limber-neck.—A. M. S., Harrison,
Tenn., desires "a cure for limber-neck,
some of the fowls living two or three
days, and some only a few hours." The
v/riter should have given method of

management. The difficulty is usually
due to the eating of putrid meat, or the
maggots from carcasses. Molasses in

water is said to be beneficial, but the best
thing to do is to prevent the birds from
having access to unfit food.
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THE BREAK DOWN
is usually in. the wheel. They receive the strain and
wear. They dry out, spokes and feloea rot, tires
come loose. Get the service out of wheels you do
out of gears by using

Electric Metal Wheels.
You have a wagon for a life

time. Electrics are the staunch-
est, tightest, easiest running
wheels made. Straight or stag-
gered oval Bteel spokes, cast in
the hub,hot riveted in tire. Broad
tires, no rutting, light draft, any
height^ fit any wagon.
Write for free illustrated cata-

logue on Electric Wheels and
Handy Wagons.

ELECTRIC WHEEL CO.,

Box 96, Quincy, Ills.

THISTLE-INEl
Oak Gkove, Mich., July 9, 1903.

The Lindgren Chemical Co.
Grand Rapids, Mich.

Oentlemen:—The more I tise

Thistle-ine, the better I like it, aid
I Ijelieve it will in time be as
necessary an article on the farm
for spraying noxious vegetable
growths as Paris green is for spray-
ing potatoes. Used Thistle-ine
on Milkweed last week, and was
delit,'hted with results.

Vours truly, W.O.Richards.

One thorough spraying with **This-

tle°ine** settles it. Guaranteed. 5
Ibo can makes 5 gallons of the liquid,

$Z.OO. Free booklet tells all about it.

THE LINDGREN CHEMICAL CO.
8 So. Ionia St., Grand Rapids, Mich*

400,000,000 CHINESE
have used Ginseng for medicinal
purposes for centuries. Cultiva-
tion has just begun in America.
Sells to American exporters at
from S6 to $10 per pound. Immense
profits made on roots,young plants
and seeds. Patch of only a few
yards grows thousands of dollars
worth. Is not an opiate; cultiva-
tion endorsed by U. S. Govern-
ment. Easy to grow; hardy any-
where in U. s. and Canada. Im-
mense and constantly increasing
demand; supply very limited. We
sell cultivated roots and
seeds. Investigate this wonder-
ful money-maker. Complete book-
let " Ginseng " and current num-
ber of magazine, " The Ginseng
Garden," for two 2-cent stamps to
help pay postage.
CHINESU-AOIERICAN GINSENG CO.

Dept. n, Scranton, Pennsylvaali).

PAREfa
CORE
SLICE
1 in one operation by using

COODELL APPLE PABERS
J Seven stylesi 60 cts. to

y~"and or power. Write for Booklet i

)dell Co., I'S' Main St., Antrlm, H.H
.^ |

Fruii & Ornamental,

Shrubs, Roses, Bulbs

and Plants.
Catalogue No.1,112 pages,

free to purchasers of Fruit
and Ornamental Trees. No. 3, 64

_ „-8, to buyers of Holland Bulbs and Green-
house plants. Try us, satisfaction guaranteed

Correspondence solicited, 50th year. 44 greenhouses.
lOOO acres.

THE STORRS & HARRISON CO.,
PAINESVILLE. OHIO.

SAW MIL,L,S,
4 H. P. cuts 2,000 feet per
day — All Sizes— Plan-
ers, Shingle Mills and
Edgers, with Patent
Variable Friction Feed,
Portable Grinding Mills,
Water Wheels, Lath
Mills, etc. Send tor
largeCatalogue. Freight
don't count.
DeLOACH Milt MFG. CO.

Vox 300, Atlimta, Oa.
114 liberty Street, N. Y.

GOOD CIDER
Clear.Pure, Lone Keeplngr Cider*
and more of it from tbo Bmall amount of
apples oaa only be secured by using a

Made In varloua sites, hand end power.
The only press awarded modal and di-
ploma at the World's Pair. Catalogus
and prioe-llat sent free upon request.

Hydraullo Presfi Mftr. Co..
G Main St., Mt. OUead, Ohio.

To Owners of Gasoline Engines,
Automobiles, Launches, Etc.

""'Auto=Sparker
does away entirely with all starting
and running batteries, their aniioyanca
and expense. No belt—no switch—no
batteries. Can be attached to any en-
gine now using batteries. Fully guar-
anteed; write for descriptive catalog.

MOTSINQER DEVICE MPQ. CO.

24 Main Street. Pendleton. Indiana

CIDE
MACHINERY
Best and cheapest.
Send, for catalogue.

BOOMER & BOSCHERT
PRESS CO.,

98 West Water St.,

SYRACUSE, N. V.

CTADIT TREES Test-rs veaw
VIIIK** LAEGEST Nursery.
^\IM^ FeuitBook free. WerjAV CASHniM Want MORE Salesmen rAI Weekly

STARK BROS, Louisiana, Mo.; Dansville, N. Y.;etc

BUGGIES
Ask your dealer for the Western
Amesbury Line of Vehicles, made only
by Pontiac Buggy Co., Pontiac, Mich.

Comfort, durability and stylo are the principal characteristics

of these goods. The best medium grade of work on the market.

nCATH 1 XrV onhens & chlefeens. 64-p. Book Free.
UCAin 10 UvC D.J. Lambert. Box 303,Apponaus,K.I.
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DUNCAN CLARKE
Champion of Michigan

AMoneyKing
Amon^ Boys
|E IS a "Captain of Industry"— a little "Money-King"
among his playmates. In controlling trade he is as shrewd

as the money-kings of the '

' grown-ups.
'

' And his profits are

in proportion. Over $50.00 in Prize Money alone from The Saturday
Evening Post within three months is his record.

He began by making a clean sweep of his block, getting everybody possible to sign

an order directing him to deliver for four successive weeks. Street by street he canvassed

his part of town with such success that all his boy friends were excited about it, and wrote

to us clamoring to be agents. But Master Duncan had thought this problem all out for

"himself long before. He figured that we would not be apt to take chzinces on new boys

to compete against him, if he could sell at the rate of 50 copies a week. So he wrote us a

letter, requesting control of the whole town— knew he '

' could sell unassisted all the copies

the people would buy '

' — wanted us to refuse all other boys ; said he could '

' beat all of

them put together, anyway," and wound up by inclosing a cash deposit to pay in advance

for fifty copies a week for several months, just to show that he '
' meant business.

'

'

We complied with his request to refuse to sell to the other boys. Since then he has

sold an average of 100 copies a week for almost a year. His town, lying in the copper

country of the upper peninsula of Michigan, has been built four years and has just

750 inhabitants, and he is ten years old.

In a Dainty Little BooKlet
which we will send to any boy
free, twenty-five out of more
than six thousand bright boys

tell in their own way just how they have made a success of selling THE SATURDAY
EVENING POST. Pictures of the boys— letters telling how they built up a paying busi-

ness outside of school hours— interesting stories of real business tact.

Some 0! these boys are making $10 to $15 a week. You can do the same. NO MONEY

REQUIRED TO START. We will furnish ten copies the first weeK tree of charge, to be sold

at five cents a copy. You can then send us the wholesale price for as many as you find

you can sell the next wecK. IF YOU WILL TRY IT WE WILL SEND THE COPIES AND

EVERYTHING NECESSARY.

$225 in Extra Cash Prizes
will be distributed Mext Month among boys who sell FIVE or
more copies weekly.

The Curtis Publishing Company, Boy Department, 526 Arch St, Philadelphia, Pa.

Pigs At

Weaning Time

Dr. Hess

Stock Book

FREE
A complete treatise

on stock and poultry
diseases, written by
Dr. He8S{M. D., D. V.S.)
and sent free, postage
paid. If you will write
Dr. Hess & Clark, Ash-
land, Ohio, and say
what stock you have

—

how many head of each
kind; what stock food
you have fed, and men-
tion this paper. ^
Prof.W.S.GosB, Agrl-

cultural Instructor,
Talladega College, Tal-
ladega, Ala., says of
it:—"I think Dr.
Hess> Book a little
gem. I shall keep
it near me for ref-
erence."

Stand a chance of slow development for a time.
Grain or sour milk is harder to digest than the milk

of the dam. The digestive organs require special aid at
this time. As the feeding period of the hog is short—and

the shorter the better—it is expedient to strengthen and
build strong every digestive organ while the pig is young.

Dr. Hess Stock Food, the great hog tonic, makes pigs grow
fast, healthyand strong: expels worms, aids digestion and assimilatioQ

and causes all of the nutrition to be applied to bone and muscle building.
Stewart, the great American authority on feeding, says:—"The mother is supposed

to impart to the young her own digestive system." It is, therefore, important thateven
BOWS should be fed this scientific compound that they may impart perfect digestion to the

offspring. A penny's worth feeds 8 hogs. Feed Dr. Hess Stock Pood regularly as directed
disinfect the pens and feeding places with Instant Loase Killer, and we guarantee that your
hogs will be free from disease. E. C. Burlingame Co., Walla Wajla, Wash. .write: "Enclosed
find check for 825.00. Please send us 500 lbs. of Dr. Hess Stock Food. We want something to
start our young pigs when they are being weaned. We used 300 lbs. lately and liked it very
much."

DR. HESS Stock Food
I

Dr. Bess Stock Food Ig sold on a written susrsntee,
100 lbs. for 95.00 (except In Canada and Pacific

Slope) smaller quantities at slleht advance. Fed
|

in a small dose.

is the only scientific compound for hogs, cattle,
horses and sheep. It is formulated by Dr. Hess
(M. D., D.V.S.) If the medical and veterinary
colleges know of nothing better it must be good.
No unprofessional manufacturer can equal it.

Our information Bareaa.—For any disease or condition for which Dr. Hess Stock
Food is not recommended, a little yellow card enclosed in every package entitles you to a
letter of advice and a special prescription from Dr. Hess (M. D., D. V. S.). In this manner
you are provided with a universal treatment for all stock diseases, either in the 8tOCk
Food itself or in the special prescription to which the little yellow card entitles you.

Dr. HESS & CLARK, Ashland, Ohio.
Also manufacturers of Dr. Hess Poultry Pan-a-ce-a and Dr. Hess Healing Powder.

Instant L,ou8e Killer Kills Lice.

DAIRY FEEDS

THE most carefully conducted exper-
iments in feeding dairy-coWs seem
to prove conclusively that where
palatability and digestibility are

not materially out of proportion in two
feeds, that such feeds, if they contain
practically the same elements of nutri-

tion, are interchangeable in feeding op-
erations. Palatability of a food for the
individual cow must never be lost sight
of. After that question has been settled

in considering the cow's ration, the most
important remaining problem is to se-

cure the food-elements in their best and
cheapest form.
There are some foods, however, that

cannot be compared with any other food.
Certainly all foods must have class com-
parison if they are to be compared. It

therefore follows that digestible protein
in silage cannot be compared with diges-
tible protein in oats or clover ha}', for

united with the silage-protein is silage-

succulence, which possibly, I think prob-
ably, is quite as valuable as if it were a
real food-element. That it is not so no
one has yet told us.

But assuming that the individual cow
is fond alike of gluten feed, wheat bran
and ground oats, it has, as I have said,

been proven by numerous carefully con-
ducted experiments that protein, for in-

stance, may be supplied from whichever
of these feeds will be found to furnish it

most economically. Yet one of the most
prolific and exhaustive contributors to

the agricultural press, standing ready to

meet all questioners, insists in season
and out of season that we shall always
ha-ve oats in the dairy ration.

A few years ago the best dairy journal
in the world had as its veterinary ad-
viser a learned doctor who maintained
as strenuously as the oats man maintains
his plea that we should not feed cotton-
seed meal to cows because of abortive
properties that were extracted from the
root of the cotton-plant. Nor, he warned,
must we fed silage—I have forgotten now
for what learned reason. Yet all over
the land successful and scientific dairy-
men have been using silage for bulk and
cotton-seed meal for concentratioij.ifor

years.

So this other authority is forever in-

sisting that we must have oats in the
dairy bill of fare. I grant that oats is a

most superior feed, that it is grown at

home, that all animals like it, that it has
a tonic efTect, and all that. So, also,

with corn, and early cut, properly cured
clover hay. The dairyman who has good
corn silage, mixed hay, corn-meal and
wheat bran, and desires to increase the
protein in his ration, and shall do it by
adding oat-meal at about twenty-six dol-

lars a ton, when he could secure the
same amount of protein in gluten feed at

two thirds the cost, or in cotton-seed
meal or gluten-meal at one half the cost,

would not seem to use good business
management.
Simply because one produces a crop,

to therefore use it regardless of how
much more profitably the crop can be
sold and a substitute be bought, is much
on a par with my neighbor who believed
in home consumption so thoroughly that

he used a three-hundred-dollar driving-
horse raised on the farm for plowing and
other heavy work, when a "plug" of a

heavy horse would have done more work
and could have been bought for half the
money the other could have been sold for.

It is well for the dairyman who has
had limited experience in the purchase of

feeds to confine himself to those feeds of

commerce that are well established as

dependable, on account of the good re-

sults dairymen of wider experience may
have secured from them, and to steer

clear of those high-priced, condimental,
unknowable mixtures and compounds
that are on paper productive of such mar-
velous results. W. F. McSparran.

THE SCIENCE OF THE DAIRY-COW

Most farmers of this country realize

most painfully that they are not getting

from their lands the crops they should
and such as they did a quarter of a cen-

tury ago. The learned gentlemen whose
pleasing duty it is to go about the coun-
try speaking at farmers' institutes, and
who write so wisely, tell us that what
we need in our soils is more potash, more
nitrogen, more phosphoric acid. Supply
these missing elements, they say, and we
will undoubtedly get back to our old-

time crops.

This sounds wondrously profound to

the man of the ordinary intellect. He
reads and wonders. What wisdom is

here! What depth of knowledge so far

above us common folks! But after all

it means nothing to him. He simply

knows what he knew before—thr^t
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and phosphoric
is for the man

farm is becoming
' poorer, his crops
becoming c o r r c-

spondingly lighter,

and his pocket-
book thinner. But
really what does
he care about the
learned discussions

about nitrogen, potash
acid? That, he argues,

with the long purse and the profound
mind. As a matter of fact, we every-day

farmers are not yet up to the point where
these things appeal to us very strongly.

What we want, and what we must have,

is some way to build up our farms.

In our dilemma we turn to the old

cow—the plain, commonplace dairy-cow.

She has little scientific knowledge. She
is too busy to think of the sounding terms
with which her owners speak when they

discuss the lacking elements of the soil,

but she keeps on doing her part in her

narrow sphere to bring back fertility to

the worn-out farms of the country. And
she has it in her power to do this, if we
will but lend her a helping hand. Tak-
ing everything into consideration, the

dairy-cow of the United States has more
to do with the solution of the problem
staring us in the face to-day than any
one else in the world. What the man-
ufacturers of commercial fertilizers can-

not do, with all their wisdom, the old

cow can accomplish.
Barn-yard fertilizer is just as near a

perfect fertilizer as the ordinary farmer
will ever find. It contains all the el-

ements necessary to restore the fertility

that we have been carting away by the

ton in the form of wheat and corn all

these years. It is worth more than any
of the rest of them.
This implies that the farmer has fed

out upon his farm the hay, grain and
other feed grown there. It means that

he has taken due pains to keep out the

weed-seed and to have the manure well

rotted. It presupposes that he has saved
the liquid part of the droppings from his

stables, and that he does not allow them
to go to waste, but applies them faith-

fully year after year to his land.

It requires 'a strong man to do this.

Far too many of us yield to the tempta-
tion to sell oft our stock and put our
hay and grain on the market. That is

what thousands of farmers have been
doing for a long time. That is why our
lands have depreciated so in value. That
is why- we will need a radical change in

the manner of our farming methods. But
has not the time come when we should
allow the scientific principles of the

dairy-cow to prevail? It seems so to

me. E. L. Vincent.

Live Stock and Dairy

RABIES, OR HYDROPHOBIA
Rabies, commonly called hydrophobia,

has been unusually cominon among cat-

tle in Kansas, at least seven outbreaks
having been reported during the past
year. Rabies does not occur most fre-

quently during hot weather, as is very
generally believed, the greatest losses

occurring during the fall and spring,

but it may occur at any season of the

year. The disease seems to appear
periodically, some years no outbreaks
being reported, and other years the

losses being frequent and severe.

Rabies is a disease of the nervous
system that is transmitted from one
animal to another by direct inocula-

tion through a wound, usually a bite

from a rabid animal. It is possible

that food or water contaminated by an
animal affected with rabies may infect

animals having sores in the mouth or
digestive tract, or the infected saliva

being deposited upon an open wound
of irritated mucous membrane may
cause the disease.

The disease, as observed during the

past year, has been among cattle, ex-

cept in one instance, where two horses
died. The loss among cattle has va-
ried from five to twenty-seven head. In
one herd of sixteen head eleven died

from rabies.

In four out of the seven outbreaks
reported, a dog supposed to be rabid

was known to have bitten or been
among the affected cattle. The disease

usually occurs in from five to ten days
after the animals are bitten, and among
cattle they may continue to develop the

disease for from eight to ten weeks after

the first case occurs.
The symptoms vary considerably even

among cattle. The affected animal be-
comes nervous and excited, in many
cases vicious, attacking persons and
smaller animals particularly. In gome
instances they will dash at a person, but
suddenly stop a few feet away. There
is a peculiar wild or vacant stare. Af-
fected cattle will often push and maul
other animals in the herd, and there is a

tendency to lick the genital organs of

other cattle. As the disease progresses
they become more excited, and will very
often emit a hoarse bellow frequently or
almost continuously. In many cases
there is often violent straining, as if

to pass dung, the rectum often being

everted. Paralysis often occurs, and is

first noticed in a wabbling, uncertain gait,

and 'later the hind quarters give way and
the animal is unable to rise. In a few
cases the animals will fall in convulsions.

In all cases animals will eat and drink
water until paralysis of the throat makes
it difficult or impossible. There is fre-

quent shaking and swinging of the head
and opening of the jaws, with dripping
of a ropy or frothy saliva from the

mouth. There is a tendency for rabid

animals to eat dirt, dung, sticks, etc.

Post-mortem examination shows no
signs of disease, although the body is

unusually stiff and rigid and the stomach
contains dirt and other foreign material.

There is no treatment for rabid an-

imals, as death always occurs. Affected
animals should be isolated, or destroyed
at once to put them out of misery and to

prevent possible infection of others.

Water-tanks and mangers should be
emptied and thoroughly^disinfected by
using a strong solution of concentrated
lye or a five-per-cent solution of carbolic
acid. Food that is contaminated with sa-

liva should be burned^ Suspected dogs
should be destroyed. Persons should ex-
ercise utmost caution to avoid being bit-

ten or infected through wounds on the
hands while caring for infected animals.
—N. S. Mayo, in Bulletin No. 127 of the
Kansas Experiment Station.

THE TROUBLE WITH OUR HOGS
At the meeting of the Iowa Swine-

Breeders' Association held at Des Moines
in June the discussion on alfalfa and
other pasture for hogs was the most in-

teresting of the session. The swine-
breeder of the corn belt is finally coming
to realize the danger of the all-corn

ration for the brood-sow and the pigs.

About fifteen years ago, at a meeting of
this same association, some one ventured
the, opinion that a steady corn diet was
not best for hogs or any other animal.
An experienced breeder replied by say-
ing that corn was made for hogs, and the
only trouble with most farmers and
breeders was that their hogs did not get
enough of it. The nodding heads around
the room indicated that he had voiced the
sentiment of most of the members. A
good many breeders have had reason to
change their views since that time. One
or two short corn crops and consequent
high prices, compelling the use of other
feeds, have had something to do with it.

Smaller litters, clearly impaired vitality,

paralysis, and other heretofore unknown
diseases which sweep away half the herd

will make more
growth on grass.

Last week we spent
a couple of days
in the Platte Val-
ley in central Ne-
braska. We saw
hogs there that had
been grown on al-

falfa pasture and one pound of corn
a day per head. They were fine, big,

thrifty fellows, not as pretty to look at,

perhaps, as the hog pushed on grain
from the start, but good "doers." Hogs
grown in this way up to six or eight
months of age, and then finished Ijy a

short, heavy corn feed, will not only
make much more economical gains, but
will be healthier and more prolific. Not,
every farmer can grow alfalfa, although
the experience of our readers during the
last two or three years shows that it can
be grown in many parts of the corn belt

where |ieretofore it was not supposed
possible. Throughout the corn country,
however, clover can be grown to perfec-
tion, and furnishes the next best thing
to alfalfa as hog-pasture. ^This, with a
patch of rape to furnish variety, ought
to be on every farm where hogs are
raised.—Wallaces' Farmer.

WINTERING BROOD-SOWS ON ALFALfX HAY

Brother Wallace of the "Farmer" ad-
vises siloing alfalfa on which to winter
brood-sows. Last fall the senior editor
of the "Dairyman" commenced feeding
nine brood-sows on alfalfa hay and their

drink. This was continued all winter,
the sows keeping in fine condition. These
nine sows had seventy-eight pigs, with
only one "titman" in the lot, and we have
raised seventy-five weaned pigs to the

present time. We never had sows yield

milk so abundantly, and never raised a
lot of pigs which showed so much vigor
right from the start. The cost of winter-
ing did not exceed one dollar and fifty

cents for each animal. They did not re-

ceive a particle of grain food during their

wintering period. There is nothing finer

for the production of strong, active pigs
than alfalfa hay.—Hoard's Dairyman.

LUMPY-JAW
This disease more often afifects cattle

than other animals. It is due to a fun-
gus sometimes called the ray fungus, or
actinomycosis. The fungus occurs upon
grass and other vegetation, and it is only
when it becomes introduced into the tis-

sues that it causes trouble. The disease
comes from eating and outside sources,
and is not contagious in the usual sense
of the word. Several animals may be-
come affected while on the same pasture,
but this is due to all being exposed alike.

Some years the number of cases is greater
than others, owing to the greater de-
velopment of this fungus. The disease
affects the jaw more often than other
parts, due to the fact that the tissues are

A COTSWOLD RAM

of pigs in a few days or weeks, have set

thoughtful breeders to wondering if there
IS not something radically wrong with
their methods of breeding and feeding.
Is it not possible that we are beginning
to reap the harvest of years of a clear

corn diet in a dry lot? Has our treat-

ment of the hog, which has shortened his

nose and legs, decreased the size of his

stomach, and weakened his bones, also

made him constitutionally weak and an
easy prey to disease?
When corn was cheap and freight-rates

high the main use of the hog was to
market the corn, and thus condense
freight. Corn is not as cheap as it was,
and we doubt if we will ever again see
an era of low prices. Higher-priced
grain is alone sufficient reason for chang-
ing our methods of raiding hogs. The
successful swine-breeder of the future

sometimes broken in the act of chewing,
thus permitting infection.

The disease is comparatively easy to
treat. A dram of iodide of potash is

given twice a day for from two weeks to
twenty days. For cattle weighing twelve
hundred pounds or more the dose is

somewhat increased, and lessened for

calves. If pus is present in the lump
it should be let out by incision. In a few
refractory cases a second period of treat-

ment may be required after resting for

ten days. About eighty per cent of re-

coveries may be expected. Affected an-
imals should be kept away from the
healthy and off the pasture-field. In the
case of milk-cows the milk should not
be used. The state does not pay for such
animals when it destroys them.—A. W.
Bitting, in Bulletin of the Purdue Univer-
sity Agricultural Experiment Station.

SHARPLBS
TUBULAR CREAM

S
A dozen bucket bowls

but only one

T\ib\ilaLr.
We alone make the
Tubular, all competi-
tors make the old style

bucket bowls. They
cannot make tubular
bowls because of our
patents. The Tubular
is worth fifty per cent
more than any of the

|

old style bucket bowl
separators, as thousands of dairymen
testify. Write for Catalogue No. 112
THE SHARPLES CO., P. M. SHARPLES,

Chicago, Illinois. WssI Chester, Pa.

There's Money
in the Right Kind of Hogs
Get a pair of the famous O. I. O.'s for
breeders and you can raise hogs that pay.

O. f. c.

HOGS
are in demand both for breeding stock
and fattening for market. 39 years
devoted to the perfection of this breed
-wlthont the loss of a single bog
ir through disease. We will

,
ship a sample pair on time, giving

fall pedigree and allow agency to ^
first applicant. Two O. I. C.'s if^ 1

-weighed S,S06 lbs. Write to-day. /

L. B. SILVER CO.,
101 Hog Building, Cleveland, O.

NOTHING SO GOOD
has ever been pie-

seated to the pub-
lic and which has
beeQ of such won-
drous merit as

Kendall's

Spavin

Cure.

It is the old reliable remedy for Spavins, Ringbones, SpllatSy
Carbaand all forms of LamcaeBs. It cures without a blemish bo>
cause it does not blister. Price $1. 6 for $5. As a liniment for

family use it has no equal. Ask your druggfist for E£NDAliL*S
8PATIN CUBE, also * *A Treatise on the Hone, »» the hoqk. free, or
address OR. B. J. KENDALL CO., Enosburg Falls* VI.

LvimpJdiW

Cvirb
5Dliivt

5wcei\Y

Cure Them
liumpjawin cattle.
Fistula and Poll Evil
In horses, and almost
every blemish that a
horse can have, even
bad Bone Spavin,
Kingbone and Knee-
Sprung, can be read-
ily cured by anybody.
We want to tell you
how to do it, prove
that yon can do it,

and guarantee you
success in doing it.

Two big booklets ex-
plaining everything
sent free. Write now.
Fleming Bros. tChemlats,

221 Vnton Btoek¥arda,
Chicago, Ul.

CATTLE-STANCHIONS
Simplest, safest, strongest,

most easily adjusted swing-
ing stanchion made, with steel

latch and automatic lock, lock-

ing itself when closed. Is

stationary when open, and
animal cannot turn it in back-
ing out. Made from best se-

lected liardwood, well finished.

Send for circiilai s and prices.

Made only by THE TOLEDO
PLOW CO., Toledo, 0., Div. F.

BALES "?g«.H/iy

The Gem Full-Circle baler, lightest, strongest, cheapest
baler. Made of wrought steel. Operated by 1 or 2 horaes.
Bales 10 to 15 tons a day. Sold on 5 davs' trial. Catalogue
free. Address GEO. ERTEL CO., Quincy, III.

DEATH TO HEAVES
tiasrftnteed

NEWTON'S Heave, Conpfa, Dis-
temper and indigestion €nre.
A veterinary specific for wind,

. ^„ throat and stomach troubles.
f^^^ Strong recommends. $1.00 per

can. dealers. Mail or £x. paid.
Newton Horse Remedy Co.,

Toledo, Ohio.

HEAVES CAN BE CURED
We have a guarantee cure for Heave9,Co«eb8 and Oolds.
Cruaranteed to eure or money refunded. One package
by mail, 60c. 12 pkgs. by ex. with written guarantee to
cure, 85. WILBl'R STOCK FOOD CO., 77 2U St., Milwaukee, IVIs.

THE LADIES' HOME JOURNAL FREE
for three months to women selling four 'J^c. packs of Indigestion
or Liver Pills in country districts, I guarantee these remedies
or refund tile money. Send lUc. for sample of my famous Indiges-
tion Cure. AB'S REMEDIES, 920 Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

HAKVE8TEKS. It cuts and
throws it in pile. One man and
one horse cuts equal to a corn-
binder. Priqe S12. Circularsfree.NEW PROCESS MFG. CO., tiiicoln, Kansas

CORN
A RODT'I/^M Retention of Placenta/\DWK 1 l\JrS and Pailui-e to Breed
Kellogg's Condition Powder is a positive cure for
these diseases. Write for circular. Address
H. W. KELIiOGG CO., St. Paul, Minn.

100 CORN FARMS S^o'nh'^'lst^^n^^fh/o'!

MADDEN & WINSTBRMAN, Continental, Ohio.

II
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\mck. Convenient Corn Cutting^^^^
is accomplished with the Scientifii' Corn Harvester. It saves the crop from
field waste and frostbite; do^s the Work of a score of hand workers. Safe-
guards for man and horse.^Too simple to get out of order ; too strong to break.

Scientific Corn Harvester
cuts any desired height. Built for the
hardest kind o£ work, but is so low in
price anv fanner can afford to have one.
Illustrated catalogue of Mills, Shelters
and Farmers' Tools will be mailed free

THE.rows MAMjFACTURIXC CO.
SprlngUeld, Ohio.

IV'l )I ;l il )1 II i) jT i)S\ ^ j) 'J

WE SAVE YOU MONEY
on every rod of fencing you buy from us. "Why? Because

we sell you the

ADVANCE FENCE
Direct From the Factory at Wholesale.
Dealers cannot buy it any cheapjer tfian you can. We save
you the middle man's profit. Get a ^ood tenee at a low
price. No loose ends
to unravel. All closely

|
interwoven. C r o s s

|
^ires cannot slip, f

Write at once for our E

circulars and special!
discounts.

APVAJfCE FENCE CO., 116 J St., Peoria, HI.

WONDERFUL
HOUSEHOLD
REMEDYKING OF PAIN

Pricfe Twenty-Five Cents
Cares Diarrhea, Colic, Cramps, Burns and Scalds,
Bruises and all Inflammations. Circulars free, or send
gl.OO tor large package Arfan*c Wan^oiland fine agents outfit. /\S"nia TTdUlcO
THE E. G. RICHARDS CO., Box 548, Toledo, O.

BUY DIRECT FROM BESTFACTORY,

MIXED PAINTS
AtWHOI/ESAIiE PRICES, Delivered FREE
For Houses, BamSj Roofs, all colors, and S.WE Dealers
profits. In use 61 years. Officially Endorsed by the
Grange. Low prices will surprise you. Write for Samples.
0. W. INOERSOLL, 239 Plymonth St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Agents for any
thing can work up a big side-line that talces very

little time once a month
;
sewing-machine agents,

tax-collectors, book-agents, nursery-stock solic-

itors can double their business. Instructions and
outfit cost you nothing. We only want a reply

from you that you are a hustler, and we will do
the rest. Write us at once. Circulation Dept.

Woman's Home Companion, Springfield, 0.

Farm Wagron only $31.95
In order to introduce their Low Metal Wheels

with Wide Tires, the Empire Manufacturing Com-
pany, Quincy, III., have placed upon the market a
irarmer's Handy Wagon that is only 25 inches
high, fitted with 24 and 30 inch wheels with 4-inch
tire, and sold for only S21.95.

This^agon is made of the best material through-
out, and really costs but a trifle more than a set of
new wheels, and fully guaranteed for one year.
Catalogue giving a full description will be mailed
upon application by the Empire Manufacturing
Company, Quincy, 111., who also will furnish metal
wheels at low prices, made any size and width of
tire to fit any axle.

KEEPS FRESH
MEAT FRESH

Swan s Preserving Compound will keep any kind of fresh meat
for one year or more, without ice or salt, as fresh as the day it

was killed. Its use cannot be detected by sight, taste or smell.
Flies and insects won't touch it, hottest weather won't affect it.

All nutriment, flavor and color retained. Positively guaranteed
not to contain poisonous drugs, acids or anything else that could
injure the health. Full-size package, enough to preserve a ton of
meat, will be sent prepaid to any part of the United States on
receipt of $'2.00. Booklet free. AVents wanted.
"SPECIAL OFFER." To introduce Swan's Preser^-ing Com-

pound in your locality, we will, for a limited time, send post-paid
special trial package, enough to keep four hundred pounds of
meat fresh, to any address on receipt of 50 cents. Make all

remittances in postal or express money-order.

SWAN CHEMICAL CO.
210 Tuscola Street, - Safflnaw, Mlcb., U. S. A.

The Hay Baler
which Is in a class by itself.

^^ELI'' presses;
market. I^tve

bale fastestand best
for shipping' and

market. Largest Feed Openings.
hOTBe »iid Bteam powars, 33 atyles »nd sizes. Maaj featursd ni»ohiao3,
sUad»rd of the world. Get the free £U c»t»lofue.

Collin* Plow Co., 1116 H«mp»hlre St., Quincy, III.

The Western College for Women
OXFORD, OHIO

Delightful location in the beautiful IVIiami Valley of southwestern Ohio, one hour from Cin-

cinnati, on Monon and Vandalia Express routes. Full classical courses and many electives.

Superior advantages in Art, Piano, Voice and Violin. Campus of sixty-five acres. Special

attention to physical culture. Forty-ninth year begins Sept. 9, 1903. Number limited to 2005?

Where shall you educate your daugh-

ter? Shall she go a thousand miles from

home and spend a thousand dollars a year

or may she find a college offering equal

advantages nearer home and at less than

half the cost ?

Shall she choose a college of a thousand

students, or one where the number is lim-

ited in order that each young woman may
come into direct personal contact with the

members of the Faculty ?

Shall she go to some Conservatory of

Music which does not offer general culture,

or shall music become part of a complete

and symmetrical education ?

The Western College offers

:

The Grange
By MRS. MARY E. LEE

LIBRARY BUILDING

1. A four-years' Classical course for the B.A. deeree
2. A three-years* Literary course for a Diploma.

3. A standard eciual to that of the best colleees.

4. A wide range of elective studies.

Terms, $300.00 a year, with an extra charge of $90.00 for private lessons in music and art.

Visit The Western before you decide, or send for copy of "Undergraduate Life at The Western.

IvEIIvA. S. McKEK, Ph.D., President

A healthful location, a beautiful campus, com-
modious buildings, scientific physical trainine,

with golf, lawn-tennis and basket-ball for

out-of-door exercise.

Repeating Air-Rifle Free
SHOOTS 300 TIMES WITH ONE LOADING

A TRUE SHOOTER THE IDEAL GUN FOR BOYS
Boys have use for it every minute—hunting In the woods, shooting at targets, drilling as soldiers, and

nundreus of uses that only boys know about. = = 1
e. ,

Harmless, strong, dnrable, shoots accurately, and cultivates trueness of sight and evenness of nerve,

ii.n
extremely simple m construction. Any child can operate it and become an expert marksman with

It gives the boy healthful pleasure, and lots of it for the money.
This rifle uses no powder—jnat air. There is no smoke, no noise.
Air is plentiful, and shot costs but 10 cents tor 1,000. while darts can be shot over and over again.
Harmless, and lasting tor years—no wonder every boy should want an air-rifle.
Expert workmanship and accurate machinery enable the manufacturers to produce an air-rifle of which

all parts are interchangeahle.
These air-rifles are provided with pistol-grip, true sights, and so strongly made that it is almost impossible

for them to get out of order. ^

f.
=

HOW TO GET IT
Send us your name and addreHs on a postal-card to-day, and tell ns
you want to get the air-rifle. We will send bv return mail a receipt-book
containing eight coupons, each one of which Is good for a six-months'
subscription to one of the best fann and home papers published in Anieric% We
will also send a sample copy of the paper, so you can judge of its merit for yourself,
you sell these coupons to your friends and neighbors at 20 cents each. They will gladly take
advantage of a chance to get a good paper six months tor 20 cents. When the coupons are sold, you send the
S1.60 to us, and we will forward the rifle. It you don't want 11 rifle, perhaps you know of some boy or girl who
would like to earn a rifle. If so, send us their name and address, and we will send a receipt-book by return
mail. Hundred* have earned rifles by our plan, and you can do It In one day's time. Write to-day.

Address FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio

ANNUAL REUNION OF THE PATRONS OF
HUSBANDRY

COMMUNICATION FROM THE MASTER OHIO
STATE GRANGE

"Another year has passed away,
Time swiftly speeds along,"

and the thirty thousand Patrons of Ohio
are hereby admonished that the time
is rapidly approaching when we shall

be gathering in Columbus to hold our
annual reunion upon the State Fair-

Grounds. This yearly reunion has be-
come the fixed policy of the order in

Ohio, and arrangements are already
completed to make this occasion, Sep-
tember 2 and 3, 1903. of unusual pleasure
and interest.

The hard-working farmer and his fam-
ily are entitled to at least one outing an-
nually. The year promises to be one of
great prosperity, and we shall experience
a generous share. Let us begin now to
lay aside our "pin-money" and arrange
for the trip. Every indication points to
an increase in our membership in Ohio,
between April ist and September 2d, of

two thousand. These new members will

have never joined in our glad reunions;
many of them have never seen our great
State Exposition.
Among the many pleasant, as well as

profitable, features for this year will be
the presence of Hon. E. B. Norris, Mas-
ter of the New York State Grange and
Chairman of the National Executive
Committee. Brother Norris is an ear-

nest, loyal and eloquent Patron, and will

tell us how New York came to be at the
head of the grange column. Sister F.

D. Saunders, Lecturer of the Michigan
State Grange, will be in attendance both
on September 2d and 3d. All eyes have
been turned to Michigan as the state

making the most rapid grange growth in

recent years. Come and hear Sister

Saunders tell of Michigan methods of

growth in grange strength and influence.

She is a lady of great magnetism, charm-
ing manner, rare refinement and liberal

culture.

In addition to the above. Brother F.

P. Wolcott, Editor "American Grange
Bulletin," announces that Ohio has won
the beautiful silk banner offered by the
"Bulletin" for the largest number of sub-
scribers in the contest recently closed.

Brother Wolcott will attend September
3d, and in person present the banner.
Sister Wolcott will accompany her hus-
band, and no one can afford to miss
meeting her.

At half-past one each day there will be
an informal reception at Grange Hall, on
the fair-grounds, and all attending mem-
bers will have an opportunity to meet our
distinguished guests.

Further details will be announced in

the public press from time to time, but
this gives the data upon which we can all

begin to plan. Invitations from cities

desiring the next session of the Ohio
State Grange will be canvassed at this

time.
Railroads will make low rates for

transportation, while the Executive Com-
mittee, as well as the State Fair manage-
ment, will spare no pains to secure the
most comfortable entertainment for all

visiting Patrons at reasonable prices.

In preceding years visitors from other
states have united in pronouncing the
Ohio State Fair the most successful of

all fairs; its buildings the largest and
most commodious; its grounds the best
arranged and most beautiful; its exhibits
simply beyond description.
This great plant belongs to the tax-

payers of Ohio. Come, let us gather
there and see our property. Let us lay
aside our farm-work and worry for the
entire week; forget our houses and lands,

flocks and herds, the price even of butter
and cheese, corn, wheat and hogs; cease
for a few days our struggle for the
possession of things material, which at

best will soon dissolve in' our hands. Let
us forget them all, attend the great Ex-
position and Reunion, and garner the
joys of association, lay up the treasures
of fraternal regard, extended acquain-
tance and friendship, and cultivate such
qualities of mind and heart as will make
us nobler men and women.

Fraternally,
F. A. Derthick,

Master Ohio State Grange.

MISS HEALY'S PROWESS
Miss Margaret Healy saved the day for

women when she fought to a successful
issue President Butler's proposed amend-
ment to the by-laws of the National Ed-
ucational Association, providing that the
president might name the members of
the nominating ^convention, instead of
leaving it to the different states. This
would have made the women practically

powerless in the association, a thing Miss
Healy was wise enough to foresee and
nip in the bud. A few more victorious
battles by the grade teachers will make
the National Educational Association a
far more powerful factor in the 'educa-
tional affairs of our country, as they con-
cern the common people.

'

NATIONAL MASTER AT OHIO STATE FAIR

In addition to the other able speakers
mentioned elsewhere, Mr. Derthick has
secured National Master Jones for Sep-
tember 3d for the Ohio State Fair
Grange Reunion. Let every Patron in

Ohio make a supreme effort to come to

Columbus on this day. Mr. Jones is an
able speaker, the leader of the most effic-

ient and largest farmers' organization in

the world. Bring your neighbors, and
write to your friends who are out of the
grange to come to Grange Hall at the
State Fair, and hear Mr. Jones tell of the

work of the grange.

LIBRARIES

Mr. Carnegie has established over one
thousand libraries, one hundred and fifty-

eight during the last year. The year's

gifts amount to $6,679,000, and 96,247 vol-

umes. While we appreciate the magnif-
icent services rendered by Mr. Carnegie,
we can but feel that the few books added
at much sacrifice to hundreds of grange
libraries will bring to the state a very
great share of intelligence. It is not the
imposing edifices and vast array of books
that count the most, but the few excel-

lent ones read and digested. The widow's
mite was not despised.

THE OBSERVATORY
More new granges were organized in

the first six momths of the present year
than in the entire year of 1902.

Mrs. F. D. Saunders, Lecturer of

Michigan State Grange, will address the
Patrons at the Ohio Grange reunion at

the state fair this year.

State Master Derthickrecently dedicated
Rehobeth Grange Hall, in Perry County,
Ohio. This is one of the finest haHs in

the state, and Ohio is justly proud of it-

What the Greek-letter fraternity is to

the college man, the club to the city man,
the grange is to the farmer. It ministers

to his financial, spiritual, social and men-
tal needs. Its benefits are many.

If farmers would have confidence in

each other, they could combine and pro-
duce many a trust-made article with
profit to themselves. We pay dearly for

our lack of faith in one another.

For every incapable and dishonest
official there are hundreds of thousands
of honest, capable men in private life who
could fill the office with honor and dis-

tinction. Why are they not in office?

Ask the voters and the party bosses.

When loudly condemning child-labor

in factory and mine, look into the fields

and see what your child is doing. I have
seen as pitiable cases of arrested devel-

opment and stunted intellect from child-

labor on the farms as in public works.

Ohio institute-workers will hold an in-

stitute during the last week in November,
preparatory to the winter's work of lec-

turing. It will be conducted on lines sim-
ilar to those of the teachers' institutes.

This is highly commendable. Farmers are
becoming more and more enlightened,

and as a result demand better lecturers.

Make arrangements to attend your
state fair this fall. It is an inspiration

and incentive to better work in the fu-

ture. If the grange maintains headquar-
ters on the grounds, be sure to go there,

whether a Patron or not. Meet the

farmers of the state. Talk over matters
of interest- to our class. Know your
neighbors—it will surely benefit you.

Because you do not find pleasure in

attending church is no reason that you
should neglect the moral and ethical

training of your children. Examine the

ten commandments, and you will find

they resolve themselves into so many
ethical propositions that sound common
sense cannot help but approve.

The race, like the individual, must go
through successive stages of develop-

ment. All is not smooth, graceful action,

but occasional falls and hard knocks. To
the child who stumbles and falls, the

world is indeed dark; but he rises again,

and in the end finds light and indepen-

dence. So it is with the human race.

Ahead of it is light and life.
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DEBT OUTUWED.
M. N. S., Kansas,

inquires: "A. bought
some goods of B. A.
did not pay at the

time, several months
passed, and B. did

not ask A. for the

ITloney. Can B. col- Legal inquiries of general interest from our regular subscribers will be answered in tbis department
lect the amount after _ free ol charge. Querists desiring an immediate answer by mall should remit one dollar, addressed

one year's time? "Law Department," this office.

The Family Lawyer
By JUDGE WM. M. ROCKEL

Can a person collect

pay for labor after one year has passed?"
In the state of Kansas a contract not

in writing is not barred or outlawed un-

til three years after the goods have been
purchased or contract made. The one-
year limitation applies only to libel,

slander, assault, battery, malicious pros-

ecution or false imprisonment.

fence. Then if he allowed his land to be
open to the highway, B. would be com-
pelled to build all the fence if he wishes
to pasture his own land. If A. injures

B.'s cattle he will be liable.

WILL—WIDOW'S RIGHTS

A subscriber in South Dakota wants to

know: "If a man dies, and leaves a will,

and wills his wife only one dollar, is that

all she can get?"
Almost all, if not all, the states provide

that a widow may elect to take under the
will or as the law provides. In no case

can the husband, without the wife's con-
sent, deprive the wife of her rights to and
in his property, and in South Dakota the

wife would be entitled to one third of

the property remaining after the debts
of the husband have been paid.

INHERITANCE

L. M. C, Illinois, wants to know: "If

a man in Colorado or Idaho dies, leaving

no children, and without making a will,

what part would his widow receive?

Would his parents or brothers be entitled

to any part of it, there being both real

and personal property?"
In Colorado, if there are no children

and no will, the estate descends to the

surviving wife, subject to the payment of

debts. In Idaho one half would go to

the wife, and the other half to the dece-
dent's father and mother.

WILL WITHOUT MENTION OF CHILD

W. C. J., Tennessee, gives the follow-

ing: "A man marries, and he and his

wife -have five children. His wife dies,

and he marries the second time. He and
his second wife have six children. He
makes a will, leaving all his property to

maintain his wife, and what property was
left after her death was to be equally

divided between his last six children. He
did not mention the first five children in

the \vill, and he had never provided for

them in any way. Can the children of

the first wife break the will under the
statutes of Tennessee?"
A person has a right to will his prop-

erty to any person he chooses. It is a

common belief among many persons not
educated in law that if a child

i is not
mentioned in the will the will is invalid.

This is not true. It might possibly ap-
ply where a child was absent and sup-
posed to be dead, but afterward should
turn up. This would not re-voke the will,

but such absent child would be entitled

to the same share of the estate that he
would have been had there been no will

made. Otherwise the will would stand.

IIFE ESTATE
S. A. P., Indiana,

asks: '"A. lives on
a fifty-acre farm. Be-
ing overtaken with
sickness and misfor-
tune, he was likely to

lose it. His father

redeemed it, and
willed it to him un-
conditionally for his

lifetime, when it is

to be divided equally among A.'s heirs.

An interurban railway line took a strip

through it without let or hindra^nce, for

which it will pay two hundred dollars.

The parties are all living. To whom does
the money belong?"

In such a case the son would have the

use of the two hundred dollars during
his lifetime. The court would probably
require him to give bond that at his

death the two hundred dollars could be
collected and divided among A.'s heirs.

DOWER
N; N., Nebraska, writes: "A woman

dies in Nebraska, leaving a husband and
children. Can the husband claim any
interest in the property which she had
previously inherited? Can the husband
claim any interest in property which he

had formerly deeded to her for a good-
will?"

The husband would have a dower in-

terest in all the real estate o£ his wife

—that is, a life estate in one third—no
matter whether it came to her by inher-

itance or whether he deeded it to her.

PARTITION FENCE

J. J., Ohio, is having trouble with his

neighbor about his partition fence, with
the following facts: "A. and B. have a

farm surveyed out, and agree to build a

new line fence. A.'s land is open to the

highway. The fence is built, and B.'s

land is pasture for his cattle. A.'s is plow-
land. A. plants corn on his side. B.'s

cows put their heads through A.'s fence,

and damage A.'s corn, also his fence. ' A.
refuses to repair his fences, and notifies

B. to keep his cattle out or he will shoot
them. B.'s half of the fence has the

wires on the same side as the cattle. The
wires are close together, and the cattle

cannot push the wires off or get through
B.'s half. Is it A.'s place to fix his half,

or is it B.'s place? Can B. get pay for

fixing A.'s half of the fence?"

It is A.'s duty to build his part of the

fence, and to keep it in such a condition
that it will turn ordinary stock. The
wire should be ctose enough and strong
enough so as not to permit cattle to get
through. The mere fact that A.'s land is

open to the highway will not excuse him
from building his partition fence unless

he gives his neighbor six months' notice

that he intends to remove his partition

CONVEYANCE OF UNDIVIDED INTEREST

G. A. K., Indiana, gives this query:
"Husband and wife die, leaving real es-

tate clear of all incumbrance, their heir^
beirtg all of age. One son had received
in money what would be his share, and to
make settlement he and his wife make a
quitclaim deed of their undivided interest
in the estate to all the brothers and sis-

ters. Later another brother buys a sis-

ter's interest, and she and her husband
give said brother a quitclaim deed of their

undivided interest in said estate. Later
said sister dies, leaving two minor chil-

dren. Later the entire estate was sold,

part to a stranger and part to the brother
who at first relinquished his claim in

favor of all the other heirs of said estate.

The two deeds were signed by all the
heirs of said estate and their husbands
and wi^ves except the sister who had died
and her husband. Later said brother sold
the part of the land he had bought, and
the purchaser demands an abstract of ti-

tle. One party claims that the two minor
children of the deceased sister have an
interest in said estate, and that guardians
would have to be appointed for them and
suit brought in court to quiet title. What
say you?"
The sister having disposed of her in-

terest during her lifetime, there would
be nothing belonging to her two minor
children, therefore I cannot understand
why there need be suit to quiet title.

BUILDING ON LEASED LAND

J. B., Wisconsin, writes: "A. leases a

piece of land to a religious society upon
which to build a church for such time as

the building is used for church purposes.

The building was dedicated to the M. E.

Church. The house has not been used
for such purpose for one or more years.

Since the lease was given A. has sold the

land to B. without reserve, B. has sold

to C. without reserve, and C. has sold

to D. in the same way. Each party knew
the house was on the land. We do not

claim the lease is good. 'It is lost, any-

way, and cannot be found. The questions

are: Can D. hold the house? Was it

necessary to reserve the right in the lease

of the land to sell or remove the house

when it was no longer needed or used for

church purposes? The lease having
expired, and these transfers made, does

the society still own the house? If so,

and D. wants the house removed, would
he have to give the society certain days'

notice?"
I do not think D. could hold the house,

for the reason that he knew of the claims

of the society, and' that the house was
built under a lease of the land. He
having such knowledge, it was not neces-

sary to have it reserved in the deed, and
the fact that the lease is lost might not
destroy its effect if D. had knowledge of

the fact that there was such lease. 1

think the society still owns the house, as

forfeitures are gtrictly construed by. the

courts, and before the society could lose

its property it would be necessary to

prove strictly the fact that the building

was abandoned. If D. wanted the

house removed to determine the society's

rights, he would have to give notice.

CARE OF THE SICK-

ROOM
Your sick-room is

best freed from dust,

dirt and germs if the
sweeping is first

done with a cloth-

covered broom that

has been moistened with water containing
a little chloride. The furniture should be
dusted with a cloth similarly moistened.

'
, EPILEPSY

One of the most important steps to in-

sist upon is that the patient shall lead a
quiet life—if possible, a rural life. A
moderate amount of exercise, both phys-
ical and mental, is necessary. The diet

is also important, and some of our best
authorities insist that where bromides are
being administered very little salt should
be given or allowed in the food, because
the bromides will then take the place
in the system that is usually occupied by
the chlorides. Milk is the most valuable
irticle of diet in these cases. Fresh veg-
etables, such as peas, string-beans and

Ispinach, with very little salt, is also de-

Jsirable. Broiled meat in moderation once
Jdaily, and baked apples and stewed
ttruits, with a soft-boiled or soft-poached

fegg now and then. A fair amount of

{cereals for breakfast, and toast or stale

Ebread, complete the dietary for the aver-

;,age patient. Cold baths, with thorough
! rubbing, the first thing in the morning

J
have a wonderful tonic ,

effect, and are

|,also of great advantage in encouraging
ithe propel- action of the perspiratory

'glands. Aside from the specific drug,

'which is the bromides, there is nothing
ij,that tends more to keep the stomach.

The Family Physician
By ROBERT B. HOUSE, M.D.

liver and kidneys in good condition than
phosphate of sodium taken in teaspoonful
doses—one teaspoonful in a cupful of hot
water one hour before breakfast.—Med-
ical Sentinel.

WHOOPING-COUGH

J. A. W., Nortlv Carolina, writes:
"Please state in your next issue what is

good for whooping-cough."
There are few diseases in which a

larger number of remedies have been
recommended. This implies unsatisfac-
tory results. In the catarrhal stage the
treatment is the same as for ordinary
bronchitis; at least, it must be so, as the
nature of the disease is often not sus-

pected. At this time aconite, belladona,
ipecacuanha or hyoscyamus are the main
remedies. Belladonna is used in the
early part of the paro.xysmal stage

—

violent cough, without expectoration;

worse at night; sore throat; injected eyes;

nosebleed; cerebral congestion. Drosera
is used in the latter part of the paroxys-
mal stage—with the cough, constriction

of the chest; violent paroxysms of cough;
worse at night; after the cough, vomiting.
Naphthalin in spasmodic stage—violent

and frequent paroxysms. Cuprum acet.

. when the violent paroxysms of cough ex-

cite convulsions. Bromoform was intro-

duced as a remedy in 1887 by Stepp, and
has become quite popular. Opiates, qui-

nine, bromides, chlo-

ral, antipyrin, phen-
acetin and other very

powerful drugs are

employed by many
practitioners for the

control of the spas-

modic stage, but must
be rarely necesSfiry. Inhalation of men-
thol, twenty grains in liquid vaseline in

an ordinary nasal spray, as soon as the
paroxysm begins or seems impending.
Diffuse a fine cloud of spray in front of

the face, the spray being held about two
feet away. The effect is beneficial, the

paroxysm is soon over, and mucus is

rapidly expectorated. The inhalations of

the vapor of vapo-cresolene, creosote and
terebene are also frequently employed.
A one-per-cent solution of resorcin ap-
plied to the pharynx and larynx as far as

possible is effective. Free ventilation,

with open windows, and outdoor air

when the weather permits, diminishes the
number and intensity of the paroxysms.
Wool should be worn next to the skin,

and exposure to cold and damp avoided.
Nourishing food is important.
Quite remarkable results have been se-

cured of late through the fumigation of

the patient's night-room by means of

burning sulphur. The child is to be re-

moved from the room in the morning,
washed, and dressed in clean, fumigated
clothing. At the same time the closed
sleeping-room is to be fumigated for five

or six hours by burning sulphur. One
application has proved successful.

As many of the remedies mentioned are
dangerous if given in too large doses,
they should never be used except by the
advice of a physician.

and FERTILIZER

GRAIN DRILL
The Y»EK FORCE PEED BRUi com-

bines lightness with strength. Most complete drill

made. No complex gearing to get out of order. Boxes
are close to ground.^ Fully
EasUy Guaranteed

regulates
quantity
of seed S'^W^BWnW^BtiSSrjA^U / Vted
orfer- !/ ^MMiAjjiWi^yJUM -A^ kP
tilizer, » ^ nHSbl£S4^^v KmUMOt^ %l
and
sows
with
regu-
larity,

Weleht,
Only TOO Ibi
Agents AVanted.
Write for Cafailogue.

THE HENCH & DROMGOLD CO.,
aifrs., York, Pa.

RiderAgenis Wanted!
in eacU town to ride and exlutiit sample bieyele

'03 Models highgrade$9to$|5
1901 & '02 Models, best makes $7 to $10
SOO 2NO.HAMD WHEELS
all makes and models good as new S3 to SS.
Great Factory Clearing Sale. We ship

on approval and 10 day'* Mnl
without a cent in advance.

EARNA BICYCLEt&MngoTieTs
for us. Write at once for bargain h'stand
'our wonderful special offer to agents.
Tires, equipment, sundries, half price.

AUTOMOBILES t^^f^i,^
_ ond-hand Autos and Motor Cycles. All makes

and styles. If interested write for Automobile Catalogue,

MEAD CYCLE COMPANY, ceSoago, iu..

THE LUCKY "4-LEAF CLOVER"
Plymouth Cream Extract-

or is the CREAM of them all.

Inner can quickly remova-
ble; water all around and
under milk; has i&r greater
cooling surface than any
other. No water required 5
months in year. Special air
chamber with ventilator.
New and original faucet.
Impossible to leak or sour.
Express charges prepaid.
Catalogue free,

Plymouth Cream Separator Company, Plymouth. Ohio.

Work For Yourself
We will furnish goods on credit to live yoan^ men
with team and wagon. An exceptional opportunity
to build up a business of your own, handling our
52 standard remedies, extracts and toilet articles.
No experience necessary. We give you credit. We
are the oldest, largest, best company of the kind
in the world. 325 bonded commission canvassers
now at work. Reference and bond required.

THE J R.WATKINSCO., 48 Liberty St. Winona. Minn.
EstablWied 1868. Capital Stook J5U0,0(jU.

Don't waste your money upon Nostrums.
My Personal Correspondence Ti^eatment Cures.

DR. F. A. VOTEY, Specialist

in all diseases of the

Skin and Blood
FREE Consultation byjnail. Write now.

19 W. Bridge Street, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Our New
American

Gun
Send 2-ccnt staiup for catalogue

& D. FOLSOM ARMS CO.,

Just in—10,000
Breech Loaders.

They go to quick

buyers at Bar-

gain Prices.

mw YORK

WIRE
New. PlainGalYanized.aboutl, Ik
150 ft. long and up. 100 lb. /SUlU
coils, No. 8 to 16. Write for particu-

lars and FREB 100 PAGE CATilOG82P

CARROLL IRON WKS.CHICAaO

"vfeKlests'e^ Thompsofl's Eyc Water

Solid Silver
Thimble

»ithGolcl Band
A BIG VALUE

This is a more at-

tractive and prettier

thimble than any we
have ever offered

before. It is made
of solid sterling silver,

is carefully finished,

and is of good, heavy
weight. The em-

bossed band around the base is heav-

ily gold-plated, giving the thimble an
unusually rich appearance. It can be
furnished in any size; state which size

you want. The thimble is sent by

mail, charges prepaid by us. Order

as INo. 6S3.

We will send the Farm and Fireside One
Year and this Thimble for only

75 Cents

FREE
This Solid Silver Thimble
given freeforonly THREE
yearly subscriptions to
the Farm and Fireside.

(To CUib-Ralsers:
—
"When the subscriber pays you this

special price you are entitled either to tlie regular casli

commission or to count the name in a club)

Address Farm and Fireside
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO
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THE PHYSIANTHUS ALBENS

CRUELTY IN PUNTS

SEVERAL plants charac-
terized as "cruel " have
been described by M.
Virgile Brandicourt in

"Cosmos." M. Brandicourt
does not stigmatize the so-
called carnivorous plants by
this title, evidently consider-
ing that a plant, like a man,
may legitimately slay what
it needs for nourishment.
The plants described here
are specimens that do not make use of their prey, and
hence may be regarded as killing "for fun." Further
investigation may of course relieve them from what
we may hope is an undeserved stigma. For the pres-
ent, however, to M. Brandicourt, at least, they are
"cruel." The first of these vegetable monsters is an
innocent-looking climbing plant called by botanists
"Physianthus albens." Says the writer:

"It begins to flower in the month of August, about
the middle of the summer, and it is scarcely in flower
when the insects, attracted by its perfume, come in
hosts to visit it. The innocent butterflies plunge their
delicate probosces into the corolla, hoping to drink
therein a delicious nectar, and the imprudent creatures
often find themselves caught like mice in a trap.

"The plant has a double ovule surrounded by sta-
mens, that in the physianthus are furnished with saw-
like barbules; and these, soft at first, harden when the
anthus matures. When a butterfly seeks to reach the
nectary of the flower, its proboscis, sliding into a

treacherous tube,

becomes engaged
with pincers that
will not let it go.

"This cruel
plant has no ex-
cuse for murder-
ing insects in this

way. The butter-

fly that it catches
b}' the proboscis,
and which is left

to die of hunger,
is of no use to it

in any way, and
we cannot say
that the plant is

insectivorous, as

is the Venus fly-

trap ('Dionsea'),

for instance, and
also the sundew
('Drosera')-

"The visits of

the insects, nev-
ertheless, are not
always useless to

these plants,
whose heavy pol-

len is not easily scattered. All the insects are not cap-

tured; some of the more vigorous escape, covered
with pollen, with which they fertilize other plants.

"Mr. Armstrong remarks that the plant, though
acclimated in Canada, is a native of Brazil, and that it

is exposed to the attacks of more vigorous butterflies

and of humming-birds that break down the feeble bar-

rier and carry away the pollen to other flowers.

"North America offers another example of a cruel

plant. This is a thistle, the 'Cnicus discolor,' which
has been studied by Mr. Blatchley. It has on the
inner face of the scales of its involucre a large gland
secreting a viscous fluid of which certain insects are

very fond. The learned botanist Gray, in his 'Flora,'

notes these glands, whose presence or absence serves

to determine the species; but he says nothing of the

substance that they secrete.

"During the autumn of i8gi Mr. Blatchley was able

to observe insects in considerable numbers collected

on the scales of the involucre, evidently attracted by the

secreted liquid. A more attentive examination enabled
him to see that many of these insects were held cap-
tive, their legs fastened in the viscous fluid. These
insects died in this position, and were so dried that

they fell in powder when they were touched.

"The naturalist once found eight beetles grouped at

the base of a head of one of the thistles. Only one
was stuck by the legs, but the others seemed unwell,

as if they had been poisoned by
the substance on which they had
been feeding. They were in such
a state of torpor that they allowed
themselves to be caught without
difficulty.

"The thistle-heads that received
the most frequent visits of the

insects were those whose flowers
were withered and whose fruit had
begun to ripen.

"We cannot, any more than
Mr. Blatchley, give an explanation
of the use of these glands. Hid-
den thus in the scales of the in-

volucre, they do not seem to serve,

like the sticky hairs of certain

species, to protect the plant from
the attacks of injurious insects.

On the other hand, the insects

captured do not appear to serve to

nourish the plant, and in the face

of this fact we must acknowledge that the use of the

glands is therefore unexplained."—The Literary Digest.

HELPFUL HINTS

Children should be taught to stand, sit and walk
correctly. An erect habit of standing and sitting

broadens the chest and strengthens the spine, giving

ample space for the development of sound lungs.

A child who is going to school and who studies well

should be encouraged to play out of doors. Out-of-
door sports fill the lungs with pure air, make the blood
circulate, open the pores, and in other ways counteract
the ill effect of sitting confined in the impure air of the
school-room.—The Ladies' World.

Faithfulness to the teachings
of the sacred page will open
other doors and avenues of
interest and life, and the
mind will no longer feed
upon itself.

Ada Melville Shaw.

Around the Fireside

"YELLOW ROSES"

BY LIDA M. KECK

Yellow roses, yellow roses.

Where the busy bumble noses
In delight,

How your beauty makes me tremble,
For the friends of youth assemble

At the sight!

And my quick-spurred memory traces
In the group of shadow-faces

Hov'ring here.
One who now, alas! reposes
'Neath the lilies, 'neath the roses.

Year by year.

How we used to stroll together.
Through the balmy summer weather,

Up and down;
And I used to gather roses
Golden roses, "yellow roses/'

For her crown!

Ah, my roses, yellow roses,

Where the busj' bumble noses
In delight.

To my dim eyes let me press you.
Let me touch you and caress you.

Dears, to-night!

PHYSIANTHUS IN DETAIL
1—Longitudinal section of flower.
2—Cross section of flower.
3—Diagram of direction of the "jaws."
4—Proboscis of butterfly caught in the

SELF CONSUiVIING BRAINS

In WykofT's book, "The Workers," he narrates an
interesting and valuable experience through which he
passed during some of his arduous experiences in

manual labor of the hardest kind. Those who have
read the book will recall that this gifted author made
a study of the unskilled laborer by joining those motley
ranks himself, and by sweat of brow and much disci-

pline of flesh and spirit entered into the experiences
of his brother of the callotised hands.

At one period of his experiment, to which he stuck
most faithfully, he was called upon to do work that
proved almost too much for his endurance. If we re-

member rightly, it was ditch-digging, and Mr. Wykoflf
tells us that to keep his exhausted brain from feeding
upon itself he put himself through a systematic course
of recalling certain pleasant and profitable phases of

his past life. This was while he was actually in the
ditch and throwing dirt. He sat again in concert-halls,

and drank in of symphony and opera; he listened to

the music of great oratory; he gathered with friends in

social and literary -intercourse; in short, via the mem-
ories of past days, he took himself away from the
downward pull of aching muscles, perspiration, ditch-
smells, the cursing of his fellows, and kept his mind
hopeful and alert by this other food. In only this way
was he able to endure his self-imposed task with a
minimum of waste to mental and physical, and what
was still more vital, spiritual po\v6rs.

This bit of his experience ought to be of great
help to most women. How narrowed the lives of the
housekeepiijg, home-making mothers of the world
sometimes become. The daily round, the common
task, hold us right there in one place the year round
and the decade round. Slowly the bright ideals of

young womanhood and early wifehood slip away.
What of the books we meant to read? What of the cor-
respondence we meant to carry on? What of the

beautiful home we meant to have? What of that fair

dream of the character we were to hew out for -our-

selves? Are we humdrum, irritable, commonplace, in-

eft'ectual beyond the making of so many beds, the
baking of so many pies, the doing of so many house-
hold duties, the fulfilment of so many duties?

Without realizing it, we permit our minds to feed
upon themselves. They must feed. They are alive.

They will have food, and if we do
not give them what their normal
appetite demands, they will feed
on trash or on themselves. Per-
haps if it were possible to get at

the causes of insanity among
women, we should find in most
cases that self-consumed minds
have been the causes. When our
thoughts run aimlessly over the
track of past, present and future,

without plan or purpose; when we
fret and brood and envy and wish
and long over things we cannot
change or ought not to have, then
our life is consuming itself, and the

results are sure to be disastrous.

We know how the Master once
said unto his disciples when they

spoke about eating: "I have meat
to eat that ye know not of." Who
among those who are reading

these words to-day are deprived of things that would
minister to delight, as Christ was deprived? Yet do
we find him serene, helpful, efficient in all the work
to which he set his unselfish hands. He fed on food
"convenient" for him—that is Jo say, literally on food

that was "fitting" for him.
If women would offset any tendency to narrow-

ness in their environment, they must feed their minds
on fitting food—food worthy of clear brains, hungry
hearts, heaven-shaped souls. Perhaps we cannot attend

libraries and lectures and clubs, but there is one book
open to every one of us—the Scriptures, upon which

Christ himself ted daily. Put the Bible where you can

read and study it and think about its precious truths.

jaws.

SICK ROOM COIWFORTS

"Why do you never write
about little things to make
the sick more comfortable

. in their homes, and with
home nursing?" asked our dear invalid one day, as she
savv me seat myself at my type-writer.

"Why," I answered, "because it seems to me that I

know so little. If you have something to tell, though,
I will willingly write it for you, Aunt Kate." And then
the gentle woman who has been as an angel to the
house for many months told me of the small things
which I am about to write, hoping that they may be
of help to some other sufferer. -

"Well," she said, "of all the little comforts, I do not
know of one which has been of more satisfaction than
this," and she waved her fan at me. When she first

knew that she was to be sick a long time, and we
wrote of it to our friends, a beautiful young Florida
girl who had known and loved her sent the fan to her,
with the message that it would make her a very good
bedfellow. And so it has proved. It is large and ex-
tremely light, made of turkey-feathers cunningly inter-
woven into a round shape, with the wiry parts of the
large feathers forming a handle, which she covered
smoothly with fine silk. Aunt Kate uses it for many
purposes—it is a fan, a screen, and sometimes a closet
of seclusion to hide her face when her thoughts are
such as she cannot share with us.

"Then there is the little table which your Cousin
John made me." It is a little double-decker, just about
the height of the bed, and the right size to hold her
tray at meal-times. On the lower shelf she keeps such
rnagazines or books as she happens to have in imme-
diate use, a little basket of the things she likes to keep
handy, such as clean handkerchiefs, her nail-scissors, a
lead-pencil for marking in her reading, and her tiny
book of texts for daily needs. When she cares for
flowers in the room, she keeps them on the table, and
they can be easily removed at meal-times. Very often,
too, I see there a nice fresh lemon. She says the
odor of a lemon refreshes her, for, like most sick per-
sons, she cannot tolerate an extracted perfume.

Another comfort is a light but warm little foot-
cover, which she can manage to suit herself without
calling for assistance when it needs a little readjusting.
Hanging near the head of the bed, within easy reach of
her hand, is a pretty little linen bag, which holds the
smoothly folded soft kimono jacket of wash-silk which
\yas sent her as a Christmas gift. When Aunt Kate feels

like sitting up in bed a bit, she simply reaches out and
gets it, and slips it on over her gown without any
assistance. We wanted to help her at first, but it did
not take us a great while to discover that she much
preferred to do all she could for herself. She is not the
kind of an invalid who likes to be fussed over. When
she is ready for it, though, one of us hands her the
fat embroidered bolstering-pillow, which is another gift

—for our dear lady is a favorite among her kin—and
she seems to know exactly where to slip it behind her
to prop herself at the most comfortable angle.

"Do not forget this," she said, timidly, as together
we enumerated her many comforts. It is only a wide-
mouthed bottle wrapped about with clean brown paper,
and is the only outward sign of the dread disease which
is hers to bear, for she has consumption.

"When I first got sicl<," she said, "it seemed to me
that I could bear all the suffering; but I could not abide
the thought of seeing you girls disgusted with what
I knew must be—Mabel, j'ou know, is so fastidious

—

and I was worried beyond measure about what I

should do when I began to expectorate. Then I

thought of this bottle, that I could manage in my
hands and hide out when not in use, and the paper
hides \vhat is in it. Dinah says it is not bad to clean,
and it is so good not to be always afraid of seeing re-
pulsion in eyes in which I love to be sweet."

"You always are sweet to us," I was glad to assure
her; and it is the truth, and I think is worth great
stress in any mention of sick-room comforts, that the
invalid shows such great consideration for those around
her. She seldom speaks of her symptoms, makes no
doleful sighs over her condition, and does not arrange
for her funeral two or three times a day, as does one
other dear old lady that we know.

When I asked her what particular things she most
disliked about being an invalid, she said that long-faced
visitors were the worst, that big bouquets of white
flowers seemed to her a little previous, that tiptoeing
and whispering when she had retired behind her fan
were particularly harassing, and that although she did
not have to suffer anything of the kind at our hands,
still she had known the bitterness of being treated like

a child or a mild lunatic, when it was her lungs, and
not her mental faculties, that were weak. Brother
Parsons sends her lots of church papers, and I often
see her dear eyes wet with happy tears over some sweet
thing she finds in them; but still she enjoys the piles of

funny papers which her Nephew Harry sends her now
and then, and a laugh on ai sick face is a pleasant thing
to see when it comes from genuine mirth. She can
quote mo!"e quaint and jolly things, and remember
more jokes, than any one with whom I am acquainted,
so that her room is not a doleful place at any time.

All in all, I think Aunt Kate is the greatest of all the
comforts in her room. Susie Bouchelle Wight.

CURIOUS FACTS

The children of the poor in Japan are nearly always
labeled, in case they should stray away from their

homes while their mothers are engaged in domestic
duties.

In Denmark there are companies that will insure
women who have a fear of becoming old maids. They
pay stated sums every year, and should they marry be-
fore they are forty, what they have paid in goes to the
less fortunate. After they are forty they receive pen-
sions for life.—American Cultivator.
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POPE LEO XIII.

To THOSE of our readers who belong

to the great body of the Church
Catholic we are sure this picture of

His Holiness will be a welcome
visitor. To those who belong to the

Church Protestant it will be the likeness

of one of the greatest men the world has

ever produced.
We are reproducing in this issue the

Pope's ode on death. ,An Episcopal

clergyman has written a tribute to the

memory of His Holiness, which is here-

with given to our readers.

—

Ed.

"PAPA VERE MORTUUS EST"

BY REV. ALEXANDER C. McCABE, PH.D.

A girdle of purple circles the globe,

The stars in their courses stand still.

And the earth hath put on a somber-hued
robe,

"The grinding is low at the mill."

"Papa vere mortuus est,

Grant to him, Lord, eternal rest."

At Life's cistern there lies a broken wheel,

The grasshopper a burden hath grown.
Through the sunset's gates the gray

shadows steal,

And the voice of laughter hath flown.

"Papa vere mortuus est,

Grant to him, Lord, eternal rest."

At the fountain a broken pitcher lies.

While to arid fro the mourners go;

From palace and hovel comingled rise

The sounds of a common woe.
"Papa vere mortuus est,

Grant to him, Lord, eternal rest."

The resounding^bells of a thousand spires

Unite in a solemn death-toll,

And the flame burns dim in the hearth-

stone fires

At the passing from earth of his soul.

"Papa vere mortuus est,

Grant to him, Lord, eternal rest."

Farewell, dear Father, thy great work is

o'er.

Thou hast gloriously done thy part,

In the Church at Rest on the other shore
There is peace for thy mind and heart.

"Papa vere mortuus est.

Grant to him, Lord, eternal rest."

The death of the Pope is officially an-

nounced in these words: "Papa vere

mortuus est"—the Pope is truly dead.

The glories of the fad^d years
I rather backward glancing mourn

—

The deeds ill done, the wrongs, the tears

Of the age outworn.

Red wars that reeked with the blood of

man,
Wide-wandering license, scepters rent.

Fierce guile that threats the Vatican

—

These I lament.

POPE LEO'S ODE

Renowned in letters, famed in art,
'

The age recedes; of many a thing
Won for man's good from Nature's heart

Who will may sing.

Where is thy glory, stainless, free,

City of Cities, queenly Rome?
Ages and nations kneeled to thee,

The Pontiff's home.

Woe for a time of Godless laws!
What Faith, what Loyalty abides?

Torn from the shrines, the ancient cause
To ruin glides.

Listen! how science wildly raves
Around the altars overthrown.

Brute Nature, with the world for slaves,

Is God alone!

Not made in God's own image now
Is man—'tis thus the wise dispute

—

But sprung from one same cell, they
vow.

Are Man and Brute.

O blinded Pride on chaos hurled!

O Night proclaimed where Light
should be.

Obey thou Him who rules the world,

Man, and be free

!

He only is the Truth, the Life,

He only points the heavenward way;
He only frees the soul from strife

If men obey.

'Twas he who led the pious throng
But now to Peter's dust divine;

Of faith to live through ages long.

No empty sign I

Jesus, the Judge of years to be,

Direct the tides, the tempest still,

And make the rebellious people free

To work thy will.

Sow thou the seeds of happy Peace,
All evil drive from us afar.

And bid the rage and tumult cease
Of hateful War.

The minds of Kings and Peoples mold.
Thy words may all enjoy with awe;

Be there one Shepherd and one Fold,

One Faith, one Law.

My course is run; long ninety years
Thy gifts are mine; thy grace retain;

Let not thy servant's prayer and tears

Be poured in vain.

POPE LEO'S POEM ON DEATH

Pope Leo possessed much merit as a

poet. He always employed Latin as the
language for his muse. The following is

a translation by Andrew Lang of his

poem on death, which is appropriate to

print at this time, when his death is so

fresh in our minds:

The sinking sun, descending into night.

Sheds on thee, Leo, its last rays of light.

In thy chilled veins the blood creeps day
by day

.Slowly—more slowly—as life ebbs away.

Death casts his dart—thy mortal form,

when cold,~

Earth shall receive—the funeral-shroud
enfold.

But from its prison thy glad soul shall

rise.

Stretch wide its wings, and soaring, seek
the skies.

Then, wTien life's long, hard road has all

been trod.

Ah, if it be thy blessed will, O God,
Grant me, if counted worthy of thy grace.

In thy most blessed heaven to see thy
face!

COIVIPLETE CHRONOLOGY OF POPE

LEO XIII.

Born at Carpineto March 2, 1810

Entered college at Rome 1824
Matriculated at Gregorian University

1830
Entered College of Noble Ecclesias-

tics 1832
Appointed Domestic Prelate by Greg-
ory XVT 1837

Referendiary to Court of Segnatura
March 16, 1837

Order of priesfhood conferred
December 31, 1837

Apostolic delegate at Benevento. . .

.

1837-1841
Governor of Spoleto 1841-1843
Papal Nuncio at Brussels 1843-1845
Made Archbishop of Perugia 1846
Created Cardinal December 19, 1853
Made Cardinal Camerlengo. .. .July, 1877
Elected Pope February 20, 1878
Revived Roman Catholic Hierarchy

in Scotland March 4, 1878'

Encyclical condemning communism,
socialism and nihilism .

.

December 28, 1878
Encyclical against heresy, socialism.

.

November 5, 1882
Recognized unity of Italy, October 7, 1883
Encyclical condemning liberalism...

November 6, 1885
Celebrated golden jubilee 1B87
Celebrated grand jubilee 1888
Encyclical on socialism and labor. . .

.

May 16, 1891
Celebrated Episcopal jubilee

February, 1893
Issued appeal to England for reunion

of Christendom April 14, 1894
Celebrated sixtieth anniversary of his

first mass February 13, 1898
Declared 1900 a year of universal

jubilee .' May 11, 1899
Held consistory and created eleven
new cardinals June 19, 1899

Celebrated ninetieth birthday
.March 2, 1900

Died in Vatican July 20, 1903

A CASE OF BIRD-REASONING

ONE of the most remarkable exam-
ples of bird-reasoning .that ever
came under my notice occurred
a short time ago near my res-

idence in Peace Dale, R. I.

In the village are two large woolen-
factories, and between the upper one and
a pond is a long canal, or mill-race.

Through this race, when the factories are
running, the water flows very swiftly.

Near the upper mill and leaning over the
race is a small tree, its slender branches
bending down almost to the surface of

the water.
One day a pair of robins were noticed

examining this tree, and an hour or so
later they were busily engaged in build--

ing a nest in a fork of one of the
branches, directly over the swiftest part

_ of the race.
Many curious eyes watched them from

the factory windows. The place was so
exposed, and yet so inaccessible—almost
within arm's length of the public road,
and yet beyond reach of the most agile

cat, whose weight wouW be too heavy for
the slender branch.
By noon the next day the nest was two

thirds completed; then suddenly, to the
surprise of the two or three who hap-
pened to be watching at the time, the
robins ceased work, as though in sud-
den doubt. Evidently a new idea had
occurred to them, or the knowledge of
something overlooked, for after a hurried
consultation they began to remove the
nest, carrying it away straw by straw.
Later it was discovered that they had re-

built in a thick clump of alders, and only
a few feet from the ground.
And the reason was too plain even for

speculation. The robins' first idea had
been to put their home beyond reach of
boys and predatory animals. Here the
mill-race had seemed a safeguard to
them. Then they must have looked for-
ward to the time when their little ones
would be old enough to leave the nest,
but too weak to fly. What would hap-

' pen to them with that mad rush of water
beneath? So they had removed their
nest, of two evils choosing the least. S.

CARNEGIE WON THE RACE

V/hen Andrew Carnegie's parents first

came to America from Scotland they
went to East Liverpool. Ohio, to stay
with some relatives. Their son was about

The Young People

fourteen years old at

the time, and was an
object of considerable
interest to the boys of

the neighborhood. He
made many friends

among them, and af-

ter the family had
moved to Allegheny,
Pa., 'often returned to East Liverpool to

visit some of his friends and playmates.

On one occasion, when he was sixteen

years old, he went with his cousin to

visit William and Michael Fisher, who
lived on a farm about half a mile from
the town. The four boys spent some
time in examining the pet rabbits and
other objects of interest, and at length,

when they were all standing at the top of

a grassy slope, William Fisher challenged
Carnegie to a foot-race.

"Well," said Andrew, "you're a lot

taller than I am, and your legs are

longer, and I believe you can beat me,
but I'll race you just the same."
The two boys started, and as Andrew

had forseen, the Fisher boy easily outran
him. The little Scotchman was by no
means discouraged because the chances
seemed all against him, but kept running.
About half way down the slope the Fish-

er boy stopped, considering it useless to

run further. To his surprise, Carnegie
continued his pace, and arrived at the

bottom far ahead of him.
"That's not fair," said Fisher, "be-

cause I stopped."
"Yes, I knew you'd stop," said Car-

negie in reply, "and that's why I kept on
running. Have you ever heard the fable

of the turtle and the hare?".—Success.

jobs are good enough
for me." Such a boy
would be regarded as

lacking in good sense,

if not in sanity. You
can get to be a sec-

ond-class man, how-
ever, by not trying to

be first class. Thou-
sands do that all the time, so that second-

class men are a drug on the market.

Second-class things are wanted only

when first-class cannot be had. You
wear first-class clothes if you can pay for

them, eat first-class butter, first-class meat
and first-class bread; or if you do not,

you wish you could. Second-class men
are no more wanted than any other

second-class commodity. They are taken
and used when the better article is scarce,

or is too high-priced for the occasion.

For work that really amounts to any-

thing, first-class men are wanted.
Many things make second-class men.

A man menaced by dissipation, whose
understanding is dull and slow, whose
growth has been stunted, is a second-
class man, if indeed he is not third

class. A man who through his amuse-
ments in his hours of leisure exhausts
his ^strength and vitality, vitiates his

blood, wears his nerves until his limbs
tremble like leaves in the wind, is only
half a man, and could in no sense be
calkd^first class.—Success.

The eight muscles of the human jaw
exert a force of about five hundred
pounds.
The wrist contains eight bones, the

palm five, the fingers fourteen.
The smallest bone in the human body

is in the lenticular, seated in the ear.

The work performed by the human
heart each twenty-four hours is equal to
the lifting of one hundred and twenty-
nine tons to a height of one foot in that
length of time.—Youth's Guardian Friend.

DO NOT BE A SECOND-CLASS IHAN

You can hardly imagine a boy saying,
"I am going to be a second-class man. I

don't want to be first class, and get the

good jobs, the high pay. Second-class

ANATOIVIICAL

" The body has about five hundred mus-
cles.

The lower limbs contain thirty bones
each.
There are twenty-five thousand pores

in the hand of a man.
Man is the only animal that possesses

a real nose and chin.

The human skeleton, exclusive of teeth,

consists of two hundred and eight bones.

QUEEN ALEXANDRA S PIANOS

At the time of her marriage, forty years
ago, Queen Alexandra received nineteen
pianos as wedding presents. Every one
of these elaborate instruments is still in

perfect condition.—American Cultivator.

A KITCHEN GAME

BY MAY MYRTLE FRENCH

Young Johnny by the kitchen door
Had let a costly vase fall;

And, scared beyond his little sense.

Let out a sudden "base bawl."

"Let's have a 'game,' " the stove then
cried

(It was a large "base"-burner).
And caught the "bawl" that John threw

out.

And tossed it to Cake Turner.

A pie-pan made a good "home-plate"
(Kind R. Pin made it flatter)

;

When Johnny blinked, they seized the
"bat"—

Young Cake of course was "batter."

They chose M. Syrup "pitcher" first.

Because he'd had most practice:

As "umpire," one must keep quite cool,

A. Tin Cup full of cracked ice.

O'clock was best of all to play.

He's such a famous "runner;"
And when it came to "making strikes"

He surely was a stunner.

The game was going merrily,

In fact "just like the Dickens,"
When some " one made a "wild

strike"

And hit the roasti'ig chickens!

foul

B. Honey made his well-known "run;"
Loud cheers still kept the din up;

When Cook appearing, stopped the fun-

The game was "called" by Tin Cup.
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CATERING TO THE WEATHER

PROTEST against it as we may, food
has a great deal to do with our
moral and ethical welfare, if not
with our spiritual interests. How

far we may blame or praise the cook for

our future is something we may each find

out "further on." The woman whose
only care is to cook three "msals of

victuals" daily, and get them on the table

with a commendable measure of regularity and taste,

has fallen far short of her calling—and this statement

is so common as to sound very trite in the editor's ears,

if not in the "gentle reader's." All the same, it would
be interesting to know how many of the women read-

ing this article studied the weather when preparing the

day's menu any time this week. I do not mean. simply
whether it was hot or cold—that is to say, whether it'

was summer or winter—but the particular weather of

the hour.
When you set out to think about it, you will be

surprised to find that on cloudy days certain things

taste better than on other days. On a rainy day an
old-fashioned Irish stew, simply served, with fresh

bread and butter and "a bouncing good cup of cofTee,"

will taste better to some palates than a dinner of half

a dozen much more expensive and troublesome dishes.

Beans, soup, hash, salads, chocolate, lemonade, cold

—Modes.

meats, fruits, confections and nuts are all curiously
related to the weather, and the woman who finds out
what that relation is will call blessings down upon her
witty head.

Now a word as to another kind of weather—the

home atmosphere. Sometimes it is "jolly fine," not a
cloud in the sky, brisk breezes of success flying, and
everything lovely. On such days the regulation meals
of "meat an' taters" go down with zest. But whifif!

a cloud blows up—or down. Instead of paying less

attention to what to eat, the house-mother must pay
more. An apple turnover "like we had when we were
children," may turn ungraciousness into smiles. A
dish of "toffy" may stop a surprised mouth from ugly
words. A cup of cocoa with whipped cream may
smooth over an irritation. Even a baked potato,

cracked open, a bit of butter tucked into the gaping,
steaming snow, and the whole daintily dressed in a
white doily, may beguile an appetite which dull care
had threatened to steal away.

The culinary fairy may also be made to conquer
another kind of weather—the doubtful atmosphere
which the unwelcome caller brings with her. Almost
every family has one or two callers who never come
unless it be with a tale of woe or a piece of ill gossip-
ing or neighborly (?) complaining. The writer went
to call upon a woman whose temper she rather
dreaded, and to whom she went with an embarrassing
errand. Now it so chanced (again I want to use a ?)

that this callee was enjoying some ice-cream with her
family, and before the caller could get out a word about
her dreaded errand, a dish of cream was brought in,

and because of its temporary characteristics, had to

be eaten right oflf. When the saucer was empty, and
had been carried away, the hostess was smiling witlj

conscious benevolence, and the caller, very smooth ana
cool inside, said what she had to say with gentle fear-

lessness.

Only a few days ago the writer was called upon by
one who is known as the neighborhood "crank." Ex-
cusing herself a few minutes, she reentered the parlor
with a server, on which was a cup of tea made in the
Chinese way—by pouring boiling water on the leaves
in the cup—a cube of lemon for the Russian flavor, and
two cheese wafers. Result? The "crank" was so sur-

prised, so grateful and so tea-absorbed that her visit

lost half its acidity.

Since we- must eat to live, and since life is such a
series of vanishing-points between the temporal and
spiritual, let us put the^pantry to its highest uses, and
"use" it as a means of conquest and defense as well
as sustenance. Ada Melville Shaw.

SCOLDING OR SUBSTITUTION, WHICH?

The mother who has learned much of the art of

substitution need not be particular to acquire much of

the science of scolding.
Children very often become cross and irritable only

because they need sleep, and the wise mother will

realize this, and substitute a good nap in place of the
intended scolding.
A child becomes nervous, and perhaps angry, be-

cause he cannot make his new toy act as he wants it

to. Let the mother gently show him where the trouble
lies, and she will have a sunny-tempered child in a very
few minutes.

The little man has fallen, and bumped his head;
he begins to cry, as a matter of course and because he
has nothing else to occupy his mind just then. But
let a circus procession pass by, and his faculties are
immediately awake, and his bumped head is instantly

forgotten.

The Housewife

This same idea can be utilized to a wonderful
advantage in the home. Children can be made to for-

get severe pain if their minds are taken from them-
selves by outside forces. They can also be made to

take great pleasure in helping mama if the work can
be made to resemble play.

And as our darlings grow older we can substitute

the best books, the best lines of thought and action, the
most uplifting amusements, the most ennobling occupa-
tions, for those of a poorer kind. That is, we will be
able to do so if we have been doing this from infancy.
We must begin when the minds are tender, and day
after day gently lead, not scold, along.

Ella Bartlett Simmons.

TO USE GREEN GRAPES
Canned Green Grapes No. i.—Stem the grapes,

wash, drain, and cover with boiling water. Let stand ten
minutes, then drain off the water, putting the pulp in

a preserving-kettle and the seeds by themselves. Boil
the pulp until the seeds separate, then press through a
colander. Add the skins, measure, and add one cupful
of sugar to each two cupfuls of grapes. Cook ten min-
utes, and seal boiling-hot.

Canned Green Grapes Na 2.—Stem the grapes,
wash, and drain well. Fill glass jars nearly full, and
shake them down well, but do not bruise. Make a syrup
in the proportion of four cupfuls of water and three cup-
fuls of sugar to each five quarts of grapes. Pour it

over the grapes until the jars are full,' put on the rub-
bers and covers, but do not screw down tightly. Stand
the jars in a boiler or large kettle, with plates or pieces
of thin board under them and a little straw between
them. Put enough hot water in the boiler or kettle to
reach almost to the tops of the jars, and allow them to
boil for fifteen minutes, then screw the covers down
tightly, and set away.

Green-grape Jam.—Stem the grapes, and simmer in

a preserving-kettle with one half cupful of cold water
until soft. Rub through a colander, then through a
sieve. Measure, and to every pint of juice allow three
fourths of a pound of granulated sugar. Boil the pulp
and sugar steadily for fifteen minutes, stirring con-
stantly to prevent scorching. Seal boiling-hot in pint

jars; or it may be put into jelly-glasses, and when cold
sealed like jelly.

Green-grape Jelly.—Stem and wash the grapes,
and pick over carefully, removing all imperfect fruit.

Add one cupful of sugar to each two pounds of grapes,
and simmer in a preserving-kettle until perfectly soft.

Strain, measure, and allow three fourths of a pound
of sugar to each pint of juice. Boil the juice rapidly
for ten minutes, add the sugar, stir until dissolved,
and boil rapidly ten minutes longer. Pour into jelly-

glasses, and after twenty-four hours seal.

Green-grape Chutney.—Chop one and one half

pounds of green apples, and put in a preserving-kettle
with two pounds of seeded raisins, four ounces of salt,

one ounce of garlic, one teaspoonful of onion-juice,

one ounce each of grated ginger and horse-radish, one
half teaspoonful of cayenne and one pint of best vin-

egar. Cook slowly in the preserving-kettle until re-

duced to a pulp, turn into a porcelain or earthenware
dish, add one half pint of brown sugar, and stir daily

for a week, then put in small jars, and seal tightly.

Keep in a cool, dry cellar.

Green-grape Catchup.—Select grapes just begin-
ning to turn. Stem, scald, and strain. To five pounds
of grapes allow two and one half pounds of bro^yn
sugar, one pint of vinegar, one tablespoonful each of

salt, pepper, cloves, cinnamon and allspice. . Boil until

rather thick, and seal immediately. Tie the spices in

a little piece of muslin.
Green-gr.a.pe Pie.—Line an inch pie-plate with

good paste, sprinkle over the bottom two heaping
tablespoonfuls each of sugar and flour (or one of corn-
starch), then fill with pulped green grapes, spread ove*
two tablespoonfuls of grape jelly, sprinkle with four
tablespoonfuls of sugar mixed with one tablespoonful
of corn-siarch, and add two tablespoonfuls of cold
water. Cover with a nice upper crust, and bake in a
good oven. Serve with plain or whipped cream.

Mary Foster Snider.

CRAB-APPLE FAVORITES

Preserved Crab-apples.—Select very ripe, sound
apples for preserving. Wash them well, just cover
w^ith boiling water, and cook very slowly in a preserv-
ing-kettle until the skins can be easily removed.
Drain, peel, and carefully remove the cores without
breaking the apples or removing the stems. Allow
one and one fourth pounds of sugar and one cup-
ful of water to each pound of fruit. Bring the sugar
and water to a boil over the fire, skim thoroughly,
and put the apples in carefully. Cook very gently un-
til the fruit is tender and transparent. Skim as re-

quir£d while cooking. Put into small, wide-mouthed
jars, and when cold seal. This recipe will make a

preserve both handsome and delicious, and although
rather more trouble, is far superior to the usual rule.

Crab-apple Preserves.—Cook the apples whole or
cut in halves as preferred, but in either case remove
the core;s. Boil in clear water until tender, but not
broken. Skim out, and weigh. Allow one pound of

granulated sugar for each pound of fruit. Add the

sugar to the water in which the apples were cooked,
and boil until clear—about five minutes. Skim thor-
oughly, put in the fruit, and simmer gently a few min-
utes. If cooked too long the apples will fall to pieces.

Two whole cloves stuck in each apple improves the
flavor. Seal at once.

Crab-apple Jelly.—Wash, and cut out all imper-
fect parts. Cover with water, and cook until soft.

Pour into a jelly-bag. and drain without squeezing.
Measure, and allow one pint of sugar to one pint of
juice. Boil the juice rapidly for ten minutes, then add

the sugar, and boil ten minutes longer.
Pour into hot jelly-glasses, and let stand
undisturbed for twenty-four hours, then
seal, and keep in a cool, dry place.
A delicious marmalade may be made

of the fruit left in the jelly-bag after the
juice has drained off. Press it through a
coarse strainer, measure, and add brown
sugar, pound for pound. Cook until thick
and rich, stirring constantly to prevent

burning. This is especially appreciated in the winter
with whipped cream, and as a filling for sandwiches
for school-lunches is an agreeable change.

Crab-.\pple Pie.—Stew the fruit, and press through
a colander. Make rather sweet, and flavor with lemon.
Bake in two rich crusts, and serve with or without
sweet, thick cream.

Crab-apple Sweet Pickles.—Prepare the fruit as

in the first recipe for preserves, and when cooked
tender enough, drain. Dissolve four pounds of sugar
in one pint of vinegar over the fire. Mix one ounce
of ginger-root, two teaspoonfuls each of allspice and
cinnamon and one half teaspoonful of ground cloves.

Put them into four small muslin bags, and add to the

vinegar and sugar. Let it boil up, then add^he apples.

Bring again to the boiling-point, then put the fruit in

stone jars, and pour the vinegar over it. Let stand
until morning, then pour off the juice, place it over the

fire, and bring again to the boiling-point. Pour it

back over the apples in the stone jar, and let stand an-

other twenty-four hours. The next day boil the juice

again, and pour it boiling-hot over the fruit. Repeat
for eight days, then boil the syrup down until there is

barely enough to cover the apples, put in the fruit, let

slowly come to a boil again, and put carefully into jars.

Tie up the same as for jelly.

Crab-apple Pudding.—Wash and core the fruit,

but do not pare it. Cook in a little water until tender,

sweeten to taste, and put in a pudding-dish. Pour
over a batter made with two eggs, one pint of flour,

two teaspoonfuls of baking-powder, a little salt, and
milk to mix soft, and steam one and one half hours.

Serve with sweet liquid sauce or with cream and
sugar. .M. F. S.

"SOUR-CREAM POSSIBILITIES"

Sour cream is an indispensable ingredient on our
"bake-days," and those who try the following thor-

oughly tested recipes will appreciate their value as to

convenience, economy and satisfactory result.

Delicious cookies of which the cooky-box is seldom
empty are made from one and one half teacupfuls of

sugar, one small cupful of butter, one cupful of thin

sour cream, one well-beaten egg, one level teaspoonful

of soda, spice to taste, a little salt, and flour sufficient

to roll out. Mix rather soft, and bake in a quick oven.
White Cake.—One cupful of granulated sugar, one

cupful of rich sour cream, one teaspoonful of flavoring

extract, and two cupfuls of flour. Whip smooth and
creamy, then add one half teaspoqnful of soda and one
teaspoonful of cream of tartar mixed with a little flour,

and lastly the well-beaten whites of two eggs. Mix
without beating, and bake in two layers.

Corn-bread.—One pint of sifted corn-meal, one
egg, one teaspoonful of soda, one heaping teaspoonful
of cream of tartar, and a little salt. Thin with one half

cupful of sour cream, then add sour milk until it will

pour quite freely. Bake twenty minutes.
Is there any among you possessing a fondness for

"Dutch dishes?" Then if you wish "to cultivate it, try

—The Modem Priscilla (Boston).

DAISY CENTERPIECE

an onion pie. Take one beaten egg, one tablespoonful

of flour, one cupful of sour cream, one minced onion,

salt to taste, a sprinkle of pepper, and bake with one
crust. M. M. H.

TO DRY-CLEAN HAIR BRUSHES

Many people have an objection to wetting their

brushes, and for those we give this excellent method
of cleaning them perfectly. It takes a little time and
patience, but nothing else. Take the brush by the

handle, and strike gently but firmly the whole face of

the bristles on a board or other smooth surface. After

twenty-five strokes you will find that the dirt hag

nearly all gone, and the "woolly" stuff that gathers at

the base of the bristles has come down to the ends,

where a comb will quickly remove it. Keep this up
until the brush is clean. This is not hard to do, and does

no harm to the brush. May Myrtle French.

Lemon-water Ice.—To a heaping tablespoonful of

gelatine dissolved in two gills of cold water, add one
quart of boiling water, twelve ounces of sugar and the

strained juice of eight lemons; mix thoroughly, strain

and freeze.
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LADIES' PLAITED COAT WITH STOLE
COLLAR

MORE attention is given to outside
garments for summer wear than
they have received for a long
time. This is probably due to

the fact that they are so tastefully de-
signed and made of such thin material.
The coat illustrated is developed in

white silk voile, unlined, making a cool
and most appropriate garment for warm-
weather wear. It is simply adjusted with
shoulder and under-arm seams.

LADIES' PLAITED COAT WITH
STOLE COLLAR

Two tucks on each side of an inverted
box-plait in the center back are stitched

down part way. In front there are three
tucks that are stitched almost to the hem,
the fullness from the tucks increasing the
width at the lower edge.
The coat fits well on the shoulders, and

hangs loosely in box effect. Deep tucks
in the sleeve terminate near the wrist.

The' sleeves are very wide at the bottom,
where the fullness is arranged on 'lace

cuffs. If a flowing sleeve is desired, the
cuffs may be omitted, as shown in the
small illustration.

A broad lace collar completes the neck
and extends over the shoulders, giving
them a fashionable droop. Long stole

ends on the collar are extended below
the coat in front. The stole is trimmed
with fancy silk ornaments. Coats in

this style made of linen, mercerized cot-

ton and other heavy wash-fabrics, with
coarse lace collars and cuffs, are very
fashionable. The mode may also be de-
veloped in shantung, pongee or brillian-

tine, with collars of self fabric trimmed
with bands of Persian embroidery.

LADIES' NINE-GORED FLARE SKIRT, INSTEP-

LENGTH

During the summer months train

skirts seem a burden to carry around,
and ankle or instep-length models re-

ceive more favor than they do in cooler
weather. Some of the smartest pongee
and taffeta shirt-waist suits have skirts

that just clear the ground, and almost all

costumes intended to be worn when
traveling are made with round skirts.

The illustration shows a stylish skirt

made of dark gray and black cotton

^ sweep at the hem that is especially at-

tractive in skirts that do not touch the
ground. Machine-stitching on the seams
provides a tailor finish.

Skirts in this style are made of silk,

light-weight woolen fabrics, brilliantine

or heavy wash-materials, such as butch-
ers' linen, cotton, cheviot, pique or ma-
dras. The numerous seams afford a good
opportunity for quite elaborate trimming
with braid, ribbons, lace or embroidery.

LADIES' NEGLIGEE TOILETTE

Many sets of lingerie and imported
bridal outfits have dressing-sacques to

match the petticoats. This is a dainty
idea, because the two garments are usu-

ally worn together, and should be made
of the same material and trimming.
The toilette illustrated is made of white

wash-silk, with elaborate lace trimmings.
'In the dressing-sacque the full front and
back are tucked in clusters of three and
applied at the lower edge of a shallow
lace yoke. This is cut out V-shape at the

neck. The tucks are stitched down part
way, spaces between the clusters being
trimmed with bands of lace.

Frills of lace trim the lower edge of

the sacque, and bands finish the front and
lower edges. The full sleeves are tucked
to match the body of the sacque, and at-

tached to the edge of a short lace cap.

They are very wide at the hand, and flare

in bell effect.

The petticoat has a smoothly fitted

shaped yoke, which fastens at the back
and displays no fullness. The skirt is of

circular shaping, and is attached to the
yoke, the fullness at the back being dis-

tributed in fine gathers. The skirt pat-

tern is given full length, and the flounce
may be applied or it may be finished so
that it will form its lower portion.

The full flounce is headed by a ruching

LADIES' NINE-GORED FLARE SKIRT,
INSTEP-LENGTH

cheviot of a heavy quality. It is shaped
with nine well-proportioned gores fitted

smoothly around the waist and hips with-
out darts, and closes invisibly at the cen-
ter back under two inverted plaits that
present a perfectly plain appearance. In
some skirts these plaits are flatly pressed,

while others are stitched on the edges
half way down in habit effect.

A sheath adjustment is made from belt

to knee. Below that point each gore flares

widely, and there is a stylish, graceful

LADIES' NEGLIGEE TOILETTE

of silk, and trimmed with three narrow
ruffles, which give additional flare at the

lower edge. Bands of lace and motifs
are decoratively applied.

Costumes of this kind are made of

nainsook, lawn, French cambric and ba-
tiste, with lace and ribbon decorations.

LADIES' SHIRT-WAIST

Ecru and red polka-dot pongee is used
for the stylish blouse illustrated, with red
velvet ribbon and Persian embroidery for

trimming.
It is mounted on a glove-fitting feath-

erboned lining that closes in the cen-
ter front. The" back is plain across the
shoulders, and drawn down close to the

belt, where the slight fullness is arranged
in small plaits.

The closing is made in double-breasted
style with garnet buttons and button-
holes worked through a box-plait that

extends from shoulder to waist on the

left side. Deep tucks in the waist are

stitched down to form a pointed yoke,
and provide becoming fullness of the
bust. Narrow red velvet ribbon applied

on the edges makes an effective trim-

ming.
A plain collar of Persian embroidery

completes the neck, and fastens on the

left side. The puff sleeve is plain at the

top and attached to the lower edge of a

short fitted puff under a tuck on the end.

The sleeves are very wide at the wrist,

where the fullness is arranged on bands
that match the collar.

Waists in this style are made of India

silk, taffeta, foulard, albatross and veil-

ing, also linen, pique, lawn and madras.
The tucks may be finished with narrow
lace, quilled, or bands of embroidery ap-

plied between the tucks.

LADIES' TRIPLE SKIRT

The stylish skirt illustrated is made of

pale green and black polka-dot foulard,

with broad bands of black lace trimming.
It is made over a fitted foundation of

green taffeta cut off below the knee.

The lower flounce, which is of circular

LADIES' SHIRT-WAIST

shaping, is attached to the edge of this

skirt, and forms the lower portion of the
skirt. It flares widely at the lower edge,
falling in long, graceful folds to the floor.

The skirt touches in front, and has a de-
cided sweep at the back.
The middle flounce is applied to the

silk foundation on the indicated line of

perforations, flaring slightly at the hem.
The upper flounce is included in the belt,

and fitted smoothly around the waist
with small darts. It is closely adjusted.
The skirt closes invisibly at the center

back in habit effect. Broad bands of

lace finish each flounce. Skirts in this

style are not often becoming to figures

that are inclined to be stout. They are
more appropriate for tall, slender women.
The mode may be developed in pongee,

India silk, veiling. Liberty satin, gren-
adine, albatross or voile, and trimmed
with bands of self fabric or adorned with
bands of lace, embroidery and ribbon.

FASHION NOTES

The Leghorn is coming back again this

summer, and quite appropriate does it

seem with all the quaint, old-time styles

that have been revived.
Cordings are newer than tuckings, and

are used to finish off the hems of skirts,

giving them solidity and weight, but
they are difficult to compass properly.

—

Woman's Magazine.

Any of these patterns sent from this

office for ten cents each.
Ladies' Plaited Coat with Stole

Collar.—The Pattern No. 9041 is cut in

sizes for a 34, 38 and 42 inch bust measure.
Ladies' Nine-gored Flare Skirt,

Instep-length.—The Pattern No. 9027 is

cut in sizes for a 22, 24, 26, 28, 30 and
32 inch w^aist measure.

LADIES' TRIPLE SKIRT

Ladies' Negligee Toilette. — The
Sacque Pattern No. 9032 is cut in sizes

for a 32, 36, and 40 inch bust measure.
The Skirt Pattern No. 8385 is cut in sizes

for a 22, 24, 26, 28 and 30 inch waist
measure.
Ladies' Shirt-waist. — The Pattern

No. 90.30 is cut in sizes for a 32, 34, 36, 38
and 40 inch bust measure.

Ladies' Triple Skirt.—The Pattern
No. 4904 is cut in sizes for a 22, 24, 26, 28
and 30 inch waist measure.

M R. H. MACY & CO.

9

iiacy
Broadway 34th St.

The World's Original and Largest Department Store.
This structure, 200x400 feet, has 11 floors, an aggre-

eate floor space exceeding 24 acres, the largest build-
ing In the world devoted to retailing. Five thousand
employees are required to conduct our business, di-
vided into sixty-flve departments. Books, China,
Cut Glass, Clothing, Cloaks, Clocks, Coesets,
Costumes, Carpets, Cigars, Cuffs and Collars,
CANDT, Dress Goods, Drugs, furs, Furniture,
Groceries, Gloves, hosiery. Handkerchiefs,
Hats, Harness, House Furnishings, Jewelry,
Laces, Line.\s, Linings. Machines, Metal
Goods, Millinery, Musical Goods, Notions,
Neckwear, Optical Goods, Pictures, Photo-
graph Goods, Ribbons, Rugs, Silverware,
Shirts, Silks, Suits, Shoes, Stationery, Sport-
ing Goods, Toys, Trimmings, Toilet articles.
Underwear, Umbrellas, Upholstering,
Watches, Waists, wrappers, White Goods.
Send for our Booklet " Golden Opportunities

for Money S.\vers," mailed free,136 pages ot descrip-
tions, illustrations and quotations of Seasonable Mer-
chandise at Matchless MACY prices. Write fob it
Now; it gives you an insignt into the wonderful
economies of the largest store in the World.

R. H. MACY & CO.,
Established 1858. New York City.

Greatest Household
Necessity FREE!

THE " 1900" BAtt-BEAKING
FAMILY WASHER SENT FREE

without deposit or advance pay-
ment of any kind, freight paid
both ways, on SO days' trial. Un-
questionably greatest family labor
saver ever invented. Saves time,
expense, and wear and tear. "Will

;do the family washing without

_^ boiling clothes, hand scrubbing or

back breaking. Revolves on bicycle ball-bearings

and is therefore easiest running washer ever made.
Will do two hours washing in 10 minutes. Washes
blankets as well as laces, absolutely clean, and^ with-
out the slightest injury.

Sherwood. Md., Jan. 15, 1901.
*' The xoaslier I receioedfrom you is the best

I ever saio. It will do all you claim/or it.

I can do the washing in three to four hours,

where it took a colored woman a whole day to

do it. We have ten boys aitd three girls, and
you can judge from that^ that we have large

washings. Myselfand daughter would not

part with this machine for twice wlmt it ^/'^^mm^''-^^^^

cost:* . Mrs. LEVI H. HARRISON.
It costs lathing to try. Sent absolutely free, freight

pa:3-both ways.for a trial of 30 days. No money re-

quired in advance.
Write at once for book and particulars to

THE !900 WASHER CO.. 32P State St.. Binghamton/N. Y.

References: First National Bank, Binohamton, N. Y.

5kin Diseases
Eczema, Salt Rheum, Pimples,
Ringworm, Itch, Ivy Poison, Acne
or other skin troubles, can be
promptly cured by

llydrozone
Hydrozone is endorsed by leading
physicians. It is absolutely harm-
less, yet most powerful healing
agent. Hydrozone destroys para-
sites which cause these diseases.

Take no substitute and see that

every bottle bears my signature.

Tria^l Size. 25 Cents.

At Druggists or by mail, from

vnw /Booklet on the rational treat-r
J^,„e„j ofdiseases sent free

.

PHOTO BROOCHES lOc.
Send us any photograph yea want

copied and we will return it uii-
ho-i'med with an exact copy on one of
Ithcse pre'ttv rimless brooch-mountingg
for only lOcts. AH our Photo-Min-
iaturesaro exact and perfect re-
productions. We send this iiHc,
sample for only lO cts. to intro-

duce our goods and send you Free our
large ill. price-list of photo-miniatures,

jewelry, novelties. JLgents wunted.
CORONA MFG. CO., Box 1^75,Boston, Mass.

FREE
We give one beautiful rolled gold solitaire
Puritan rose diamond ring, solid-gold

_ pattern, for selling 20 packages Garfield
Pepsin Gum, at 5 cents a package. Finest quality ; easy
sale. Send name ; we mail gum. "Wlien sold send money:
we mail ring. 7tli year. Hundreds of thousands pleased
customers. Catalog free showing hundreds premiums.
GARFI£I,D GUM CO., Box 808, MEAMVILLE, PA.

PATENT SECURED
or FEE Returned.
Free opinion as to
patentability. Send

for Guide Book and What to Invent, finest publications
issued for free distribution. Patents secured by us ad-
vertised free in Patent Kecord. Sample Copy Free.
EVANS, WILKENS & CO.. 604 F St., Washington, D. C.

AMTPQ Every lady to send five names
and addresses of lady friends

and receive a California souvenir free of charge.
Merit Beautifier Company, Los Angeles, Cal.

rjr) rj rj to agents complete outfit for paying
r< l\ ri business. All profits clear, as we prepay

charges. Full particulars by addressing
FARM AND FIRESIDE, Dept. of Agents, Springfield, Ohio

TAPE-WORM!
XPEllED ALIVE. Head ^nartn.

I teed; FREE booklet. Eyroii Held
Co., Dept. C.Ii., ltl'2 StuteSt.jChlcaga

•O Dnifl Per 100 {or Distributing Samples of WashingyO "dllJ fluid. SeDd6c.stamp.A.W.8COTT,CoUoes,N.Y.

we&'.JT^^'^ Thompson's Eye Water
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G OOD heavens! Edna, you cannot
love me, or you would not take
things so coolly!" exclaimed
Kirk Luce, wiping the perspira-

tion from his brow. "It is a crime for
your father to keep us apart

—

"

"A crime? And you would have me
commit another. You think that it runs
in our family," she retorted, with spirit.

"No such thing!" he flung back. "You are of age.
You should be your own mistress. An elopement
under the circumstances would be no crime—would
be no shame even. The shame is with your father
for standing between us

—

"

"No more is father's action a crime," she inter-

jected, loyally. "I'll grant he is wrong. But an elope-
ment would be equally wrong, and two wrongs won't
make matters right. No; you must be patient. Kirk.
You must be reasonable, and wait."

She was not angry with him because of his proposal.
There was something almost maternal in her tone.

"Patient! Haven't I been for two years?" cried
the young man, bitterly. "Reasonable! Your father
is the only one who has any reason. He has a monop-
oly of that," Kirk added, ironically. "He has a quarrel
with my family because the old Kruble farm is divided.
And now, when the first and only opportunity to re-

unite the estate is presented, he persists in his grudge.
That is reason with a vengeance!"

The spirited argument took place in the little grove
between the farms. The full moon, reflecting a soft

radiance over rolling fields and meadows, made the
summer night an ideal one. Crickets chirped in the
tall grass; from a distant pond a chorus of frogs poured
a bass melody into the balmy air. while from a stump
a tree-toad in shrill falsetto predicted rain.

"I cannot make father dift'erent. And he is my
father," Edna Kruble said; and where first there was
regret in her voice, there followed pride and loyalty,

that made the young man despair of ever claiming her
as his own.

Away back in the days when the state was yet a

territory, the first Jeremiah Kruble, then a sturdj'

young man of the Ethan Allen type, had worked his

way west from Vermont along the newly completed
Erie Canal, worked his passage across Lake Erie and
up the river to Detroit. Here he worked a year,

building Michigan's first capitol, far out on the com-
mon. He husbanded his earnings, and in the dead of

winter tramped inland, where he located the square
mile of government land ever since known as the Kruble
farm. He cleared a few acres, built a log house, put
in his crops, and the second winter went back to
Vermont for his bride.

Two children were born to them, a son and a

daughter, and between these in the course of time the
paternal acres were divided. The daughter married a
shiftless, worthless fellow, who at once quarreled with
his brother-in-law, refusing to sell to him the sacred
acres of his father's while yet disposing of all. A
part of the land he sold to a thrifty brother. Lucas
Luce—Kirk's father in time—but the larger portion for

the present fell into alien hands. However, Lucas
Luce made purchases from year to year, always out-
bidding Jeremiah's son, Jeremiah, Jr.—Edna's father
now—until at last all of the sister's portion came into

his possession. Because of the brothers' action, Jer-
emiah, Jr., charged the whole Luce family with shabby
treatment, and thenceforward allowed all the worm-
wood and gall of his New England inheritance to go
out against them and theirs.

Thus what had been one farm came to be two, back
to back, with faces lying along parallel roads leading
to the neighboring city. Edna Kruble was born on the
site of the early Kruble home, long since adorned by
a modern house. In a severely plain house on the

other road. Kirk Luce had first seen the light two
years earlier, carried to a window in the arms of a

kindly neighbor hastily summoned in his mother's
extremity. Though only a mile of pleasant meadow
and enticing woodland intervened, an insurmountable
wall separated them through the ill-feeling cherished
by the girl's father. During all their youth Edna went
to one district school, while Kirk trudged up the other
road, and turned the corner in an opposite direction,

to another school two miles from the first; and it may
be said that until their college- daj's they had scarcely
seen each other. The feeling between the families was
well known to the children, and in their simple minds
each had pictured the parent of the other as a sort

of Satan incarnate.

But years are ruthless destroyers of infantile fan-

cies. As the belief in Santa Claus had gone, and the
knowledge came that one's grandfather was not the
first man, but that he had had a father who had had
a father—a chain the beginning of which no man
knoweth—and as they were given an education far in

advance of their parents, the two began early to see
with a clearer vision. As to intercourse between them,
there remained enough of the flavor of forbidden fruit

to make each exceedingly interesting to the other,
when at last, away at college, they met beyond the
shadow of parental frowns. The boy possessed a well-
built, manly frame, was bright and intelligent, and
active in all athletic sports. He had, however, made
his record at their alma mater as an orator. Edna was
the acknowledged beauty of her class. But she had
other more enduring qualities—a clear-cut faculty of

seeing the eternal fitness of things, and a manner that
was simple and homely, making her altogether irresis-

tible. Standing out from, their fellows so. it was well-
nigh inevitable that they should come together at last

and fall irrevocably in love with each other.
"Edna, you must listen to me," expostulated her

lover, growing desperate under the ravishing moon.
"It makes me feel mean and despicable to meet you
here secretly. One bold stroke now, and we'll have
done with this. I can have the new house father is

building on the east eightj'
—

"

"Never!" interrupted the girl, fearing to let him
go on. "If this makes you feel mean and despicable,
you know how the thoughts of an elopement afifect me.
No, Kirk, much as I love you, I'll not marry you
against father's will." Kirk felt that Ethan .'Mien ring
in her voice— it had come to her from the grandfather
—and the lover suft'ered a hopeless depression about
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the heart. But her next words cheered him. "I be-
lieve father's consent can be won if we are patient and
act right," she continued. "Throw yourself in his
way. Kirk. Compel him to know you. Overcome his
prejudice. If you can't do this I shall think you have
concluded that I'm not worth the effort

—

"

"Oh, that's you always, Edna!" he interjected, im-
patient of her calm reasoning, which to him promised
only a continuation of their intolerable position.

"And since it makes you feel mean and despicable
to meet me here," she added, "I shall not come again.
But I shaU remain true to you always. Kirk. We can
continue our letters as before. No; do not follow me.
Father has forbidden you to step on his land."

Kirk would gladly have seized her then and there,
after the fashion of his prehistoric ancestors, and car-
ried her off, but the thing was clearly impossible.
There was law and order in the land, and Edna stood
for these. He did seize her, though, and forced her
kisses under the summer moon, but in the end was
obliged to let her go with only the repeated assurance
that she would wait until he won her father's consent.
This was the task she had put upon him from the
beginning, two years since, when they had come home
from college, where first their love was plighted. She
had faith in his ability to win her after the most ap-
proved, conventional fashion. He had compelled her
love while yet she shrank from him, owing to the family
traditions. Why should he not win her father by the
same superior, manly qualities?

"Throw yourself in his way." Kirk, ever thinking
of the problem, repeated his sweetheart's advice many
times after that night in the grove. "Surely not to
block him?" he would question. "Compel him to
know you," she had said. "Overcome his prejudice."
Old Kruble was known as a public-spirited citizen
despite certain miserliness with which he clung to his
dollars—the trait that was more to blame for the loss
of half the Kruble acres than anything else. He was,
moreover, a shrewd partizan politician, esteemed the
opinion of his neighbors, and was conscientious in a
narrow way. Did Edna's advice mean that he. Kirk,
was to go into politics? Kruble and he belonged to
different parties. Would he not be likely to cross the
old man's path, and so increase his ire? But if he could
once get him on the hip, and force the consent that
was so contemptuously withheld! Kirk exulted in
this thought.

For twenty years it had been the ambition of
Jeremiah Kruble to prefix the title "Honorable" to
his name. Beneath his horny hide lurked considerable
of the snob. It was as the head of a landed estate that
he loved to think of himself, and this as much as any-
thing had fixed his desire on the ancestral acres. He
saw but one way to win the title, and that was to get
himself elected to the state legislature. For two dec-
ades he had striven with this object in view. He had
held every township office, from roadmaster up. He
was now chairman of the Republican committee of his

district, and the "machine" regarded him as the most
promising "practical politician'' in that part of the
county. Again and again had his name come up for
nomination in the representative convention, but
always to meet defeat at the hands of some rising
young lawyer from the city. But after the Republicans
had been twice defeated at the polls, a candidate from
the country seemed their only salvation. Thus when
the nomination was no longer equivalent to an elec-
tion, but rather the beginning of a sharp and bitter

struggle, with doubtful promise of success, old Jer-
emiah Kruble succeeded in shaking his long-ripening
plum from the political tree.

The Democrat who had twice led his party to victory
was Benton Hoyt. Like Kruble, he was a farmer, and
advanced in years. However, unlike Kruble, who had
given his friends to understand that one term would
do him, Hoyt was not even satisfied with two, but
was pushing his name for a second renomination.
iMen of his political faith, long out of ofifice, were
clamoring to have the good things passed around;
so while Hoyt's election was generally conceded if

renominated, it was believed the party would make its

usual blunder and put up some less popular man.
So bitter did the contention become that at last a

faction resolved upon the defeat of Hoyt at any price.

In looking about for a leader. Kirk Luce was hit upon
as peculiarly embodying the elements which promised
success to their scheme. He was young, and a farmer.
He was a state-university graduate, a fine speaker, and
though radical in his views, was yet very popular.

It is doubtful, however, whether Kirk would have
lent his name to the disgruntled faction in his party
had it not been for his love-affair with Edna Kruble.
There is nothing so illusive as motives which determine
one's action. As Kirk listened to the committee
which waited upon him, he reflected that Edna's father
would be his opponent on the ticket if he succeeded in

defeating Hoyt. Ever since old Kruble had so per-
emptorily refused him his daughter's hand, young
Luce had longed for a situation that would permit him
to wrest the girl from her obstinate parent. Was not
here tlie germ of such a situation? His ideas were
chaotic, but in the very chaos his eager heart found
hope. He told the committee he would think about
the matter, which they took as willingness to act, and
bade him a pleasant good-afternoon.

The situation certainly had its germ, which, after

maturing, horrified Kirk with the idea that he had
entertained a thought of selling out his party to old

Kruble and obtaining as reward the fair Edna. What
else could it mean? He was convinced that the re-

nomination of Hoyt meant the defeat of the unfriendly
Kruble. The old man would compass heaven and earth
to realize his long-cherished, long-frustrated ambition,
and why not give him his daughter?

While Kirk reflected on his moral weakness, the dis-

gruntled faction was at work. Hoyt was defeated, and

the

the young man's name duly appeared on
his party's ticket for legislative honors.

Kirk was broadly conscientious, and
moved in the main by splendid ideals.
His one vulnerable point was his love
for Edna Kruble. However, having rec-
ognized the tem^ation to which he had
yielded, subconsciously, at least, he
threw himself into the fight with all

energy of his young manhood, determined to
win back his self-respect if possible. No one ever
doubted that he did his best to beat his opponent.
"Compel him to know you," Edna had said; and this
he did in a way that for a time spread consternation in
the other camp, while, as Kirk sadly thought, it made
it more and more impossible for him ever to win the
girl. The contest from the start became one of prin-
ciple and honor with him; and Kirk, a radical, never
stopped at half-way measures.

"Good Lord! What does the little fool want to go
and put his foot in it like that for?" exclaimed "Billy"
j\Iandle, when he heard the reply his candidate had
made to the anti-saloon committee. "The fight was
ours. We had them on the run. That speech of his
at Annathens was a corker! But now he's kicked it

all over. Kruble met the saloon men secretly last

night, and they are satisfied. To-day he'll meet this
committee of "aunties,' and I can tell you now what
he'll say. He'll point to his long career as a public
servant. He'll be sure to refer to the church 'of which
I am a humble member. And, friends,' he'll say, "I've
always worked, and always shall work, for the best
nioral interests of this community.' Kruble is a pol-
itician. And what have we? A kid in kilts!"

Dan Karkeau smiled complacently when he heard
of the dilemma into which Luce had plunged his party.
Dan was at the hedd of the Republican "machine."
"That's what they get for putting up a fellow who is

just out of college," he commented, philosophically.
"They're always unpractical—gushing theories and
bubbling ideals. He'd ought to be a Sunday-school
worker. But I'm not kicking. We were in a pretty
deep hole, and. he's helped us out—and jumped in
himself. A hole of his own digging, too. Kruble's
made himself solid with the whisky vote, and he'll get
his share of the 'goody-goodies' in spite of Luce's
glowing phrases."

Indeed, the liquor question took the leading part in

that campaign. A constitutional amendment prohibit-
ing the traffic was hoped for by the temperance people,
and to further the cause the women were everywhere
being interested in the movement. Jeremiah Kruble's
mother, the bride from Vermont, was still living, a
sweet-faced, white-haired woman of more than four-
score years. She knew her son's long-cherished leg-
islative ambition, and rejoiced in the prospect of its

speedy fulfilment; but more than all else, she was
happy in the thought that Jeremiah would strike that
hydra-headed monster, the liquor traffic, a deadly blow.

"Mother is getting too excited over the election."
Jeremiah said to his wife one day. "I'm afraid she'll

make herself sick. You mustn't let her have so many
papers to read. Keep the 'Jeffersonian' out of her sight,

at least. It's printing a lot of lies about me. And the
"White Ribboner.' too. I'm afraid that excites her. I

ordered the "Jeffersonian' stopped. I don't see whj'
—

"

"The last numbers, I've noticed, were coming to
Edna," his wife interjected.

"Edna? It's young Luce's doings! Confound his
impudence!" exclaimed Kruble, clenching his fists.

"He wants her to read his pretty speeches. He's still

after her. But I swear he sha'n't have her. They may
write to each other till doomsday, but if he ever dark-
ens my door again

—

"

"He ain't been here, Jerry, since that one time," the
wife again interrupted, wondering at her husband's
sudden anger. "I don't believe Edna cares for him as
she did," she continued. "I never hear her speak of
him now. What worries you so to-day, Jerry? Kirk
Luce ain't likely to beat you, is he?"

"Well, not if I know myself," returned her husband,
doggedly. ''I'm worried about mother, if anything,"
he declared, as if this was the sole reason of his anger,
and not that an undesirable position seemed forced
upon him by the attitude of his opponent. "I ought
not to have any of the cares here," he continued. "It
seems to me I have enough else to bother about.
Helen, I wish you'd see that mother doesn't have any-
thing to excite her. I brought home some story-
books to-day. Have her read those, and get her mind
off other things—papers, politics and such."
A copy of the "Jeft'ersonian" lay on the stand at his

elbow. After a glance at the yellow label, satisfying
himself that the paper was really coming to Edna, he
crumpled the sheet in his fist, and opening the stove
door, cast it upon the flames. The "White Ribboner"
lay next, but he had not the heart to burn that. It

was his mother's paper, and therefore sacred. But he
carried it to a dark corner of his desk, from which he
brought the story-books, placing them where the pa-
pers had been.

Though Grandma Kruble read the story-books so
thoughtfully given her in lieu of the papers which with
the same thoughtfulness her son skilfully "mislaid,"
still all echoes of the campaign -could not be kept
from her. Some boys of the neighborhood climbed the
fence before the house one day, and shouted, lustily,

"Beer bought him! Beer bought him! Whisky-barrel!
Whisky-barrel!" And a doubtful young poet among
them improvised

"Oh, the city men of liquors
Bought Jerry, soul and whiskers."

"What's that boy saying?" demanded grandma,
drawn from the pages of one of E. P. Roe's novels.

All she could make of it was some reference to her
son in connection with the pending campaign; but
her interest was thoroughly reawakened, and now noth-
ing would do but the late-neglected "White Ribboners."
Edna, quite ignorant that they had been studiously

""mislaid," hunted them out, and brought a pile, which
she deposited near the old lady's chair. She had her
reward at once, for on opening the first sheet, grand-
ma cried, "Why, Edna dear, see what a pretty senti-

ment your Mr. Luce has expressed!" She had this
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guileless way of speaking of Kirk when alone with her

granddaughter. She had never quite approved of her

son's attitude toward the Luces, though she freely ad-

mitted they had enough to answer for. If she could

be convinced that Kirk was all right, and not at all

like his uncle—as Edna insisted he was not—she would
rejoice in their union. Her sentiment regarding the

old acres was much finer than Jeremiah's. It was the

land her husband had cleared and worked during his

best days, and gladly would she see it come back into

the family if it brought no unhappiness with it.

"Listen!" she commanded Edna, and read in her

sweet, low voice from the bold-faced type at the head
of the leading column,

"' "What slavery was to the

nineteenth century, the liquor traffic will be to the

twentieth; and in the coming struggle I'd rather be a

Garrison than a Clay"—Kirk Luce before the anti-

saloon committee.' Now isn't that fine? There can
be no doubt how this district will vote, whether your
father or Kirk Luce is elected. But I do wish it had
been Jeremiah who said that. It is so noble! But
what's this?" Surprise, doubt and pain all came rush-

ing now to cloud her serene brow. In a voice husky
with emotion she read from the same bold type, " 'Be-

fore voting for Jeremiah Kruble, ask him what prom-
ises he made the liquor element. It has agreed to

support him to a man!' "

Before she had finished, Jeremiah himself entered

the room.
"Oh, my son, what does this mean?" she cried,

tottering to her feet and holding toward him the fate-

ful record.
"Now, mother, don't excite yourself," began Jer-

emiah, flushing painfully, for the thing he had so

dreaded seemed imminent. He had an active mind,
however, and it worked swiftly to save him. "You are

well enough acquainted with politics," he began, "to

know that all is done that can be done to besmirch a

man's character when he's up for office. I hoped you
wouldn't see the papers," he continued, sorrowfully;

"they are so filled with lies. But now I suppose you'll

have to know all." For a moment he was impatient,

then he changed his tone to one of injured innocence.

It was too bad his mother should doubt him. "Of
course you've read, too, how I've foreclosed on the

widows' homes. How I
—

"

But she would not let him go on. "Do you inean

Sallie Archer's, Jeremiah? Do they tell such stories?"

she asked, ready to snatch anything which promised
to give back confidence in her son. "The home re-

mains Sallie's in fact. The property is yours only in

name. You have never asked her one penny of rent,"

she went on, defending him with ardor, "and you've
kept up the taxes and put repairs on the house. It's

better for her than when she held the title!"

"But your political enemies don't tell that part of

your history," returned Jeremiah, glad to lead her
away from the one thing which really troubled him.

"Has Kirk Luce circulated such stories, then?"
groaned the white-haired old lady, ar(d her eyes in-

stinctively passed to Edna as she spoke.
"KTo, grandma, he hasn't," replied the girl, firmly;

and ,she expected forthwith a storm from her father.

But Jeremiah Kruble surprised them all in his

action. "Neither Kirk nor I am to blame for all that

our followers put forth," he said, and the words seemed
almost a defense of Edna's lover. That they were a
salve to Kruble's sorely troubled conscience could not
be known. The .manly conduct of his opponent had
hg^come a constant rebuke. More than one had told

him that very day how Kirk had scored his followers

in his speech the evening before, stepping from his

path to set right the Sallie Archer story. Jeremiah did

not repeat this to his family, but he had already done
a great deal in those words which linked himself
with Kirk. By skilful manceuvering he had accom-
plished his purpose, however, and drawn them from
the thin ice that covered his political muddy waters.

Peace of mind, however, was not' to be r««gained

thus. Jeremiah never knew when all might be revealed
to his sainted mother, whose high opinion he revered
despite the fact of having deliberately placed it in

jeopardy. Between her and Edna was some secret

bond of sympathy, as he realized, and his daughter's
perfect poise through this trying period led hirri to

suspect that she knew of his unholy alliance, and
merely waited the right moment to use the knowledge
to gain her own ends. Having been guilty of craft

himself, he was ready to ascribe the same to others

—

even to his daughter.
But he was capable of finer feeling as well, and

when the campaign closed with victory perching on his

banner without that outbreak in his home which he
had so much feared, he was in a mood for further
concession, especially when such concession promised
relief to his troubled spirit. Puritan blood dominated
in his veins, and where that flows there can be no
trespassing upon conscience without paying the full

penalty. Jeremiah, it is true, had the satisfaction of
receiving his mail from the rural postman with the
coveted "Honorable" prefixed, but never in all his

life had he felt less honorable than now. As the days
went by, the idea that he had sold himself to a discred-

"Ited traffic came to haunt him more and more. Those
fateful pledges he had. made remained now to be
publicly fulfilled at the capital. How could he hope
to blind his mother again, to say nothing of the best
element in an alert and respected public? The stand
his opponent had taken during the campaign now
presented itself as that purity of action which alone
can give eternal satisfaction. Kirk Luce must possess
this satisfaction in spite of his defeat, thought Jeremiah
Kruble; and for once he envied the young man.

To envy a person is to be drawn unconsciously
toward that person, and the next time the member-
elect passed Kirk Luce on the streets of Annathens he
gave him a tentative bow. It was significant, curt
as it was, as being the first friendly recognition that
had ever passed between them. It might have served
as the patronizing nod of the victor to the vanquished,
but it was in reality an involunta'ry tribute paid by an
uneasy conscience to recognized virtue.

The incident happened in the lower town, and
when Kirk set out for home, he took the first road

—

the one leading by the Kruble farm. The sleighing
was good, and he drove his horse at a brisk pace. He
had not noticed the occupant of the cutter which

turned into the road ahead of him, but a moment later

he wondered who it could be, for the horse seemed
much faster than his own. Indeed, the space between
them grew steadily until it had widened from fifty feet ^
to a hundred yards. Then something happened. Kirk
was watching his own horse, and did not know just

what. The next instant he had overtaken the other,

and discovered heavily whiskered Jeremiah Kruble
struggling from a snowbank. The road had swerved
suddenly to dodge a huge maple, and in making the

turn his horse had lost its footing and plunged with
tremendous force against the tree.

"Let me help you," said Kirk, springing from his

sleigh. "Are you hurt?" he questioned, slipping the

traces from the whiffletree that the prostrate animal
might rise.

"No," returned Kruble, shortly, but without per-

sonal feeling in his tone. He saw what the young
man had not—that his horse would never rise again.

The shock had broken its neck.
"Good heavens, what a pity!" exclaimed Kirk, when

the fact was pointed out to him. "What will you do?"
he asked, inanely. Then his senses came to him. "Get
in with me, Mr. Kruble, and let me drive you home.
We can fasten your cutter back of mine. It will trail

all right. I fear you have been more shocked than
you recognize now."

Old Kruble murmured something which was hardly
intelligible, but he accepted Kirk's offer of assistance.

The day was bitterly cold. If not dazed, Jeremiah
was somewhat embarrassed; but he presently found his

tongue, and repeated with pointless detail his last

thoughts and impressions preceding the accident.

Owing to the trailing cutter, they were obliged to drive

slow, and both were quite chilled when they reached
the Kruble home.

Jeremiah could do no less than ask the young man
to come in and warm himself before going on. In
giving the invitation he was conscious of two impres-
sions, both of which gave him satisfaction. First,

Edna was away from home. Second, she would hear
of the matter on her return. Battling with his con-
science, as he had of late, the strength of older an-
imosities had been sapped bit by bit. Moreover, if it

could be aone without open concession, he was ready
to yield much to his daughter for sparing him, as he
fancied she had, during the recent campaign. He was
not ready to hand Edna over to her lover, but he was
willing to do a great deal if it would insure him the
respect of the better element in his district, of which
Kirk had come to be the keystone in his mind. His
future course might be the cause of a great moral shock
to this element, and instinctively he planned to meet it.

Kirk's presence in the house took second place.

Unpleasant personal matters were ignored, and sur-

prise and excitement allowed to gather only about
Jeremiah's mishap. But Grandma Kruble really had
a warm welcome for the young man, and the two car-

ried on most of the conversation during his short stay.

"I want to tell you—Mr. Luce—" She hesitated
when it came to the name. Owing to family connec-
tions, he was called "Kirk" in the rare instances when
mentioned at all. "I want to tell you how much I

enjoyed your noble sentiment during the campaign,"
she repeated. "It assured me that whoever was elected,

our district would be represented by a strong temper-
ance man."

Jeremiah left the little group about the stove, and
went to the window, where he stared out across the
white fields into the state's legislative-halls. There he
saw a man, rising to vote on a question, receive the

finger of scorn from all whose opinions he held most
dear. It was a reverie kindly broken when Kirk rose
presently to go. Kruble followed him through the cold
passage to the front door, making some stumbling
acknowledgments for the help he had received.

"I shall go to Lansing next week," he said at the
last moment. "I have a measure—my good-roads bill.

You have perhaps heard of it. I should like your
opinion—and assistance—some evening—if you can
come here

—

"

"Thank you, Mr. Kruble. I shall be glad to do so,"

Kirk hastened to reply, and they made an appointment
for New Year's night.

Kirk did not know what had caused the change in

the old man's attitude toward him, but it was none the
less welcome for that. He recalled his sweetheart's
words on that summer night six months ago, and gave
her credit for great prescience and insight into char-
acter. He wondered if Edna would return from her
visit before the night of his engagement. He would
write at once, and tell her all that had happened.
Never had he felt the Christmas cheer, the good-will
toward men, as now.

On the appointed evening Edna met him in the
cold, dark passage. Though they scarcely spoke above
a whisper, their greeting was warm enough to thaw
the icy atmosphere of a much more frigid region. She
took his hat and overcoat, and then pushed him toward
the library, where her father was waiting.

Kirk has little remembrance of what he said or did
that evening. What mattered it to him if Michigan
roads were mud and mire six months in the year?
His own feet seemed promised a path through azure
skies, paved with clouds of purple and gold. However,
he bore himself with credit, and kept his mind upon
their one subject as well as, or better than, his host.

Indeed, Kruble propounded a question at the last

that puzzled Kirk not a little at the time, being apropos
of nothing so far as he could see. The final word had
been said on the good-roads subject, and Kirk had
risen to take his leave, but old Kruble kept his chair,

apparently .deep in thought. The lamp threw its light

on his face, making it look paler above his heavy beard
than it really was. However, the smoothly shaven lip

had drawn the mouth into a straight line that revealed
much of the tense workings of the mind within. With-
out knowing what he did, his steel eraser cruelly
marred the desk before him. "Do you believe a bad
promise is better broken than kept?" he asked.

"Do I believe
—

" Kirk repeated after him, in ques-
tioning wonder, but the other was too absorbed to note
the tone. "Certainly!" he replied, with assurance.

The old man's head nodded in slow, measured
assent. The lines of the mouth became even firmer.
Then suddenly he burst forth, "Good-night, Luce!
Good-night!" and the young man felt himself dis-
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missed with short ceremony. But when he met Edna
in the hall she amply made up for her father's lack.

Kirk presumed upon the relations thus established

to call frequently, and so was present the evening after

the news was received of the vote on the liquor bill.

"You expressed more finely the noble sentiment
during the campaign," Grandma Kruble said, as she
warmly shook the young man's hand, "but my son
has cast the vote that was so much needed to make
the law. Honors are even between you, and I am
very happy to-night."

Kirk prayed that she might never know of the talk

going on in the city; of the curses drunk in a score of

resorts to the member from, that district for his bad.

faith. "Curse the man! I thought we had him sure,"

Luce had heard Karkeau declare.

Kirk was very happy, too. He told Edna of the let-

ter he had received from her father—for he had taken
advantage of their good-roads discussion to write to

him, qualifying certain statements he had made at

their New Year's meeting. Jeremiah had replied in

a cordial maimer, and then gone on to write of other

things. -He declared, quite needlessly, that he should
not 'again represent their district at Lansing, but he
generously expressed a hope that Kirk might seek and
win a renomination from his party.

"That was lovely of father!" the girl declared.

"Yes," admitted Kirk; "and I believe he would
be willing that Representative Kruble's daughter
should become Representative Luce's wife."

"Oh, he won't make us wait for that!" she retorted,

prettily; and thereby added proof of her prescience, as

was subsequently demonstrated.

THE WINNING OF CASSIA

BY FRANK H. SWEET

DEACON White had many customers among the

wealthy residents of Savannah, and to-day, as

he went from house to house, he was especially

jubilant, for trade was good. By the middle of

the afternoon he had sold the last chicken and turned
his mule's head toward home, his pockets heavy with
the silver they had brought. As he turned, a figure

which had kept within a block or two of him all

through the day, stopping at the same houses with
the ostensible object of selling a pair of chickens upon
which an impossible value had been placed, turned
also, but entered another street, and returned home
by a different route.

Late that evening, as Deacon White was sitting

upon his front porch, gloating over the profits of the
day, he heard a quick, firm step, and looked up to see
Micky, a young neighbor, enter the yard.

"Good-ebenin', Micky," he called out, hospitably.
"Glad you come. I done git' mighty tired sellin' all

dem chickens; if 'twa'n't fo' dat I been brung yo'

monev. Ise done paid Mist' Williams an' Mist'
Buckler."

"Dat all right. How dey sell?"
" 'Mazin' good; doi]e sell ebery one. Here, take

dis cheer, an' he'p me count de money. Dar. Now
le's see; you gib me two hun'erd—two hun'erd at seben
cents make fo'teen dollah; an' ten per cen' off leabes—
leabes—er, jes' twelve dollah an' sixty cents. Yes, dat's

right. Here's yo' money."
Micky took the money, and slipped it into his

pocket.
"How much did Mist' Williams an' Mist' Buckler

git?" he asked.
The old man threw up his hands indignantly.

"Jes' de same, ob co'se," he snorted. "You ain'

s'pose I sell one pusson's chickens fo' one price an'
anudder pusson's fo' anudder price, is you? No, sah!"
emphatically; "I ain' dat kin' ob man."

Micky drummed upon his knee with his fingers.

"I been in city mahse'f to-day," he announced pres-
ently. "You see, I 'lowed on gittin' a book to study,

an' I hab two mo' chickens dat's plenty big to sell."

"Yes," observed the Deacon, pleasantly; "an' so
you done swap de chickens fo' de book. But what is

hit you gwine study, Micky?"
"Dat ain' mattah jes' now. De funny part was dat

when I take mah chickens to a house, de folks dey 'low
dey jes' buy a dozen pair fo' fifty cents a pair, an' de nex'
house dey done buy jes' de same, an' de nex' an' de
nex'; an' when bime-by I looks up an' sees you jes'

ahead, dat splains hit. I was been tryin' to sell at jes'

de same houses you done sell at. But when I t'inks

hit ober, I 'lows I better keep right on dataway, fo'

you had sperience in sellin'; so I jes' keeps roun' after

you till you done sol' de las' chicken. An' Ise mighty
glad dat none ain' fotch less den fifty ceiits a pair, an'

some go high as sixty."

There was a long silence, then a husky "What you
gwine do 'bout hit, Micky?"

"Oh, nuffin," said Micky, placidly. "Ise gwine be
yo' son-in-law, an' I ain' car' to hab disputionin' in de
fambly. Now, don' you git mad," as the Deacon rose
stormily to his feet. "Ise jes' fixin' t'ings de.bes' way
fo' you. S'pose I go tell Mist' Williams an' Mist'
Buckler, an' some ob dem tudder folks you done trad-

in' long ob? Ain' you see dar gwine be tar an' fedders
an' a rail, an' mos' likely somebody be run out ob de
town, an' den h hab to marry Cassia anyway, jes' to

keep her from feelin' bad. Ain' you see all dat?"
The Deacon sank heavily into his seat.

"You been mighty smart," he sneered. "Now what
you gwine make me do?"

"I ain' gwine make you do nuffin'. Deacon. Ise
jes' 'visin'. If Ise you. I'd go an' fix t'ings wid Mist'
Williams an' Mist' Buckler—you needn' tell ebery-
t'ing, but see dey all gits dere money. Den tell Cassia
she bes' marry dat nice young man, Micky, who's de
git-aheadedes' man roun', an' who gwine be de fines'

kin' ob gen'leman," grinning affably. "An' long ob de
res' I reckon I'd pay him what you owe him on de
chickens, an' on de taters you sol* las' week. He
gwine need hit now to fix up fo' de weddin'. An'—an'

I 'low dat's all. Now, what you t'ink?"

The Deacon's only answer was an explosive snort,

which could not be formed into words. But he drew
out a roll of bills, part of which he counted, and gave
to Micky. The young man rose to his feet.

"T'ank you, Deacon," he said. "We gwine be
mighty good frien's, I see. Now I reckon I better go
roun' an' fin' Cassia, an' make up 'bout de weddin'."
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6 Silver=Plated

Teaspoons
and Farm and Fireside the re-

mainder of this year, for only

60 cents
Or, Given FREE for THREE yearly sub-

scriptions to the Farm and Fire-
' side at 35 cents each

i

Set No. 60—Cut shows the ACTUAL SIZE

INickel-Silver Base
The base of this

ware is solid

nickel-silver, which is white all the waj'
through, positively will not change color
nor rust, and will wear for a lifetime.

It is the highest grade known, being full

twenty-five-per-cent nickel.

Coin-Silver Plate S;;,:,^,:; J^i:
is plated the full STANDARD amount
of pure coin-silver. This combination
makes a ware which we guarantee to

give satisfaction. Test it, and if not
found exactly as described, return it to

us and we will refund the money.

Initial I pft'pr Each spoon is engraved
IIIILiai LCILCI free of charge with an
initial letter in Old English. Only one
letter on a piece. Be sure to name the

initial desired.

Pattfrn have the spoons in two
rdllCI II beautiful patterns. No. 60 and
No. 14. You can make your choice of

pattern. Where no choice is named we
will fill orders with our selection. We
also reserve the privilege of substituting

one pattern for the other if the supply in

any particular initial is e.xhausted. We
can thus fill all orders the same day they
reach us. It is impossible to describe
the beauty of these spoons, and the illus-

tration falls far short of conveying a full

idea of their attractiveness. In finish

they are perfect, and will render com-
plete satisfaction.

GUARANTEE
W'e absolutely guarantee every piece

of this ware to be exactly as it is de-

scribed and to give entire satisfaction or
your money will be cheerfully refunded.
We are sure it will please you.

( When this offer is accepted no cash commission
can be aUowedt and the name cannot count

in a club toward a premium)

POSTAGE PAID BY US IN EACH CASE

Address

FARM AND FIRESIDE
Springfield, Ohio

Prize Puzzles
We Want to be Neighborly, and so Invite All of Our Readers to Use Our Grindstone.

Will Sharpen Your Wits, Quicken the Intellect, Afford Healthful Recreation,
and Give Innocent Amusement and Entertainment

Residents of Springfield, Ohio, are not allowed to enter the contests.

It

THE GEOMETRICAL-FIGURE PUZZLE

Here are Six Pictures. Each Representing a Geometrical Figure. Can You Guess Them?

We Offer Eight Dollars Cash in Four Prizes, as follows : Two Dollars to the First Boy from Whom we l^eceivc a Correct List; Two Dollars to the First

Girl from Whom we [Receive a Correct List; Two Dollars to the First Man from Whom we Receive a Correct List, and Two Dollars to the First

Woman from Whom we Receive a Correct List. Contestants Must State their Ages, and Answers Must be Received Before September 1st.

ALSO A PRIZE FOR EACH STATE AND TERRITORY

As further rewards for our great family of readers, a copy of

"Gems from the Poets" will be given for the first correct

list of answers received from each state and territory. This
means a book for each of the forty-five states, one for each terri-

tory, one for the District of Columbia, also one for Canada.
The first correct list from each state wins a prize, giving an

equal opportunity to all our readers wherever they may be

located. In the states where the cash prizes are awarded the

prize book will be given to the person sending the second cor-

rect list, so that in no case will any one person receive two
prizes. Answers must be addressed to the "Puzzle Editor,"

Farm and Fireside, Springfield, Ohio.

^ITH CO..
THE ONLY

''HONEST
CLOTHiNO rn?M

IT

liii'*'

ONE

FOUR

ANSWERS TO PUZZLES OF JULY 15th ISSUE

The Six Popular Magazines

1—Sporting Life.

2—St. Nicholas.

3—Judge.

4—Arena.
5—Harper".s.

6—Lippincott's.

The cash prizes are awarded as follows:

Man's prize, two dollars—K. Rittenhouse, State

Road, Delaware
Woman's prize, two dollars—Mrs, E. A. White,

Montgomery, .\labama.

Girl's prize, two dollars—Minnie L. Barrj-, Toronto,

Canada.
Boy's prize, two dollars—Johnnie S. Vestal, Walda,

Arkansas.

A consolation prize, "Picturesque Philippines," is

awarded the following persons for sending in the first

correct list of answers from their respective states:

Alabama—Mrs. R. W. Parham, Shoalford.

Arizona—Mrs. Fred. R. Birdsall, Ash Fork.

Canada—Henry Hunwick, Byron, Ontario.

Colorado—Freda Huntley, Flagler.

Connecticut—Mrs. G. A.. Hitchcock, Cheshire.

Delaware—Mrs. Wm. G. Barto, Warwick.
District of Columbia—J. S. Swan, Washington.
Florida—Mrs. Arthur M. Pellett, Daytona.

Georgia—Mrs. R. A. Hardaway, Warrenton.
Illinois—Annabel Gallear, Chicago.

Indiana—Elmira Case, Marion.
Iowa—Mrs. R. H. Lowe, Baldwin.

Kansas—Myrtle Leonhard, Severance.

Kentucky—Eloise McEIroy, Cynthiana.

Kentucky—Mrs. R. K. Bethel, Elizabethtown (omit-

ted from list of precious stones by mistake).

Louisiana—Mrs. F. C. Salleau, New Orleans.

Maine—Hollis E. Rowe, Amherst.
Mary^land—John E. Beck, Rock Hall.

Massachusetts—George H. Hammond, Natick.

Michigan— B. L. Taylor, Charlotte.

Minnesota—Harriet E. Olive, Lesueur.

Mississippi—S. K. Moore, Carrollton.

Missouri—Mrs. Jolin Israel, Chillicothe.

Montana—Dixie IngersoU, Miles City.

Nebraska—Mrs. C. S. Eisenbise, Virginia.

New Hampshire—Beatrice Tasker, Manchester.

New Jersey—J. T. Hoffman, Elizabeth.

New York—E. J. Crane, Oswego.
North Carolina—J. E. Rue, Littleton.

North Dakota—Alson Brubaker, Fargo.

Ohio—Donald G. Mitchell, Zanesville.

Oklahoma—Mrs. Mary E. Tunnell, Dover.

Pennsylvania—Osborne T. Fouche, Erie.

Rhode Island—Albertine Donon, Block Island.

TWO

FIVE

South Carolina—Mrs. J. M. Browne, Denver.
Tennessee—Lora E. Bishop, Powell Station.

Texas—Roy M. Clark, Amarillo.

Vermont—Mrs. M. C. Bedell, Newport.
Washington—Mrs. A. L. C. Buckwalter, Davenport.

Wisconsin—J. R. Fitzgerald, Ironton.

CURIOUS AND QUEER
In the Middle Ages rings blessed by the king were

worn as a charm against cramp. Possibly sortie one
in the twentieth century, smiling as he reads this

item, has a hare's foot snugly hid away "for luck."

In the ancient countries special laws were enacted

to regulate the exportation of figs, and from the con-

temptuous epithet flung at informers against those

who evaded these laws comes our word "sycophant."

The oldest tree in the world is said to be a great

bo, growing in Anarajapoora, Ceylon. Gautama
Buddha was in deep meditation under a bo-tree when
he became endowed with his divine powers. The
tree in Ceylon is said to be a branch from this tree,

hence comes its name, "The Sacred Fig," or "Ficus

religiosa."

Smallpox is an ancient enemy of the race, and un-

numbered hosts of men have spent their lives in a
study of its deadly power. Rhazes, a Persian, was
one of the first Arabs to treat the subject of med-
icine in a comprehensive way. It was he who first

described smallpox accurately. He lived in the tenth

century after Christ.

We think we are verj- wise in this generation, yet

it is less than three hundred years since one Richard

Verstegan wrote in all good faith the following ex-

planation of the fabled werwolf: "The werewolves
are certayne sorcerers, who having annoynted their

bodies with an oyntment which they make by the

instinct of the devill, and putting on a certayne in-

chanted girdle, doe not onely unto the view of others

seeme as wolves, but to their own thinking have both

the shape and nature of wolves so long as they weare
the said girdle. And they do dispose themselves as

very wolves, in wourrying and killing, and most of

humane creatures." The French form of the wer-

wolf was the "loup-garou."

Now and then when reading fiction we note the

mention of poison-rings. Their historj- is interesting.

They were used in classical times. The "anello

della morte," a Venetian invention, was used as an
instrument of murder. A jewel in a ring was held in

place by a gold rim, called a bezel. Sometimes this

THREE

SIX

bezel was most elaborate in design, and concealed a

spring which communicated with a receptacle con-

taining poison. In the simple act of shaking hands

a fatal scratch could be given. Hannibal killed him-

self by such a ring, and Pliny records that after Cras-

sus had stolen the gold treasure from under the

throne of Capitoline, Jupiter, the guardian of the

shrine, in despair used his poison-ring eSectively

against himself.

Students of English law are familiar with the

"deodand." In 1846 the law concerning deodands
became null and void, but an interest still attaches to

the old custom. The deodand, we are told, was "a

personal chattel (any animal or thing), which on

account of its having caused the death of a human
being was forfeited to God—that is to say, his repre-

sentative, the king—for pious uses. This is an odd

recognition of the 'total depravity of inanimate

things. Some curious legal decisions grew out of

this odd law. If d^th was caused by a fall from a

cart or horse at rest, the chattel became deodand only

if the victim was an adult ! If a man came to his

death by a vessel at rest, the cargo was not deodand;

if the vessel was sailing, hull and cargo both were

forfeited. Perhaps a similar law would not be un-

wholesome in these days of accidents on palace cars,

steamboats, automobiles and balloons. A. M. S.

THE TREASURE-TROVE

An Irishman and a Scotchman, digging together in

a field, came upon a number of gold coins. When
they were about to divide them, the Scotchman, who
was of an avaricious turn, conceived a plan to outwit

the Irishman and secure the whole for himself. He
therefore proposed to the Irishman that if, without

asking any question, he could name the exact num-

ber of coins he should take the whole; if he failed,

the other should take all. The Irishman readily

agreed, and counted the money, taking special care

that the Scotchman should not see how much it was.

"Now add 666 to it," said the Scotchman.

"Done," replied the Irishman.

"Now, ye'll maybe subtract the whole amount

from 999." .

"Done again," replied the Irishman; "but the divil

a bit are ye nearer!"

"Bide a wee," said the Scotchman. "Now jist pit

down 333, and tak' awa' the last figures from it,

and ye'll no be far off the tottle of the bit money."

"Mother o' Moses!" exclaimed the Irishman,

"somebody must have tould ye;" and the Scotchman

walked off with the treasure-trove accordingly.

How did the Scotchman get at the right total ?
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Wit and Humor

HIS CHOICE

IT
IS told of the late Senator Matt Car-
penter that one day while chatting
with friends in a committee-room
the conversation turned on the rel-

ative merits of religious sects. Nearly
every member of the party belonged to
some church, and there had been an an-
imated discussion, Senator Carpenter
pacing up and down, listening intently

enough, but saying not a word.
"What church do you belong to, Car-

penter?" asked one.
"I don't belong to any."
"Why don't you join one?"
"I don't want to. None exactly suits

my views."
"

"What one would you join if you were
to feel forced to a choice ?"'

"The Catholic, by all means."
"And why the Catholic?"
"Because they have a purgatory, and

that's a mo'tipn for a new trial."—The
Omaha Bee.

THE BRIDEGROOM EXPLAINED

During the night the ship on which the
bridal couple were taking their honey-
moon trip entered a thick bank of fog
near shore. When the bridal couple came
on deck, the vessel was proceeding at a
snail's pace, and from the gloom ahead
reverberated the hoarse warning of the
fog-horn.
"Why don't they make the boat go

faster, dearie?" asked the bride, looking
into her husband's face with eyes which
showed that she realized the fact that all

human knowledge was centered in his
head.
"Why, my angel, don't you hear that

automobile tooting just ahead of us?
You' don't suppose the captain wants to
be run over, do you?"—Judge.

TRUE
"Most o' these here advertisements is

jest lies," gravely observed Silas Perkins,
as he laid the city paper down on the box
of crackers.
"Oh, I dunno," commented Mr. Med-

dergrass, reflectively, helping himstlf to
a prune. "I dunno. Last fall I bought a

pression crossed his face, scratched his

head. "Faith," he was heard to mutter,
"Oi don't know in which wan to put th'

letther. Shure, Katie's a domeshtic, an'
she lives in th' city all right, an' she's a
furriner, too; but begobs, Oi don't know
how th' thing can go in both iv th' three
holes at wance."—Columbia Jester.

"We collected a hunderd dollahs at our church las' Sunday fo' the heathen.'
"Dat's ies' mah luck. I done got converted two weeks ago."

CHANCE TO ENJOY THEMSELVES
William's table-manners were noto-

riously bad—so bad that he was face-

tiously accused of spoiling the manners
of a pet coon chained in the back yard.
Hejgripped his fork as though afraid 'it

was' 'going to get away from him, and he
used it like a hay-fork. Reproaches and
entreaties were in vain. His big sister's

pleading, "Please, William, don't eat like

a pig," made no impression upon him.
One day William and his bosom friend,

a small neighbor, dined alone, and Will-
iam was heard to say, in a tone of great

hat from a feller in the city that had a ad-
vertisement in the paper that said the hats
wouldn't last long, an' to come early ef

we'd take advantage o' his marvelous
ofTer."

Here Mr. Meddergrass meditatively
chewed the prune, until Mr. Perkins
broke the silence with "Well?"
"Well, it didn't last long, that's all."—

What-to-eat.

USED TO IT

Visitor
—"So you were shipwrecked,

and came near starving?"
Mariner—"Yes, mum; an' I had ter eat

a whisk-broom, an' the sawdust out o' a
cushion."

Visitor—"It must have been a terrible
thing to have to eat such stuff."

DIFFERENT

Finally, when he could endure the sus-

pense no longer, the young man accosted
the old man.

"I smoke three cigars a day."
"Ah?" said the old man.
"Each costing ten cents straight."
"Indeed?"
"And were I to save the money I

spend for cigars I might own yonder lofty

building at your age."
"Well?"
It was with a heavy heart that the

young man turned away. The world of

fact was a selfish world, minding its own
business; not at all the world of which
he had read.—Detroit Free Press.

ENGLISH AS SHE IS DEFINED

The tedium of an English teacher's

work is not infrequently relieved by the
unconscious humor of her pupils. The
following are definitions culled by the
English department of a school not far

from Boston.
The word buttress occurs in the lesson,

and the teacher, upon asking a definition,

receives this response: "A buttress is a

woman who makes butter."

Even more choice than this is the idea
a little girl has of a ruminating animal.
She gravely writes, "A ruminating an-
imal is one that chews its cubs."—^A. A.
H., in Harper's Monthly.

NOT TROUBLED
"Are you troubled with cockroaches or

other insects about your premises, mad-
am?" inquired the man with the pack,
who had succeeded in gaining an audi-

ence with the mistress of the mansion.
"No, sir!" she said, glaring at him;

"we are NOT troubled by cockroaches
or other insects!"

"Don't mind them, eh?" he rejoined,

cheerfully, shouldering his pack again.

"Well, there's nothing like getting used
to one's afflictions. Good-day, madam."
—Chicago Tribune.

REALIZED HIS POSITION
Mr. Soulsave—"Don't you know you oughtn't to be fishing here on the Sabbath?'',
Johnny—"I know it. I'm a dern fool. They ain't bitin'."

ON A DIFFERENT SCALE

One day, when little Elsie came home
from school, her mother asked her what
she had learned that day.

Elsie replied, "I learned to spell man."
"Tell me how you spell it, dear," said

mama.
"M-a-n, man," replied Elsie.

"And how do you spell boy?"
"You spell it the same way, only with

smaller letters," replied Elsie, after a mo-
ment's thought.—The Little Chronicle.

satisfaction, as he planted both elbows on
the table, "Say, Harry, they's nobody here
but us.' Let's eat like hogs, and enjoy
ourselves."—Caroline Lockhart, in Lip-
pincott's.

COMPULSORY TEMPERANCE
Casey—"Kelly hasn't th' price iv a

dhrink."
Costigan—"How do yez know thot?"
Casey—"He ain't dhrinkin'."—Judge.

Mariner—"Not so bad, mum. Yer see,
I had been used ter eatin' health-foods."
—Chicago News.

PUZZLED

The other day a little red-faced Irish-
man approached a post-office which had
three letter-boxes outside. One was la-

beled "City," another "Domestic," and
the third "Foreign." He looked at the
three in turn, and thenj as a puzzled ex-

CYNICAL WIT

Silence gives contempt.
People who love in glass houses should

pull down the blinds.

A church-fair exchange is robbery.

A bird on a bonnet is worth ten on a

plate. ^
Some are born widows, some achieve

widowhood, while others have widows
thrust upon them.—The Cynic's Calendar

of Revise4 Wisdom.

Sick Made Well

Weak Made Strong

(Marvelous Elixir of Life Discov-
ered by Famous Doctor-Sci-

entist that Cures Every

Known Ailment

Wonderful Cures Are Effected That
Seem Like IVIiracles Performed

—

The Secret of Long Life of

Olden Times Revived

The Remedy is Free to All Who Send
IName and Address

After years of patient study and delving into
the dusty record of the past, as well as following
modern experiments in the realms of medical
science, Dr. James William Kidd, 122 Baltes
Building, Fort Wayne, Indiana, maliss the start-
ling announcement that he has surely discovered'
the elixir of life. That he is able with the
aid of a mysterious compound, known only to

DR. JAMES WILLIAM KIDD

himself, produced as a result of the years he has
spent ig searching for this precious life-giving

boon, to cure any and every disease that is known
to the human body. There is no doubt of the
doctor's earnestness in making his claim, and the
remarkable cures that he is daily effecting seem
to bear him out very strongly. His theory which
he advances is one of reason and based on sound
experience in a medical practice of many years.

It costs nothing to try his remarkable " Elixir of

Life," as he calls it, for he sends it free to any
one who is a sufferer, in sufficient quantities to

convince of its abiUty to cure, so there Is abso-
lutely no risk to run. Some of the cures cited are
very remarkable, and but for reliable witnesses

would hardly be credited. The lame have thi-own

away crutches and walked about after two or

three trials of the remedy. The sick, given up by
home doctors, have been restored to their families

and friends in perfect health. Eheumatism,
neuralgia, stomach, heart, liver, kidney, blood

and skin diseases and bladder troubles disappear

as by magic. Headaches, backaches, nervousness,

fevers, consumption, coughs, colds, asthma,
catarrh, bronchitis and all affections of the

throat, lungs or any vital organs are easily over-

come in a space of time that is simply marvelous.

Partial paralysis, locomotor ataxia, dropsy,

gout, scrofula and piles are quickly and perma-
nently rerdoved. It piu-ifies the entire system,

blood and tissues, restores normal nerve power,
circulation, and a state of perfect health is pro-

duced at once. To the doctor all systems are

alike and equally affected by this great "Elixir

of Life." Send for the remedy to-day. It Is free

to every sufferer. State what you want to be
cured of, and the sure remedy for it will be sent

you free by return mail. ,

GRAY HAIR RESTORED
"WAXNTJTTA" HAIK STAIN
is prepared from the juice of the Philip-
pine Islands walnut, and restores Gray,
Streaked, Faded or Bleached Hair, iCye-

L brows. Beard or Moustache to its original
color, instantaneously. Givesany shade
from Light Brown to Black. Does not
wash off or rub off. Contains no poisons,
and is not sticky or greasy. "Walnutta"

Hair Stain will give more satisfactory results in one minute
than all the hair restorers and hair ayes will in a lifetime.

Price 60 cents a bottle, postpaid. To convince you of its

merits we will send a sample bottle postpaid tor 30c.
PACIFIC TRADING CO., Olsl. Office 33, St. Louis, Mo.

FAT
How to reduce It.

Mr. Hugo Horn, 344 E. 65th St.

New York City, writes: "It

_ - 'reduced my weight40 IbB. 3
yearaago.&IhaTeDot^iQedan ounceaince." Purely vegetable-

bamleaa as water. Any one can make it at borne at little eipeose.

Koatarring. Noeickneaa. We will maila box of itand fuHpartio

Ulars In a plain aealed packi^e for 4 cents for poatage, eto.

HaU Chemical Co. Dept. B St. Louis, Mo.

Hay Fever and Asthma
cured to stay cured. Never return. A radical departure. Cause eliminated.

ConstitutioQ changed. Nervea reconstructed. Splendid healtli. Over 52,000

M patients. Good referenceii. ('Reliefs," or change of climate,

n EL b cannot cute.) Write for BOOK 58F FREE conUiaiag reports

of many interesting cases. Addreaa DR. HAYES, BUFFALO, N. Y.

BED-WETTINB Dr. F. E. Hay, BloomingtoQ, QU

^etet^e*^ Thompson's Eye Water
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GIVES FIVE THOUSAND DOLURS
to 225 subscribers in cash prizes aggregating an exact total of five

thousand and nine dollars for the nearest correct estimates in the

IMMIGRATION CONTEST
As previously advertised, the publishers of Farm and Fireside announce the result of the great Five

Thousand Dollar Immigration Contest, and give the names and addresses of the successful contestants.

They take this opportunity of extending congratulations to the fortunate subscribers, and sincerely thank

all for the interest shown, and will, during the coming year, make Farm and Fireside greater and better

in every way than ever before, and make it of extraordinary value, benefit and interest to every one

interested in agriculture and to every member of the family.

JESSE BLACKBURN, Normal, Illinois, whose es-

timate, 857,043, was the nearest, and wins first

prize, Twenty-Five Hundred Dollars in Cash

857,046 IS THE EXACT NUMBER
of Immigrants arriving in the United States during the fiscal year ending

June 30, 1903, as given by the United States Government reports.

NO ONE ESTIMATED THE EXACT NUMBER
The educational contest on immigration inaugurated by Farm and

Fireside for the benefit of its readers was one of absorbing interest and
national importance. Tlie contest closed June 25, 1903. The vast mul-
titude of Farm and Fireside readers will appreciate the efforts of the

publishers of this paper in making this contest the fairest and most satis-

factory of an3-thing of its kind ever attempted by anj- first-class publishing-
liouse. The utmost care has been exercised in the conduct of this contest
in order that absolute fairness would be given to all.

The result of this contest is based upon the official report of the
Commissioner-General, Department of Commerce and Labor, Bureau of

Immigration, Washington, D. C, who notifies us tliat the e.xact number of

"immigrants" arriving in the United States during the fiscal year (July i,

1902, to June 30, 1903 inclusive) was

857,046
Numerous statements in round numbers, which were not absolutelj' cor-

rect, have been made by the press throughout the countrj-. The number
(857,046) means "actual immigrants," people wlio come to this country to

make it their home, and does not include "alien tourists" (visitors to this

country) or "aliens in transit" or "aliens debarred." Tlie same condi-
tions that give 857.046 "immigrants" for this j-ear, gave 648,743 for 1902 and
487,918 for 1901. These latter figures were given as a basis of calculation in

the columns of Farm .\nd Fireside during the contest, and the term
"immigrants," as used, can convey no other meaning.

The distribution of the §5,000.00 in cash is made in accordance with the

above-named figures and conditions printed on this and the opposite page.

We herewith give the names of those who are entitled to share in tlie dis-

tribution of the Five Thousand Dollars in cash.

MRS. E. N. NORRIS, Valparaiso, Indiana, whose
estimate, 857,050, was the second nearest, and

wins second prize. One Thousand Dollars in Cash

NOTE—Five Hundred Dollars was offered as an extra prize if tlie estimate wliicb secured tlie first prize was made previous to the month of June; but
as the estimate wbicii secured ffrst prize was made in June, no one is entitled to tbe extra $500.00.

The picture of the building printed on the corner of the check below is the magnificent

and beautiful home of Farm and Fireside, the "Monarch of the Rural Press." This

building as shown here was erected more than twenty-two years ago, but recently, on

account of the increase in business, a large addition has been made, which is not shown.

This magnificent building was built, and is owned and occupied exclusively by The
Crowell Publishing Company, publishers of Farm and Fireside, and is one of the

largest and best-equipped publishing plants in the United States.

This is A FACSIMILE OF OUR CHECK FOR TWENTY-FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS Sent to Jesse Blackburn, Normal. Illinois

••• ••• ••••• • 5», • ••

To

(£prniqfield, Ohio.



CLARENCE D. SKINNER, Topeka, Kansas, whose
estimate, 857,040, was the third nearest, and wins
third prize, Five Hundred Dollars in Cash

These are the conditions as advertised in the

Farm and Fireside during the contest:

To the one making the correct or nearest correct esti-

mate of the number of Immigrants arriving in the
United States in the Fiscal Year ending June, 1903 $2,500.00

To the second nearest 1,000.00
To the third nearest 500.00
To the fourth nearest 250.00
To the fifth nearest 100.00
To the sixth nearest 50.00
To the next four nearest, $25.00 each 100.00
To the next five nearest, $10.00 each 50.00
To the next ten nearest, $5.00 each 50.00
To the next 200 nearest, $2.00 each 400.00

In all 225 Cash Prizes, aggregating $5,000.00

1. Fifty cents entitles you to the Farm and Fireside for one year and
to one estimate. You may subscribe for as many as five years in advance,
and eacli year's subscription will entitle you to one estimate.

2. You can send subscriptions at the rate of fifty cents for each year,
with an estimate for each yearly subscription, and direct the estimate to be
recorded in your name and the paper sent to a friend.

3. After an estimate has once been received and registered no changes
will be permitted.

4. If there is a tie in the estimate of two or more persons for any one of

the prizes, the amount thereof will be equally divided among them.
5. After the receipt of the Official Certificate from the proper Govern-

ment Officials an impartial committee will award the prizes. Its award
will be published in the Farm and Fireside, and the money will be dis-

tributed, and this shall be final and binding on all.

(No one connected with our establishment,either directly or indirectly, and no'one living
in Springfield or Clark County, Ohio, will be permitted to send an estimate, and
the entire contest will be co'nducted in the most fair and impartial manner possible.)

/

O. S. EVANS, Roxbury, Ohio, whose estimate,

857.060, was the fifth nearest, and wins fifth

prize, One Hundred Dollars in Cash

THIS IS A COMPLETE LIST OF EACH AND EVERY PRIZE-WINNER
ESTIMATE

FIRST PRIZE—$2,500.00
Jesse Blackburn, Normal, 111 857,043

SECOND PRIZE-$ 1,000.00
Mrs. E. N. Norris, Valparaiso, Ind 857,050

THIRD PRlZE-$500.00
Clarence D. Skinner, Topeka, Kan... 857,040

FOURTH PRIZE—$250.00
Kgually divided between two

R. T. Russell, Fort Payne, Ala 857,053
T. P. Quarels, Abbeville, S. C 857,053

FIFTH PRIZE—$100.00
O. S. Evans, Roxbury, 0 857,060

SIXTH PRIZE—$50.00
J. W. Hill, Griffin, Ga 857,062

F0t5R PRIZES—$25.00 Each
1 A. T. Miner, Chicago, 111 857,029
2 C. W. Bigler, Auburn, 111 857,063

3 T. B. Black, Kenton, 0 857,064

4 I.ouis Kleimyer, Cincinnati, 0 857,065

FIVE PRIZES—$10.00 Each
1 W. M. Jenkins, Charleston, 111 857,071
2 T. B. Black, Kenton, 0 857,019

3 T. B. Black, Kenton, O Ss^.oig

4 J. C. Miller, Waelder, Tex 857,0.74

5 C. A. Vestal, Elwood, Ind 857,1317

ELEVEN PRIZES—$5.00 Each
1 Eva A. Cleveland, Manchester, la. 857,013
2 J. C. Goodwin, Akron, 0 857,012

3 I. C. Roach, HiUsboro Bridge, N.H. 857,011

4 A. E. Rhodes, Coldbrook, N. Y.... 857,009

Hanway, Alexandria, 0 857,083

Hanway, Alexandria, 0 857,084

Sanders, Dalton, Ga 857,007

Mallory, Rebersburg, Pa 857,007

Merrylees, Wayne, Mich 857,085

Clyde, Meadville, Pa 857,006

I G. D. Hall, Harper, Pa 857,086

TWO HUNDRED PRIZES—$2.00 Each
I B. W. Justice, Waverly, Va 857,093

W. E. Bailey, Harmony Grove, Ga. 856,994

Jas. Fleming, Summerville, Ont.. 857,100

Mrs. E.J. Blake, Turnersfalls, Mass. 857,000

Allie Conley, Sailor Springs, 111 857,001

Mrs.Efifie L.Kemp,Harnedsville,'Pa. 857,001

Wm. Stertzbach, Portsmouth, Va.. 857,101

8 W. S. Atherton, Madison, Ind 857,101

9 Chas. Barrett, Saratoga, N. Y 857,101

10 W. S. Atherton, Madison, Ind 857,102

II J. E. Danbury, Walker, 111 857,104

12 Fred Hatzer, Lebanon, 0 856,988

13 Wesley Zwickel, Santa Claus, Ind. 856,987

14 D. O. Gallear, Chicago, 111 857,105

15 D. PI. Welch, Hopedale, O.. 856,987

16 P. C. Robinson, Princetown, O 856,985

17 J. E. Cravens, Mora, Minn 857,108

18 H. R. Keagy, Epworth, Iowa 857,109

19 T. D. Harris, Brooklyn, N. Y 856,983

5 J. VV.

6 J. W.
7 J. M.
8 C. O.

9 D. M
10 C. F.

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

ESTIMATE
Mrs. J. F. McArthur, Unadilla, Ga. 856,979
C. W. Nick, Erie, Pa 857,114
Mrs. S. R. Jones, Coldwater, Mich. 856,978
Frank Carroll, Leavenworth, Kan. 856,977

J. E. Ervine, Staunton, Va 856,976

J. M. Stallings, Enoree, S. C 857,117
Nellie D. Watson, Ewing, Neb.... 857,118
T. W. Bailey, Slaughterville, Ky.. 857,119
Kirby Steele, Bartlett, 0 856,973
Mrs. Clara Hodges, Delaware, C. 856,973
W. J. Sullivan, Pearl River, La... 856,973
T. B. Black, Kenton, 0 856,972

]. L. Klingaraan, Woodstock, VVis. 857,120
Virgil Bibler, Dupont, 0 856,971

A. I. Crumley, LithopoHs, 0 857,121

C. F. James, Ortonville, Minn 857,123
Eva A. Cleveland, Manchester, la. 857,124
E. Wallace, Mount Carmel, Tex.. 857,125

J. N. Hawkins, Altoona, Iowa 857,125

J. S. Lassiter, Bellbuckle, Tenn... 857,125
Mrs.A.M. Holmes, Council Bluffs,Ia. 857,125
Harry Rhodes, Dresserville, N. Y. 857,126
W. A. Weaver, New Lebanon, O. 857,126

J. B. Jones, Montpelier, 0 857,126
Walter Eoeton, Milner, Ga.; 856,965

J. N. Hawkins, Altoona, la 857,127

J. N. Hawkins, Altoona, la 857,128
C. H. Bohrer, Jonesboro, Ark 857,129

J. N. Hawkins, Altoona, la 857,129
Kirby Steele, Bartlett, 0 856,963
G. I. Johnson, Lindsey, 0 856,963
W. H. Rice, Dallas, Pa 856,963
P. J. Gormley, Lexington, Ky 856,963
I. C. Roach, Plillsboro Bridge, N.H. 856,961
Mrs. Edw. Walden, Scipio, Mich.. 857,131
Charlie Kirkham, Newton, 111 856,960
R. H. Rodes, Gatewood, W. Va... 856,957
S. P. Wallace, Akron, 0 857,137
T. B. Black, Kenton, 0 857,139

Jno. Bittner, Clifton, 0 856,952
T. C. Lauber, Byron, Neb 856,950
G. F. Pearce, Germantown, 0 857,144
Mrs. Dan'l Conrad, Alliance, Mo.. 856,947
A. W. Warner, Baldwinsville, N.Y. 856,946
T. B. Black, Kenton, 0 857,146

Sol Rimer, Salesville, 0 857,146
Theodore Schalch, Cincinnati, C. 857,146

C. Fitzwater, Mathias, W. Va 857,147
G. E. Weeks, Poulan, Ga 856,944
Mrs. A. Barnd, Manchester, la... 856,944
Mrs. Adelaide H. Lambertson,

Torrington, Conn 856,943
A. W. Warner, Baldwinsville, N. Y. 857,149
Mrs. Hannah Sieglinger, Gold-

burg, Okla 856,941

G. W. Campbell, Waterloo, Pa 856,939

J. C. Miller, Waelder, Tex 856,938
H. J. Webster, Bell, 0 857,154
Willie Boyd, Chriesman, Tex 856,937
T. B. Black, Kenton, O 856,936

E. M. May, Mount Zion, 111 857,162

L. T. Crosby, Jr., Burnett, Okla.. 857,163

estimate
80 J. DeArmon, Parsons, Kan 856,929

81 D. T. Bush, Ironton, 0 857,164
82 H. L. Brown, Muscotah, Kan 857,167

83 A. G. Burr, Clinton, la 857,167

84 G. N. Keeling, Bellbuckle, Tenn.. 856,925

85 D. D. Williamson, Bellefontaine, O. 856,923

86 L. J. Foerster, Johnstown, Pa 857,169

87 A. Howard, Roundrock, Tex 856,920

88 G. H. Boetcher, Cambridge, O.... 856,919

89 E. M. Barber, Fayetteville, N. Y. 856,918

90 C. C. Smith, Winslow, 111 856,917

91 Mrs. Carrie B. Clark, Cheshire, O. 857,177

92 Mrs. Carrie B. Clark, Cheshire, O. 857,178

93 J. H. Vantine, Elberton, Wash... 856,914

94 B. B. Patterson, Siboney, Okla 856,912

95 J. G. Moore, Tallahassee, Fla 857,179

96 C. N. Moore, Axline, 0 857,183

97 T. B. Black, Kenton, 0 857,187

98 L. A. Page, Nadine, Mo 856,902

99 C. H. Lamkin, Independence, Mo. 857,193
00 I. C. Roach, Hillsboro Bridge, N.H. 857,196

01 F. B. Larue, Parrottsville, Tenn... 856,895
02 M. M. Fenton, Bath, N. Y 856,892

03 I. C. Roach, Hillsboro Bridge, N.H. 857,200

04 F. G. Hobbs, Charles River, Mass. 857.201

05 T. B. Black, Kenton, 0 856,890

06 Jacob Johnson, Union City, Ind.. 856,890

07 Kirby Steele, Bartlett, 0 857,203

08 R. A. Hunt, Kettle, W. Va 857,208

09 Fred Lindsey, Factoryville, Pa 857,211

10 Jacob Johnson, Union City, Ind.. 857,212

11 T. P. Quarels, Abbeville, S C 857,212

12 C. W. Nick, Erie, Pa 856,881

13 David Dunn, Lonaconing, Md 857,215

14 J. L. J.ones, Brookings, S. D 857,218

15 C. C. Smith, Winslow, 111 857,219
16 D. M. Landreth, Palisade, Cal 857,219

17 R. F. Harper, Butler, Mo 856,873

18 Frank Stokes, Waynesville, 0 857,221

19 Frank Stokes, Waynesville, 0 857,222

20 Mrs. F. J. Forsyth, Ashtabula, O.. 857,223

21 Frank Stokes, Waynesville, 0 857,224

25 J. G. Johnson, Union City, Ind... 857,225

23 Mrs. J. F. McArthur, Unadilla, Ga. 857,225

24 Frank Stokes, Waynesville, O 857,225

25 John Idlet,, Point Pleasant, 0 856,867

26 C. .F. James, Ortonville, Minn 856,865

27 L. W. Lovic Shipp, Washington,
D. C 857,233

28 H. G. Utley, Manchester, la 857,235

29 G. H. Lehew, Proctor, W. Va 857,235

30 T. B. Black, Kenton, 0 857,236

31 H. R. Keagy, Epworth, la 856,856

32 Miss C. B. Smedley, Pinelevel, Fla. 856,856

33 R. T. Russell, Fort Payne, Ala.... 856,853

34 J. C. Miller, Waelder, Tex 857,242

35 D. M. Brower, Eaton, 0 857,246

36 John Woehrle, Moab, Wash 857,250

37 J. C. Goodwin, Akron, 0 857,251

38 T. B. Black, Kenton, 0 856,842

39 Blackmond & Goode, EUiston, Va. 856,840

40 B. D. Barr, Waverly, 0 856,839

estimate
141 R. T. Russell, Fort Payne, Ala... 857,253
142 T. B. Black, Kenton, 0 857,255

143 T. P. Quarels, Abbeville, S. C 856,835

144 O. S. Evans, Roxbury, 0 856,834

145 E. L. Wirt, Cookeville, Tenn 857,265

146 S. J. Denigan, LaCrosse, Wis 856,824

147 R. McGinnis, Nettleton, Ark 857,271

148 F. W. Kraft, Defiance, 0 857,272

149 Mrs. A. F. Lehman, Xenia, Kan.. 857,272

150 N. P. Atkinson, Pataskala, 0 857,275

151 J. P. Thowing, Walnut, la 857,275

152 C. W. Stewart, Plymouth, 0 856,814

153 I. C. Roach, Hillsboro Bridge, N.H. 856,809

154 T. B. Black, Kenton, 0 857,283

155 Jos. King, Sylvania, 0 857.283

156 E. A. Maginness, New Albany, Ind. 857,283

157 Kirby Steele, Bartlett, 0 856,803

158 E. M. Smith, Burlington, Vt 857,291

159 Eva A. Cleveland, Manchester, la. 856,799

160 E. G. Colby, Bucksport Center, Me. 856,798

161 T. W. Bridge, Orange, Mass 856,798

162 W. S. Settle, Lewistown, Pa 856,798

163 I. C. Roach, Hillsboro Bridge, N.H. 856,797

164 Milo Keck, Tamaroa, 111 857,296

165 Jolm Gault, Allegheny, Pa 857,297

166 Mrs. M. F. Blaisdell, Frankhn, Me. 856,795

167 H. Williams, Morristown, Tenn... 856,795

168 R. F. McKenzie, Waverly, 0 856,794

169 H. A. Black, Ray, 0 857,208

170 T. J. Shepard, Fort Valley, Ga 857,298

171 G. S. Pile, Blue Creek, O 856,793

172 T. B. Black, Kenton, O 856,791

173 J- T. Kinnan, Canal Dover, 0 856,790

174 Mrs. M. B, Lewis, Enterprise, Miss. 857,304

175 W. P. Wideman, Troy, S. C 856,785

176 John Reynolds, Greenville, S. C. . 857,306

177 Goode & Gordon, Elliston, Va 856,785

178 S. C. Hanson, Dalton, Ga 857,307

179 W. R. Zollinger, Providence, Utah. 856,782

180 S. K. Winans, Stanfordsville, N.Y. 857,310

181 Wm. Fann, Billmore, Mo 857,311

182 T. B. Black, Kenton, 0 857,311

183 W. D, Davis, Longrun, S. C 857,311

184 E. M. Fasnacht, East Hanover, Pa. 856,780

185 J. E. Beck, Rock Hall, Md 857,313

186 H. H. Crandall, Potterhill, R. I... 857,313

187 T. H. Gordnier, Garden Valley, Ida. 857,317

188 J. C. Goodwin, Akron, 0 856,773

189 J. S. Frank, Chester, 0 857,321

190 J. B. Vannock, Columbus, Kan 857,321

191 R. Conard, Danville, 111 857,325

192 G. N. Keeling, Bellbuckle, Tenn.. 857,325

193 O. S. Evans, Roxbury, O... 857,326

194 H. L. Brown, Muscotah, Kan 856,768

195 J., M. Sanders, Dalton, Ga 856,767

ig6 H. L. Oswald, Lexington, S. C 857,328

197 Jas. Leonard, Gallipolis, 0 856,765

198 Mrs. Effie Kemp, Harnedsville, Pa. 857,329

199 J. S. Baker, Stevensville, Ps§ 856,763

200 Mrs. Cora Caple, South Park, Ky. 856,763

201 J. S. Hill, Sr., Greenville, S. C... 856,763

202 J. N. Hawkins, Altoona, Iowa 857,126

This is A FACSIMILE OF OUR CHECK FOR ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS Scjit to Mrs. E. N. Norris, Valparaiso, Indiana.

••••v.* ••• ••• •
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Magonda Islafional ^anR 1 .^M^^
(£prnigfield, Ohio.
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WHICH IS THE ECONOMICAL FARMER?

[continued from page 3]

is not good policy. I have heard him
say that there is no use in paying out a

lot of good money to educate a boy. He
thinks that if a boy can read and write

his name and figure interest, this is

enough. But if they are figuring inter-

est at all, it is for themselves, and that,

too, in homes of their own far from the

old place, for they all went away for

themselves a good while ago. This man
makes money. Things are always kept

up neat about his place. He has a good
bank-account; he pays his bills promptly;
his stock is well kept; his horses wear
good harness, and they look sleek and
well kept. He would resent it if you
were to tell him that he has missed the

mark in his calling. Wherein, then, does
he fail, if he fails at all? I have my idea

on this point. It seems to me that true

economy does not consist simply in good
houses, fine stock, careful farming, and
close figuring in the use of money. It

means such treatment of wife, children

and all one comes in contact with as will

enable them to make the most of them-
selves. If by spending a dollar for

books, papers and schooling a man can
help some one to earn two dollars, is not
that true economy? Or to put it on a

broader platform, if that dollar is the

means of bringing about a better citizen-

ship in the boy or girl who uses it, is not

that economy of the very highest type? I

think so. E. L. Vincent.

CURRENT NOTES

The farmer who keeps his thinking-cap

on is the one that reads, keeps posted,

and therefore makes the farm pay.

The raising of grain and forage crops
must ever form the basis of successful ag-
riculture in the leading Western states.

According to the last_census, the states

in which the total value of poultry and
eggs was the greatest were Illinois, Iowa
and Missouri in the order named.

The aggregate value of what we sent to

British America last year exceeds by
seventy million dollars what we have re-

ceived therefrom. We cannot afford to

be on other than very good terms with
such an important customer.

Farming is gaining ground. Chemistry
has come to our aid. It^has helped us in

ascertaining what substances are abun-'
dant in the soil for the production of

grain and fruit, as well as what it lacks

and what must be supplied in order to

make crop-growing profitable.

It is believed that a turning-point has
been reached, where the board of direc-

tors of colleges created by the Morrill

Act of 1862 are beginning to realize that

the principles of agriculture and the

mechanic arts were to be taught instead

of the dead languages.

The capacity for apples of the cold-

storage plants east of the Rockies is about
five million barrels. The average price

of storage from October to April is forty

cents a barrel. Some firms handle one
hundred thousand barrels, and obtain

much better average prices than before

cold-storage houses were built.

If it is good policy and good states-

manship to spend many thousands of dol-

lars annually to keep the waters of the

Mississippi River from overflowing its

banks, it is equally good policy lor the

general government to aid in putting
water on the lands of the great plains,

so as to render them productive.

The kind of smartness that don't pay is

the mixing of macaroni wheat with other

kinds. The miller wants each variety sep-

arate, and prefers to do the mixing him-
self if he deems it necessary. He can
afford to pay more for a single variety

than for mixed wheats, as he then knows
h6w td adjust his mill to produce the

greatest quantity of the best flour.

The idea that has taken possession of

the mind of James J. Hill, the Great
Northern Railway pusher, of educating
the peoples of the Orient—more partic-

ularly those of China—to the real merit
of wheat-flour as a partial diet, instead

of using rice exclusively, may yet become
one of vast importance to the wheat-
growers in the great Northwest.

The great pork trade of the United
States has been built up by government
supervision, through the Department of

Agriculture. In 1898 the Secretary of

Agriculture recommended that the same
supervision be extended to dairy prod-
ucts. This was not done in respect to
cheese, and the government of Canada
took up the matter of cheese-inspection.
The reputation of United States cheese
was damaged in England, and a dwind-
ling export trade has resulted. * * *

The Farm and Fireside for August 15, 190
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GROWTH OF MY PIGS WAS MARVELOUS
Mountain Grove, Mo., December 7, 1902.

International Stock Food Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
Gentlemen:—I have tested "International Stock Food" for Horses, Cows, Calves and Hogs,

and it gave marked results in every case. 1 had a horse with the farcy, sw oilen as thick as my
hand all over the bell) , and after two weeks' feeding of "International Stock Food" he was sound
and well. All my teams ha\ e done remarkably well and are fat. My cow s also show a large
gain in milk and flesh, and it caused the finest growth on a jack colt that I ever saw. My
fattening hogs have done the best I ever had hogs do, and the growth of my pigs and sboats
was simply marvelous. A stockman remarked that my thorouglibred hogs were the finest
he ever saw. I never expect to be without "International Stock Food" for my stock, as it

makes .me extra money. " Yours respectfully, JAMES B. DAKE.

a^>Ve Have Thousands of Similar Testi moniitls, nnd P&y You ^I^OOO Cuhh to ProT^ Tliat Tlit'y Arp Not tii'iiiiinc iind L*DsolicItvcl.«S^

We own ^'Inlernational Stork Food Farm," which is located 12 miles from Minneapolis and contains 650 acres. We feed "Iiifi-riintioiiiil Slock Food'' every day to all

our World Cuampion Stallions, Dan Patch 1*00 1-5 and Dibhtvm 'JrUO 1-4; to our YoVNi. Stali.ju.V!>, Bruop Makes. Colts, Wubk Hobses. Cattle and Hots. "IM'EKNA-
TIOXAL STOCK FOOD" FEEDS foi; OXK CENT ,ea is prepared from Koots. Herbs. Seeds and Barks, and won the Highest Medal at Paris Exiiosition in IJlOU as
a high-class vegetable, medicinal preparation to be fed to stock in small amounts as an addition to the regular feed. It is a threat aid in growing or fattening
stock because it increases the ai)petite find aids digestion and assimilation so lliat each animal obtains more nutrition from the grain ealen. We i.ositi\ely guarantee tliat its

use will make you extra money over Ihe usual i
Ian of growing and fattenin^r stock. "Interiinlioiial Stick toiid" can be fed in safety to Horses, Cattle. Sheep. Coats, Hogs,

Colts, Calves, Lambs or Pigs. It is absolutely harmless even if taken into llie lumian system. You insist on eating medicinal ingredients with your own food at every
meal. Salt is a stomacli tonic and worm medicine, pepper is a powerful stiuiulating tonic, nmstard is a remedy for ciysi.eit.ia. vinegar is a diuretic. You eat these medicinal
ingredients almost with every mouthful of your food, and it is proven that these meilicine- loornole bealth iind .-^irenglh for j eople and ini])ro\e llieir digestion. "liitfrnnOntml
Stock Food" contains pure vegetable m(;dicinal ingredients that are just as safe and as necessary an addition to tlie legular feed of your stock if you desire to keep them in the best
possible condition. ''International Slock Food" is endorsed by every high-class farm paper. It purifies the blood, stimulates and permanently strengthens the entire system, so that
disease is prevented or cured. ''iDternational Stork Food" is itold on h "Spot Cask <;uarantfe" by Fifty Diuiisaiid Ilt-alcrs tliroiighoul the World. ^TYour money will be promptly
refunded in any case Of failure. It will make your calves or pigs grow amazingly, and has the largest sale in the world for keeping them healthy. I^Bt-Mure of llie many cheap and J
Inferior Imitations! Ko chemist can ;«eparate all the different powdered Roots, lierbn, Bnrk^ and Seecl» that ne U!>e. Any one clainitug to do so mubt be an i^nuraiaus or a falsifier. 1

WHAT PEOPL.E SAY ABOUT THIS BOOK
International Stock Food Co.

'

Eau Claire, Wis.
Dear Sirs:—I received your "International Stock Book," and' was

more than pleased with it. It is worth more than $10.00 to me.
Very truly yours, RICHARD J. MORRISSEY.

s H
International Stock Food Co. Odessa, Mo.

Dear Sirs:—Your "International Stock Book" duly received, and it

is the best thing of its class that I have ever seen. There is a volume
of useful articles in it from start to finish.

Respectfully, GEO. W. NULL.

A $3000.00 STOCK BOOH FREE
IT CONTAINS 183 LARGE ENGRAVINGS OF HORSES, CATTLE, SHEEP, POULTRY, ETC.

The Cover of this Book is a Beautiful Live Stock Picture ^Printed In Six Brllllaot Colors. Size of the book is 6^;. by 9]-^ inches. It cost us 9.t,0UU to have our Artists and Engravers
make these Engravings. It describes common diseases, and telte how to treat them. It also gives Description, History and Illustrations of the Different Breeds of Horses, Cattle,
Sheep, Goats, Hogs and Poultry. It contains Life Engravings of many very noted Animals, and also testimonials. The Editor of Thi.s Paper will tell you that you ought to have
this Stock Book in your Library for Reference. O^It contains a finely illustrated Veterinary Department that will save you Hundreds of Dollars.WE WILL, MAIL, IT TO YOU ABSOLUTELY F'REE. 4®=-Postag© Prepaid

We Win Pay Tou itlO.OO Cash If book Is not as described. "rili. us at once. UtUr or poslal-card, and ANSWER THESE 2 QCESTIONS:
1st.—Name This Paper. - -- -- . - — —

We Employ Over :iOO People, and have
Hundreds of Thousands of Testimonials.
Refer to Any Bank in Minneapolis,

Sd.—How Much Stock Have You?

INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD CO., Minneapolis, Minn., U. S. A.

Largest Stock Food Factory in the World.
Capital Paid in, $l,00().UOa.

600,000 Feet of Space in Our New Factory.

BIG BARGAINS IN FARM SUPPLIES
•"^*5,rG?:E;^x%rcti**N^^^^^^^ sheriffs' and receivers' sales

STEEL ROOFING.
Stiictlr Dev, pnrrcct, 8rml-Hnrdeatd

Stffcl Sheets. two feet wido. ^11 feet I-me-
•fhc hot H^Sne. Sidliir or CctKnx
t ftu fun MO. We III! nls& nulti fre^ ^O'l

TwloC rouUntf. two aide". Cooici cither
flat coi-rutni ed or '-V" crimpt d DeL>»-
ered fKeor ftll i h.Tirre* to ail I'olnt.* in O.
3. fast nf Ml Bia^ippl RK-i rand rni-iti of
Ohio River o( •a.ltS PKIt t>QDARK.
PrIcM to Atliert)»lNtaan OpptlOKtlOli.
A qiui'v msMCiA lOU cqaan: leet.

2-HORSEPOWER
GASOLINE ENGINE, $70

We have In stock 1502-Hor^c-
power absolutfiy new. modern
t.vpe. euarauteed eniriues. Our
price with rumpintf JncU, S7S
Wicbout pumping jack. 70
Also Macliinrrv'. such asSAW

MILLS. ENQINE5. BOILEKS.
PUMPS, etc Write for our list.

PREPAKD RMFHHi FELiS.
We cm fl*Te too mooe.v^q .voiir

wants io th m Una. We offer joa
Two-Pl> Tarred Roofing Kelt. 108

aquHre feet to the rolU compleu;
wlLta capM, nails aod cement, r^r
roll #f. f5
Three-pl> complete, (terroll. f«35
Vulcanite the biifbest frrade ou

the market, ootnpleM as ahovf*.
Price per roll 91»50

STEEL TUBULAR
FENCE POSTS.

Absolutel.v Indestructible. A per*
manent Fence Po^t suitable for fields,

.farms. paNtures, etc. Made of u one>
piece hollow tube. Costs no more than
tbe ordinary cedar post. Write for
descriptive circular.

Ferm Forges; from S6.35 up
Wo bought xevrra) e»rlo«1^ ©f n«* rortiHe
FoTB** at & l>-w pr le. We bme kuo t--r

bluckaii.liii tool* 01 1.11 Ltndft.

HARDWAfiE.
i<luK.5.U:. l<. BitK-d

<Jo«. Doah1f> Bliwd Axe«, kl qaKi..
at 4fk«. 6,00c D'ctt LMot«ruB. few
fiit'tttlr fidectca t>/ vat«r. Wrtu
for prleeo.

LONG DISTANCE

TELEPHONE, $5.00.
Rebuilt, fru-.vraotred condition,

complere witu batttTies aud a per-
fect phoue in every »a.v. Co>.is
twice as much, ordlnarilr. Wc
buve otbfr kinds of phone.s, ftnd
are sine "e cm ri^o you money
or your in tbi:^ liue.

1 13c* Oood second-hand Wrought IronIr &• Sieam. Gas or Wmcr Pfi*. la
-->lies from one-half to tweive inche:i diameter.
It Is complete with cbreadc and coni'Mnr^.
1 iDOh. per root S "S-^ ooirf>
IH * *

\Va bandle an xiod^ ot iveu cM&lny,
Write ms yoor waots in the pipe tine.

BUILDING MATERIAL
Lumber, S&shf Ooori,

ln(c Material, Builders' Hardware.
NBil5 and In face everytblnff Id tbo
Bulidini; line. We purchu'^ all
ibe famous Exposiiion>iot modern
davs. We can save 'v50 monpy on
vonr wani-s in this line. Oo not
build until you send for our eati*
mate. -

THRESHER BELTS.
Wc purchased at Sheriffs' sale a carload of new,

red canvas stitched, endless Belts.
They are six Inches wide, fcur-ply.
We offer cbem to you as follow-i:

150 feet, per belt $20.00
140 feet, per belt 19.00
We also oave soma codtew Habbcr BcitM.

GARDEN HOSE.
We win sell you flftr feet, tbree-

fourih inch new Rubber Garden
Hose, complete with coupllnL". :.nd
nozzle ,S2.2B
We have better crades also: let

OS know your wants.

\jAf I ^scr ^^'^wVliXBa point Galvanized
Barbed Wire.
Per 100 I h!«.

Palmed. pe#lOO lb.*. ...

Soiootti aaivanlzed Wire 5horts^
enaees 12, 13 and I4. per lOOibs. #l>4o
We have other kinds of wire.

DAIMTO COLD WATEft ORr'Mllw I 9 t^ADY MIXED PAIPfTS
Wo twusht at Receiver's Sale from a leudlnir

paint bouse, a very lartre quantity of Cold
Water Palnuand Ready Mixed Paints. Equal,
in irradetAanroDtbemarkeu Here IsaOeaylfM
Paint BaiQBln. Before plaoinir your order, write
us for oar apeolal prices. You can surely aavo
monej . wttlioutsacrifloloff quality. ^

Sond for Free Catalogue No* 84 on ait kinds of MercharwSlse, Machinery and 8ui>9lles.
Hfe^purchased end dismantled The World's Fair—The Ran-Amerlcan Exposition—The Trans-Mississippi Exposition—The Fsrrts Wheol» Eto*

CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING CO.. West 35Ui and Iron Streets. OHIOAGO.

represent more gun for the money than any
other firearm on the market.

They are made to shoot hard and to last

a life-time. Your dealer sells them.
Catalog free on request

*'"%wy.r'k!''"'''"' THE REMINGTON ARMS CO., "'o°.n y-

ETERS
Factory Loaded Shells

The Best Ammunition tor Field or Trap Shooting

"LEAGUE"—Black Powder "IDEAL"—Smokeless "PREMIER"—Dense Smokeless

"REFEREE"-Senil-Smokeless "NEWVICTOR"-Smokeless "HIGH GUN"-Dense Smokeless

Used by Millions Sold Everywhere
HAVE YOU EVER TRIED PETERS METALLIC CARTRIDGES?

IF NOT, ASK YOUR DEALER ABOUT THEM

HAVE.RICH MELLOW.LAND. SSIS
AGRICTTITURAL DRAIN TILE. For 16 years -we liave been making tlieso

^ftand Sewer Pipe, Ked and Kii-e IJriek, Oven Tile, Chimney and Flue Linings

and Tops, Eneaustie Sidewalk Tile, &c. Supply Mortar Colors, Plaster, Lime,

Cement Ac, Write for prices. John H. Jackson, 60 SrdAv. Albany. N.T.

TELEPHONES
For Farmers' Lines

Organize an exchange in your com-
niuuity. Full particulars gladly
f uruislied. Catalog free. c n aoi

THE NORTH ELECTRIC CO.
154 St. Clair Street, Clevelaad, Ohio

BIG PAYING BUSINESS ^°^m"In':
Writ© for names ofhundreds of deilehted
customers. Alake to $50
weekly. Do buBinesa at home
or traveling, all or spare time,
selling Gray outfits and doing
genuine eoid, silver, nickle and metal

'

plating on Watches, Jewelry, Tableware,
Bicycles, all metal goods. Heavy plate. No ex-
Serlencey quickly learned. Enormous demand,
o toys or humbusr- Outfits all sizes, JSTerythlnip

guaranteed. Let us start you. We teach you FREE.
Write today. H. eKAT ^ CO., CXNCXM^ATI, O*

"Big Four"
The

World's Fair Route
From the

Leading Cities of

Ohio, Indiana

and Illinois
' To

St. Louis
Write for Folders

Warren J. Lynch W. P. Deppe
Gen'l Pass. Agt. Asa't Genl P. A.

CINCINNATI, OHIO

GREAT MONEY=MAKERS
In the Great Lone Star State

—

Fruit and Truck Farming in Eastern Texas
Rice Culture in Southern Texas, and
Wtaeat Production in Northern Texas.

"Texas," a valuable book
with many facts aud com-
plete description o£ the
state, will be mailed on
request. Address

"KATY," • St. Louis, Mo.
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Whoe'er hath known a homeless one,
That trod the eartHi beneath the sun

Of any sky,

Or drifted o'er the ocean foam,
To listen long to tales of home,

Without a sigh?

Though wand'ring far from humble cot,

Or lowly hut and meager lot.

To scenes of joy,

The home of childhood ever seems
A sacred thing in thought or dreams

Of girl or boy.

Childhoods Home

By J. THOMAS HARBINE

(<

The little games we used to play.

The hiding-places in the hay,
The road to school;

The monster there, who never smiled,

Whose glory 'twas to teach the child

By stinging rule.

These and the thousand other Joys
And pains we knew as girls and boys

Are still so real;

And though the duties of to-day
Oft crowd the scenes of yoilth away,

Still back they steal.

Should fleeting years find us afar
From early home, yet like a star

Far o'er the sea.

To all who turning backward gaze.

It shines—oh, sacred, wistful rays!-

In memory.

The vine still 'round the maple clings.

The bluebird in the apple sings.

And flowers blow.
To-day as of years agone,
When life was in its dimpled dawn,

Long, long ago.

Mid lights which 'round youth's lot were cast

Are mingled shadows of the past;

See yonder waves?
The moaning wind doth softly creep
O'er these lone spots where dear ones sleep—

-

In silent graves.

When age creeps o'er us like a sleep,

And time has wrought our wrinkjes deep
And bent us low.

Back through the flight of years, to trace
The journey to its starting-place,

Our thoughts will go.

Still, quiet, patiently and staid
The brindle cow awaits the maid;

Old.Towser bajs;
The house, the rumbling mill down there,
All seem to be as once they were

—

In other days.

O mother! on whose weary head
The silver snow of time was spread,

Thou good and wise.

Though resting 'neath the grassy liill.

We see thee, mother, see thee still,

Through humid eyes.

No altered lot, no brighter scene,

Nor time nor circumstance, can wean
The heart away;

Can wipe from mem'ry's crowded wall
The cabin, mansion, hut or hall

Of early day.

The creek that glided 'neath the bridge,
Behind the barn and 'round the ridge,

Who can forget?
Or who that tumble off the plank,
And breaking for the nearest bank,

All dripping wet?

Ah, yes, old home may be indeed
Decayed, and o'er its site the weed

And brier wild
May rankle on from year to year;
But sacred art thou still, and dear!

Home of the child.

SAGAMORE HILL. OYSTER BAY, N. Y., PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT'S COUNTRY HOME
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Mr. Greiner Says:

IN
THE Chair of Horticulture at Cornell Univer-

sity the popular, practical Craig follows the brilliant
Bailey, the latter now being Dean of the College
of Agriculture and Director of the Experiment

Station. The horticultural end of the college is safe in
Craig's care. The fruit-growers of the state are es-
pecially pleased with his selection for the place.

The Advertising Columns of farm papers are the
places to look for information where seeds, plants, im-
plements, etc., may be procured. Recently I mentioned
the Van Deman, a strawberry recommended by Prof.
H. L. Hutt of the Guelph (Ont.) Experiment Farm, as
better than Michel's Early. A reader asks me where
he might get the plants. I don't know, but will ask
Professor Hutt, and also look through the catalogues
of our leading plantsmen. Everybody who wants
plants can do that. Plant-growers who have a really
good thing do not hide their light under a bushel.
They usually advertise. If the Van Deman is not
worth advertising, it is not worth planting.

Seed Wheat and Oats.—A reader asks me for
prices on the genuine Dawson Golden Chaff wheat and
White Siberian oats for seed, or if I can furnish these
grains or the addresses of farmers who could. As I

have often said, I am not in the trade, and do not
desire to sell plants, etc. Usually at this time, how-
ever, farmers who grow seed-grains for sale (and there
are a good many in the country) put their cards and
advertisements in the farm papers, and there is where
our friends must look for them. The advertising col-
umns are frequently as interesting and of as much
value to the reader as the best selected and most skil-
fully edited reading matter.

Strength of Spr.\ying-mixtures.—An "old sub-
scriber" of Douglas County, Missouri, says he has
found six pounds of copper sulphate for fifty gallons
of mixture too much of a good thing, and four pounds
sufficient at all times. Two pounds to fifty gallons
failed to prevent black-rot in grapes, about one hun-
dred Concord vines being thus treated, while the rest
of a six-acre vineyard was sprayed with the four-
pound strength with good results. If an insecticide is

needed, he adds three ounces of arsenic dissolved in a
caustic-soda solution to the Bordeaux mixture. The
arsenite of lime formed is so finely divided that it does
not settle in a common knapsack sprayer while being
applied. Under ordinary conditions the best results
obtained were with a Bordeaux mixture containing
four pounds of copper sulphate, six pounds of lime and
three ounces of arsenic to fifty gallons of water.

Soda OR Lime.—^The same correspondent says he
should certainly prefer the lime at all times. When
lime is used, an excess of it is beneficial to the plants
treated. For many years a whitewash made of three
pounds of lime to one hundred pounds of water has
been used in Italy against downy mildew on the foliage
of grapes, the good effect on the leaves being very
noticeable. That part of the lime which combines with
the acid of the copper sulphate is also just as ready to
fix any stray carbonate of ammonia that happens to be
around, as it was in Benjamin Franklin's clover-patch.
Copper-hydro-oxide will do the same. The powerful
antitoxic action of an ammoniacal solution of copper
carbonate is well known, yet there is no trace of sul-

phur in it. Sulphur has been found effective in pow-
dery mildew, but certainly a failure in downy mildew
and grape-rot. Our friend also reports excellent re-
sults from spraying potato-vines, and even the seed-
potatoes before planting, using the standard Bordeaux
mixture. Last year, he says, he planted four thousand
square yards in Early Ohios, sprayed the vines three
times, and raised two hundred bushels of' fine potatoes,
good enough for the Ozark country where land like it

sells for from five dollars to ten dollars an acre, and
sometimes for much less. Therefore, "let us stick to
the old Bordeaux mixture made with lime."

Learn How to Swim.—A week or two ago a man
swimming at Olcott Beach in this county was seized
with cramps, and although within twenty feet of a
dozen men and women, was drowned. In reporting
this occurrence the New York "World" says: "Half a
dozen men cannot let another drown within twenty feet
of them without incurring a certain amount of dis-
credit. If they could not swim, it merely pushes the
discredit one stage back. No man of sound body has
any excuse for not knowing how to swim, and no
woman, either, for that matter. If any boy passes the
age of twelve without learning how to take care of
himself in the water, there is something wrong with
his home training. If he reaches the age of twenty-
one without knowing how to look out, at a pinch, for
somebody else in addition, there is something wrong
with himself." This is about right. The art of swim-
ming is easily acquired, because natural. Who fails to
acquire it neglects an opportunity, and will miss a good
deal of sport and enjoyment, besides.

General Rules with Weeds.—A Washington
reader forwards portions of a plant, which he says is

a weed that started in his asparagus-patch, and seems
to be spreading. It arrived all dried up and crumbled
into an unrecognizable mass, so that even a botanist
\yould have been unable to identify it. But it matters
little. It comes under the general classification of
weeds and under a general rule of treatment. Wher-
ever you see a weed, hit it. Pull it up, cut it down, get
it out—that is the waj' to stop the spread of any weed.
Some weeds are very persistent, it is true; but we have
to pit persistency against persistency. Planting crops
which require frequent and violent stirring of the soil

is one of the surest means of eradicating even the
worst weed pest. In ordinary bad cases I may plant
potatoes (aSj for instance, in an old hedge or fence
row). I keep the ground cultivated as long as possible
with the ordinary cultivators, then give a more violent
treatment by using the shovel-plow, but this as an
emergency tool only. This tears out the weeds in the
center and chokes them out in the potato-rows. For
weeds with which even this (with me) unusual resort
to the shovel-plow is insufficient, I would recommend
planting late celery, to be banked with earth. The
violent manipulation of the soil required for this crop
will kill out any ordinary weed in the end.

The Agricultural Dep.a.rtment an Information-
bureau.—I have always found the officers of the Agri-
cultural Department in Washington willing and ready
to impart information, and I frequently go to them
with my troubles. If I find an insect, a plant, a plant-
disease, that seems new to me and about which I want
information, I write to the Department in Washington
and ask them about it. The Department is even will-

ing to furnish frank envelopes and labels, so that we
may forward specimen insects, plants or fruits without
having to pay postage on them. If these things are
put up carefully, so that they arrive in good condition,
the Department experts will identify them and tell

you all about them that is known or you may wish to
know. In many cases, however, the packing is done
very unskilfully. Such things are frequently sent to
me, and often there is nothing left of them but a
mashed mass or dried-up fragments perfectly unrecog-
nizable. Insects might be put in vials and placed in

little wooden boxes, or wrapped in cotton and then
put in the wooden boxes; plants should be packed in

damp moss, and wrapped first with oiled paper, then
with strong manila paper, or shipped in pasteboard
boxes or light baskets, using plenty of damp moss, etc.

Farmers should call on the Department in Washington
and on their own state experiment stations for help far

more frequently than they do. These institutions are
their legitimate information-bureaus.

Suffering through Ignorance.—Every effort for
the protection of live stock against insect pests is

praiseworthy and deserving of a premium, but I would
hardly agree with the editor of a farm paper, pub-
lished in the Middle West, who awarded the third
prize to a contribution containing the following
method of exterminating chicken-lice: "We shut the
chickens in their houses, and burn sulphur. Some fire

is placed in a pan. or similar open vessel, and paper or
other dry material is added to keep it burning, and the
sulphur is placed on this. The object is to get as much
sulphur-smoke as possible. It penetrates the cracks
and crevices about the house, and if strong enough
will kill the lice on the fowls as well as in the house.
Care must be taken not to inhale it, and the fowls must
be noticed, for too much would kill them. As long
as they keep moving, they are all right; but if they
begin to drop off the roost, it is time to open up and
give them fresh air. We keep the fire near the door,
and add fuel or sulphur when needed. We keep it

burning long enough to fill the house with smoke. For
best results the house needs to be reasonably tight.

We use insect-powder to keep little chicks free of lice."

If prizes had been offered for the most cruel method
of exterminating chicken-lice, I think I would have
awarded the first to the writer of the foregoing par-
agraph. But what fearful suffering ignorance will in-

flict upon dumb brutes, and often on helpless children,

too! If the advocates of the.described method of fight-

ing chicken-lice were given a foretaste of Hades and a

dose of their own medicine by being shut up with the
chickens in the house thus filled with sulphur-fumes
for a while, or until they were "ready to drop from
their perches," no doubt they would afterward try to
discover more humane methods of accomplishing their

purpose. Hen-lice are not so difficult to deal with that
heroic means of this description are needed. Fumigate

the house when the chickens are outside, and give the
latter sufficient chances to dust themselves in dry
ashes, lime, etc. Dust their feathers a few times during
the season with insect-powder or tobacco-dust, use
kerosene freely on the perches and on the inside of
the hen-house, etc., and neither lice nor mites (or red
spider) will give much trouble. The object can be ac-
compHshed without cruelty and torture.

Mr, Grundy Says:

Long Days on the Farm.—"The work is varied
enough to suit almost anybody, but it is the
everlasting long hours that I object to. That
is why I am here. When my hours are finished

here I'm .done for the day." The speaker was an in-
telligent young man—a street-car conductor—and we
were waiting at the end of his run for "time." He had
left the farm the year previous, came to the city, and
after watching and waiting four months had secured
the place he was then in. He could talk about farming
in a way that showed very clearly that he understood
it all right, and that made one feel that the farm was
his place, and not a street-car.

He said his strength and health were all the capital
he had, and he did not propose to let any man have all
of both in return for a small wage. The last farmer he
worked for called him at four o'clock in the morning,
and supper came at nine o'clock at night. He stood it

until he could leave without breaking his contract. At
home he said they generally arose at five in the morn-
ing, and had supper between seven and eight. He
used to think the day was a long one there, but when
he went out as a hired man he found them still longer.
He declared that such long days were entirely un-
necessary to properly carry on the work of the farm,
but farmers appeared to think they must be at it early
and late to make anything. He said he would rather
live ^on a farm than any place in the world, and if he
owned one, there's where he would be, and he was
satisfied that he could make a good living, and more,
by working ten hours a day.

"Farming is the best and safest business in the
world. The only drawback is the long hours, and
the farmers themselves are to blame for that." The
speaker was a laboring-man who works in a lumber-
yard. He was a farm-hand nine years, and hoped some
time to own a farm, but land climbed up beyond his
reach before he accumulated enough for a first pay-
ment. He never will be a farmer, but he loves to talk
about farming, and actually takes two agricultural pa-
pers. "Farm-hands are very scarce," said he, "and
wages much higher than I ever received when I

worked on farms, but I will not work for any farmer
so long as I can get anything else to do. ,The long
hours are my chief objection, and besides, there is a
lack of system and good business management that
takes all the spirit out of one who likes to see things
kept in good shape and the work done in a thorough
manner."

The best men for farm-work—those who have been
raised on farms and understand the work—have most
of them gone to the towns and cities, and the boys as
they grow up are going. A farmer who raised three
strapping big boys, all now in cities, said to me that he
would have to quit farming because he was unable to
obtain any satisfactory help. One of his boys said a
few days ago, "I wouldn't live on a farm and work like
father does if I had to peddle papers for a living. He <

used to make us boys hump when we were at home,
and then we couldn't do the work to suit him. I'm
glad I'm out of it!" Rural free delivery and the
telephone will not stop the exodus of boys from
the farm vvhile the late-and-early, push-to-the-limit
methods prevail. The city laborer knows that the min-
ute the whistle blows his day's work is done. The boy
on the farm and the hand on the farm know that they
must work as long as the sun shines, then do a lot of

w-earisome chores when they go home. "I do not con-
sider the work hard," said a spirited young farm-hand,
"but they keep us in the field too long. We get out
early, and then are not expected in until sunset. Rid-
ing a plow or cultivator is not hard work, but twelve
to fourteen hours of it a day is monotonous and wear-
isome." It is not possible to work "regular" hours in

harvest, haying-time and when rains interfere much
with seeding, and the boys are well aware of this, but
it is not difficult to so manage that the rush and hustle

will not last the entire season. Farm life is not
monotonous unless it is made so. It is not wearisome
unless made so. It should be the most attractive life

one can live, and can be made so. It should be at-

tractive to the boys and hired men, and it can be made
so. It is not "lonesome" on the farm to any person
with a normal brain and open eyes. It is lonesome
only to the rattlepate who is everlastingly and eternally

hankering for "company" and wanting to be in a
crowd of some kind or other.

Attractive F.\rm Homes.—I wish I could more
forcibly impress on the mind of the farmer the value of

attractive surroundings. ' Every farm home should be
attractive. It is not necessary to have a fine house
or fancy cottage, or expensive lawn fence to make the
farm home pretty. To be sure, a neat fence, a few or-

naments on the house and the free use of paint help

mightily, but the chief attractions can be made of trees

and shrubs. A shady lawn and a shady driveway are

always attractive. Groups of trees, shrubs or flowers

never fail to charm. The lawn may not be kept per-

fectly smooth, all the trees may not be cleanly pruned,
yet the home place ornamented with them does not

fail to convey the impression that peace and content-

ment dwell there. As a lady from the city said, "A
pretty farm home suggests a happy bird's nest. We do
not notice the dwelling so much as we do the sur-

roundings. If the surroundings are pretty we know
that the interior of the house is all right and that it

is the abode of love and contentment and all that

makes life worth living. We look to the city for fine

mansions, but to the country for pretty homes."
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A
FARM THEORY AND PRACTICE

GRICULTURAL LiME.

—

Interest in the use of

lime on land has be-
come so great in the

last few years, as indicated

by the great increase in sales

of prepared lime and by in-

quiries from readers of farm
papers, that it may be wise to restate as briefly as pos-

sible what is believed to be the facts about the correct

use of lime for soil-improvements A number of big

lime-manufacturers are now selling their product to

farmers on an extensive scale, and the profitable use

of this material depends upon the intelligence^ of the

buyers.
In this country we have large limestone sections

where the stone may be burned on the farm by its

owners, and in such sections some land has been in-

jured by its free use. Lime is one of the elements

that are required in the growth of plants; but most
soils have it in abundance as a plant-food, and the

benefits derived for a time from the excessive applica-

tions of lime burned by the farmer were due to the

stimulating effect upon the land. It was used just as

if it were a manure, and temporary soil-exhaustion

resulted. The modern use of lime, of which
more is now being said, is entirely distinct

from the older and lavish use that brought it

into disrepute in some limestone regions. I

do not assert that a heavy application of lime

to a stiff limestone soil may not be advisable

in some instances to improve physical condi-

tions of the soil, but our interest, is in an en-

tirely different use of this material. There is

an immense area of land, constantly increas-

ing in size, that does not grow good sods of

clover and timothy, and much of this land

when tested for acid shows that it contains

free acid that is harmful to most plants. Any-
thing that will make a heavy clover sod for

plowing down is a benefit to the soil, and
we are learning that a very light application

of lime will do this for much land.

All Over the Farm

clover where it now fails. In some soils the lime will

not do even this, but a trial of it is advisable. In the
last few years there has been so great success in get-
ting clover on acid soils by these light applications
that some manufacturers cannot fill their orders for

lime in the fall. Any one proposing to experiment
with it should get the addresses of manufacturers from
the advertising columns of his paper, write to those
nearest him for quotations—which should not be higher
than four dollars a ton—and order at once. David.

LAWNS ABOUT FARM HOMES
The so-called lawn around farm homes is usually

a portion of the ground that has been in meadow,
although too often no pretense is made of having any
lawn. It is admitted that the meadow lawn is vastly
better than bare ground, but the satisfaction of having

Ground Lime.—The old way of using lime

was to haul it to the field, slake it in piles,

and spread with a shovel. It cost little, and
was used in harmful quantities. Such liberal

use is out of the question for land remote
from supplies, and also is entirely undesirable.

But when it comes to using a small quantity

to the acre, with the old method of distrib-

uting it, there were difficulties. Years ago I

slaked it, then scattered it by hand, which was
a hard task. Then I tried a fertilizer grain-

drill; but the slaked lime was too floury to

feed well, and as it had doubled" in volume by
slaking, there was a difficulty in getting a few
hundred pounds to the acre.

Finally the lime-burners came to ' our
rescue, equipping themselves for grinding the

stone lime, and then bagging and shipping
it to. us so that we could run it through the

drill before it slaked. This ground lime is

more granular than the slaked, less bulky and
more effective, pound for pound. One would
suppose that the ground lime would slake,

and burst the bags before it could be used;

and in a wet season this may occur, especially

if a pure limestone is used for burning.
Many burners, however, use a magnesian
limestone that slakes less readily, and such
lime gives good results. Ground lime, how-
ever closely bagged, is not attacked readily

by the moisture in the air.

Amount to the Acre.—The amount to
the acre that should be used depends upon
the soil. I have had marked results from one
fourth of a ton, but believe that one thousand
pounds to the acre should be used by any
one testing it for his soil. It can be bought at

the factory for from three dollars and fifty

cents to four dollars a ton, and the addresses
of manufacturers may be found in the adver-
tising columns of the farm papers.

How TO Apply Lime.—This use of lime is

to secure a sod. The application probably
should be made before the seeding is done.
If one sows timothy with wheat in the fall,

or clover in wheat in the spring, the lime should be
applied while fitting the land for wheat. I think that
it should be kept near the surface, and yet it should
be covered with earth. For these reasons the grain-
drill is a good distributer. The application can be
made at any time during the process of fitting the
ground for wheat, but preferably after the soil has
been made fine and firm.

to obtain the best results.

Some of the mixtures sent
out by seedsmen are splendid
for lawns that may have con-
stant care during the summer
in the way of watering and
frequent mowing, but in the

country I believe a mixture
of timothy, Kentucky blue-

grass and white clover will give the best results. The
proportions are two pounds of white clover to ten
pounds each of the timothy and blue-grass to the acre.

If the soil is inclined to be sandy, the amount of white-
clover seed many be increased to three pounds. This
mixture is advocated, because it gives a permanent
lawn, containing none of the seeds that have but a
short period of growth during the summer. Further,
grass from this mixture will not need the frequent
mowing that is needed by lawns composed of the
seed-mixtures usually sent out by seedsmen, although
frequent mowing, especially if a scythe instead of a
lawn-mower must be used, will not be objectionable.

If one has a lawn in fairly good condition except
that the grass has died out in places, or is thin, re-
seeding can be done, using the mixture advised, by
going over the surface with a light harrow, being care-

ful not to injure the roots of the grass, and
scratching the soil so that seed may be sovi^n

all over the plot.

While seeding is generally done in the
spring, I have had good success even in my
rather warm location by September seeding,
particularly when I was able to supply for a
number of weeks the water needed. After
seeding, the ground should be well watered,
and later in the fall, just before freezing, a
top-dressing of fine manure should be spread
rather thickly over the entire plot.' In colder
sections this may be followed, after the
ground is well frozen, by a quite heavy ap-
plication of manure which contains consid-
erable straw. In the spring, after the frost
is entirely out of the ground, the coarse
portion may be removed, leaving the manure
proper to help enrich the soil.

'

On small plots or on thin places in the
lawn one can sow grass-seed at almost any
time during the summer, if the plot can be
kept well moistened, and get a fair growth
before winter.

The expense of obtaining a lawn after the
plan proposed is so small that there is no
reason why ever farm home should not be
surrounded with a stretch of green, smooth in

texture and rich in coloring.
Geo. R. Knapp.

The Drill.—Some grain-drills with fertilizer at-

tachments have too limited capacity for applying even
ground lime, though one can get the proper amount
on the land by going over it two or three times.
Other styles of drills are able to apply one thousand
or fifteen hundred pounds. They are the ones to use,

saving both trouble and expense. The sooner the
lime is safely in the ground, the less danger of any
slaking, and bursting of the bags.

Various Forms of Lime.—Some manufacturers are
selling a granular lime at a high price, claiming pecu-
liar merit for it. There is every probability that it is

less valuable than the ground lime, because it has
been slaked, and the process of slaking adds weight,
and not value. Some of the claims are ridiculous. The
need of the soil is for lime, and that is most effective,

ton for ton, when fresh-burned—stone lime ground
fine, to make even distribution possible.

Not a Fertilizer.—It is unwise to depend upon
lime as a fertilizer. It will help the growth of crops
on some land, but its use tends to soil-exhaustion ex-
cept when made to secure a good sod. It is wise to
apply the usual commercial fertilizer with the wheat,
depending upon the lime only as a means of getting

DAVIS, THE OLD GARDENER WHO HAS BEEN IN THE SERVICE
THE ROOSEVELT FAMILY ALL HIS LIFE

a grass plot from the proper mixture of seeds which
. can be mowed repeatedly during the summer, and yet
be green and velvety, is worth all it costs to obtain it.

On the other hand, the seeding of some meadows has
been such that with a little addition of certain seeds
and a leveling of the space a very satisfactory lawn
may be had at comparatively small expense. A good
way to secure this is to first make the space level

—

not flat, for this is not always desirable, but free from
hills and hollows.

While this work is perhaps best done in the spring.
I have been quite successful with it in the fall by fol-
lowing this method: Where there is a hollow or
small hill covered with a good growth of thick sod,
with a sharp spade the turf is cut about a foot wide
and three feet or more long, the spade inserted under-
neath, leaving the sod as thick as possible, and the
strip, rolled back. Then the hill is leveled or the hol-
low filled in with rich soil, as the case may be, the
strip of sod rolled back into place, and well tamped
(pressed) down. If the cutting is done carefully and
sharply, so as not to leave broken pieces in the strip,

there will be no trouble about the grass dying out.
When doing this work in the fall, a quite heavy ap-

plication of fine stable manure should be given just
before the ground freezes, after a thin coat of good soil

is sprinkled over the strip, and especially over the
places where the cuts were made. This may seem to
be considerable work, but if well done we still have
the heavy growth of sod, which would require several
years to obtain from seed.

Of course, if the place for the lawn has but an
indifferent gTOwth of grass on it, the plan suggested
will not do, for such a place should be graded, leveled,
rolled and sowed to the proper mixture of grass-seed

OF

THINGS THAT FOLLOW
It is a good plan to give a thought now

and then to some things that naturally grow
out of other things. For instance, the other
day the floor of a barn not far from my
home gave way under a little extra weight,
and went down with several horses, landing
them some ten or twelve feet below, cutting
them up and otherwise injuring them. A
short time before this happened I knew of a
bridge forming an approach to a basement
barn dropping through, carrying down a span
of horses hitched to a heavy wagon, throwing
the driver many feet, breaking the wagon,
and smashing things up generally. In both
these cases rotten timbers lay at the bottom
of the accident.

In another line, not very long ago I saw a
lad lose control of his team while on the
farm going with a stone-boat from one field

to another. In some way he slipped back
from the boat, frightening the horses, and
sending them off on the run. The boy soon
lost his reins, and thfe team went on the gal-
lop until they came to a rail fence. One
horse jumped over the fence, the other re-
maining on the opposite side. Both went
down, tangled in the harness, and had to be
cut loose. It was a bad job to get them un-
tangled.

Now, these were things that follow other
things. I think farmers, as much as railway
engineers, must constantly be on the lookout
when about their work to escape danger from
such accidents as I have described. But can

they do it? Timbers will rot, and, missteps may happen
to the best of us. That is true. But if everybody were
now and then to take time to examine the sleepers of
their barns and bridges, would not that tend to obviate
accidents?

The fact is, we as farmers are not as cautious as we
should be. We leave our boys to learn for themselves
instead of telling them the probable effect of careless-
ness beforehand.

It is only a short time ago that I knew of a farmer's
wife who fell from a high scaffold in a barn where she
was filling a bedtick. She dropped as much as fifteen
feet, and nothing in the world prevented her being
seriously injured except the fact that she struck on a
pile of straw. Now, the high scaffold was no place
for that woman, nor any other woman. She should
not have been compelled to go up there to get straw
for the tick. There are men-folks who should attend
to all such things. Another woman I know of went
down into a silo, and fatally injured herself by drawing
her body up by her hands to get out. She died in less
than three days after that. Here, too, the woman was
out of her place. The man of that farm was to my
knowledge a strong, able-bodied fellow, and could
have done that work without hurting himself. The
woman was anxious to help, and had only the best of
motives at heart.

Then, too, think of the disasters from old guns and
revolvers. Every year death reaps a great harvest
on the farms of this country from this source. The
other day a farmer lad near my home shot himself
through the head with an old revolver he had been
cleaning. If he lives, one eye, and perhaps both, will
be blind. I do not think much of such weapons in the
hands of boys or careless men. E. L. Vinck'ntt.
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Gardening
By T. GREINER

THE Dust Mulch.—All this talk of maintaining a
"dust mulch" among our plants in the garden
has little significance or application this sum-
mer. The only mulch that it has been possible

to provide for a long time is a "mud mulch."

Packing and Shipping ' Mushrooms.—L. O., a
reader in Pike Count)', 111., asks about the proper way
of putting mushrooms on the market, and whether
freezing hurts them. Mushrooms can be safely shipped
a hundred miles or more, simply packed in small
baskets or in pasteboard boxes, and just covered so
they cannot fall out. Freezing does hurt mushrooms.

Cultivating for Moisture.—We don't have to
cultivate this year to preserve moisture, and we have
little chance to cultivate to kill weeds. What we
would like to be able to do, however, is to cultivate to

FIG. 1

dry out the surface of the soil. Circumstances alter

cases. Prof. I. P. Robert's famous plan of growing
largely increased crops of potatoes involves the fre-

quent use of the cultivator. How shall we manage this

year to grow big crops? Let Nature have its course?

Keeping Potatoes from Sprouting.—A reader in

Ward, Ohio, writes me that a few years ago he bought
a bushel of Early Ohios from a neighbor for planting,
took them home, and put them into an old salt-barrel.

These potatoes when planted never came up. Others
planted at the same time did. The potatoes when
taken out of the barrel and planted looked wet, but
otherwise nice and fresh. Our friend says the best
keeper he has yet found is the Blue Victor. Specimens
have been kept for two years in good condition.

Weeds a Puzzle.—It is truly a puzzle sometimes,
in seasons like the present, how to get rid of the
weeds that spring up and grow thriftily in the water-
soaked soil. Sometimes they make such large root-
growth before we are able to get on the land again
after these heavy rains that pulling up the plant means
pulling up a lot of onions or carrots or beets, or what-
ever it may be, with the weed. If you carry a knife,

simply cut such big weeds off near the surface of the
ground, and let the root remain. However, we
should always try to get these weeds out of our
gardens before they are too large to be pulled.

August the Brush Month.—To kill brush of all

kinds, that spring up in pastures, hedgerows, etc., it is

often advised to cut them in August, and as some say,

in the dark of the moon and when the sign is in the

heart. It will probably make very little difference in

the final result where the sign is, or whether the job is

done in the dark or in what other phase of the moon;
but the advice to cut brush down in August is all right.

If any brush that should be cut still remains uncut
when this gets into print, I would not wait a day longer
than necessary, but cut them down yet. Such cutting

at this time will weaken the stump and roots as

much as cutting at any other time.

Fertilizer for Wheat.—D. P., Dover, Del., has
fifteen acres of white-oak land that has been in pas-
ture for about seven years, and seems rather poor. He
wants to sow wheat, and would like to know what fer-

tilizer he should apply, suggesting the use of lime. The
probabilities are that a plain superphosphate, such as
dissolved South Carolina rock—which can be had at

from eleven dollars to fourteen dollars a ton—will

give the best financial results. Superphosphate con-
tains lime (sulphate), and if applied at the rate of a few
hundred pounds to the acre will surely do no harm,
and draw but lightly on the pocketbook in the first

place. If you try anything, try superphosphate first.

Handling the Hoe.—I often have to show my
helpers how to handle the hoe. It is queer how few
experts there are in the use of the hoe. Most people
think that all that is required of them is to scrape
across the surface, clearing it from the top growth, and
leaving the stubs and roots in the hard surface then
left. I had the rows of my currant and gooseberry
bushes and grape-vines, or rather the ridges left after

plowing the soil away from both sides of each row,
hoed or grubbed; but when I found that it was done
simply by "scraping," I let my boy go over the whole

again, loosening up the hard surface, digging up the
weed roots and stubs, and leaving a layer of loose soil

on top. Really good hoeing seems a hard lesson to
learn for most farm-laborers—but good hoeing is the
only hoeing worth doing or having done.

Most Profitable Autumn Crops.—C. H., Acton.
Ind., a lad of sixteen summers, has obtained from his

father a fraction of an acre of ground to do with as he
pleases for his own benefit. The ground is very rich,

and he wants me to name the most profitable crops
that he could raise on it this fall. That question is not
easily answered. I would raise the crop for which I

were sure of finding the quickest sale at best figures.

In some places this may be radishes or turnips or kale

or spinach or lettuce, or possibly celery. Celery may
possibly require a little more skill and a vast deal more
of labor, but where there is a good local demand for

it, it is surely one of the great money crops. Then,
again, where there is sale for early green onions, one
can sometimes make more money from a little patch
of ground planted with the hardy onions in the fall,

such as Barletta, New Queen, Portugal, Beaulieu's

Hardy White Winter, and possibly Prizetaker, than
from a similar piece planted with anything else. The
question hinges altogether on the demand for the ar-

ticle. Our young friend says he has not much time
to work in the garden. The growing and preparation
of such crops for market require some time, and
these must be given if success is to be assured.

Platjt-protector.—Laura G. H., who lives in

Illinois, sends me a model of a new patented plant-

protector of her own invention. It is made of water-
proof paper folded to form a square box, and held
firmly together by wire clips. Fig. i shows the square
piece, and the dark lines the folds. Fig. 2 shows the

box folded on one side, with wire clip attached, and
one side not fully folded. The wire clips pushed down
into the soil hold the box firmly over the plant or hill.

Of course, a protector of this kind could be put on
only during the night, as a protection against frost or
cold winds, and should be removed in daytime to admit
light. But why not cut out a square at the top, as

shown by the dotted lines in Fig. i, thus giving a

chance for leaving the protector over the plant or hill

during the day. also? A piece of mosquito-netting or

coarse cheese-cloth may then be fastened over the top,

as shown in Fig. 3, or a pane of glass may be placed
over the opening. In some cases protectors of this

kind, or like the "gold mine" plant-protector men-
tioned in an earlier issue of the Farm and Fireside,
may be found quite useful for the protection of early

tender plants, such as melon or cucumber vines, to-

mato-plants, etc. I seldom use such devices, and man-
age to get along very well in my garden-work.

Fruit-Growing
By S. B. GREEN

Insect on Roses.—O. C, Leland, 111. Please send
me a specimen of the insect that injures your
rose-bushes, and I will try to give ycTu a good
remedy. In destroying any kind of insects, the first

thing to know is their habits. If it is a sucking insect

that is doing the damage, then we must use very dif-

ferent remedies than we would use if it was a biting

insect. For biting insects we use such remedies as
Paris green, hellebore and other poisons, while for

sutking insects we use oily soaps, like whale-oil soap,
or astringents, such as tobacco-water. Good examples
of sucking insects are plant-lice, leaf hoppers and
scales; of biting insects, potato-bug, cabbage-worm,
tent-caterpillar and cutworms. In the case of fungous
diseases there are also various methods of treatment,
depending on the nature of the disease. Thus you see

it would be quite out of the question to give specific

directions for destroying all kinds of insects and fun-
gous diseases within the limits of these columns.

Eucalyptus.—J. W. C, Chattanooga, Tenn. There
are many kinds of Eucalyptus; I think something over
one hundred species are known to botanists. Some of
these are of great value for their wood, being very
durable, and the wood fine-grained and susceptible of

a good polish. Others are almost worthless for any-

FIG. 2

thing but fuel. They are natives of warm climates, and
I know of none that will stand much frost, although
a statement to the contrary has recently gone the
rounds of the press. Consequently they are useless
in the United States except a small portion of it. Seed
of the common varieties may be obtained from J. M.
Thorburn & Co., seedsmen. New York City. The kind
generally' planted is Eucalyptus globulus, which is a

very rapid-growing tree. Professor McClatchie, of

Arizona, said he once knew of a tree of this variety
that grew to a diameter of eighteen inches in six years.
It has very pretty light green foliage, is quite orna-
mental, and is used more or less by florists in their

work. Recently a fine monograph on the Eucalyptus
has been issued by the Bureau of Forestry of the
United States Department of Agriculture, and I think
it may be had on application.

Manure for Blackcaps—Pruning Currants—
Strawberry-sets—Budding Roses.—D. H. S,, Ionia,
Mich. A large amount of animal matter placed about
the roots of a blackcap would very likely destroy it,

although not necessarily so. If this was the case it

could have been entirely avoided by burying the matter
at least two feet away from the bush, when the plant
would have found it and used it just as well as if buried
close to it. The best way of pruning currants is

probably to remove the weak wood. This will consist
of that which is old and that which is infested with
borers. It is also a good plan to cut off the growth
that is inclined to He flat on the ground. It should be
rernembered that the currant wood does not bear fruit
until two years old, so it will not do to depend entirely
upon the new growth for fruit. Strawberry-sets may
be taken from old vines, provided the sets are of the
previous season's growth; but if by sets from old vines
you mean pieces from old vines or the old vines them-
selves, then I should answer you that they are prac-
tically worthless for starting a new strawberry-bed.
The best time to bud rose-bushes is during the latter
part of July or early in August, or from that time on
until the growth stops. In doing the work any well-
matured buds may be used in the same way as with
the peach or cherry. Our common strong-growing
wild-rose stock answers very well for almost any of
the cultivated hardy varieties of roses.

Propagating from Cherry Sprouts—Russian
Mulberry as Bird-food—Koonce Pear.—C. H. W.,
Conneautville, Pa. Sprouts from the Montmorency
cherry on budded stock would probably be the same as
the stock and not like the tree itself, but one would
have to use his individual judgment in determining
whether the sprouts were true to name or not. In any
case, sprouts from cherry-trees are slow in getting
started, and seldom do as well as budded trees, although
for severe climates I prefer them. In taking them up

FIG. 3

you should be sure to take off a piece of the main root
from which they come. If they are broken ofi at the
main root they will seldom live. The Russian mul-
berry makes very good feed for robins in strawberry
and cherry time, and I think most fruit-growers would
profit by having some of them around for this special
purpose. I do not know whether the robins would
prefer the mulberry to sweet cherries, but think they
do in peference to the sour cherries. 1 am not suf-
ficiently familiar with the Koonce pear to state- whether
it would stand frost better than the Wilder Early,
but my impression is that it is hardier.

THE FIRE-BLIGHT

The fire-blight, while one of the most serioi}s> dis-

eases of the pear, is much less injurious to the apple,
although even here it is oftentimes of very serioils im-
portance, frequently causing dead spots on the trunks
of the trees and blight to portions of the succulent
branches and twigs.

Upon the twigs its presence may be recognized by
the blackening of the bark and the wilting of the leaves
as though stricken by fire. In the winter the diseased
twigs are rendered very conspicuous by the retention
of the withered leaves long after the healthy leaves
have fallen. Very great damage also often occurs to
the blossoms.

The disease is caused by a germ belonging to the
great group of bacteria. These germs are extremely
small, and multiply with very great rapidity. If one
needs proof that this is a germ disease, he may examine
the diseased twigs under a microscope, and see the
germs for himself. No microscope is needed, however,
to prove that the disease is contagious, for if one but
makes an incision in the bark of the healthy tree, and
transfers to this incision a small portion of the dis-

eased bark from a blighted twig, he will find that the
disease can be readily communicated from one twig to
another. Under ordinary conditions the disease is

spread largely by insects, which visit the blighted
twigs for the sweetish liquid found on the bark. The
insects then fly to another twig or blossom, bearing
with them the germs.

Treatment.—The remedy consists in removing and
burning all of the diseased twigs. In doing this, great
care should be taken to cut low enough to insure the
removal of all germs. The limit of the diseased por-
tion can usually be told by the blackening of the bark,
but it is usually best to cut a full foot below the dis-

eased part, to avoid all possibility of leaving germs be-
hind. It is also well to dip\the knife in a solution of

carbolic acid each time, before cutting into the new
twigs, otherwise perchance germs may be left on the
knife to be transferred with the next cutting to the

new twig. Dipping the knife in carbolic acid precludes
any such possibility.

The best time to trim for the fire-blight is in the
early spring, when the ftew wood is succulent and
green. At that time the leaves and young shoots af-

fected by the disease may be readily recognized. Care-
ful and thorough trimming during the early spring
and summer will prevent the greater part of. the blight,

and casual observation through the remainder of the
year will hold the disease in check. In cases where
large branches are removed and much surface ex-

posed, the wound should be sealed either with a graft-

ing-wax or with oil shellac, to which is added a little

flowers of sulphur and a few drops of carbolic acid.

This mixture may be applied with a paint-brush.

It is a matter of common observation that trees in

rich soil, which grow too rapidly, are more often af-

fected by the fire-blight. This is due to the fact that

in such conditions the twig is more succulent, and
hence less resistent to invasion by the germ. The fire-

blight also affects the pear, hawthorn and service-berry,

and these must all receive attention in order to erad-

icate the pest.—From Bulletin No. .183 of the North
Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station.
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AU Kalamazoo ranges
and cook stoves are
equipped with patent
oven thet^ometer.
Makes baking sure
and easy.

The KALAMAZOO
A better stove or range than you can get

from any other source. A saving of from 25%
to iO% in price. Prompt shipment from fac-
tory to user. Factory prices—no dealers'
profits. Freight prepaid by us. 360 days
approval test. Guarantee backed by $20,000
bank bond. KALAMAZOO

Stoves and Ranges
are manufactured by
us in our own factory.
We know they are al!

right "clear through.

"

Don't confuse them
with cheap
,mail order
goods.

We are (he
only

'stove
manufactur-

in the world
.s..'lling their entire
jjroiluct direct
li oni their own fac-
tory to the user.

There isn't a better stove
or ran^e at any price

and by eliminating a<l
dealers' and middlemen
profits we save you easil

25% to40^. Moreover™
give you a 360 Days A]
proval Test. If your pui
chase is not satisfactor
in every way, return th
goods at our expense. W
nave a complete line c I

ranges, cook stoves an 1

heaters for fuel of ail

kinds. All stoves blacked
polished and ready foi
business.

It will pay you to
investiijate.

Send for catalog No. 18s and prices, freight prepaid.

THE KALAMAZOO STOVE CO..
Manufacturers,

Kalamazoo, MlcKlgan.

THISTLE-INE
Oak Grove, Mich., July 9, 1903.

The Lindgren Chemical Co,
Grand Rapids, Mich.

Gentlemen:—The more I use
Thistle-ine, the better 1 like it, and
I believe it ivill In time be as

necessary an article on the farm
for spraying noxious vegetable
growths as Paris green is for spray-
ing potatoes. Used Thistle-ine
on Milkweed last week, and was
delighted with results.

Yours truly, W. 0. Richards.

One thorousrh spraying with *'This°
tle-ine** settles it. Guaranteed. 5
lb. can makes 5 gallons of the liquid,

$2.0Q. Free booklet tells all about it.

THE LINDGREN CHEMICAL CO.
8 So. Ionia St., €}rand Kaplds, Mich.

Pnt in a Ginseng bed. Amazing proflts:
easily grown; tardy anywhere in the United
States and Canada. Immense demand;
meagre supply. Grown either on farm or
In small garden. Michigan man took $15,000
worth off i4 acre last year.

WORTH
We seU cultivated seed and plants.
Send 4c in stamps for 55-page Book
on enormous, easily-earned protit in
Ginseng, and current issue of magazine,
"The Ginseng Garden."
CHINESE.AMERICAN GINSENGCO.
Dept.M Scranton, Pennsylvania.

If you raise apples—few or many
—send for our booklet Turning
Apples into Gold" and see how
you can do it.

I
Goodell Company, 77 Main St.,Aiitrini,N.H.

Haifa century of fair deallna: h&B given
our products that prominence which nrerit
deserves. Wo still offer everything of

the best for Orchard, Vineyard,
Iiuwn, Park, Street, Gardeu
and Ureenhouae. Catalogue
No. 1, 112 pages, free to pur-

chasers of Fruit and Ornamental
Trees. No. 3, 64 pages, free to buyers
of Holland Bulbs and Greenhouse
Plants. Try us; we guarantee

'satisfaction. Correspondence solicited.

THE STORRS & HARRISON CO.,
PAINESVILLE, OHIO.

RU' I 'atwholesall PRICES IneUKUlftR
Full Line. Best Stock. Low Prices.

KOROVER NURSERY CO., koo.kstIU"'A? y.

Genuine Missing Link Apple Trees
for sale, with a guarantee of five dollars on each tree
that they will be true to name. Write for circulars.

B. M. STONE, Stull, Wyomlne County, Pa.

iK bestbyTest—78 YEARS. WeDAV CASH
tC Want MORE Salesmen Vt\ \ Weekly

Stark Nursery, Louisiana, Mo.; Dansville, N. V.

filN<JFNG "^^^ Twentieth Century MONEY-MAKER
$lU,U(m profits per acre. Largest gardens in

America. Address Riverside Xlinseng Gardens, Houston, Mo.

URATH IirU on hens & chickens. 64-p. Book Free.VGAIH 10 UvC O.J. Lambert, Box 303,Apponau2, R.I.

PouItry-Ra ising
By P. H. JACOBS

DRY-PICKING AND PRICES

As THE birds sent to market should

be dry-picked if killed, and not
scalded, it entails labor and ex-

pense to prepare the carcasses so

as to have them free of pin-feathers and
make an attractive display. The disgust of

such jobs will remain until practice en-

ables the operator to perform the work
quickly. But it pays to dress the fowls,

for when the prices of live fowls are from
fifteen to twenty cents a pound, the

dressed fowls usually bring from twenty
to twenty-five cents, or from five to ten

cents more, according to quality. Five

cents a pound may seem but a small dif-

ference, but when a fowl weighs three or
four pounds it adds fifteen or twenty
cents to the price. Expert pickers will

dress a fowl for five cents; but admitting
that it may cost ten cents a fowl, it leaves

a profit. Looking at it in another light,

it may be added that when there are a

number of persons in the family the item
of picking becomes a large one if there

are many fowls, and it should be saved.

ECONOMY AND BREEDS

The fact that a small hen will lay as
many eggs in a year as a large one is an
advantage to those who wish to keep as

many fowls as possible in a poultry-
house. The Farm and Fireside has
never advocated crowding, advising that
more eggs will be secured from a flock

with plenty of room in the poultry-house
than when the flock consists of more
than the average number of members.
But so far as room on the roosts is con-
cerned, it is possible to keep three Leg-
horn hens on the same space that would
be occupied by two Brahmas. The next
point, however, is whether the farmer
would prefer the Leghorns. Leghorns
grow rapidly, are equal to any of the
breeds for laying, are active foragers,
afid pay well in proportion to cost, but
there are some who believe that the
Brahma can endure severe winters better
than the Leghorn, and that it is more
easily kept on limited areas; hence, the
keeping of a certain number of fowls on
a given area, or in a poultry-house of
limited capacity, should be governed by
the climate and the objects in view.

DIVERSITY OF PRODUCTS

Beginners with poultry on farms that

are intended for a somewhat extensive

system of cultivation, and whose capital

is limited, should endeavor to produce
early and late crops, so as to have cash
coming in all the time, if possible. One
of the essentials for quick returns is

poultry. With good management the hens
should lay every day during the greater
portion of the year. One or two good
cows will also~be found serviceable, as

milk, butter and eggs are cash at all sea-

sons. Small fruits, such as strawberries,

currants, gooseberries, raspberries and
blackberries, soon give returns, but
grapes and orchard fruits require more
time. On a small farm it will not pay to

depend upon the cereal crops. Stock,
fruit and vegetables give better profits,

and bring in cash long before the har-
vest comes for corn. There is nothing,
however, that will give larger and quick-
er profits in proportion to capital in-

vested than fowls, and as they multiply
rapidly the number can be largely in-

creased every year. The fowls will also

consume much waste material.

HINTS TO INQUIRERS

The Farm and Fireside readers do
not fail to take advantage of the oppor-
tunity to make inquiries in this depart-
ment, and many of the articles given in

each issue are to a great extent replies

to such inquiries, while more brief re-

NEXT YEAR'S LAYERS

Select now the pullets for winter lay-

ers. If there are a great many pullets

that were hatched out, go into the poul-
try-house and select the largest and
earliest hatched. Do not be tempted to

keep many because they are beautiful, if

they are small, as such pullets will not be
of sufficient age to begin laying before
cold weather sets in. As all fowls, old
and young, are subject to the conditions
of heat and cold, much labor and ex-
pense can be saved by retaining only
those that come into full plumage and
reach the adult stage before winter. If

a pullet begins to lay before winter, she
will then probably lay right on through
the winter; but should she not begin in

the fall, she will probably defer such
work until early in the spring. Use
heroic and prompt measures, by culling

out the flock and getting rid of every
pullet that has not reached a stage of

growth that may enable it to give a

profit. There is no sentiment in the
keeping of fowls. The keeping of poul-
try should be a business matter.

INQUIRIES ANSWERED
Double-yolk Eggs.—^J. R. M., Ba-

tavia. 111., states that "his fowls lay large
eggs, some of the eggs containing double
yolks; he also asks if such laying is pe-
culiar to any breed." When soft-shell

A MODEL CHICKEN-COOP

plies are given direct, using the initials

of the inquirers. It is impossible to give
satisfactory answers to some, for the
reason that the inquirer omits all details

of management on his part. When a
reader states that his fowls are droopy,
their combs are dark, and that they re-

fuse food, following the statement with
"please give cause and remedy," he im-
poses a difficult task, as there are a great
many causes, to discover which and sug-
gest a remedy necessitate that the in-

quirer mention how he provided for his

flock in the way of shelter, how often and
how much he feeds, the kind of food, and
how many fowls are under one roof.

Lameness may result from high roosts,
indigestion from overfeeding, and above
all, in the summer season lice are at the
foundation of two thirds of the troubles
with adult fowls and chicks. The Farm
AND Fireside cordially invites all to ask
for information, however, but requests
details of management.

eggs, abnormally large eggs or double-
yolk eggs are laid, the cause is due to

overfeeding and excessively fat condition
of the hens.
Varieties of Leghorns.—G. T. S.,

Macon, Ga., wishes to know "which of
the varieties of Leghorns should be pre-
ferred as being superior to the others."
The several varieties of Leghorns differ

only in color, except that there are also
rose-comb varieties, which (excepting
shapes of the combs) are otherwise the
same as the single-comb varieties.
Apoplexy.—J. B. L., Steelton, Pa.,

writes that "his flock is apparently free
from disease, but that on going into his
poultry-house some mornings he has
found now and then a fowl dead under
the roost; he also asks the cause." The
correspondent gives no information as to
how he manages his flock, but the cause
of death is no doubt due to apoplexy, the
fowls being fed too much grain at this
season and are in a very fat condition.

THE ROOT OF THE MATTER

He Cured lllmnelf of Serious Stomech Trouble by
fJettlne Down to First Principles

A man of large affairs in one of our
prominent eastern cities, by too close atten-
tion to business, too little exercise and too
many club dinners, finally began to pay
Nature's tax, levied in the form of chronic
stomach trouble; the failure of his diges-
tion brought about a nervous irritability,

making it impossible to apply himself to

his daily business, and finally deranging
the kidneys and heart.

In his own words he says: "I consulted
one physician after another, and each one
seemed to understand my case, but all the
same they each failed to bring about the
return of my former digestion, appetite and
vigor. For two years I went from pillar

to post, from one sanitarium to another, I

gave up smoking, I quit coffee, and even
renounced my daily glass or two of beer,
but without any marked improvement.
"Friends had often advised me to try a

well-known proprietary medicine, Stuart's
Dyspepsia Tablets, and I had often perused
the newspaper advertisements of the rem-
edy, but never took any stock in advertised
medicines nor could believe a fifty-cent

patent medicine would touch my case.
"To make a long story-short, I finally

bought a couple of packages at the nearest
drug-store, and took two or three tablets
after each meal, and occasionally a tablet

between meals, when I felt any feeling of
nausea or discomfort.
"I was surprised at the end of the first

week to note a marked improvement in my
appetite and general health, and before the
two packages were gone I was certain that
Stuart's Dyspepsia Tablets was going to
cure completely, and they did not disappoint
me. I can eat and sleep, and enjoy my
coffee and cigar, and no one would suppose
I had ever known the horrors of dyspepsia.
"Out of friendly curiosity I wrote to the

proprietors of the remedy, asking for infor-
mation as to what the tablets contained, and
they replied that the principal ingredients
were aseptic pepsin (government test),

malt diastase and other natural digestives,
which digest food regardless of the con-
dition of the stomach."
The root of the matter is this, the diges-

tive elements contained in Stuart's Dyspep-
sia Tablets will digest the food, give the
overworked stomach a chance to recuper-
ate, and the nerves and whole system receive
the nourishment which can only come from
food. Stimulantsand nerve tonics never give
real strength; they give a fictitious strengh
invariably followed by reaction. Every
drop of blood, every nerve and tissue, is

manufactured from our daily food, and if

you can insure its prompt action and com-
plete digestion by the regular use of so
good and wholesome a remedy as Stuart's
Dyspepsia Tablets, you will have no need
of nerve tonics and sanitariums.
Although Stuart's Dyspepsia Tablets

have been in the market only a few years,
yet probably every druggist in the United
States, Canada and Great Britain now
sells them, and considers them the most
popular and successful of any preparation
for stomach trouble.

Handy Farm Wagons
make the work easier for both the man and team.
The tires being wide they do notcut intothe ground;
the labor of loadint; is reduced many times.beoause
of the short lift. They are equipped with our fam-
ous Electric Steel Wheels, eitherstraightorstag-
ger spokes. Wheels any height from 24 to 60 inches.
White hickory axles, steel hounds. Guaranteed to
carry 40U0 lbs. Why not get started right by putting
in one of these wagons. We make our steel wheels
to fit any wagon. Write for the catalog. It is tree.

ELECTRIC WHEEL CO., BOX 96. QUINCY, ILL.

'

I Can SeU
Yout^ Farm
or other real estate, no natter where It Is or what It

is worth. Send description, state price, and learn my
wonderfully successful plan. W. M. OSTRANDEI^
210 North American Building, Philadelphia

Nothing" equals green cut bone for hens.
Any one can cut it with

Mann's ^"o'^i Bone Gutter.
I Open hopper. Automatic feed. 10 Ways*
I

FreeTriai. Nopayuntil you'resatisfied.
I If you don't like it, return at ouroxpeoso. Isn't thia

I

better for you than to pay for a macblno you never

[
tried? C..lg free. p. y,, MANNCC-

Box 33, miirord, mass.

We want Boys
and girls in every city and town, who are bright
and energetic, and who want to make some money
for themselves, or who would like to have a sfeaciv
Income. It is the most pleasant work possible, and
will bring you in contact with the finest people.
The work can be done after school. Write us at
once. Address Circulation Department,
WOMAN'S HOME COMPANION, SprliieOeld, Ohio

lAT A ^l^p^ ¥^ One good salesman. Elxcellent position.
.^^^^ ^ M^mJ First-class line of tobaccos and cigars.

Apply at once to I. C. MITCHELL, Mgr., Bedford City, Va.
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Dr. Hess Stock Book Free

This work waswritten by Dr. Hess (M-D.,

D V.S.) and contains the latest treat-

ment of diseases of stock and pooltry

known to the veterinary profession. It

wUl be sent postage paid to any ad-

dress if you write what stock you
have (nnmt)er of head of each
kind); state what stock food

you have fed, and mention this

paper. ,

Prof. W. S. Goss, Dean
of Talladega, Ala., Col-
lege, savs of it: "I

' think Dr. Hess' book
a little gem. I sdall
keep it near for ref-

erence."

Hog health can b« established and maintained at the highest
standard by a moderate use of Dr. Hess Stock Food. The hog
like all other animals requires a certain amount of food to keep
it In normal condition, called the food of support, and It is the
food eaten and assimilated beyond the food of support that yields

the increase—the food of production. This is why Dr. Hess Stock
Food pays. It improves the digestion and assimilation so that it

requires less food of support and a greater quantity goes to produce
profit. It conditions a hog as nothing else can

;
gives a sharp

appetite, expels worms and affords the means of rapid and perfect

digestion of all food eaten. This result is due to the action of
scientific tonics and reconstructives selected by Dr. Hess (M. D.,

D.V. S.). Feed Dr. Hess Stock Food regularly as directed, disinfect

the pens and feeding places with Instant Louse Killer, and we guar-
antee that your hogs will be free from disease.

.. Dr. Hess
I Stock Food
the great hog tonic, is formulated by Dr. Hess(M.D., D.V.S.). If the medical
and veterinary schools know of nothing better, it must be good. No unpro-
fessional man^actuFer can
equal it. A penny's worth
feeds eight hogs. It is the only
scientific compotmd for hogs,
cattle, horses and sheep sold on
a positive written guarantee.

Dr. Hess Stock Food Is sold on a -written
enarantee, 100 lbs. for $5.00 (except in
Canada and Pacific Slope); smaller quanti-
ties at slight advance. Fed In small dose.

Onr Information Bnrcan.—For any disease or condition for which Dr. Hess
Stock Food is not recommended, a little yellow card enclosed in every package
entitles you to a letter of advice and a special prescription from Dr. Hess (M.D.,
D. V.S.). In this manner you are provided with a universal treatment for all stock
diseases, either in the stock food itself or In the special prescription to which the

little card entitles you.

DR. HESS &. CLARK, Ashland, Ohio.

Alao Manfs. of Dr. Hess Poultry Pan-a-ce-a and Dr. Hese Healing Powder.

Instant Louse Killer Kills I«ice

I CURE CATARACTS, GLAUCOMA, GRANULATED
LIDS, ULCERS, SCUMS, WEAK EYES,

FAILING VISION, and ALL EYE DISEASES

at your home WITH MILD REMEDIES. W. 0. COFFEE, M.D.

Dr. Coffee's 8o-page Eye Book will be sent FREE to every reader of this paper afflicted with Eye Diseases.

This book tells you how to prevent Old Sight; how to make weak eyes strong, so you can throw away your

glasses; how to cure all Eye Diseases and restore perfect sight at your own home without visiting a doctor. It

tells wonderful stories about the people who have been blind from five to twenty years being restored to sight.

DR. COFFEE gives this book and his professional opinion of

your case FREE. WRITE TO=DAY.FREE:
Henry C. Laab. of Uennison, Iowa, was blind with cataract

in rigbt eye tliirty years. Was cui-ed with one month's treat-
ment of Dr.- Coffee's remedies.
Mrs. Annie E. Moore, of Stem, N. C, 38 years old, was cored

of paresis of tlie optic nerve by one month's treatment.
Mr. Henry D. Voight, of Hamburg, Wis., son was blind with

cataracts on his eyes, and was restored to sight with one
month's treatment.
Henry Braun. of Hecker, HI., says : "Your medicine worked

like magic. My eyes are perfectly well. One month's treat-
ment cured them.''
E. D. Jones, of Moline, Kan., was blind from cataracts

from injury, and was restored to perfect sight. Used one
month's treatment.
H. W. Wynne, Crockett, Texas, says : "You cured my little

girl of scum and inflammation of the eyes, and blindness. One
month's treatment cured her."
James Troutman, of Eaymondsville, Mo., says: "My sis-

year-old child had scum on tlie eyes, wild hairs and inflam-
mation and was nearly blind. One month's treatment
cured her."
Miss Mary Etta Field, of Phillips, .\la., says: "My eyes

were weak. Had constant headache and pains in them. One
month's treatment cured them."

Dr. Coffee's Mild Med=

icines cure at Your Home
Cataracts, Scums and Inflammation,
Glaucoma, Granulated Lids and Wild
Hairs, all Ulcers and Inflammation, Pa-
resis of the Optic Ner\'e, We^k and
Congested Eyes.
Dr. Coffee's Book gives instructions

on how to diet, how to take physical
exercise, how to bathe properly, how
to breathe properly and how to Iceep

in perfect health.
It tells all about t)r. Coffee's Mild

Absorption remedies and how 90,000
people have been restored to sight by
using them.

DR. W. O. COFFEE
Originator of

ABSORPTION TREATMENT

O. G. Eanck, of Turney, Tenn., says: "Jly sight has not
been so good in 25 years. Your medicine is the greatest dis-
covery of the age." He is restored to perfect sight.
Mrs. Sancy J. Bogle, Rabke, Texas, says : "I thank God and

Dr. Coffee. I was oUnd wnth cataracts and paralysis of the
optic nerve. Doctors said I wonld never see agam. 85.00
worth of your home remedies restored my sight perfectly."
Mrs. H. K. Shuter, Bracondale, Ont., says: "ily eyes are

perfect. I can see better without my glasses than with them
since using one month's treatment of your remedies which
cost #5.00.
Edwin Skillmacj Centralia, lU.. says: "One month's treat,

ment cured my eyes perfectly of granulated lids, tumors of
the lids and iurtamniation. Accept my thanks."
James D. Mcintosh, of Tallehassee, Fla., liad cataracts and

paresis of tlie optic nerve, says: "I can see better than I have
tor 25 years since using your Absorption Kemedies."
Harry Burwell, of liarin, Wyo., says; "I can see as perfect-

ly as I ever did in my life since using your Absorption Treat-
ment one month."

J. M. Brewer, Dresden, Tenn., was blind from paralysis of
the optic nerve. Doctors said he would have to stay blind
rest of his life. Was restored to perfect sight by Dr. Coffee's
Absorption Home Remedies.

Dr. Coffee's remedies cure all kinds of eye diseases and blindness. They can be used at home by any one who
can read fnstructions, and they restore sight perfectly without visiting a doctor. Write to Dr. Coffee and tell him the

condition of your eyes and he will send you his book and professional opinion absolutely free of charge and tell you how
to cure yourself at home if you can be cured. If yo^ cannot be, Dr. Coffee will tell you so frankly.

DR. W. O. COFFEE, ~ life
~ 819 Good Block, Des Moines, Iowa

BIG BARGAINS IN FARM SUPPLIES
WE ARE CONSTANTLY BUTING COMPLETE STOCKS

OF GESEKAL MEKCHAXDISE AT SHERIFFS' AND RECEIVERS' SALES
STEEL ROOFING Strictly new, per-

fect , Semi- Hardened
Stei;l Sheeti, ifo feel wide, six feet long.

The bbbt aoc>n>G, SiDisiO oh Ckiusg
rou Cam dse. We fumisb n&iU free and
paint roo&ng two sides. Comes either

flat, corrugated or -V" crimped. Deliv-

ered free of all charges to ail points in

C. S. east of Mississippi River and north

of Ohio River at ?2.25 PER SQUARE.
P1UCE8 TO OTBXa POINTS OS APPUCaTIOM.
A square means 100 square feet.

3.HOKSE-POWER
GASOLINE ENGINE, $70

We have in stock 150 2-Horse-
power absolutely new, modern
tj'pe, giiarauteed Engines. Our
price with pumping-jack. . .$75
Without pumping-jack 70

Also Machinery, such as S.4.W.

MILLS, E^GI^ES, boilers,
PI MPS, etf. Write for our lUt.

THRESHER BELTS
We purchased at Sheriff s sale a car-load of new,~ red canvas stitched, endless. Belts.

They are six inches wide, four ply.

We offer them to yoa as follows;
150 feet, per belt f'iU.UU
140 feet, per belt 10.00

We aleo bave acme endless Rublwr Belts.

PREPARED ROOFING FELTS
We can save you money on your

wants in this line. We offer you Two-
Ply Tarred Roofing Felt. 108 square
feet to tlie roll, complete with caps,

nails and cement, per roll $1.15
Three-ply complete, per roll.. 1.S5

Yalcatiite, the highest grade on
the market, complete as above,
price pec roll (l.50

STEEL TUBULAR
FENCE POSTS

Absolutely indestructible. A perma-
nent Fence Post suitable for fields,

farms, pastures, etc. Made of a one-
piece holloAY tube. Costs no more than
the ordinarj- cedar post. Write for

f descriptive circular.

GARDEN HOSE
We will sell you fifty feet, three-

fourth-inch new Rubber Garden
Hose, complete with couplings and
nozzle #3.25
We have better grades also. Let us

know your wants.

Farm Forges, from $6.35 up
We bought severftl car-loads of new Portable
Forges at a low prit-e. We have also for

sale horseshoes, borseaboe-sails,
blacksmith tools of all kinds.

HARUWAKE—550 doz. Single
Bitted Axes at 35c. 175 doz. I>ouble
Bitted Axes. 2d qual., at -iOc. 6,000
Dietz Lanterns, few slightly af-

fected hy witer. Write for prices.

LONG-DISTANCE
TELEPHONE, $5.00

Rebuilt, guaranteed condition,
complete with batteries, and a per-
fect phone in every way. Costs
t^vice as much ordinarily. We have
other kinds of phones, and are sure
we can save you money on your
wants in this line.

WIRE yew two and four point

Galvanized Barbed Wire.

Per 100 lbs.

f2.90
Painted, per 100 lbs 2,G0
Smooth Galvamzss Wibe Suosts, gauges

2, 13 and 14, per 100 lbs |l.40
We have other kinds of wire.

PIPE Good second-hand Wrought-Iron
Steam, Gas or Water Pipe, in sizes

from one half to twelve inches diameter. It is

complete with threads and couplings.
1 inch, per foot S 1-4 Gent«
IJt inch, per foot 4 1-4 oeutM

We handle all kinds of well casing.

Write U8 your wants In the pipe line.

BUILDING MATERIAL
Lumber, Sasb, Doors, Plumb-

lug Slateriul, Builders* Uardwartf,
NalU, and in fact everything in the
building line. We purchased all

the famous Expositions of modern
days. We can save you money on
your wants in this line. Do not
build until you send for our es-

timate.

n A IRITO COLD-WATER ORfAIFI I O BEADY-3IIX.ED FAINTS
We bought at Receiver's Sale from a leading paint
house, a very large quantity of Cold-Water Paints

and Ready-Mixed Paints. Equal in grade to any
on the market. Here is a Genuine Paint Bargain.
Before placinir jour order, write U3 fwr our special prices.

You can durely save mooey without sacrificing quality.

Send for Free Catalogue No. 34 on all kinds of Merchandise, Machinery and Supplies.
We purchased and dismantled The World's Fair—The Pan-^American Exposition—The Trans<=Mis5issippl Exposition—The Ferris Wheel. Etc.

CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING CO., West 35th and Iron Streets, CHICACO

We want Girls
and boys in every city and town, who are bright

and energetic, and who want to make some
money for some particular purpose, or who
would like to have a steady income. It is the

most, pleasant work possible, and will bring you

in contact with the finest people. Can be done

after school. Write us at once. Circulation Dept.

Paem and Fiebside, Springfield, Ohio.

^lllllllllllllll1IIIJllllllllllil]lllillllllUlllllllllllllltlilllllil:lllilllilllllllllllllll[lll!lillllltliltliliui|i|iU:lilii]lililllilllllllllJllltllllllllllM

Agents and General Agents
i Write for new rates and special inducements provided by the WOMA>''s Hosie Companion for the season now 5
I opening. They are unequaled. The "Woman's Home Companion does not favor contingent methods of com- 2
= pensation, as rebates and prizes, because they nearly always cause disappointment. Instead, it pays agents S

f
The Greatest Cash Commission

j
1 that is paid by any magazine published. You know exactly what you make on every order at the time yoa ^
5 take it. Pleasant and successful canvassing, whether city or country. To enerpetic men and women makinK -

2 this their business a steady income of #80 to #86 a week can be guaranteed. All canvassing material supplied I
= FREE. The present month is a particularly good time for startint^. 5

I Address WOMAN'S HOME COMPANION, Department of Agents, Springfield, Olilo f

ailii<lililii«ililiiii;i:iilIililii;iiiililili|>lil4iuliIilililiMiliiililil:lililililJIJililiiiUiiiliiii)lililiiJi^

FINISHING SHEEP ON THE FARM

IT
HAS been my misfortune to be lo-

cated on a small farm, or rather lo-

cated in Brookings, near a small
farm, on which I considered it im-

practicable to raise and breed sheep;
therefore, I have gone into the business
just as far as my surroundings would
permit, and for the past ten years have
been feeding sheep and lambs on a small
scale, feeding from three hundred to
three thousand head.
Having no trees or grove shelter, and

concluding that good shelter was neces-
sary to obtain the best and most satis-

factory results, I began to construct sheds
and hay-barns, with good shingle roofs;

and if it has not paid from the money
point of view, it certainly has paid in sat-

isfaction, for I can conceive of no prettier

sight than that of a thousand nice lambs
ranged up to their racks, eating hay inside

a well-ventilated shelter, while outside
the mercury is away below zero, and the
wind and snow are blowing at the rate
of sixty miles an hour.
There was a time when a few keen

business men made fortunes fattening
lambs and sheep at St. Paul and other
places where screenings could be had al-

most for the hauling; but now the prop-
osition is different, as screenings have a
bad habit of soaring away up in the
clouds, selling in St. Paul at from seven-
teen to twenty dollars a ton, and hard to

get at that, so that of late the commercial
feeder has been a gambler a^ well as a
feeder, and about as many fortunes have
been lost as have been made by the big
concerns.

After studying the proposition for years
I have about come to the conclusion that

the farmer of North Dakota and South
Dakota can feed sheep, and especially

lambs, and make good money at it, while
the big fellow will go to the wall.

I find that North Dakota and South
Dakota are eminently adapted to the

growth of rape, especially in our grain-
fields. In Wisconsin, Iowa and the East
their growing seasons are so wet that

rape where sown with the grain crop
grows so rank that it often ruins the

grain crop, while here, the season being
drier, the rape gets only stubble-high at

harvest-time, and as soon as the grain is

harvested the rape makes a wonderful
growth. I remember one fall I turned
thirteen hundred lambs into a fifteen-acre

field of rape, and the rape was so high
that one could not see a lamb after they
had gone a few rods into the field. I

harvested twenty bushels of wheat an acre

oft the fifteen acres, but the rape which
grew up after harvest brought me more
dollars than the wheat crop.

I am sure than any farmer who owns
one hundred and sixty acres of land can
find it more profitable than any other
branch of his business to feed from one
to three cars of lambs every fall. I would
not regard growing rape for fall-feeding

lambs as a sure thing without the aid of

manure, for I find that one acre of well-

manured land on my farm produces as

much rape as ten acres not manured.
This was very plainly exemplified on my
farm last year, there being in my barley-

field a strip of about three acres on which
no manure had ever been hauled, while

the balance of the field had recently been ,

enrichedKV'ith about thirty loads of sheep-
manure to the acre. I sowed two pounds
of rape-seed to the acre on this field,

mixed in with the barley-seed, and sowed
with a press-drill. The value of the ma-
nure was plainly seen in both crops, for

one could stand with one foot on land
where the barley yielded fifty bushels an
acre, and with the other foot on land
where the barley would not yield over
fifteen bushels an acre; and the diflerence

was even more plainly visible in the rape
crop, for while on the unmanured land the

rape scarcely appeared above the stubble,

that on the manured land stood two to

three feet high, with leaves four to six or
eight inches broad—so large, in fact, that

the lambs would not go into it, and I

was obliged' to mow several swaths back
into the field before I could induce them
to do so. Yes, Brother Sheepman, sow
rape, and make a business of it every

year. Shut your eyes in the spring, and
buy rape-seed for every acre of small

grain you grow, and in the meantime
keep hauling out the manure.
Now I will give my experience for one

fall in feeding six hundred lambs for an

early market. I had previously sown
fifty or sixty acres to rape in my wheat
and barley fields. I harvested a fine

crop of twenty-two and one half bushels

of macaroni wheat an acre, and fifty

bushels of barley an acre; and it was sim-

ply wonderful how that rape did grow
after harvest. While at the fair here

last fall, in September, I bought of Mr.
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Milne, a gentleman
living sixteen miles
northeast of this

place, a band of five

hundred fine lambs,
which weighed fifty-

eight pounds each
when I loaded them
at Cavour. With
these I put about one hundred more,
and turned them into the fields about the
twenty-fifth of September.
After a few days, when first turned out

in the morning, a few of them would be
seen nibbling at the rape, but after a little

while they would start for a self-seeded

rye-stubble adjoining the rape-field. I

threatened to fence off the rye-field, for

they had got it perfectly bare of stubble,

and even the Russian thistles were all

tramped out. But they kept spending a
larger portion of their time in the rape
each day, but never entirely abandoning
the rye-stubble. I placed salt in con-
venient places, and water in troughs, so
that the lambs could get both salt and
water whenever they desired.

I usually find that my lambs are

more or less infested with worms. For
this, and as a general tonic, I always
place before my lambs in convenient
places a mi.xture as follows: To one
barrel of fine salt I add twenty pounds
of sulphur and five pounds of copperas,
all finely ground and thoroughly mixed;
this I distribute in troughs, and pour
over all a little oil of tar. I found this

an effectual preventive and treatment for

worms, and I am indebted for this receipt

to my genial friend Mr. John Weddel, of

Arlington.
Another thing I find to be a good in-

vestment is dipping, it being my custom
to dip everything when put on feed. I

use any of the good commercial dips.

At the very outset I began feeding
screenings, a very small quantity once a

day, and that at night after they had filled

up on green feed. I increased the grain
feed a little each day, until at the end of

six weeks they were eating about one
pound a head each day. This I kept
up until November 24th, when it froze so
hard that it entirely annihilated my rape.

I could have fed twelve hundred lambs
on that rape as well as six hundred, as at

least one half of the crop was untouched
when the frost came. I find that rape
grown on manured land withstands the
frost better, for the reason that the stalks

grow so large that common frosts do not
reach the he3<[t of the stalk, and until

it does the rape will keep green.
When my rape was gone I put my

lambs on full feed in troughs twice a day,
feeding nothing but screenings for a week
or so, when I put in self-feeders and let

them have full swing. I made my first

shipment about December 15th, and the

second between Christmas and New-
Year's, and the last about January isth.

They averaged in Chicago about ninety
pounds a head, having made a gain of

- about thirty-two pounds a head in an av-
erage feeding-period of ninety days.
My cost of winter feeding without rape

usually amounts to from one dollar and
fifty cents to two dollars a head, but by
feeding the grain with the rape the cost

was reduced to below fifty cents a head.
So you see just where you have the inside

track on the big feeder. I would rather
have the profit on forty acres of good
rape when fed to lambs than the profit

on the best one hundred and sixty acres
of wheat grown in South Dakota. So, in

my opinion, the sheep-feeder holds a bet-
ter hand than the exclusive wheat farmer.
Now, I find that it is not all sunshine,

this fattening business, and I often get
the blues, and say this is my last winter,

because of loss occasioned by dogs, or
by allowing the lambs to feed on the rape
when wet, the latter of -course usually a
result of inexperience or carelessness.
I find it necessary to have a small pen
inside my sheds—a sort of hospital where
the sick and lame can be given better
care, and kept away from the main flock.

In feeding for the spring market I

usually run my feeders in the stubble-
fields as long as possible, then put on a
full feed of good hay, and enough grain
to keep up a good growth until the mid-
dle of January or later, then decrease
the hay and increase the grain until they
are getting all the grain they will eat.

The grain is fed in troughs twice a day.

I continue this until about sixty days
before marketing, when, if I am feeding
screenings, I put in the self-feeder and
give them full swing with very little hay,

but plenty of pure water and salt always
handy. About March 20th I aim to
shear, and then feed four or five weeks
longer, at the end of which time they are
ready to top the market; and this is a
very desirable thing to do, for there is

sure to be a difference of fifty cents to
one dollar a hundred in the price of the
tops and the unfinished sheep. Thousands
iof lambs are sent to Chicago every day
about half finished, and the owners do
not know that they are only half fat. I

lo not feel that my stuff is finished as
bng as I can feel the backbone; but when

Live Stock and Dairy

that is gone, and all along the back feels

nicely cushioned, I conclude it is time to

go to market. Another thing I try to

avoid is shipping some fat and some half

fat in the same car. I find that a car-load

will sell much higher if all are equally fat,

and that it pays to hold the thinner ones
back for a little longer feeding. I also

find that it pays to feed thirty days after

shearing, as after the wool is off the sheep
seem to take a new lease of life, develop
a huge appetite, and in two weeks will

weigh more than when the fleece was on.
As to marketing there is not much to

be said. If the stuff is properly finished,

the marketing will take care of itself.

Care should be taken not to load too
heavily; about ten thousand pounds to

the deck, where the wool is on, I find

to be about the best weight, and that a
double deck is much safer than a single

deck to ship in. With too heavy loading
one is sure to get a big shrinkage and
loss by trampling.

I do not feed any grain for four or five

hours before loading, for I find that load-
ing on full stomachs causes more loss on
the road than anything else. The sheep
will get scared, proper digestion ceases,

and more or less of the sheep will become
paralyzed, or as they say, will break down.

I find it advantageous to stop just be-
fore getting to Chicago to feed and rest

for a day or two. The run then is so
short that the sheep, when the buyer
comes to look at them, are lively on their

feet, and have a good, plump body.
I ship to some firm in whom I have

confidence, and get acquainted with their

salesmen. I do not care for the acquain-
tance of the firm, but I do like to be on
good terms with the sheep salesman, and
when he makes a good sale for me I al-

ways compliment him, which fact seems
to encourage him to do his best for me.

—

Frank Sherwin, before Sheep-Breeders'
Meeting at Huron, S. D., June 23d.

CONTAGIOUS OPHTHALMIA

So-called "pink-eye"—properly termed
"contagious ophthalmia"—has appeared
among cattle in this and other states, and
presents the following effects:

Symptoms.—Adult, young cattle and
calves first show swelling of the eyelids,

accompanied by weeping. Redness of the

with a solution of

two drams of bo-
racic acid in one pint

of water as a possi-

ble preventive, and
I pastures bordering

J on rivers, ponds and
sloughs should be
abandoned, as the

disease seems most liable to attack

cattle grazing on such low, wet ground.
Place the affected cattle in a darkened
shed or stable. Give each adult an-
imal a one-pound dose of epsom salts

with one ounce of saltpeter and one ounce
of ground ginger-root in two quarts

of warm water as one dose, and follow

with one tablespoonful of saltpeter twice
daily in the drinking-water or soft food.

Younger cattle should have the same
medicine in smaller doses, according to

age and size. While under treatment do
not feed grain, but give soft and green
food; allow all the cold water the animals
will take. At the commencement of an
attack puff between the eyelids by means
of a clean insect-powder bellows a mix-
ture of equal parts of finely powdered
calomel and boracic acid, or cover the
eyes with a soft cloth to be kept wet with
a 1-2000 solution of bichloride of mercury
(corrosive sublimate). This treatment
may prove sufficient in a majority of

cases, but should the disease persist and
aggravate, substitute for the above lo-

tion one consisting of a dram each of
sulphate of zinc and fluid extract of bella-

donna-leaves with twenty drops of car-

bolic acid in one quart of clean soft water
with which to keep the cloth over the
eyes continually wet. When inflamma-
tion subsides, should the eye remain
milky-appearing, paint once daily with a

i-iooo solution of bichloride of mercury,
or three-per-cent solution of boracic acid.

In bad cases which are tardy in respond-
ing to treatment give—except to preg-
nant cows—one dram of iodide of potash
daily for adult animals, and from ten to

twenty grains for calves and yearlings,

continuing its use for one week. Ragged
ulcers may with benefit be painted with
a solution of three grains of nitrate of

silver in one ounce of distilled water two
or three times a week. Lastly, quarantine
animals bought at stock-yards shipped in

or from infected herds.—A. S. Alexander,
Veterinarian at the Wisconsin Agricul-

tural Experiment Station.

IMPROVING THE HERD
There are many dairymen who are

breeders only to the extent of raising the

heifer calves from their best cows for the

replenishment or increase of their dairies.

BLENHEIM. PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT'S SADDLE-HORSE

membranes of eyelids and "haw" becomes
apparent, creamy discharge follows, and
in three or four days a clouded spot shows
in the center of the eye, and gradually
spreads until the "sight" of the eye be-

comes milk-colored. Changing from
milk-color to pearl tint, the eye may be-
come yellow, bulge, show bloodshot
streaks, form an abscess, and burst, leav-

ing a ragged ulcer, or commence to clear

up and finally recover. Slight ulcers may
heal by granulation, but extensive rup-
tures and ulcers often lead to loss of sight.

Fever and some loss of appetite is pres-

ent, especially in young cattle, for a week
or more after the first attack, and dairy-

cows may shrink in milk-production.
Treatment.—The disease being catch-

ing, and doubtless due to a germ which
leads to its spread from one animal to an-
other, affected cattle should be separated
from the unaffected; the eyes of the latter

should be washed once or twice a week

It is plain that the average dairyman
should be a breeder to that extent at

least, for those people who claim to be
able to judge the capacity and usefulness
of a cow by looking at and feeling her
are not plentiful enough to establish a
rule. The majority of dairymen are quite
unable to thus judge cows, and it there-
fore follows that the herds of this major-
ity of dairymen can best be improved by
breeding, selection and rejection.

With the attention that beef-making has
recently commanded, the strictly dairy
breeds are not so actively in the market,
and the dairymen anxious to improve
their herds can buy male calves, or in

many cases bulls ready for use, of any of
the dairy breeds at figures any business
dairyman can easily afford to pay.
Thoroughbred males being so cheap,

there is no excuse for any dairyman
using the grades and scrubs so often

[concluded ON PAGE 20]
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The Books Are Free
If jou have a horse
that is lamed or blem-
ished by any kind of a
growth or enlarge-
ment, that is Knee
Sprung or has Fistula,
Poll Evil or Sweeny,
or if there is a case of
Lnmp Jaw among
your cattle, write us
at once. We will send
you two big booklets.
One tells you just how
to cure these diseases
and blemishes. The
other proves that you
oan cure them, and we
guarantee you success
besides. Same meth-
ods employed by over
140,000 farmers and
stock owners. Write
for the books and
tell us what kind of
a case yon have to
treat.

PLEMINa BROS.. Chemlstg.
1 234 Stock Yards, Chicago, III.

SHARPLESJ
TUBULAR
EABMCREAM!

A lot of people make
separators, and all

are made with the
bucket bowl _ except-'
ing one

—

The Tubular.
There is but one Tubular type of separa-
tor and we make that. Our competitors
cannot make it because our patents pre-
vent. They have to make the old style
bucket bowl or none at all. The Tubular
is a great improvement, and it is just a
question whether you want this improved
machine or one of the old style bucket
bowl machines. Write for free cataIoerll2.

THE SHARPIES CO., P. M. SHARPIES,
Chicago, III. Wast Chaster, Pa.

JFarm Wagron only $31.95
In order to introduce their Low Metal Wheels

with Wide Tires, the Empire Manufacturing Com-
pany, Quincy, 111., have placed upon the market a
Farmer's Handy Wagon that is only 25 inches
high, fitted with 24 and 30 inch wheels with 4-inch
tire, and sold for only $21.95.

This wagon is made of the best material through-
out, and really costs but a trifle more than a set of
new wheels, and fully guaranteed for one year.
Catalogue giving a full description will be mailed
upon application by the Empire Manufacturing
Company, Quincy, 111., who also will furnish metal
wheels at low prices, made any size and width of
tire to fit any axle.

KEEPS FRESH
MEAT FRESH

Swan's Preserving Compound will keep any kind of fresh meat
for one year or more, without ice or salt, as fresh as the day it

was killed. Its use cannot be detected by sight, taste or smell.
Plies and insects won't touch it, hottest weather won't affect it.

All nutriment, flavor and color retained. Positively guaranteed
not to contain poisonous drugs, acids or anytliing else that could
injure the health. Full-size package, enough to preserve a ton of
meat, will be sent prepaid to any part of the United States on
receipt of $2.00. Booklet free. Agents wanted.
"SPECIAL OFFEE." To introduce Swan's Preserving Com-

pound in your locality, we will, for a limited time, send post-paid
special trial package, enough to keep four hundred pounds of
meat fresh, to any address on receipt of 50 cents. Make all

remittances in postal or express money-order,

SWAN CHEMICAL CO.
210 Tuscola Street, - Saginaw, Mleh., U. S. A.

CASH
FOB TOVK

OR ANY REAL ESTATE.
No matter where located. Send
description and toWeat csab price.

I succeed by giving personal at-

tention. Interesting and valuable
particulars FREE, Write to-

day. Bant rererences.

WILLUSI T. BROWN, 111 Brown Law BMd'g, Lancaster, Fa.

HOW MANY APPLES
does It take to make a barrel
of Cider? No matter ; it will
take less if you use a.

HYDRAULIC
CiDBR Press
and the cider will be better,
Surer and will keep lonffcr.
oa't buy until you get our Catalogue.

HYDRAULIC PRESS MFC. CO.
6 Main Street, Mt. (illead, Ohio

Get All The
Cream

quicker than by any
other method by using

Superior Cream Extractor.
(Does not mix water with milk.)

^Complete separation iu an hour.Thou-
'^sands in practical use."Write for catalog,

Superior Fence Machine Co.,

190^GrandKiver Ay. Detroit, Mich, g

HEAVES CAN BE CURED
We have a guarantee cure for Heaves,Conehs and Colds.
Guaranteed to cure or money refunded. One package
by mail, 60c. 12 pkgs. by ex. with written guarantee to
cure, 86. WILBt'It STOCK FOOD CO., V 2<i St., Milwaukee, Wis.

ARODTirilSJ Ketentlon of Placenta/ADWK 1 IKJiy and FaUure to Breed
Kellogg's Condition Powder is a positive cure tor
these diseases. Write for circular. Address
H. W. KELLOGG CO., St. Paul, Minn.

JJeSfe%',r.^'' Thompson's Eye Water
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NEW PREMIUMS
Boys' and Qirls' New Plan

Do You Want to Get These Premiums Free
Send us your name and address on a postal-card to-day, and ask for the

number oi coupon-receipts required to get the premium, and we will send
you by return mail complete outfit free. Sell the coupons at 35 cents each,
send us the money, together with the names and addresses of the persons
who bought the coupons from you, and we will forward the premium. Full
instructions sent with your outfit, so you can't make a mistake. If you can't
sell all the coupons, or enough to get the premium, we pay you cash for

what you do sell. That's fair. Write to-day.

Daisy Printing=Press
A COMPLETE OUTFIT

This is one of the most useful and interesting and practicable premiums for boys that
we have ever offered. Any boy can learn to set type and print on this press. It is a
source of pleasure as well as being in-

structive and useful. It comprises a print-
ing-press, roller, box of printers' ink, and
one box each of gold and silver bronze
for fancy work, font of type, including
quads, spaces and periods, pack of plain
cards to print on and one pack of floral

cards, type, tweezers and bronze-cotton.
Full directions with each outfit, and
securely packed in a nice wooden box,
with sliding cover. Order as No. 497.

This Complete Printing-Press given free and sent post-paid for selling
only SEVEN coupons at 35 cents each.

New Chain^Knife
YOU CAN'T LOSE IT

This is no cheap knife, but one that is guaranteed by the manufacturer to be as
represented in everj- particular. Good steel, finely tempered blades, good solid handles
nicely trimmed. THE CHAIN is finely polished, and has twisted links. It fastens to

the belt or suspenders, and the knife can't be lost. It is the knife for boys, and the
latest thing out. Order as No. 495.

This elegant Chain=Knife given free and sent post-paid for selling only
THREE coupons at 35 cents each.

New Picture^Machine
FUN, ENTERTAINMENT,
DELIGHT FOR ALL
Sixty Pictures FREE

This magic-lantern outfit has
been proved to be one of the most
popular premiums ever offered. This
machine is ii inches high, finished

in black, blue and nickel, and fitted

in a neat box with hin^e cover, to
which are fastened three round
slides and six long slides, making
in all about 6o different pictures
that can be reproduced. Full di-

rections for carefully operating
machine. Sent by express at re-

ceiver's expense. Order as No. 494.

This fine Picture-Machine
given free for selling EIGHT
coupons at 35 cents each.

The Laughing=Camera
THE BEST NOVELTY EVER INVENTED

SEE THE PASSING SHOW
Your friends grotesquely photographed; stout

people look thin; thin people look stout. For
years the funniest attraction in every museum the
world over have been the convex mirrors. Every-
body has found amusement in contemplating his

own personality in a long-drawn-out or a short-

and-fat aspect.
The Laugfaing-Camera furnishes all this

amusement, and more! By getting a focus on
passing pedestrians, horses, wagons, cars, etc.,

the most grotesque and ludicrous pictures are
witnessed. The passer-by takes on the swing
and stride of a daddy-long-legs, horses look
like giraffes, and altogether there is more gen-
uine hearty fun crowded into the four cubic
inches of this little instrument than could be

imagined. All grow fat from laughter. Each packed in a neat box. Order as No. 493.

We will send the Laughing-Camera, and the Farm AND FIRESIDE one
year, post-paid, for only 40 cents.

The Laughing=Camera given free and sent post-paid to a Club-Raiser
for only ONE NEW yearly subscription to the FARM AND FIRESIDE at
the clubbing price of 35 cents. (Don't ask for coupon.)

Address FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio

The Grange
By MRS. MARY E. LEE

ORANGE PROGRAMS

WHILE the general excellence of
grange programs cannot be
overlooked, yet a comparison of
the subjects discussed year after

year indicate that they do not cover as
wide a range as would seem beneficial.
There are topics that must ever be of im-
portance to farmers, and that will find
excuse for yearly repetition. But to con-
fine one's self to these alone, which con-
sist mostly of "shop talk," would be like
confining one's self to potatoes and
cheese, while Nature and Art vied to
produce attractive foods and viands. The
marvelous world-changes that are daily
being brought about need a deeper in-
sight than the modern press can give.
To gain a just estimate of the Kishineff
affair, for instance, one must go to his-
tory and general literature to find, the
history of the Jews, their hopes, achieve-
ments, failings, temperaments and envi-
ronments. This would naturally lead to
a study of the religions of the East and
the conditions that fostered the growth
of this sect. Hosmer, Scott. D'Israeli,
Zangwill, Shakespeare, Wallace, and a
dozen others, each have contributed val-
uable data in enticing form. So we might
take up the other public questions that
are pushing themselves for solution. No
one knows better than the farmer the
power of the public opinion of his class,
and no one- is more desirous that this
opinion shall be just, merciful and en-
lightened than he. Would it not seem
advisable, therefore, to include in the
grange program topics of a public and
cultural nature? Nor would we confine
the work to one subject for a long series
of meetings. Let there be variety. Of
general interest would be "The Influence
of Mohammedanism on Civilization:"
"Confucius—the Influence of His Phil-
osophy on Modern Civilization;" "Labor
Unions, and Their Influence on Financial
Conditions;" "What of the Negro?"
"Anglo-Saxon Supremacy;" "Russian
Supremacy;" "The Jew in History;" "Is
Statesmanship Declining?" "Tariff for
Protection or Revenue Only?" "Which is

of Most Benefit to Society—Scarcity or
Abundance?" "Pope Leo—His Worth to
the World;" "Government by Injunc-
tion," and other subjects of vital and
general interest that stretches to infin-

itude. Why crowd our voyage into a tea-
cup when the whole world is open?

MOB VIOLENCE

Our people are shocked by the recent
outbreaks of mob violence in different

sections of our country. No section can
point the finger of shame at the other.
All must bear alike the ignominy. That
the best part of our people condone the
acts of an infuriated mob is false, and the
best people are in the great majority.
One cause of this lawlessness is found in

the weakened respect for the court. The
law's delay by reason of technicalities,

the weakness of the jury system, the
sometimes culpability of the court—all

contribute to an already infuriated people.
That all these counts are sometimes too
true must be admitted, but is no palliative

for the offense of taking the law out of

its proper hands. Every violation of the
law of the land lends precedent for other
infractions. It coarsens and brutalizes

the sensibilities of all connected there-
with, and weakens respect for law and
order. No matter how great the prov-
ocation, the more reason for upholding
the majesty of the law and insisting on
its being carried out to the letter with
precision and expediency. While the
crime which is usually ^he excuse for such
lawlessness is atrocious, let not the peo-
ple stain their hands with another bru-
talizing crime. That many take part

renders the act no less a murder. An
enlightened public opinion united with
a firm front that brooks no dallying or
subterfuge in the court will do far more
to correct the crimes for which mob
violence is meted out than the most hor-

rible murder of the victim would do.

Respect law and order.

PROCESS BUTTER ON THE FARM

A bulletin of the Utah Experiment
Station warns farmers against the fraud

of adding chemicals to their milk that

converts the casein into a substance re-

sembling butter. The result is a poor
imitation of genuine butter, which injures

the butter industry. Time alone, says

the bulletin, can restore what the farmer
will lose.

The organized farmers of America
fought a long and bitter fight to secure a

law against the fraudulent manufacture
and sale of a spurious dairy product. Let
not a farmer bring reproach by imitat-

ing the methods he himself condemns.

It will work incalculable injury to the
individual farmer, and agriculture in gen-
eral. It will cast reproach not only on
pure dairy products, but on every article

sold from the farms. There is a well-
grounded preference among consumers
for articles direct from the farm without
the mediation of a middleman. It is to
the interest of the farmer to cultivate that
preference. The best argument he can
offer is a strictly honest product of the
best possible quality, put up in the most
attractive manner. Let every farmer
keep before him a high ideal, and live

up to it. Let him treat with contumely
any one who would degrade this ideal.

It can bring only evil consequences.
Honesty must forever be the best policy.

THE JOY OF SERVICE

I listened to an impressive sermon to-
day, in which the minister made use of
the following fable: In one of the legends
handed down from a remote antiquity,

the birds, so the fable runs, were created
without wings. One day, as they were
engaged in their various duties, a spirit

commanded them to take up yet other
burdens. They did so with quaking
.hearts, when lo, the grievous burdens
became pinions upon which they were
borne to the regions of the blest. The
inference was that the burdens and
crosses of life assumed cheerfully become
pinions of grace to waft us to higher,
holier planes.

The fable covers a truth ever new and
sublime. It is the duty or work delayed
that bears the most forbidding aspect.

Take it up, and it yields smiles and
strength for the day. Work done breeds
power and strength for greater effort.

To secure the apples of the Hesperides,
Hercules must first slay the Nemean
lion, slaughter the hydra, cleanse Au-
geas' stables and subdue the oxen of
Geryon. Every great and noble deed
done for humanity was but the sum of
daily toil, daily victory. Approach thy
task, then, no matter how mean and hum-
ble, how lowly and obscure, with faith

and serenity, and thou shalt find streitgth
and gladness and power.

A CORRECTION . -

J. E. W., Happy Valley, Canada, calls

attention to an unfortunate error in the
issue of July 15th. The quotation from
Coleridge's "iVncient Mariner" was cred-

ited to Bryant. The mistake came about
in this way: Bryant's "Thanatopsis" and
the verse from Coleridge were quoted to

a friend needing such stimulus and inspi-

ration. Thinking some of our readers
might also get the help we always do
from this choice gem, we passed it on,

but inadvertently wrote Bryant instead

of Coleridge. The lines correctly quoted
are, as all pur readers know, as follows:

He prayeth best who loveth best

All things, both great and small;

For the dear God who loveth us,

He made and loveth all.

THE FARMER AND IMPROVEMENTS

There seems to be doubt among some
of our friends whether the farmer can
endure the new life that is dawning upon
him. They fear that the trolley, rural-

mail delivery and telephones will lure

him from the path of rectitude they as-

sume to be peculiarly the farmer's own.
They express fear that the homely vir-

tues of honesty, faith, simplicity, thrift

and economy must succumb to a broader,

fuller life. Don't worry. The virtues

will live and grow brighter with every
advancement that makes farm life easier.

Morality and virtue that are firmly inter-

woven in his character will not easily

be unraveled. We do not love or trust

less the friend who has had superior

advantages, but rejoice with him in his

heritage, and hope for the same blessing

to come to every one.

THE OBSERVATORY
Education is not creative. It can only

develop and ennoble the latent forces.

With every revival of learning there is

a reformation in moral and religious

ideas and practices, a less bigoted and
intolerant spirit. We are now in the

midst of such a revival.

Help the boy and girl eager for a col-

lege education to help themselves, but

don't mortgage the farm' to pay expenses.

There are enough opportunities for pay-

iilg one's own way for every energetic

lad or lass possessed of will, courage,

perseverance and common sense. The
education earned by hard work and

self-denial is worth more than one se-

cured through the labor and self-denial

of others.
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INHERITANCE

J. F. B., Michigan,
wants to know: "If

a man dies in Mich-
igan, leaving a widow
and no children and
no father or mother,
does the widow get
all his property, or
do the brothers and
sisters get a share?"

It seems that un-
der the laws of Michigan one half of the

estate would go to the widow. There
seems to be some limitation, and you had
better consult some attorney of your city

as to the rights of the widow.

DUN ON A POSTAL-CARD, ETC.

P. S. S., Ohio, wants to know: "Is it

a penitentiary crime to send a dun on a

postal-card? Does a postal-card dun
exempt the debtor of the charge against
him? If A. breeds a cow for B., and
B. fails to get a calf, does he have to pay
A. for the service done?"
No. No* It would depend upon

the contract or custom that prevails in

the community where it occurs.

CHILD'S SHARE
T. B., Missouri, wishes to know: "If

a man dies, leaving children, can his

parents take any part of his property if

there is only the home place? If the
deed to said place is made to read 'Mr.
and Mrs."—that is, made jointly—can
parents take any part?"
The children of a deceased person al-

ways inherit all of his property before
the parents of such deceased person can
get any share. Whether the deed reads
"Mr." or "Mrs." makes no difference.

The Family Lawyer
By JUDGE WM. M. ROCKEL

STOPPING SUBSCRIPTION

W. R. W., New York, says: "Some
time ago I ordered a sample copy of a
paper from Missouri. They continued to
send me the paper. I ordered it stopped,
and they have placed the account in the
hands of a collection-agency for collec-

tion. Can they collect?"
I think they are trying to blufif you. I

would not pay the bill. Qf course, if you
have been receiving the paper, it would
devolve upon you to prove that you or-
dered the publisher to stop sending it.

Legal inquiries of general interest from our regular subscribers will be answered In this department

free of charge. Querists desiring an immediate answer by mail should remit one dollar, addressed

"Law Department," this office.

the road in operation. Said trolley-road

is located at one side of the public high-

way. Has the company, having all law-

ful rights from town and state, a right to

cut limbs from shade-trees along the

highway to clear their wires without
compensation to the owners of the abut-

ting property? This they are doing,

although in many instances it has been
forbidden."

It is now .generally accepted as settled

by the courts that a traction-road has no
right to locate its railway in a highway
without procuring the consent of the ad-

joining landowners, and they certainly

have no right to cut limbs from shade-
trees to clear their wires without com-
pensation to abutting proprietors.

II^HERITANCE

E. E. D., Illinois, asks: "A man and
wife own one hundred and twenty acres
of land, forty acres of it being in the

wife's name and the rest in the husband's
naine. They have one child. If the wife
should die, what would the husband hold?
If the husband should die, what would
his wife hold, no will being made? What
interest would either hold in the personal
property?"
By the laws of Illinois the wife or

husband has a dower interest in the real

estate of a deceased husband or wife;

therefore, if the wife should die the hus-
band would own his eighty acres in fee

and a life estate in one third of the forty

acres, or if the husband should die the
wife would own her forty acres in fee

and a dower, or life estate, in one third

of the eighty acres. A number of articles

are allowed to the widow. There seems
to be some specified articles that are al-

lowed to either the husband or wife.

STOCKHOLDER'S LIABILITY

Bessie, Washington, asks: "Will you
kindly tell me if in taking shares in any
undertaking you become liable for more
than the money paid for shares?"

In some few of the states there is a
constitutional provision that the holders
of stock in a corporation shall be liable
for its debts to an amount equal to the
value of the stock—that is, if a party
holds stock at par value of one hundred
dollars, he is liable for debts to the ex-
tent of one hundred dollars. Generally
speaking, the owner of stock is not liable
for any of its debts if his stock is paid
for. In partnerships a partner is liable for
all the debts of the concern.

TRACTION-LINES

M. E. L., New York, says: "A trolley-
road has been built through this town,
and the company is getting ready to put

INHERITANCE—HALF-SISTER

M. E. K., New York, states: "I am
a widow. When I married my husband
he was a widower with one little girl six

years old. A year after our marriage
another little girl was born to us. A lit-

tle over a year later my husband died,

leaving no will. I was obliged to admin-
ister on the place. I have raised and
educated both girls alike. Now I am
getting old, and I wish to know how the
property, real and personal, should be
divided between the girls after my death.
I wish to be fair to both. The property
is small, consisting of house and barn
and one acre of land. When I married
my husband there was a mortgage of six

hundred dollars on the place. The mort-
gage has been paid since, and I have
worked hard to educate my girls and
keep the home for them and myself."
The girls will inherit the land equally,

as coming through their father. If the
land was in your name, then your daugh-
ter would get all of it. An equal division
would seem to be a fair one.

DELIVERY OF DEED

F. A., Michigan,
inquires: "Can a

farmer sell land that

has been deeded to

him and his wife and
their heirs, when
there were deeds
made out giving the
land to their chil-

dren and signed by
him and wife before

her death, she knowing s^ie was going to

die, and wishing it to go to her children?

He was to keep the deeds while he lived.

Could he destroy those deeds, and sell

the land legally?"

If the farmer owned the land, and held

the same in his owft name, he could deed
it, notwithstanding that deeds were made
during the lifetime of his wife, if such
deeds were not delivered, and the inquir-

er seems to say they were not. In order
for a deed to be valid, it must be de-

livered. It mayJ)e delivered in escrow

—

that is, to thira parties to hold until a

certain time—but the control of it must
go to some person other than the maker.

INHERITANCE

J. A. B., Virginia, asks: "A woman
marries a man possessed of property.
She also has property when she marries
him. They live together six years, and
have no children. When he dies, having
willed all his property to her, and the
widow marries again, what share would
the second husband have in the estate in

case of the wife's death without off-

spring?"
One difficulty about answering the

above question is that it does not desig-

nate whether the property is real or per-

sonal. Statutes of some states make a
distinction between real estate which is

acquired by purchase by the husband and
real estate that the husband has inher-
ited. If it was personal property, the
wife received all of it from her first hus-
band, and upon her death it would go to
her second husband. As to the real es-

tate, I am not so sure whether it would
go to the second husband or not. Better
consult a local attorney.

PERJURY

S. E. L., California, puts these queries:
"A. brings suit against B., swearing that
he takes water out of the Grand River.
When he bears witness after taking oath,
A. says that B. takes his water out of a
tributary of the Grand River about two
hundred yards from the Grand River, and
that he saw his head-gate before he
brought suit or swore that he took water
out of the Grand. Has A. committed
perjury in this act? B. takes his water
out of a tributary, as A. swore to in the
last instance? If so, how would B. pro-
ceed to put him through for perjury?
Can a wife's cattle be taken for her hus-
band's debts, the cattle being in the
wife's name and bought by the wife?"

In criminal law, matters are always
strictly construed in favor of the crim-
inal, and it is probable that a branch
stream might be called a part of the
whole stream, and it would not be perjury
to swear that water had been taken from
a tributary within a short distance of the
main stream. No, the wife's property
cannot be taken for her husband's debts.

DON'T PUSH THE
HEART-ACTION

When exercise is

cutting your wind,
hold up, and time
your pulse. If it is

above ninety, then go
slow. Folks will not ' ^ " "

thank you for killing yourself. Uphill
wheel-riding is heart-knocking fun. Do
not run until you must lie down and pant.

If a man looks out for his heart, when he
gets old his heart will be his best friend.

DEATH OF AN ANTI-VACCINATIONIST

Mr. Stevens, the late secretary of the
Anti-vaccination League of Minneapolis,
died in that city on April 15th of malig-
nant smallpox. Mr. Stevens had been
in the custom of denouncing vaccination
on every possible occasion as a barbarous
practice, without efficacy in preventing
or staying the progress of smallpox.

THE CLIMATE OF SOUTH AFRICA

On account of the warm, dry atmos-
phere of the high ground in the Trans-
vaal, the country in the neighborhood of

Johannesburg is expected to become a
health resort, especially for a certain class

of phthisis cases. English people are al-

ready emigrating to South Africa on
account of the benefits which they expect
to derive from the climate.

The Family Physician
By ROBERT B. HOUSE, M.D.

A GOOD REPORT ON TUBERCULOSIS

The death-rate from tuberculosis in

Massachusetts has declined from 42.7 for

each ten thousand of the population in

1853 to 17.5 in 1901, a decrease of more
than one half in forty-eight years. The
deaths from this cause in 1901 were five

thousand and thirty-three, while in 1872
they numbered five thousand five hun-
dred and fifty-six, when the population
of the state was but little more than half
as large as it is at present.

Local boards of health are entitled to
share the credit with the state authorities
for thiis very good showing.

CAMPHOR MEDICATION

Camphor is a poison, and yet it is

largely used in alleviating pain and cur-
ing sores. It is a nervous irritant. If

taken in small doses it acts like alcohol
and opium. If taken in large quantities
it excites the nervous system even to
the extent of camphor spasms and death.
Camphor also acts as an irritant on the
mucous membrane of the stomach, lead-
ing to constipation and ulceration; on
these accounts it should not be used
without the advice of a physician. Fam-
ilies easily get into the habit of running
to the camphor-bottle for every trifling

ailment, and insidious maladies will break
out whose origin is little suspected.

KILLING PEOPLE BY BRUTAL TRUTHS
Many people are killed by brutal truths.

Some physicians are so conscientious
(and so tactless) that they think they
must tell patients the whole truth when
they think they cannot recover, instead of
giving them the benefit of the doubt

—

for every_ physician
knows that nearly
always there is a
doubt which way the
casewillturn. Cheer-
ing encouragement
has saved many a
life by helping it to

pass a crisis favorably when the actual
truth might have killed the patient or
reduced his rallying powers to the danger-
point. In all affairs of life, cruel blunt-
ness in stating cruel facts has caused
untold misery and broken many friend-
ships. Truth itself becomes a dangerous
weapon in the hands of tactless persons.

ATHLETES

Dr. G. Frank Lydston, in "American
Medicine" utters a warning against the
prevalent idea that an athlete may con-
tinue capable of doing his best work until
middle life or past it. It must be re-
membered, he states, that "a man is as
old as his arteries." This aphorism is

especially pertinent as applied to the ath-
lete. It is well to remember that the ath-
lete's arteries are, with certain brilliant

exceptions, older than those of the aver-
age healthy man. As has already been
indicated, his muscular power may be
at its maximum, although his resistancy
and recuperative capacity and visceral in-

tegrity may fall far behind it in degree.
The man who gets a great deal out of
himself physically before the age of thirty
is bound to "go back" after that period.

In all acute attacks there is more in

proscribing food than in prescribing
medicine. Adding food to an oppressed
system increases the burden because it

cannot be digested.
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RHEUMATISM
(Chronic or Acute)

Relieved Free
Wonderful Discovery of

Michigan Man Cures

Without Medicine
Taking medicine is only the beginning of trouble.

Don't do it. Nature provided millions of pores for
the expulsion of impurities which cause rheumatism.
You must make these pores do their work. Magic
Foot Drafts open up ana revitahze the largest pores
in the body and stimulate the circulation and entire
nervous system lO prompt action. A pair of Drafts
will be sent free on approval to anybody. If you
are satisfied with the help they bring, send One Dol-
lar. If not, keep your money. The risk is ours.

Magic Foot Drafts cured Mrs. Leah Brumbaugh,
Postmistress of Coburg, Neb., m 1901, and there has
been no return of pain.'
They cured both Mr. and Mrs. Edward Lincoln,

of Rochester, New York, over a year ago. No pain
since.
They permanently cured A. J. Keenan, a New

Orleans grocer.
They cured Calvin Hersome, of Boston, after being

laid up seven months.
R. D. Cummings, of Fort Worth, writes: "I have

never felt any rheumatic pains after I used Magic
Foot Drafts last June (1902)."
Many ihousands of others are rejoicing over com-

fort brought by Magic Foot Drafts. Sit down and
write to-day for a pair of Drafts free on approval to
MAGIC FOOT DRAFT CO., 950 Oliver Building,
Jackson, Mich. They will cure you.

10 lbs. of soap for 10 cents
Better soap than you can buy at

any price. You make it yourself in

ten minutes, with the grease and fat

from your kitchen and a can of

Banner Lye
sold at your grocer's for lo cents.

No trouble; no boiling; no large

kettles; no adulterated soap. Noth-
ing but the purest soap—ten pounds of

hard soap or twenty gallons of soft soap.

Banner Lye is also the best

Cleanser and Disinfectant
No well-regulated home

is without it. You need
it everywhere to protect
against dirt and disease.

Bannei' Lye is new-
style lye in patented
safety packages. Easily
opened and closed, safe,

odorless and colorless.

Write for book "Uses
of Bajiner Lye," and give
us your grocer's name,
should he not have it.

The Penn Chemical Works, Philadelphia, U. S. A.

^MorcHeaULcss Fuel

TAeNEW ERA
RADIATOR
will save half your coal bill

and give you a warmer,
more evenly heated house.

Heat that is now entirely

lost up the chimney can be
utilized in rooms DISTANT
from the stove or furnace.

Can be attached to furnace

without visible pipes to dis*

figure rooms or hallway.

(A new feature.)

Made iA many styles, sizes

and prices, using success*

fully hard or soft coal,

wood or gas.

Write for illustrated book-

Iet"E,"also send name and
address of your dealer.

WILMOT CASTLE CO., Rochester, N. Y.

TO LADY AGENTS
Many ladies are making highly satisfactory incomes

in the pleasant and ladylike employment of procuring
subscribers for the Woman's Home Companion, a
calling that requires no investment. The requisite
materials, with full and simple instructions, are sent
free to any intending agent on request. Address

WOMAN'S HOME COMPANION
Department of Agents, = Sprinefield, Ohio

Don't waste your money upon Nostrums.
My Personal Correspondence Treatment Cures.

DR. F. A. VOTEY, Specialist

in all diseases of the

Skin and Blood
FREE Consultation by mail. Write now.

19 W. Bridge Street. Grand Rapids, Mich.

^S^HEYANKEEFIRE-KINDLE R^Bu'id. too mwi

^^•^ranted 3 years. GroatrsVsf'lU'r for Agents everi^nrented. Sample with
terma prepud.lOc. JAUKEE KUiDLEB. CO. .BLOCK 95 OLN£r, ILS^

'VefS^u^e Thompson's Eye Wafer
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Around the Fireside

A MOMENT OR SO
I would like to go back for a moment or so,
Back to the fancy-hung Long Ago

—

To the old-fashioned house in the dusty lane,
And be for a moment a boy again.

I would like to go back where the fields are green,
And wander across to the old creek's flow

—

I would like to stand in the joy serene
Of the shadowy peace of the Long Ago.

I would like just one glance at the eventide
Of- the misty mornings with dew aglow

At the sp*'6t where the sparrows were wont to hide,
And the fields where the wild flowers used to grow.

I would like just one drink from the old-fashioned
well

—

I would feel if I could the mystic spell t

That ever clings 'round what we call Long Ago

—

I would like to go back for a moment or so.

—Harry T. Fee, in Overland Monthly.

FlI^ESIDE CONVERSATIONS
It is very much to be doubted whether the devils of

gossip and profitless conversation have a better op-
portunity to steal away the integrity of our thoughts
than when we are seated cozily around the evening
fireside, the work of the day done, and mind and body
alike relaxed.

For Satan still will find some work
For idle minds to do,

is a legitimate rendering of the old saw. Perhaps more
of Time's priceless gold slips through our fingers when
we are enjoying these times of needed rest and social
pleasantness than we shall ever dream. Women have
been laughed at because they cannot rest without
working, and seem to be slaves of the knitting and
crochet needles and the modern Battenberg parapher-
nalia. But may not women have perceived how wan-
ton was the waste of the hour's aimless chatting, and
have determined to redeem a part of the time by the
work of their nimble fingers? We are led to believe
their much-assailed habit of industrious resting had
something of this good motive in its beginnings.

The bright young daughter of some worthy farmer
folk saw how these fireside opportunities were being
unconsciously thrown away, only because, there not
being a brilliant conversationalist among them, the
"chat" of the evenings degenerated into mere gossip

—

not harmless, though there was no venom in it. but
neither was there helpful purpose. The dear people
simply talked over their neighbors—what they wore,
what they ate, how much money they made, who they
might marry, and other kindred familiar themes. But
Lessie, the modern young woman, grew weary of this

way of doing, and while she lay wakeful on her little

white bed under the eaves of the dear old home, won-
dered how an unsuspected reform could be brought
about. Then she began a deliberate campaign. Her
next book from the circulating library—and she was
careful not to "leave it around"—was a popular but
standard treatise upon coal and coal-mines. One eve-
ning a few days after the entrance of the book into
the house, when the family circle about the glowing
anthracite fire was complete, this cunning girl

stretched her hand out in the warmth, and said, quite
naturally, "Well, blessings on the smut-faced miner
who broke ofif this bushel of coal for us!"

Her brother laughed. "If I ever meet him, sis, I'll

give him that blessing. Wish I could meet a real live

one!" he added, with all the yearning of a lad's heart
after the unknown and adventurous.

"Maybe you'll meet your Uncle Zed some day," put

WHY WE SALT AND PEPPER FOOD

"Will you be so good, doctor, as to
tell us why we use salt on our meat and
other foods? Is it merely a matter of
taste?"

The person addressed was a prominent
physician. After studying the question
for a moment, he replied, "Well, to begin
with, there are two principal salts in our
flesh and blood, and the supply has to be
kept up. These are potassium salts and

sodium salts. There is sufficient of the former in the
food we consume, but of the latter there is not a full
supply. It is therefore necessary that we should add
to the sodium salts a quantity of ordinary table-salt,
or chloride of sodium.

"An additional reason for eating ordinary table-salt
IS that the stomach requires a certain quantity of
hydrochloric acid in order that the digestion may be
aided, and also in order that many of the microbes we
swallow may be killed.

"The acid is manufactured in the stomach by the
combination of the chlorine of the salt and the hy-
drogen."

"Very good," responded his companion; "we have
learned something beneficial, at any rate. Now pray
inform us why we use pepper, mustaW and other
spices."

"We use those condiments because they have a
tendency to arouse the glands of the stomach to their
work. In this way they are made to produce an
abundant supply of digestive juices. Pepper, mustard
and other like spices stir up the liver, which is a very
necessary function for people who of necessity or other-
wise lead sendentary lives. TIt^" less craving one has
for spices, the stronger are the digestive organs.
When a person advances in years, however, it is always
well to call in the aid of spices in the food eaten,
whether or not they are craved by the stomach.

"Many persons use milk in their tea, but few of
them know that it preserves the stomach, and pre-
vents that organ from being converted into leather.
Of course, it is an exaggeration to suppose that the
stornach could actually be transformed into leather.

"Whenever tannic acid and albumen meet they fall
desperately in love with each other, are wedded with-
out banns, and live together forever after as tannate
of albumen, or leather. Now, there is any quantity of
tannic acid in tea, and the lining of the stomach is one
huge mass of albumen. The tannic acid absorbs as
much of this as is allowed by the laws of chemistry;
but it kills it in the process, and to this extent injures
the stomach. Milk also contains albumen, and there-
fore, when milk is taken into the stomach, the mole-
cules of tannic acid select their albumen partners from
it, and the albumen of the stomach remains single, and
so the lining is uninjured."

"Is there anything more you can tell us regarding
condiments?" asked another gentleman. "Suppose
you tell us about the efifects of vinegar."

"Raw vegetables are easily enough digested by
cows and horses," resumed the doctor, "but the human
stomach finds great difficulty in digesting them, be-
cause they contain a hard, fibrous substance, cellulose.
Cabbage contains such a quantity of this matter that
even when boiled it is almost indigestible.

"You probably have never met a cabbage-eater who
did not complain of indigestion. But acids dissolve
cellulose—and vinegar is an acid. That is why we take
it with cabbage and salads, and perhaps, too, that is

why it tastes so well. There is no better judge than
the palate of what is good for the stomach. Oil or
cream is frequently added because it protects the
stomach from the biting acid.

"Some people take butter with porridge, some
sugar, some milk, others buttermilk. Jhe two latter
are best for the system.

"Our bodies need a certain quantity of nitrogenous
and carbonaceous foods. The porridge does not con-
tain sufficient of the former, and this is admirably sup-
plied by the use of skimmed milk or buttermilk. Sugar
and butter are useless for the purpose. But the butter
is wanted also to a small extent, for neither the por-
ridge nor the skimmed milk has sufficient fat. The
best way to take porridge, and the most palatable
when you get used to it, is to boil the oatmeal in but-
termilk and eat it with cream."—Washington Times,

NOVEL SOUVENIRS FOR COUNTRY
GATHERINGS

AT A church social last fall in a flour- M^m^Wi
ishing county-seat a lady from the ^S^^^^^^
country was the guest of her sis- i^^^^^^
ter, a prominent church-worker, ^^^^M^

and was charmed with the beautiful dec-
orations and souvenirs which she saw .

there. Especially did her eyes study ^
the scarlet berries that were piinied to the
men's coats as they left the table, and the
plumy blossoms that were pinned to the ladies' dresses.

"I think it must be lovely to be able to have socials
like that." she remarked to her sister on the way
home. "Those red berries looked yery familiar, but
I forgot my glasses, and didn't like to examine them
too closely. What were they. Hattie?"

"Just common bitter-sweet," laughed her sister.

"I should think it would look familiar, since I gath-
ered it on your farm last fall, as well as the wild
clematis pods the women wore. During the summer
I put it up in the attic out of the dust. a,nd last week
on that misty day I had it out to get washed ofif, so we
could use it to-night."

"When I go home I intend to make use of every
growing thing," said the sister, emphatically, and she
has kept her word. The church that once had bare
walls now rejoices in a wealth of wild flowers, vines
and grasses on every festive occasion, and the homes
in that neighborhood are beginning to glow with the
native blossoms in their season.

It is very easy to provide daint}- and novel
souvenirs for parties, picnics and socials if one only
thinks so. Half the battle is won when the idea is

thought out, for once you start to making them you
simply can't lay down the fascinating things until all

are done. Take the tiny rush baskets we have all

woven in our childhood, for example. They can be
filled with huge blackberries at a picnic, or tiny

candies at a party, or popcorn for the children, or
chestnuts or any of the delicious small fruits or nuts
every one likes. When they are empty the girls use
them for small trinkets or jewelry, while the men are
apt to hang them on the wall to remember the good
time they had.

The craze for Indian basketry has reached even
the rural districts, and while many of the directions

are complicated, I have seen very presentable baskets
made by children, and a whole class of girls made
raphia hats the past summer for best that were indeed
beautiful. These little baskets cost more than the
rush or burr ones of our childhood, to be sure, but
they are more durable, also. Don't make the mistake
of getting them too small. Let them be large enough
to hold half a dozen- handkerchiefs or a package of

hair-pins, and they will be cherished for years by the
happy owners.

Cardboard boxes have almost had their day, though
they are very convenient for candies, small cakes and
nuts when one is too busy to undertake the reed
baskets. With a pair of sharp shears cut an accurate
pattern, and then hold it securely on the cardboard
while you cut around the edges with a sharp knife.

Four or five may be cut out at once if carefully fas-

tened down. Unless one has much patience it is well

to stick to the simple square boxes tied at the corners
with gay ribbons, for fancy ones require much time
and skill. Cardboard varies in price, but usually costs

a cent a sheet, and baby ribbon sells at the same price

a yard, so the boxes are not expensive.

At a Christmas social tiny sprigs of evergreen were
securely planted in penny pots and hung with bits of

tinsel and strings of popcorn. These proved the most
popular souvenirs ever given, and cost almost nothing
outside of the pots, which were the very smallest to be
purchased. The young ladies had great fun decorating
these diminutive Christmas trees, and the tables looked
lovely when all were in place.

Buckeye chains are very pretty and not much work
if one can borrow a shoemaker's awl or sharp darn-

ing-needle with which to punch the holes. These
should be strung on stout thread, and not pulled too
green for fear of shriveling.

Autumn leaves on which are lettered the date of

the party or the name of the persons who are to wear
them make acceptable place-cards and decorate a white

table beautifully. Take the biggest and brightest ones
you can find, and with a toothpick letter them the day
they are to be used. It is well to keep them in a book
until just before they are to go on the table. Stick a

pin through the stem of each, and place on the folded

napkin.
At a Hallowe'en party small muskmelons and

watermelons were carefully scooped out for Jack-o'-

lanterns—one for each plate—and tiny candles in-

serted. There were Irishmen, Dutchmen, clowns and
all sorts of people, and the only thing the guests re-

gretted about these funny favors w^as that they were
too perishable. One young man partly solved this

problem by varnishing his sad-faced gentleman inside

and out, and using him for a match-holder for many
months.

Many a party has been a great success because of

its mirth-provoking souvenirs, for nothing breaks the

ice so quickly, and since they cost very little no gather-

ing need be without them. Russel Conwell, the lec-

turer, used to say our acre of diamonds is the little

patch of ground right around us, and more and more
we are coming to see the truth of that wise saying.

Not by longing for the things we can't have, but

by using the common, beautiful ones all about us, can
we make our little gatherings as successful as the ones
we read about in city papers. Hild.\ Richmond.

THE SILKWORM

China was the first country availing itself of the

labors of the silkworm, and Aristotle was the first

Greek author who mentions it. It was not until the fif-

teenth century that the manufacture of silk was estab-

lished in England. The raising of silkworms in the

United States has been attempted with success in

Southern states, and especially in California. As the

silkworms in Europe are affected by disease, immense
quantities of eggs are sent from this country. Forty
thousand eggs weigh about one ounce, and when
hatched will produce about one hundred pounds of

fresh cocoons.

in the mother, with a sigh. I heard he went to the
mines in Pennsylvany."

Lessie groaned in silence. The talk would drift

back to that old theme, and they would spend all eve-
ning talking over poor Uncle Zed's unfortunate love-
aflfairs, about which they knew very little and gossiped
a great deal. She made another attempt.

"Father, isn't there any coal in this part of the
country?" she asked.

"Yes, I believe there is quite a vein of coal running
through the southern counties," replied her father.

"Why?"
"Well, I have been reading something about coal,

and am so interested that if ever the chance offers I

mean to visit a mine."
"What makes soft coal smoke so much?" put in

the younger brother; and then came Lessie's chance.
Before the evening had closed they had found out

how little they knew about this article of daily con-
sumption, and had also found out that the encyclopedia
which mother had bought with her turkey-money a
year ago was a more interesting work of literature

than they had yet suspected.
One evening was saved and—we must confess it

—

an hour of sleep lost; but the farmer said, as he wound
up the grandfather clock, "We must have been having
a good time or we'd Have noticed it!"

Lessie had to be wary, and she was. She was suc-
cessful, too, and before the summer had well set in, the
fireside conversations of that one family were largely
redeemed from aimless gossip, and Lessie, to say
nothing of the others, was enriched in mind beyond
even her dear expectations.

It pays to plan even for a fireside talk. Of course,
the bare ribs of the plan^must not appear, and if more
than one is party to the arrangement it may be a fail-

ure. But if one in every household secretly determines
that the number of idle words be lessened and ex-
changed for real conversation, the result will be of

value unmeasured. Ada Melville Shaw.

CURIOUS FACTS

The sultan of Turkey requires that all state doc-
uments and papers intended for his perusal shall first

pass through a careful process of disinfection.

One of the features that attract most attention in
traveling through the Australian colonies is the number
of churches which are everywhere to be found. Every
little township or village has three or four edifices
devoted to worship: in fact, one Victorian hamlet
achieved notoriety by being the possessor of five

churches and no public houses.

An African chief's umbrella is of greater impor-
tance than many people imagine, apart from its enor-
mous size. Its loss in battle more than equals the loss
of a standard of a European commander. Some of the
umbrellas are twenty-five feet in diameter, with ribs
twelve feet six inches long. They are made of lance-
wood, and the covering is of gorgeouslj' colored chintz,
in varied sections of crimson, yellow and blue. The
opening is performed by means of pulleys and ropes
attached to the "runner," this operation requiring the
services of three or four men. The pole, or handle, is

of birch, and is fourteen or fifteen feet high.

Accounts of early writers show that squirrels must
formerly have been amazingly numerous. Golman
says that the gray coat was a fearful scourge to the
Colonial farmers, and that Pennsylvania paid eight
thousand pounds in bounties for their scalps in 1749
alone. This meant the destruction of six hundred
and forty thousand within a comparatively small dis-

trict. In the early days of Western settlement regular
hunts were organized by the inhabitants, who would
range the woods in two companies from morning until

night, vieing as to which band should bring home the
greatest number of trophies. The quantities thus killed

are almost incredible now.—American Cultivator.
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Sunday Reading

WITH A LOVE THAT UNDERSTANDS

BY LIDA M. KECK

There's many a ship goes out to sea

That never returns again,

And though its cargo should precious be,

'Tis soon forgotten by men!

There's many a bird with foliage fair

That falls e'er its flight is done.

And there's never a tear and never a care

By any beneath the sun.

There's many a soul that lives on earth,

With purpose and motive grand,

With never a neighbor to know its worth.

To love and to understand!

But over the fortunes of each and all

There watoheth with tender care

The Master, who noteth each raven's fall

And heareth each earnest prayer!

"EGYPTIANIZED" CLAY

A DISCOVERY of no small value, which
has recently been announced by
a Niagara Falls scientist, may be

traced directly to a passage in that

greatest of books, the Bible; namely,

the seventh verse of the fifth chapter of

Exodus, relating that the people gathered

straw to make bricks. While exper-

imenting in crucible manufacture, this

man had occasion to search for a clay

possessing certain properties, and came
to realize that Nature had endowed Ger-
man clays with certain properties which'

were lacking in those found in America,
and which rendered the former superior

to the latter. In searching for informa-
tion on the subject, the above-mentioned
verse commanded his attention. Secur-

ing a quantity of straw, he boiled it in hot

water, obtaining a dark red liquid, which
when used in the treatment of clay greatly

increased its plasticity. Laboratory ex-

periments soon showed that the agent
causing the improvement was tannin. The
scientist treated other clays with water
in which tannin was in solution, and re-

alized that he had found the secret and
made a most important discovery. It has

since been proved that clay treated in

this manner was changed in the most re-

markable manner. Even so little as one
half of one per cent of tannin develops

a wonderful effect, requiring thirteen per

cent less water to mkke the clay soft. It

is stated that clay treated with this pro-

cess and burned has fifty per cent more
strength than ordinary clay, while in the

sun-dried form it is mcreased in tensile

strength three hundred and fifty per cent.

This- "Egyptianizing" process consists in

keeping the clay wet with water to dis-

solve the tannin. It has been observed
also that this treatment removes the

cracking tendencies of many clays, and
whereas in making glass pots it formerly

required months to "age" or temper the

clay, the "Egyptianized" product can be

prepared in ten days. It is told of the

Chinese that the people of one genera-

tion prepare clay for the use of the next,

all of which time is spent in making the

clay plastic. Under this new treatment

the results are said to be more pronounced
in ten days than obtained by the old

method in years.—The American Woman.

EACH DAY SUFFICIENT

We sometimes ask ourselves if we
should be willing to die, or should we be
willing to live in hopeless sufYering, or

should we be willing to put the fire to

our darling ambitions. It is easy to an-

swer such questions. We determine the

future by the present. If to-day we do
to-day's duty, to-morrow we shall be able

to do to-morrow's duty. If to-day we are

willing to live for God, on some to-mor-
row we shall be willing to die for him.
To-day we do not receive dying grace,

for God does not call us to death. To-
f'ay he calls us to life, and therefore

he gives us living grace. To-morrow he
vv'ill call us to death, and to-morrow he
will give us dying grace—Selected.

SWEET-PEA'S DREAIM

She dreams she is a butterfly:

To yon blue sky she longs to fly;

She stretches out her soft, pink wings,
And from her mother vine she springs;
But then she wakes, and cries, "Ah, me,
I'm nothing but a frail sweet-pea!
I cannot soar to yonder sky;
None such a prisoner as am I,

That can't e'en move until a breeze,
Passing, my sad condition sees,

And moves me." Ah, my dear sweet-pea.
Thankful for e'en that should you be.

—Alice May Douglas, in Western Chris-
tian Advocate.

$4590
IN GRAND PRIZES! THREE PIANOS

Every Correct Count Wins i:Anr.te1lilLv».Vu» No Blanks freeI

PRIZE WINNERS IN PAST CONTESTS
ftANo A Piano for $1.00.

Surely people may •ntor your
contest! knowing thet they will

receive fair treatment. How glad I waa to wla a piano for to

iroall an amount aud wholly unexpected. The paper qIodq Is

worth all 1 paid. MRS. L. W. NOTT, Marlon, Iowa.

A Piano for Illinois.

MRS. L. W. NOTT,
Marion, Iowa.

AD
El-

egant Piano loT m Dollarl That Is

what I got and anybody who thlnlca

your prizes are not awarded fairly

don't know. There can ba no favor-

ites or 1 would not have won. I had
to iDBke affidavit contest was fair on
my part before I got my prize. I

sm recommending you to all my
friendf. MIRX S. FURSMAN,

Panola, 111.

A PIANO

A Piano for Pennsylvania. f^tVogT'^pu"
and you people arc surely fair. Friends laughed at me and
said frieods received .the prizes. Now they are sorry they dl4

Dot enter. Will never he withont your paper.

D. L. FREEBORN, Knoxvllle, P..

He Won a Piano.

O. h. FREEBORN,
KDOxvlUe, Pc.

PIANO

$100.00 Prize.

A| I^^POeCI II C A n nil I the best printed and finest niuatrated 32-page farm paper publlabed, will

OU%i/wtw^r' rmKlmlllnl^ give tl^e tollowing grand prizes to tliosa who count the dots above correctly

or nearest correctly, or in case of a tie to tbe person using best plan for counting.

TWO S400 PIANOS AS FIRST PRIZES, one to a lady and one to a sentiemen; 3nd prize S150 Golil; 3rd $100; 4th $50:
5tli 835; Bth §10; ^tlt next 35 S3 each, and two Special Prizes (see below) of $150 each. Surely out of this Immense Hat you wlU win,

but we do still better and offer 2500 extra prizes worth SI each to tliose having tbree counts entered and having the next beat counts whether

correct or not, and we guarantee that if you have three counts entered, one of vrhich Is correct, you will win a prize worth gl. iNot a tew
cents as a part of a divided prize, but a prize worth one dollar to each person sending correct count provided they have three or more counts entered. II

you can count correctly you are sure to win a prize. In case there are not enough correct counts to take' all the prizes, and we do not exptctsnough, then

the prizes will go to those nearest correct.

PflfiiniTIAIIC. Contest open to all. Fifty cents pays one full year to Suc-
UUHUI I lUlid. eessful farming and entitles you to one count, free. $1.00

pays for two years and gives you three free counts and makea you eligible for

the special $160 prizes mentioned below. No counts will be entered unless ac-

companied by subscription.

rnAlin CDCPIAI DDITCC ^^^ gentleman and lady winning the
Unflllll vrCuEHL rni&C«> pianos win be given a special extra cash
firize of $1 50.0O each if they have three counts entered. That is have paid
or two years for Successful Farming at $1.00 for tlie two years. If you win a
piano and have but one count you get the piano only, if you have three counts
you get $150.00 extra. It will pay you to have three counts.

mTlUn DIAIinC will be awarded to those who count correctly ornear-
I nU rlHIlUw est correctly, one to a lady the other to a gentleman;

second prize, if there are no more correct counts, to next nearest correct and so
on. In case of a tie in count first prize will go to person giving best plan of

counting, second to next best plan and so on. Prizes will likely go for best
counts as there will be a large difference in the counts and we expect few if any
correct. To give ladies and pentlemen both an equal chance, two pianos are

offered. Say whether you enter ladies' or gents' contest.

UnCT l^niiyTd' f^iniMTCCT Many like to have several counts
raUal wUtlfnId wdJEllCdls entered that they may be more liUely

to hit it and to these we are going to give a still better offer by giving to the one
having most counts entered an elegant $4O0.00 piano; next hiehest,
ST 00.00 in gold; next, $50.00; next, $'35.0O. If you solicit subscriptions
of your friends we will allow them three counts in regular dot contest and you
three points in this "Most Count Contest" for each dollar they pay on subscrip-
tion. See what John A. Goodwin says opposite.
viui; DEII7C We feel those entering early should be rewarded and to the
I link riii&Cs person winning 2nd prize we will give an extra prize of
81.00 per day for each day his counts were received before close of contest.
If it was in 10 days before the close he gets $10.00, it 50 days he gets $50.00 and so
on. Every day's delay ina3^ cost you'a dollar so get your counts in at once.

DAV6 Tft UAUC TURCR PnilllTC because then you are eligible for
rAIO lU nave innCC bUUnid the special $1SO.OO prizes. If : ,u
win the piano you make $150.00 extra, if you have only one count you get the
piano only. If you have three counts one of which is correct you are guaran-
teed a special prize worth $1,00 and of course may win one of the large cash
prizes. With three counts you can take one on each side of what you think is

the correct count and are that much more likely to hit it. We believe it will pay
all to have three counts.

Di CACC UATIT There are no hidden dots. Every dot ia a distinct dot.
rLChOC nU I Ci There is no trick in our offer. The puzzle is found in the
fact that the dots are confusing to the eye and the arrangement of them makes
them very hard to count. Many contests are purposely made easy. Ours is

made as hard as we know how, as the dots are a^ small and aa close together as
they can be and print well. So sure are we that few if any can count it that we
give every person having three counts entered, one of which is correct, a prize
worth at least one dollar. Now if you can count this makes you safe. You are
as likely as any to win a piano or other large prize and sure to win a prize if you
count correctly. There is no guess or chance about it. It is a pure question of
skill. Nobody living in Des Moines or connected with our paper will be allowed
to compete. Our judges are men the people of Iowa know to be honest as evi-
denced by the responsible positions they have been chosen to fill. The awarding
of prizes will be entirely in their hands. They will show no partiality. We will

pay $100.00 to anybody who can show a single prize is given wrongfully to friends
or others.

nilD IlinPCC Qre Hon. D. B. Lyons, Pres. Des Moines Commercial Ex-
UUn dUUIlEO change: Hon. Geo. L. Dobsoo, Ex-Secretary of the State of
Iowa, and a banker they will select. They say: "We know Successful Farming
will pay every premium and we agree to act as Judges and will guarantee every
contestant fair treatment." What more could anybody ask? ^Our contest
must be absolutely fair.

The person living the farthest from Des Moines ia as likely to win as a person
close. Nobody in Des Moines is allowed to compete. The latest coijnt in stands
as much show of winning as the first, as prizes are given for best counts, but
you may lose a dollar a day by delay. See time prize.

Contest closes Saturday night, December 19th, and every letter must show
by postmark it was mailed on or before six o'clock, p. m., Dec. 19th. Contest-
ants having three counts entered may enter additional counts at 25c each.

Xell^Iiow you count tbe dots (to be entered as your plan), say wbetber you enter contest for
"ladles" or "srents" piano, <«vrlte your name and address plainly and address

SUCCESSFUL FARMING, 22? Manhattan Bldg., DES MOINES. lOWA^

Sefer p«opIe to m* if thay waat
to IcDow wbetbor yoa are honest.

X sot ft piano for a priio and never heard of yoa until I

answered your td. Your paper Is worth twice the iubacrlp-

tion price. W. C. ELLIOTT, Audnbon, Iowa.

I got my 8100 SIOO.OO <?ASH
and It waa

the eaoleat I ever earned. The dots
are hard to count but I know tho
prizea eo to those who win them
fairly. AMY R. BARNES,

Van Home, la.

Piano for Most Counts.
To Whom It May Concern:

I won piano for most counta ia

lait contest, 1 was much surprised,

W. O. ELLIOTT,
Audubon, la.

I asked Succesful Farming to pay me cash instead of piano and
they Bent me check for |3&o. 1 want to vouch as to their

AMY R. BARNE9,
Van Home, la.

Why, up here ia Canada 1 won
Never knew there w&a

830.00 CASH

$50.00

fairness to any and everybody. I cot
$320.00 cash money as my prize.

They are surely fair.

JOHN A. GOODWIN, Akron. O.

$50.00 For Canada.
inch • paper until I answered ad.

Now I will never be without it agsin.

UiSS E. FOUKNl£B,aiatan«, Quebec.

NEWTON RARICK,
LigOQier, Ind.

Others Who Won,
Fnrsmin. Ptnoli, 111. tioo.oo—Et»
I. Buckner. FredonU, Kan. 125.00-

BnQEKlEFOtTBNIEB, |ioo.oo-C. S. Wyi.n, Vluton;
Mtttne, Qaetiec. Jso.oo—3. Irvine Stroyor, 326 K.

B«lt., Biltlmora, Ud. tlOO.OO—E. M. Bill, Montroae, Mo.
$25.00—Rev. 3. Sieerlst, Qreea City, WH. IIO.OO—J. B.

0»w«I(i, LewlsdilB, S. C.;H«rry A. Quthrie, 2622 N. St., So.

Om«h», Nebr.sln. JS.OO TO EACB OF THE FOLLOWING: „™Tnv inpifir
Henry Klosse, New llb>oy, Indian*; William Wade, Doush- NIWTON KARICK,

erly, Ind. Ter.; B. L. Footo, Warsaw, N. Y.; Jennie Fulbart, Ligonier, Ind.

118 So. <*Q" St., Marion, Ind.; Alice O. Diclt, Davis Ranch, Wy^5.; Florence Henurix,

Lewisbnrf ,
(R. R. 2) Tenneaaee. Theae are bat a few. We can give names of hun-

dreds and hundreds who have won from $3.00 to $100.00, besides aa many mure who
have won bicycles, sewing maclunes, dishes, etc. Tou mal£e a mistalte if you do not
try for soma of these prizes. We have prize winners in every Atatc.

IBS
HOUE

(Greater and Faster than a
Sewiiie-Machlne

HOME INDUSTRY
$12 to $20 Weekly

Easily Earned Knitting Seamless Hosiery

etc., for us to sell the New York 'market. Machines

furnished to trustworthy families on trial
;
easy pay-

ments. Simple to operate; knits pair socks in thirty

minutes. Write to-day and start making money; our

circular explains all ; distance no hindrance. Address

Home Industrial Knitting Machine Co., Home office, Whitney Buitding. Detroit, Mich.
OPERATING THROUGHOUT THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA

Twenty Dollars Easily Earned
by buying the Century Steel Kange direct from tlie factory, saving the
dealers' profit. Prices from ,$18.00 up, aiid we guarantee the Century

to lie the best range ever made for tlie money. Sold for cash or on
monthly payments ; if not perfectly satisfactory after six months'
trial, Century Ranges may be returned, and we will refund your
money and pay freight charges. We manufacture all our own
ranges, and have done so for twenty years. That's why we Know
they are good and can guarantee them.

Write for romplptP Catalofjuf of nV styles and sizes.

The Century Manufacturing Co., 68 State Street, Cleveland, Ohio

REDUCED TO $5ZS»afZ
Our Famous T)fT19T1< WATER
m.OO iMMiM STILL.
Finest made. Solid Copper, C»ed by

V. S. Gov*t. Over ^2,000 sold. Wonder-
ful invention. Beats filters. Placed over
kitchen stove it purifies the foulest water,
removes every imparity. Furnishes deli-

cious, pure, distilled water. Savea lives

and Dr. bills. Prevents deadly typboid
and other fevers and summer sickness.

Only safe water for babies, children, in-

vafida, etc. Cures disease. Castomera
delighted. Guaranteed as represented or
your money refunded. Shipped promptly
toaTiv address. Booklet free. Last chance.

Harrlaon Mfg. Co., 78 Harrison Bide., €lnciniiat],0.

REASONS WHY
The Indian Territory Is a good

agricultural country:
A Bale and a Half of Cotton per Acre.
Sixty Bushels of Corn per Acre.
Thirty Rughels of Wheat per Acre.
Pasturage the "Vear 'Round.

An attractive pamphlet i

about the Indian Terri-
tory will be mailed on
request. Address

"KATY," St. Louis, Mo.

PHOTO BROOCHES 10c.
Send us any photograph you want

copied and we will return it un-
liarmeil with an exact copy on one of
Ithese pretty rimless brooch-mountings
for only lOcts. AH our Photo-Min-
[iaturesaro exact and perfect re-
productions. AVe send this Soc.
sample for only lO ct». to intro-

duce our goods and send you Free our
large ill, price-list of photo-miniatures,

jewelry, novelties. Agents Wi»nte<l.
CORONA MFG. CO., Box 1375, Boston, Mass.
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SOME DELICIOUS CATCHUPS

RASPBERRY Catchup.—Simmer four

quarts of raspberries in one quart
of cider-vinegar. Press through
a sieve, and add one half tea-

spoonful each of mustard, cinnamon,
mace and ginger, not ground. Boil

thirty minutes slowly, then drain, and
measure. For every quart add one
pound of sugar, and boil slowly until as thick as tomato
catchup. Seal boiling-hot.

Peach Catchup.—Pare and quarter eight quarts of

sound ripe peaches, and simmer the parings for thirty

minutes in one pint of water. Then strain, add the

peaches to the liquor, and simmer for thirty minutes
longer. Add one and one half cupfuls of best cider-

vinegar, one half cupful of sugar, two teaspoonfuls
of ground cinnamon and one half teaspoonful each of

cloves, mace and pepper. Simmer slowly until rather
thick, and seal hot in pint jars.

Gooseberry Catchup.—Pick over, and wash seven
pounds of fine ripe gooseberries, then add four pounds
of light brown sugar, one pint of best cider-vinegar,
two ounces each of ground cloves and cinnamon (tied

in a piece of muslin), and boil all together for three
hours. Seal while hot in self-sealing jars.

Green-grape Catchup.—Select grapes just begin-
ning to turn ripe. Pick from the stem, scald, and
strain. To five pounds of grapes allow two and one
half pounds of sugar, one pint of vinegar and one
tablespoonful each of salt, pepper, cloves, cinnamon
and allspice. Boil the mixture until rather thick, and
seal at once.

Plum Catchup.—Boil the plums with one pint of

water until soft enough to reduce to a pulp. Press
through a colander, weigh the pulp, and to every five

pounds allow three pounds of sugar, one half pint of

cider-vinegar, one level tablespoonful each of ground
cloves and cinnamon and one teaspoonful of salt. Boil
and stir until it becomes thick and rich. Seal boiling-
hot.

J

Tomato Catchup.—Wash the tomatoes, and slice,

and boil in a preserving-kettle until soft enough to

press through a sieve. To every gallon of the pulp add
one and one half cupfuls of cider-vinegar, one cupful
of sugar, three rounded tablespoonfuls of salt, two
tablespoonfuls of white-mustard seed, one tablespoon-
ful of whole cloves, one tablespoonful of cinnamon,
one half tablespoonful of whole black pepper, one large
grated onion, and two large green peppers with seeds
removed. Boil and stir until the catchup is as thick

as desired, then strain through a colander to remove
the spices; return to the fire to boil up once more, and
seal boiling-hot. One peck of fine solid ripe tomatoes
will make one gallon of catchup.

Ripe-cucumber Catchup.—Pare the cucumbers,
scoop out the seeds, and chop very fine. To every pint
of pulp add one teaspoonful of salt, and let drain
through a colander for six hours. Measure, and to
every quart of cucumber add four tablespoonfuls of

grated horseradish, two cupfuls of cider-vinegar and
one tablespoonful each of white-mustard seed and
chopped red pepper. Boil the vinegar and spices, skim
well, and let get cold, then add the pulp to the vinegar,
stir well, and seal in pint jars.

Catchup without Cooking.—Slice one half peck
of ripe tomatoes, and chop small one cupful of white
onions. Strew over them one third of a cupful of salt,

and allow to drain, then chop them very fine with one
cupful of celery and three red peppers. Drain again,

and add one cupful of sugar, three pints of vinegar,
one fourth of a pound of mustard-seed, one teaspoon-
ful each of black pepper, cloves and mace and two tea-

spoonfuls of cinnamon. Stir well together, and seal in

jars.

Catchup without Spices.—Take one half peck of

solid ripe tomatoes, two red peppers, three fourths of
a cupful of grated horseradish, one cupful of sugar,
one half cupful of salt, one quart of chopped onions,
one tablespoonful of pepper and one quart of good
cider-vinegar. Chop, and drain the tomatoes; remove
the seeds from the peppers, and chop fine. Mix all

well, and seal. Mary Foster Snider.

The Housewife

INFANT S CROCHETED NIGHTINGALE

This dainty little jacket is simply a perfect square in

shape, open through a corner, with a hole in the mid-
dle for the neck. Two skeins of split zephyr and one
half skein of color are required to make the jacket,

also one and one half yards of one-and-one-half-inch
satin ribbon the color of the border, to draw in the
neck and form the sleeve.

Make a chain of 80 st for around the neck, and
crochet a chain of 3 st to turn with. Make
a block of 5 d c into the sixth st of the ch.

This is the front increase. Miss 2 st, make
a block of 4 d c in next 4 st; miss 2 st, and
work a block of 4 d c in next 4 st; miss 2

st, and make a block of 4 d c in next 4 st.

Now miss 2, and make a corner in next st of

6 d c with ch in center for shoulder-widening.
Now miss 2, and make a block; repeat three times,

and make a corner in the next st of 6 d c with ch m
center. (This is the corner down the middle back.)
Miss 2, work a block; repeat three times, miss 2, ana
form a corner for the other shoulder. Then miss 2,

work a block, and repeat three times. Miss 2. and
work a half corner into i st for the other side of front.

To mcrease the size of jacket increase the number
of blocks between the corners and the number of rows
lengthwise.

Second row and every row for the next seventeen
rows—Make a ch of 5 st at the end; turn, and make 3
d c into the base of the 5 ch. This is for the front in-

crease. Now work block of 4 d c between every block
of the previous row, and a shell, 3 d c, i ch, 3 d c under
the first ch of the previous corners. At the end of the

last block make 3 d c at the base of the 5 ch at the
end of the previous row.

At the end of the seventeenth row put on one row
of the colored yarn, then one row of the white, another
row of color, then one row of white. Finish ofif all

around with a scallop in white. This is composed of

6 d c drawn out long. Edge the shells with picots of

the color, composed of 3 ch and slip-stitch.

Heister Elliott.

THE ART OF DOING WITHOUT

There's a beautiful art that is sadly neglected,
And daily I wonder to see it rejected
By some who'd be healthy and wealthy and wise
By just condescending to open their eyes
And look at things fairly, with never a pout—

,

I refer to the fine art of doing without.

"Why, that's nothing wonderful!" maybe you'll say;

"I do without things that I want every day!"
Quite likely you do. But how do you do it

—

With good grace or a face that's as blue as a bluet?

There's a wonderful difference (just jot that down)
Between giving up things with a smile or a frown;
And that is precisely the difference between
The artist and bungler—you see what I mean.

You can't do as you like? Then do as you can;

I'm sure you will find it the very best plan.

Can't have what you want? Take what you can get;

No better device has been patented yet.

'Tis the bravest and blithest and best way by far

Not to let little losses your happiness mar.
'Tis an art that needs practice, of that there's no doubt;

But 'tis worth it—this fine art of doing without.
—Minnie Leona Upton, in New Orleans Picayune.

TO "RELISH" AN EGG WHEN EGGS ARE CHEAP

Presumably any one can boil an egg, and yet to

properly boil an egg is a real art. Egg albumen
coagulates at from one hundred and thirty-five degrees
to one hundred and sixty degrees Fahrenheit, and for

this reason eggs should be cooked at a low temperature.
Have boiling water in a saucepan. Place the eggs

in the water, cover the pan with a lid, and place on
the back of the stove, where the water will not boil.

In from eight to ten minutes they will be "soft-boiled."

Another way is to put the eggs in cold water, and
gradually heat the water. They will be soft-boiled

when the boiling-point is reached.
A pleasing change in cooking eggs is to prepare

them as follows: Place seasoned crumbs in a buttered

baking-dish; in this break an egg, season with salt,

pepper and butter, and bake in a slow oven.. Or the

whites of the eggs may be beaten until stiff, one tea-

spoonful of milk added for each egg, seasoned, then
piled in individual baking-dishes, the yolk being placed'

in the center and the eggs baked slowly.

A quickly prepared supper-dish is made by cutting

hard-boiled eggs through the center, removing the

yolks, mashing them, and seasoning with salt, pepper,

lemon-juice, mustard, melted butter, and if desired a

little cold minced ham, then filling the cavities in the

whites with this mixture. If a slice is cut from the

bottom of the whites they will stand alone.

The egg omelet in all its variations affords oppor-

tunity for the display of skill in cookery. Even a

plain omelet is not to be despised, while with the

addition of fruits, vegetables, meats, jelly or cheese it

may be varied sufficiently. Almost any available fruit

may be used, such as cherries, oranges, etc., a part

of the fruit being added and a part reserved to be used

as a garnish around the omelet. Of the vegetables,

any left-over cooked tomato, peas, cauliflower, corn

or asparagus may be utilized. A very nice omelet is

made by the addition of one pint of chopped cooked
oysters or a bit of flaked fish. In fact, the variety of

omelets is almost endless, and the difference in flavor

produced by the addition of a little minced ham, veal,

lamb or chicken will be well worth the extra trouble.

The use of hot water instead of milk makes the

omelet more' tender. It is also better not to make an

omelet too large, a four or six egg omelet being quite

large enough; if more is desired, it is far better to

make two smaller ones. Many prefer to beat the eggs
separately, thus insuring a lighter omelet, though drier.

One of the essential points to be remembered in

cooking is that there should be a sufficient variety in

our food, and frequent variation in the method of prep-

aration, garnishing and serving. Very often a lagging

QUEER-LEAF UCE
First row—Make a chain of 50 st.

Second row—Make a shell of 6 t c in
third st of foundation; d c in sixth st, ch
5, d c in eleventh; shell of 5 t c in four-
teenth; d c in seventeenth; * ch 5, d c
in fourth st from last d c *; repeat from
* to * until you have seven loops, then
shell of 5 t c, and lastly a loop of 5 ch,

fastened with a d c in the last st of the foundation
50; turn.

Third row—Ch 5, catch with d c in center of the
first loop of last row; ch 5, catch with d c in center of
shell; shell of 5 t c in d c at end of same shell; catch
with d c in top of next loop (catch all shells and
loops in this manner; make all loops of 5 ch; the shells
on the edges are of 7 t c when the shell is the last of a
row; when it is the first, the ch 3 that starts the row
answers for one t c; all shells in body of the pattern
are of 5 t c). Finish this row with 4 loops, shell, 2
loops, 3 shells: turn.

Fourth row—Shell, loop, shell, 8 loops, shell, loop.

OUEER-LEAF LACB

Fifth row—2 loops, shell, 3 loops, 3 shells, 2 loops,
shell, loop, shell.

Sixth row—Shell, loop, shell, 2 loops, 4 shells, 3
loops, shell, loop.

Seventh row—2 loops, shell, 2 loops, 5 shells, 2
loops, 3 shells.

Eighth row—Shell, loop, shell, 3 loops, 4 shdls, 3
loops, shell, loop.

Ninth row—2 loops, shell, 4 loops, shell, 4 loops, 3
shells.

Tenth row—D c in top of each of first 3 st of edge
shell; shell, loop, shell, 3 loops, 2 shells, 4 loops, shell,

loop.
Eleventh row—2 loops, shell, 3 loops, 3 shells, 2

loops, shell, loop, shell.

Twelfth row—Shell, loop, shell, 2 loops, 2 shells, 4
loops, shell, loop.

Thirteenth row—2 loops, shell, 4 loops, shell, 2
loops, 3 shells.

Fourteenth row—Shell, loop, shell, 7 loops, shell,

loop, loop.
This finishes one scallop. Begin again at third

row. Two scallops are shown in the design.
May Myrtle French.

INFANT'S CROCHETED NIGHTINGALE

appetite may be tempted by a change in the way of

serving food. Care, however, must be exercised that

too great a variety of food is not served at a single

meal, as it is not only positively harmful, but results in

a greater waste of food, as more is supplied than can

be eaten, while much waste could be avoided were
meals so planned that the variety and the amount sup-

plied would not be in excess, and yet comfortably|

sufficient. Maud E. Grau.

NEEDLE-POINTS

Let the little girls set their first stitches in patch-
work; it is less intricate than doll frocks and coats, and
the stitches once learned in the simple pieces, the in-

terested little women will soon supply their curly
headed darlings with generous wardrobes. I still

proudly show my doll's quilt, pieced from bits of calico

when I was six years old. My little daughters, how-
ever, are making their patchwork of different material.

Into almost every country home come packages of
samples of lawns, dimities, ginghams and
all the newer cotton variations. Every
mother knows the question "May I have
them?" from the little daughter as she
makes her choice and casts the others

aside. When these pieces are fashioned into
inty quilts by the little fingers they become

valuable possessions of the children.
Cut the proper length from an old pair of sus-

penders when you want a belt to match a certain
dress, and finish as desired.

Do mothers realize the importance of tucks in the
easy making of children's pretty dresses? They are
always in fashion—very much so just now—and may
be quickly run in a varie.ty of widths and made to
serve many purposes. The sewing-machine of course
must be in sympathetic mood, the bobbin full, the
needle and thread just the right numbers, and then if

you start out to tuck a yoke, to give the fullness in a
Mother-Hubbard, or with larger tucks fashion the
waist, carrying out the same idea about the fullness,

you will be surprised how soon the little frock is ready
to wear, with no gathering to a yoke or a belt or
waist, no basting and stitching of gathers.

Children who wear short stockings know—and so

do their mothers—how provokingly they work down
into the shoes, until entirely out of sight. The trouble
may be avoided by sewing at the back of the stocking,
below the shoe-line, a loop, and at its point of contact
with the inside of the shoe placing a hook on the latter,

pointing upward; or instead of this hook and loop

fasten in their places a pair of the more modern ball-

and-socket devices. Sue H. McSparran.
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SEAMLESS KIMONO

OOL and com-
fortable and
very simple
to make ki-

c
monos in this style

are popular among
women who admire
loose house-sacques
and do not care to

spend very much time in making them up.

As illustrated, the kimono is devel-

oped in white lawn figured with forget-

me-nots. It is made in one piece and
slashed each side of the front and back.

The sleeves are drawn together, and
the, under-arm seams of front and back
securely fastened. Elaborate embroidery

SEAMLESS KIMONO

on the edges is done in blue mercerized
cotton, which ' retains its lovely luster

after being laundered.
A turn-down collar completes the neck.

The sacque may be fastened here with
ribbon or a fancy brooch. If a more
Oriental-looking garment is desired, the

collar may be omitted and the neck cut

slightly low in front. The tabs and back
may be cut square as well as pointed.
Some dainty kimonos are made of

plain or figured silks edged with lace,

embroidery or bands of Persian trim-
ming. A pretty effect is produced by
finishing all the edges and tying the
sleeves and underarms with small rib-

bons intead of having seams. Flannel,
lawn, dimity and albatross are also used.

The sacque may be lined with soft silk

if more warmth is required.

The back is drawn down close to the

belt, while the front blouses stylishly.

Several rows of shirring at the waist

form a girdle. A lace bertha is shirred

and arranged around the yoke, extending
over the shoulder in a quaint manner.
A transparent lace collar completes

the neck. Yoke and cuffs are black in il-

lustration to show lace effect. The one-
piece sleeves are shirred at the top to

form a close-fitting cap. Below the shir-

ring the sleeves are very wide and droop
well over narrow lace cuffs.

The skirt is mounted on a circular

foundation of white taffeta. This is fitted

smoothly around the waist and hips with
small darts, closing invisibly at the cen-

ter back in habit effect. It is cut off just

below the knees.
The flounce is finely shirred at the top,

and attached to the taffeta foundation,
forming the lower part of the skirt. It

is shallow in front and graduates to a

considerable depth at the back, where it

has a graceful sweep and falls in long,
soft folds. *

The upper skirt is shirred to make a
deep yoke, and the shirring is drawn in

closely over the hips. Below the yoke
the skirt falls loosely and just covers the
top row of shirrings in the flounce. It

closes invisibly at the center back.
Elaborate designs of lace decorate

both parts of the skirt, and are repeated
around the waist. Costumes in this style

are made only of any soft fabrics, as

No. I is a dress
with a round yoke of

lace. The full skirt

is gathered at the
top and arranged on
the yoke, closing at

the back with small
pearl buttons. The
lower edge is fin-

ished with a lace

flounce surmounted by several fine tucks.

One-piece bishop-sleeves have comfor-
table fullness on the shoulders, and are
completed with narrow iace wristbands.
Frills of lace trim sleeves, yoke and neck.

Nos. 2 and 3 are the same as No. i, but

BATISTE JACKET

Summer jackets and reefers for little

folks are made of such sheer fabrics that
they provide only slight protection, but
look very dainty.

The illustration shows a pretty little

affair made of white embroidered batiste.

The yoke is square both back and front,

scalloped at the edges, and closes in-

visibly at the center.

The full-body portion is gathered
at the upper edge and attached
to the yoke just above the
scallops. It falls loosely in

box effect to the lower edge,
where it, too, is scalloped
and embroidered to match
the yoke.
A turn-down collar com-

pletes the neck. The one-piece bishop-
sleeves have comfortable fullness on the

shoulders. They are very wide at the

lower edge, where the gathers are ar-

ranged at the back of narrow wristbands.

Jackets in this style may be made of

lace, embroidered flannel, bengaline, taf-

feta, serge or covert, and finished with
fancy braid or lace at the scalloped edges.

SniRRED GOWN
Silk muslin in a delicate shade of yel-

low is here daintily trimmed with white

BATISTE JACKET

lace. It is made over a white taffeta

foundation, as linings in self-color do
not look well under silk muslin.

The waist is mounted on a glove-fitted,

featherboned lining that closes in the

center back, and is faced with lace to a

round-yoke depth. The full front and
back are gathered at the upper edge and
applied to outline the yoke.

SHIRRED GOWN

crepe de chine, foulard, mousseline-de-
soie, Liberty satin, veiling, chiffon, voile
and crepe de Paris. Motifs and bands of
lace, or chiffon embroidery are used as
a trimming for this gown.

PLAITED SHIRT-WAIST

Shirt-waists of white linen finished in

strictly tailor style are used in linen
shirt-waist suits for morning wear, or ac-

company instep-length cloth skirts and
long corset coats, which indentify the
modish traveling-suit of the season.
A shirt-waist in this style is illustrated.

The back is plain across the shoulders,
and drawn down close to the belt, where
slight fullness is arranged in fine gathers.
The closing is made with large pearl
buttons and buttonholes worked through
a center box-plait.
Two backward-turning plaits are flatly

stitch€:d from neck to belt. Three plaits

on the shoulders are stitched down part
way, providing stylish fullness over the
bust, that blouses slightly at the belt.

A narrow collar-band completes the
neck. To this is attached a high band,
turn-down linen collar, with a narrow
black satin tie, that gives a "mannish"
appearance to the waist.
One-piece shirt-sleeves have slight

gathers on the shoulders, and fit the arm
closely. They have only a little fullness

at the wrist, where they are completed
with deep linen cuffs. The opening at

the back is finished with a regulation
lap and facing. Small link buttons draw
the cuffs close at the wrist.

Waists in this mode require very little

trimming; in fact, are far more effective

if made plain. Heavy wash fabrics and
taffeta or peau-de-soie are appropriate
materials for their development.

OUTFIT FOR A BABY

This pattern includes nine different de-
signs of dresses, wrappers, jackets and
coats for infants.

PLAITED SHIRT-WAIST

one has a pointed yoke and the other
has a square yoke.
No. 4 is a one-piece cape hood of pale

blue flannel. It is shirred on an indicated
line of perforations to form the hood
portion, the cape being pointed at the
back. The edges are feather-stitched.

No. 5 shows a wrapper of white flan-

nel. It has a square yoke, to which the
full skirt is attached. A turn-down collar

completes the neck. Fitted two-piece
sleeves have flaring cuffs of flannel.

No. 6 is a cloak made of heavy white
bengaline. It has a square yoke and full

bishop-sleeves. The circular cape and
hood are adjustable, and may be worn
with or without the cloak, as preferred.

Nos. 7 and 8 are short sacques of white
flannel shaped with shoulder and under-
arm seams. The rolling collars are
drawn in with narrow ribbons. Two-
piece sleeves have comfortable fullness

on the shoulders. The edges of these
little garments are prettily embroidered.
No. 9 is a Japanese kimono made of

pale pink cashmere. It is in one piece,

slashed on each side of the back and
front. The sleeves and underarms of
the garment are fastened with narrow
ribbons, and the edges are trimmed with

a number of tiny lace motifs.

A POPULAR FAD

Veils command serious at-

tention nowadays, and only
the thinnest of meshes are
worn over the face.—The
Woman's Magazine.

Any one of these patterns, except the
set composing the outfit for a baby, sent
frofn this office for ten cents each.
Seamle.ss Kimono.—The Pattern No.

9061 is cut in sizes for a 32, 36 and 40
inch bust measure.

• Batiste Jacket.—The Pattern No.
9053 is cut in sizes for children of 6
months, I, 2 and 4 years.
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OUTFIT FOR A BABY

Shirred Gown.—The Waist Pattern
No. 9049 is cut in sizes for a 32, 34, 36,

38 and 40 inch bust measure. The Skirt
Pattern No. 9056 is cut in sizes for a
22, 24, 26 and 28 inch waist measure.
Plaited Shirt-waist. — The Pattern

No. 9073 is cut in sizes for a 32, 34, 36,

38 and 40 inch bust measure.
Outfit for a Baby.—The outfit is cut

in onfe size, and is sold for fifteen cents.

THEWORL.D'3 ORIC3INAU «.hd^
CARQ E.3T DEPARTMENT 3TO R E:

Thi^ structure, 200 by 400 feet, has 11 floors, an

aggregate floor space exceeding 24 acres, the largest

building in the world devoted to retailing. Five

thousand employees are required to conduct our

business, divided into sixty-five departments.

We sell General Merchandise in all reliable grades

direct to the consumer at wholesale prices.

Write us for prices on any articles you may re-

quire. We supply every want, being equipped to

fill all orders promptly.

Send for our GENERAL CATALOGUE AND
MONEY SAVER, mailed free; 320 pages of descrip-

tions, illustrations and quotations of Seasonable IVIer-

chandise at Matchless MACY prices. Write for
It Now ; it gives you an insight into the wonderful

economies of the largest store in the world.

R. H. MACY & CO.
Established 1858 NEW YORK CITY

Eczema
Salt Rheum, Ringworm, Itch,

Acne or other skin troubles,

promptly relieved and cured by

Hydrozone
This scientific germicide,which
Is harmless, cures by killing
disease germs. Used and
endorsed by the medical
profession everywhere. Sold
by leading druggists. If not
at yours, send 25 cents for a
trial bottle. The genuine bears
my signature. Accept no
substitutes. Address

FREK /Valuable Booblnt on tbe
Itreatment of diseases.

$45 TOLMAN
RANGES

with reservoir and high closet. Great
Foandrj Sale. We ship range for ex-
amination without a cent in advance.
If you like it, pay $23.75 ^""^ freight,

and take range for

30 Days FREE
THal Test,

If not as represented by us
we agree to refand yonr
money. Oven 17% x 21 in,

Six 8 in. holes. Tolmani
Ranges are made of best'
wrought steel. Best bakers"
and roasters on earth. Bum
anything. Asbestos lined flues.

Guaranteed 5 Yeaps
Will save their cost in fuel in One
Year. 10 other styles $19.75 to $37-73-
Catalogue free.

JUDSOM A. rOLMAM COMPANY
Dept. B, OB Lake Street, Chicago.

This Washing Machine

FREE To introduce
the

Improved
Favorite

Washer every home la
America, I will send a machine,
freleht paid, to the first to
write froro each county in the
IJ. S. I will send two machines.

' Sell one and Iceep the other.
Agents make 8100 to 8200 amonth

selling my machines. You don't have to act as agent
in order to get MAOHIN£ FREE. No capital needed.
Dtlachine washes anything that can be washed by hand.
Tried tor 16 years. Send postal card to-day.

R. M. BALL, Manufacturer,
Room 1 73 Ball Block, Muncie, Indiana.

A CANVASSING

COMMISSION AGENCY
"We have made many canvassers well off in a few years.

We furnish the goods on credit when good security is

given. No experience is necessary. Permanent, prof-
itable, honorable employment. Oldest, largest, best Com-
pany of kind in world. Satisfactory commissions, ex-
clusive territory, no salaries, 325 bonded commiEsion
canvassers now at work. Write to-dayi

THE J. R. "WATKIKS CO., 48 Liberty St., Winona, Minn.

Established 1868. Capital Stock $500,000.

SAVE YOUR FUEL
or get all the
heat you pay
for.When you
use a Rochester
Radiator you do.

Fully Guaran-

teed.

Bochester Hadiator Co.i

3 Furnace St., Rochester, N. Y.

YOUNG MEN, Become Independent
Our School can give you a Veterinary Com-se in simple
English language, at home during five months o£ your
spare time, and place you in a position to secure a busi-
ness of from 81,200 upwards yearly. Diploma giunted
and good positions obtained for successful students.
Cost wltliin reach of all. Satisfaction guaianteed. Write
for full particulars at once. THE ONTAEIO VETERINART
COERESPONDENCE SCHOOL, London, Ontario, Canada.
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MISS Desire was an old maid. Per-
haps, had she lived in a more
up-to-date town or had she been
less of an old-fashioned woman,

she might have been called "one of the

Gray girls.'' or even a bachelor maid.
As it was. she was simply an old maid.
Pretty she had once been. Perhaps she

was not far from it now. But whoever
pauses to think whether or not an old maid is pretty?

Miss Desire kept a small book-store. She ordered

all her books carefully. She arranged them attrac-

tively. She read them intelligently. She sold them
discriminately. She lived simply and quietly and pa-

tiently in small rooms back of the store, with no one
but a big gray cat.

Miss Desire knelt on the floor beside a package of

books that had just arrived. She cut the heavy cord
with her scissors, and removed the thick wrappings.
Then slowly, with little lingering touches, she took out
the new books.

To Miss Desire books were alive. They were her
friends. She touched them as if she loved them. Per-
haps she did. for in order to live one must love.

To-night she glanced rapidly over one of the vol-

umes, read a passage here and there from another,

picked up a third, and paused at the cover.

The book was bound in gray. On the cover was a

picture of the heroine—a dainty bit of color in shades
and tints of gray. Below the picture was written "De-
sire." Across tiie lower left-hand corner of the cover
was a white carnation, looking as if some one had
dropped it there.

The name of the book, printed in gilt above the
picture, was "The Desire of My Life." It was written
and illustrated by Max King.

Miss Desire experienced a strange shock. Gray
was her favorite color. Carnations—white ones—were
her favorite flowers. Her name was the same as that
of the heroine of the book. His name was the author's.

She herself might have posed for the picture on the
cover.

It was all very simple, after all. He had become
an author. He had written a book, and had used her'
name. She meanwhile had become a seller of books,
and Fate had decreed that she should sell his book.

But first she would read it. A delicious little thrill

of excitement passed through her as she heard the
crisp crackle of the leaves and caught the fresh scent
of the paper.

Was another chapter of her little life-story to be
added after all these years? She opened the book,
sitting there on the floor, and began to read. The
big gray cat, that had been dozing in his corner, came
and curled up close by her side.

She turned the leaves rapidly. Had there been
some one, near and dear, to note the changing ex-
pressions of her face, he would have seen first a look
of absolute incredulity, followed by one of intense,

ever-deepening surprise. He would have seen the gray
eyes grow darker and darker until they were black.
He would have seen an unwonted and most becoming
crim.son deepen in her cheeks. And after three hours
of steady reading, he would have seen something quite

appalling. He would have seen a rush of tears dim-
ming the darkness of Miss Desire's eyes and washing
out the carnations in her cheeks.

Yes, IMiss Desire was quite old-fashioned enough
to weep to-night over her own simple little love-story.
It all seemed so pathetic someway when told by him.
It seemed unnecessarj', too—the misunderstanding, the

separation, the silence—viewed across the years.

Then the clock struck twelve. Miss Desire came
back from the past with a start. "We Sfre very wicked,
I suppose," she said, addressing the great gray cat.

"We're far too old for such thoughts."
Tobias only stretched and purred contentedly. It

was evident that his sins did not
greatly trouble him. And Miss
Desire, being as sensible as she was
old-fashioned, dried her eyes, and
went to bed.

She dreamed of days long
passed—days which she had fan-
cied were forgotten. She roamed
through October woods, and red
and golden leaves drifted, like glad
thoughts, about her; she floated
among the water-lilies in the sun-
shine; she gathered roses in the old
garden—and she was not alone.

But whatever the dream, it

ended always with the day of part-
ing. The roses turned to ashes in

her hands, and the loneliness was
so great that she awoke.

When morning came, in a burst
of glory, she was quietly glad. The
sun could still shine, it seemed, and
the birds sang their songs of yes-
terday. The outside world—God's
world—was the same as before the
reading of the book. The inside
world—Miss Desire's own partic-

ular little world—was strangely dif-

ferent. It is one thing to assure
one's self day after day that some
one has forgotten, but it is quite
another to know that all the time
he has remembered, that he still

remembers.
She gave Tobias his milk, then

she ate her own simple little break-
fast. One must eat. even if one's
roses have turned to ashes.

It was Max King the author
who had written the book. Max
King the man and her former lover
had agreed to it, of course. Per-
haps he had even looked on smil-
ingly, indifferently, while the story
had been written. Of these facts

Miss Desire assured herself for

several days. Then Sunday came,
and in the evening came Helen.

When Helen came, someway
other things were forgotten. It

Miss Desire
By ALICE E. ALLEN

seemed as if a wind, sweet with violets and spring,

blew through the room when she entered. 'Vou felt

her personality before she said a word. When she
showed herself to you in her voice and smile, you loved
her. She was a girl whom one adored. No wonder
Jack—but this is the story of Miss Desire, not of

Helen.
She smiled down at Miss Desire. She was tall

and straight and strong and supple. Her eyes were
frank and steadfast. They looked straight into your
heart. They were serious even when she smiled. Her
mouth—no one could read Helen's mouth.

"Of course you're reading the book," she said. "It

is your book. Miss Desire. I know you were just such
a girl as she was—the Desire in the book. No other
kind of girl could have made just such a woman as
you are. I like to think 'twas written for you. I met
him, and told him so, and what I thought of his book
and of you—

"

"Met whom, Helen?" asked Miss Desire, a little

nervously. She was on guard when one spoke of the
book.

"Why, Max King," said Helen, "the author. Some
say it's his own story. Could one—do you think. Miss
Desire—put one's own story into a book to be read by
every one?"

"Yes—no—I don't know," said Miss Desire, in-

coherently; then she added, with a pitiful little quiver
of her whole sensitive face, "Where did you meet Mr.
King, Helen?"

" 'Twas like this," said Helen, stroking Tobias.
"I've been in the city for a week, and at a dinner I

was introduced to Mr. King, the famous author. He
hates all women, they say. But there he was, and
there I was, and he had to take me in. I was sorry
tor him, and I think a little afraid. That was the rea-
son I criticized his book—

"

"You did?" The words leaped out in Miss Desire's
surprise. Criticize his book? Her book? Could one?

"Yes; and he was as cynical and disagreeable as
only he can be. So I told him about you, and how you
were like his Desire, only much sweeter and truer, and
he listened. But he was so gloomy and dull I was glad
when dinner was over. But—you do know him, don't
you. Miss Desire?"

"I did once," said Miss Desire, her eyes wistful and
shining, "a long, long time ago, Helen."

Helen's eyes were very serious as she rose to go,
but something very like a dimple was deepening close
to one corner of her mouth.

Miss Desire did not see the dimple. She summoned
all her courage. It was such a simple little question,
after all, under the circumstances.

"Is—is Mr. King—did you say that he is married,
Helen?"

"Married!" Miss Helen's dark brows arched them-
selves prettily. "No woman in her senses would marry
him. He's cynical, skeptical—lots of ugly and unnec-
essary things. Miss Desire. Perhaps, though," she
said, with a tenderness in her eyes which Miss Desire
felt, but did not see, "perhaps if he had married that
woman he loved long ago, and had a home and little

children—perhaps he might have been better, different

someway."
Helen was looking at Tobias as she spoke. If she

had looked up she would have seen Aliss Desire's face

grown young again.

When Miss Desire spoke she had apparently for-

gotten Mr. King, for she said, "Helen,
did you ever quarrel with Jack?"

"Oh, yes, often," said that young
lady, promptly; "or rather he quarrels
with me."

"How do you make up—that is,

come to an understanding?" asked Miss
Desire.

"Oh, I begin," said Helen, vaguely.
"Then he says he's sorry, and it's all right again.
Someway it's pleasant, Miss Desire—the making-up.
I have found it so."

Then this grave-eyed conspirator with the dimples
about her mouth went home, and Miss Desire was
left alone to begin the making-up.

She walked slowly up and down the little parlor,
her hands clasped tightly together, her head bent.
Tobias followed solemnly up and down, down and up,
but for once he was quite forgotten.

"It may be unconventional," she said, "but I never
did but one conventional thing in my life, I think.
That spoiled his life and saddened mine. This is the
right thing to do, and I'll do it."

In her excitement she stepped on Tobias. He with-
drew, deeply wounded in both foot and feelings, to the
safe shelter of his basket.

So Miss Desire wrote the letter which turned the
current of two lives. It was straightforward and Sim-
ple. Miss Desire always put something of herself into
whatever she did.

"I have read your book," she wrote, "and I under-
stand it. Why should I not? It is my book, too.
May I thank you for it?"

His address followed, the letter was sealed and
stamped, and fearful of a change of mood. Miss Desire
stole out into the cool starlight, and mailed it. Then
she came home and comforted Tobias. Her heart was
so full of joy she must comfort some one.

Two people watched and waited that week. Miss
Desire watched the mails, and Helen watched Miss
Desire. At last the letter came. It was written in a
bold freehand, and it contained but one sentence,
nieant only for Miss Desire's eyes. The sentence was
in the form of a question.

Miss Desire wrote the answer. She smiled through
her tears as she read it over. It said, "Come. I am
alway and always your Desire."

Church was over. The organ-notes fell lingeringly
across the silence, then died away. The roses in the
altar caught the meaning of the music, and repeated
it softly over and over in their fragrance.

The organist came slowly down the aisle. Her
white gown trailed behind her. Her hands were full

of white flowers. Her eyes were dark and demure, but
there were dangerous dimples deepening about the
corners of her mouth. It was Helen.

There was a young man behind her. There usu-
ally was a young man following Helen. It was a
good thing to do.

^

Down where the sunshine fell in a glory of gold
and purple through the window stood two people. One
was a tall man with fine, dark eyes and a firm mouth,
the other was a plump, little, pink-cheeked woman in
gray. The golden light about her head may have been
answerable for the brightness of her hair, but it was
the light that was never on sea or shore that shone out
from her eyes.

The big man, who was the great author, Max King,
held out his hand to Helen. His face was not cynical
when he smiled.

"Miss Helen," he said, and there was a great glad-
ness in his voice, "we did not hope to meet so soon
again, did we? Let me introduce my—wife."

There were tears in Miss Desire's eyes, but they did
not dim the glory. She was still Miss Desire in spite
of the fact that she was now Mrs. Max King, and Miss
Desire she would be to the end of the chapter.

Helen bent and kissed her. She
said, simply, "I am so glad. I do like
to see people find the things which
belong to them." Then she intro-
duced Jack, adding gaily, "You will
take dinner with us, Mr. and Mrs.
King. I've been expecting you for
quite two weeks. At six, then.
Come. Jack." And away she went
through the purple glory.

Miss Desire looked up with a
sudden inspiration. "I believe," she
said, slowly, "I believe that she told
me of you, and you of me, pur-
posely."

"Of course," said Max King;
then he added, reverently, "Thank
God, my Desire."

Just a year afterward, among
Helen's elegant wedding-gifts she
found a small volume of gray and
gold. Her own face smiled up at
her from the cover of the book, and
she read "How I Found My De-
sire," by Max King, a sequel to
"The Desire of My Life."

'She opened the book, sittine there on the floor, and beean to read"

DINNA ASK ME
Oh, dinna ask me gin I lo'e ye;
Troth, I daurna tell!

Dinna ask me gin I lo'e ye;
Ask it o' yoursel'.

Oh. dinna look sae sair at me,
For weel ye ken me true;

Oh. gin ye look sae sair at me,
I daurna look at you.

When ye gang to yon braw braw
town.

An' bonnier lassies see.
Oh, dinna, Jamie, look at them.
Lest ye should mind na me.

For I could never bide the lass
That ye'd lo'e mair than me;

An' oh, I'm sure my heart wad brak.
Gin ye'd prove fause to me!

—Dunlop.
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Love or Duty?
By HARRY WHITTIER FREES

HE SAT at his desk, staring at the
unchangeable evidence before him
of another's crime. It involved
the honor of a trusted man and

the lifelong happiness of a loyal and lov-
ing woman.
At the close of that day's business the

accountant had handed him the annual
statement of the bank's afTairs. It told
of many things—the bank's prosperity,
its financial footing, and ended with the
grim awakening to confidence misplaced.
The cashier's account showed a shortage
of ten thousand dollars.

The face of the man at the desk
gleamed gray and haggard in the lamp-
light. As president of the institution he
was bounden to protect its interests. Pol-
icy alone demanded this man's conviction
and his punishment to the limit of the
law.

Such was duty.
But back of it all shown the faith and

happiness of a woman—the defaulter's
wife. That spoken word which duty de-
manded as its god-given right would
condemn her to a lifelong heritage of

shame.
His mind reverted back to those never-

to-be-forgotten days when he had wooed
this very woman—and had lost. Tear-
fully and tenderly, with true womanly
compassion, she had told him of another.
With hope deadened to despair he had
accepted and respected her decision, but
God pity him! that love lived on—un-
dimmed, eternal. The intervening years
had only added to his loneliness.

Such was love.

And now his must be the decision.

There could be no evasion. A man's in-

famy and its punishment; a woman's hap-
piness and its protection.
Love or duty?
The watchman entering the room

aroused him.
"A lady at the door wishes to see you,"

announced the man, hesitatingly.

"You told her that the rules forbade ad-

mittance after banking-hours?" he asked,
visibly annoyed.
"Yes; but she insisted, and seemed

sur6 that you would see her. She gave
me this."

Hfe accepted the card mechanically. A
wofhah soliciting charity, no doubt.
The glance of indifference changed to

closest scrutiny and recognition.
<jod—his wife!

A moment later she stood timidly in

the doorway, holding a child by the hand.
"You must pardon my intrusion at this

time," she began, appealingly—and he
caught the note of sadness in her voice

—

"but I wished to see you alone."
H-fe bade her enter and be seated. At

sight' of her, half-forgotten memories
flooded thick and fast. The dormant
blood of younger years leaped to his

heart with a sickening whirl. He noted
the calm, sweet face; a little older, per-

haps, but still the same. The child at her
side told of a new happiness—the legacy
of motherhood.

"I have come to see you about my hus-
band," she confessed, reluctantly. "He
has changed so greatly in the past few
months, that I thought perhaps it might
be his work; that you would understand."
The man was silent, but the look of

sympathy in his eyes encouraged her.

Her voice trembled as she continued:
"He seems to have something on his

mind over which he broods. Often
when I speak to him he does not hear
me. Then, again, he will look at me in

a way that makes my heart ache. Only
a few days ago I found him with our
little Dorothy in his arms, and the tears

were rolling down his cheeks. He is al-

ways so loving and kind, I can't under-
stand—I—I—" ,

She was sobbing, and the man at the

desk felt something rise in his own throat

that choked him.
The child drew closer to its mother.
"Don't cry, mama—dear mama."
Suddenly the little figure straightened

up with firm resolve, and darted swiftly

across the room, and the man at the

desk became conscious of the little one
at his knee.
"You's orful naughty to make my dear

mama cry," she lisped, chokingly, strug-

gling bravely to keep back the tears. "I

don't like you."
"Come, Dorothy," called the mother,

gently, "you must not speak like that.

You don't mind baby, do you?" she

added, appealingly.
The man smiled sadly. "Mind her?

I'd as soon rebuke an angel."

For a while he sat silent. He was think-

ing how simple a matter it would be to

tell her all—how her husband's conscience

lashed him to remorse. How simple, yet

how despicable.

"I shall give the matter my attention,"

he said instead. "Perhaps your husband
is working too hard. His duties as first

cashier are especially onerous. No doubt
he needs a rest. I shall speak to him
about taking a few weeks' vacation, and
can almost promise you that he will soon
be his old self again."
She smiled her gratitude, relieved and

happy at his assurance. Suddenly her
face grew grave.
"My husband tells me frequently how

kind and considerate you have been to
him. Sometimes I can scarcely fathom
the jnobility that prompts it, for you could
almost claim the right to be otherwise

—

God knows you could!"
"Nan!" The old pet name of other

days swept impulsively from his lips as
he crossed the room. "I would do any-
thing to make you happy," he said, almost
fiercely.

She looked up at him imploringly.
"Don't—please don't. I have no right to

listen."

He bowed his head resignedly before
her rebuke. "Forgive me. I had less

right to speak," he said.

She walked slowly away, and turning
in the doorway, said, simply, "I shall

never forget your kindness. Good-night."
The child hesitated as the mother left

the room, and a moment later the man
at the desk felt a little hand steal softly

into his.

"I's sorry I called you naughty," came
the penitent whisper, "'cause — 'cause

mama likes you. I likes you, too. You
may kiss me."
For one brief moment he caught the

child to his heart, and all the loneliness
of his life was touched. He felt the lit-

tle arms clasp his neck in confidence and
love, and the touch of baby lips.

"God bless you, baby!" he murmured,
brokenly.
The mother's voice calling the child

sounded softly from the outer room.
His head drooped lower over the desk

until it rested on his arm. All the bitter-

ness of his soul welled to his lips. "Oh,
God, what hast thou denied me!"
Through all the long hours of the night

he did not move. Visions of "what might
have been" came and went. The watch-
man looked into the room, and thinking
that the bowed figure slept, moved si-

lently away.
When the first gleam of dawn strug-

gled in at the window the man raised his

head. Opening a drawer of his desk, he
took out a tiny locket. The fair face of

a woman smiled up at him from its rim
of gold. For a long time he sat in silent

contemplation of the image, then with all

the reverence of his manhood he touched
it with his lips.

Love or duty?
Love.
That same day the first cashier was

called to the office of the president.
When he went back to his duties an hour
later there was a strange new buoyancy,
in his manner.

Before the close of the day's business
the president had transferred ten thou-
sand dollars from his personal account
to the bank's funds.

She never knew. ,

THE MEETING OF THE SHIPS

Two barks met on the deep midsea.
When calms had stilled the tide;

A few bright days of sumrner glee
There found them side by side.

And voices of the fair and brave
Rose mingling thence in mirth;

And sweetly floated o'er the wave
The melodies of earth.

Moonlight on that lone Indian main
Cloudless and lovely slept;

While dancing step and festive strain

Each deck in triumph swept.

And hands were linked, and answering

_
eyes

With kindly meaning shone;
Oh, brief and passing sympathies,
Like leaves together blown !-

A little while such joy was cast
Over the deep's repose,

Till the loud singing winds at last

Like trumpet music rose.

And proudly, freely, on their way
The parting vessels bore;

In calm or storm, by rock or bay.
To meet—oh, nevermore!

Never to blend in victor's cheer,
To aid in hours of woe;

And thus bright spirits mingle here.
Such ties are formed below.

—Felicia Hemans.

40-Cent Patterns for 10 Cents
These patterns retail in fashion bazaars and stores

for from 25 to 40 cents each, but in order to in-

crease the demand for our paper among strangers,

and to make it more valuable than ever to our old

friends, we offer them to the lady readers of our
paper for the low price of only W Cents[Bach.

Full descriptions and directions—as the number of

yards of material required, the number and names
of the different pieces in the pattern, how to cut and
fit and put the garment together—are sent with each
pattern, wit/i a picture of the garment to go by.

These patterns are complete in every particular,

there being a separate pattern for every single piece

of the dress. All orders filled promptly. For ladies,

give BUST measure in inches. For SKIRT pattern,

give WAIST measure in inches. For misses, boys,

girls or children, give both BREAST measure in

inches and age in years. Order patterns by their

numbers.
Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.

To get BUST and BREAST measure, put the

tape-measure ALL of the way around the body, over

the dress, close under the arms.

Special price of each pattera 10 cents.

Postage one cent EXTRA on skirt, tea-gown and
other heavy patterns.

13pp We will give any TWO of these patterns for sending ONE yearly subscription,

A tvCw Cr new or reaewal, to the Farm and Fireside at the clubbing price of 35 cents.

Or we will send the Farm and Fireside One f\r\\^T ^ C rf^ot-ffc?
Year, new or renewal, and any ONE pattern for Vyni^ OO WW 11 Lo

Address FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio

No. 9099.

—

Girls'
Dress. 10 cents.
Sizes, 6 to 12 years.

No. 9101.—Girls'
Dress with Fancy
Collar. 10 cents.
Sizes, 6 to 12 years.

No. 2009.

—

Ladies' Square-Yoke
Nightgown, ii cents.

Sizes, 32 to 42 inches bust.

No. 2015.—Boys'
Knee Trousers.

10 cents.

Sizes,

4 to 12 years.

No. 2014.— Ladies' Corset-Cover.
10 cents. Sizes, 32 to 42 inches bust.
No. 4204.— Misses' Corset-Cover.

10 cents. Sizes, 12 to 16 years.

No. 9081.—Girls' Rus-
sian Dress'. 10 cents.

Sizes, 6 to 12 years.

No. 2012.—Infants'
Long Dress with All.

Three Yokes.
10 cents. One size.

No. 2008.—Ladies'
Dressing-Sacque

WITH Sailor-Collar.
10 cents.

Sizes,

32 to 42 inches bust.

No. 2013.—Work-Apron.
II cents.

Sizes, smjll, medium and large.

No. 8942.— Ladies' Wrap-
No. 201 1.—Infants' per with Rolling Sailor-

Slip. 10 cents. Collar, ii cents.

One size. Sizes, 32 to 42 inches bust.

i
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A Pennsylvania

Boy
Carried $4^3.00 in a montH selling

THE S^TURD^Y
EUEMIMG POST

He was delighted with bis success.

AS SOON as you have sold a total of 250 copies

of THE SATURDAY EVENING POST we
will send to you, entirely without charge, a fine

stem-winding and stem-setting watch. The watch
is IN ADDITION te all other prizes offered and in

no way interferes with them. In working for a

watch you will at the same time be increasing

your chances for the cash prizes.

Making Money
After School Hours

piVE thousand boys are making money in spau-e

time by seUing THE SATURDAY EVENING
POST to their neighbors and friends. Some of

them are making $10.00 to $15.00 a week.
We will furnish you with Ten Copies the first

week Free of Charge, to be sold at Five Cents a

Copy ; you can then send us the wholesale price

for as many as you find you can sell the next week.

$225 in Extra Prizes
will be distribtxted next montb
amon^ boys wHo sell Five or

. more copies weeKly.

Send for booldet, showing photographB and describing methods

of some of onr most saccessfal boy agents.

THe Curtis PublisKin^ Company
S26 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

^f^TURDAYi

A
her

The Western College for Women
OXFORD, oh;o

Delightful location in the beautiful Miami Valley of southwestern Ohio, one hour from Cin-

cinnati, on Monon and Vandalia Express routes. Full classical courses and many electives.

Superior advantages in Art, Piano, Voice and Violin. Campus of sixty-five acres. Special

attention to physical culture. Forty-ninth year begins Sept. 9, 1903. Number limited to 200.

Where shall you ed-
ucate your daughter?
Shall she go a thousand
miles from home and
spend a thousand dol-
lars a year, or may she
find a college offering
equal advantages nearer
home and at less than
half the cost ?

Shall she choose a col-

lege of a thousand stu-

dents, or one where the
number is limited in

order that each young
woman may come into

direct personal contact
with the members of

the Faculty ?

Shall she go to some
Conservatory of Music
which does not offer

general culture, or shall

music become part of a
complete and symmet-
rical education ? -NtW^fUK-UnUKV, tRHCTl-.U .y03

The Westem'College offers:

1. A four-years' Classical course for the B.A. degree. S. A healthful location, a beautiful campus, com-
modious buildings, scientific physical trainine,
with golf, lawn-tennis and basket-ball for

out-of-door exercise.

2. A three-years' Literary course for a Diploma.
3. A standard equal to that of the best colleges.
4. A wide range of elective studies.

Terms, $300.00 a year, with an extra charge of $90.00 for private lessons in music and art.

Visit The Western before you decide, or send for copy of "Undergraduate Life at The Western."

IvKILA. S. McKKE, Ph.D., President

SPECIAL NOTE
This is an old established house,

the largest, with 9850,000
Capital Stock. We have hun-
dreds of thousands satisfied cus-

tomers and many thousands
pleased lady agents. Don't de-

lay; write us to-day.

FREE DINNER SET
To ladies lor sellinglonly 10 one-pound cans QUEEN BAKUNG POWDER, and to eaeti purchaser of a can
we will give FREE, Aj PITCHER, AND SIX GLASSES, latest cut-glass pattern, or choice of many other

articles in glasswaw, chinaware, graniteware, etc.

(Our dinner sets art^ not like the ordinary premium
dishes. They are high-grade ware, each piece hand-
somely decorated in four colors and heavily traced
with gold. You will be proud of them.) We also
give SKIRTS, WAISTS, WRAPS, FCRNITIIKE
or anything else you may want for selling our
QUEEN BAKING POWDER. WE ALSO GIVE
CASH COMMISSION FOB SELLING. Write

to-day for our
Illustrated Plans,
offering premiums
to customers and
to agents ; it will
pay you. No
money required.

rOU RISK
ABSOLUTELY

^

NOTHING,
as we send you the ^

goods and the premiums you select, pay freight

and allow you time to deliver the goods and collect for them before paying us. Address

AMERICAN SUPPLY CO., 900-906 N. 2d Street, Dept. 35. ST. LOUIS. MO.

Single and double barrel shot guns will appeal

to you on account of their moderate price.

"THEY STAND THE RACKET."
Askyour dealer or sendfor catalog which gives complete information.

R.EMINGTON ARMS CO.,
313 Broadway. N. Y. Factory : Illon, N. Y. San Francisco, CaL |

COMPANY MANNERS
BY "uncle Theodore"

UNT Eunice's
folks are great

on visitin'.

When any o'

relations hez a

birthday er a tin

weddin' ye kin gen-
er'ly count on seein'

a wonderful turnout
o' the fam'ly.

Tother day they
invited Uncle The-
odore ter one o'

their celebrashuns,
an' it was a corker.
There was young
folks an' old, babies
an' childern, an' a

hull lot o' second cousins whose names
he never kin reckomember.
Not bein' much acquainted with the

crowd, Uncle Theodore played "pussy-
wants-a-corner" most O' the time, an'
enjoyed hisself lookin' on an' listenin'.

It was a sight ter see the dif'rence
twixt the manners o' one an' another o'

the cousins.

Now, o' course there's home manners
an' comp'ny manners an' no manners at
all. Them as hev sech hard work wearin'
comp'ny manners gener'ly hez a small
stock o' home manners. It don't take
long ter diskiver which folks hev the rale

genooine sort o' fine, cultervated man-
ners. It stands ter reason that individ-
ooals what borrer comp'ny manners fer

style is apt ter git a misfit, an' then it

'minds me o' them scarecitiws us boys
use ter fix in the corn-fields. Mebbe the
crows was deceived, but ev'rybody else

knowed 'twa'n't nothing but Jerry's old
clo'es stuffed with straw.

'Less people's got something inside
ter make 'em kind an' considerate-like
an' gentle, comp'ny manners may fool

''spring chickens," but not old birds.

Folks as knows most an' hev be'n well
brung up don't seem ter hev ter put on
manners nohow; they jest move 'round
quiet an' easy-like, speakin' gentle, an'

never bein' boisterous er rood, never
hurtin' nobody's feelin's, so that manners
is fergot, an' ev'rybody feels comf'table
as an old shoe, jest 'cause sech folks are
so kind an' thoughtful fer others. These
people seem ter hev be'n growed up on
that old sayin":

True perliteness is ter do an' say
The kindest thing in the kindest way.

Wall; as I was a-sayin', that night at

Aunt Eunice's celebrashun there was
Jenny Knowlot an' Paul Smart, who'd
never seen no sech doin's afore, an' ev'ry-

body knowed it, 'cause when refrishment
was served, an' they couldn't git at fust

table in the dinin'-room, they crowded
past old folks an' young till they could
see in, an' there they stood larfin' an'

talkin' so loud ev'rybody heard what they
said, an' many eyes frowned at them.
Then there was two er three other

couples huntin' fer the easiest rockers,
an' then sittin' an' sittin' in 'em, never
onct sayin' nothing 'cept "yes" an' "no"
when they was spoke ter, an' jest lookin'

kind o' scairt an' solemn-like, no matter
who came near 'em; lettin' old Aunty
Stiles an' Uncle Clover stand an' stand,
they theirselves never onct noticin' that

seats was scarce, an' they jest holdin' on
ter them rockin'-cheers an' ter their

comp'ny manners fer dear life, lest they
might lose 'em.

Bimeby 'long came sweet Betty Stivers.

An' when somebody askt her ter play
a tune on the pianny, she jest said, "Cer-
tainly, if it will give you pleasure." She
didn't wait ter be teased, er ter say she
couldn't play 'thout notes, er ter 'low she
never played in public. She jest went
an' sang a sweet little old-fashioned song,
something 'bout "Gentle Words an'
Lovin' Smiles," bright an' cheery as any
bluebird; an' then she played a lively

tune ev'rybody knowed, an' my stars! if

she didn't git 'em all ter singin' "John
Brown's Body" an' "Old Kentucky
Home" an' "Auld Lang Syne" 'fore they
knowed what they was a-doin'.

It jest 'peared like she clean fergot
herself tryin' ter make others hev a pleas-
ant evenin'. An' when all was over,
many tired heads, fergittin' their comp'-
ny manners, dreamed o' Betty's sweet
song an' her graceful way o' makin' a
good time fer ev'rybody.
As he walked homeward from Aunt

Eunice's celebrashun,- meditatin' on what
he had seen, Uncle Theodore said to his-

self, "Blessed are the happiness-makers,"
fer ter them belong the true comp'ny
manners.

BIRD-HOUSES, AND HOW THEY ARE BUILT
BY LIZZIE DEARMOND

Birds, like people, have different ideas
as to where they shall live and how their
houses shall be built.

The partridge chooses a hollow in the
ground close by the roots of corn-stalks
or tufts of grass, with overhanging weeds
as a covering, so that passers-by will not
readily discover it. A few bits of twig
and grass are woven together, then the
home is ready for the fifteen or twenty
eggs that form the cradles of the tiny
birds that are to be.

The merry song-sparrows tuck their
snug little nests of horsehair and feathers
in a grassy bank or on a low vine or
bush. The male carries the materials
of which it is made, and the mother bird
weaves them together.
The pugnacious wrens are satisfied with

almost any kind of a hole. After stufifing

it with twigs and rubbish, six or seven
brick-colored eggs are laid in the center
of the heap.
The tailor-bird selects two leaves or

one large one near the end of a twig. In
these she bores tiny holes with her beak,
and aided by her slender claws, she sews
the materials together, making extremely
neat stitches, leaV'ing a small hole at the
top for entrance and exit. Gathering del-
icate thistle-down, fine grass or feathers,
she lines the nest so that it may be a
soft, warm resting-place for her young.
The fairy-martin has a nest like a com-

mon oil-flask. It builds its curious house
of mud and clay kneaded together into a
firm, smooth dough. Six or seven birds
generally work at the same nest, one
acting as a sort of majordomo, while the
others carry the material as fast as it can
be used. These birds labor in the eve-
ning or early in the morning, as the heat
of the sun dries the mud too rapidly.

Each nest has a sort of spout, by which it

is entered. The outside is very rough,
but the inside is very smooth, lined with
feathers and fine grass.

The baya lives in India. In Burmah
he builds his bottle-shaped nest under the
eaves of the houses; no one disturbs it,

and sometimes as many as thirty may be
seen swaying to and fro in the breeze.
The upper part is divided into two rooms
—one for the mother bird and the other
for the father bird, while down below is

the living-room. Just as soon as Madam
Baya is settled on her eggs, her thought-
ful mate brings bits of soft clay, which
he sticks on the inner wall of the nest;

then out he darts again, and secures live

fireflies, which he fastens on each clay

lump so there will be light in the home.
Upon the highest and most inaccessible

cliffs the golden eagle rears its nest—

a

very rude one—just large sticks and
branches heaped together. Year after

year the father and mother return to their

old habitation, making fresh additions,

but never clearing away any of the rub-
bish. ,

There is a certain swallow that glues
its nest on rocky cliffs and inside deep
caverns. The nests are made of a pe-
culiar kind of seaweed that the birds

swallow, then deposit from their mouths
when it has become moistened by their

sticky saliva. This is placed around the

edges of the nest, and tlie whole structure

hardens when exposed to the air. These
bits of gelatine are highly prized by the
Chinese, but it is an extremely dangerous
task to gather them.
The eider-ducks build their nests in

companies, making large settlements with
roads, where they can go down to the
sea. Both ducks and drakes work to-

gether to build their homes. Between
small hillocks they lay a foundation of

seaweed or coarse grass, and upon this

a bed of down is arranged and heaped up
at the sides to keep the eggs warm.
The great-crested . flycatcher always

hunts up a few snake-skins to weave into

her nest, using a lining of soft brown
feathers.

What odd riests the flamingoes make!
They are nothing but slender mounds of

mud two or three feet high, looking
somewhat like an old-fashioned churn

—

small at the top and growing larger

toward the bottom. A small hollow is

scooped out to hold the eggs, and here

the bird sits, like some scarlet statue on
a pedestal.

So the birds, little and big, build homes,
some exceedingly commonplace affairs,

others beautiful and wonderful in struc-

ture. Those of the same species build

them alike from generation to generation,

on the tree-tops, in the meadow-grass,

by the brookside and on lofty mountain-

tops, rearing their young and fitting them
for a life in the outside world.
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A DELICATE SUBJECT

MADGE—"Miss Autumn's name was
printed in the paper, but her
age wasn't mentioned."
Marjorie

—"Of course not. That
girl's age is unfit for publication."—Life.

EPIGRAMS AND EPITAPHS

There is not much difference between
an epigram and an epitaph. An epigram
says unkind and true things about the
living; the epitaph says kind and untrue
things about the dead.—London Punch.

PA'S IDEA OF SHIPS

"What is an air-ship, pa?"
"A ship that puts on airs, my son."
"Is an air-ship, like other ships, called

'she?'
"

"Certainly. Didn't I just say that an
air-ship was a ship that puts on airs?"*—
Smart Set.

DECEIVED

"Very often, I suppose," • said the in-

quisitive person, "you are deceived by
apparently deserving objects of charity

whom you quietly help."

"Yes, indeed," replied the wealthy
philanthropist. "It's just like throwing
money away. Sometimes the very peo-
ple you think will advertise you most
never say a word."—Philadelphia Press.

CERTAINLY A SKILFUL PHYSICIAN

"Faith, he's a moighty foine docthor.

He attinded O'Pheelan whin he was sick

iv th' appindicutis. 'Poke out yez

toongue,' he says; 'bedad, Oi'Il have to

opprate on ye,' he says. 'Divil a bit

will Oi be opprated on,' says O'Pheelan.
'Thin ye'll be a dead man be two o'clock,'

he says. So he opprated."
"An' saved O'Pheelan's loife?"

"An' saved O'Pheelan's loife — wan
hour. He died at thray."—Kansas City

Journal.

THE KANGAROO'S MONEY
Andrew Carnegie brings each year

from .Scotland a new collection of Scot-

ti$hp stories. One of last year's gathering

concerns an ignorant farmer.

This farmer, over a glass of whisky,

sympathized one day with the complaints
of an old friend of his, a' peddler. The
peddler said the times were always hard
in Scotland; the people had no money
there; it was a poor place to get along in.

"What you say is true," the farmer
agreed. "Why don't you emigrate to

Australia, Tavish? Australia's a grand
place, by all accounts."

"it used to be," the other returned,

"but it is so no longer. Australia is as

overcrowded now as any other land."

"The coast may be," the farmer ad-

mitted, "but the interior I'm sure is not.

Go to Australia, Tavish, and push into

the interior."

"The interior?" said the peddler.

"There's nothing there but kangaroos."
The farmer thought that kangaroos

were some foreign race of people. "Well,

Tavish," he said, reproachfully, "isn't a

kangaroo's money as good as any other
' man's?"—New York Tribune.

INSULT TO INJURY

Ethel
—"Wouldn't he give you his seat in the car ?"

Madee—"No, the mean thing I And he held up his newspaper with a big 'ad' on
it reading 'That Tired Feeling.' "

DOMESTIC ECONOMY
Poor man—"Well, did you buy that

book telling all about how to economize
in the kitchen?"
Wife—"Yes; I've got it."

Poor man—"That's good. What does
it say?"
Wife—"It is full of recipes telling how

to utilize cold roast turkey—but we
haven't the turkey."—New York Weekly.

STINGINESS REWARDED
There is a Chinese story which tells

how a very stingy man took a paltry sum
of money to an artist—payment is always
exacted in advance—and asked him to
paint his portrait. The artist at once
complied with the request, but when the
portrait was finished nothing was visible
save the back of the sitter's head.
"What does this mean?" cried the sit-

ter, indignantly.
"Well," replied the artist, "I thought

a man who paid so little as you paid
wouldn't care to show his face."—China
and the Chinese.

SLEPT LATE
"You always speak of the beautiful sunset,

but I've never heard you say a word about a

sunrise."
,

"I never see them."

tti>»iii>>i>Mi>mrrii >>>t>iiji
^ ^

THE OLD, OLD STORY
Mrs. Uptowne—"Horace, who was Richard the Third referring to in that

where he says "I have her, but I will not keep her long?' "

Mr. Uptowne—"Oh, probably to a new cook he had just engaged."

HAPPY ALL AROUND
They had received a letter from son

Henry, who was at college.
"He' says," said Aunt Martha, wiping

a tear from her eyes; "he says that the
happiest minute in his life was when he
got on the team."
"Dogged if I don't recollect it as plain

as if 'twas yisterday," responded Uncle
Silas. "It was in the fur field, an' he
was jest a bare-footed little tad, an' I

lifted him up, an' put him on old Kate's
back after the day's plowin' was done.
He can't fergit the old farm, Marthy,
he can't fergit the old farm."—Indianap-
olis Sun.

HOW CARELESS
"I saw Fuddlesome running down the

street this morning," says the first sub-
urbanite. "What was the matter?"
"He was going for a veterinary sur-

geon and a machinist," explains the sec-
ond suburbanite.
"What was wrong?"
"Last night he went out to his stable

to see that everything was all right, and
incidentally to fix his bay mule and his
automobile for the night. You know
how careless he is?"

"Yes; but—"
"Well, now the mule has gasolinitis

and the auto has hay-fever."—Judge.

A MISNOMER
An enterprising insurance-agent in-

duced an Irishman to take out an acci-

dent policy for his wife. A few days
later, while conversing with a friend in

his office, he was startled to see the Irish-

man rushing in, brandishing fiercely a

stout cane.

"Ye rascal!" he yelled, springing
toward the agent, "ye wanter chate me?"

Fortunately the enraged man was "dis-

armed and held fast by the agent's friend,

who was a powerfully built man. The
Irishman, struggling to get free, shouted,

"Let me get at that spalpeen! Think iv

it, chargin' me foive dollars fer an acci-

dint ticket fer me ole woman, an' she

jest broke her leg a-fallin' down-shtairs!

What's the good iv the ticket, anyhow?"
—Philadelphia Press.

Popping of

lamp-chim-
neys is music

to grocers.

Macbeth.
If you use a wrong chimney, you lose a

good deal of both light and comfort, and
waste a dollar or two a year a lamp on
chimneys.

Do you want the Index ? Write me.

Macbeth, Pittsburgh.

The Pleasure of Hunting
is ruined unless good ammunition

is used.

will insure a full game bag.

"League," "Referee," "New Victor,"

"Ideal," "Premier," "High Gun."

ALL GRADES TO SUIT ALL PURSES

Each the Best of its kind
USE PETERS METALLIC CARTRIDGES

Your Dealer Sells Them

DEAFNESS AND HEAD-NOISES
CURED AT HOME. SMALL EXPENSE
Dr. W. O. Coffee, Des Moines, Iowa, has

just published a book on " Deafness, Head-
Noises, Causes and Cure." It tells all about
the ears and how he cured himself of Deaf-
ness with his wonderful Absorption Rem-
edies. Ninety per cent of deafness can
be helped or cured by the Absorption
treatment. Incurable cases not taken.
He sends his book free to all having

deafness and ear trouble who write him. r-

The book explains how you can cure
your deafness and head noises at home
at small expense. Ask for Deafness Book
and write today. Address
OR. W. 0. COFFEE, t03 Good Block, Des Moines, la.

GRAY HAIR RESTORED
"WALNCTTA" HAIK STAIN
IB prepared from the juice of the Philip-
pine Islands walnut, and rcBtores Gray,
Streaked, Faded or Bleached Hair. Eye-

j
brows, Beard or Moustache to its original

color. Instantaneously. Gives any saade
from Light Brown to Black. Does not
wasti off or rub off. Contains no poisons,

and is not sticky or greasy. *'Walnutta"
Hair Stain will give more satisfactory results in one minute
than all the hair restorers and hair dyes will in a lifetime.

Price 60 cents a bottle, postpaid. To convince you of Us
merits we will send a sample bottle postpaid for 30c.
PACIFIC TRADING CO., DIst. Office 38, St. Louis, Mo,

$100. to $300. MONTHLY.
Men and women. Salesmen, Managers and General
Agents. DeUghtful business year round. Hustlers

getting rich. Write today for brand-new
plan and Special Offer ibis month.
100 per cent profits. ]So risk. Goods
well advertised. National reputation. Fully
guaranteed. Cuatomerg delighted. We're an
old firm, capital JIOO.OOO.OO. Oataloffue
FSE£. Any energetic man or woman can

set ffood position,paying his wseea*
WORLD MFG. 00.»

81 World Bld^.f Cincinnati, OUo.

Treatment fot^

HEART DiSEASE
Send us vour name and address and we will

send you tree, a boi of CACTABINE.
It cures heart disease, palpitation, short-

ness of breath, smothering spells, dizzy
spells, neuralgia or rheumatism of the heart,
and ciropsy. FEEE treatment cured Mrs.
Susan Reed, Tiosa, Ind. Write for it.

ELMO CHXlMICAIi COBIFAire.
3»8 Good Btocb. Oea aioines. In.

FAT
How to reduce It

Mr. Hugo Horn, 844 E. 65th St.

New York City, writea: "It^ 'reduced my weigh t4C lbs. 3
. , f,

years ago , 4 1 have not gjined «a ounce sinoe. " Purely yegetah lea
tarmloB SB water. Any one can make It at home at Utile eipeMo-

Hoslaiving. NosSokness. We wlllmalla boi otit and fuUpartio.

ulars In a plain sealed package for i oenta for postago, eto.

Hall Chemical Co. Dept. B St. Louis, Mo.

Hay Fever and Asthma
cured to stay cured. Never return. A radical departure. Cause elimiiiatBd.

ConstituCioD changed. Nerves recooBtructed. Splendid health. Over 52,000

MBnM M patients. Good rtferencea. ("Hellefs," or change of climate,

r n EL El cannot cure.) Write for BOOK 58F FREE containing reports

of many interesting cases. Address DR. HAYES, BUFFALO, N. Y.

WANTED Every lady to send five names
and addresses of lady friends

and receive a California souvenir free of charge.

Merit Beautlfier Company, Los Angeles, Cal.

cpprTAPT pc at -wholesale. Send
OICK^ 1 catalog. Agents

d wanted. Coulter Optical Co.,' Chicago, III.

TAPE-WORM E
XPEUED AlIVE. H«d fnmn.
teed; FREE booklet. liyroii Held

Co., Dept. C.B., IS'Z State St.,Cliloiiga

BED-WETTING
CURED. Sample FREE.
Dr. F. E. May, Bloomiugton, Ul,

'w'elfells.llle'' Thompson's Eye Water
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WORLD'S FAIR-WONDERLAND OF 1904
Mysterious and Interesting Sights at the

St. Louis World's Fair

Stranger Than Liliputian Land

Buried River, Grant's Farm "Hardscrabble," Floral Clock,

a Cyclone and a Snow-Storm, and Hundreds
of Other Novel Features

SOMEWHERE in Africa there is a large lake of clear

water, into which several rivers are constantly

emptying, but which never overflows, although
there is no visible outlet. Those who have visited

the place say that a subterranean passage probably
provides an escape, and that on very still days they
have heard a roar like that of a distant cataract, and
they believe the sound is caused by the rush of water
through this mysterious channel.

Something like this has attracted a great deal of

attention at the World's Fair grounds at St. Louis, and
will attract much more when visitors are arriving by

So a number of engineers were called upon to de-
cide what was best to do. and their verdict was that the
River des Peres—for that is its name, meaning the
River of Our Fathers—must be put underground.
This, then, was the first work done on the Exposition
grounds, and it cost nearly one hundred and twenty
thousand dollars to build the huge aqueduct and divert
the stream from its natural channel. It was work that
does not show, and you wouldn't have known anything
about it if somebody hadn't told; but now you do.

Can Flowers Tell the Time of Day?

To be sure they can, and they are going to do so
in two ways at the great World's Fair next year. In
the first place, there is to be a great floral clock on the
grounds—one that is a hundred feet in diameter. The
face of this clock will be of flowers that grow close to
the soil; the numerals will be of flowers of a difTerent

color, that are higher, and the hands will be of creep-
ing vines. While you stand and watch you will see
the vine-cluster that represents the minute-hand slowly
move as it sweeps around the large dial, and if patient
enough you may see the hour-hand move, also. What's
the trick? you will ask. Well, it is very simple. Those
vines which form the hands grow from long, shallow
boxes which are supported on steel frames, and these

to date, and there is a tiny railroad-train—so small that
one could almost pick up the locomotive—running on
wee rails that look like narrow steel bands. But they
stretch away and away and curve in and out. Toot!
toot! toot! What a whistle! Let us take a seat. Yes,
there's plenty of room for the grown-ups, because the
cars have been built wide, even if they are very low.
There, only one in a seat, and away we go, the bell
clanging and the baby locomotive snorting and puffing
just like a big locomotive does. Whew! but we are
rnoving fast! There is a good deal of power in that
little engine. Along and along, around a curve, then
another; there is a grating sound, and we stop by the
side of a station. "We're on a side-track!" you ex-
claim; then, rounding a curve, ^perhaps fifty feet away,
you see another Liliputian train coming toward you.

It's too bad they didn't have these trains in Gulli-
ver's day. Then they wouldn't have had to hitch up
two thousand horses in order to drag him into the city
from the place where he was thrown on the beach.

But Talking of Snow

How pleasing it will be to see the white flakes fall-

ing in the months of July and August, and to see them
without having to take a trip near the poles. That's
another treat which St. Louis has in store, and in the

LOOKING EAST ALONG MAIN TRANSVERSE AVENUE, WORLD'S FAIR, ST. LOUIS, MO.. FROM ROOF OF VARIED INDUSTRIES PALACE. SHOWING ON THE RIGHT THE NORTH
FACADE OF ELECTRICITY PALACE, THE EDUCATIONAL PALACE. AND THE GLOBE AND OBELISK OF MINES AND METALLURGY OUfTLINED IN THE DISTANCE

the hundreds of thousands. There will be no lake in

sight, but there will be a hidden river, and if the
crowd only remains still long enough you will hear
the roar beneath your feet: if not, you can make out
the sound distinctly by pressing your ear to the
ground at certain points, which the guides will indicate.

If you wish to see this river before it makes a
plunge into the dark channel under the World's Fair
city, go to the north side of The Pike, and then on a

day after a heavy rain you will see it tossing and
foaming as it tumbles into what resemble great jaws of

wood, then disappearing from view. Would you like

to see it again? Then walk along that roadway, which
bends like a hovj. and which will take you between the
main buildings, and in fifteen or twenty minutes you
will reach the eastern limits of the site, where the
water will be seen once more tossing and foaming as it

escapes from its buried passageway. It is' now flowing
into Forest Park, and will wind around the southern
part of St. Louis until it reaches the Mississippi.

This river has been made a mysterious underground
stream by the work of man. It flowed through the
grounds where the World's Fair is situated long before
any one ever thought of celebrating the Louisiana Pur-
chase—yes, long before white men ever came to Mis-
souri. It was a very crooked stream, flowing east,

west, north and south, and when the directors had de-
cided upon the Exposition site, the men who were
engaged to erect the buildings were in despair, and
cried out, "Why, that river will wash away all our

frames are connected by ingenious mechanism with
clockwork, which is within that ivy-covered tower over
there. Watch now! It is eleven o'clock. See, the
door in the tower swings open, and reveals shining
wheels, huge weights and a swinging pendulum. Lis-
ten! What a sweet-voiced bell that is, sounding the
hour in musical notes that can be heard all over the
grounds.

The door closes again; the tower, seemingly a mass
of ivy, is silent; the great green hands continue their

journey—all the machinery hidden by the leaves and
petals.

But the second way in which the flowers tell

the time? You have doubtless watched morning-
glories open soon after sunrise, and have noticed how
regular they are, coming out of their sleep at the same
hour every day. Naturalists have found in different

parts of the world flowers that open at diflferent hours,
and specimens of these have been gathered for the
World's Fair at St. Louis, where they are so arranged
in little beds, opposite the numerals, that when the
vine-covered hand points at a certain hour the flowers
near by will open. And thus they will continue to
open, from early morning until late at night, when a

wonderful lily of the Amazon, that has Iain dormant
while the sun was shining, spreads her long white
petals in the shadows and gives forth a delicious per-
fume.

Come, now, everybody. Step this way, and we can
easily imagine ourselves on the Island of Liliput, made
fn-Moiis -ii "Gullivfr's TrnvtMs." Rut it is a Lilinnt un

same building where one can see this midwinter storm
there will be the largest artificial-ice skating-rink in.

the world.
Mentioning the weather, there's a man who is pre-

paring an illusion for The Pike, where one can go
through a cyclone and not be hurt.

Did You Ever Hear of "Hardscrabble?"

The name is familiar, is it not? That was the farm
where Ulysses S. Grant lived long before he became
commander-in-chief of the Union armies. The Gen-
eral was not a very good farmer, and perhaps that is

why he gave this name to his home while he was trying

to support his family in St. Louis County by- cultivat-

ing corn and potatoes. You will be able to see "Hard-
scrabble" at the Fair, for the house has been moved
to within the site from the spot where it was built, and
the grounds around it have been arranged as were the

grounds around the old homestead, even to the flower-

bed in front of the front door where Fred Grant used

to pull weeds from between the peonies.

The Holy City

Think of seeing the Mount of Olives and other

sights that one travels thousands of miles to view in

the Holy Land! A million dollars is being expended
to make a perfect reproduction of Jerusalem within the

World's Fair inclosure, and it is promised that every-

thing—buildings, streets, hills and rivers—will be faith-

fully presented, even persons and animals coming from
the Holv Citv to dive life to t!ie s;-i ii< .
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Prize Puzzles
We Want to be Neighborly, and so Invite All of Our Readers to Use Our Grindstone.

Will Sharpen Your Wits, Quicken the Intellect, Afford Healthful Recreation,
and Give Innocent Amusement and Entertainment

Residents of Springfield, Ohio, are not allowed to enter tlie contests.

It

THE PRESIDENTS AND VICE-PRESIDENTS PUZZLE

Here are Six Pictures, Each Representing the Name of a Former President or Vice-President of the United States.

Can You Guess Them?

We Offer Eight Dollars Cash in Four Prizes, as follows: Two Dollars to the First Boy from Whom we Receive a Correct Lists Two Dollars to the First

Girl from Whom we l^eceive a Correct List; Two Dollars to the First Man from Whom we Receive a Correct List, and Two Dollars to the First

Woman from Whom we Receive a Correct List. Contestants Must State their Ages, and Answers Must be Received Before October 1st.

ALSO A PRIZE FOR EACH STATE AND TERRITORY

As further rewards for our great family of readers, a copy of

Vols. I. and II. of "Gems of Art," two compilations of famous

/ pictures with interesting descriptions, will be given for the first

correct list of answers received from each state and territory.

This means a book for each of the forty-five states, one for each
territory, one for the District of Columbia, also one for Canada.

The first correct list from each state wins a prize, giving an
equal opportunity to all our readers wherever located. In the
states where the cash prizes are awarded the prize books will be
given to the person sending the second correct list, so that no
person will receive two prizes. Answers must be addressed to

the "Puzzle Editor," Farm and Fireside, Springfield, Ohio.

ONE

FOUR

ANSWERS TO PUZZLES OF AUGUST 1st ISSUE

The Trades Puzzle

1—Blacksmith.
2—Barber.

3—Cooper.

4—Painter.

5—Baker.
6—Wheelwright.

The cash prizes are awarded as follows:

Boy's cash prize, two dollars—Quenlan Comfort,
Lawrenceville, Georgia.

Girl's cash prize, two "dollars—Beatrice Tasker,
Manchester, New Hampshire.
Man's cash prize, two dollars—Aaron C. Parrott,

Checotah, Indian Territory.

Woman's cash prize, two dollars—Mrs. Bessie L.

Exum, Lawrenceville, Georgia.

A consolation prize, "The Career and Triumphs of

Admiral Dewey," is awarded to the following persons
for sending in the first correct list of answers from
their respective states:

Alabama—Frank L. Kessler, Prospect.
Arizona—A. P. Walbridge, Phoenix.
Arkansas—Johnnie Vestal, Waldo.
California—Harriet J. Robinson, Grass Valley.
Canada—Mrs. R. P. Hagerman, Catarqui, Ontario.
Colorado—Lois Burlew, Denver.
Connecticut—Mrs. Milo W. Eenn, Gales Ferry.
Delaware—Mrs. S. R. Hance, State Road.
District of Columbia—J. S. Swan (Nat'l Museum),

Washington.
Florida—John Nutt, West Tampa.
Georgia—Mary Coker, Trioii.

Idaho—Orville D. Ellis, Boise.

TWO

FIVE

Illinois—Mrs. A. R. Barton, Chicago.
Indiana—G. M. Bascom, Lynn.
Iowa—D. O. Savage, Ireton.

Kansas—Bennie Allen, Cottonwood Falls.

Kentucky—R. E. Fox, Winchester.
Louisiana—H. R. BodemuUer, Opelousas.
Maine—HoIIis E. Rowe, Amherst.
Maryland—Earle F. Dorsey, Jefferson.

Massachusetts—Earl F. Davis, Fall River.
Michigan—Daisy Buell, Traverse City.

Minnesota—Lucile Douglas, Minneapolis.
Mississippi—S. K. Moore, Carrollton.
Missouri—I. G. Smith, McCredie.
Montana—O. B. Walton, Meadow Creek.
Nebraska—Alta Stacy, Davenport.
New Hampshire—Miss G. M.Webster, Manchester.
New Jersey—Elmer E. Beams, German Valley.
New Mexico—Mrs. L. B. Hoff, Farmiiigton.
New York—John A. Moffitt, Ellicottville.

North Carolina—C. L. Morehouse, Southern Pines.

North Dakota—Una Parkins, Nash.
Ohio—C. V. Mitchell, Zanesville.

Oklahoma—Milo Wood, Moran.
Oregon—Mrs. John Ennis, Nyssa.
Pennsylvania—J. B. Johnston, New Wilmington.
Rhode Island—Mrs. W. E. Saunders, Westerly.
South Carolina—A. H. Kohii, Columbia.
South Dakota^O. W. Garton. Plankinton.
Tennessee—Ursula Lassiter, Bell Buckle.
Texas—John C. Bridgewater, Smithville.

Vermont—Percy K. Barrett, North Clarendon.
Virginia—Mrs. J. C. Townes, Mt. Olive.

Washington—Ettie R. Rankin, Olympia.
West Virginia—Mary A. South, Morgantown.
Wisconsin—Eugenie Eaton. Watertown.
Wyoming—Ora Laughlin, Glendo.

THREE

SIX

'THE PASSING OF THE SUMMER GIRL"

EV LIDA M. KECK

The wind caressed, with fingers brown.
Her snowy brow and neck and cheek.

And left a tint that in the town
Through all the shops we vainly seek.

The morning bathed her eyes with dew,
And left therein a wondrous shine

—

A limpid, lustrous, cloudless blue
That made her glance a thing divine!

The sun, with skilful hand and deft.

Wove in his loom her shining liair.

And in its golden glint he left

A subtle pattern and a snare!

Health led her gaily o'er the sand
To blue domain of salty sea,

Where Neptune stood with outstretched hand
And gracious hospitality.

Love's ship lay idly in the bay,
With anchor dropt and sails afurl;

But ere I wist he slipt away,
And took with him my Summer Girl!

A RIDDLE OR TWO
What is that which by losing an eye has nothing

left but a nose? A noise.

What is that which goes up the hill and down the
bill, and yel stands still? The road.
What kiriil of essence does a young man like when

he penis!' II <:.iion? Ai-quiescence.
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Deadly
Symptoms

Hollow Hacking; Coughs, Bronchitis,

Chronic Tonsilitis, Chronic Sore

Throat, Asthma, Catarrh, Throat

and LungfTroubles, Nigfht Sweats,

are All Symptoms of the

Deadly Consumption.

If You Suffer from Any of the Above Symp-
toms, I Will Mail You a Large Free Trial

Package of My Marvelous Cure—Send
Name and Address To-day.

If you are suffering from a dry hacking couo;h,
night sweats, intermittent fever, dull headache,
shortness of breath on exertion; if you have a

DK. DURK P. YONKEKMAN
chronic sore throat, bronchitis, asthma, tonsilitis or
any throat or lung trouble, you are in danger of the
deadly consumption. Vital statistics of the United
States show that 65 per cent of all deaths have these
deadly symptoms for their primary cause.

I have discovered a marvelous remedy for the
quick and positive cure of these deadly symptoms,
and I send it free, by mail, to all who write, in pack-
ages sufficiently large to give instant relief and dem-
onstrate the marvelous curative power of the remedy.
Write to-day to Dr. Derk P. Yonkermaii, 2873

Shakespeare Building, Kalamazoo, Mich. Send no
money, simply your name and address, and receive
by return mail absolutely free this wonderful tiis-

eovery that will give you instant relief and do you
more good than all the other medicines or changes
of climate.

75 GTS.
Thii Solid Sterling Silver

Gold Lined Sugar Spoon

Or your choice of the following at

the same price:
Cream Ladle, Cold Heat Fork, Sugar
Sifter, Pickle Fork, is only one ot

thousands of equally rare bargains in^rac^^ We
our catalog oC Honest, Bependable^flP^ Qq Not
Watches and Jewelry. This ^^m, „.
Solid Sterling Silver Spoon is JT Keep Uheap
h% inches long, medium Shoddy GoodS
weight, beautifully chased
handle and gold ^^^^.^^r refund your money
lined bowl. f^flj^HBT "''^ ^'^^ sa/fsyied.

Sent to ..^^ts^S^i: Catalog of vvalcham. Elgin

any /^^S^sSbGuSMj''^^ Hampden Watches,

addreSSyjflRr*^^iVyjM|^^^^ers' silverware, Jewelry,

post \!?T '^s'Som Clocks, etc., mailed FREE,
paid BOGEKS, THTTRMAN & CO.,
for N^^^^By^ JewulerH ^Vbnlesule Supply lIouBe,

75cts. — ISO Wabaeh Ave., Chicago, 111,

TELEPHONES
For Farmers' Lines

Organize an exchange in your com-
munity. Full particulars gladly
furnished. Catalog free. 0 N 301

THE NORTH ELECTRIC CO.
IS4 St. Clair Street, Cleveland, Obio

IllUSTRATIPie is a Money-Making

profession. We teach yoa by mail to become an
Illustrator, Ad.-VVrlter, Journalist,
Proofreader, bookkeeper, Steno-
errapher, Electrician, Electrical En-
gineer, etc. Write for Free illustrated booli,

"Strugales With the World," and
mention the subject which Loteresta you.

Correspondence Institute of America

Box138, SOBAIiTON. PA.

Mark the Grave
of your departed.

Headstones $4 up
Monuments $11 up
Blue or White Marble
nicely lettered. Instructions
for setting. Save agent's
commission. Send tor Catalogoe.

W.O.MOORE,
331 Third St. Sterling, III*

SOUP SILVER
BOKC ^bis heart Is SoHdr riEiEi* Sterlins stiver
935-1000 fine warranted. Pin has a

turquoise stone In center. We will send one sampleFREE to each family Jn the United States who
ends a two-cent stamp to pay postage. AddressLYNN & CO., 48 Bond St., New York.

$1.00 Makes $15.00 fefi1nr.°i?ToXf.I
Klne of Pain. Cures all Pain, Fevers or Infl.ammations.
Burns will not Mister it it is applied at onee. Ftmiily
size, 25 cents. Send for circulars. .\GENrs ^V'A^•TED.

The E. Q. Richards Co., Box 543, Toledo, Ohio.
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STAR WIND
MILLS

Without
An Equal

Manufactured in
all sizes

4 to 26 feet in Diameter
Galvanized Steel or Wood

GRIND FEED
?8?-R STOCK

Oalvanized Steel "Stajr" Power
Wind Mills will saw wood,
shell corn, grind feed, pump
water, and run machinery of
various kinds.

Galvanized Steel Towers
of any height

" Hoosier " and " Fast Mail

"

Iron Pumps and Cylinders

Hydraulic
Well Machinery
TA MI/0~'^yi"'S*^- Tine or
I HIIIVO Galvanized Steel.

Estimates and advice
furnished on appUcation.
Inquiries are respectfully
solicited. Address

FLI^T & WALLI^O
MFG. CO.

549 Oak Street

KENDALLYILLE, INDIANA

IRRIGATED^
GOVERNMENT
>^HOMESTEADS

WANTED
"Dic/e Sam is rich enough to give us all afarm."

The names and ad-
dresses of all per-
sons who desu-e to

Locata Homesteads on the Government Lands in
the great valleys of the West, which, under meas-
ures advocated by The National Irrigfation Associ-
ation, would be made available for homestead
entry and settlement by the construction of stor-
age reservoirs and main line canals by the
National Government.
The soil is of unsurpassed fertility and product-

iveness in crops of small grains which will have
a practically unlimitedmarket in China and Japan.
It grows to perlection all the fruits, grasses and
vegetables, and alfalfa for stock raising, which
will be one of the great industries of this region.
Gold, silver, copper, lead, iron, coal, petroleum
and ttmber abound in the different sections, and
mining and lumbering will make a large and pro-
fitable local home market for all farm products.
The requirements of the ORIENTAL TRADE and

the construction of National Irrigation Works will
bring about the rapid settlement of this region by
a prosperous population of farmers, stock raisers,
miners, merchants, etc., and it is solely to aid set-
tlers that we desire to correspond with them.
Send name and address by mail with self-ad-

dressed stamped envelope for reply to

George H, Maxwell, Executive Chairman,

NATIONAL IRRIGATION ASSOCIATION,
1707 FUher Building, Chicago.

|K| and FERTILIZER

GRAIN DRILL
The TOKK FORCE FEED DKH-t com-

bines lightness with strength, ilost complete drill

made, ^o complex gearing to get out of order. Boxes
are close to ground. Fully
Easily

regulates
quantity
of seed
or fer-
tilizer,
and
sows
with
regu-
larity.

Weight,
Only TOO 1

Asrents Wanted.
Write for Catalogue.

THE HENCH&DROMGOLD CO.,"'
Mfrs., Tork, Pa.

The Moneywe Save You
U selling you fence
* direct from our fac-

tory at manuXactur-
ers* prices is but

53 one of the many ad-
|S vantages derived

from buying

ADVANCE FENCE
You getTHE BEST FEXCE on the market. One
which will not sag. No loose ends to unravel, ruin-
ing fence. Is strong enough and dose enough to
turn anything from the smallest pig to the biggest
horse. So!d so low that it is cheaper than a hand
fence machine. Your name and address on a postal
card will bring circulars and special prices.

ADTAXCE FEXCE C0.,116B St., Peoria, DJU

ALL STEEL LAWN FENCE
Cheap as Wood

mmm\

We make Wire and

'iWrough tIron Lawn
Fence, Cemetery 8e

X Farm Fence , and we
Tt

^^^^j^sell direct to the
user a t wholesale

prices. Buy direct from us Save Agents Commission.
Write for F='REE CrtT^M-OG

UP-TO-DATE M'F'Q CO.
971 North lOth St. TERRE HAVTE. IND.

BUY DIRECT FROM FACTORY, BEST

MIXED PAINTS
AtWHOtESAtE PRICES, DeliveredFREE
For Houses, Bams, Roofs, all colors, and SAVE Dealers
profits. In use 61 years. Officially Endorsed by the
Grange. Low prices will surprise you. Write for Samples.
0. W. INOERSOLL. 239 Plymouth St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

EXTENSION AXLE NUTS
make old bugg>' run like a new one. Sure

I cure for wabbles and rattles. Quick seller

and ver>- profitable. AGENTS WANTED.
Hardware Specialty Co., Box 58, Pontiac, Mich.

WE'LL PAY THE FREIGHT
and send 4 Bu^y Wheels, Stetl Tire on, . $7.25
Witta BubJjer 'ilres, $1^.00. I mfg. wbeeU ^ u 1 in.

tread. Top Buggiei, (28.75; Harness, |3.G0. Write for

catalogue. Learn how to buy vehicles and parts direct.

Wagon CmbrellaFBEE. W. F. BOOB, ClnelnuU, 0.

IMPROVING THE HERD
[continued from page 7]

used; whereas by the investment of a
little more money a sire of pure blood
and good pedigree can be had. One
can safely count on ten years' use of a
bull in his herd; and if he shall cost twice
the price of a grade—granting even that
he carries no more merit—in the long
run the double price amounts to very little

as a ten-years' proposition. But he will

carry more merit than the grade, his an-
cestry insuring it, tor if he has been bred
and fed wisely by a business breeder his

pedigree will mean that in the life of

the animal certain trends and capabilities

have been drawn together and established
as a characteristic capable of being trans-
mitted from generation to generation.
However, all thoroughbreds are not good
nor to be desired. The science of breed-
ing has by no means yet reached that

degree of accuracy where results can be
definitely forecasted, and the man who
stands ready io guarantee the perfor-

mance of an offspring by reason of inher-

itance is either a rogue or a fool, and
should not be trusted. But while hon-
estly admitting the element of uncertainty
even in our most carefully bred thor-

oughbreds, in the use of grades there is

never anything but uncertainty. In the

grade there is no established features, no
fixity of type, and breeding up a herd
will never be accomplished with such a

sire. So strongly are breed characteris-

tics established in some of the leading
dairy breeds that a good individual rriale

will often fix his color or markings on
all his get regardless of the breeds or

colors of the dams. This is prepotency
as developed by breeding pure.

It is well for the dairyman who desires

to breed for better performance in his

herd to buy a sire from a dairyman
breeder—that is. a breeder who is mak-
ing the dairy part of his business pay;

for it will be found that a bull from a

good cow and a good sire is more depen-
dable than one whose good ancestors are

more remote. While examining the ped-

igree of the animal to be purchased, it

will be wise business prudence to look

into the pedigree of the breeder, also,

for a mean man may vitiate the pedigree

of the most royally bred animal.
W. F. ]\IcSp.\RR-\n.

CURRENT NOTES

The macaroni-factory at Chardon,
Ohio, is believed to be the largest one
in the United States. Steps are now
being taken to form an organization

which will include the other twenty-four
factories in this country.

More manufacturing means more mar-
kets for our agricultural products. The
United States stands at the head of the

manufacturing nations, and the value of

the annual output is nearly as great as

that of the United Kingdom, Germany
and France x:ombined.

Honesty of purpose increases one's

self-respect. The fruit-grower who pro-
tects his fruit from disease and insects

hy means of improved methods, and
markets his fruit in well-graded pack-
ages, is sure to become more manly, and
at the same time more prosperous.

The director of the United States Ex-
periment Station in Hawaii now reports

that he has been successful in his ex-
periments of growing cotton and Su-
matra tobacco. He believes that both
products may become staple ones of the

islands. The same statement will no
doubt prove true in Porto Rico and the
Philippine Islands.

Just as it should be. North Carolina
has wisely retained the right name for

the college founded in accordance with
the Morrill Act of 1862, "Agricultural

and Mechanical College." The North
Carolina Agricultural and Mechanical
College at Raleigh has five hundred and
six students enrolled. Of these there
are one hundred and thirty-one in agri-

culture, one hundred and fourteen me-
chanics, eighty in electrical engineering,
sixty-four in mechanical engineering,
fifty-six in civil engineering, forty-two
textile students and sixteen in industrial

chemistry.

The Year Book of the United States
Department of Agriculture for the year
1902 is one of unusual excellence. A
great saving is shown by the proper use
of better grades of commercial fertilizers.

It also takes up the subjects of the in-

troduction of improved varieties of

grain; how to select profitable varieties

of 'seed-corn: improved methods of cul-

ture of trucking products; how onion
culture has been made a profitable crop
by the transplanting system, and how
plant diseases and injurious insects have
been kept under better control than in

former years. The only sure way to
secure an early copy is to make a written
application to a member of Congress
or United States senator. * * *

The Stickney Junior 3-H.P.
Gasoline Engine grinds feed,

saws wood, pumps water and
furnishes power for all pur-
poses. "Stickney is Stand-
ard.** To be prosperous,
secure a "Stickney Junior.**

If your dealer cannot furnish you with the
"Stickney Junior," write for cataiofl and
prices to any of following general agents

Parlin & Orendorfl Co., Omaha, Kansas
City. Denver, St Louis and Dallas.

Dean & Co., Minneapolis.
S. D. Burke & Co., Madison, Wis.
Western Iron Works, Los Angeles.
Puget Sound Mach. Co., Seattle. Wash.
E. G. Prior & Co., Ltd.,Victoria, B. C, Cati.
Jos. Maw & Co., Ltd.,Winnepeg. Manitoba.
Scobie & Parker Co.. Pittsburg, Pa.
Isch & Ditewig, Peoria. 111.

Clot & Crist Machine Co., San Francisco.
Reierson Machinery Co., Portland Ore.
Bradley Engineering and Machinery Co.,
Siwkane, Wash.

Utah Implement Co., Salt Lake City. Utah.
Merrell & Co., Toledo, Ohio.
Griffith & Turner Co., Baltimore. Md.

Or Chas. A. Stickney Co., Makers, St. Paul, Minn,

fuick. Convenient Corn Cutting
is accomplished with the Scientific Corn Harvester. It saves the crop from
field waste and frostbite ; does the work of a siore of hand workers. Safe-
guards for man and horse. Too simple to get out of order ; too strong to break.

Scientific Corn Harvester
cuts any desired height. Built for the
hardest kind o£ work, but is so low in

,

price any farmer can afford to have one.
Illustrated catalogue of Mills, Shellers
and Farmers' Tools will be mailed free

K THE FOOS MAM'FACTl'RIXG CO.
SprlnsPeld, Ohio.

I'^'i >) ;) )] >) n }) J^A li h 'J

ISroLD BucGiES Made New
by using our wheels, which we furnish painted any color
desired, with boxes set so they will fit your baegy orcarriase
perfectly, ready to put on the vehicle and driveaway. We
willflttue wheels with any standard make of rubber tires,
if desired, and show you .t?-an.E3E how you can paint the
vehicle any color just as well as if done by a professional
carriage painter. We ^arantee the wheels for oneyearand
warrant the spokes not to get loose in tho hub and the rims not to split.

We are the largest vehiclo wheel manofacturera in the world. We
own 45,000 acres of the best hickory forest in existence, from which wc
take all the timber used in our wheels. Send us the address of youf

blacksmith or carriage bnilder and we'll tell yon how you can fit your
Vehicle with new wheels for.little money.
MCNCEB WBSXL A JOBBISG CO., 1 22 Ohio iTe. MrSCK, HD.

The" " the Standard Balen
See it work and you are conviQced

' of its superiority. Power press I

shown delivers two 100 lb bales per minute, square and tigbt.bales that pack cars. I

IT UBC eCITIIDCCi Self Feeder, Automatic Block Placer, Aule-

I I nA« rCH I UI1C9a maUc Condensing Hopper, Automatic Signal

Bell. 63 by 30 Inch Feed Opening, Steel or Wood Frame. Durable and safe.!

Hazard to arms and legs is removed. Big brotherto the famous Eli Continuousl
TravelandBerersibleLeverpresses. 38 styles and sizes. Eli catalogue tree.I

Collins Plow Co., 116 Hampshire St., QuincyilllSel

The Gem Fall-Circle baler, lightest, strongest, cheapest
baler. Made of wrought steel. Operated by 1 or 2 horses.
Bales 10 to 13 tons a day. Sold on 5 days' trial. Catalogue
free. Address GEO. ERTEL CO., Qutncy, IlL

Get free
cata-
logue
of fall

line of
Implt-
menta.

EMPIRE ENGINES
8 to 25 H. p., moimted or stationary;

Sweep Powers, for 2 to 8 horses;~ Tread Powers, 1 to 4 horses, level

or even tread; 5 sizes, Separa-
tors, Feed Cutters, Feed
Hills, Hand and Power
Com Shellers, Saws, Plows,
Steel and Plank Rollers.

THB MSSSUeKB lllti. CO.. latOBT, Fa.

LOOK, TRY AND BUY
The Reliable

Corrugated Cream Extractor
It has double the cream-gathering power

of any other. Is as good for winter as

summer, and is thoroughly warranted.
QUALITY as well as price is what sells

them. Write for prices to

Ed. S. Cushmao, Box 111, Ccoterville, Iowa

Send Hardware dealer's a&me. Agents n-aoted.

BEST PAY
To agents, either sei.

Work easy and extra
profitable. Send for

terms and Free Outfit.

AMress FARM AND FIRESIDE, Degaitment of Agtots. SPRINGFIELD. OHIO

BUGGIES
Ask your dealer for the 'Westerii

Ameshary Line of Vehicles, made only

by Pontiac Buggy Co. , Pontiac, Mich.
Comfort, durability and style are the principal characteristics

of these goods. The best medium grade of 'work on the market.

WIRE
New. PlainQalvanized.aboati. .A |h
150 tt. long and up. 100 lb. ItSIi ID
coils, No. 8 to IG. Write for particu-
lars and FUEE 100 PAGE CATALOG 32F

CARROLLIRON WKS.cmcAeo

r»r> P*r* l"** agents complete outfit for paying
l-< 1^ |-< l-< business. .^11 profits clear, as we prepay
* clLtraes. Full particulars by addressing
FARM AND FIRESIDE, Dept. of Agents, Sprin^ield, Oblo

"Big Four"
The

World's Fair Route
From the

Leading Cities of

Ohio, Indiana

and Illinois
To

St. Louis
Write for Folders

Warren J. Lynch W. P. Deppe
Gen'l Pass. Agt. Ass't Gen'l P. A.

CINCINNATI, OHIO

SAW iMIULrS,
4 H. P. cuts 2,000 feet per
day — All Sizes— Plan-
ers, Shingle ilills and
Edger."!. with Patent
Variable Friction Feed,
Portable Grinding Mills,
Water Wheels, Lath
Mills, etc. Send for
largeCatalogue. Freight
don't count.
DelOtCH MILL MFG. <0.

Kkx 3IIU. Atlanta. Gn.
134 Lilie;-lv Stnil, S. Y.

GOV
T REVOLVERS. GUX.S, SWORDS
' Military Goods, NEW and old; auorin-ii'd to
F. BuDOermao, 5,9 B'w't, N. ^. Ijc. Cut'ilurj .',"^i'c-i cr.
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Some Effects of the Great Kansas Flood

HUNDREDS of accounts have been written of the
great llood vvliich sw.ept down the broad valley
uf liie Kaw (or Kansas) River during the last

days of May, 1903, and yet there seems to be
good reason for another presentation of the subject

—

this time from the viewpoint of an observer reasonably
familiar with the valley for many years, and especially
interested in it as an agricultural region.

On the morning of the first of July I rode from
Kansas City to Topeka on a local train, noting the
effects of the flood on the valley lands and crops. It

was a pathetic sight. Drowned-out fields of wheat,
corn and alfalfa; orchards broken down,' torn up by
the roots or entirely carried away; houses and barns
wrecked by the force of the rushing water; fences
gone or weighted to the ground by accumulations of

trash which the posts and wires had caught; fields and
meadows replaced by washouts or wastes of drifting

sand—the heaped-up evidence of the great losses which
the farmers of the valley had suffered, and from which
some of them will hardly recover in a lifetime, was
enough to make the heart sink. There is no guessing
the amount of the loss.

But floods are not mere engines "of destruction
rushing, with resistless fury down fat valleys, leaving
them lean and bare and unproductive. The flood robs
Peter without compunction; but it pays Paul with a
liberal rate of interest. The houses and crops and
orchards that were
destroyed are so
much waste, but the
soil washed from
thousands of hill-

sides and from other
thousands of rich

valley farms was not
all lost. Much of it

was deposited where
it will be of great
benefit. Thousands
of farms are richer,

and will be richer
for a generation to

come, because of the

great flood of 1903.

Who would not
gladly suffer the
loss of one crop if

the destroying flood

would insure a score
of more profitable

crops in the years
to follow? The de-
posit of silt which
the receding waters
left has doubled the
value of many a
farm. The desola-
tion wrought by the

rush of water is not
to be overlooked,
but the incidental

benefits should not
be left undiscovered.

What was visible

along the railroad

from Kansas City to

Topeka—a distance
of sixty-five miles
—was hardly dififerent from - that which was to be
seen the same day between Topeka and Manhattan,
the latter place fifty miles further west. From Man-
hattan, where the Blue joins the Kaw, the flood was
at its maximum, although the Kaw is formed some
twenty miles further west by the union of the Smoky
Hill and Republican Rivers, both of which rise in the
high plains of eastern Colorado. Of course, the floods
of the many streams which unite to form the Kaw
were destructive enough, for it seemed that every
tributary was swollen to an extraordinary size during
the memorable last week of May. The "pocketing"
of a great storm area over Kansas and southern
Nebraska was an event of a lifetime. Heavy and con-
tinuous rains over a vast area already soaked with
water could not but result in a great flood; and as
the storm area moved eastward hardly faster than the

By D. W. WORKING

flow of the rivers, it was inevitable that the flood should
be one that would attain extraordinary proportions.

A few facts concerning the drainage area of the

Kaw and its principal confluents in relation to the
drainage areas of other well-known rivers will help
the reader to understand the destructive possibilities

of the Kaw when once in half a century its tributaries

time their risings to reach the junction-point on the

same date. The gusquehanna—measured at Harris-
burg, below the mouths of all its principal branches

—

has a catchment-basin of 24,930 square miles; the
Smoky Hill at Junction City has a drainage area of

26,423 square miles, and the Republican at the same
point drains 25,837 square miles. Here, then, we have
two streams uniting one hundred and fifty miles west
of Kansas City after draining an area nearly twice
the size of the watershed of the Susquehanna. The
Connecticut at Hartford has a drainage-basin of 10,234
square miles; the Blue, which joins the Kaw at Man-
hattan, drains 9,490 square miles of Nebraska and Kan-
sas land. Measured at Lawrence, about fifty miles
above its mouth, the drainage-basin of the Kaw River
amounts to 59,841 square miles—an extent of country
greater than Pennsylvania and Maryland combinccl.
The Kaw drains more territory than the Connecticut,
Merrimac, Potomac and Susquehanna Rivers taken
together. Leaving out Rhode Island and Connecticut,
the whole of New England could be included in the

VIEW OF THE FLOOD FROM BLUEMONT

catchment-basin of the Kaw. So it is hardly to be
wondered at that there should occasionally be a flood
to remind the people of Kansas that the "flood plain"
of the Kaw really belongs to that ancient river when
it chooses to claim its own.

The illustration on this page shows the flood from
Bluemont, a hill which rises two hundred and ten feet

above the Blue River at Manhattan. In the fore-

ground may be seen the pumping-station of the Man-
hattan Waterworks, the Blue Valley Railroad and the
Blue River itself; then a belt of timber, beyond which
is shown an area of about seven thousand acres of rich

farm-land under water. The line of trees and partly
submerged hedge running toward the upper left-hand
corner of the picture shows where the main road runs
east from Manhattan. This road and the adjacent
fields were much damaged by the water of the Blue,

which made the beginning of a new channel about
four miles east of the present bed of the stream. In

the distance is seen the water of the Kaw, and the

bluffs beyond.
The illustrations which appear on page 3 were de-

scribed as follows in a letter from Mr. S. C. Orr, who
made the photographs:

"A washout on the farm of William Allingham, two
and one half miles south of Manhattan, in the country
known as Allingham Bend. This particular washout
is about seventy-five yards wide, four hundred yards
long and twenty feet deep, and is only one of a great

number—some larger, some smaller—covering an area
of about sixty acres and rendering it practically worth-
less as farming-land. Where the water has dried up
in these places vegetation is springing up, most prom-
inent of which is a growth of young cottonwoods from
seed deposited there by the floods. Along the west
boundary of these washed lands is the new channel of

the river cut during the flood across the farms of

William Allingham, J. J. Harshaw, Mrs. Martha Find-
ley and Mrs. Emily Bowen. This channel is from forty

to one hundred and thirty rods wide, and covers iii all

about one hundred and thirty acres of ground.
"A sanded area of about sixty acres on the farm of

Gus. Carlson, three miles southwest of Manhattan, in

Moehlman Bottom. The sand is from one to six feet

deep, and is constantljf blowing and shifting about from
the wind. In some
places it is mixed
with soil, and scant
vegetation is spring-
ing up; but. most of

it is a barren waste
of sand. Hundreds
of acres of this once
beautiful and fertile

valley are thus ren-
d e r e d worthless.
Even where the soil

is not covered with
sand it is covered
over with a deposit
of mud that has to
lie for a year and
go through a freez-

ing process before
-^it can be made to
produce any crop."

While at Man-
hattan on July 2d
and 3d I made ar-

rangements with
Prof. A. M.Ten Eyck
to secure the photo-
graphs referred to
by Mr. Orr. On
July 17th Professor
Ten Eyck wrote as
follows: "Yesterday
and to-day I have
been out with Mr.
Orr taking photo-
graphs. ... I have
had Mr. Orr take a
good view of the
sanded area, and
also of the washed
fields, for you, and

these pictures you will doubtless be able to use.

"I made the trip to Kansas City, but I do not know
that I can give you any pointers more than you were
able to observe. It is my opinion that the permanent
damage by the flood to the farming country has been
largely overestimated so far as the destruction of the
land is concerned. The washed areas are small, and
the sanded districts are limited in extent and more or
less local. A large part of the flooded land has been
left with deposits of mud from one to twelve inches
deep. This is especially noticeable in alfalfa-fields,

grain-fields and meadows. There will be no permanent
harm from this deposit of mud, but more likely a ben-
efit, as the soil will be made more fertile. To be sure,

this year's crops were largely destroyed, but the lands
have been very largely replanted, and crops (especially

[concluded on page 3]
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Mr, Greiner Says:

IN
THE Matter of the Belgian Hare, the bubble

has long since "busted." Yet the business, reduced
to a plain, common-sense basis, remams. Lots of

people in the country grow Belgians for pets and
cheap-meat stock, and find them moderately profitable.

Black Belgian Hares.—I see it reported that the
Rhode Island Experiment Station has "developed" a
new strain of Belgian hares, which is of a pure, glossy
black. There was no particular need of any new devel-

opment of this kind. I had the pure black Belgians
when a boy, nearly fifty years ago, in Germany. They
were not a great rarity there, either.

Keeping Potatoes from Sprouting.—Mrs. J. B.,

a reader in Boscobel, Wis., says she has kept potatoes
from sprouting simply by sprinkling them with dry
salt. It does not want so much salt that the potatoes
get damp, and the salt should be quite dry, so as to

sift all through the potatoes in the bin or barrel.

This method may be very easily tried.

Preserving Fruits and Vegetables in Lime.—

I

wonder if any of our readers have tried the plan of

keeping fresh fruits and vegetables for the winter, or
part of the winter, in fresh-slaked lime? If so, I wish
they would report. The process was highly recom-
mended, but my success, and that of others from
whom I have heard, has been none too striking. To-
matoes packed in air-slacked lime have rotted just the

same. Grapes have kept longer in fair condition. Let
me hear from our readers on this subject.

Wheat V.'vrieties.—The Ohio Experiment Station
reports having obtained seed-wheat under different

names and from five different sources, all of which
showed striking similarity in appearance and yield;

namely, American Bronze, No. 8 Huron County, No. 8

Lorain County, Invincible and Prosperity. The old Vel-
vet Chaff, however, which is a wheat of only medium
productiveness, exceeded them all in yield. There can-
not be much "prosperity" in buying seed-wheat at

three dollars and fifty cents a bushel when Velvet Chaff

at less than one dollar a bushel will give a greater yield.

Enriching Soil with Humus.—In most cases the

addition of humus, with the nitrogen that usually goes
with it, will alone serve to make an unproductive soil

yield profitable crops. The cheapest plan to get the

humus is to grow it on the spot, and of course the

nitrogen, too. But it may take light applications of

mineral plant-foods to produce the humus. A well-

known central New York farmer and farm teacher

says: "An application of mineral fertilizers will push
along plant-growth sufficiently to produce an increased
root and stubble growth that is bound in a short time
to furnish large quantities of humus. Farmers do not
usually believe that humus can thus be obtained, but
it certainly can, and may, where the crop is needed for

stock-food, be as profitable as to lose a crop for

plowing under." Among crops to be grown for humus
we have turnips, rye, Crimson clover, Mammoth Red
clover, vetches, cow-peas, soy-beans, etc. Where
Crimson clover succeeds (and I have had large crops
in porous, gravelly loam, even here in western New
York) the task of furnishing humus is very simple.

But a light dressing of acid phosphate, and perhaps
muriate of potash, also, is good in almost any case.

The Farmer's Privileges.—Governor Odell of the
Empire State, with considerable skill and success, has
been trying to shift the heft of taxation from the
country upon city people and property. Farmers thus
far have shown no particular inclination to resent this

treatment, whether right or wrong. On the occasion
of commenting on his excellency's efforts, the New
York "World" sarcastically gives the following picture
of the "much-abused farmer:"

"The poor farmer! He lives upon the broad acres
of his private park, for wliich he pays no rent; he
drives his own horses, and so pays no car-fare; he has
his own pork, mutton, chickens, turkeys, ducks, eggs,
milk, butter and vegetables; he cuts his own ice from the
pond, and stores it in his own ice-house: he puts maple-
syrup from his own trees or honey from his own hives
on the cakes made of buckwheat from his own fields;

his cooking and heating are done with wood of his own
cutting. When he wants more cash, he gets it by tak-
ing those city people as summer boarders."

The "World" is right. The well-to-do American
farmer should be the happiest man in the Universe.
Yet the drift is toward the city rather than the country.

Desirable Mail-service Reforms.—The Society
of American Authors is at present making some deter-
mined efforts to have the postage on manuscripts
when going to the publisher reduced from the reg-
ular first-class, or letter, rate, of two cents an ounce
to one fourth that amount, or to the same rate as now
enjoyed by manuscript accompanied by the proof-
sheets, when going from the printer to the author
for correction or revision. A large percentage of the
readers of farm papers are authors and contributors,
and interested in this move, which seems to embody a
reasonable demand. The reduced rate is now in force
in almost all civilized countries. The United States is

also far behind all other civilized countries in the
matter of the parcels post. We have to pay sixteen
cents a pound to mail a pjckage to any part of this

country, and the weight must not exceed four pounds.
But we may mail three times as big a parcel to New
Zealand, Germany. Italy, etc., and at one fourth less a
pound than we can mail the smaller package to the
next town here. How long will the people of this

great and enlightened republic allow the express com-
panies to continue their extortions? We are hungry
for th.e conveniences enjoyed by the people in other
countries. Such reforms must come. .

To Die in Peace.—There is one practice of eminent
physicians which should call for a vigorous protest by
all intelligent people; namely, that of uselessly pro-
longing the death-struggles of patients in exalted
positions by artificial means. As an instance take the
late pope, Leo XIII. When nearing his end, and
given up by his physicians, Doctor Lapponi told the
correspondent of the Associated Press that the vener-
able old gentleman was in a torpor and stupor, from
which he could be roused only by sharp sounds, show-
ing symptoms of incipient cerebral anemia and general
exhaustion. "He can no longer turn in his bed with-
out assistance," said Doctor Lapponi. "and is being
kept alive by artificial stimulants. During the last

twenty-three hours he has had two injections of cam-
phorated oil, three of caffeine, and two hypodermics of

salt-water, besides drinking stimulants." Just think of

this. The patient is known to be dying. There is no
hope of saving his life, nor any pretension that this be
possible by the administration of any medicine. The
end is only a matter of hours, or very few days at

most. There is no suffering. The end comes grad-
ually, peacefully. And now the coarse hand of the
physician interferes. The patient is called from his

torpor and beneficial stupor with sharp words and
sounds, so as to be brought, if possible, to a realization

of his condition, and pQSsibly of suffering. He is tor-

tured with injections; the hypodermic needle is jammed
into his flesh, and nasty solutions squirted in. Why in

the name of common sense is all this necessary? Why
has it ever been allowed? The same absurd treatment
had been given to Presidents Garfield and McKinley.
Why has humanity not protested? Fortunately doc-

tors do not usually take such liberties with the ordi-

nary run of mortals. The hypodermic may be useful

to bring on sleep, forgetfulness, oblivion and freedom
from pain and suffering, but not to prolong the final

struggle and agony. I want to die in peace.

When Doctors Disagree.—A German scientist,

Doctor Ehrlich of the University of Strassburg, re-

ports having found millions of bacteria, microscop-
ically small creatures which may injuriously affect the

health, on the skin of all common fruits as found in

the market. It has been proven, he says, that in certain

cases cholera, typhus and tuberculosis have been trans-

mitted in this way. In one paj^r I read the advice to

reject the skin of all fruits for this reason. Yet an-

other hygienic expert claims great health-promoting

or curative properties for the skins of grapes and other

fruits. Now, what shall we do? Shall we eat the

skins or reject them, or shall we let the alarmists scare

us out of our fruit-eating habits entirely? The fact is

that we cannot eat any raw food, no fruit, no vegetable,

nor even take a drink of spring or well water, without

swallowing a few thousand or hundred thousand of

living microscopic organisms—bacteria, infusoria, or

whatever you may call them. And what of that? Un-
doubtedly most of them are harmless. The really dan-

gerous bacteria, those which spread diseases of the

kind mentioned, come to the exterior of fruits and
vegetables from outside—by unclean handling in the

city markets, exposure to dust of city streets, etc. I

confess that I abhor fruits of all kinds after they have

been thus exposed. If I had to eat fruits and veg-

etables bought on city-market stands, I would surely

subject them to a thorough cleansing process before

eating them, and then prefer to eat them cooked. As
a rule I reject the skins of all fruits, even when gath-

ered freshly in my own garden. On the other hand,

I believe that fruit-juices of all our sour fruits have
germ-killing properties, and am never afraid to eat

them, witfi or without skins. But when you buy fruits

in city markets, by all means use fresh or running

water freely. Carefully wash ofT the few millions of

bacteria that may be on the fruit before it is eaten raw.

It will be much safer if this is done.

Mr, Grundy Says:

The Corn Crop.—In almost the entire "corn belt"
the corn is about three weeks late. Last spring
the soil was full of water, and cold up to plant-
ing-time. A cold drought followed, then wet,

unseasonably cold weather. After the plants came up,
they made slow growth until summer was well ad-
vanced. To mature the bulk of the crop we must have
a late fall. The crop all over the "corn belt" looks
well, and if it were three or four weeks further along
toward maturity we would have a bumper crop. When
the ground was so water-logged at planting-time, I

advised farmers to plant largely of early maturing
varieties. Those who did so will have a good crop
of sound corn. Those who stuck to the large, late

varieties will have sound corn if frost keeps off about
two weeks later than usual. When planting is delayed,
it does not pay to plant late-maturing varieties and
hope for a late fall. When planting can be done early,

the late, large kinds do the best, and yield heaviest.

Plant Trees.—A few days ago I went to our lum-
ber-dealer for the purpose of purchasing an oak plank.
"Four cents a foot," he said, "for all oak lumber. Oak
comes a little high now, and the price is steadily ris-

ing." This oak lumber is shipped in from a distant
part of the state. About thirty years ago there were
great bodies of the finest oak timber along all the
rivers and creeks in this section. People came in, and
wanted the land to grow corn, wheat and hay on, and
they cleared off the timber in short order. What they
could not sell for almost a song they gave away for the
cutting, or burned. Now they are paying four cents
a foot for bridge-plank and all other oak stuff, and
the price is still going up. It costs a goodly sum to
plank a bridge now. The old bridges built of native
oak are about gone, and iron is taking the place of the
wood; but the roadway must be plank, and the old
fellows who burned the fine oak that grew on their
gullied hillsides have to help pay four cents a foot for
it. Their hillsides will scarcely grow grass now, and
they are so seamed with gullies that cultivation is

almost out of the question. If they had cut the timber
that they found there in a sensible way—taking only
the mature trees, and giving the younger ones room
to develop—they would now be selling lumber at four
cents a foot instead of paying that for it.

Will these hillsides ever be reforested? Not while
the men who helped to clear them live. "Had too hard
a job clearin' 'em," said one, "to ever want 'em covered
with trees again." He said he got some good crops
off those hillsides after they were cleared—got six or^
eight before they gullied much. He said he wished
he could find some sort of grass that will grow on thin
land, and keep the soil from washing, as he would like,

to sow it on those hillsides and make pasture of them.
After he declared that no trees should be planted on
the farm, I asked him what he would do for posts
when those in his fences were gone. He said he
thought they would last as long as he > did, and then
others could work out that problem. Almost all of
these men are of the same mind, so it is a waste of

time to talk forestry to them. A few men are be-
ginning to plant, but I notice that the man who talks

against planting receives the most attention. I am of

the opinion that the next generation will plant, and if

the boys are educated to plant wisely these wide-open
sections will again be dotted with groves of forest-

trees—trees that are useful rather than ornamental.
Last winter, when coal was scarce and high, I saw a
man cutting willows and cottonwoods along a creek
that ran through his farm, and making fire-wood of

them. They averaged about eight inches in diameter
at the butt. He got about thirty loads of wood. I

asked him if he did not think it would pay him to

plant the banks of that creek with catalpa, locust and
other trees that would supply him with both fire-wood

and posts when he needed them. He said he rather

thought it would. In the spring he set out about fifty

cottonwoods, and that was all the planting he did.

A farmer in Iowa writes me that he likes my idea

of planting trees on rough land, but he says he needs
his rough land for pasture. He would like to know if

he could grow trees without injuring the growth of

grass, also what he should plant on land used for per-

manent pasture. If he will plant the trees far enough
apart, he can have both grass and timber. I have seen

locust and catalpa growing in pastures, and neither

were injured by the stock, while white and green ash

were eaten almost to the ground. In planting forest-

trees in pasture I would set none less than six feet

in height, and they should be about twenty feet apart,

and carefully pruned every year. When young trees

are set so far apart, I have found it a good plan to

go over them several times during the growing-season,

and nip off the tips of all side-branches. This sends

the tree straight up. It is not advisable to take off

more than the tip-end of side-branches, for if they are

pruned heavily the leader is apt to get top-heavy. One
should do this as long as he can reach these branches.

When they come out too high to reach, he should use

a long-handled pruner. The aim of the grower should

be to get these widely planted trees well up before

they are allowed to form much of a head.

After an experience extending over twenty years,

my advice to all tree-planters is to buy your trees in

the fall, and plant in the spring. One should have the

trees shipped to him about the first of November, heel

them in at once, covering at least three fourths of the

tree, and plant them as early in the spring as the

soil can be worked. Order the nurseryman to cut

all side-roots to about four inches in length, and to

send as much tap-root as he can conveniently get. It

is about time to be learning where trees can be ob-

tained. Early orders receive the best attention, and fall

orders will invariably bring better trees than spring

orders, while the trees are sure to reach their desti-

nation in much better condition when they are shipped

in the fall than if shipped in the spring.
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FARM THEORY AND PRACTICE

CLEAN Fairs.—It is easy

to criticize. The critic

has an easy task in this

world. He can let oth-

ers do the things that are to

be done, and all he has to

do is to stand around and find

fault; and just so long as the
world comes short of perfection, his job is sure to last.

County fairs cannot run very long as losing enter-
prises. There must be sufficient receipts to meet ex-
penses, or the bkckers will grow weary, and to secure
receipts there must be money from people in atten-

dance and money from privileges. To secure attendance
there mast be some attraction—some motive for going
to the fair—and money for "privileges" is paid to
secure the right to do something that will bring money
or pay in some form.

The agricultural fair can be made to do a lot of

good, and the amount of good is not wholly dependent
upon its educational value, though many try to teach
themselves that the educational feature of a fair is the
one justification for its existence and for any one's
attendance. The social feature is important. Farmers,
with their families, should have the enjoyment of put-
ting farm cares aside and
meeting old friends and
neighbors during fair-week.
For educational, business
and social reasons the ag-
ricultural fair has justified

its existence as a fair.

But the very fact that

I the fair is needed has given
managers a license to do
things they would not dare
to do in their private busi-

ness enterprises. Having
taken it for granted that the
fair must be held, and that

receipts must be secured,
some of them have added
to their list of so-called at-

tractions in such indiscrim-
inate fashion that more
harm than good is done.
When a fair does that, it

needs to die. Its manage-
ment has no right to defend
its acts upon the ground of

necessity, because there is

no necessity for a fair if it is

doing harm and not good.
The World's Fair at Chicago introduced to general

notice some forms of indecency that were not known
by the public as permissible "attractions" prior to that
time. The purveyors of amusement in cities under-
stand that there are various classes to which they may
cater. There are clean shows, and there is every
grade of viciousness down to that which is incon-
ceivable to a healthy mind. The World's Fair catered
to all classes; but when the agricultural fair begins to
bank upon immorality and indecency as drawing-cards
to itself, the justification for its existence has ceased.
A fair that depends upon family_patronage has no

right to admit upon its grounds any "attraction" that
draws by reason of the slightest color of immorality
or indecency. When it does so, it is selling for cash
the right to harm country boys who should find a safe

place of enjoyment. The fair that must have receipts
from any gambling or lewd enterprise, or from any
"attraction" that gets its pay on' the pretense of being
base, should go out of existence. It is time that it did.

We do not need agricultural fairs that are not
clean. I do not condemn one because it is given
greatly to amusement. The people should support an
educational one, and then they would get it, and they
could have amusement with it; but all men should
unite in demanding that
when a fair cannot be run
successfully without receipts
from gambling and from
lewd shows, it must cease
to exist under the name of
an agricultural fair^ and
take its chances under the
law with other disreputable
purveyors to the vicious in-

terests of the human race.

All Over the Farm

Ordinarily I let the peas lie in swath two days. The
September sun then begins to crisp the top leaves, and
I windrow with the sulky-rake, that brings new leaves

to the surface, making the windrows small. After two
days, two widths of the rake in the windrow are folded

into a pile, making a forkful, and more curing follows.

If a rain comes, the piles are inverted after a day's
drying. This hay retains the most of the leaves, heats
in the mow, and is relished by stock. The piles are

easily loaded on wagons, and the unloading is done
with a horse-fork. David. .

CARE AND REPAIR OF FARM-MACHINERY
The amount spent every year for farm-machinery

throughout the length and breadth of our broad do-
main has grown so as to be of enormous proportions.
Though necessarily large, its present impressive total
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cold or stormy weather. The
arrangement should be such
that heavy machinery can be
driven in at one door and out
at another, to avoid shifting.

With such a storage-house
containing work-bench, vise,

anvil and some well-selected
tools, supplies of assorted

bolts, burs, etc., the machinery-bill may be econ-
omized to an extent little realized by the average
farmer, besides the saving of much time, especially
when that commodity is money. Besides the saving,
there is also a distinct satisfaction in working with
tools and machinery thus well kept.

In an early farming experience the writer found his
profit-account was kept above the danger-line only by
the greatest care and home repair of his machinery.

B. F. W. Thorpe.

A SANDED AREA IN MOEHLMAN BOTTOM

is unnecessarily increased by the common use of ex-
pensive, complicated machinery in the hands of care-
less, inexperienced operators. It is not an extravagant
assertion to make that farm-machinery to the value
of millions of dollars is annually going to the scrap-
heap and junk-yards, which sum by proper care and
repair might remain in the pockets of the farmers.

The life of a machine is no longer than its weakest
and most delicate parts. If these are allowed to be-
come worn, or weakened by improper adjustment,
through ignorance or carelessness of the operator, the
life of the machine will be shortened in accordance.
Replacement of parts, as the buyer of repair fittings

well knows, soon equals the price of new machines.
Complicated machines with delicate parts, such as

grain harvesters, threshers, drills, planters and the
like, cannot long survive negligent usage, while even
the ordinary implem.ents in common use are too often
allowed to become weather-worn and loose-jointed
until a heavy strain cuts short their usefulness.
A machine or implement, anywhere from a com-

bined harvester to a simple cultivator or hay-rake,
needs frequent overhauling to keep all burs tight and
adjustments and bearings in perfect condition. When
this care is given in conjunction with necessary pro-

WEEDS
Weeds many times step in, or rather come up, as

the guardian of the careless or ignorant farmer. "They
perform this good service in cases where the farmer
is so unwise as to allow his land to be unoccupied by
some more useful crop. As a matter of fact, I would

expect more satisfactory
results in plowirig down a
heavy growth of weeds be-
fore they seeded than in

growing a crop of turnips
to enrich my land. While
I appreciate the good we
may get from weeds, I

would never encourage the
growth of them with the
thought that the time might
come when they would
cover some mistake of mine
or the season's, for they are
usually on hand without in-

vitation, whether wanted or
not. They are not con-
ventional. Above all other
places where I strive for
their discouragement and
eradication is in my perma-
nent pastures. I have three
meadows devoted to per-
manent pasture, where my
war-cry in my combat with
weeds is unconditional sur-

render. In my farming-
fields, where I can rotate

my crops of corn, wheat, rye, potatoes, catch-crops
and hay, I easily keep the upper hand of the weeds.
Even there they have often reminded me that it was
time to start the harrow. W. F. McSparran.

CURRENT NOTES
Reliable reports indicate that there are thirty-four

counties in Kansas which have each produced this

season over one million, bushels of wheat.

In scientific forestry the young trees are thinned
out, the underbrush removed, and every means possible
taken to give air and sunlight to the growing tree.

Macaroni wheat, of the variety known as the Wild
Goose and imported varieties, has this year produced
a very fine crop in Texas and the Dakotas. This is

well, since the imports of macaroni, vermicelli, etc.,

during the twelve months ending with June, 1903, were
valued at the respectable figure of $1,171,922.

Harvesting Cow-peas.
—A dairyman said recently
that if he had a barnful of

cow-pea hay he would not
buy much bran or mid-
dlings. I know the hay is

all right, and it is less dif-

ficult to make than many
think. Probably the dairy-
man would do well if he
put a considerable part of
his crop of peas into the
silo. Professor Voorhees, of
New Jersey, has been suc-
cessful in making pea si-

lage, but some have failed ^
y/hen using the pea by it-

self. I think its use in the silo will increase, but con-
cerning its use as hay there is no doubt. Few farmers,
after using this hay, are willing to be without it.

There are as many ways of curing pea-vines as
there are of curing clover hay. I am not sure that my
method is the best, but it is safe and inexpensive, and
the hay is eaten readily by live stock. I should prefer
to have the vines chiefly mow-cured, and some growers
afiirm that the vines need comparatively little curing
in the field if the mow is deep and tight, just as some
affirm about clover; but the pea-vines are so full of sap
that I am very sure that they would spoil for me if I

should adopt the quick methods I have seen recom-
mended. I prefer to cure quite thoroughly in the field,

taking at least six days of good weather. Rain injures
quality somewhat—must do so—but not seriously, be-
cause the hay will keep idle horses in good condition
chrniigrl-|ont winter withniit nnv ntber "Tniri.

The various leading varieties of wheat are being
properly classified and named in the United States De-
partment of Agriculture. Each experiment station in

the wheat-growing states

should supplement the
work, and spare no effort

to keep the varieties true to

name, so that farmers can
secure enough pure seed to

get a start. The celebrated
Fultz whea't was bred from
a single head. * * *

lA WASHOUT AT ALLINGHAM BEND

tection from the weather, the life of a machine will

often be more than doubled, besides being much more
efifective and agreeable for the operator's use.

In one respect riding-machinery has an advantage
over that not so intended, since with the -former it is

more convenient to take the machines to the tool-
house after each day's using, thus avoiding the weath-
ering which sudden or prolonged storms often effect

on machinery left in the field even when intended to be
put into use the following day. Machinery when thus
brought to cover after each day's use is much more
apt to be kept in ship-shape condition; stormy days
being available for this purpose, when if in the field

they would be neglected.
The best care and repair of machinery calls for

good and convenient storage facilities. An ideal tool-
house is one of solid and durable construction, well
lig-hted and made comfortable for working in during

SOME EFFECTS OF THE
GREAT KANSAS FLOOD

[continued from page i]

corn) are looking well at

this date. I think that in

many cases the sanded
areas will not be a total loss.

Where the sand is not
more than six or eight

inches deep it will be pos-
sible to plow down the sand
and bring enough soil to

the surface to establish the
growth of some grasses,

and perhaps alfalfa."

The damage done by
the flood, while very great,

was done to individuals

rather than to the state as an agricultural community.
As an illustration of particular effects I may mention
a farm for which the owner had been offered eight
thousand dollars a short time before the flood. After
the flood the price was five thousand dollars. In a
strip of country varying in width from one to seyen
miles and about two hundred miles long there must be
.thousands of farms that suffered similarly. Of course,
great damage was done to bridges, railroads and towns
and cities, but that is not part of this story.

Kansas is a great state agriculturally. As I passed
through the western portion early in July, while the
headers and binders were busy in fields of wheat
where twenty years ago it was generally believed that
wheat would succeed only occasionally, I gained a
new appreciation of the ability of the Kansas farmer to
adapt himself and his crops to the soil and climate of
a section of conntrv perilously near to the arid region.
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Gardening
By T. GREINER

THE Pan-American Strawberry is fruiting freely
at this writing (the end of August). I shall very
likely have more remarks to make about this
strawberry a little later on.

Su-MiiER Weather Comes Late this year, but
nevertheless welcome to our unusually late crops of
corn, melons, tomatoes, Lima beans, egg-plants, etc.

So, after all, we may get the usual abundant supply.

Sweet Corn Hardly Ever Fails to pay well. Up
to this time it has sold readily in retail at fifteen cents
a dozen ears. It still brings twelve cents, and what a
lot any one can produce on a piece of well-manured
land! My Metropolitan was planted so thickly that
one has to force his way through the rows. Yet a
large number of the stalks bear two ears, and most
of the ears are large. The quality is very good.

Ashes and Lime for Vine Enemies.—M. D. R., of
Delaware, Ohio, says that for forty years he has
saved his vines completely by putting ashes around and
over the plants, while he has found that potato-bugs
are repelled by dusting lime over the potato-vines while
wet with dew. It is true that fine, dry wood-ashes
have a tendency to keep bugs off the vines, and that
they can be used freely without fear of harming plants.
Freshly slaked dry lime when dusted freely over po-
tato-vines will often rid them of the slugs, especially
when the latter are yet quite young. It will have but
very little effect on the old hard-shells.

The Abundance of Fruits and Vegetables with
which my home is blessed just at this time, and will
be until snow flies, puts a good deal of responsibility
and hard work on the women of the household. Yet
most women just enjoy the labors of the canning-
season, and take just pride in their well-stocked larder,
with hundreds of cans of choice fruits, bottles and
crocks of pickles, and mysterious compounds of all

sorts of vegetables and spices, etc. As friend Colling-
wood says ("Rural New-Yorker"), '"Farm life is often
hard for the women—harder than for the men. I can-
not deny that; yet, on the other hand, there are chances
for happiness there which are unheard of in town."

City or Country?—"As for me," says Editor Col-
lingwood, "after living under many varied conditions,
I -will put myself on record as saying that if I were
offered the finest palace in New York, with money to
run it, on condition that I must live in it all the time, I

would reject the offer!" I think I have put myself on
record as expressing similar sentiments on many oc-
casions. And just at this time, when we can impress
our city visitors with all the possibilities of country
life and country advantages, I am particularly in sym-
pathy with the sentiment. Brother Collingwood ques-
tions whether his madame would say "amen" to that.

I know my madame would dislike to leave the country.

Large Potato-tops.—A lady reader in Wolf Creek,
Mont, reports that her potato-vines grow excessively
large every year, so that she has thought of cutting
them back. The soil is a sandy loam. Probably it is

very rich, especially in nitrogen, in which case the only
manure that would be admissible for the crop would
be wood-ashes or standard mineral chemicals (acid
phosphate and muriate or sulphate of potash), all in

moderate doses only, or nothing, for some seasons at
least. I like to see large potato-tops. It indicates a
good yield of tubers. In fact, a big yield cannot be
expected unless the vines are large and thrifty. On
such rich soil, however, the proper way to manage,
perhaps, includes the use of small (single-eye) seed-
pieces and the allowance of proper space. Close plant-
ing, as we often indulge in here, will not do under such
circumstances. The size of the tops is largely in-

fluenced by weather conditions, the same as the yield
of tubers. In some years the tops grow excessively
large. My Early Ohios this year have made more top
(although they are of a rather dwarfish habit of

growth) than is usually produced on Carmans or other
late sorts in an ordinary season. I rather like the
large tops, because it means I will get the tubers.

Onion-maggot.—A reader in Crown Point, N. Y.,

asks me to give a "preventive of the small white worms
that infest his onion-beds, w-orking at the roots of the
plants." He has found as many as six worms in one
onion. That seems really like an extreme case, and as

bad as maggots sometimes infest cabbages and rad-
ishes. Frequently I have had so many maggots on my
radishes that almost every one was worthless, and
often I have had a large proportion of my cabbage-
plants die, and j'et my onions have remained entirely

free from the pest, or at least suft'ered but little, so that

now and then a maggot may have been found on an
onion. For that reason, and believing that the same
species of onion-fly attacks all these plants, but pre-
fers cabbages and radishes to onions, I have usually
planted a row of radishes here and there in or near
the onion-patch, or early cabbages close by, so as to

attract the fly to the other plants, and leave the onions
free. The free application of caustic (fresh-slaked

lime) in powder or as lime-water seems to have a
tendency to kill the maggots. But really I know of

no sure remedy or preventive. Some of our market-
gardeners apply heavy doses of salt to their radish-

beds, and I have often used such doses of muriate of

potash for the same purpose myself.

Vine-diseases.—Mrs. R. sends me a cucumber-leaf
that seemed badly spotted with some disease. This
may be the bacterial blight, which annually takes a por-
tion of our plants, and for which we have not yet
found a remedy. The fact reported by my correspon-
dent, that ''some vines in the same hill are all right,"

indicating that a plant here and there is suddenly taken

and gradually dies, seems to point to the bacterial
blight as a cause rather than to a mere leaf-disease.
The leaf-diseases (leaf-spot, mildew) may be fought
with some success by means of thorough spraying. I

have never been able to prevent the occurrence of the
bacterial blight in my cucumber, melon and squash
patches by even the most thorough and oft-repeated
spraying. I find a vine here and a vine there, often in

a hill that has three or four apparently healthy ones,
all at once showing a wilted condition, the wilt some-
times affecting only an entire branch, more generally
the whole plant through its entire length, and the only
thing that can be done is to pull up the plant and de-
stroy it. No treatment known to me will revive it or
restore it to health, I usually try to make up for the
loss of an occasional plant by leaving a larger number
of vines, and even the hills, closer together than I

would otherwise or the books recommend. At times,
however, the loss is so large that even this is not suffic-

ient, and I have even seen instances where the entire

patch was cleaned out entirely by the disease.

Melon-lice.—The same correspondent asks "what
will keep bugs off the under side of the leaves." The
"bugs" are probably plant-lice, that in some cases do
a great deal of damage, and being clustered on the
under side of the leaves are not easily reached. If I

had but a few vines in the home garden, I would take
leaf by leaf, turn it over, and sprinkle it with tobacco-
dust. A more expeditious way, of course, is spraying
with a strong tobacco-tea, kerosene emulsion, or even
a plain, strong suds made from pure soap and hot
water, applied hot. The nozzle should be turned up at

right angle, so the spraying can be done from below.

Second-crop Potatoes.—I liave sometimes grown
potatoes for seed by planting old tubers (that had been
kept over by exposing in a single layer to more or less

light) during the latter part of July or early in August.
At times I have also tried to grow a second crop by
planting potatoes of the first crop of real early ones,
especially Early Ohios, selecting for this purpose the
tubers that had grown near the surface and been par-
tially exposed to the light. It is not easy in the climate
here to get the new potatoes to start into strong
growth, even when already supplied with new sprouts
or leaves. A Tennessee reader who has a lot of Bliss'

Triumph asks me how he should manage them in

order to grow a second crop for next season's plant-
ing. It is quite sure that the tubers cannot be planted
and made to grow immediately after being dug. At
least, I know of no way to do it. Southern planters
who have time enough for the manipulation, how-
ever, may place the freshly dug potatoes out in the
open, under a tree, where they have plenty of light,

and will lie in a moist position all the time for several

weeks, when they mat be planted with some expecta-
tion of their starting into growth at once, and making a

small crop. The seed will be good even if the tubers
are but partially developed. If tubers can be selected

that have already been "greened" by growing partially

uncovered (near the surface), all the better. In fact,

for growing potatoes to be planted again for a second
crop, I would plant them very shallow, and hill them
very little. One grower places the tubers on sod in an
orchard, and covers them with straw, then keeps this

straw quite wet. In this latitude we will have to rely

on late planting of old potatoes to get superior seed-

potatoes. Two years ago I planted some old Carmans
in early August, and grew as good seed (although the

tubers were only medium-sized) as I ever planted.

Fruit-Growing
By S. B. GREEN

Coreopsis.—D. C. H., Rochester, Minn. The
sample flower which you inclosed is what is

known as "annual coreopsis." It is quite a po^"-

ular annual, and grows easily from seed.

^Mountain Ash.—J. B,, High Willow Grove, N. J.

The specimen which you inclosed looks nothing like

the American chestnut, and I am very positive it is a

Mountain ash. I think you had better notify the nur-
sery people from whom you received it that they have
made a mistake, and if they are reliable persons they
will undoubtedly replace it with what j ou ordered.

Plantains.—W. M. L., Junction City, Ohio. The
plant which you sent is one of the plantains, known
as Plantago aristata. This is an annual plant, and the
only way to keep it from spreading is to prevent its

going to seed. If your lawn is badly infested with it,

it may be best to spade up your lawn, and keep it cul-

tivated one season, then seed down early the following
spring. If it makes its appearance in only small quan-
tities, it may be dug out with a knife.

Grape Flea-beetle.—J. G. B., North Rochester,
Mass. The grape-leaves which you sent have been in-

fested with the larvffi of the grape-vine flea-beetle.

This is the typical flea-beetle, and is very difficult to
capture. It is steel-blue to metallic-green in color.

The beetles live over winter under any shelter, such
as loose bark, leaves, etc. They become active in early
spring, and do their greatest damage by boring into

and scooping out the unopened buds. The young
hatch in June or July, and soon riddle the leaves with
holes. The best remedy is probably spraying with
Bordeaux mixture, to which has been added a small
amount of Paris green. This should be done just as
soon as any injury from it is discovered.

Grape-rot—Soil for Currants.—G. L., New
Madrid, Mo. Grape-rot is very common throughout
this country, and it is especially bad in moist seasons.
The only way it can be prevented in some sections is

to spray the grapes with some good fungicide, as the
rot is caused by a fungus. The best treatment for
this W'ill depend somewhat upon circumstances. Most

growers are agreed that the grape, as soon as the fruit
is set, should be sprayed with Bordeaux mixture made
from a formula of five pounds of lime, five pounds of
copper and fifty gallons of water. This should be re-
peated three or four times, at intervals of about three
or four weeks, or until the grapes begin to color, when
no further application should be applied. If it is nec-
essary then, ammoniacal carbonate of copper should
be used. The use of these materials to prevent grape-
rot is very common, and gives decided satisfaction.
The best soil for currants is a heavy, rich loam, but they
will do well in any good corn-soil. They should be
planted at least five feet apart each way, and in com-
mercial planting I prefer to make the distance six
feet with all the strong-growing kinds.

Apple-blight—Currant-worms—Rose-slug—Cab-
bage-worms.—O. C, Leland, 111. The injury to your
apple-trees is undoubtedly due to what is known as
apple-tree blight. This is a very common disease in
the Western states on apple-trees, and in the Eastern
states on pear-trees, and some varieties are so sus-
ceptible that they are easily killed from its injury.
The best treatment is to gather and burn the dead
portions as soon as the injury for the season has
stopped. I am inclined to think that persistence in this
will very materially lessen the blight. Of course, this
is in case your neighbors do not allow similar material
to stand in their orchards. The currant-worm is

quite easily destroyed by hellebore. In my experience
I have found it best mixed with flour; but as hellebore
is often adulterated, and Paris green usually comes in
a good quality. I generally prefer to use Paris green
mixed with flour at the rate of one pound of Paris
green to thirty pounds of flour. It is important that
the insecticide for the currant-worm be applied early
in the season. The fly, which is the mature form of
this worm, lays its eggs on the under side of the
leaves in the center of the bushes, and seems to prefer
gooseberries to currants. As soon as the worms hatch
out, they eat holes through the leaves. In watching
for them, one should look out for these leaves, as they
are very inconspicuous, but by a little practice you
would soon be able to pick them out. Your roses
have had the foliage eaten by what is known as the
rose-slug, which is a little sticky worm that eats off

the surface of the leaves, leaving them skeletonized.
The best remedy for this is Paris green applied as for
the currant-worm. You will find that Paris green
is also the best remedy for the cabbage-worm, and the
best way to apply it is mixed with flour. If applied
with water it w^U run off, but if applied with flour it

will destroy the worms completely, and give you the
best of satisfaction. You need not be afraid that the
Paris green will poison the cabbage and make it dan-
gerous to eat, for the cabbage grows from the inside,
and the outside leaves come off anyway; and further,
there would be practically no Paris green left on the
leaves after one or two good rains, and a j^ear or two
ago it was shown by one of the experiment stations
that in order to get a poisonous dose applied in this

way one would have to eat about thirty cabbages, out-
side leaves and all, at one sitting.

THE SITE FOR AN ORCHARD
In selecting a site for an apple orchard it is well to

choose elevated ground. Elevation above surrounding
areas secures air and soil-drainage and comparative
freedom from frost. Before spraying was practised,
elevation counted for more in securing fair fruit than
it does now. Air-drainage is often secured by ravines
running through or near the orchard. Many good
orchards are on level land. This does not disprove
the rule, but shows that exceptions may not be
disastrous.

A fairly fertile clay loam is about the best for an
apple orchard, but the fact that apple-trees do well
on many different kinds of soil shows that it is not
best to emphasize too strongly the importance of

choosing any particular kind of soil.

If the soil is too poor to secure a good growth,
fertility may be supplied, but to check too rampant
a growth and to induce fruitfulness is not so simple
a matter; hence, a rather infertile soil is to be pre-
ferred to one having too abundant a supply of plant-
food elements.

Exposure, or the direction in which the land slopes,

is usually a matter of considerable importance. For
winter apples a northern slope is better than a southern.
The drying effect of the sun on a southern slope may
be somewhat lessened by mulching, but it is easier

to manage a northern slope, and the results are much
more certain to be satisfactory. For early varieties a
southern slope may be preferable. There is usually
but little choice between an eastern and western slope,
except that the former is usually more fertile.

There are good orchard-sites in nearly all parts
of the state, but they are more numerous in the hilly

portions. One is less liable to make a mistake in

choosing an orchard-site where the land is somewhat
hilly or rolling than where it is level.

Sugar-tree, and sometimes beech, oak and chestnut,
lands are suitable for apple orchards. Elm-land is

seldom desirable. A soil which will give a good crop
of wheat without lodging, if the elevation is sufficient,

is usually safe orchard-land. The potato crop is usu-
ally a safe guide, but the corn crop is less so.

The Trees for Planting.—Opinions differ regard-
ing the proper size of trees for planting and the age
at which they should be taken, but all are agreed that

a tree which is one year old at planting will come into

bearing at about the same time as an older tree. For
various reasons, however, many prefer larger and older
trees, mostly because they are more easily seen and
less liable to injury. A tree which is four years old or

more is more liable to die in transplanting and more
difficult to get into shape than a younger tree. One
is not likely to make a second attempt at starting an
orchard with large-sized trees. If one-year-old trees

are chosen, none but the largest and best should be
taken. A well-grown one-year-old is a great deal bet-

ter than a two-year-old of the same size. Culls are not

suitable in any case. It is better to buy trees by age
than by size, but one should understand in doing so

that trees of some varieties will be larger than others.

—W. J. Green, in Bulletin No. 187 of the Ohio Agri-

cultural Experiment Station.
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WONDERFUL STOVE OFFER.
OUR FREE STOVE CATALOGUE

Page 5

$3.98

picture
of our Newark, Ohio, stove foundry, THE LARGEST
STOVE FACTORY IN THE WORLD, where we make
every kind of RANGE. COOK AND HEATING STOVES,
which we sell direct to users AT LESS THAN ONE-
HALF THE PRICES CHARGED BY OTHERS.
OUR FREE STOVE CATALOGUE pictures, describes

and prices every kind ot stove we make, explains our
liberal pay after received terms, our 30 days* free trial
offer, our safe delivery guarantee, our qualltj' and dura-
bility guarantee and alyo carries with It THE MOST
ASTONISHINGLY LIBERAL OFFER EVER HEARD OF.

Just to ^ive you a little Idea of the won-
derful values we are olferiiig we show two
popular stoves taken at random from.our big
assortment as showu In our free stove caralogne.

Buys this handsome NEW
1904 MODEL OAK
HEATER. Burns WOOD

OR COAL, and is one of the handsomest
oak heaters made, beautiful rococo cast
Iron base, top and front, best sheet steel
body, very elaborate nickel plated orna-
mentations and trimmings including
side rails, bands, top, liandsome urn,
medallions, checks, drafts, etc.
OUR FREE STOVE CATALOGUE

shows a very large picture of this and
an endless variety of other direct

draft and double heater WOOD
AND COAL HEATING STOVES.

Buys this hand-
some COOK STOVE,
latest I 904 model,

one of the latest and best cook stoves made; highest
gradecastlngtilarge oven shelf,
oven door kicker, nickel
medallions and trimmings,
heavy covers and centers.
Our free stove catalogue
shows a very large pic-

ture of this and an enoless
..variety of other cast iron
cook stoves and cast and steel
ranges AT CORRESPOND-
INGLY LOW PRICES.
Our big $1 1.98 nickel trim-

med steel range Is the great-
est steel range value ever of-
fered. Our $13.95 reservoir
nickel trimmed steel cook stove and our big 500-pound
reservoir high shelf range, which we sell at $15.95 are
the equal of ranges that sell elsewhere at double the price.
Our free stove catalogue shows large pictures and

complete descriptions of all the stoves we rnake. explains
our liberal terras, 30 days* free trial proposition, our guar-
antees, etc., and carries with it the most liberal stove
offer ever named. Don't buy a stove anywhere imtil yOu
see our free stove catalogue. Simply write us a letter or
on a postal card say "send me your free stove catalogue."
and It will go to you by return maif, postpaid, free.

Address.

$4.85

SEARS, ROEBUCK & CO.,
Chicago.

III.

60 Different Bulbs all for 30c.
By mail with cultural directions, for garden or pots.

1 Kew Dwarf Calla.
X Cardinal Freesla.
1 Golden Sacred lilly.
IB Tulip*, Id'ble.l single.
S BTarclssua, " "
8 Belelan Hyacinths.
8 Ctlant Croons.
8 Star of Bethlehem*
8 Snowdrops,

8 A.lllam«, 3 sorts.
3 Trltelela.whiteetar.
5 Ixlas, 3 sorts.
S Sparaxis, 3 sorts.
S Orape Hyacinths.
5 G-lantBanuncaluB.

.

5 Spanish Iris.
S JPreeslas, mixed.
S Oxalls. 5sorts,mixed.

All different colors, and fine flowering hardy bulbs.
Also Free to all who apply, our elegant Fall Cata-

loftne of Bulbs, Plants and Seeds.for Fall planting and
Winter blooming. Choicest Byaolnths, Tulips, Narcis-
sus, Crocus, Lilies, Shrubs, Vines, Fruits and Rare new
Winter flowering Plants.

John Lewis Childs, Floral Park, N. Y.

THISTLE-INEl
Oak Grove, Mich., July 9, 1903.

The Lindgren Chemical Co.
Grand Rapids, Mich.

Gentlemen:—The more I use
Thistle-ine, the better I like it, and
I believe it will in time be as

necessary an article on the farm
for spraying noxious vegetable
growths as Paris green is for spray-
ing potatoes. Used Thistle-ine
on Milkweed last week, and was
delighted with results.

Yours truly, "VV. O. Richards.

One thoroug:h spraying: with "This°
tle^ine** settles it. Guaranteed. 5
lb. can makes 5 gallons of the liquid,

$2.00. Free booklet tells all about it.

THE LINDGREN CHEM5CAL CO.
8 So. Ionia St., Grand Rapids, Mich.

STEEL ROOFING.
Strictly new, perfect, Semi-Hardened

Steel Sheets two feet wide, six feet long.
The hest Roofing, Sidlnff or CelUng:
you can use. We turnisii nails free and
paint roofing, two sides. Comes either
flat corrugated or"V" crimped. Deliv-
ered free of all charges to all points in U.
S. east of Mississippi River and north of
Ohio River at *».26 PER SQUARE:.
Prices to other points on application.
A square means 100 square feet.

"Write for Free Catalogue No. S4 on material bought
from Sheriffs' and Receivers' Sales. CHICAGO HOUSE
WRECKING CO., W. 85th and Iron Sts., Chicago.

because it gives them food that
makes them lay. Open hopper and
automatic feed, makes cutting
always easy. Sent on

TEN DAYS' FREE TRIAL.
No pay until you prove that it cuts faster
and easier than any other. Isn't that better
for you than to pay cash in advance for a
machine you never tried? Catalogue free.

F* W. mANN CO., Box S2, SHIfortl, Blase.

KGRC

^ wKouE^HfR^KThe GROWER
est Stock. Low Prices
fn Write for FREE Catalog.

LU., ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Full Line. Best Stock. Low Prices.

OROVER NURSERY
^'>"f«'^''^^«-»^

^TAnif TREES test by Test—78 Years

^ I lllvf" Laeqest Nuraery.
^AlfV Fkoit Book free. WeniV CASH
Pll' Want MORE Salesmen VtK. 1 WeeklyW STARK BROS , Louisiana, Mo. ; Dansville. N. V. ; Etc

GINSENG Culture is the very best "Rainy
Day" Insurance. Safe as a Gov-
ernment Bond. 100 times as prof-

itable. One fourth acre worth $10,UU0.00. Panlculars 4. cmtn.

T. H. SUTTON. "H" 1820 W. Chestnut St.. Louisville. Ky.

filN^PNfi '^^^ Twentieth Century MONEY-MAKER
^J^-'Al VP $ii>,ot)0 profits per acre. Largest gardens in

America. Address Riverside Ginseng Gardens, Houston, Mo

AGENTS*"'"*"' «>r FOSTER STEEL STANCHIONMkiiiiw Best cow fastener made. All metal, big seller,
Frank H. Battles. Seed tirower, €tr. 2G, Koebeiiter. N.Y.

DEATH to Lice S?]: Libert?-™"-"'-, Box j03,Apponaug, B.I.

Poultry-Raising
By P. H. JACOBS

LATE-MOLTING HENS

THE hens should have finished molt-

ing before now, for when they do
not finish until November or by
the time the winter opens, they sel-

dom lay before spring. It requires about
three months to molt, and if the hens

do not begin- to molt before October they

seldom complete the process until well

in January. They will, however, begin
laying when spring opens, and they will

then give a good account of themselves.
Some who have tried the method claim

that Vwhen the hens are fat, and food is

then 1 withheld, they will begin to molt,

and molt rapidly, if fed on nitrogenous
foods, such as meat, dried blood, etc. If

the hens finish molting before winter
they will lay through the winter months.

SITTING HENS

It is now rather late for hens to sit, and
in endeavoring to prevent them from in-

cubating some persons resort to cruel

methods. It is not out of place to again
mention the easiest and best plan. When
a hen sits she must feel the sensation of

warmth under her body when she is on
the nest, otherwise she will abandon the
work. Simply prevent her from impart-
ing warmth to anything. She will sit on
a porcelain egg and attempt to keep it

warm, but when she finds that she can
create no heat with her body she will

desist from sitting. Make a small coop
with lath or strips, and have the floor of

lath, also, the coop to be raised a few
inches from the ground. The air under
the hen being cool, due to the open
spaces between the lath, will soon cause
her to become disgusted.

, LINSEED-MEAL FOR POULTRY

Linseed-meal is an excellent addition

to the general variety of foods for poul-
try, as it is highly nitrogenous, and it is

muth superior to cotton-seed meal, as the

seeds from which it is made are fully

matured, which is not the case with the
ground cotton-seed. Linseed-meal may
be fed at all seasons. Even when grain
is allowed it will pay to feed linseed-meal,
and when given linseed-meal the hens
will lay more eggs. It is richer in the
essential elements of growth and produc-
tion than many other concentrated foods,

and greatly enriches the manure. About
one gill of linseed-meal may be added to

every quart of ground grain used. The
linseed-meal is rich in mineral and nitrog-
enous materials, and serves to balance
the grain, the mixture with half a pound
of ground meat making one of the best
egg-producing foods. It should not be
used oftener than once a day.

LIMED EGGS

Readers of the Farm and Fireside
frequently request methods of preserving
eggs, and especially with the aid of lime.
In this era of cold storage the limed egg
has no standing whatever, and if sold in

market they will not bring enough to pay
for the eggs before they were limed; in

fact, limed eggs will not sell at all except
for purposes outside of household use.

However, to oblige readers, it may be
stated that the following is one of the
methods: Use one pint of salt, one pint

of fresh lime and four gallons of boil-
ing water. When cold, put it in stone
jars; then with a dish let the fresh eggs
down into it, tipping the dish after it fills

with the fluid, so that they will roll out
without cracking the shells, for if a shell

is cracked the egg will spoil. Put the
eggs in whenever you have them fresh.

Keep covered and in a cool place. Such
eggs are largely used by bakers and in

the arts. Albumen is made from the
white, and egg-oil from the yolks. The
egg-oi! is used for oiling leather and wool
in the woolen-mills. Then there are egg-
pomades, desiccated eggs, and preserved
eggs (for tanners' use). Limed eggs can
not compete at all with eggs intended for

the table, and they can easily be detected.

WORK ON THE POULTRY-HOUSE

The fall season of the year is the time
when preparations should be made for
winter, the most important matter being
the construction of thepoultry-honse, with
due regard for the comfort of the fowls.
One of the best arrangements is ar\ open
shed, which will be useful both in sum-
mer and winter. The shed can be added
to the poultry-house with but little cost,

as it should be open in front, facing the
sun, the opening to be covered with wire,

to protect against enemies. The advan-
tage of the open shed is that it provides
shelter in the open air. There is nothing
to which the fowls object more than re-

maining in the roosting-place of the
poultry-house during the day. They will

stand for hours in the rain rather than

go into the roosting-compartment. When
the space at the disposal of the fowls in

the poultry-house is very limited, the

floor may be raised about two feet above
the ground, thus forming a shelter un-

derneath, instead of the open shed, if

preferred, into which the fowls can go on
stormy days. When, however, it can be

arranged, it is much better to have an
open shed, separate or adjoining the

house, for when the floor is raised it

makes the interior of the- house much
colder. When the ground forms the floor,

the cold air does not get so easily to the

fowls from the bottom. When it cannot
be avoided, and the raised floor is

adopted, it should be made of stout wood,
and the interior should be covered with

a layer of litter, dry earth, or some such
substance, two or three inches thick,

and this will ^sist in making the house
much warmer, as well as afYording the

fowls an opportunity to exercise.

SUMMER FEEDING OF DUCKS AND GEESE

Those who feed ducks and geese when
grass and insects are abundant should

learn that more harm is done than may
be supposed. They will consume young
weeds and all kinds of grass, and find

more food on the ground than they can
consume. To feed them on grain at this

season is to make them excessively fat.

Both geese and ducks will consume grain

or other concentrated food, but foods of

a more bulky character are preferred.

Their livers are large proportionately,
and they have great digestive capacity.

They prefer grass, especially clover, and
some weeds, such as purslane, as del-

icacies. Ground grain moistened with

milk is excellent in the early part of the

year, at which period they are beginning
to lay, and a little ground meat added
will always be of advantage. This ground
grain may be oats, corn, bran or mid-
dlings. In summer, if young ducks can
get grass, they need only one meal a day,

composed of cooked potatoes or turnips

thickened with bran. They prefer soft

food. When winter comes they may be
fed twice a day, adding animal-meal or
cooked meat at night. Their runs, if they
are confined, must be kept clean.

FATTENING GROWING BIRDS

A matured animal or bird fattens more
readily than one that is growing, because
its requirements are fewer. It is some-
times very difficult to make a growing
chick fat, as the food goes to form bone
and muscle rather than fat, the carbona-
ceous material serving to heat the body.
Such chicks seem to grow rapidly, and
really attain good weights in a short pe-

riod, but they are not always fat. In
order to fatten them properly, the work
must be done quickly. They should be
cooped up, and given plenty of corn-meal
and ground grain moistened 4vith milk,

with wheat and ground corn at night.

One week is long enough, as they will

begin to lose flesh or become sick if kept
confined too long, for the growing chick

can subsist but a short time on a car-

bonaceous diet. The necessity for nitro-

gen, due to the formation of feathers, as
well as lack of the elements of bone, will

cause chicks to droop. The chicks may
be made to gain one fourth their weight
in ten days; that is, a two-pound chick
in ten days should weigh two and one half

pounds. But in such cases the weight is

not so desirable as the fat, as they will

gain very rapidly if highly fed, even when
running at large, though they do not
fatten readily on account of all the food
going to flesh and bone. As soon as they
mature they fatten very quickly, and with
pullets the difficulty will then be to pre-
vent them from becoming too fat.

INQUIRIES ANSWERED
Maturity of Pullets.—E. B. L.,

Washington C. H., Ohio, wishes to know
"if Leghorn pullets begin to lay when
four months old." Instances are known
in which Leghorn pullets laid before they
were four months old, but the usual age
is about five months. They reach ma-
turity early.

Worms.—L. V., Emporia, Kan., desires

"a remedy for worms in chicks." Give
no food for twenty-four hours, and then
feed on moistened corn-meal three times
a day, as much as the chicks will eat, for

two or three days, adding a teaspoonful
of spirits of turpentine and two teaspoon-
fuls of sulphur to each pint of meal.
Turkeys.—E. S., Rochester, Pa., has

some fine young turkeys, and asks "if

the best of the gobblers should be re-
tained." The best results cannot be
obtained by the use of young gobblers.
One at least two years old should be pre-
ferred, and he should be procured from
elsewhere, in order to avoid inbreeding.

onr A D WINDO I Art MILLS
A.r6

Without
An Equal

Manulaetured in
all sizes

4 to 26 feet in Diameter

.Galvanized Steel or Wood

GRIND FEED
?8&R STOCK

Galvanized Steel "Star" Power
Wind Mills will saw wood,
shell corn, grind feed, pump
water, and run machinery of
various kinds.

Galvanized Steel Towers
of any height

" Hoosier " and " Fast Mail

"

Iron Pumps and Cylinders

Hydraulic
Well Machinery
T* IJI#©—Cypress, Pine or
I ANIVw Galvanized Steel.

Estimates and advice
furnished on application.
Inquiries are respectfully
solicited. Address

FUrST/& WALLING
MFG. CO.

549 Oak Street

KENDALLVILLE, INDIANA

^MorcHcaULcss Fuel
TAeNEW ERA
RADIATOR
will save half your coal bill

and give you a warmer,
more evenly heated house.

Heat that is now entirely

lost up the chimney can be
utilized in rooms DISTANT
from the stove or furnace.

Can be attached to furnace

without visible pipes to dis-

figure rooms or hallway.

(A new feature.)

Made in many styles, sizes

and prices, using success-

fully hard or soft coal,

wood or gas.

Write for illustrated book-

let"E,"also send name and
address of your dealer.

WILMOT CASTLE CO., Rochester, N. Y.

A W% A I and FERTILIZER

GRAIN DRILL
The YORK FOECE FEED DRILI. com-

Wnes lightness with strength. Most complete drill

made. Ko complex gearing to get out of order. Boxes
are close to groiuid.

Easily
regulates
quantity
of seed
or fer-
tilizer,
and
sows
with
regu-
larity.

Weleht,
Only 70O Ibt. "S:

Aeents Wanted.
Write for Catalogue.

THE HENCH&DROMGOLD
Mfrs., York, Pa.

PAREHjl*'
CORE
SLICE
r in one operation by using

GOODELL APPLE PARERS
J

Seven styles. 6o cts. to $20.

t Hand or power. Write for Booklet
fcoodellCo., 77 Main St., Antrim, N.H.

"ELI" HAY BALERS.
38 alyles and sizos.

The world's standard.

Work fastest, bales are tightest and shapeliest. Load
cars to best advantagA. Bal«rs that ecdure, insure safety and faailltat«

vTork. Steel and Tvood frames, horse and »teaxa powers. £11 catalog tten.

Collins Plow Co., 1 1 1 6 Hampshiro St., Quincy, III,

SAVE h YOUR FUEL
Fully Guaran*

teed.

or get all the
heat you pay
for.When you
use a Rochester
Radiator you do.

Bocfiester Radiator Cd.i

3 Furnace St., Rochester) N. Y.

BUY DIRECT FROM FACTORY, BEST

MIXED PAINTS
AtWHOIiESALE PRICES, DeliveredFREE
For Houses, Baros, Roofs, all colors, and SAVE Dealers
profits. In use 61 years. Officially Endorsed by the
Grange. Low prices will surprise you. Write for Samples.
0. W. INQERSOLL, 239 Plymouth St., Brooklyn, N. V.

BUGGIES
Ask your dealer for the Western
Amesbury Line of Vehicles, made only

by Pontiac Buggy Co., Pontiac, Mich.
Comfort, durability and style are the principal characteristics

of these goods. The best medium grade of work on th^ mark«t.
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ABORTION IN COWS

B O R T I O N consists in

expulsion of the offspring

before it can live inde-

pendent of the dam. Abor-

tion, when not due to

specific causes, results

from blows, injuries, poi-

sonous blood disorders,

exposure to cold, sudden
excitement, anger, odors
from slaughter-houses, or

from other animals similarly affected, purgatives

and improper nutrition. Smut, ergot, and decom-
posed materials of any kind, w'hen taken as food

often cause abortion.

Anaemia, another word for poverty of the blood, is

probably the most common cause. Coarse, innutri-

tious food .reduces the vitality of the dam, the

circulation is sluggish, the blood supplied to the

calf, colt, lamb or pig is deficient in quantity and
poor in quality.

These conditions above are often sufficient to cause
a cow to lose her calf or a mare to lose her foal, and
if aided by e.xcitement, a physic, a fall or a chill,

abortion is almost sure to follow. In all animals
cai-r^ing young, good nutritious food must be sup-

plied to nourish dam and foetus. Tonics are re-

quired, and quiet, clean quarters must be provided,
and grain or hay affected with smut or containing
ergot must be avoided.

Anaemia, being one of the most common causes for

abortion in animals, is not easily noticeable. An-
imals showing e.xtreme debility of the muscular
system, becoming easily exhausted upon slight

e.xertion, are generally anaemic, and no better tonic

can be applied than Dr. Hess Stock Food. It

contains the tonics and salts of iron essential for the

improvement of impoverished blood.

This stock food is formulated by Dr. Hess (M. D.,

D. V. S.), and is used by eminent veterinarians
and endorsed by leading colleges. If they know of

nothing better, it must be good. Dr. Hess Stock
Food, the scientific compound, is sold on a written
guarantee. loo lbs. S5.00 (except in Canada and on
Pacific Slope), smaller quantities at a slight advance.
It is fed in a small dose.

For every disease and condition for which Dr.
Hess Stock Food is not recommended, the little

yellow card in every package entitles you to a
letter of advice and special prescription from Dr.
Hess.

Dr. Hess has written a book on the diseases of

stock and poultry. It is consulted and commended
by many leading veterinarians.

Write Dr. Hess & Clark, Ashland, Ohio; state

what stock you have, what stock food you have
fed, also mention this paper. For this information
you will receive this valuable book, with which you
will be able to treat your own domestic animals.

TAera's Money
Jn the Right Kind of Hogs
i\ Get a pair of the famous 0. 1. C.'s for
1 ' breeders and you can raise hogs that pay.

O. f. c.

HOGS
are In demand both for breeding stock
and fattening for market. 39 years
devoted to the perfection of this breed
Trlttaout the loss of a single bog

through disease. We will

Good News to Stock Owners
Just the information that you musthave
to BuccessfuUy treat Fistula, Poll Evil,
Sweeny, Knee- Sprung, Curb, SpUnfc
Spavin, Elnebone and all blemishes hard
or soft, also Lump Jaw In cattle.

'ft « Lvinvp-JAW
Certain and inexpensive methods fully
described in our two big booklets, which
we send free If you have a case to treat.
Over 140,000 farmers rely upon these
same methods. Write for the books.

FLEUrae BROS., CbemUto,
£84 Union Stock Yards, Chicago, lU,

Cet All The
Cream

quicker than by ajij

other method by using

Superior Cream Extractor.
(Does not mix water with milk.)

^Complete separation in on hour.Thou-
^Bftnds in practical use.'Write for catalog.

Superior Fence Machine Co.,

190'GrandRiYer Av. Detroit, Mlcll. >

Prepared Roofing Felts
We can save you money on your wants In
this line. We offer you Two-Ply Tarred
Eooflng Felt, ICS square feet to the roll,

complete with caps, nails and cement,
per roll, tl.l5. Three-ply complete, per
roll, 41.85. Vulcanite, the highest grade
on the market, complete as above, price
per roll, 4>1.50. We have all kinds of
Roofing. Write for Free Catalogue Uo.
.34 on material bought from Sheriffs' and
Receivers' Sales. ciiitAGO HOiSE wheck.
INO CO., W. 3oth and Iron Streets, Chicago.

HEAVES CAN BE CURED
We have a gruarantee cure for HeaTea^OouKhs and Colds.
Croaranteed to cure or money refunded. One package
by mail, 60c. 12 pkgs. by ex. witb written guarantee to
core, S5. WILBCB STOCK FOOD CO., V, 2d SU, Milwaukee, Wis.

WIRE
New. Plain Galvanized, »bontl«>A Ih
150 ft. long and up. 100 lb. l72U lU
coils. No. 8 to 16. Write tor particu-
lars and FBEE 100 FAGE CATiXOG 32F

CARROULIRON WKS.CHICAGO

A D /~VO T" I Retention of PlacentaADIJK 1 lV'i> and Failure to Breed
Kellogg'a Condition Powder is a positive cure for
these diseases. Write for circular. Address
H. W. KEIXOGG CO., St. Paul, Minn.

"P"

Live Stock and Dairy

THE WORLD'S BEST JERSEYS

BEST OF COWS ASSEMBLED IN ILLINOIS IN
TiL\INING FOR WORLd's FAIR

DAIRY TEST

THE most valuable herd of Jersey
cattle ever assembled at any one
point may be seen on a model farm
at Jerseyville, Jersey County, Ill-

inois. The worth of this herd can only be
approximated, for the cattle are not for

sale. An oflfer of fifteen thousand dollars

for a single member was promptl}- de-
clined, and not an animal would bring
less than five hundred dollars if placed
on the market to-day.
The cows are the property of individual

members of the American Jersey Cattle
Club, and they are assembled because
they are the best qualified to make up a

herd that will represent the Jersey breed
in the great dairy demonstration ar-

ranged for the World's Fair at St. Louis
in igo4 by F. D. Coburn, Chief of Live
Stock.
Unequaled care and attention are be-

ing given these cattle. No athlete
trained for an event requiring the de-
velopment of strength, endurance and
skill ever, received more attention than is

being bestowed on these full-blood Jer-
seys. When the Louisiana Purchase Ex-
position opens its gates on April 30. 1904.

the herd will have been in constant train-

ing for a full year, and will be in the pink
of condition.
Twenty-five cows will participate in the

test at the World's Fair, and fifteen cows
are held in reserve, to be substituted
should occasion require. Great caution
and judgment was exercised in the selec-

tion of these candidates. The committee
was free to select from any of the two
hundred and fifty thousand registered

Jerseys in America, and the animals thus
come from all sections of the United
States.

The owners of the cattle are prosper-
ous, and they and the Jersey Cattle Club
to which they belong determined to spare
no expense in making a perfect showing.
The cows, selected from widely separated
points—some coming from Maine and
some from Oregon, some from the
North and others from the South

—

could not give satisfactory results until

they were accustomed to the St. Louis
climate. So a point near St. Louis was
desired for assembling the herd, and as

A- O. Auten, of Illinois, a member of

the club, tendered the use gratuitously of

his four-hundred-acre farm on the out-

skirts of Jerseyville, his proposition was
accepted.
This farm, forty miles from St. Louis,

and one of the best in Illinois, has been
pronounced ideal for the purpose, and
there the work of getting the Jerseys in

condition is going forward.
C. T. Graves, of Missouri, a well-

known breeder of Jersey cattle, and an
expert on all matters pertaining to the

dair}-, was selected to take charge of the

operations, and with his family he moved
to Jerseyville ^arly in 1903, and began
the interesting work. It was planned to

construct on Mr. Auten's farm a model
dairy and accessories, and under Mr.
Graves' personal direction this has been
done.

First he designed a cow-stable, which
was completed early in Julj', and it is

probable that not another barn in the

world is as complete in every respect as

this. It is a square, with stable-wings
on the north and west. The north wing
has stalls for twenty-four cows, and the

west wing has stalls for twelve cows and
six roomy box-stalls.

The barn and stables are marvels of

convenience and cleanliness. An electric

plant, in a separate building, furnishes

light and power. The numerous win-
dows are perfectly screened, and electric

fans, numerously placed, keep the air in

constant motion. There are no unpleas-
ant odors, and the stalls extend the full

length of the wings. The cows are so
placed that their heads are at the rows
of windows, and the air they breathe is

always pure and fresh from the fragrant
fields. The floors are all concrete. Be-
tween the rows of cows, at their rear, is

a granitoid passageway, affording the

cows' caretakers plenty of room to work
at feeding and milking time.

The mangers are also of concrete, and
are different from anything ever before
designed. The walls slope toward the
cow's head, and while the tendency is

for the animal to push the food away
from her, the sloping walls bring it right

back. A gate is at the cow's head. It

is so arranged that it may be put for-

ward or back, so as to fit the cow's
leftgth, and keep her rear hoofs on the
edge of the floor of the stall, adjoining
which is a gutter. A chain at the back

passes under the hollow of the cow's
rear legs, preventing her from stepping
into the gutter, which slopes toward the
center.

On the Jersey farm there is a cream-
ery, and many other conveniences, all of
which will be duplicated or improved
upon when the World's Fair stables are
erected for the final test.

In all former dairy tests at international
expositions the stables have not been
open to the public. At St. Louis a fifteen-

foot promenade extends around the barn,
and the visitor may see every cow and
may observe the feeding and milking.
A screen protects the animals, behind
which no one save the attendants can go.
Every ounce of food and water given

each cow will be carefully weighed, and
a record kept.
A huge silo will be built adjoining the

stables. A field of twenty acres of corn
is now growing near Clayton, and this
will be stored in the great silo for food
next summer. Alfalfa will also be
brought from Colorado.

All feeding and milking will be done
in the stables. The milk will be turned
over to the Dairy Department, and in a
model dairy in the Palace of Agriculture
it will he converted into butter and
cheese, and a careful record of each
cow's participation in the test will be
kept.

With the herd will be Flying Fox, the
famous Jersey bull, owned by Thomas W.
Lawscn. of Boston. Mr. Lawson re-
cently refused an offer of fifteen thou-
sand dollars for the bull.

Among the prominent Jersey-cattle
breeders who have made entries are C.
J. Hood, of Lowell, Mass., and George
Vanderbilt, of Biltmore, N. C.

THE CALF THAT HAD A BAD HABIT

"There is Betsey with her head stuck
through the board fence, father, and tjie

red calf is sucking her!"
That was the way the little chap put

the matter as he came bounding down
toward the milking-yard, his eyes stick-
ing out with excitement. We all started
that way.

"I would not have had that happen for
five dollars!" father declared. He had
vivid recollections of another calf that
had been spoiled by getting that habit.
But there was the situation—the cow, a
two-year-old heifer, and a nice one, had
been trying to get a nip of grass on the
other side of the fence (and it is a won-
der how much sweeter the grass always
is on that side), and the calf working
away for dear life to get what milk he
could from her. Fortunately she had
been milked, so there was little to be
gained except a very bad habit.
The young man of the farm picked up

a board, and sneaked down where the
tragedy was being enacted, and laid it

vigorously along the side of the calf,
which gave a bound toward the barway.
The heifer pulled her head out, bringing
a board with it, and away she went, too.
"That does no good," father said.

"It only makes us all a little more out
of patience. Something else must be
done."
But what was the something else?
"Maybe he won't do it again," some

one said. "The heifer may not stand for
the calf when she has her liberty."

But she did stand, and the calf did try
it over again. Then indeed something
must be done. They thought of all the
remedies they had heard of. The young
man had read in the dairy journal that a
mixture of lard and red pepper rubbed
on the cow's bag would drive the calf
av^ay. But was not there some danger
of blistering the tender udder this warm
weather? There seemed to be some risk
about it, and they did not feel like ven-
turing it. But there might be some-
thing else besides red pepper that would
taste so disagreeable that the calf would
take the hint and keep away. So they
tried different things: but, as bad Jiabits
will do with the rest of us, that habit
stuck to the calf.

Then a stiff piece of leather was rigged
up with sharpened nails sticking out, and
a backing of softer leather at the back
to keep the nail-heads in and to prevent
them from making the calf's nose sore.
This was held on by a strap over the
calf's head. The idea was that the nails
should prick the heifer's body when the
calf began his operations, and send her
along about her business. It worked
fairly well, but that calf was tricky by
this time. He learned to keep his head
well elevated, so that the nails would
not hit the heifer. Then, too, he would
sneak up from behind, and reach in that
way. The habit seemed to be lasting.
Then the father thought it might be

necessary to sell the calf. It might be

A Low
Wagoa
Half Price.
The ctieapest, the
easiest and the best
way to get a low wagon is

_ , „ to buy a set of Electric
ateel Wheels to fit your farm waeon. If you
don't want to bother with changing the wheels
buy a set to fit your old gear. If you have no old
gear you can buy one tor a song, as there are
thousands of them lying around the country.
A set of Electric Steel Wheels costs less than
one-half the price of a low wagon. They are
made to fit any wagon. They make a new
Tvagon out of your old one with wheels that
cannot rot or break. Made with straight or
staggered spokes, wide or narrow tires. Save
blacksmith bills. Write for our Handy Farm
Wagon Catalog. Tells about our full line of
Electric implements. It Is Free.

ELECTRIC WHEEL CO..
Box 96 Oulncy, Ills.

SHARPLESJ
TUBULARi
FARM
SEMRATO^
Just one Tubular, all the

others are oC the "bucket
bowl" type. Plenty of the
old style, bucket bowls, but
only one of the Tubular
style. Others have tried to
Imitate, but they can't get arovind the^
Tubular patents. If you want the

Improved Tubular Separator
come to us; if you are satisfied with the
old style bucket bowl, go to any of the
others. Write for catalogue No. 112.

The Sharpies Co., P. M. Sharpies, i

Chicago, III. West Chester, Pa.

Five Cases of
Spavin Cured.

Buffalo, N. Dak.,
Jan. 28, 1903.

Dr. B,J.Kendall Co.,
Gentlemen:—

I

have cured five
horses absolutely
of Spavin in the I

last four years with I

your Kendall's I

Spavin Cure.
Very truly yours,

,
Harry D. Ruettel. I

The endorsement!
of its users gruaran-f
tees Its merits.

|

Price 91; six for SS. As a liniment for family use
It has no equal. Ask your druggist for KENDALL'S
?J'*.y"< ^y"^' "^^^ "* Treatise on the Horse,"
the book free, or address

OR. B. J KENDALL CO., ENOSBURG FALLS, VT.

1 1 CAN SELL YOUR
I REAL ESTATE
OR BUSINESS

I

FOR CASH
^ If you want to sell,

J drop me a Une of what
;> you have to offer, with
i lowest price, and I will

j
give you the benefit of

I
my expert kjiowledge

;
free of charge.

< If you want to buy, ad-
vise me as to location,

J etc., and I will be pleased
to fumish you a mem-
orandum of very desir-
able properties. Best of
reference. Write to-day.

C. C. AJ>DEHSO\, -lai Fourth Ave., Plttsbure, Pa.

KEEPS FRESH
iVIEAT FRESH

Swan's Preserring Compoimd will keep any kind of fresh meat
for one year or more, without ice or salt, as fresh as the day it

was killed. Its use cannot he detected hy sight, taste or smell.
Flies and insects won't touch it, hottest weather won't affect it.

All nutriment, flavor and color retained. Positively ^aranteed
not to contain poisonous dni^, acids or anj-thing else that could
injure the health. Full-size package, enough to preserve a ton of
meat, will be sent prepaid to any part of the United States on
receipt of $2.CKl. Booklet free. Agents wanted.
"SPECLA.L OFPEH.'* To introduce Swan's Preserving Com-

pound in your locality, we will, for a limited time, send post-paid
special trial package, enough to keep four hundred pounds of
meat fresh, to any address on receipt of 50 cents. Hake all
remittances in postal or express money-order.

SWAN CHEHICAL CO,
310 ToBOola Street, - Saginaw, Mtch., U. S. A.

n TPP HEAVES.COUQH,
V/u ivl; distemper,
and troubles that cause heaves.
Have been sold ou guarantee over
15 years in this country. Ask drug-
gist or dealer to order. Price at
stores 50c.. by mall 60c. Write how
many head of stock you have. We
mail you our 68-page book FREE,
PRUSSIAN STOCK FOOD & REMEDY 00.

SL Paul, Minn.

DEATH TO HEAVES
tioaranteed

SEWTOH'S Heave, CoD^h, IHi-
temper and Indigestioo Cnre.
A veterinary specific for wind,
throat aud suimach troubles.

i^jJjsJ*^ Strong rtcommends. %IM per
can. Dealers. Mail or £x. paid.
Newton Hone Bemedj Co.,

Toledo, OkJo.

SETTING SIX DAYS ONLT
lake S500 yearly with 12. 46

medals, etc., awarded. Partic-
ularsonreceivingpostage. THE

POCLTKY BBEEDER&* ASSOCIATION, «98l
Indiana Avenoe* Chicago, Illinois.

•'REPRESENTATIVES DESIRED."

HENS

4511000
800 varieties. A.1SQ 6rBpes,BmaU FraltsetcBest root-
ed stock. Genulse. cheap. 2 Bample carrants mailed for
lOc Dete, price lint tree. UniS KOBSCB, VndMli, I. X.
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Live Stock and Dairy

the best way out of a ])ad job. But the

upshot of it all was that the father made
a cast-iron resolution with himself that,

come what might, hereafter he would al-

low no calves to be turned into the same
pasture with milk-cows until they were
so old that they would not be likely to

suck the cows.
Still more, he determined that his

calves should be fed while young in

stanchions. This plan would have two
or three advantages. In the first place,

each calf would be sure of getting its

share of the milk or other ration. Many
farmers have a way of feeding their

calves all from one common trough.
This is a decidedly bad method. Some
calves eat much faster than others, and
the slow-eating calves are consequently
robbed. Then, too, troughs are apt to

get filthy. It is much better to have a

separate pail for each calf. These may
be washed, and so kept clean. Then, by
holding the calves in their stanchions un-
til they are all done eating, they will not
contract the habit of sucking each other,

for the simple reason that they cannot,
and so will not think of sucking the cows
when they go out to pasture. The best
way to cure a bad habit is to stop it be-
fore it begins. E. L. Vincent.

have never been off the place. Six of

the twenty-five are two-year-old heifers.

"I tell you this not to boast, but to let

you know what I am doing to-day in-

stead of giving you some has-been tale.

I have the same little fifty-acre farm that

I had in 1889. but I have built onto the

barn four times, have built two silos, and

the farm is increasing in productiveness.

But you will say it has taken a long time,

over ten years. True, but you have to

work at something, and dairying is no
harder than other work. The land must
be kept up with some kind of stock, and
wdiat can 'you do better? Did you ever

think that" an income of two thousand
dollars on a little farm in the country is

better than twice that in the city? And
the boys are interested in good stock, as

they cannot be in scrub stock. This

daily association with these dumb an-

imals makes a man better. He has to

anticipate their wants; he has to take

lots of steps and do countless little, things

for their welfare and comfort, and these

daily duties have a tendency to make
him more thoughtful of others, and he

will become a better husband and father

and citizen."—American Cultivator.

A DAIRYMAN'S GOOD INCOME
Dairying in the Northwest has made

wonderful progress during the past
twelve years. A more prosperous and
enterprising set of farmers than those
who attended the meeting of the Guern-
sey Breeders' Association at Athens,
Wis., would be hard to find anywhere.
What was apparently a typic"al experi-
ence of a successful Wisconsin dairyman
was related on that occasion by H. D.
Griswold, of West Salem, Wis.
"Choose a herd sire that has a mother

and a grandmother .lud as many more
relations as possible that were good
milk and butter producers," advised Mr.
Griswold. "Get the very best yon can.
Then get a scale and a Babcock tester,

and know what each cow is doing. Cull
out the poor ones, and keep the best".

Keep up that practice with your heifers.

YoU< cannot buy good cows; there is only
one way to get them, and that is to raise

THE BULL

Good bulls of any breed of cattle, es-

pecially of the dairy breeds, are so

scarce that they should not be held too

lightly nor disposed of too soon. By
good bulls I mean those so rich in pre-

potency and breed-value that when used
with even good cows they have the

power to improve in the offspring the

good points of the dam. Such a bull, as

practical breeders know, is almost inval-

uable, and should be retained as long as

his vigor is unimpaired.
Certainly no breeder will expect to

systematically improve his herd by such
frequent changes of sire as is practised

by many dairymen. One has no positive

assurance what a young bull may develop
into, notwithstanding in his pedigree he
may be royally entitled to the trans-

mitted good of many superb ancestors.
Therefore, in selecting the young bull,

his pedigree should be studied, and his

own individuality, as embodying a fair

representation of his type or family, be

A PAIR OF TWO-YEAR-OLD VICTORIAS

them. Then comes good feed, and plenty
of it, a warm and \vell-lighted stable and
constant, careful care.

"Now, to illustrate along this line, I

will give you a little of my own experi-
ence. In 1889 I bought my first Guern-
sey sire. I had then one Holstein cow,
one Jersey and three or four Shorthorns.
I find by my books that my total receipts

for butter that year were $138.86. In
1891 I got a Babcock tester—the first

one that had ever come to our town. I

found that year that my cows were mak-
ing three hundred and sixty-five pounds
of butter each; I then had nine. I in-

creased the number until in 1902 I had
twenty-one cows. I have increased the
average production of each cow to four
hundred and twenty-four pounds. I have
increased my receipts from $138.86 in

1889 to $1,937.43 in 1902. I now have
twenty-five cows, and in the month of
May just passed I got fifty-seven hun-
dred pounds of cream testing twenty per
cent butter-fat, with no other Jeed than
grass and a little ensilage. These twen-
ty-five cows are all grade Guernseys but
five. I have three Jerseys and two full-

blood Guernsey heifers. All but three
were raised by myself on the farm, and

given due consideration. His character,
or as that quality has come to be called,

his temperament, can only be vaguely
guessed at in his immaturity. His ma-
ture life m.ust ripen it. We farmers are
merely in partnership with Nature. By
wisdom and care we may direct many of
her operations and bring together in-
fluences otherwise alienated, and some-
what hasten results, but she performs
her labors in her own deliberate way.
No man, if he be honest or not a fool,

will claim to make heavy with harvests
in a year or two a farm that had been
worked down to the poverty-line. No
breeder, if true, will claim to lift a scrub
herd to honorable mention by one or
two infusions of pure blood. We are
told that Time and his seasons wait not
on the sluggard, but just as truly they
hurry not for the enthusiast.

Getting a great bull is therefore not a
quick operation. When he is acquired,
as I have said, he should be kept. The
morals and temper of such an animal
usually do not improve with age, and the
judicious owner will never cease to re-
gard him as a source of possible danger,
and stable and handle him accordingly.

W. F. McSparran.

A Good Pointer on

CREAM SEPARATORS
F}vm the "'Nebraska Datiyman," Lincoln, Neb.

A Valuable Token of Esteem from a Son to Father and Mother,
and a Display of Good Judgment.

Our friend J. M. Betts, of Broken Bow, Nebraska, sends us the

following:

—

"Our esteemed citizen, Frank Norton, and his wife are the

recipients of a very fine present from their son, Frank Lee Norton,
of Racine, Wis., who is manager of the J. I. CASE THRESHING
MACHINE COMPANY. The father and mother, being extensive

farmers and have many milch cows, wrote the son that 'as all the

neighbors were getting cream separators, they thought that they,

to be in line with them, should purchase one.' The son, on receipt

of the letter, immediately purchased a DE LAVAL SEPARATOR
and shipped it to them, writing to them as follows: 'My Dear
Father and Mother— I have examined the different makes of cream
separators, and send you the one that I consider the very best. It

costs a little more than some others, but the dii?erence in price is

more than made up in quality.'
"

A De Laval catalogue may be had for the asking.

The De Laval Separator Co.
RANDOLPH & CANAL STS.

CHICAGO

1313 PttBERT STREET
PHILADELPHIA
9 & 11 DRTJMM STREET
SAN FRANCISCO

General Offices:

74 CORTLANDT STREET,

NEW YORK

121 YOtJVILLE SQUARE
MONTREAL

75 & 77 YORK STREET
TORONTO

348 McDERMOT AVENITE
WINNIPEG

Make an Early Season tilI;
by using our AGRICULTURAL DRAIN

E, Everyman of experience knows that
that is tile drained may be worked weelis

in advance of that which is undrained. We make all kinds of tile and
Sewer Pipe, Red Pressed Brick, Fire Brick, Chimney
Tops, Flues, Encaustic Side Walks, etc. Write for what
Touwant. JOHN H. JACKSON 60 Third Ave., Albany, N.Y.

This Watch FREE
We
IVIake

You a
Present
of a
Chain

lWA'ITli*Ty|'|(*]U''|' Regular sixteen-size and only three
iiyt J Lti IKtl^ 1 eighths of an inch in thickness. Lan-
tern-pinions (smallest ever made). American lever escape-
ment, polished spring. Weight, complete with case, only
three ounces; quitk-train, two hundred and forty beats a
minute. Short wind; runs thirty to thirtj'-six hours with one
winding. Heavy bevel crystal. Bezel snaps on. Tested,
timed and regulated. This watch guaranteed by the maker.

THE GUARANTEE L"t^:dT^;tJ.Sd1uar!
antee,. by which the manufacturers agree that if with-
out misuse the watch fails to keep good tim^ within

e year, they will, upon its return to them, with five

cents for postage, repair it free of charge, and
return it.

*

Description—Plain Center Band, Elegant Nicke.
Case,Snap Back,Koman Dial,Stem-Wind,Stem-Set,
Medium Size,Oxidized MoTement-Plate,Open-race.

BOYS
Do you want to get

this watch?
If so, send us your name and address on a

postal-card to-day, and ask for a book of six
coupons, and say you want the watch. We will
send by return mail a receipt-book containing
six receipts, each one of which is good for a
year's subscription to the Farm and Fireside,
one of the best farm and home papers published

in America. We will also send a sample copy of the paper, so you can judge of its merit for yourself.
You sell these receipts to your friends and neighbors at 35 cents each. They will gladly take ad-
vantage of a chance to get a good paper one year for 35 cents. When the receipts are sold, you send
the money to us, and we will send you the watch. Hundreds have earned watches by our plan,
and you can do it in one day's time. Write to=day. Be sure to ask for a book of six coupons.

Address FARM AND FIRESIDE, Dept. N, Springfield, Ohio

NOT A MAN OR BOY BUT WILL TAKE PRIDE
IN THE POSSESSION OP THIS

fflgh=Grade Pocket=Knife
The blades are of the very best cutlery-steel, tempered

by experts, ground to a keen edge and then highly polished.

The knife is brass-lined and hand-forged. Buffalo-horn handle
and German-silver bolster and shield. Satisfaction guaranteed.

We will send the Farm and Fireside one
this splendid Knife for only 80 Cents.

Or we will send the Knife FREE to any one sending FOUR
yearly subscriptions to the Farm and Fireside. lu this case
the subscribers can ac-

cept any of the ottei s in

this paper including the
Fakm and Fieesidb.

ADDRESS

FARM AND FIRESIDE
BPRI]VQi<'U:i.D, OHIO

Illustration Exact
Size

^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiijiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

Agents and General Agents
a Write fornew rates and special inducements provided by the Woman's Home Companion for the season now i
s opening. They are unequaled. The Woman's Home Companion does not favor contingent methods of com- i
g pensation, as rebates and prizes, because tliey nearly always cause disappointment. Instead, it pays agents §

I
The Greatest Cash Commission |

1 that is paid by any magazine published. You know exactly what you make on every order at the time yon ;
s take it. Pleasant and successful canvassing, whether city or country. To energetic men and women making -
a this their busmess a steady income of #30 to $86 a week can be guaranteed. All canvassing material supplied Z
2 FREE. The present month is a particularly good time for starting. |

I
Address WOMAN'S HOMXl COMPANION, Department of Agents, Springfield, Ohio S

SlIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlllllllllllllllllllKlllllllililllllilililj.-iliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiililililllililiiigiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^
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LOADED SHELLS
THE HUNTER'S PRIDE

"LEAGUE"—Black Powder

"REFEREE"—Semi-Smokeless

"IDEAL," "NEW VICTOR,"

Bulk Smokeless

"PREMIER," "HIGH GUN,"

Dense Smokeless

,Once Used,
Always

'Preferred
Peters Rifle and Pistol

Cartridges tiold the

World's Records

Ask Your Dealer

Farm Wagon only $31.95
In order to introduce their Low Metal Wheels

with Wide Tires, the Empire Manufacturing Com-
pany, Quincy, 111., have placed upon the market a
Farmer's Handy Wagon that is only 25 inches
high, fitted with 24 and 30 inch wheels with 4-inch
tire, and sold for only $21.95.

This wagon is made of the best material through-
out, and really costs but a trifle more than a set of
new wheels, and fully guaranteed for one year.
Catalogue giving a full description will be mailed
upon application by the Empire Manufacturing
Company, Quincy, 111., who also will furnish metal
wheels at low prices, made any size and width of
tire to fit any axle.

Absolute Range Perfection
Sold for CASH or on 3I0XTHLT PAYMENTS

Your money refunded after six n^onths' trial if

CUPP'S IDEAL STEEL RANGE
is not 50 per cent to 100 per cent
better than you can buy else-

where. My superior location on
Lake Erie, where iron, steel, coal,'

freights and skilled la-

bor are the cheapest and
best, enables me to fur-
nish a Top-Notch Steel
Range at a clean saving
of $10 to §20 (freight

paid east of the Missis-
sippi and north of the
Tennessee River), qual-
ity considered,

for free catalogs of all atjles

and sizes, with or without reservoir,

for citjf town or country use.

CHESTER 1». CLAPP, 603 Summit St., Toledo, Ohio
(PRACTICAL STOVE ASD BA.VCE MAN)

EPILEPSY
OR FITS

There Is only one remedy that will cnre those suflEering

with Fits, Epilepsy or Falling Sickness. That is the one
diBcovered by the eminent specialist of Kansas City, and
to every one saffering from this terrible disorder who
will send him their name and address he will send a
large 16-ounce bottle of his medicine absolutely free

of charge. .Send for it. Thousands have been cured,

why not you? Address

DR. F, E. GRANT, Dept. 200, Kansas City, Mo

To Owners of Gasoline Enjioes,

Automobiles, Lauocbes, Etc.

"'Auto=Sparker
does away entirely with all starting

and running batteries, their annoyance
and expense. No belt—no switch—no
batteries. Can be attached to any en-
gine now using batteries. Fully guar-
anteed; wTite for descriptive catalog.

MOTSINQER DEVICE MFG. CO.

24 Main Street, Pendleton, Indiana

SAW MILLS,
4 H. P. cuts 2,000 feet per
day— All Sizes— Plan-
ers, Shingle Mills and
Edgers, with Patent
Variable Friction Feed,
Portable Grinding Mills,
Water Wheels, Lath
JliUs. etc. Send for
largeCatalogue. 3Freight
don't count.
DrLOACH 3IILI, 9IFG. CO.

Box 300, Atlanta, lla.

Hi LilwpiT Street, N. Y.

I Can Sell
\ou¥ Farm
or other real estate, no matter where It is or what it

is worth. Send description, state price, and leam my
wonderfully successfui plan. W. M. OSTRANDER,
210 North American Buildinj, Philadelphia

or FEE Returned.
Free opinion as to
patentability. SendPATENT SECURED

for Guide Book and What to Invent, finest publications
iasned for free distribution. Patents secured by us ad-
vertised free in Patent Record. Sample Copt Free.
EVANS, WILKENS & CO., 604 F St., Wasliington, D. C.

TELEGRAPHY
Tanght qnictly. Can'tfilldemandforoperators. Estab-
lished 1S74; endorsed bv officials Western Union Tel-
Co. Total cost: Tuition (telegraphy and typewriting),
board and room,6 moi,.coarae.i|8 7. This can be reduced.
Catalog free. UOOeE'S IKSIITUTE, Valparaiso, Indiana.

Farmers' Sons Wanteilir;L\^c«?af
education to work in en office ; l60 a month with ad-
vancement; steady employment; must be honest end
reliable. Branch offices of the association are being es-

tablished in each state. Apply at once, giving full particu-
lars. The VeteriDary Science Ass'n. London. Canada.

The Grange
By MRS. MARY E. LEE

$8 ^»M I tfJ Per 100 for Distributing Samples of Washing
1 11 fluid. Send6c.stamp. A.W.SCOTT,Cohoe8,N.Y.

If afflicted with xhompson's Eye Waterweak eyes use

SOME THINGS THE ORANGE HAS DONE

READ BY F. A. AKINS BEFORE THE ERIE
COUNTY, OHIO, POMONA GRANGE

WHEN a certain Hne of action has
been followed long enough to
full}- demonstrate its wisdom,
and to vindicate the judgment

and foresight of the men who first indi-

cated that line as the true one to follow,
then any attempt to enumerate what has
been done in that line may well fail to
place the results in the order of their
relative importance.
This failure will seem to occur, to

some at least, under any arrangement,
because what may be an important re-

sult to one person would not seem so
important to another, and the achieve-
ment that appears greatest to one mind
would perhaps be placed much lower by
a mind whose process of thought was
governed by other rules.

We therefore name some of the re-

sults accomplished by the grange, with-
out presuming that the order of such
enumeration is the best or most logical

that could be followed.
First, the grange has organized the

farmers of the United States as the
farmers of no other countrj' in the world
were ever organized; it has taught the
farmer to respect himself, and by the
same token others have learned the same
lesson. Among the first were the great
railroads. Their lesson was headed "In-
terstate Commerce Law." The corpora-
tions insisted that such teaching was not
in the text-books, never had been, and
never should be, and to-day they 'are

known as the granger lines! They have
learned that the creature is not greater
than the creator, that "governments still

derive their just powers from the con-
sent of the governed," and that organ-
ized farmers have as much influence as
organizations of other men.
Encouraged by success, the Patrons

next submitted the proposition that the
class that paid sixty-five per cent of the
taxes, furnished seventy-four per cent of
the exports and raised one hundred per
cent of the food-supply of the country
were by right entitled to a representa-
tive in the Cabinet of the President, and
there cam.e a time when, had the then
Master of the National Grange lived any-
where but in Ohio, he would no doubt
have been made Secretary of Agriculture.
Although he failed of the highest posi-
tion, there has not been a day since that
the influence of the Assistant Secretary
has not been felt in the Department. Is

it not a thing to be proud of that we are
the first people in the world to have our
occupation so honored? Did not this in-

deed "add dignity to labor," and teach us
to "be honest, be just, and fear not?"
What else could have been done that
would have had the effect and influence
that this had? Is it not cause for con-
gratulation that the men called from the
farm to the Cabinet have made so few,

so very few, mistakes? \ Is it not further
cause for congratulation that the busi-

ness men of the country, the cool, far-

seeing, level-headed fellows who have
not always held that what farmers did
was worth copying, now pay us the very
sincere tribute of imitation, and have a
Secretary of Commerce?
And why should they not be so rep-

resented? The farmer has no quarrel
with any class of men who ask only what
is just and right; but he found some
things that were neither just nor right.

He found that both producer and con-
sumer were being shamefully, and often
criminally, defrauded in the preparation
and sale of food products; here again
was work for the grange. Powerful cor-
porations, backed by unlimited capital,

and led by unscrupulous men, smiled
serenely, and asked in effect, if not in

words, "What are you going to do about
it?" Adulteration everywhere, and even
the adulterants adulterated! Food and
drink and clothing cheapened with intent
to defraud.

"While chalk and alum and plaster are
sold to the poor for bread.

And the spirit of murder works in the
very means of life."

Chicory and clay in the coflfee; cop-
peras in tea; cheap flour in sugar; brick-
dust and buckwheat-hulls in pepper; oleo
for butter, and cream of tartar that
showed by actual ana^'sis seventj'-si.x

per cent of land-plaster, were some of
the evils that needed correction, and
were ample indication of others of the
same kind. The grange took up the
work of correction. The manufacturers
and dealers laughed at us; their ridicule

was met by indiflference, their theories
were upset by facts, and their dishonest

and criminal practices were put under
the ban of the law, and those who vi-

olated the law were fined or imprisoned,
or both, and so were taught to respect
the lav.'. The lesson may have to be re-

peated; we are even now only just out
of the fi.ght with "the oleo men—a fight

that was v.'on by the grange and the

National Dairy Union, and both these
organizations came out of it with greater
confidence in themselves and greater re-

spect from their opponents. The history
of the pure-food laws in our state is well
known to every Patron; and the success
that has been reached in Ohio is due to
the work of the grange, and the best
men who have held the office of Dairy
and Food Commissioner have been Pa-
trons. The Rawlings Law is another
example of grange-work in Ohio.

In 1891 the National Grange took up
the delivery of rural mail as one of the
benefits to which the farmer was entitled;
this action was in line with previous dis-

cussion and resolutions, and was asked
as a matter of justice and right. After
years of effort the Legislative Committee
of the National Grange secured the first

appropriation, thirty-five hundred dollars.
The experiment so completely justified

the predictions of the men who had
urged the measure, that the appropri-
ation was increased from time to time,
until we now use millions of dollars each
year, and there is room for more. It is

estimated that when fully developed the
system will require about twenty-four
thousand carriers, and cost forty million
dollars per annum.
Every mail-box at the farmer's door

tells what the grange has done "to en-
hance the comforts and attractions of
our homes;" every carrier's wagon is a
public witness to the faith and tact, pa-
tience and abilit}-, of the leaders of the
order; every new route means homes
made brighter by being in closer touch
with other homes.
There are, then, these four stars in the

grange diadem—the correction of rail-

way-traffic abuses, the Secretary of Agri-
culture, the Pure-Food Laws, and the
delivery of rural mail—a quartet of
achievements that are the result of years
of hard, earnest, persistent work, years
in which self was not considered, ease
was iiot consulted, and failure was not
thought of. by the men in whom the
grange reposed a trust that was never
betrayed. It is an honor to know these
men! It is a pleasure to enjoy the re-
sults of their labor!
A recent issue of "The Ohio Farmer"

states truth tersely when it says: "The
grange not only cooperates with legit-
imate progressive enterprises, but it has
pioneered and succeeded in more good
work for the American farmer than all

of its contemporaries put together. It
forges ahead, it makes unpopular ideas
popular. The secret of its final success
is that it has learned in the long years
of its experience with all sorts of
schemes to judge what is best to do,
what is possible and reasonable, and then
to go after it with steady, determined,
level-headed persistence, that gradually
melts away opposition, and at last wins."
Its motto is a prophecy; it will endure.

LECTURERS' INQUIRIES

From lecturers everywhere come in-
quiries as to making the programs useful
and interesting. There is not manifest a
spirit of complaint because of the un-
willingness of members to perform their
duties, but rather that so little material
is available for preparing a paper of
worth and interest. The grange that ex-
pects a lecturer to evolve bright, snappy,
interesting programs from a few dog-
eared school-bqoks and current literature
is imposing an impossible task. Bpoks
of general interest there must be, where-
in the essayist may find attractive and
authentic data for the paper. They must
also be available for those who wish to
discuss the subject or gain more exten-
sive information. We would quickly dis-
charge the painter who confined his
brush to one spot, and neglected other
parts of the house. Do we not, by con-
fining ourselves too closely to the same
worn topics, unconsciously imitate the
painter? Were books scarce and high,
or the desire for wider knowledge lack-
ing, then would the task be hard. But
books are abundant and cheap, and there
is a consuming desire to know. A num-
ber of lecturers have asked that pro-
grams be prepared, and references cited,
saying that their granges were willing to
purchase books. Such a plan is under
headway. We sincerely hope, whether
these or other topics are used, that the
grange will not be so short-sighted as to
neglect starting a small library this fall,

or adding to the old one.

6 Silver=Plated

Teaspoons
and Farm and Fireside one year,

for only
{

75 cents
Or, Given FREE for THREE yearly sub-

scriptions to the Farm and Fire-

side at 35 cents each

Set No. 60—Cut shows the ACTUAt SIZE

Nickel-Silver Base
The base of this

ware is solid

nickel-silver, which is white all the way
through, positively will not change color

nor rust, and will wear for a lifetime.

It is the highest grade known, being full

twenty-five-per-cent nickel.

Coin-Silver Plate ?4e,lv°e; bat
is plated the full ST.\NDARD amount
of pure coin-silver. This combination

makes a ware which we guarantee to

give satisfaction. Test it, and if not

found exactly as described, return it to

us and we will refund the money.

Initial I ptfpr Each spoon is engraved
lllllldl LCllCI free of charge with an
initial letter in Old English. Only one
letter on a piece. Be sure to name the

initial desired.

Ppttprn ^^'^ have the spoons in two
rdlLCI 11 beautiful patterns. No. 60 and
No. 14. You can make your choice of

pattern. Where no choice is named we
will fill orders with our selection. We
also reserve the privilege of substituting

one pattern for the other if the supply in

any particular initial is exhausted. We
can thus fill all orders the same daj' they

reach us. It is impossible to describe

the beauty of these spoons, and the illus-

tration falls far short of conveying a full

idea of their attractiveness. In finish

they are perfect, and will render com-
plete satisfaction.

GUARANTEE
We absolutely guarantee every piece

of this ware to be exactly as it is de-

scribed and to give entire satisfaction or

}-our money will be cheerfully refunded.

We are sure it will please you.

(When this offer is accepted no cash commission
can be allowed^ and the name cannot count

in a club toward a premium)

POSTAGE PAID BY (JS \H EACH CASE

Address

FARM AIND FIRESIDE
Springfield, Ohio
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The Family Lawyer
By JUDGE WM. M. ROCKEL

Legal inquiries of general interest from our regular subscribers will be answered in this department

free of charge. Querists desiring an immediate answer by mail should remit one dollar, addressed

"Law Department," this office.

DRAINAGE LAWS

C. L., Mifchigan, makes inquiry in ref-

erence to the drainage laws of that state.

I would advise him to consult an attor-

ney at his home, as the answer would not
be of general interest.

ANSWER TOO LONG

G. W. L., Bridgewater, Mass. Your
inciuiry is too long, and would require

more space to give the answer than can
be had in a department of this kind.

ANONYMOUS LETTEI^S

G. E. M., Pennsylvania, asks: "What
is the law in regard to anonymous letters,

and what is the penalty for writing one?"
I know of no law relating to anony-

mous letters, neither is there any penalty

for writing one. It is generally consid-

ered a cowardly act, but the law makes
no provision for/the same.

ENFORCEMENT OF CONTRACT

. D. K. submits the following: "A., B.

and C. had a sister who was demented.
They all agreed to keep her for a year
each in turn. She would not stay with

B. and C., so A. had to keep her all the

time. Could A. come in for pay?"
The contract between A., B. and C.

did not provide that they would pay for

the keeping of their demented sister, but
merely provided that they would keep
her for a year each in turn; therefore,

if she declined to stay with B. and C.

without B. and C. consenting or agree-

ing to pay A., Ac could not recover.

STOCK BOUGHT AT PUBLIC SALE

J. R. J. inquires: "If A. bids in a

number of cattle or hogs at a public sale,

and they are struck off to him, and he

comes after them the next morning and
finds one or more of them gone, who is

the loser, A. or B., it being the custom

to go after them the next morning?
Can a person shipping a car of hogs to

Chicago sell them himself, or will he be

obliged to have a commission-merchant
sell them for him?"

It seems to me that when the hogs or

cattle are knocked down to the purchaser

that the title .passes to the purchaser, and
the seller becomes merely an agent of the

purchaser to take reasonable care of the

Stock until he calls for it, and if the stock

is stolen or goes away without B.'s neg-

hgence, A. would be the loser. 1 know
of no reason why a person could not sell

his hogs himself without putting them
into the hands of a commission-merchant.
There might be some rules in reference

to the stock-yards at Chicago and the

railroads running into them that would
make it highly important to give them to

a first-class commission-merchant to sell.

LIEN OF FOREIGN JUDGMENT

C. E, J. gives this query: "In an ac-

tion for debt, both parties being residents

of Maryland, if the plaintif? obtains judg-

ment, and records it in Washington, D.

C, where the defendant's property is, does

it become a lien on his real estate there?

On appeal, when should the case be tried

in the county court, when the defendant

resides in Washington. If the defendant

fails to appeal within sixty days, is the

case a closed incident so far as he is

concerned? Has he no further redress?

Is there no way he can bring the case

before the court?"
As I understand it, the District of Co-

lumbia is in the same relation to Mary-
land as any other state would be, and
judgment acquired in one state cannot be

made a lien on the realty in another state

by merely filing it, etc. Of course, on
appeal the case would have to be tried

in Maryland. If the party wishes to en-

force judgment upon property in the Dis-

trict of Columbia, an action must be
brought in the courts of that place. Usu-
ally, if a person does not appeal a case

within the time limited by law he waives

his right in that direction.

BUILDING AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS

Q. W., Akron, Ohio, wants to know:
"Are building and loan associations safe

places in which to invest money?"
Yes. Generally speaking, there are but

few societies or corporations that offer

as safe a place for investment as build-

ing and loan associations. The reason

for this is that all funds of the associ-

ations are invested in first-mortgage

securities. I cannot agree with Mr.
Greiner, in the issue of July 15th, when
he says he cannot recommend them for

safe investments. Of course, like every

other institution, their safety depends
somewhat upon the people in the organ-

ization. It must not be forgotten that

there are, at least in Ohio, two kinds of

these associations. One is the local, or

home, associations, and the other na-

tional, or foreign. What Mr. Greiner says

in reference to such institutions being

usually organized for the interest of of-

ficers, etc., applies almost exclusively,

if not exclusively, to the latter class.

Almost twenty years' experience with a

home association convinces me that they

are honestly managed, and are an ex-

ceedingly safe place for investment. Of
course, whenever any one promises an
exceedingly high rate of interest, that is

an institution to fight shy of, it makes
no difference whether it is a building and
loan association or any other kind of cor-

poration or business. In Ohio and some
other states building and loan associations

are now under state supervision, yet the

safety and solidity of each association

must depend very largely upon the men
who are in charge of it. A great many
associations have contingent funds large

enough to meet ordinary losses, and this

would necessarily be absorbed before the

funds of any depositor could be affected.

In Ohio five per cent of the net earn-

ings must be set aside for this purpose.

The Family Physician
By ROBERT B. HOUSE, M.D.

AN OVERLOOKED CAUSE OF PULMONARY
DISEASE

The medical press, and even the sec-

ular journals, are loaded with brilliant and
exhaustive essays on the causes, preven-

tion and rational treatment of the various

forms of tuberculosis. One very dignified

and profoundly scientific quarterly is

strictly devoted to a study of this impor-
tant subject. The etiological factors, or

causes, and prevention are the prominent
topics of discussion, and yet none of the

. writers seems to give more than a pass-

ing thought to one of the foundational

and most prolific causes of this dreaded

scourge. Tiiis cause is, in a word, non-

ventilation of the lung-tissue. Babies

cry. It is their primal source of self-

defense, their one birthright and physical

salvation. Crying aerates the lungs, and
circulates the oxidized blood. Soothing-

syrups kill because they prevent Nature's

vital resource—crying. Every child should

be systematically indulged, and even en-

couraged, in crying; not in the convulsive

shrieks of actual pain, spasm of colic or

tantrum of temper, but in that wholesome
and hygienic, but at the same time vigor-

ous, eft'ort which thoroughly and repeat-

edly expands its little lungs to their full

extent. The quiet, passive, non-crying
rViiH invnriiblv h^s "weak," because only

half-developed, kings. All the effeminate

and "goody-goody" children live color-

less and washed-out lives, usually dying
young of some form of wasting disease,

because they do not breathe sufficiently.

Personal ventilation is far more essential,

although much less talked of, than ven-

tilation of the room or dwelling. Nature
will tolerate and successfully antagonize
a pretty bad specimen of air if there is

only plenty of it utilized.

Unused air-cells collapse, then they
slowly degenerate. In a short time they
furnish a favorable culture-field for the

enterprising "bacillus tuberculosis," which
loses no time in "catching on." Every-
body inhales the germs every week, and
at times every day, of their lives. Healthy
lung-tissue in active and regular use re-

jects and ejects them. But unused cells

furnish them the very enjoyment they are

seeking, and when they find nooks, nests

and corners to which little or no oxygen
finds access, they lose no time in starting

a colony. The athlete and those who are

accustomed to robust exercise out of

doors develop sound and roomy breath-
ing-apparatus. Confine such a person to

the house, and make him sedentary in his

habits—result, unused lung-tissue, and al-

most invariably a retrograde movement
which ends in tuberculosis and death.

—

The Dietetic and Hygienic Gazette.

A Trust Builder
in Knee Trousers

nor DUDLEY is the "Promoter" of a "Trust"

Composed of school boys in a Virginia city. In organizing his "combine" he
displayed the energy and ingenuity of a Morgan. His dividends amounted to

$38.20 the first month.
A few months ago young Dudley started to sell The Saturday Evening Post.

He got permission to call upon the employees of two department stores and from

45 of them secured orders to deliver the magazine. The next day he secured 30
more orders from business men. His
chum, " Taffy " Wood, became a little

envious and wanted to do the same
thing, but young Dudley convinced
him that to do so would mean " ruin-
ous competition." Instead, he offered
to re-sell copies to "Taffy" and to
turn over to him a part of the custom-
ers already secured, with the under-
standing that he would get a certain
number of new customers. Then he
made the same sort of a bargain with
Taffy's younger brother.

Three other boys had started to

sell The Post before the " combine "

was organized. He asked them to
join his combination, but they refused
his terms and serious trouble was
threatened. Next week Master Roy
secured 14 new customers in the ter-

ritory in which his rival was working.
Then he > offered to "absorb" his

competitor by giving him these new
customers, provided he would get
some more new ones and thereafter

buy his copies from the " monopoly."
The remaining two boys " compro-
mised" and started work under Roy's
direction the following week.

Then Dudley wrote to the pub-
lishers explaining what he had done,
and offered to place a standing weekly
order for three months, provided no
new boys were appointed during that
time. Within two months he was
selling 350 copies a week. One week
he sold a thousand copies. This is

the record of a boy in knee trousers,
ten years old.

IF YOU WILL TRY IT we will send the
copies and everything necessary, including
A Bainty Little Booklet)in which twenty-five
out of more than six tlioiisand bright boys
tell in their own way just how they have
made a success of selling The Saturday
Evening Post outside of school hours.

Some of these boys are making $10 to $15 a week. You can do the same.

NO MONEY REQUIRED TO START. We will furnish ten copies the first

week free of charge, to be sold at five cents a copy. You can then send

lis the wholesale price for as many as you find you can sell the next week.

$225 IN EXTRA CASH PRIZES
-will be distributed \ext Month among our boys

THE CURTIS PUBLISHING COMPANY
526 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

The Western College for Women
OXFORD, OHIO

Delightful location in the beautiful Miami Valley of southwestern Ohio, one hour from Cin-
cinnati, on Monon and Vandalia Express routes. Full classical courses and many electives.
Superior advantages in Art, Piano, Voice and Violin. Campus of sixty-five acres. Special
attention to physical culture. Forty-ninth year begins Sept. 9, 1903. Number limited to 200.

Where shall you ed-
ucate your daughter?
Shall she go a thousand
miles from home and
spend a thousand dol-
lars a year, or may she
find a college offering
equal advantages nearer
home and at less than
half the cost ?

Shall she choose a col-

lege of a thousand stu-

dents, or one where the
number is limited in

order that each youn^
woman may come into
direct personal contact
with the members of

the Faculty?
Shall she go to some

Conservatory of Music
which does not offer
general culture, or shall
music become part of a
complete and symmet-
rical education ? NEW DOKiMrruKV, h:Rh.c'n=.u 1903

The Western College offers

:

1. A four-years' Classical course for the B.A. degree. 5. A healthful location, a beautiful campus, com-
2. A three-years' Literary course for a Diploma. modious buildings, scientific physical trainine,

3. A standard equal to that of the best colleges. with golf, lawn-tennis and basket-ball for

4. A wide range of elective studies. out-of-door exercise.

Terms, $300.00 a year, with an extra charge of $90.00 for private lessons in music and art.

Visit The Western before you decide, or send for copy of "Undergraduate Life at The Western."

LEILA S. McKEE, Ph.D., President

represent more gun for the money than any
other firearm on the market.

They are made to shoot hard and to last
a life°time. Your dealer sells them.

Catalog free oa request
Ag«^^Bro.dway.

REMINGTON ARMS CO., w-.n-v.
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A BRIGHTENING UP DAY

HAVE you ever thought
what shine-principle

there is in Nature?
Make a hurried list

of the things that shine,

from the great sun down to
the wee twinkle in a baby's
e3'es. The glisten of the
snow, the sparkle of the
dew, the gleam of perfect

teeth, the iridescence of a
fish's scales or a bird's plu-

mage, and the jolly polish
of a sunflowers petals

—

they all shine, and they
were made to shine for

man's sake and service.

In our spirits we are de-
pendent more than we may
realize upon this shine-prin-
ciple, and the woman who
keeps home bright—to use
a much-worn phrase in an
emphasized way— does a

greater thing than "he who
taketh a city." But to get
down to practicalities and
to detail, have you ever in-

cluded a brightening-up day
in your housekeepers' and
home-makers' calendar? No?
Then just try it, on this wise:

Provide yourself with
chamois-skin, old bits of

flannel, soft cheese-cloth,

an old tooth-brush, some
old - fashioned bath - brick,

some whiting, ammonia and
benzin or gasolene. Now
begin with the parlor. What
things are there in that room
that were made to shine and have lost luster? (Mark
you, I do not mean for you to "clean house." This task
is a light one that you may do on some rainy day when
you are not "up to" great things and are free from
callers.) Let us see. There's the brass rod at the
back of the Morris chair, the piano-pedals, the brass
rim of the big lamp, the ornamental handles of the
bookcase drawer, the small bit of beveled glass in that

wee corner cupboard, the brass rod at the grate, the
andirons, a clear glass vase, and some other ornaments
that are dulled by the ever-accumulating film of dust
and smoke. Shine 'em up!

Go through the house in this way. Your task may
multiply on your hands so that it will take two days
instead of one. You may give the silver a surprise,

the tops of the salts and peppers and the copper rim
of the faithful old kettle. The bath will take some
strength, and the faucets a good deal of patience. Then
you may see a shelf-paper that needs to be renewed,
a shabby ribbon in a tidy that should be ironed or
replaced, a row of books straightened and set in better

arrangement—all these things that insensibly get out
of order and taken as a whole make a home less

bright than it might be. Try it, and the result will

amaze you in more ways than one.

Ada Melville Shaw.

Around the Fireside

Ah. sweet was the air on that fair, tranquil eve
(E'en now at the mem'ry my lonely heart thrills!)

When I walked with my beautiful love, Genevieve,
Down the old garden path 'twixt the bright daffodils!

Ah, the long years have come, and the long years
have flown.

And brought with them sorrows and pleasures
and ills.

But ne'er has my spirit outlived or outgrown
The love that I learned 'mid the dear dafifodils!

THE DAFFODILS

Dear blossoms so full of the breath of the spring.
Suggestive of meadows and murmuring rills.

There's one heart that loves you, one friend
would sing

A song in the praise of the sweet daffodils.

that

And oh, thou soul-blossom in maidenly guise,
In mem'ry my heart in thy dear presence thrills.

And once more, my darling, I see in your eyes
The love that I lost 'raid the dead daffodils.

—Lida M. Keck

ONE OF INDIA'S SACRED TREES

The first thing that attracted my attention when I

landed at Bombay, India, was the luxuriant vegetation
on either hand. I arrived on New-Year's Eve, and
everything was surpassingly beautiful. (The w'inter

season there is not cold, as it is here, but more nearly
resembles our summer, while their summer months
are exceedingly warm and dry.) Fruit-trees, orna-
mental trees, climbing, clinging vines with brilliantly

hued blossoms, shrubs and flowers—all appeared to

conspire to extend me a happy greeting and wish me
a happy New-Year. I knew these ignorant Hindus
think the gods reside in the trees, and I could not
wonder at it much, but when I would see the natives

bow down to these objects, my heart became sad, and
I wanted to be able to tell them of our true God.
I wished I could speak their language, so I could
tell them at once.

The banian is one of the most wonderful of all

the sacred trees. It is often called the Indian fig; in

fact, it belongs to the same general family as the fig

proper. The branches of this tree grow out from the

trunk about twentj' feet, then bend down, and continue
growing in this downward direction until they touch
the earth. There they root themselves and send forth

new branches, which first ascend, then bend downward
until they once more are rooted in the ground. The
branches continue to follow this same course—rising,

descending and rooting, and again rising, and so on

—

until the "tree becomes like a tent supported by many
columns."

The ground under the tree is considered sacred, as
well as the tree itself, and the Hindus often hold their

festivals to their gods in the friendly shade.
I was much surprised to see that the fruit of the

banian was so much smaller than the real fig. The
leaves are so much alike, I expected the fruit to be,

too, but found that it was no larger than a, cherry.
The leaves are large, and are used as plates by the
devout worshipers, who come to do homage to their

gods under its friendly shade. Sometimes some of
the Brahmans, who are supposed to be very holy (but
who are not), come and live under these trees, and the
people, who think them almost gods, bring them food.
How sad it is to know that these men think that by
getting away from the world and dwelling thus alone
they can make themselves better. We know that only
our Heavenly Father can make them or us better.

When they do live under the trees, however, they take
great pride in directing the drooping branches so they
will touch the ground in the best place, and thus train
the tiny upward growers to ascend symmetrically. I

have seen one of these banian-trees large enough to
shelter six hundred persons at once, and it is said
that they can be found even larger than that.

Ella Bartlett Simmons.

TO POULTICE A FINGER

It would seem that any person might poultice a
finger if only sure what kind of a poultice to use.

Observation shows that very few housekeepers
know "just how" to put on a poultice so it will stay
in place. A piece of coarse cheese-cloth, a package
of absorbent cotton and a roll of inch-wide surgeons'
bandage should always be at hand. No matter what
the dressing for the finger is to be, the method of
keeping it in place is always the same^ unless the in-
jury is serious and the hand is not to be used.

If a powder is to be used on the finger, sprinkle
it on, cover with a small piece of cheese-cloth, and
over this put a piece of the cotton, putting it on so it

will cover the top of the finger, and from there fold
it closely about the injured spot. Take one end of
the bandage, and place it where the finger meets the
palm of thfe hand; carry it up over the top of the finger
and down the back to the hand, then turning there,
carry it back over the top of the finger to the starting-
point. Now carry the bandage to the top of the finger,
and from there begin winding it smoothly about the
finger until the palm is reached. Do not hesitate to
use the bandage liberally. Leave several inches of the
bandage, and cut it through the center with the scis-

sors. This will give two ends to tie around the finger.

A poultice thus adjusted will not slip around uncom-
fortably or come ofif easily.

If it is to be a wet poultice, put on the cheese-cloth,
then a piece of the cotton dipped in the solution to
be used, with a dry piece of cotton over it. Such a
poultice, if a liberal supply of cotton is used, will hold
the moisture for a long time. If any material such as
crackers or flaxseed is to be used, first put on the
cheese-cloth, to keep this from adhering to the wound,
then the poultice, and cover with dry cotton. The
cotton will ward off many a little knock which would
make the flesh smart. If the wound' should throb, the
bandage should be loosened. Bandages may be made
from old linen handkerchiefs. Inez Redding.

NUTMEG MELON MANGOES
Remove a natural section from each melon, and

pare away the rind from the entire surface. With a
teaspoon take out the seeds. Fasten the sections again
in place, each to the melon to which it belongs, with a
stitch or two, using a needle and cotton thread. For

NUTMEG-MELON MANGOES

each four or five melons pare a dozen peaches, and
cut the pulp in slices. Add a few cherries, if at hand,
one fourth of a cupful each of preserved ginger and
orange-peel cut fine, and mix with one teaspoonful of
ground cinnamon, one half teaspoonful of mace and
one half teaspoonful of coriander-seed. Fill the
melons with this, and sew in place the pieces that were
removed. For seven pounds of the prepared melons
make a syrup of one pint of vinegar and four pounds
of sugar. Add also one half cupful of pickling-spices,
or one half cupful of cinnamon-bark, blades of mace,
cardamom-seeds, celery-seeds, cloves, tiny red-pepper
pods and bay-leaves mixed. Let the fruit, covered,
cook in the syrup until the melon can be easily pierced
with a skewer. Set aside in a jar until morning, then
drain of? the syrup, heat to the boiling-point, and re-

turn to the melons. Repeat twice, then reduce the
syrup so that it just covers the pickle, and set aside.

—

Boston Cooking-School Magazine.

FORTUNES ON FINOER-ENDS

The costliest thimble in
the world is undoubtedly
one possessed by the Queen
of Siam. It was presented
to her by her husband, the
king, who had it made at

a cost of rather more than
fifteen thousand pounds.
This thimble is an exquisite
work of art. It is made of
pure gold, in the fashion or
shape of a half-opened lotus
flower, the floral emblem of

the Royal House of Siam.
It is thickly studded with
the most beautiful diamonds
and other precious stones,
which are so arranged as to

form the name of the queen,
together with the date of her
marriage. She regards this

thimble as one of her most
precious possessions.

Not long ago a Paris
jeweler made a most elab-

orate thimble to the order
of a certain well-known
American millionaire. It

was somewhat larger than
the ordinary size of thimbles,
and the agreed price was
five thousand pounds. The
gold setting was scarcely
visible, so completely was it

set with diamonds, rubies
and pearls in artistic de-
signs, the rubies showing
the initials of the intended
recipient. This thimble was
made as a birthday present
to the millionaire's daughter,

who can now boast the possession of the second most
valuable thimble in the world. Her father was so
pleased with the fine v/orkmanship it showed that
he ordered another, but a much less expensive one, to
be made for presentation to his daughter's school com-
panion and bosom friend.

Five or six years ago a jeweler in the west end of

London was paid a sum of nearly three thousand
pounds for a thimble which the pampered wife of a
South American Croesus insisted on having made for

her. This was one mass of precious gems, diamonds
and rubies, which as thimble adornments seem to almost
monopolize feminine taste, largely predominating.

That eccentric prince, the late Maharajah Dhuleep
Singh, never did things by halves, and one of the most
beautiful and costly thimbles ever made was that which
was supplied to his order as a present for a great lady
in Russia. The price of this ran well into four figures,

and the gems set in it were all pearls of great value
and no less beauty.

So were those in a highly treasured thimble W|hich
on the occasion of one of his visits to Europe the late
Shah of Persia presented to a lady whose guest he
was for a few hours. In the words of the delighted
recipient, it looked like a cluster of glittering gems,
which in reality it was, save for the gold in which they
were set. An expert in precious stones valued this

thimble at fifteen hundred pounds.
There are thimbles of no intrinsic value, but which,

on account of the famous women to whom they have
belonged, would command very high prices if submitted
to public auction. In the possession of the wealthy
Mrs. Vanderbilt there is a thimble which was formerly
used by Queen Alexandra. It is an extremely dainty
article, made of gold and enamel.

But apart from its associations, it is not of much
greater value than another thimble owned by the same
American lady. This is a very serviceable-looking
article, in solid silver, but very small. Its value lies

in the fact that it was the property of the late Queen
Victoria in the days when she was only a girl of four-
teen. From its appearance the late sovereign knew
how to ply her needle in her youthful days.

The first thimble ever made was the one presented
in the year 1684 to Anna van Wedy. the second wife of
Hillaen van Rensselaer, and the thimble is therefore a
Dutch invention. In making the presentation, the
giver. Van Benschoten, begged the lady to accept this

new covering for the protection of her diligent fingers.

—The Queen- (London, England).

EBEN HOLDEN REDIVIVUS AND A PIE

"I remember once," said Uncle Eb, "I praised a
woman's pie. We were over in Canada buyin' cattle.

The woman she asked me if there was anything I'd like

to hev fer my dinner. I told her thet I was very fond
o' berry pie. so she made one. It came on the table in

a pan. I didn't know what 'twas, er mebbe I could hev
made an excuse an' got away. Suddenly the woman
began to cut it.

" "I've made thet pie you asked fer,' she said. 'It

took me a long time, but here 'tis, an' I hope you'll

like it.'

"The pie was about three inches thick, an' there was
only jest a leetle streak o' red stain through the middle
o' it where the berries oughter be."

The old man paused a moment.
"Wail," he continued, with a sigh, "o' course I hed

to eat thet pie. It was the greatest obstacle I ever
encountered. Fer a minnit I felt as if I was ketched in

a bear-trap. But I looked as pleasant as possible, an'

went to work on thet piece o' pie. I no sooner got
through than it went to work on me. There wa'n't
much left o' me next day. I lay there sick abed, an'

the good woman she brought up another pie. She
wanted to please me. an' I hedn't the heart to tell her
what I thought o' her bakin', but she pressed it on me."

" 'No more, thank yon.' says I.

" 'I thought you said it was good,' says she, with a

look o' disappointment.
" '^Madam.' says I, 'the pie is good, but I ain't good

enough to eat it. I ain't even joined the church yit.

Give me a leetle more time fer preparation."—Irving
Bacheller, in Leslie's Monthly.
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THE ONE-TALENT MAN

While some with-talents ten begun,

He started out with only one.

"With this," he said, "I'll do my best.

And trust the Lord to do the rest."

His trembling hand and tearful eye

Gave forth a world of sympathy.
When all alone with one distressed,

He whispered words that calmed
breast;

And little children learned to know,
When grieved and troubled, where to go.

He loved the birds, the flowers, the trees,

And loving him, his friends loved these.

His homely features lost each trace

Of homeliness, and in his face

There beamed a kind and tender light

That made surrounding features bright.

When illness came, he smiled at fears,

And bade his friends to dry their tears.

He said, "Good-by," and all confess

He made of life a grand success.

—Presbyterian Journal.

of his life a prisoner in Rome, but they
were evidently his happiest years. He
was visited there by Christians from all

parts of the world, many of whom had
been converted under his ministry. He
wrote letters to the saints in Asia Minor
and western Europe. He had access to

the innermost life of the imperial city,

and won converts in the household of

the most degraded of the Roman em-
perors. No wonder, then, that he wrote
to Timothy, "I have finished my course."
And such a blessed consummation may
we all have who believe in Jesus.—Oba-
diah Oldschool, in The Interior.

THE FOUR-O'CLOCK

THIS plant was first discovered by
Europeans in Peru, and hence is

sometimes called "the marvel of

Peru." It is also called "the after-

noon lady." It belongs to the genus
"Mirabilis"—that is, -wonderful. Its flow-

ers are usually white, but sometimes yel-

low or red. They are star-shaped, and
grow upon a branching, treelike shrub.

Their peculiarity is that they remain
closed nearly all day, no matter how
brightly the sun shines, and then open
suddenly about four o'clock in the after-

noon. If the day has been unusually

warm, they wait until five, or even six,

o'clock.

Now, some flowers bloom only in the

dark, as the "cereus grandiflorus," pop-
ularly known as "the night-blooming
cereus."' Some close at night, and open
again when the sun begins to shine. But
this wonderful plant waits until the sun is

near its setting, and then, like a ther-

mometer marking the degree of light and
heat to which it was made to responid,

opens its petals.

This plant, which is peculiar to the

Pacific coast, we found growing wild in

the foot-hills of the Santa Clara Valley,

California. We transplanted it into our
garden, and have been deeply interested

in watching its prompt coming to time

from day to day. "Is it four o'clock?"

some one asks, and the answer is, "Look
at 'the afternoon lady.' If she has come
out from her seclusion, and is arrayed in

all her glory, like the lilies of the field,

we know the time as well as if we had
heard the clock strike."

I have not been able to find any ex-

planation of the peculiarity of this won-
derful plant. It seems made to respond
to certain conditions of temperature, and
to be prompt in its response. It resists

the wooing of the midday sun, but yields

to his attraction when he is near his

setting. It has, however, suggested to

me two practical thoughts:
First, how faithful what we call nature,

as distinguished from man, is to the laws
of its being. When God made the four-

o'clock, thousands of years ago, he said

to it, "You are not to bloom in the dark,

lilce the cereus, or to open your petals to

the sun as soon as he rises, like the

morning-glory. You are to wait all

through the shining hours—wait until late

in the afternoon, when many flowers that

have been open all day will begin to

close, and then you are to expand."
Though that would have seemed a

strange command if this marvel of Peru
had been able to think and reason, it did

just what it was told to do, and so have
its descendants ever since, even unto this

day. There has been no disobedience,

and hence no degradation, in the material

universe. Man alone has rebelled, and
fallen from the estate in which he was
created.

Second, we learn that the fullest de-

velopment of life does not alwayS' come
when the conditions seem most favor-

able. We would expect this marvel of

Peru to appear in all its glory at noon-
day, when sunshine is fairest and bright-

est. And so we think of middle-life,

when body and inind are in their fullest

vigor, as its most glorious and joyous
period. But often—always, indeed, when
tliie heart is in harmony with God—its

graces expand when the sun is near its

setting. Yes, the brightest hours of a

true life are near its close. Who has not
wondered at the light which glows in the

fa-ce of many .an octogenarian? He is

the four-o'clock' of the plants of right-

eousness. Such a four-o'clock was the

Apostle Paul. He spent the last years

CUTTING TROUBLES SHORT
A little boy gave a much-prized toy to

a child visitor to play with. In a few
moments it ^yas returned to him in

pieces. The tears rushed into his eyes,

and for a moment there were signs of a

tempest brewing. Then, with a brave
show of courage, he quickly thrust the
pieces out of sight behind an old chest,

saying, "Well, I dess it tan be patched,"
and went on playing.
We do not all take our troubles so

philosophically, nor cut them so short.

What a blessing it would be if we did!

And why shouldn't we? It is largely a

matter of habit, this way we have of

fondling our aches and pains, of hugging
our troubles, and making much of every
disquieting trifle. Our lives are too
short; we cannot afford to devote so
much time to long-drawn-out misery.
Let us accustom ourselves to cutting
short whatever hurts—to stopping quickly ,.

when we are prone to mope and fret. It

is only stretching the troubles—lengthen-
ing, widening, deepening them—to cod-
dle them so. We cannot get entirely

away from all vexations and sorrows

—

and it is best so, for we would not ap-
preciate the life and brightness of sum-
mer if it were not for the dull, dismal
winter-time—but we can shake off the
morbidness, and curb the restless, com-
plaining tongue; in truth, we can cut our
troubles short if we go about it deter-
minedly.

If you are afflicted, do not go around
with sad resignation stamped upon your
countenance, grasping the first oppor-
tunity to pour your troublous story into

the ears of an unwilling listener. Rest
assured there will be no willing listener.

For the sake of courtesy, and from in-

nate kindness of heart, some will lend a
patient ear to your recital; but while they
pity you, they also weary of you, and
turn away gladly to some brighter face.

Just decide quickly to lay your troubles
aside and see if they, too, cannot be
"patched." Shut your doors to useless
worry and regret. If your toys are
broken, your plans upset, forget it before
the frowns have left a furrow. Let us all

cultivate a spirit of light-heartedness, a
faculty for getting down to the bottom of

things and sorting out the unnecessary
burdens. Let us be

"A happy-tempered bringer of the best
Out of the worst; who bears with what's

past cure,

And puts so good a face on't—wisely
passive

Where action's foolish, while he remedies
In silence what the foolish rail against."

We are all frail, all human, and have
much in our lives to regret; but nursing
a bitter memory never fails to strengthen
and embolden it. Just put the dark
spots, the dull heartaches, away in some
shadowed corner out of sight, and take
up a gladsome, joy-bringing hope to
cherish and dream over. Hope helps us
through every difficulty. It' makes a

bridge across the widest, deepest chasm.
Then why not use it as a weapon against
the stinging grievances, regrets and wor-
ries, and just cut them short with its

shining blade? We will not get old and
wrinkled half so soon, not be "laid on
the shelf" because our backs are over-
loaded with worthless baggage, but will

awake some fine morning with a strong
realization of what true living means; of
the splendid opportunities, the sweet
friendships and glowing expectations
which fill it so full that there is no room
for miseries to intrude their gloomy fea-

tures, and stopping thern short at the
doorway will become a fixture—a habit
with content and happiness in its wake.

Mae Y. Mahaffy.

It

"THE LACK OF IT"

is not the Christianity in church

EARLY MADE
CHRISTMAS GIFTS

THE amateur
i n photog-
raphy can
do wonders

in the making of

Christmas gifts
that cost but little.

prints, mounted them on white cards

strung with ribbon to match the prints,

leaving the fourth card at the bottom
for the calendar. The ribbon was tied

at the top in a pretty bow. If preferred,

a cord and tassels could be used. If one
does not care for blue, use black-and-
white prints on gray mounts, and tie

them together with red ribbon. When

mm

mrnmrn'

CALENDAR

If one can use a
camera, go around
the favorite walks
or roads of your
town, select spots,

and get views that will serve to remind
an absent friend of some long, perfect

days that may have been spent together.

Be careful that all prints are toned to

doctrines that breeds skeptics. It is the
lack of it in individuals who are self-

labeled "Christians." L. M. K.

the same shade. Mount them separately

on gray cards, and tie with pretty ribbon

in booklet form.

If the gift is for brother or sister, take

a view of the house for the first card,

and of different rooms for the succeed-

ing cards, until the home is all there.

That the gift may serve as a daily re-

minder of home, select a

card fourteen by eight in-

ches. Mount a two-inch
calendar in one corner,

then group each view ar-

tistically—the home, the

library, the favorite cat,

horse or dog, a bit pf

the garden or grape-ar-

bor with the old father

or mother as the central

figure—and print under
it all "Home, Sweet
Home." Punch holes in

the card two inches from
the end, and run in a

cord with tassels, by
which to hang it up.

The daintiest calendar
of all I made for a young
girl to give to a dear
friend. I took one view
of her sitting by the riv-

er, another in which she

was dressed in quaint,

old-time costume, and
still another of her in her
favorite room. These
I finished in deep blue

these are well printed they look like

very pretty little etchings.
Neel a. Turner.

A CLUSTER OF SMILES

PRAYER FOR THE HEATHEN
"A penny and a prayer" was the in-

scription on a mite-box given four-year-

old Mary by her Sunday-school teacher.

The little girl took it

home, and a few days
later, when a friend

called to see her moth-
er, she immediately
presented her mite-

box. When the lady
responded with a pen-
ny, she dropped on her
knees, and began her
childish prayer "Now I

lay me down to sleep."

AN INQUISITIVE LITTLE

GIRL

Upon seeing the col-

ored servant leave for

church, the little girl

of the household was
heard asking, "Will-

iam, is the church you
attend a black church?"

HEAVENLY TRANSPOR-
TATION

At a revival in a

Western church a good
sister was known to

rise during the meet-
ing, and solemnly de-

clare, "When I die I expect to go to

heaven as straight as a shingle."

MORE LIGHT

A small boy who was out with his

camera one cloudy day expressed the

wish to his sister
,
that "(tie sun might

get a new wick." E. C.
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LESS "HOG AND
HOMINY"

A READER O f

Farm and
Fireside
writes from

her home in Suf-
folk, Va.: "I am
very much taken
w i t h an article,

'Take Tea in the
Open,' by 'A. M.
S.,' in your issue

of July isth. Will
'A. M. S.' kindly
tell us how her
dishes are p r e-

pared? What kind
of nuts did you
use, and what quantity to a good-sized head of lettuce?

How are salted wafers prepared? May we have the
seed-cake recipe? I am my own cook, and would be
glad to know how to prepare light dishes. I think that
in this section of the country we eat more hog and
hominy than is good for us."

"A. S." responds with alacrity.

NuT-AND-LETTUCE SANDWICHES.—Forestall for these
by having bread old enough to be sliced very thin and
butter soft enough to spread very easily. (Some peo-
ple do not know how to prepare thin bread and butter
nicelj^) Always use butter sparingly in this dainty.
Spread your first slice before cutting the bread. Cut
the second slice, and spread on the lower side. The
secret of this little trick is that the two slices will then
lie edge to edge, daintily, curve conforming to curve.
Mince in your chopping-bowl a handful (measured
after shelling and blanching) of peanuts, English wal-
nuts, almonds, or any other nuts you have handy. If

KNOT -STITCH SCALLOP LACE

you like bland flavors, m.ix the nuts with a little rich

cream seasoned with salt and pepper; otherwise, use
salad dressing. You maj' shred your lettuce fine, or
simply tear the leaves to fit the slices of bread. Lay a
lettuce-leaf on each slice, spread with your prepared
nuts, put on another covering of lettuce, squeeze a
drop or two of lemon-juice on that, cover with the
second slice of bread and butter, pat lightly together,
and it is ready to eat.

The S.alad Dressing.—The following dressing will

keep for a week or more, and suits nearly every palate:

The yolks of two eggs well beaten, one level teaspoon-
ful each of salt and pepper, two teaspoonfuls of white
sugar, one teaspoon ful of plain ground mustard or two
of prepared mustard. Mix these until perfectly smooth,
then add four tablespoonfuls of vinegar. Drop into it

one tablespoonful of butter—never mind if it is in a
"chunk." Put it all into a small double kettle (or
manufacture one by placing a small vessel inside a
larger one), and heat, stirring rapidly and steadily until

the dressing is of the consistency of cream. When you
have learned how to make this you will be able to

make it more or less peppery, salty, sweet or sour, just

as you may prefer it.

Salted Wafers are merely very thin, crisp, long,

narrow crackers, salted. Your grocer can supply them.
They cost from ten to fifteen cents a package.

Seed-cake.—This is the very old recipe, brought
from England, and now copied from a yellowed man-
uscript book: One quart of flour, four eggs, two cup-
fuls of sugar, one half pound of butter, caraway-seeds
to taste, one cupful of sweet milk, three teaspoonfuls
of baking-powder. Get the seeds of a grocer or drug-
gist. Children like "caraway-comfits" scattered on
top of cake. A. M. S.

WHEN A CHILD SWALLOWS A TACK
A friend recently wrote of the death of a child from

swallowing two carpet-tacks. The mother gave the
child castor-oil at once, and just here was the fatal

error, for the oil brought on such violent movement of
the intestines that the tacks were forced into them and
not removed. Some years ago the writer swallowed
three carpet-tacks, and old "Auntie" advised chewing
slippery-elm bark into a pulp, and swallowing it. The
treatment was kept up continuously for three hours,
and then every little while until the tacks passed the
bowels. Where a child is too young to chew the bark,
stir the ground bark into a mush with warm water, and
feed it in this way, giving at least a cupful before stop-
ping, or within an hour. Keep giving this every two
or three hours until the foreign substance is ejected.
The slippery-elm forms a coaling around the object,
and if it is tacks, glass or other sharp articles, pre-
vents cutting or puncturing; if lead or copper, it pre-
veiits poison. May Lonard.

"STRAW MEN"

It's only the people of straw we fight,

And joys that we hope to get.

That make of our living the wrong or right, '

And cause us to smile or fret.

It's ever the love that we cannot gain
That seems to our hearts the best:

And it's always the kiss that we miss, my dears.

That's sweeter than all the rest.

The present is all that is ours, you know,
To-morrow can ne'er be sure;

It's mostly the pain that we fear will come
That medicine cannot cure.

So live but a day at a time, my dears.

Nor chafe at the old world's law;
Fight only the foes that are flesh, my dears,
Away with the men of straw!

—L. M. K.

GOOD THINGS TO EAT

Elegant Rolls.—Take two quarts of flour, one half

cupful of sugar and a piece of butter the size of an egg.

Scald one pint of sweet milk, and let it cool, then make
a hole in the middle of the flour, pour in the milk and
one half cupful of yeast and a teaspoonful of salt, and
set to rise in a warm place over night or until light,

then knead it, and let it rise again. When well risen

cut the rolls half an inch thick, shape round, spread
over each round a little melted butter, double over so
the roll is a half-circle, then let rise very light, and
bake. Place the rolls in close contact when putting
them in the baking-pan, in order that they may retain
their proper shape.

Yeast.—Take a double-handful of hops and one half

dozen large potatoes, and boil together in one half

gallon of water until done; strain, then mash, add one
half cupful of ginger, a small cupful of flour, one cupful
of brown sugar, one half cupful of salt. Let stand until

cool, then add one cupful of good yeast. The next day
cork up tight in a jug.

Vegetable Hash.—Chop not very fine the veg-
etables left from a boiled dinner, and season them with
salt and pepper. To each quart of the chopped veg-
etables add one half cupful of stock and one table-

spoonful of butter; heat slowly in a frying-pan, and add
two tablespoonfuls of vinegar. When done turn into a
hot dish, and serve immediately.

Toii.\TO S.\LAD.—Take three large, ripe tomatoes,
one medium-sized cucumber and one white onion, peel
and slice them, and lay them in a dish alternately. Use
sparingly of pepper and salt. When finished, add one
tablespoonful of vinegar, then garnish the dish with
parsley, and set on ice until ready for use. This makes
a beautiful and appetizing dish for warm weather.

Iced Tea.—Make in the usual way. Do not let it get
cold on the leaves, but strain it off at the end of ten
minutes after the boiling water is poured on. Set on
ice to cool. When ready to serve, put two lumps of

sugar in each glass, half fill with crushed ice, pour in

the tea, and stir until the sugar melts. To each glass

add two thin slices of peeled lemon. This adds greatly

to the flavor of the tea.

Bavarian Cre.\m.—Sweeten and churn a pint of

sweet cream to a froth, dissolve two tablespoonfuls of

gelatine in warm water, and stir into the cream. Set
on ice until it is ready for use. B. B.
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ing. They will not
be given again, but
will be referred to
as "heading."
Third row

—

Heading, ch 2, 3
d c in the same st

where last d c of
heading has been
put, ch 3, turn.

Fourth row—

3

d c in ch 2 of last

row, ch 2, heading.
Fifth row—Heading, i k st, 3 d c in hole formed by

the 3 ch at end of third row, ch 3, turn.

Sixth row—3 d c in last d c of 3 d c, 2 k st, heading.
Seventh row—Heading, I k st, catch into knot, 2 k

st, 3 d c in hole at end, ch 3, turn.

Eighth row—3 d c in last d c of group, k st, catch,
2 k st, heading.

Ninth row—Heading, I k st, catch, 2 k st, catch
into first d c of 3 d c, I k st, 3 d c in hole at end, turn.

Tenth row—3 d c in last d c, 2 k st, catch in knot,
2 k st, heading.

Eleventh row—Heading, i k st, catch, 2 k st, catch,
2 k st, 3 d c at end, ch 3, turn.

Twelfth row—3 d c in last d c, I k st, catch, 2 k st,

catch, 2 k St. heading.
Thirteenth row—Heading, i k st, catch, 2 k st,

catch, 2 k st, catch to first of 3 d c, i k st, 3 d c in hole
at end, ch 3, turn.

Fourteenth row—3 d c in last d c, 2 k st, catch, 2
k st, catch, 2 k st, heading.

Fifteenth row—Heading. I k st, catch, 2 k st, catch,
2 k st, catch, 2 k st, 3 d c in hole, ch 3, turn.

Sixteenth row—3 d c on last d c, * ch 2, 3 d c on
first knot, ch 2, 3 d c where knot was caught in last

row. * Repeat down scallop, ending with 3 d c on first

d c of heading, heading.
Seventeenth row—Heading, ch i, and put a shell (2

d c, ch 3. 2 d c) into each hole around entire scallop,

with I ch between each shell, fasten down to heading,
and turn.

Eighteenth row—2 k st, catch into second shell, *

2 k st, catch into next shell. * Repeat around, ending
with I k st, heading.

Nineteenth row—Heading, * 2 k st, catch into knot.
* Repeat all around, ending with i k st. Fasten to

heading.
Twentieth row—2 k st, fasten into knot, and so on

around, ending with I k st and heading.
Begin again at first row. Care must be taken not

to make the knot-stitches in the center of the scallop

too long. In putting the knot-stitches around scallop,

make the knot-stitches of each row a trifle longer than
those of preceding row.

The heading by itself forms an insertion to match
lace, and may be made as wide as desired.

Joyce Cavendish.

DECORATION NOTES

Some of the newest furniture is made with Circas-

sian-walnut frames of lusterless finish, ornamented in

certain parts of the carving with dull powdered gold;

A NEW USE FOR BLACK STOCKINGS

"Will you please tell me what your boy is wear-
ing?" I said to a friend whose three-year-old son was
performing all sorts of antics in the hammock, and
whose every movement revealed what looked to be
black tights.

She laughed, and answered. "Black stocking-legs,"

and then, seeing my look of astonishment, she showed
me how they were made, and they have saved me a

great deal of washing, besides always giving the child

such a trim appearance that I would like other mothers
to try the scheme.

Take the legs of black stockings, cut them sufficiently

long to reach from the waist down into the stocking.
From the top cut down along the seam for about two
finger-lengths. Then cut a gusset the shape of a nar-
row oval, and join one side to one of the stocking-legs
where you cut it along the seam, and join the other
side of the gusset to the other stocking-leg in the same
way. This leaves an inch or so at the top where the

stocking-legs are joined to each other. The hems
form the band, and may be strengthened by a piece of

firm muslin, in which the buttonholes are worked.
The bottoms, of course, are hemmed.

The same idea may be carried out in making under-
drawers from the sleeves of shirts and lower parts of

the legs of underdrawers. I. B. H.

KNOT STITCH SCALLOP LACE

Abbreviations—st, stitch; k st, knot-stitch; ch,

chain; d c, double crochet.

Ch 46.

First row—D c in fifth ch, ch 2, d c in third st

from last, 3 d c in following 3 st, ch 2, skip 2, 4 d c in

next 4 st, 2 k st, skip 10, 4 d c in next 4 st, ch 2, skip

2. 4 d c in next 4 st, ch 2. skip 2, d c in third st, ch 2,

skip 2, d c in third st, ch 6.

Second row—D c in second d c, ch 2. d c in first of

4 d c, ch 2, d c in last of 4 d c. 2 d c in hole, d c in first

of 4 d c, ch 2, d c in last of 4 d c. I k st, catch into first

knot of last row, i k st, d c on first of 4 d c. ch 2, d c in

last of 4 d c, 2 d c in hole, d c on first of 4 d c, ch 2. d c on
last, ch 2, d c on first d c of last row, d c in hole at end.

These two rows are repeated indefinitelv for head-

An ingenious lamp-shade showed seven panels of

pink silk overlaid with an all-over lace of pretty de-

.sign. The lace was gilded, and the result was very rich.

A ruffle of soft-toned China silk, wired to keep a

circular form, is a great addition to the dome-shaped
shade of a hanging-lamp, as it modifies the light and
makes it pleasant to the eyes.

Appliques of leather on velvet are very rich. Kid is

also used in this way with fine decorative effect. "Fire-

painting" has taken the place of the ordinary hand-
painting in water or oil colors on velvet.

With the rage for Colonial entrances, the big brass
knocker is once more in evidence. These knockers are

not only useful, but may be very ornamental. Some of

the designs are very quaint and suggestive. If the big

—Harper's Bazar.

NEEDLE-POINT LACE HANDKERCHIEF

brass door-knobs and escutcheons and knocker are

kept well polished, the efifect is very handsome, espec-

ially on a dark or a cream-white door.

In recent olden times, let us say forty or fifty years

ago. a harp was a favorite bit of picturesque furnishing

in the home of refinement. Once more it is in high

favor in elegant homes, where as often as otherwise

there is no one to play on it, it being now a part of

the scheme of decoration. A harp is poetic in sugges-

tion as compared to a piano, just in the same way that

a ship appeals to an artist who is not inspired ^to paint

so 'upchanical an object as a steamer.—Ladies' World.

<
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All Kalamazoo ranges
and cook stoves are
equipped with patent
oven thermometer.
Makes baking sure
and easy.

The KALAMAZOO
,
A better stove or range than you can get

from any other source. A saving of from 35%
to 4.1}% in price. Prompt shipment from fac-

tory to user. Factory prices—no dealers'

profits. Freight prepaid by us. 360 days
approval test. Guarantee backed by S2O,0OO

bank bond. KALAMAZOO^ '-mm. Stoves and Ranijes

aie ni iiiufactured by
11^ m iiur own factory.
A\ H kiin ff they are all

n^ht clear through."
t>uu t confuse them

with cheap
,mail order
goods.

We aLre (he
only

Istove
manufactur-

pr^ in the world
f. lling their entire
1 jduct direct
1 1 1 im their own fac-
t -y to the user.

There isn't a better stove
or ran^e at any price

and by eliminating all
dealers' and middlemen's
profits we save you easil

35% to 40%. Moreoverwe
give you a 360 Days Ap-
proval Test. If your pur-
chase is not satisfactoi-y
in every way, return the
goodsatourexpense. We
iSavea complete line of,,

ranges, cook stoves and -4^

< heaters for fuel of all

< kinds. All stoves blacked
<

I

polished and ready foi

( business.

|i It will pay you to

1
1 investijSate.

,1 Send for catalog No. I83and prices, freight prepaid.

I THE KALAMAZOO STOVE CO
Manufacturers,

Kalamazoo, Michigan

Skin Diseases
Eczema, Salt Rhenm, Pimples,
Ringworm, Itch, Ivy Poison, Acne
or other skin troubles, can be
promptly cured by

Hydrozone is endorsed by leading
physicians. It is absolutely harm-
less, yet most powerful healing
agent. Hydrozone destroys para-
sites which cause these diseases.

Take no substitute and see that

every bottle bears my signature.

Trla^l Size, 25 Cents.

At Brttggists or by mail, from

59-M Prince St.

New York-

Bwv /Booklet on the rational treat>
\ment of diseases sent free.

OIL-CAS-WONOERFUU NEW FUEL.

$125 to $250 a Month and Expenses
- Men and women. Salesmen, managers, general

agents for wonderful new invention—Harrison's
Blue Flame Wlckless Oil-Gas Stoves, for

cooliing, baking, heating. Wonderful seller. Big
profits. Generatea oil -gas fuel from
kerosene oil. Hottest blue flame gas
fire. No wiclr. Cheapest fuel. Ab-
solutely safe. Oasoline is daogerons,
Catalosue FREE. Write for
special offer and new plan.

wobld mfc}. co.,

6577 World Bldq., Cincinnati. 0.

r Don't waste your money upon Nostrums.
My Personal Correspondence Treatment Cures.

DR. F. Ai VOTEY, Specialist

in all diseases of the

/ Skin and Blood
FREE Consultation by mail. Write now.

19 W. Bridee Street, Grand Rapids, Mich.

TELEPHONES
For Farmers' Lines

Organize au exchange in your com-
muDity. Full particulars gladly
furnished. Catalog free. c n aoi

THE NORTH ELECTRIC CO.

154 St. Clair Street, Clevelaad. Ohio

Oue beautiful rolled gold soli-

taire Puritan rot^e diamond
ring, sohd-gold pattern, for
selling 20 packages Garfield
Pepsin Gum, at 5 cents a pack-

age. Send name ; we mail gum. When sold send money

:

we mail ring. 7th year. Hundreds of thousands pleased
customers. Catalogues free showing many premium b.

GARFIELD GUM CO.. Box 808, MEADVILLE. PA

BURNS WILL NOT BLISTER
it you apply immediately Dr. Gordon's Kine of Pain.

Cures aches and pains and inflammations of all kinds.

Price 25 cents. Send for circulars. Agents Wanted.

The E. a. Richards Co., Box 543, Toledo. Ohio.

THE YANKEE FIRE-KINDLER ?,'^'J»'™^'tfWith 3e of Ull*
No kindlioga. War--Of

_ '
ranted 3 years. GresteatSeller for Agents eTcrinTentcd. Sample with

terms prepiid, 15c. TAMKEE KINDLER CO. ^LOCK 95 OLNEY, ILL.

If afflicted With Thompson's Eye Waterweak eyes, use

How to Dress

f
EVELYN SHIRT-WAIST SUIT

THIS plain shirt-waist will be a good
model to wear underneath the

fashionable tight-fitting coats. It

has a plain front, with four grad-
uated box-plaits in the back, meeting in

a point at
the belt.

The sleeve
is the reg-
ular shirt-

sleeve, and
has a band

cuff: either silk, flannel or any
of the heavier white cotton

fabrics would be a good ma-
terial to choose for this shirt-

waist. The Bayard skirt is one of the

most useful skirts a woman can own. It

is a full circular skirt cut instep-length.

It is made with a narrow panel both front

and back, with two deep
plaits at each side of the

panels. Stitched bands
simulate a yoke effect

over the hips, and
pointed, button-trimmed
tabs decorate both the

front and the back panel.

Plain or fancy zibeline

may be used for this

skirt, also Scotch tweed,
cheviot, serge or a light-

weight covert cloth.

chine ribbons, which are tied around the
throat and hang down the back.
Among the hand-painted mousseline

frocks worn at a recent Paris function
was one in soft gray mousseline, painted
in shadowy fuchsias in their natural tints.

Plain mull or batiste, with trails of
white hand-embroidery running around
the border of hemstitched flounces and
frills, is the last note of modishness in
lingerie gowns.
The broad,_ straight scarf of tulle in

black or white, edged by a deep, full

frille of tulle, is a becoming
and fashionable accompani-
ment for the decollete ball-

gown, and can easily be
made at home.
The reddish purples seen

in the fuchsia combinations
of the summer are repeated
in the samples of winter
stufifs now being shown.
Browns lead upon most of

the sample cards, but the

greens are numerous.
The combination of wide-

ly different materials still

prevails. Bands of cloth
bordered with narrow ruch-
ings of taffeta trim frocks
of mousseline or other
sheer stuff, cut-out cloth

is applied to chiffon, and cloth per-
forated in the "broderie Anglaise" fash-

ion, and with the design outlined in

DE FOREST COAT
Either covert cloth or

rough serge may be used
for this useful coat. It

is demi-fitting both back and front, and
is made with strapped seams. At the

waist-line the coat is confined with a

black patent-leather belt. The mannish
lapels, collar and cuffs are of velvet. If

serge is used for the coat, the strapped
seams should be of plain cloth the same
color as the serge.

NECK-SCARF

buttonhole stjtch. is frequently seen com-
bined with filmy fabrics.—New York Sun.

FASHION FANCIES

A fine linen-lace-

thread fringe is one
of the concessions
to the craze for

fringe.

Shaded mousse-
line is used not only
for scarfs, parasols
and trimming, but
for whole
frocks, also.

Jeweled
gold or sil-

ver tassels
finish the
ends of chif-

fon scarfs or

of narrow

TWO SMART FALL HATS

Fig. I is a French hat of soft, stitched

red felt, trimmed with clusters of cherries.

Fig. 2 is a large black shape of silk and
chiffon adorned with ostrich-plumes.

EVELYN SHIRT-WAIST SUIT

Any of these patterns will be
sent from this office for ten cents
each.
Evelyn Shirt-waist Suit.—

The Waist Pattern No. 152 is

cut in sizes 34 and 38. The Skirt
Pattern No. 153 is cut inedium.
De Forest Coat.—The pat-

tern for the De Forest Coat is

cut in 12, 14 and 16 year old sizes.

m"|900"FAMIU
WASHERFREE.
Greatest Invention of the Age.
Labor and Expense of Washing

Clothes Cut in Two.
No More Stooping, Rubbing or Boil-

ing of Clothes.

Every Household Needs One.

THE "1900" BALL-BEARING
FAMSLY WASHER SENT FREE

to any one answering this advertisement, without de-
posit or advance payment of any kind, freight paid,
on 30 days' trial. The "1900" Bail-Bearing Washer is

unquestionably the greatest labor-saving machine ever
invented for family use. Entirely new principle. It is

simplicity itself. There are no wheels, paddles, rockers,
cranks or complicated macliinery. It revolves on bicycle
ball-bearlnes, making it by far the easiest-running
washer on the market. No strength required; a child
can operate it.

No more stooping, rubbing, boiling of clothes. Hot
water and soap all tliat is needed. It will wash laree
duantltles of clotUes (no matter how soiled) perfectly
clean In 6 minutes. Impossible to injure the most
delicate fabrics.

An Enthusiastic Admirer
Chicago, 111, March 22, 1903.

The "1900" Washer Co., Binghamton, N. Y.
The washer I bought from you nearly 2 years ago is in

the best condition yet, and I be-
lieve it always will be ; nothing
has been worn out or broken oH

;

every part is as good as it was
when I bought it. Neither have I
noticed that my clothes, through
the continuous use of the washer,
have been worn out. Your washer
don't rub the clothes to pieces or
wear them out. It is really the best
washing-macliine on the market,
and if I could help it there would
not be a housewife in the United
States mtbout one of your "1900"
ball-bearing washing-machines. I
heartily recommend it to every
lady, tor it will save her a lot of
hard work.

MRS. A. H. CENTNER
636 Diversey Boulevard.

'

Write at once for catalogue and
full particulars to

"1900" WASHER CO.
32R STATE ST., BINGHAMTOIN. IN. Y.
Kefeebnces: FIRST NATIONAL bank

,

Binghamton, N. Y.
;

10 lbs. of soap for 10 cents
Better soap than you can buy at

any price. You make it yourself in

ten minutes, with the grease and fat

from your kitchen and a can of

Banner Lye
sold at your grocer's for lo cents.

No trouble; no boiling; no large

kettles; no adulterated soap. Noth-
ing but the purest soap—ten pounds of

hard soap or twenty gallons of soft soap.

Banner Lye is also the best

Cleanser and Disinfectant
No well-regulated home

is without it. You need
it everywhere to protect
against dirt and disease.
Banner Lye is new-

style lye in patented
safety packages. Easily
opened and closed, safe,

odorless and colorless.

Write for book "Uses
of Baiaier Lye," SLndgi\e
us your grocer's name,
should he not have it.

Tlie Penn Chemical Worlcs, Pliiladelpliia, U. S. A.

75 GTS.
TlAis Solid Sterling Silver

Gold Lined Sugar Spoon

Or your choice of the following at

the same price:
Cream ladle. Cold Meat Fork, Sugar
Sifter, Pickle Fork, is only one of i^^^
thousands of equally rare bargainein^^P^ We
our catalog o£ Honest, Dependable^^l^ Qg Not
Watches and Jewelry, This
Solid Sterling Silver Spoon is Jr KCBp blieap
t>'%, inches iong, medium Shoddy GoodS
weight, beautifully chased
handle and gold jf^^^ We willrefund your money
lined bowl. ^^KmHBT **''^/'*" "''^ safisyied.

Sent to ^.^^lE^V^K^ Catalog of Waltham, Elgin

any /^KF^^^f^SS^L^^^ Hampden Watches,

addreSSj^flr J^jSlpR^ogers* Silverware, Jewelry,

post ^^Wi^ Clocks, etc., mailed FREE,
paid JM ROGERS, THURMAK & CO.,

for ^^wiB^ ^ iwelers Whulesule Supply House,

75ct8. ^— 150 Wabash Ave.
,

Chicago, HI.

HERE'S YOUR CHANGE.
Don'C work for small wages when you can make
more. If you have a team and can give bond
and are not afraid of work, we have a great
proposition for you, selling our S2 standard
household remedies, extracts, etc. The oldest,
largest and best company of the kind in the
world. Write to-day for exclusive territory.

THE J. R. WATKINS CO.. 48 Liberty St., Winona. Minn.
EstabUtihed 1868. Capital t^tock l50Q,(m.
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DONALD Frasee, Sitting by the low, »' '

"
I'""*

four-paned window of his new
house, was playing old Scotch
airs on his fiddle to beguile dull

time away on a cold winter afternoon
more than a hundred years ago. The
place was a remote settlement in a nas-

|

cent Canadian province, where the set- f. , ,

'
i

tiers were engaged in the arduous task
of carving out homes for themselves in the wilderness.

Donald's new house had only four small rooms, but
it was considered quite a pretentious edifice in those
primitive days. Before it the cleared fields of his farm
sloped down to the ice-bound bay: behind it great
woods stretched inland, intersected here and there by
trails and wood-roads. In winter the ice was the great
highway of traffic, and people from far and wide passed
Donald's door, often calling to warm themselves be-
fore his fire and exchange news of the various scat-

tered settlements.
This day was bitter cold, and a storm threatened.

Few travelers were abroad, and Donald had no callers.

He felt lonely, and got his fiddle down for company.
It was too early yet to go across the bay to Sher-
man's. Donald smiled to himself as he played "Annie
Laurie," and thought of Nancy Sherman, more beauti-
ful than the heroine of the old ballad.

"Her face it is the fairest that e'er the sun shone
on," hummed the young Scotch-Canadian, softly.

The Frasers were one of the best families in the
little colony, which was as yet so thinlj' populated that
everybodj' in it knew everybody else. Alexander Fra-
ser, Donald's father, had been one of the earliest im-
migrants from Scotland, He was a man liked and
respected by all, and had taken a prominent part in

shaping the aflfairs of the colony. From him Donald,
his first-born, inherited his broad shoulders, sandy
hair, deep-set gray eyes and resolute jaw. But it was
from his Irish mother that Donald got the qualities

which made him a favorite with all who knew him.
The merry curve of his mobile mouth, the twinkle in his

gray eyes, the gay smile, the flashing wit, the irrepress-
ible good-comradeship that distinguished him from the
more reserved pure-bred Scotch folk, even the faint

suggestion of "brogue" in his ringing tones, all con-
tributed to form a personality which was destined to
stamp its influence on those rude early days. Many a
blue-eyed Scotch and English lassie would have been
glad and willing to listen had Donald Fraser come
a-wooing, and many a girlish heart of a hundred years
ago beat quicker at his step or voice. But Donald
cared only for one whom many others wooed likewise.
He was not openly favored above his rivals. He did not
know whether Nancy Sherman cared for him or not,
but he knew that if she would not come to be the mis-
tress of his new house none other ever should. So he
dreamed of her as he drew the bow over the strings
and filled the low room, with the sweetness of old
Lowland ballads, the fine frenzy of Highland reels and
strathspeys, and the rollicking abandon of Irish jigs.

When he played the last, the Irish fun in his nature
overflowed him, drowning out the Scottish romance,
and he wished that somebody would drop in and crack
a joke with him.

When he left the north window, which he liked best
because it looked out over the bay to Sherman's, and
went to the south one, looking out over a dreary ex-
panse of stumps and half-cleared land, he saw a sleigh
emerge from the woods. He knew the driver at a
glance, and rushing to the door, threw it open with
hearty hospitality. Any one would have been welcome,
but this visitor was Neil Campbell, who was Donald's
especial crony. Friends they had always been, and
friends they were yet—and they were also rivals. Peo-
ple had expected to see their friendship blotted out by
their rivalry, but it had stood the test. Each loved
Nancy Sherman, and each knew that the other knew it;

each was determined to win her, and neither would
have hesitated over any ruse that would give him the
advantage. But no ill-feeling found place between
them, and when Neil came from Berwick he always
called to see Donald before he crossed the bay; and
sometimes, so free from bitterness was their rivalry,
he even took Donald over.

He got out at the door, and shook Donald's prof-
fered hand heartily. Then he tied his restive young
mare to a post, threw the buffalo-robe over her, and
followed Donald into the kitchen.

Neither in appearance nor character was there the
slightest resemblance between the two men. In point
of looks, Neil Campbell could not for an instant com-
pare with Donald Fraser. He was smaller and slighter,

with a dark, melancholy face and intensely blue eyes

—

the vivid blue of the St. Lawrence water on a windy
autumn day when the sun breaks out after a storm. In
parentage he was pure Highland, with all the High-
lander's mystic, poetic temperament. He was not so
widely popular as the gay and dashing Donald, and he
was not a favorite with women; but his few friends
loved him rarely, and it was said by some that if a
woman once loved him she would do and dare all

things to win him.
Neil threw himself down before the roaring fire

with a sigh of satisfaction. It was ten miles from
Berwick to the bay-shore, and though a lover thought
little of that when his lass waited for him at the end, a
blazing back log and a "taste" of good Scotch whisky
were not to be despised at the half-way station. "It's

cold the day," he said, briefly.

"You'll be going over the bay, I'm thinking," said
Donald, good-humoredly.
A slight tinge of color showed itself on Campbell's

dark face. While he bore Donald no grude for their
rivalry, he could not refer to it in the unreserved way
of his friend. To him Donald's of?hand way of look-
ing at the situation savored of greater confidence than
he possessed, and this stung him. He only nodded in
reply to Donald's remark.

The latter had meanwhile been rummaging in his
untidy bachelor cupboard, and now he emerged with a
bottle of whisky and a couple of tumblers. This was a
matter of course a hundred years ago. A woman
might oflfer her women friends a cup of hot tea, but a
man treated his callers to a "taste" of the best whisky
obtainable. If he failed to do so, he was looked upon
as seriously lacking in what were then considered the
most rudimentary elements of hospitality.

"You look cold," said Donald. "Set nearer to the

A Pioneer Wpoing
By L. M. MONTGOMERf

fire, man, and let this put a bit of warmth in your veins.
You'll need it before you get over the bay. It's bitter
cold on the ice to-day. Now for the Berwick news!
Has Jean Maclean made up with her man yet? A,nd is

it true that Sandy Macdonald is to marry Kate Fergu-
son? 'Twill be a match, now! Sure, and with her red
hair, Sandy will not be like to lose his bride past
finding."

Berwick was Donald's boyhood home, and Neil had
plenty of news for him concerning friends and kin. At
first he talked little and cautiously, as was his wont,
while Donald bantered and joked, but presently the
whisky, which neither spared, began to tell on the dif-

ferent temperaments. Donald's volatile spirits evap-
orated, and the Scotch element of his nature came
uppermost. He grew cautious and watchful, talked
less, but made shrewder remarks. The Highlander, on
the contrary, lost his reserve, and became more and
more confidential. At last, after being shrewdly
manipulated by Donald, Neil Campbell confessed that
he meant to put his fate to the test that very night.
He was going over the bay to ask Nancy Sherman to
marry him. If she consented, then Donald and the
rest should see a wedding such as the colony had never
yet seen.

Donald rose abruptly, and went to the window,
leaving Neil to sip his grog and gaze smilingly into
the fire with the air of a man very well satisfied with
himself. As for Donald, he was for the moment non-
plussed. This was worse than he had expected. He
had never dreamed that Neil would dare bring matters
to a crisis yet. But there was no time to be lost if he
meant to get ahead of his rival. In his heart Donald
hoped that Nancy Sherman cared for him. What else
could those modestly bestowed favors and shy looks,
such as she gave to no other, mean? Yet he might be
mistaken. She might like Neil best, after all; and
whether or no, the first man there stood the better
chance. Donald knew very well that Nancy's father
favored Neil Campbell, as being the richer man in
worldly goods. If Neil asked Nancy to marry him
when he, Donald, had not yet spoken, Elias Sherman
would have the most to say in the matter, and Nancy
would never dream of disputing her father's command.
Donald looked far out over the bay, and realized that
his chance of winning Nancy depended on his crossing
that white expanse before Neil did. How could it be
managed? A twinkle came into Donald's eye. All was
fair in love and war, and Nancy was well worth the
trial. He went back to the table, and sat down.
"Have some more, man, have some more," he said,

persuasively. " 'Twill keep the life in you in the teeth
of that wind. Help yourself. There's a plenty more
where that came from."

"Is it going over the bay the night that yourself
will be doing?" asked Neil, as he obeyed.

Donald shook his head. "I had thought of it," he
owned, "but it looks a wee like a storm, and my
sleigh is at the blacksmith's to be shod. If I went, it

must> be on Black Dan's back, and he'd like a canter
over the ice in a snow-storm as little as I. His own
fireside is by far the best place for a man to be to-

night, Campbell."
Neil nodded drowsily. His potations, after his

long, cold drive, were beginning to have their effect.

Donald, with laughter in his deep-set eyes, watched
his friend, and persuaded him again and again to have
yet another "tasting," When Neil's head at last fell

heavily on his arm, Donald arose with the smile of a
man who has won in a doubtful game. Neil Camp-
bell was sound asleep, and would remain so for some
time. How long? was the question. It might be for

hours, and it might be for only a few minutes; but
half an hour's start would be enough. For the rest,

it would depend on Nancy. But there was no time
to lose.

Donald flung on his stout homespun overcoat,
pulled his fur cap warmly over his ears, and wrapped
a knitted muffler of hand-spun yarn around his neck.
Then he caught his mits and riding-%vliip from the
nail over the fireplace, and strode to the door W'ith

a parting glance at the reclining figure of his uncon-
scious friend. "May your sleep be long and sweet,
man," he laughed, softly. "As for the waking, 'twill

be betwixt you and me." With an amused smile, he
untied Neil's horse, climbed into Neil's sleigh, and
tucked Neil's bufi'alo-robe comfortably around him.

"When he wakes. Black Dan will carry him as well
as he would have carried me," thought the schemer;
"but if the snow comes after sunset it's little we'll

see of either over the bay to-night. Now, Bess, old

girl, do your bonniest. There's more than you know
hangs on your speed. If the Campbell awakes too
soon, Black Dan could show you a pair of clean
heels for all of your good start. On, my girl!"

Brown Bess, one of the best mares in the county,
sprang forward over the ice like a deer. The sun
was nearing its setting. The gleaming white expanse
of the bay, gemmed here and there with wooded,
purple islets, and rimmed in by dark violet coasts,

glittered like the breast of a fair woman decked with
jewels. Above, the curdled gray rolls of cloud flushed

faintly pink, but the north and east were gray with
the presage of night and storm.

Donald thought of none of these things, nor of

the rare spiritual beauty of the wastes about him.
As he urged Brown Bess forward, with now and then
a glance behind to see if Black Dan were yet follow-

ing, he thought only of what he should say to Nancy
Sherman, and of what her answer would be.

The Shermans were a family of United Empire
Loyalists who had come to Canada at the close of

the American War of Independence. They never
spoke of their former fortunes, but it was the general

opinion that they had once been wealthy. However
that might be, they were poor enough now. and life

was even a harder struggle for them than it was for

the Scotch immigrants who had already obtained a

footing on the Canadian soil.

I

Elias Sherman was a genial, friendly
soul, and his wife was a pale, proud
woman who had once been beautiful,
and was dignified and gracious yet.
When they came to the little maritime
colony, they brought two children with
them. These two children, Nancy and

* ^ Betty, grew up amid many hardships
and privations; but as they blossomed

out into young womanhood they were widely famed
for their beautj', and lovers from the best and wealth-
iest of the colonial families came a-wooing to the little
cottage on the bay-shore, and thought themselves
richly repaid if they won a smile or a kind glance from
the "beautiful Sherman girls." Beautiful and stately
they were, indeed, with a grace and charm of manner
that triumphed over mean attire and rough surround-
ings. A hundred years ago Nancy and Betty Sherman,
now sleeping forgotten in mossy, grass-grown graves
on a hill that slopes down to the moaning St. Law-
rence Gulf, had the pick of five counties to their hands.
Not one of the blue-eyed, fresh-faced Scotch and
English lassies, the Jeans and Kates and Margarets,
could for a moment compare with them. They were
envied bitterly enough, no doubt, and caused many a
long-forgotten heartache. Yet the fault was not theirs—they made no effort to win or retain the homage
(Wfered them. The boldest lover never boasted of
favorS' received. A kindly word or a gracious smile
was all that any ever won, and was esteemed enough.
Even Donald Fraser could but own to himself that.
Nancy was as likely to say "no" as "yes." She \iad
said it calmly and sweetly to better men. Well, he
would face the question bravely—and if he were re-
fused— "Neil will have the laugh on me then. Sure,
and he's sleeping well. And the snow is coming soon.
There'll be a bonny swirl on the bay ere long. I hope
no harm will come to the lad if he starts to cross.
When he wakes he'll be in such a fine Highland tem-
per that he'll never stop to think of danger. Well,
Bess, my girl, here we are at last. Now, Donald
Fraser, pluck up heart, and play the man. Remember
you're a Scotchman, with a dash of old Ireland to
boot, and never flinch because a slip of a lass looks
scornful at you out of the bonniest dark blue eyes on
earth."

In spite of his bold words, however, Donald's heart
was thumping furiously when he drove into the farm-
yard. Nancy was there, milking a cow by the stable-
door, but she stood up when she saw him coming,
grasping her pail with one hand, and holding the other
out to him in the gracious, untroubled way for which
she was noted. Haloed by the sunset light that was
flinging its rosy splendors over all the wide white
wastes around them, the girl was so beautiful that
Donald's courage failed him almost completely. Was
it not the wildest presumption to hope that this ex-
quisite creature could care for him or would come to
be the mistress of his little house—she, who was fit

for a king's halls? In all the humility of a true lover
he stood before her. and Nancy, looking into his bonnj'
face, understood with woman's instinct why he had
come. A color and light that was not of the sunset
crept into her face and eyes. She did not withdraw
her hand from his grasp, but she turned her face aside
and bent her head.

Donald knew that he must make the most of this
unexpected chance. He might not see Nancy alone
again before Neil came. Clasping both of his hands
over the slender one he held, he said, breathlessly,
"Nan, lass, I love you. You may think 'tis a hasty
wooing, but that's a story I can tell you later, maybe.
I know well I'm not worthy of you, but if true love
could make a man worthy there'd be none before me.
Will you have me. Nan?"

Nancy's head in its crimson shawl drooped lower
still. For a moment Donald endured an agony of sus-
pense. Then he heard her answer—oh, such a low,
sweet answer—and he knew that she was won!

The snow \Vas beginning to fall when they walked
together to the house. Donald looked over the bay,
misty white in the gathering gloom, and laughed light-

heartedly. "I must tell you that story, my lass," he
said, catching Nancy's look of wonder, "and you'll see
what a trick I played on my best friend to win you."

And tell it he did, with such inimitable drollery and
such emphasized brogue that Nancy could but laugh
as heartily as he did. She was not proof against the
humor of the situation even amid the sweeter ro-

mance of it.

When morning broke, the storm was over, and
Donald knew that vengeance must be on his track.

Not wishing to make the Sherman house the scene of

a quarrel, he resolved to get away before Neil came,
and he persuaded Nanc}' to drive with him to the
county town, some ten miles away, for a "calie." As
he brought Neil's sleigh up to the door, he saw a
black speck far out on the bay, and laughed. "Black
Dan goes well, but he'll not be quick enough," he said,

as he helped Nancy in.

Half an hour later Neil Campbell, with a blackly

bent brow and a fire in his blue eyes that was woe to

see, dismounted from his smoking horse at the Sher-
mans' door, and strode into the kitchen. Had Donald
Fraser been there, the comedy might shortly have been
turned into a tragedy, for there was blood-fury in

Campbell's heart and eyes. But the wily rival was far

away, and the kitchen was empty. Neil stood and
chafed at the door until Mrs. Sherman came down
the rude stairs from the loft above. At sight of Camp-
bell she started in surprise, for though many a wooer
came to her house they did not usually come so early

in the day, but she came forward to meet him in a

gracious manner.
"Good-morning, Mr. Campbell. 'Tis a fair day

after the storm, but a cold. Come nearer to the fire."

Neil felt his blind fury ebbing away before this

woman of the queenlike presence and pale, sorrowful

face, so little in keeping with the rude, low room.
Mrs. Sherman always imposed a sense of deference

upon the person to whom she spoke. Neil could not

bring himself to demand of her where Donald Fraser

or Nancy was. Yet he must say something. "Where
is Betty the morning?" he asked, trying to speak

calmly although his voice shook.

On being told that she had gone to the well for a

pail of water, he went out, vowing that he would dis-

cover from her the whereabouts of his false friend.
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Betty Sherman saw him coming across

the snow, and stood up erectly beside the

well with a smile on her face. Her lips

parted, and her breath fluttered over them
quickly. She put up her slender brown
hands, and nervously caught the crimson
fringes of her knitted shawl together un-

der her chin, while into her eyes leaped

a strange light of fear and passion, and
some undefined emotion that strove to

conquer the other two.

As far as feature and bearing went,

Nancy and Betty Sherman looked mar-
velously alike. Yet so different were
they in coloring, and more than all, in

expression, that they were scarcely held

to resemble each other. The hair that

lay in skeins of silken fairness on Nan-
cy's white forehead rippled ofi from Bet-

,• ty's in locks as richly brown as October
nuts. The misty purple of Nan's eyes
was so dark and deep in Betty's as to

be almost black; and while Nancy was
oftener pale than not, a dusky red always
glowed in Betty's cheeks, and deepened
to scarlet in the curves of a Very sweet,
very scornful mouth. As for their ex-
pression, Nancy's was always gracious
and charming, while Betty's was mocking
and maddening.
Though Betty had many lovers, they

were afraid of her. H-er tongue was a
sharp and unsparing one, and she sat-

irized them to their faces. Woe betide the
rash youth with a squint or a stutter who
came courting Betty Sherman! And even
those who had no defect of person or
manner fared little better. Yet come
they did, for there was that about the
girl that held a man though she treated
him as the dust under her feet.

When Neil Campbell had first come
to the cottage on the bay-shore it had
been Betty whom he came to see. In
those ^ays he had thought Nan by far

the less bonny. But Betty, always cruel

to her suitors, was doubly so to Neil.

She mimicked his Highland accent,

mocked at his Highland ways, and
laughed at his shyness as "Highland
pride." Neil, believing his suit hopeless,

left the scornful maid to her own devices,

and was gradually drawn into the train of

Nancy's lovers, soon to become the most
devoted of them.. Thenceforth Betty had
treated him with unvarying indifference,

although generally she was as merciless

to Nancy's lovers as to her own. Neil
felt that his humiliation would be doubly
bitter from Betty's probable railing, but
in his passionate anger—an anger that

quite overmastered the sting of baffled

love—he did not care what she might say.

"Good-morning, Mr. Campbell," said

Betty's silver-clear voice as he came up
to her. "It's early abroad you are. And
on Black Dan, no less! Was I mistaken
in thinking that Donald Fraser said that

his favorite horse should never be backed
by any man but him? But doubtless a
fair exchange is no robbery, and Brown
Bess goes well and fleetly."

"\yhere is Donald Fraser?" said Neil,

thickly. "It is him I am seeking, and it

iS' him I will be finding. Where is he,

Betty Sherman?"
"Donald Fraser is far enough away

by this," said Betty, lightly. "He is a
prudent fellow, that Donald, and has
some quickness of wit under that sandy
thatch of his. He came here last night

at sunset with a horse and sleigh not his

own or lately gotten, and he asked Nan
in the stable-yard to marry him. Did a

man ask me to marry him while I was
at the cow's side with my milking-pail

in my hand, 'tis a cold answer he'd get
for his pains. But Nan was ever o'er-

fond of Donald, and 'tis kindly she must
have answered him, for they sat late to-

gether last night, and 'twas a bonny story

that Nan wakened me to hear when she
came to bed—the story of a braw lover
who let his secret out when the whisky
was abune the wit, and then fell asleep
while his rival was away to woo and win
his lass. Did you ever hear a like story,

Mr. Campbell?"
Neil clenched his fists. "Oh, yes," he

said, fiercely, "it is laughing at me over
the country-side that Donald Fraser will

be doing, and telling that story! But
when I meet him it is not laughing he
will be doing! Oh, no! There will be
another story to tell!"

"What will you do to him?" cried Bet-

ty, in alatm. "Don't meddle with the

man. Now, what a state to be in because
a slip of a good-looking lass prefers

sandy hair and gray eyes to Highland
black and blue! You have not the spirit

of a wren, Neil Campbell. Were I you,

I would show Donald Fraser that I could
woo and win a maid as speedily as any
Lowlander of them all, that would I!

There's many a girl would say 'yts' glad-

ly for your asking. I know one myself,

as bonny as Nan if folks say true, who
would think herself a proud and happy
woman if you looked kindly on her, and
would love you as well as Nan loves her
Donald—aye, and ten times better!"

Betty's face went crimson, and her eyes

faltered down to the pail at her feet.

"And who may it be, Betty?" asked
Neil after a brief silence.

Betty did not answer in words. She
came a step nearer, and put one hand
on Neil's shoulder, with her head still

drooping, but looking up at him with

her eyes, and an expression, half defiant,

half yielding, wholly captivating, that an-

swered as plainly as words.
Neil took the two cold hands in his. "If

this be so, lass," he said, gently, "why did

you. mock at me so when I came first?"

"What simpletons men are," pouted

Betty. "Why, 'twas because I liked you
best, to be sure!"

Then she suddenly sprang away from
him with flushing cheeks and clouded
eyes. "Oh, what must you think of me?"
she cried. "Bold—unmaidenly—that is

what you will call me, and truly. But
when I saw you coming—and I had loved

you so long! 'What,' thought I, 'to lose

all for want of one little bold word!'

'Twas hard to speak, but I have spoken it,

and now you will despise me."
She clasped her han^s, and stood

meekly before him with her face hang-
ing on her breast. Neil came nearer,

and drew her into his arms.
"Thank you for that word," he said,

simply. "Betty, it was you that I liked

iDest at first, and if you will marry me it

is a good husband I will try to make you,

and a proud and happy man I'll be."

Betty looked up at him with eyes where
tenderness and mischief were mingled.

"Then maybe Donald Fraser will not do
so much laughing, after all," she said.

"Look you, Neil. Leave me to manage
this. When Nan comes back I'll say to

her, 'Nan, is Donald so very sure that

Neil Campbell said your name when he

told of his errand? 'Tis a mistake your
Lowlander has made, sister.' And then

I will tell her how you came this morn-
ing and asked me to marry you, though
'twas I that did the asking, was it not?

But I'll not tell her that."

NOT ON THE PROGRAM
The elder Wallack once played in a

romantic drama in which, after taking an
impassioned leave of tlie heroine, he
leaped on a horse which stood just in the
wings, and dashed across the stage. Wal-
lack objected to this nightly gallop, and
it was therefore arranged that one of

the supers, who closely resembled the

actor, should make the ride. He was
accordingly dressed exactly like Wallack,
and sent to the theater in the afternoon
to rehearse. He carried off his part well,

and the stage-manager, satisfied with his

performance, departed.
But the super was not satisfied, and

complained to a young member of the
company who happened to be ij>resent.

"Why, see here," he said, "that thing is

too dead easy. A man with a wooden
leg could do it with his eyes shut. I used
to be in a circus. Couldn't I stand up on
this here equine and do a few stunts?"

"Certainly," exclaimed the other; "that
would be all right. Go ahead."
"You think the old party wouldn"t ob-

ject?" said the super, doubtfully.

"Object!" returned the player. "Why,
he'd be tickled to death. Do it."

That evening when the critical point
was reached, Wallack was gratified to
see his counterpart standing ready be-
side the horse
"Love, good-night—good-night," cried

the hero, preparing to drop over the
edge of the balcony.
"Stay!" cried the heroine, clinging

round his neck. "You ride perhaps to
death!"
"Nay, sweet, say not so; I ride to

honor! With thoughts of thee in my
heart, no harm can come! Good-night

—

good-night!"
He tore himself from her frantic em-

brace, and dropped out of sight of the
audience. "Go!" he hissed to the man.
As the horse leaped forward on to the

(Stage, the fellow gave a mighty vault, and
alighted standing on it back. He threw
up one foot gracefully, and danced easily
on the dther, and just before it was too
late leaped into the air, turned a somer-
sault, landed on the horse's back, and
bounded lightly to the stage.

It is recorded that the audience ap-
plauded tumultuously, but Wallack's re-
marks are, unfortunately, lost.—Harper's.

SLEEP

Weep ye no more, sad fountains!
What need you flow so fast?

Look how the snowy mountains
Heaven's sun doth gently waste.

But my sun's heavenly eyes
View not your weeping.
That now lies sleeping

Softly, now softly lies

Sleeping.

Sleep is a reconciling

—

A rest that peace begets;
Doth not the sun rise smiling,
When fair at even he sets?

Rest you, then, rest, sad eyes

—

Melt not in weeping,
While she lies sleeping

Softly, now softly lies

Sleeping.

—John Dowland.

NEW PREMIUMS
Boys' and Girls' New Plan

Do You Want to Get These Premiums Free?
Send us your name and address on a postal-card to-day, and ask for the

number of coupon-receipts required to get the premium, and we will send
you by return mail complete outfit free. Sell the coupons at 35 cents each,
send us the money, together with the names and addresses of the persons
who bought the coupons from you, and we will forward the premium. Full
instructions sent with your outfit, so you can't make a mistake. If you can't

sell all the coupons, or enough to get the premium, we pay you cash for

what you do sell. That's fair. Write to-day.

Daisy Printing:=Press
A COMPLETE OUTFIT

This is one of the most useful and interesting and practical premiums for boys that
we have ever offered. Any boy can learn to set type and print on this press. It is a
source of pleasure as well as being in-

structive and useful. It comprises a print-

ing-press, roller, box of printers' ink, and
one box each of gold and silver bronze
for fancy work, font of type, including
quads, spaces and periods, pack of plain
cards to print on and one pack of floral

cards, type, tweezers and bronze-cotton.
Full directions with each outfit, and
securely packed in a nice wooden box.
with sliding cover. Order as No. 497.

This Complete Printing=Press given free and sent post=paid for gelling

only SEVEN coupons at 35 cents each. '

New Chain^Knife
YOU CAN'T LOSE IT

This is no cheap knife, but one that is guaranteed by the manufacturer to be as
represented in every particular. Good steel, finely tempered blades, good solid handles
nicely trimmed. THE CHAIN is finely polished, and has twisted links. It fastens to

the belt or suspenders, and the knife can't be lost. It is the knife for boys, and the
latest thing out. Order as No. 495.

This elegant Chain^Knife given free and sent post-paid for selling only
THREE coupons at 35^cents each.

New Picture=Machine
FUN, ENTERTAINMENT,
DELIGHT FOR ALL
Sixty Pictures FREE

This magic-lantern outfit has
been proved to be one of the most
popular premiums ever offered. This
machine is ii inches high, finished
in black, blue and nickel, and fitted

in a neat box with hinge cover, to
which are fastened three round
slides and six long slides, making
in all about 6o different pictures
that can be reproduced. Full di-

rections for carefully operating
ipachine. Sent by express at re-

ceiver's expense. Order as No. 494.

This fine Picture-Machine
given free for selling EIGHT
coupons at 35 cents each.

The Laughingf-Camera
THE BEST NOVELTY EVER INVENTED

SEE THE PASSING SHOW
Your friends grotesquely photographed; stout

people look thin; thin people look stout. For
years the funniest attraction in every museum the
world over have been the convex mirrors. Every-
body has found amusement in contemplating his
own personality in a long-drawn-out or a short-
and-fat aspect.
The Laughing-Camera furnishes all this

amusement, and more ! By getting a focus on
passing pedestrians, horses, wagons, cars, etc.,

the most grotesque and ludicrous pictures are
witnessed. The passer-by takes on the swing
and stride of a daddy-long-legs, horses look
like giraffes, and altogether there is more gen-
uine hearty fun crowded into the four cubic
inches of this little instrument than could be

imagined. All grow fat from laughter. Each packed in a neat box. Order as No. 493.

We will send the Laughing-Camera, and the Farm AND FIRESIDE one
^ year, post-paid, for only 40 cents.

The Laughing=Camera given free and sent post-paid to a Club=Raiser
for only ONE.NEW yearly subscription to the FARM AND FIRESIDE at
the clubbing price of 35 cents. (Don't ask for coupon.)

Address FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio
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Wit and Humor

SEVEN AGES OF GRAFT
All the world is graft,

And all the men and women merely
grafters.

They have their sure things and their

bunco games,
And one man in his time works many

grafts.

His bluft? being seven ages. At first the

infant

Conning his dad until he walks the floor;

And then the whining school-boy, poring
o'er his book,

Jollying his teacher into marking him
A goodly grade. And then the lover,

Making each maiden think that she
Is but the only one. And then the soldier,

Fiill of strange words and bearded like a

pard,

Seeking the l^ubble reputation,
Even in the magazines. And then the

justice,

Handing out the bull con to the bench.
And jollying the jury till it thinks
He knows it all. The sixth age shifts

To lean and slippered pantaloon,
With spectacles on nose—his is a graft!

For he is then the old inhabitant.

And all must hear him talk. Last scene
of all,

That ends this strange, eventful history.

Is second childishness and mere oblivion,

Sans graft, sans pull, sans cinch, sans
everything.

—Chicago Tribune.

A VILLAGER'S COMPOSITION ON THE
HEIFER

OTHOU gentle heifer, daughter of

thy mother and despoiler of our
choicest garden-truck, thou bring-
est grief to our hearts, and blue-

john to our coffee. We hail thee with a
fence-board and things like that. Thou
goest forth in the night and seeketh the
open gate. Thou wanderest in by and
forbidden paths beside the unripe cucum-
ber. Thou smelleth of the blushing beets
and trampeth on the lettuce. Moreover,
thou peerest into the rain-barrel and
drinkest thereof. The man, neither the
woman, wottest not of thy goings or thy
comings. Thou spiest out the onion-bed,
and lieth down thereon while thou chew-
est the cud like a summer girl. Biraeby
thou liftest up thy voice and bawleth.
Then trouble suddenly o'ertaketh thee.
The man riseth up in anger and a bal-
briggan suit. He liiketh out and setteth
up an old hoe-handle and smiteth thee
sore on thy porter-house. 'Tis then thou
histeth thy tail and gettetli thee out. Thou
scootest up a darksome alley and maketh
thy getaway.- The man seeketh after

and desireth thy post-office address, but
findeth it not. 'Tis well. Hadst he dis-

covered thy abiding-place he wouldst
have chewed the rag with inhabitants
thereof, and gone home with his nose
on bias and a purple dural under the eye.

—Field and Farm.

LOOKING FOR FLAWS

Charles Lamb tells of a chronic grum-
bler who always complained at whist be-
cause he had so few trumps. By some
artifice his companions managed to deal
him the entire thirteen, hoping to extract
some expression of satisfaction, but he
only looked more wretched than before.

"Well, Tom," said Lamb, "haven't you
trumps enough?"
"Yes," grunted T m, "but I've no other

cards."

This chronic grumbler of Lamb's is

found in endless variety. Perhaps the

most numerous of the species is repre-

sented by the man who is always looking
for flaws—one of those blue-spectacled
people who see nothing but mud when
they look on the ground and only clouds
when they look at the sky. One of those

gentlemen was once asked to look at the

sun through a powerful telescope and de-

scribe what he saw.
"Why," he said, after a few moment's

study, "T see nothing but a few black
specks 1"—Success.

TO KEEP HEALTHY

Drink water, and get typhoid. Drink
milk, and get tuberculosis. Drink whisky,
and get the jim-jams. Eat soup, and get
Bright's disease. Eat meat, and encour-
age apoplexy. Eat oysters, and acquire
taxemia. Eat vegetables, and weaken the
system. Eat dessert, and take to paresis.

Smoke cigarettes, and die early. Smoke

'

cigars, and get catarrh. Drink cofTee.

and obtain nervous prostration. Drink
wine, and get the gout. In order to be
entirely healthy one must eat nothing,
drink nothing, sijiioke nothing, and even
before breathing one should see that the
air is sterilized.—South-Western World.

G. Washington was encamped at Val-
ley Forge.
"The Forge is all right," said the faith-

ful soldiers, "but where is the black-
smith?"
"Don't you know," exclaimed the irate

General, "that he is under the spreading
chestnut-tree?"

Perceiving that they had a sagacious
leader, they resumed hammering the
British.—New York Sun.

BALAAM WAS AN IRISHMAN

Matthew J. Donohue, a Tammany-dis-
trict leader, tells the following story of
an Englishman and an Irishman who
were discussing the old race question:
"Whin Engla-and wants a railly

good man, she's got to go to Ireland to
git him," said the Irishman. "Look at
Roberts. Look at Kitchener. Both
Irish."

"I suppose you think Wellington was
han Irishrnan," said the Englishman.

"Shure!"
"Hand Nelson."
^"Shure!"
"I guess you'd claim Caesar if you 'ad

a chance."
"Shure. All good fightin* min are

Irish."

"Well." said the Englishman, as a
clincher, "to go back further, w'at would
you do with Balaam?"
"Oh, thot's all r-right," retorted the

Irishman. "Balaam wa-as Irish, but th'

ass wa-as English."—New York Times.

HIS LUCKY STRIKE

"How did Biggleson happen to strike
it so rich?"
"That wasn't the way it happened. The

striking was done by the other thing. I

understand he got ten thousand dollars
damages from the owner of the auto-
mobile that hit him because every mem-
ber of the jury happened to have been
hurt in some way by a puff-wagon him-
self."—Record-Herald.

Tom—"My brother took part in that guessing-
contest, but they ruled him out as a professional.**

Theresa
—"How is he a professional?**

Tom—"He's with the weather bureau.**

HARD ON MR. PHILLIPS

Wendell Phillips was in a hotel at

Charleston, had breakfast in his room,
and was served by a slave. Mr. Phillips

spoke to him as an abolitionist, but the

other seemed to be more concerned about
the breakfast than about himself. Finally

Mr. Phillips told him to go away, saying
he could not bear to be waited upon by
a slave. The other remonstrated, "Scuse
me, massa, but Ise 'bliged to stay yere,

'cause Ise 'sponsible fo' de silverware."

—

Western Christian Advocate.

A FISH STORY

"Just throw me half a dozen of your
biggest trout," said the man with the
costly angler's outfit.

"Throw 'em!" exclaimed the astonished
fish-dealer.

"That's what I said," replied the party
of the first part. "Then I'll go home and
tell my wife I caught them. I may be a
poor fisherman, but I'm no liar."—Chi-
cago News. _:

ONE
Nugent—"I think I'll cultivate her ac-

quaintance. Worth a quarter of a million

in real estate, is she? Is there any in-

cumbrance?"
Olgent—"You'll think there is when

you get acquainted with her little tor-

ment of a brother."—Chicago Tribune.

'HOME, SWEET HOME I*'
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Consumption

Can Be Cured
Marvelous Discovery by the Famous Dr.

Yonkerman, of Kalamazoo, Mich.—State
Officials and Great Medical Men Pro-

noimce it the Only Cure for Con-
snmptlon and All Throat

and Lang Troubles

Consumptives Given up to Die and Sent

Back from California Hopeless and

Helpless are Now Alive and 'Well

Throug-h This Wonderful
Cure for Consumption

A Free Package, Containing: Sufficient to Con-
vince the Most Skeptical, Sent to All who Write

Consumption can at last be cured. Marvel-

ous as it may seem after the many failures, a

sure, positive and certain cure for the deadly

DR. D. P. TONKERMAN, the Discoverer of
Tuberculozyne, the Only Cure for

Consumption

consumption has at last been discovered by
Dr. Derk P. Yonkerman, a great Michigan
doctor, who has made a life-study of this fatal

disease. His wonderful remedy has been fully

tested and rigidly proven a sure cure by state

officials, and noted medical men all over the

world testify to its power to kill the dread
germ that causes consumption. The doctor

makes no secret of the ingredients of his won-
derful cure, believing that the people are

entitled to such a production of science, and
he is sending free treatment all over the world,

bringing joy of knowledge of certain rescue
from this awful fatal disease. Such eminent
scientists as Koch, Luton, Pasteur and all the

great medical andgerm specialists and chemists
have already repeated!)- declared that tlie

consumptive germ cannot live a minute in the

presence of the ingredients of this wonderful
remedy that has already revolutionized the

treatment of consumption and has taken it

from the catalogue of deadly, fatal diseases

and placed it in the curable list. Free trial

packages and letters from grateful people

—

former consumptives rescued from the very
jaws of death—are sent free to all who write to

Dr. Derk P. Yonkerman, 2964 Shakespeare
Building, Kalamazoo, Mich. Dr. Yonkerman
wants everj' consumptive sufferer on the face

of the earth to have this marvelous and only
genuine cure for consumption. Write to-day.

It is a sure cure, and the free trial package sent

you will do you more good than all the med-
icines, cod-liver oils, stimulants or changes of

climate, and it will convince you that at last

there has been discovered the true cure for con-

sumption. Don't delay—there is not an hour
to lose when you have consumption, throat or

lung trouble. Send to-day for free package.

AGE BEFORE BEAUTY

"Yes," said the old man, addressing his

young visitor, "I arri proud of my girls,

and would like to see them comfortably
married: and as I have a little money,
they will not go to their husbands penni-

less. There's Mary, twenty-five years old,

and a real good girl. I shall give her
five thousand dollars when she marries.

Then comes Bet, who won't see thirty-

five again, and I shall give her ten thou-

sand dollars, and the man who takes

Eliza, who is forty, will have fifteen thou-

sand dollars with her."

The young man reflected a moment or

so, and then inquired, "You haven't one
about fifty, have you?"—The Mystic Tie.

TRADITIONS RECTIFIED

King Arthur had established the Round
Table.

"Just to have the knights take pot-luck
with me," he explained, glibly.

Later, however, Guinevere was dis-

turbed by finding some red, white and
blue chips in the royal pocket.
William Tell had just shot the apple

from his son's head.
"It was green." he explained, ner-

vously, "and I had to do something quick
before the boy ate it!"

Subsequently a more artistic version

was given to the newspapers, but truth,

crushed to earth, will rise again.

THE MAIN OBJECTION

Poet—"Tell me frankly what are your
objections to my poetry. Perhaps I can

remedy the trouble."

Editor (.blandly)—"Perhaps you can-
perhaps you can. Well, my main objec-

tion is that it keeps coming. Fix that

for me, and I'll waive the others."—Kan-
sas City Journal.

A DELICATE SUBJECT

Madge—"Miss Autumn's name was
printed in the paper, but her age wasn't

mentioned."
Marjorie

—"Of course not. That girl's

age is unfit for publication."—Life.
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Get Rich Growing Ginseng
Read this Editorial from "Tlie Saturday Evening Post/' tiie

conservative Ptiiiadeiptiia publication, issue of August 22, 1903,

telling of the enormous profits of Ginseng:

There are a few people
in the United States now
making fortunes for them-
selves by growing Ginseng.

There will be a great

many people of enough
shrewdness and enterprise

to acquire riches from Gin-
seng gardens in the next
few years. Whether you
will be one of them or not

depends upon you alone.

It is the most profitable

business known.
Ginseng root brings from

$6 to $io per pound in

American markets. Seed^
and young plants bring

splendid profits from
American growers. A
Missouri man sold $25,000
worth from one half acre

one year, being the accu-

mulation of marketable
roots, seeds and young
plants for several years.

If you sell your harvest

of seeds and young plants

each year, instead of

replanting and enlarging

your own patch, a $10 or

$25 garden will pay you a

handsome profit annually,

beginning with the first

year. Requires little more
care than a turnip patch.

We sell stratified seeds

and cultivated plants. Our

copyrighted directions, fully

covering every point of

cultivation, sent free with

each order. We guarantee

safe delivery and prepay

express.

If you will send two two=

cent stamps to help pay

postage, we will mail you

immediately our 55=page

book telling all about the

enormous, easily earned
profit in this wonderful plant.

Ginseng, which has been

marketed from its wild state

for 175 years ; cultivation in

the United States just begin=

ning; also copy of the current

issue of our magazine, "The
Ginseng Garden."

Remember that Ginseng

must be planted in the fall.

Now is the time to buy seeds

and young plants.

Little Gardens Tl&at Fas^ Big Dividends

UNDER scientific cultivation some
unique discoveries have been made in

regard to ginseng. In tlie wild state,

as is well known, ginseng roots, struggling in

hard soil or against rocks and other impedi-

ments, assume curious shapes, many of tlieni

closely resembling the human form. In fact

the Chinese word jenshen, means man-wort,
and it has been supposed by many people,

even including some of the ginseng gatherers

and dealers in America, that the Chinese de-

mand Tor the root was based on the fancy that

the development of the roots in tlie similitude

of man was nature's indication that they are

intended to minister to ailing humanity.

Recent discovery that the plant under cul-

tivation frecj[uently produces straight roots,

bearing no likeness to the human body, and
that these samples of ginseng, being richer in

quality than the native kind, are bringing

higher prices in China, have awakened anew
inquiry into the secret of the Chinese people's

eagerness to possess the plant.
" It is quite probable," said a scientist in

Washington, " that-we shall discover in gin-

seng some remarkable element which has

hitherto been unknown to occidental science.

It does not seem reasonable that the Chinese
and Japanese,, who are shrewd men, and in

many ways deeply learned in the mysteries

of nature, would for unnumbered centuries

continue to use as one of their most highly

prized therapeutic and prophylactic agents a

plant totally without medicinal virtue. From
the humblest citizen up through all the grades
of society, including men of the profoundest

eastern scholarship, high officials and em-
perors, the inhabitants of China for ages have
had unlimited faith in the power of ginseng
to prevent and cute many of the ills of the

body."
Thus far, scientific inquiry into the secret

of ginseng has been a baffling study in chem-
istry. European chemists a few years ago
attempted to discover what it was in the plant

that had made it for ages so highly prized by
Asiatic nations. These scientists reported
that their reactions failed to- show that gin-,

seng had the slightest medicinal value.

More recently official chemists in America
examined ginseng roots and found that they
contain about 5 per cent, of nitrogen, .80 per
cent, of lime, 50 per cent of phosphoric acid,

.70 per cent, of potash, the remainder being
nothing but water. These chemists, there-

fore, confessed their inability to understand
why the Chinese should place such value
upon it, eagerly buying it at ten dollars the
pound, and giving for some of its distillations

far more than their weight in gold.

As a result of these scientific decisions

against ginseng as a medicine, new support
was given the theory that the popularity of

the roots in China was due to the superstition

that their resemblance to.the human form was
the secret of their supposed power to cure.

Moreover, in the legends and folklore of the
Celestial Empire strange reference in regard
to ginseng was found. It was iearried that,

many credulous Chinese cited the case of a
man living at Shangtang during the reign of

Wen Ti, Emperor of tlie Siu dynasty, who
used to hear a voice at night calling to him
from the field. For years, according to the
legend, these mysterious sahitations were
repeated, but no explanation of their origin'

could be found until one day there was dug'
up, six hundred ieet from the man's home, a'

huge ginseng plant that closely resembled a'

human being. After that the voice ceased,
|

and all who drank of a tea brewed from the^

roots of that ginseng plant lived without pain
to a patriarchal age. In further eTcplanation'

of the ready Chinese market for ginseng,
j

proof might be had, it was said, that in the
contemporaneous thought of China is the con-
viction that nothing save starvation can over-'

come a man stimulated with ginseng essence.'

It was even claimed that the more these roots

assumed human-like forms, the better price
tliey commanded.

But all ingenious explanations of the value
of ginseng in China are now in need of revi-j

sion, for, as stated, the discovery has been
made. this year that cultivated roots, many of

them bearing no resemblance to.human forms,

are selling at a higher rale in China than has

ever before been obtained for the wild roots.

In the presence of this curious fact, American
scientists have brought to light the circum-
stance that among the chemists who examined
ginseng there was one who discovered in the

root an entirely new substance, the nature
and value of which he was unable to deter-

mine. The name panaquilon was proposed
for this element.

At present, in medical dictionai'ies in the

United States, ginseng is defined as " little

more than a demulcent." Now that recent
experiments show that the Chinese are buying
the roots irrespective of their shapes, more
serious inquiry is to be made into possible

medicinal qualities which have escaped pre-

vious analyses.

So alluring have been the promises of profit

in ginseng farming that the subject has been
taken up by official agriculturists in various

parts of the United States. Many of the dis-

coveries made will be very valuable to

farmers who contemplate embarking in the
ginseng industry.

As a result of the tests it is officially an-'

nounced that, if all preparatory conditions be
faithfully complied with, the gross returns
from an acre of ginseng after five years of

growth may exceed $24,000 . Deducting
fgooo— which includes the original payment
made for the plants, the amount expended on
materials for constructing artificial shade and
the cost of labor in planting, cultivating and
harvesting— the net profit in five years from
one acre is placed at over $15,000, or $3000
per annum. On this basis a farm of the regu-
lation size, 160 acres, would, if planted to

ginseng, yield a net annual income of f48o,-
000, provided the market price of the roots

should remain as at present. It is pointed
out that though extensive cultivation would
reduce the value of ginseng, the demand for

it in China is constantly increasing. Nearly
$30,000,000 worth of the plant has been ex-
ported thus far from the United States and
the native supply is being rapidly exhausted.
Moreover, the plant in China has been virtu-

ally exterminated, and the few districts in

which it is still found have been set apart as
the Emperor's private reserves.

I The inducements, therefore, to embark in

ginseng cultivation, the best roots of which
now readily bring from six to eight dollars the
pound in America, are very great. Emphasis
should be laid on the importance of first gain-
ing a thorough knowledge of the plant's needs,,

for some of its habits of growth are anoma-
lous.

\ In the first place, the strange and important
fact has been demonstrated that ginseng seed,

although fully, normally matured, will not
gerniinate until eighteen months have elapsed
from the time of harvest, and that it will not

germinate at all, even after eighteen months,
if it is allowed at any time to become dry.

During all this period it must be' preserved
by stratification with woods soil, moist and
finely sifted. Moreover, the soil selected for

planting must be perfectly adapted to the

plant, a proper amount of shade must be pro-

vided, and other essential preliminaries
looked into with painstaking care. It has
been discovered through official channels that

some individual experimenters throughout
the country have failed to realize the pro-

digious sums possible in.ginseng cultivation

simply because they .were not equipped with
proper knowledge of the plant's peculiaCrities.

Scientific tests at experimental stations in

several States have been so satisfactory that

the officials have no hesitancy in saying that,

under proper care, the returns, from ginseng
farijiing may equal if not exceed the most
that has been said for it.

\- Experiments showed that in cultivated
plants there was a loss of only 14 per cent.,

while the loss jn the ginseng roots trans-

planted was 48 per cent.

» The roots were planted eight inches apart
each way. With a gardener's dibble, holes
were made in the ground to enable the tuber-
ous roots to expand. This was an important
factor in multiplying the yield of the crop.

As "The Saturday Eve-
ning Post" states, the roots
of an acre of five-year-old
Ginseng are worth $24,000,
In addition to this, the same
plants will have yielded 500
pounds of seed; at $50 per
pound, one half the present
marketprice,theseedwould
bring an additional $24,000.
A $10 to $25 garden will

pay you a dividend the first

year; in five years' time its

annual yield will have ag-
gregated thousands of dol-

lars.

You can start a Ginseng
garden for from $5 up. Our
assortments include plants
two and three years old that
are already seed-bearers.
We have cultivated Gin-

seng ourselves for years,

and give full instructions
with all orders.

It is a very certain crop.
It is an absolute staple,

like cotton, wheat and iron,

and, like them, is -regularly
quoted in the world's mar-
kets. It has unlimited mar-
ket alreadyestablished ; the
price is advancing steadily,
and the supply is rapidly
failing—it will take years
to even check the annual
deficit. It is not perish-
able, and may be held in

store for an indefinite time.
The land needed for its

cultivation is so very little

that even a restricted city

lot will hold a bed yield-

ing hundreds of dollars
annually.

All plants and seeds pur-
chased of us will be deliv-

ered to any address free
of charge. Every order is

personally inspected by our
botanist. Our copyrighted
directions, fully covering
every point, are sent free
with each order.
Autumn is the time to

set out plants, and sow the
seed, and as our stock for
sale is limited and the de-
mand strong it is advis=
able to place orders at
once. We reserve the
right to decline all orders
after the stock for sale has
been engaged.

Remember our otter to mail
you immediately our SS'page

book telling all about the enor^

mous, easily earned profit in this

wonderful plant, Ginseng, also

copy of the current issue of our
magazine, '

' The Ginseng Garden, '

'

for two 2=cent stamps to help pay
postage.

CHINESE-AMERICAN GINSENG CO., DepiM. Scranton, Pa.
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3 Books FREE
We will send any THREE of the books listed below
(order by number), and the Farm and Fireside
one year, to any address for only 40 cents.

In order to introduce the Fari^i axd Fireside quickly into thou-

sands of new homes, and being able to buy at a great bargain a large

quantity of these interesting books by

World=Famous Authors
we offer them to Farm and Fireside readers at LESS THAN
POSTAGE. The only condition is that you order at once, and call the

attention of your friends to this

WONDERFUL BOOK BARGAIN
The list contains the best works of the most popular noveUsts and
writers of merit, and the books are bound in neat and attractive style,

and have from 150 to 200 pages, full size, and large, plain print.

Standard books.

"A Study in Scarlet," by A. Conan
Doyle, is one of the cleverest stories ever

written. The reader of this book cannot
help but be edified and mystified at the

same time. The principal character in

the storj- surprises you with the easy man-
ner in which he arrives at his conclusions,

which from the point of a detective are

nearly always correct. You see clearlj-

how he works and deduces his truths

—

sometimes like a flash they come to him,

other more serious cases requiring his

time. It is nothing more nor less than
his extensive and practical knowledgej of

human nature put to work.
"A Case of Identity," another storj- by

the same author, is no less interesting and
fascinating, and is a good, clean story,

somewhat different from "A Study in Scar-

let," but just as good.

in

Study
Scarlet

H Novel

By
H. Conan D07U

Rudyard Kipling's writings and 'books
are world-famous. Thsy are known and
read throughout the length and breadth of

the land. We have included in the list below
some of his most clever novels. "In Black
and White" is a charming story, and en-

tirely different from the ever^'-daj-, hum-
drum novel. It is unique, full of characters

rare and strange, proverbs that are rare,

and better known in India than anywhere
else. There are colloquies that are crisp and
sparkling, and it is just that sort of story

that amuses and perplexes, interests and
delights, the reader from start to finish. The
other stories hy Kipling in the list are some
of his best-known, most fascinating books.

^ In
Black and

Slbite

By
Rudyard Kipling

I rbe
i

purloined 1

Letter

Sy
edgar Hlten poe

5i ^

Edgar Allen Poe was the most brilliant

of early .•\merican writers. Poe is best

known as a poet, although critics declare

that he was greater as a writer of stories.

His imagination was exceptionally pow-
erful, his love of the weird and mar\'el-

ous was very strong, and his skill in

producing somber and uncanny effects was
extraordinar}-. "The Purloined Letter" is

considered by many to be a remarkable
story, and exciting, weird and fascinating

—the kind of which you come to the end all

too soon and unknowingly.
"The World's Desire," by H. Rider

Haggard, is one of the best-known and
most widely read novels of the day. The
books listed below are a select lot of titles

' that we have secured at an exceedingly

low price, but they are all interesting and
entertaining reading, and are absolutely

given to you at less than postage.

XI Ambitions Guest, The Nathaniel Hawthorne X25
X2 At the Oreeo DragoQ Beatrice Harraden X26
X3 Aotobiography of a Thief Charles Reade X27
X4 Between Two Sins C. M. Braeme X2S
X5 Black Dwarf, The Sir Walter Scott X2q
x6 Cabin Boy. The Capt. L. C. Kingston X30
X7 Case of Identity, A A. Conan Doyle X31
xS Castle Dangerous Sir Walter Scott X32
xg Clouds and Sunshine Cliarles Reade X33
xio Derrick Vaughan Edna Lyall
XII Fatal Marriaee, The M. E. Braddon X34
X!2 Forging the Fetters Mrs. .-Mexander X35
X13 For Life and Love C. M. Braeme X36
X14 Good Fight. A Charles Reade X37
X15 Haunted House, The Bulwer Lyttoii X3S
X16 Hiawatha Henry- W. Longfellow .\39

XI- How Women Love Max Xordau X40
xiS In Black and White Rudyard Kipling X41
X!9 In the Midst of Paris Daudet X42
X20 Lady of Lyons. The Bulwer Lytton X43
X2I Life and Adventures of an Arkansaw Doctor X44

J. M. Barrie X45
X22 Light That Failed, The Rudyard Kipling X46
X23 Marriage at Sea, A W. Clark Russell X47
X24 Money, as Coined in the Celebrated Play

Bulwer Lytton X48

My Husband andl Leon Tolstoi
Murders in the Rue Morgue . . .Edgar Allen Poe
On Her Wedding Mora C. M. Braeme
Paul and Virginia Saint Pierre
Prince or Peasant Ma.x Xordau
Purloined Letter, The Edgar .Allen Poe
Ragged Edge Rambles Dr. M. L. Bym
Representative Men Emerson
Romeo and Juliet, A Tale of Two Voung Fools

William Black
She's All the Worid to Me Hall Caine
Snow Image, The Nathaniel Hawthonie
Sport Royal Anthonv Hope
Story ol the Wedding Ring, The. . .C. M. Braeme
Study in Scarlet, A A. Conan Doyle
Sweet is True Love The Duches.s
Talisman, The Sir Walter Scott
Thanksgiving Party, The Mary J. Holmes
Three Wise .Men of Gotham Marie Corelli
Time Shall Try- The Duchess
Wee ftillie Wiokie Rudyard Kipling
Woman Against Woman Mrs. Holmes
Wonder Book for Girls and Boys Hawthorne
World's Desire, The

H. Rider Haggard and Andrew Lang
Young Goodman Brown..Nathaniel Hawthorne

FREE
Any one of these books given for sending only

ONE yearly subscription to the Farm and Fireside

ADDRESS FARM AND FIRESIDE SPRINOFIBLD. OHIO

40-Cent Patterns for 10 Cents
These patterns retail in fashion bazaars and stores

for from 25 to 40 cents each, but in order to in-

crease the demand for our paper among strangers,

and to make it more valuable than ever to our old

friends, we offer them to the lady readers of our
paper for the low price of only 10 Ceats Each.

Full descriptions and directions—as the number of

yards of material required, the number and names
of the different pieces in the pattern, how to cut and
fit and put the gannent together—are sent with each
pattern, -uriih a picture of tii£ garment to go by.

These patterns are complete in every particular,

there being a separate pattern for every single piece

of the dress. AH orders filled promptly. For ladies
give BUST measure in inches. For SKIRT pattern,
give W-AIST measure in inches. For misses, boys,
girls or children, give both BREAST measure in
inches and age in years. Order patterns by their
numbers.

Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.
To get BUST and BREAST measure, put the

tape-measure ALL of the way around the body, over
the dress, close under the arras.

Special price of eacli pattern 10 cents.
Postage one cenl EXTRA on skirt, tea-gown and

other heavy patterns.

FREE We will give any TWO of these patterns for sending ONE yearly subscription,
new or renewal, to the Farm and Fireside at the clubbing price of 35 cents.

Or we will send the Farm and Fireside One /~\*«l-w "2 C C*t^*%4-cy
Year, new or renewal, and any ONE pattern for wlliy 0«5 wCllXS

Address FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio

No. 8969.—Ladies' Chemise
Nightgown. 10 cents.

Sizes, 32, 36 and 40 inches bust

No. 4370.—Ladies' Shirt-
waist. 10 cents.

Sizes, 34 to 42 inches bust.

No. 9101.—Girls'
Dress wiiu Fancy
Collar. 10 cents.

Sizes, 6 to 12 years.

No. 2015.

—

Boys'
Knee Trousers.

ID cents.
Sizes,

4 to 12 years.

No. 2014.—Ladies' Corset-cover.
10 cents. Sizes, 32 to 42 inches bust.

No. 4204.—^Misses' Corset-cover.
10 cents. Sizes, 12 to 16 years.

No. 8961.—Girls
Dress. 10 cents.

Sizes, 6 to 12 years

No. 9027.

—

Ladies' Nine-
gored Flare Skirt, Instep-

length. 10 cents.

Sizes, 22 to 32 inches waist.

No. 9099.

—

Girls'
Dress. 10 cents.

Sizes, 6 to 12 years.

No. 9030.—Ladies' Shirt
w.\iST. 10 cents.

Sizes, 32 to 40-.inches bust

No. 9023.

—

L.\dies' Plaited
Shirt-waist. 10 cents.

Sizes. 32 to 42 inches bust.

No. 201 1.—Infants'
Slip. 10 cents.

One size.

No. 8942.—Ladies' Wrap-
per WITH Rolling Sailor-

collar. II cents.

Sizes, 32 to 42 inches bust.
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Prize Puzzles
We Want to be Neighborly, and so Invite All of Our Readers to Use Our Grindstone.

Will Sharpen Your Wits, Quicken the Intellect, Afford Healthful Recreation,

and Give Innocent Amusement and Entertainment

Kesidents of Springfield, Ohio, are not allowed to enter the contests.

It

THE INSECT PUZZLE

Here arc Six Pictures. Each Representing tine Name of an Insect. Can You Guess Them ?

We Offer This Issue, Instead of the Usual Cash Prizes, a Beautifully Bound Copy of Hallie Erminie [fives' Book, Entitled "Hearts Courageous."

Book Should be of Interest to Every American. It Is a Tale of Old Virginia Just Previous to and During the Revolution. George

Washington, Patrick Henry and Other Famous Men of that Day are Among the Prominent Characters. A Beautiful Love-Story

Adds Charm and Interest to the Narrative. A Copy of "Hearts Courageous" Will be Given to the First Man,

Woman, Boy and Girl Who Sends in a Correct List of Answers to the Puzzle Pictures Given Below

This

As further rewards for our great family of readers, a copy of

'either Dickens' "Oliver Twist," Cooper's "Pathfinder" or

Eliot's "Adam Bede" will be given for the first correct list of

answers received from each state and territory. This means a

book for each of the forty-five states, one for each territory,

one for the District of Columbia, also one for Canada. The
first correct list from each state wins a book, giving an equal

ALSO A PRIZE FOR EACH STATE AND TERRITORY

opportunity to all our readers wherever they may be located.

In the states where the copies of "Hearts Courageous"
are awarded, one of the other books will be given to the

person sending the second correct list, so that in no case will

any one person receive two books. Answers must be ad-

dressed to the "Puzzle Editor," Farm and Fireside, Spring-

field, Ohio, and should be received not later than October ist.

ONE

FOUR

ANSWERS TO PUZZLES OF AUGUST 15th ISSUE

The, Six Geometrical Figures

1—Square.
2—Polygon.
3—Triangle.

4—Decagon.
5—Line.
6—Circle.

The cash prizes are awarded as follows:
Man's prize, two dollars—D. G. Kershner, Mar-

lowe, West Virginia.

Woman's prize, two dollars—Mrs. W. C. Stew-
ard, Birmingham, Alabama.

Girl's prize, two dollars—Miss Kate Thompson,
Mansfield, Georgia.
Boy's prize, two dollars—Wilbur E. Ferguson,

New York City.

A consolation prize, "Gems from the Poets,"
is awarded the following persons for sending in
the first correct list of answers from their re-

spective states:

Alabama—Heyward Chisholm, Birmingham.

TWO

FIVE

Arkansas—Miss Ona Green, -De Queen.
California—Mary B. Albert, loamosa.
Connecticut—Ellen M. Gaylord, Bristol.

Florida—May Mabbette, Holly Hill.

Georgia—Henry F. Thompson, Mansfield.
Illinois—Miss L. A. Tietze, West Salem.
Indiana—Gladine Williams, Raglesville.

Indian Territory—Aaron C. Parrott, Checotah.
Iowa—Miss Mae Smith, Cedar Rapids.
Kansas—Alexander K. Howell, Coats.

Kentucky—Mrs. Lillie H. Parker, Vanceburg.
Maryland—Arthur Scarborough, Street.

Massachusetts—Samuel Leech, Whitinsville.
Michigan—B. L. Taylor, Charlotte.

Minnesota—Sadie G. Neish, Cutler.

Missouri—Floyd F. Forward, Clifton Hill.

Nebraska—Miss Leah Smith, Fairmont.
New Hampshire—Murray V. Wright, Keene.
New Jersey—Chas. E. Spier, Watchung.
New York—Russell B. Flickinger, Seneca Falls.

North Dakota—Mrs. H. B. Crinklaw, Bowdon.
Ohio—Walter A. Scheid, Monroeville.
Oregon—L. L. Woodward, Forest Grove.

THREE

SIX

Pennsylvania—Chas. A. Lantz, Bellevill';.

South Dakota—Olive Bartlett, Houghton.
Texas—Mrs. John H. Turner, Delhi.
Vermont—Mrs. Arthur Palmer, North Thetford.
Virginia—T. B. Anthony, West Augusta.
Washington—Gladys M. Beck, Port Blakeley.
West Virginia—Alice M. Dyke, Mason.
Wisconsin—Lawrence Plum, Milton.
Wyoming—Mrs. John M. Rutherford, Binford.

"Look for the beautiful!" I looked down, and saw
The road stretched out before me, straight and bleak;
Hard ruts, sharp ice and withered leaves there were,
No beauty. Then a pool I had not marked
Went suddenly bright, and a pure radiance
(Like a fine couplet in a somber verse)
' Look for the beautiful"—and in the sky
I found the glory's source—the setting sun.
Dominant over the encroaching clouds of night;
And over in the east the sickle moon
Shone fair against the deep, mysterious blue.
"Look for the beautiful." Even so my soul.

—Pacific Magazine.
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THE VALUE OF CHARCOAL

FEW PEOPLE KNOW HOW USEFUL IT IS IN
'i PRESERVING HEALTH AND BEAUTY

Nearly everybody knows that charcoal
is the safest and most efficient disinfectant

and purifier in nature, but few realize its

value when taken into the human system
for the same cleansing purpose.
Charcoal is a remedy that the more you

take of it the better; it is not a drug at all,

but simply absorbs the gases and impu-
rities always present in the stomach and
intestines, and carries them out of the
system.
Charcoal sweetens the breath after smok-

ing, drinking, or after eating onions and
other odorous vegetables.

Charcoal ef¥ectually clears and improves
the complexion, it whitens the teeth, and
further acts as a natural and eminently
safe cathartic.

It absorbs the injurious gases which
collect in the stomach and bowels; it dis-

infects the mouth and throat from the
poison of catarrh.

All druggists sell charcoal in one form
or another, but probably the best charcoal
and the most for the money is in Stuart's

Absorbent Lozenges; they are composed
of the finest powdered Willow Charcoal,
and other harmless antiseptics in tablet

form, or rather in the form of large, pleas-

ant-tasting lozenges, the charcoal being
mixed with honey.
The daily use of these lozenges will soon

tell in a much improved condition of the
general health, better complexion, sweeter
breath and purer blood, and the beauty of

it is that no possible harm can result from
their continued use, but, on the contrary,
great benefit.

A Buffalo physician, in speaking of the
benefits of charcoal, says: "I advise Stuart's

Absorbent Lozenges to all patients suffer-

ing from gas in stomach and bowels, and
to clear the complexion and purify the
breath, mouth and throat; I also believe

the liver is greatly benefited by the daily

use of them; they cost but twenty-five cents
a box at drug-stores, and although in some
sense a patent preparation, yet I believe I

get more and better charcoal in Stuart's

Absorbent Lozenges than in any of the
ordinary charcoal tablets."

"Bk Four"
The

World's Fair Route
From the

Leading Cities of

Ohio, Indiana

and Illinois
To

St. Louis
Write for Folders

Warren J. Lynch
Gen'l Pass. Agt.

CINCINNATI, OHIO

W. p. Dcppe
Ass't Gen'l P. A.

GRAY HAIR RESTORED
"WALNUTTA" HAIK STAIN
is prepared from the juice of the Philip-
pine lelanda walnut, and restores Gray,
Streaked, Faded or Bleached Hair, £ye-

. brows, Beard or Moustache to its original
color, instantaneously. Giveaany enade
from Light Brown to Black. Does not
wash oft or rub off. Contains no poisons,

and is not sticky or greasy. *'Walnu4ta"
Hair Slain will give more satisfactory results in one minute
than all the hair restorers and hair dves will in a lifetime.

Price 60 cents a bottle, postpaid. To convince you of ite

merits we will send a sample bottle postpaid for SOc.
PACIFIC TRADING CO., Dist. Office S3| St, Louis, Mo.

FAT
How to reduce it-

Mr. Hugo Horn, 344 E. 65th St.,

New York City, writes: "It

^
'reduced my weight 40 Iba. 3

yearflago.&lhavcnotgainedan ouncealncc." Purely vegetablefc

harinleaa as water. Aoy one can make it at home at little eipense.

Noatarving. Nosiokneaa. We will maila box of it and fullpartio-

Ulara in a plain sealed package for 4 cents for postage, et«.

Hall Cliemical Co. Dept. B 8*- Louis, Mo.

Hay Fever and Asthma
cured to atay cured. Never return. A radical departure. Cause eliminated.

Constitution changed. Nerves reconstructed. Splendid bealth. Over 52,000

pn ^ ^ patients. Good references. ("Reliefa," or change of climate,

P K t t cannot cure.) Write for BOOK 58F FREE coptaiping reports

6f many interesting cases. Address DR. HATES, BUFFALO, N. Y.

TO AGENTS complete outfit for paying
business. All prollts clear, as we prepay
charges. Full particulars by addressing

PARM AND FIRESIDE, Dept. of Agents. Springfield, Ohio
FREE

TAPE-WORM I
XPEUED AllVt. Head pnaran.

I teed; FREE booklet. BjTon Field
Co., Dept. C.B., 182 State St.,CUcaga

BED-WETTING
CURED. Sample FREE.
Dr. F. E. May, Bloomington, III,

I'el^iy'et^ril'' Thompson's Eye Water
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Farm Selections

THE way to farm in the East, as well

as in the West, when located near

manufacturing towns, is to trans-

form grain, hay, forage and pas-

turage into meat and dairy products,

and then sell only what possesses no
manurial value. Moral—Keep manuring
the soil while you are young, and the soil

will keep you when you are old.

The Division of Statistics of the United
States Department of Agriculture, of

which Mr. John Hyde is chief, became a

"Bureau*' July i, 1903. Under the able

management of Mr. Hyde it is expected
that the scope of the work of this depart-

ment will be enlarged, improved and
made of still more value to those engaged
in agricultural and commercial pursuits.

In order to prolong the keeping quality

of freshly picked apples and pears, wrap
each specimen in porous paper like that

upon which most ; "'X'spapers are printed.

Such paper reasily absorbs the mois-

ture given off lay the fruit. Over this

put an outside wrapper of paraffin-paper

or such as dairymen use. Each sample

so wrapped and kept in a cool place will

retain its color and keep several months.

One of the good results of the investi-

gations conducted by trained experts at

the various experiment stations has been
that farmers in all parts of the country

are beginning to use commercial ferti-

lizers more judiciously than they did a

few years ago. The amount expended
annually for commercial fertilizers is

over fifty million dollars, so there is a

vast saving made by using those needed
most to produce the largest yield.

One of the happy incidents of May 18,

1903, was the awarding of a gold medal,

by the California Academy of Science, to

Luther Burbank for having most ad-

vanced the interests of agriculture by his

investigations and the application of

scientific principles to plant-life. As the

originator of the Burbank plum and sev-

eral other new varieties of fruits his

memory will ever be held in grateful re-

membrance by horticulturists of America'.

The North British "Agriculturist" is

authority for the statement that the re-

sources of Argentina for the production

of beef for export are practically un-

limited, and have been immeasurably
developed in recent years by the whole-

sale laying down of Argentina lands to

alfalfa, a very nutritious leguminous
crop, which enriches the land with nitro-

gen accumulated from the atmosphere,
and is, through its deep-rooting habit,

practically uninjured by drought.

Persons who do not label their cream-
ery butter, cream cheese and similar

products correctly are liable to a fine of

from five hundred dollars to one thou-

sand dollars. Secretary Wilson is pre-

pared to act promptly on the recent

decision of Attorney-General Knox:
"Not only the products that are articles

of interstate commerce, but such things

manufactured abroad, must be properly
labeled regarding the place of their or-

igin." The Department of Agriculture
will insist that in the future this be done.

President Roosevelt's speech at Og-
den, Utah, puts him on record as being
earnestly in favor of irrigation, which
has been such a marvelous success in

Utah. Commendatory of the wisdom of

trying to develop in every way the irri-

gated agriculture of the country, the

President gave the subject his hearty
indorsement in the following words: "I

am more pleased than I can say to have
been able to render any aid whatsoever
in putting upon the national statute-

books a law which I consider second in

beneficence to none connected with our
internal development since the Home-
stead Law was passed."

Chemistry is indeed the 'handmaid of

agriculture. One achievement seems to

be but a stepping-stone to another. By
its aid the soil can be properly fed, and
the yield of the various agricultural prod-
ucts profitably increased. By the aid of
chemistry the crop when grown can be
more fully utilized than formerly. What
was once deemed of little value to the
husbandman has now become a source
of revenue. Chemistry demonstrated the
fact that beet leaves and pulp could both
be profitably used as food for stock. The
same science has now brought to light

the fact that no less than four valuable
additional by-products can be obtained
from the residue at the beet-sugar fac-

tories. These are an alcohol of fine

quality for manufacturing purposes, an
. acid much used in the arts and manufac
tures, a fine quality of glue and an ex-
cellent grade of charcoal. * * *

5 LBS. PJE DAY m EURAORDINjlitY GAIN
ROCKPORT, K.AJsisAS, Nov. 21, I902.

International Stock Food Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
Dear Sirs:—Your "International Stock Food" is all 3'ou claim for it. We have the

nicest pigs and hogs that we ever had. Tested it on one old sow that was very poor
from suckling pigs. She could hardly make a shadow^ We took the pigs aw ay, and fed
her "International Stock Food" in her feed, and I do really believe that she put on 5 pounds
of flesh per day. Yours truly, M. C. JERBY.

nar-We Have Tfaoasands of Similar Testimonials, and Will Pay Tou $1,000 Cash to Prove That They Are Not GenolDe and tnsollelted.^SQ

"We own ''International Stofk Food Farm," which is located V2 miles from Minoeapolis and contains C50 acres. We feed
'"Internntional Stork Food" every day to all of our World Ciiampiok ^;TALU0NS, Dan Patch 1:09 1-5 and Dibectum J: 05 1-4;
our YocNG Stallioks, Broou Maues. Colts, Work House^a, Cattle and Hogs. **IXTF.Il> ATIONAL STOCK FOOD" FEEDS
loR ONE CENT,^ is prepared from Koots, Herbs, Seeds and Barks, and won the Hi^rhest Medal at Paris Exposition in 190U as
a high-class vegetable, .medicinal j.reparation to be fed to stock in small amounts as an addition to the regular feed. It
is a Kreut aid in growing or fattening stock 'l»ecause it increases the appetite and aids digestion and assimilation so that
each auiuiai obtains more nutrition from the grain eaten. We positively guarantee that its use will make you extra money over the
usual plan of growing and fattening stock. '^InleruHtional Stock Food" can be fed in safety to Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Goats, Hogs,
Colts, Calves. Lambs or Pigs. It is absolutely harmless even if taken into the human system. You insist on eating medicinal
ingredients with your own food at every meal. Salt is a stomach tonic and worm medicine, jicpper is a powerful stimulating
tonic, mustard is a remedy for dyspepsia, vinegar is a diuretic. You eat these medicinal ingredients almost with every mouthful of
your food, and it is proven tliat these medicine^ promote health and strength for people and improve their digestion. "Iiilernntional

Stock Food" contains pure vegetable medicinal ingredients that are just as safe and as necessary ar^addition to the regular feed of your stock if you desire to keep tiiem in the best
possible condition. *'InternatiouaI Stock Food" is endorsed by every high-chiss farm paper. It purities the blood, stimulates and permanently strengtiiens the entire system, sotliat
disease is prevented or cured. "International Stock Kood" is sold on a "Spot Cash (iiiaraiitee" by Fifty ThuUKand DeaU-i-s throughout the Uorld. ^Your money will be promptly
refunded in any case of failure. It will make your calves or pigs grow amazingly, and has the largest sale in the world for keeping them healthy. ^"Beware of the many cheap and
Inferior imitations! No chemist can separate all the different potrdered Root&, Herbs, Bark;* and Seeds that we U!>e. Any one claiming to do so must be an ignoramus or a falsifier.

International Stock Food Co.

WHAT F>EOI=>L,E SAV ABOUT THIS BOOK
International Stock Food Co. Odessa, Mo.

Eau Claire, Wis. Dear Sirs:—Your "International Stock Book" duly received, and it

Dear Sirs:—I received your ^'International Stock Book,'* and was is the best tiling of its class that I have ever seen. There is a volume
more than pleased v^ ith it. It is worth more than $io.oo to me. of useful articles in it from start to finish.

Veiy truly yours, RICHARD J. MORRISSEY. ^^^^ Respectfully, GEO. W. NULL.

A $3000.00 STOCK BOOH FREE
IT CONTAINS 183 LARGE ENGRAVINGS OF HORSES, CATTLE, SHEEP, POULTRY, ETC.

The Cover of this Boob is a Beautiful Live Stock Picture ^"Printed in Six Brilliant Colors, Size of the book is GJfV by inches. It cost us 93.000 to have our Artists and Engravers
make these, Engravings. It describes common diseases, and tells how to treat them. It also gives Description. History and Illustrations of the Different Breeds of Horses, Cattle.

Sheep, Goats, Hogs and Poultry. It contains Life Engravings of many very noted Animals, and also testimonials. The Editor of This Paper will tell you that you ought to have
this Stock Book in your Library for Reference, O^It contains a finely illustrated Veterinary Department that will save you Hundreds of Dollars.WE WILL, MAIL, IT TO YOU ABSOL,UTEU,Y FREE. -8®»F>ostag© Prepaid ^

We Will Pay Tou I^IO.OO Gash If book U not as described. Write ns at once, letter or postal-urd, and AKSffER THESE 2 QCESTIO'S:
1st.—Name This Paper.

^
AVe Employ Over :10U People, and have

Hundreds of Thousands of Testimonials.
Refer to Any Bank in Minneapolis.

8d How Much Stoct Have You?

INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD CO., Minneapolis, Minn., U. S. A.

Largest Stock Food Factory in the World.
Capital Paid in, $1,0(X),IXK>.

600,000 Feet of Space in Our New Factory.

DON'T Buy QASOLINB ENGINES MERwimr
a. two-cylinder gasoline engine

superior to all one-cylinder engines. Costs less to buy and less to run. Quicker and easier started ; has a wider sphere of usefulness. Has no vibration,
can be mounted on any hght wagon as a portable. Weighs less than half of one-cylinder engines. Give size of engine required. (Sizes 11, 2, 2!, 4, 5, 6, 3,

10 and ID Horse Power.) Please mention tlils paper. Send for catalogue. THE TEMPLE PUMP CO.. Meagher and 15th Streets, CHICAGO.

IRRIGATED^

WANTED

GOVERMMENT
HOMESTEADS

" Uncle Sam is rich enough to give 2is all afarm."
The names and ad-
dresses of all per-
sons who desire to

Locato Homesteads on the Covernmenl Lands in
the great valleys of the West, which,, under meas-
ures advocated by Th e National Irrigation Associ-
ation, would be made available for homestead
entry and settlement by the construction of stor-
age reservoirs and main line canals by the
National Covernmenl.
The soil is of unsurpassed fertility and product-

iveness in crops of small grains which will have
a practically unlimitedmarket in China and Japan.
It grows to perfection ail the fruits, grasses and
vegetables, and alfalfa for stock raising, which
will be one of the great industries of this region.
Gold, silver, copper, lead, iron, coal, petroleum
and timber abound in the different sections, and
mining and lumbering will make a large and pro-
fitable local home market for all farm products.
The requirements of the ORIENTAL TRADE and

the consti uction of National Irrigation Works will
bring about the rapid settlement of this region by
a prosperous population of farmers, stock raisers,
miners, merchants, etc., and it is solely to aideet-
tlers that we desire to correspond with them.
Send name and address by mail with self-ad-

dressed stamped envelope for reply to

George H. Maxwell, Executive Chairman,

NATIONAL IRRIGATION ASSOCIATION.
1707 Fisher Bulldlnfl, Chloge.

STAR FEED GRINDERS
excel all others in speed and good work. Crush
'-i grind ear com, shelled corn, all small grains

and mixed feeds.

Stop Waste
No millers' tolls or undi-
gested grains. Made in
sweeps, simple or geared,
or for belt powers. Strong-

and durable. Meet wants
of large or small feeders.
Don't buy until you get
t^e Star Booklet. Sent
free on application.

THE STAR MFC. C0.7 19 Depot St., New Lexington, ©•

WETAKETHERISK-YOU TAKE
THE FENCEt a^aysFREETRIAL

grof^-'^u^c^ ADVANCE FENCE
as you need to do that job of fencing yon have in
mind. Yoa will find it cheaper than you expected,

better than yon
ever saw. If not,
send the fence
back: we pay
freighton 40 rods
or more.We have
faith in o o r

_ _ fence and Inyoa.
Send for fence facts and free book.
APVANCK FENCE CO., 116 St., Peorta, Ills.

ORCHARD PROFIT
^^depends upon working all the -

fruit into a salable product. Cider,

lor instance. If good, dear and
nure it sells readily at a profit.

The best is produced by a

HYDRAULIC
CIBER
PRESS

Made Id varying filzes: hand and power.
6et our free catalogue before you buy.

HYDRAULIC PRESS MFQ. CO.,

6 Main Street, Mt. Gllead, Ohio.

The Gem Fall-Circle baler, lightest, strongest, cheapest
baler. Made of wrought steel. Operated bv 1 or 2 horses.
Bales 10 to 15 tons a day. Sold on 5 davs' trial. Cataiogoe
free. Address GEO. ERTEL CO., Quincy, lit5 VALUABLE POINTERS FOR FARMERS

Are yoa ID search of a milder cUmataT Try Indian

Territory, Okiahom* or Texas! Ate yoa seekiDg

cheaper lands? Try Indian Territory. Oklahoma or

Texu. Are you looking for a location offeriDg a per-

tQtaent borne and good, substantial retams for yonr

capital and labor! Try Indian Territory, Oklahoma or

Tesai! Are you looking for more
profitable crop retumsf Try nee
farming in South Texas. Arc you a

,

•lock mant Pasturage in Indian Ter-

ritory and Texas the year round.

Small feed expense, more profitable

retums. Copies of pamphlets and
descriptive matter about The Great

,

SoathwestcheerfoHy furnished. Addreas KATT, St. Louis.

BIG PAYING BUSINESS 'ZSIl^:
Write for names ofhundreds of delighted
caatomers. Make $80 to $50
weekly. Do business at home
or traveling, all or spare time,
selling Gray outfits and doing
genuine gold, silver, nickle and metal
plating on Watches, Jewelry, Tableware,
Bicycles, all metal goods. Heavy plate. No ex-
SerlencCf quickly learned. Enormous demand,
o toys or bumbuif. Outfits all sizes. Everything

eoaranteed. I^etne start you. We teach you FREE.
Write today. H. GRAY & CO., CrNClJraATI, O.

STEEL TUBULAR
FENCE POSTS.

Absolutely indestructible. A per-
manent Fence Post suitable for fields,
farms, pastures, etc. Made of a one-
piece hollow tube. Costs no more than
the ordinary cedar post. We have all

kinds of wire tor sale. Write for Free Cata-
lo^ueNo. 34. CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKINGCO.
West 351h and Iron Streets, Chicago.

,
16 to 35 Cents Per Rod.
^«xtralar^ W»»elltofam»r*atwtioU»aUpnc«a.j

CoUed Spring. Bub wd Soft OatTttnised ^in.
WRITE FOR CATAUHiCJB

The Brown Fence is fflre Co^

PHOTO BROOCHE&fOc.
Send u9 any photograph you want

copied and we will return it un-
harmed with an exact copy on one of
.these pretty rimless brooch-mountings
|for only xOcta. AH our Photo-Min-
iatures are ex^ct and perfect re-
productions. We send this )35c>
sample for only XO cts. to intro-

duce cur goods and send you Free our
large ill. price-list of photo-miniatures,

jewelry, novelties. A^gentH wanted.
CORONA MFG. CO.. Box 1375, Boston, Mass.

Special Low Rates
for the

Round Trip
with stop-over privileges

via

Queen & Crescent
Route

September 15th and October 20th
From Cincinnati to

Chattanooga, Tennessee $ 1 1 .00
Birmingham, Alabama IJ.OO
Atlanta, Georgia tl.OO
Mobile, Alabama J 4.00
Macon, Georgia 14.00
Brunswick, Georgia 14.00
Savannah, Georgia t4.00
Jackson, Mississippi 14.00
New Orleans, Louisiana 14.00
Jacksonville, Florida 14.00
Shreveport, Louisiana 18.00
Houston, Tezas 18.00
Beaumont, Texas 18.00

Correspondingly Low Rates to Intermediate Points

Tickets good 21 days from date of sale, with
privilege of stop-over south of Somerset, Ky.
Through Pullman ser\-ice to Chattanooga, Jack-
sonville, Slireveport, New Orleans and Savannah.

For information apply toW C. KINEAHSON, Q. P. A.
Cincinnati, Ohio

^^^^ j^k Send us your address

^ l2 CI IfCIW will 6haw«omaket3sd>7
mn ^^^B — absolutely sure: we

^^^^ furnish the work and teach yoa free, you work in

the locality where you live. Send us your address and we will

explain the business fully, rememberwe guarantee a clearprofit

of $3for every days work, absolutely sure. Writealonce.
ROYAL nilU FiCTCRING CO., Bol 1048, Detroll, Hich.

We want Girls

and boys in every city and town, who are bright

and energetic, and who want to make some

money for some particular purpose, or who
would like to have a, steady income. It is the

most pleasant work possible, and will bring you

in contact with the finest people. Can be done

after school. Write us at once. Circulation Dept.

Farm and Fireside, Springfield, Ohio.

MENTION THIS PAPER WHEN ANSWERINQ
ADVERTISEMENTS

A Regular Cash Income
each month may be secured by you with a little effort. We want

a representative—man or woman—in each city, where we do not

already have one, to superintend the supplying of our regular cus-

tomers with copies of the Woman's Home Companion each month.

For this work we allow handsome cash commissions and a steady

petition to the right person. Don't delay, but write at once to the

Cii-c. Dept. Woman's Home Companion, Springfield, Ohio
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